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L' algebra non essendo che un metodo precise e speditissimo di ragio-

nare suite quantita, non & alia sola geometria od alle altre scienze mate-

matiche che si possa applicare, ma si pub ad essa sottoporre tutto cid

che in qualche modo pud crescere o diminuire, tutto cib che ha relazioni

paragonabili Ira di loro. Quindi anchc le scienze politiche possono fino

ad un ccrto segno ammetterla.

BECCAEIA, 1765.



THE MEASUREMENT
OF

GENERAL EXCHANGE-VALUE.

CHAPTER I.

THE NATURE OF EXCHANGE-VALUE.

I.

1 .

" Value "
is an ambiguous term, in the common use of

which may be detected several meanings that deserve to be

distinguished by special epithets. Applying the term to spe-

cies of material things, we often have in mind their useful-

ness or utility, as when we speak of water being very valuable

for mankind
;
and therefore what we refer to should be called

use-value. Or we may be thinking of the particular things in

a species, and whether the species be important or not as such,

yet because we highly prize or esteem the particular things for

their rarity, we attach also value to them, and this is some-

thing which should be characterized as esteem-value. Again,
we sometimes refer merely to the fact that the things are pro-

duced or procured only by labor, and we value them because

they are endeared to us by past effort and cannot be replaced

except at the cost of more effort
;
and then we should call the

quality we are thinking of, cost-value. Lastly, we may be con-

sidering only the fact that things once possessed may be ex-

changed for other things, whereby a thing useless in itself to

its owner, which he does not esteem for itself, and which per-

haps has come to him gratuitously, may procure for him a use-

ful and needed object, and save him the trouble of special

1 1



2 THE NATURE OP EXCHANGE-VALUE

effort to produce that object, which attribute in things is

properly called their exchange-value.

Having the first meaning in mind, we say a thing is more or

is less valuable according as its class is more or is less useful as

a whole its
" total utility

"
is greater or smaller the whole

class is less or more dispensable our first want for it is greater
or smaller. Having in mind the second, we say that an indi-

vidual thing, along with its mates, is more or is less valuable ac-

cording as it is more or is less prized by people in general, which

is generally according as their uses for its class are greater or

smaller and as the abundance of its class proportionally to

their numbers is smaller or greater, or according to the magni-
tude of what has been called its

" final utility
"

its usefulness

when satisfying the last want which its class is abundant enough
to satisfy. Thus when we say

" water is more valuable than

diamonds," we are comparing the species water with the species

diamond
;
when we say

" diamonds are more valuable than

water," we are comparing individual diamonds with equally

large individual drops of water. Having in mind the third

meaning, we say a thing is more or is less valuable according
as there is greater or smaller difficulty for people to produce it

by finding it or by making it. Having in mind the last, we

say a thing is more or is less valuable according as it procures
in exchange, or purchases, more or less of other things.

2. A term rarely has several meanings without some one

idea running through them all. In the case of "value" the

underlying idea is that everything which we pronounce
" valu-

able
"

is an object of desire. Everything desired, however, is

useful to us. But some species of physically useful things are

so abundant that we are not aware of our desire for them until

we stop to imagine ourselves deprived of them. Then we recog-
nize their value their use-value. For other things we know
our desire because in their absence we feel the want of them.

Thus the more useful and the more absent are they, the more

we desire them, provided they are not so entirely absent as to

leave us unacquainted with their utility ;
and when we posaeM

them, the more we prize, esteem, and value them, for fear of
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losing them. That we desire things which cost us effort to

produce, is shown by the fact that we spend effort to procure
them. And anything is desirable to anybody, however useless

in itself to him, that serves the useful purpose of providing him

with other useful things, and so saves him the labor otherwise

necessary to obtain them.

By reason of this common essence,
" value "

may be defined

as the valor might, power in things by which, in general, or

under certain circumstances, they are rendered objects of desire.

Things are objects of desire in four different ways. They are

objects of desire because of their utility alone
; wherefore,

using them, we assign to them use-value. They are objects

of desire because of their utility and rarity; wherefore, es-

teeming them and holding fast to them, we assign to them es-

teem-value. They are objects of desire because of their utility

and the difficulty of making or replacing them
; wherefore,

laboring to produce them, we assign to them cost-value. They
are objects of desire because of their special utility in providing
us with other desired objects ; wherefore, accepting or laboring

to get even what we otherwise do not want in order by ex-

change to get what we do want, we assign to them exchange-
value. Apart from the common reference to desirableness, the

four meanings of " value "
are very distinct, so that they repre-

sent four kinds or species of value.
1 The distinctness of these

is also shown by the fact that the same thing, compared with

others, may possess different degrees of use-value, of esteem-

value, of cost-value, and of exchange-value.

3. The second and the last kind of value were distin-

guished by Turgot, who called the former " valeur estimative
"

and the latter " valeur ^changeable."
2 The first and the last

1 Beccaria said that originally
"
value " meant "

having force, habitude, ability

to fulfil a purpose," and this
"
absolute value "

later became "
relative and venal "

and meant "
the power which everything has of being exchanged with all others,"

Del commercio, written about 1769, ed. Custodi, Vol. I., p. 339. These two senses

are not specifically distinct, but the latter is one species under the former as

genus. The other species were not noticed.
2 Valeurs et monnaies, about 1750, ed. Daire, pp. 82, 83. He also called the

later
"
valeur appreciative," because we generally estimate the exchange-value of

things by appraising, or setting prices on, them, p. 87.
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were distinguished by Adam Smith, who called the first" value

in use
" and the last " value in exchange

"
or, obviously bor-

rowing from Turgot,
"
exchangeable value." 3 But the latter

term Adam Smith did not confine to the meaning of exchange-
value. He divided " value in exchange

"
into two sub-species,

which he called "nominal value" and " real value" or even
" real exchangeable value." By the former of these he meant

merely one instance of exchange-value, namely a thing's ex-

change-value in one special other thing, money, the reverse

of its
" nominal price," the quantity of money we must pay to

purchase it
;
and by the latter he meant the quantity of labor

the thing will purchase, the reverse of its
" real price," the

quantity of labor it costs to acquire the thing.
4 Thus what is

here called esteem-value was vaguely, and by a means of meas-

uring it, rather than by its nature, referred to as " real value ";

and what is here called cost-value was given an entirely differ-

ent appellation,
" real price."

5 While Adam Smith's first and

incomplete dichotomy of " value " has been widely accepted,

his distinction between " real value " and " real price
" has

hardly even been noticed.6
By Ricardo the term " real value "

was applied to cost-value, when he spoke of it as " the quantity

of labor and capital
"

itself, in his view, a product of labor

"
employed in producing

"
the thing,

7 in which sense he also

indifferently employed the term " natural price."
! This kind

of value he never differentiated from esteem-value, although all

Wealth, of nation*, 1776, McCulloch's ed., 1858, p. 13.

4 See especially pp. 13, 16-17, 07, 157.

6 The explanation of this lust term is to be found on p. 14. The idea of it was

evidently drawn from Turgot, who had said that things would have value to an

isolate! man in so far as they cost him trouble to obtain them, and had spoken of

a commerce between man and Nature, who exacts from him labor as the price he

must pay for what she yields, op. cit.
t pp. 82-83. This mere figure of speech was

taken literally by Adam Smith.
6 Adam Smith always used "price" in the sense of what we give (or would

have to give) in exchange for what we acquire (or want), and "
value "

in the

sense of what we acquire (or could acquire) in exchange for what we give (or

have). This indeed is not a useful distinction to observe between these terms,
and has rightly been rejected. Yet, along with the realism about labor as an ex-

changeable commodity, it is at the bottom of many of Adam Smith's doctrines.
7
Work*, McCulloch's ed., p. 32; cf. also p. 171.

Ibid., p. 40.
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his investigations into the causes of variations in what he called

" relative value
"

hit upon the causes of variations in the rela-

tive esteem-values of things. Thus what is here called ex-

change-value he often referred to by the term " relative value ";

and he also occasionally spoke of it as " nominal value," namely
as value " in coats, hats, money, or corn," i. e., in various ob-

jects named. 9 Like Adam Smith, he does not expressly tell

us that he is subsuming these values under "
exchangeable

value "; yet he too must do so, as he made his first division of

" value
"

likewise only into " value in use " and " value in ex-

change,"
10 and it is apparent they cannot be subsumed under

" value in use," which he identified with " riches." More-

over there are passages in which he uses "
exchangeable value "

as he elsewhere uses " real value,"
12 while it is evident that

"
exchangeable value " must mean " relative value " when he

defines it as " the power of purchasing [other things] pos-

sessed by any one commodity."
13

This error of confounding at times two, or even three, dis-

tinct kinds of value together under a term applicable only to

one of them, along with that of assigning principal importance,

implied in the term "
real," to the very one which does not de-

serve to come under that term, has run through almost all the

so-called " classic
"

political economy, notwithstanding that this

school has constantly claimed exchange-value to be the chief

topic it dealt with, and has rarely treated of " value "
except

9
Ibid., p. 32. "Value" was sometimes used by Kicardo also in the sense of

what is in this work called general exchange-value, pp. 293, 401
;
but he also de-

nied this use, p. 171, and ignored it, p. 13. As for
" nominal value," this term was

best defined by a contemporary economist :

" The nominal value of a commodity
is strictly speaking its value in any one commodity named

;
but as the precious

metals are on almost all occasions the commodity named, or intended to be named,
the nominal value of a commodity, when no object is specifically referred to, is

always understood to mean its value in exchange for the precious metals," Mal-

thus, Principles ofpolitical economy, 2d ed., 1836, p. 54. This narrow sense is the

one above seen to have been used by Adam Smith. For it
"
money-value

"
is a

shorter term, and free from all ambiguity. Even in its wider sense the term
" nominal value "

is not satisfactory.
1 Works, p. 9.

11
Ibid., pp. 169-173, against J. B. Say, who had sometimes identified "real

value " with "
value in use."

12
Ibid., pp. 172, 377.

Ibid., p. 49.
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under the heading of Exchange or Distribution, and never

under the heading of Production, which would seem to be the

proper place for treating of cost-value, nor under the heading

of Consumption, which would seem to be the proper place for

treating of esteem-value. Hence it has been the cause of un-

told amount of confusion of thought, and of wasted effort to get

straightened out. Recognition of the distinction between all

four kinds, and of the at least coordinate importance of the last

kind, has not yet come into general consciousness, although a

beginning has been made. It was not till a little over twenty

years ago that three of the four kinds were distinguished.

Then Jevons separated from each other use-value, esteem-value,

and exchange-value, under the titles of " value in use,"
" es-

teem, or urgency of desire," and "
purchasing power, or ratio

of exchange."
" It is high time that all four should be distin-

guished, and their distinctness observed.

It would be out of place in this work to pursue the distinc-

tion further. Of all the four kinds, the last is the only one

which has always been treated of by economists, and, as just

observed in another form, many of them have asserted that

their science is specially and even wholly concerned with ex-

change-value. In this position may be some exaggeration,

especially when we sever from exchange-value the other kinds

of value which they unconsciously associated with it.
15 It is

proper, however, that special treatises should be confined to this

one particular kind of value, and it is the whole and sole subject

of the present work.

14 Theory of political economy, 2d ed., 1879, pp. 85, 87, 3d ed., 1888, pp. 78, 81.

These terms are not in the 1st ed. published in 1871. But in the 1st edition he had

really made the same distinctions in thought. At the same time Walras was work-

ing out the laws of esteem-value in very much the same way, publishing them in

the 1st edition of his Elements d'faonomie politique pure, 1874. While Jevons

generally used the term "value" confined to the meaning of exchange-value,

Walras has employed it mostly in the sense of esteem-value, occasionally using

the term "exchangeable value " when treating of exchange-value, and frequently

employing long and tedious phrases, from lack of short and clear-cut terms

whereby to distinguish the kinds of value he had in mind, and sometimes fall-

ing into confusion in consequence of dropping the long phrases.
15 As political economy does deal with all the kinds of value, a better technical

name for it than Whateley's "catallactics" would be
"
timiotology," although

perhaps Hearn's "
plutology

"
is still better.
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II.

1. Exchange-value is a relative quality in material things.

A material thing has exchange-value, as it has weight, only be-

cause of other material things to which it relates in a particular

way. This is its exchanging for them, or its ability to exchange
for them. Gravity is the power in a thing by which it attracts

other things toward itself and is attracted toward other things

by a similar power in them. Exchange-value is the power
l
in

a thing by which it procures for its owner other things, which

procure it for their owners by a similar power in them. As we
cannot conceive of the gravity of one thing alone, without refer-

ence to other things, we cannot conceive of the exchange-value of

one thing alone, without reference to other things.
2 Further-

more, in the case of exchange-value, we know that for its ex-

istence is required something else, namely the men who make

exchanges.
3 But it is likewise believed that for the existence

of weight, or attraction, in material things, there is required

some other thing as its cause, which has been variously placed.

Now just as we can conceive of weight or attraction without

1 Cf. Beccaria andRieardo above. McCulloch speaks of "exchangeable value

being the power which a commodity has of exchanging for other commodities,"

Principles of political economy, 1825, p. 213 (repeated in his ed. of the Wealth of

nations, p. 439). Courcelle Seneuil :

" The value of a commodity is the force or

power of exchange of this commodity," Traite d''economic politique, 1858, Vol. I.,

p. 256. And Walras speaks of a relation establishing itself between appropriated

things such that
" each one acquires, as a special property, a faculty of exchang-

ing for each of the others in definite proportions," Elements, 1st ed., pp. 25-26;

and on p. 48 he applies this
"
property

"
to

"
exchangeable value."

2 Yet Bourguin says that exchange-value is not a property, a quality, an at-

tribute, of things there is no intrinsic value, that is, something which we can

conceive of in an isolated body as a quality inherent in it independently of all

other things, adding
"
length and weight can be so conceived in a body, apart from

any relation, from any comparison with another thing : they are therefore intrin-

sic qualities," B. 132, pp. 22-23; cf. p. 268. This is curious. An isolated body
could not have weight, and we cannot conceive of its having weight, e. g., being

unsupported, in which direction would it fall ? As for length, we can conceive of

an isolated body having length provided we conceive of it having many distinct

parts, themselves not isolated. Length is properly the distance between such

parts, and distance is not an intrinsic quality inherent in any isolated thing.
3 The existence of the men who use, prize, and produce things, is also necessary

for the attaching of the other kinds of
" value " to things. But any material thing

can have use-value, esteem-value, or cost-value, without reference to any other

material thing.
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bringing into the question consideration of that other thing, so

we can conceive of exchange-value, or of exchanges, without

bringing into the question consideration of the men who make

them. 4 At all events in our present limited inquiry it is un-

necessary to investigate the relationship between valuable things

and their owners, or the motives by which these are actuated in

exchanging them in certain quantities. The owners are agents,

and their motives are determining reasons, for the making of

exchanges, and consequently for attaching exchange-value to

things. In seeking to compare and measure the exchange-
values already formed and put into things, comformably to

qualities already under given conditions found existing in the

things, we no more need to know the causes of exchange-value

than we do to know the cause of gravitation. Indeed psychology
holds somewhat the same relation to objective or formal eco-

nomics (the study of the phenomena of exchanges and the laws

of their relations) as theology to physics. We may make use

of psychology in some branches of economics, and get back to

causes not manifested in the phenomena themselves. This

means that we can go further in economics than we can in

physics. But for merely measuring the relations of exchange-
4 J. B. Clark : "The inaccuracy of the term purchasing power, often used as

synonymous with value in exchange, consists mainly in its implying a power in

the commodity itself to effect a purchase. Such power resides in men, not in

things," The philosophy of wealth, 1886, p. 88. To be sure, the power of effecting

exchanges (the causa agendi) resides only in men
;
but without possessing some

material thing men have no power to purchase anything (although they may have

power to produce or to earn something). More fully described, exchange-value
is the power in things to be taken in exchange for other things (the causa fiendi).

It is a power in things by means of which their possessors have power of effecting

an exchange. A derrick has no power
"
to effect the lifting

" of anything ; yet it

has a power by means of which men can effect the lifting of things. It would

seem as if F. A. Walker tried to avoid Clark's objection when he defined
"
value "

as
"
the power which an article confers upon its possessor . . . of commanding,

in exchange for itself," other things, Political economy, 1887, pp. 5, 81. This

would place value in the possessor, which is absurd. The same idea is expressed

by Bourguin, who, however, immediately appended the old opinion that
"
value "

resides in the commodity, saying that it is "the commodity's exchangeability for

another commodity," B. 132, p. 20. It is interesting to note that, without think-

ing of this question, Adam Hmith described
"
value in exchange

" as
"
the power

of purchasing other goods, which the possession of that object [one having utility]

conveys," op. cit., p. 13. This means that neither the object nor the possessor, but

the possession has exchange-value. To conform to this position in our speech
would only be to use much pleonasm.
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value, as manifested in actual exchanges, we might be disem-

bodied spirits investigating the laws of a world in which we had

no part and in which we could not go behind the scenes.

2. The assertion that exchange-value is a quality of mate-

rial things, or in material things, is often denied on the ground
that exchange-value is only an estimation which men set upon

things and so is only in our minds only subjective, not at all

objective. To maintain this denial is merely to employ meta-

physics in the wrong place. For on this line of reasoning

there are no qualities in things, since there is no quality said to

be in things known to us but it requires our presence for its

existence as we know it. We are, however, permitted by meta-

physics to speak of qualities of or in material things, on the

ground that the material things themselves are in us in the

same sense in which it is said the qualities we assign to them

are in us. We may, then, be permitted to continue using the

same popular phraseology in all cases, and to speak of the ex-

change-value (or other values) of things so long as we speak of

the weight, size, hardness, color, etc., of things. It is perfectly

correct to say that exchange-value is something in our minds.

But it is also correct, as we all really believe, to say that ex-

change-value is something in things, and it is not correct to say

that exchange-value is only in our minds. Exchange-value is

not merely subjective ;
it is also objective. We believe there

is something in material things (whether these be in us or not)

that, along with our own constitution, is the, or a, cause of our

desiring them and behaving toward them as we do
;
and it is

this something in them to which we refer when we think of

their value, or, in particular, of their exchange-value.
5

5 H. D. Macleod :

" Value is not a quality of an object ... it is an affection

of the mind. The sole origin, form, or cause of value is human desire," Theory

of credit, 1893, Vol. I., p. 200. This omits to say what is the cause of our desire

for things. Surely our desire for things is not wholly independent of the things

themselves. W. L. Trenholm : "It is obvious that it cannot be any special

quality in the thing desired which gives value to it, but that the value comes

wholly from unsatisfied desire," The people's money, 1893, p. 226. This ignores

the connection between the
"
special quality

" and the desire. C. Menger would

also deny the existence of exchange-value in things, affirming that it is not a
"
real

phenomenon," not only because it cannot exist in an isolated body, but because

it is
"
the thought-of cause of the existing various exchange relations and of their
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This whole question, however, though important in meta-

physics, is of no consequence in economics
;

6
for we should con-

tinue to think of, and to investigate the relations of, exchange-
value in precisely the same manner whether metaphysicians
decided there is exchange-value in things or whether they de-

cided it is only in our minds. The difficulties which confront us

in the metrology of exchange-value do not arise from its sub-

jectivity, if it be only subjective, and would exist the same if it

be also objective. They arise solely from its extreme variabil-

ity, whatever be the cause of this. But it has been necessary
to point this out here, on account of the frequency with which

the opinion is advanced that we can find no invariable standard

of exchange-value because of its being only subjective unlike

weight and other qualities which we have succeeded in measur-

ing with tolerable exactness.7

3. A thing which has exchange-value has exchange-value
in relation to other particular things, or, by combining these

under the same terms, to other particular kinds of things.

Individuals of one kind exchanging in certain proportions for

individuals of this or of that or of any other kind, it is said

the former kind has a certain exchange-value in this kind, in

variations, which cause is in our thoughts ascribed to the commodity in ques-

tion," art. Geld in the Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften, Jena, Vol.

IH., 1892, p. 740. But at the same time he allows it to be an Aitstaiischmoglich-

kcit belonging to things. Then why not also a Tausehkraft f And if we define

exchange-value as such, it would belong to things. The denial is made also on

the ground that exchange-value is only a relation. So Denis, H. 100, p. 171.

The error of this will be seen presently.
6 Of course to complain, with H. Dabos, La thiorie de la valenr, Journal des

Economistes, March, 1888, p. 406, that exchange-value is not a physical property
of things, like their color, density, porosity, etc., is to go out of one's way in

search of trouble, since economists should leave physical properties to physicists

and concern themselves with the economic properties of things.
7 E. g., J. P. Smith, B. 7, p. 39. T. Martello says that speaking of a fixed

unit of value is like speaking of a fixed unit of love, La moneta e gli errori che

corrono intorno ad esso, 1881, p. 401. It is only a step to say that, because value

is only in us, there is no such thing as the value of a material object. This step

has been taken even by Walras in the very work in which he started out by de-

scribing exchange-value as a property acquired by things under certain circum-

stances ; whence he concluded that the term "
franc " cannot refer to the value

of a piece of metal, there being none, but only to the piece of metal itself,

jKltmcnts, p. 147 (2d ed., p. 172). But this has not prevented him from later

writing a work on a method of regulating variations in the
" value of money,"

B. 69. A similar position is adopted by Bourguin, B. 132, p. 38.
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that kind, and so on, a contracted expression for " in relation to

the other kind." The exchange-value of one thing in another,

or of one kind of thing in another kind of thing, may be called

a particular exchange-valued the thing, or of the kind of thing ;

so that we may speak either of the particular exchange-value

of one thing in another thing or of the particular exchange-
value of one kind of thing in another kind of thing.

8

Such a particular exchange-value of one thing in another, or

of one kind in another, is not the other thing itself, or the

definite quantity of the other kind of thing, procurable in ex-

change, as has often been carelessly said.
9 Nor is it simply a

relation, or ratio, between the two things.
10 Indeed it is diffi-

cult to see what meaning there is in such a definition of ex-

change-value. If a bushel of wheat exchanges for two bushels

of barley, is the exchange-value of wheat the ratio two ? We
commonly say in this case that the exchange-value of wheat is

twice that of barley ;
but this is only a statement of comparison

between the exchange-values of equal quantities of wheat and

of barley. It does not pretend to tell us what the nature is of

the exchange-value of either of these things.
11 It is plain that,

8 This is another term for
" nominal value "

as above defined by Malthus.
9 E. g., Adam Smith, as already observed in Note 6 in Sect. I.; also J. B. Say,

Trailed' economic polilique, 5th ed., 1826, Vol. II., p. 156; J. S. Mill, Principles

of political economy, 1848, ed. 1878, Vol. I., p. 588. Macleod, op. cit., Vol. I.,

pp. 112-113, 170, 172. The error has been pointed out by Jevons, op. cit., 1st ed.,

pp. 81-82, 3d ed., p. 78.

10
E.g., "Value in exchange is the relation of one object to some other or

others in exchange," Malthus, op. cit., p. 50, and similarly again, p. 61. Beccaria

had said :

" Value indicates the proportion of one quantity with another," op.

cit., Vol. II., p. 8. There is a great difference between these expressions.
11 Thus Jevons himself was in error when he added :

" Value in exchange is

nothing but a ratio, and the term should not be used in any other sense," loc. cit.

All that he had a right to say was that the ideas of the other kinds of value should

be excluded from the idea of this kind of value. He had himself previously de-

clared ofthis kind of value: "Value is a vague expression for potency in purchasing

other commodities," B. 22, p. 20
;
and he continued to use the term in this sense,

cf. Investigations, p. 358. What absurdity this position may lead to is well illus-

trated in the following: "Value ... is a relation between certain things to

which men attribute value," Trenholm, op. cit., p. 246. Walras has gone to a

peculiar extreme also here. He says:
"
Strictly speaking, there are no values,

there are only relations of values," Elements, 1st ed., p. 189 (again in B. 71, p. 4).

(Perhaps the meaning intended to be conveyed in this sentence is that exchange-

value is a relation between esteem-values.) Carelessness in trebly describing

value as (1) a ratio, (2) the quantity of another or other things, (3) purchasing
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as already shown of exchange-value in general, the exchange-
value of one thing in another is the power in the one thing of

exchanging for the other a power which necessarily presup-

poses certain relations of quantity between the things exchanged,
but is itself very different from those relations. Thus the ex-

change-value of one thing in another is neither the other thing

nor the relation between the two
;
but it is the power in the one

which can exist only in connection with a similar power in the

other, and can be estimated, as we shall see, by the relation be-

tween the quantities exchanged.
4. A thing has many such particular exchange-values as

many, in fact, as there are kinds of things with which it

can exchange. Now several, many, or all of these particular

exchange-values, as they exist together, may be combined into

a single concept, and so provide us with the idea of the thing's

exchange-value simply so called.
12 This idea of simple ex-

change-value, like that of the gravity of the heavenly bodies, is

difficult to grasp at first. Yet it is a necessary idea, which we

all do inevitably form with various degrees of definiteness and

accuracy.
13 It is at any given time and place a single exchange-

power, is also shown by J. L. Laughlin, facts about money, Chicago, 1895, pp. 75-

76, 147, 192, and Parsons, B. 136, pp. 81-82.
12

.T. L. Shadwell :

" The human mind can only compare two things at once,

and when it is said that a commodity has a certain power of purchasing all other

commodities, the words, though they may be pronounced, written, and printed,

do not really present any idea to the mind. The power of gold to purchase silver

is a definite idea, and so is its power to purchase copper ;
but the power of gold

to purchase silver and copper means nothing at all," System of political economy,

fxmdon, 1877, p. 93. The only reason offered why we cannot strike an average is

that
" we have no standard by which to measure the objective importance of dif-

ferent articles," p. 9f>. This is a difficulty, to be sure, but one by no means in-

superable, and one which has long been discussed, it forming one of the definite

problems in our subject (here to be treated in Chapter IV.). Few persons would

admit in their own case the impotency here claimed for every human mind.
13 Bourguin asserts that a thing has no

"
value in general," but only

"
particular

values" (by
"
value "

always meaning
"
exchange-value," B. 132, p. 3). His only

reason seems to lie, because exchange-value is not a property inherent in things,

p. 22. Cf. p. 135, where he says: "The [purchasing] power of money is only a

word
; it designates, not a quality, an intrinsic value, but an ensemble of rela-

tions which have nothing in common, not being equations between magnitudes of

the siime kind." But if the particular exchange-values are not intrinsic, neither

would the general exchange-value be intrinsic, and no reason is shown why there

is no non-intrinsic general exchange-value except the statement that the relations

(t. ., the particular exchange-values) have nothing in common. But this is not so,
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value somehow made up of many particular exchange-values.
A thing has many exchange-values in other things separately ;

it has one exchange-value in other things collectively. Or
rather the more correct statement is that when we do reach this

idea of a thing's simple exchange-value we must view it as the

thing's only real exchange-value,
14 and regard the particular

exchange-values as merely this one and the same exchange-
value in its various relations to the similarly single and simple

exchange-values of other particular things. One of the tasks

of political economy is to explicate and render more intelligible

this conception of a thing's exchange-value in other things, or

in all other things. To contribute to the accomplishment of

this task is one of the objects of these pages. It may be pre-

mised that we shall find an exchange-value of a thing in all

things, including itself, an idea never yet distinguished from

that of the exchange-value of a thing in all other things. These

two ideas have some points of contact, and both may lay claim

to the title of a thing's exchange-value simply, or its general ex-

change-value. It is plain that we have no right to speak

simply of a thing's exchange-value, if we have in mind only its

exchange-value in some other thing, or in a few other things.

Speaking of its exchange-value simply, we should be using

language wrongly unless we referred to its exchange-value in

all, or in all other things or at least in all others to which we

practically can refer, that is, to its one simple exchange-value

as measured by comparison with the simple exchange-values of

all the other things.
16

as the particular exchange-values ofa thing have in common powers ofexchanging
for certain quantities of other things, and these powers are magnitudes of the same

kind. As well say the attraction of the earth for the moon is different in kind

from the attraction of the earth for the sun. Bourguin elsewhere says he will use

the term "the value of a thing," in the singular, meaning the ensemble of all its

particular exchange-values, only for convenience, p. 23 (and he will attempt to

measure variations in this ensemble, pp. 138-139) . But we may be sure that when

a term is found to be convenient, it expresses an idea or concept.
14 But of course not its only

"
real value."

15 This term was much used by J. S. Mill. In the same sense
"
general value "

was used by Hallam, View of the state of Europe in the Middle Ages, 1816, Chapt.

IX., Part II.

16
Naturally in speaking of exchange-value simply we do not mean something

without relation to any other things. Neglect of this has led Macleod into curious
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III.

1. Exchange-value is quantitative. A certain quantity of

one thing exchanges for a certain quantity of another thing. If

it exchanges for more of the other, its exchange-value in the

other is proportionally greater. If it exchanges for less of the

other, its exchange-value in the other is proportionally smaller.

If it exchanges for the same quantity of the other, its exchange-
value in the other is the same. Thus the exchange-value of

one thing in another may have different degrees of intensity.

This being so of its exchange-value in any one other, it is so of

its exchange-value in every other, and consequently of its ex-

change-value in all other things, or of its general exchange-
value. And so with the exchange-values of everything.

Such variations in exchanges, and .consequently in exchange-

values, be it said in passing, may occur at different times and

places. Consequently to speak of a thing's exchange-value in

another thing, or in general, is to refer to its exchange-value at

a given time and place. Exchange-value is something temporal
and local. In omitting explicit declarations, we generally im-

ply that we are dealing with exchange-value at the same place

and are referring to changes happening in time.

2. From the above comparisons it results that, the quantity

of one thing being assumed, its exchange-value in another is pro-

portional to the quantity of the other it exchanges for (Proposition

I.). Consequently we can measure the exchange-value of one

thing in another at two dates (or places) by the relative quan-
tities of the other it exchanges for at the two dates (or places).

error. He says : What is wanted by economists who seek an invariable standard

of value is
"
something by which they can at once decide whether gold is of more

value in A. D. 30, in A. D. 1588, or in A. D. 1893
;

in Italy, in England, or in

China
;
without reference to anything else," Theory of credit, Vol. I., p. 212.

And so he had long before said :

" As no single body can be a standard of distance

or equal it j* [without reference to others], so no single object can possibly be a

standard of value " without reference to others, Theory and practice of banking,

1875, Vol. I., p. 16, and similarly again, p. 77. Of course the exchange-value of

a single body with reference to others may be a standard of exchange-value, just

as the length of a single body a certain distance between its extremities com-

pared with others, may be a standard of length. (Hut some of the economists

referred to treated of cost-value, and so took account only of cost of production.)
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These quantities of the other, we must remember, do not con-

stitute the exchange-value of the one in that other. The ex-

change-value of the one in the other is its power of acquiring

that other for its owner. The magnitude of this power over

the other is manifested by the effect it accomplishes in exchang-

ing for that other, that is, by the quantity of that other thing it

acquires.
1 Here we are treating merely of the power of the one

thing over the other, or its exchange-value in the other, and

therefore need pay no attention to the power of the other, or to

its exchange-value. But if we were comparing the exchange-

value of the one with the exchange-value of the other, or trying

to measure how much exchange-value the former is manifesting

when it is exchanging for the latter by
"
exchange-value

"
here

meaning exchange-value simply, or general exchange-value, we

should have to take into consideration also the general exchange-

value of the latter.

It is plain that at any one place individual things exactly alike

physically will always exchange for one another indifferently, or

have the same exchange-value in their own class ; and also will

exchange for the same quantities of other things, or have the same

exchange-value in other things : that is, all the individuals in a

homogeneous class have the same exchange-value (Proposition II.).

Like things are not generally exchanged, because there is gen-

erally no object in making such an exchange. But such an ex-

change is possible, and sometimes occurs. Dealers who store

wheat together, probably get back different wheat, and so have

exchanged wheat for wheat. Also in the case of money, we fre-

quently exchange, say, ten dollars in one piece for ten dollars

in two or more pieces. It is evident that when such exchanges

are made people do not exchange more for less of the same

thing. Now a bushel of wheat and any other bushel of wheat

having the power of exchanging for a bushel of wheat, every

bushel of wheat has the same exchange-value in wheat (all
of

the same quality). And when one kind of things is exchanged

for another kind, it is indifferent which of many like individuals

is given or received. Therefore, each of these in the one class

4Cf. Courcelle Seneuil, op. cit., Vol. I., p. 243.
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having the power of exchanging for the same thing in the other,

they all have the same exchange-value in that other kind of

thing. And for the same reason they have the same exchange-
value in any and every other kind of things, consequently in

all other kinds of things together, that is, in exchange-value

simply, or in general exchange-value. It may be that the dif-

ferent individuals which we include under a class with the same

name are generally not exactly alike, and perhaps they never

are exactly alike it has been maintained that no two grains of

wheat are ever exactly alike
;

but they are often nearly enough
alike to pass in practice for alike. Of course what is here said

refers to materials in the same form only ;
for the form itself has

utility. A cubic foot of wood in a lumber yard has not the same

exchange-value as a similar cubic foot of wood in a building.

It is plain also that, the exchange-value of a quantity of one

thine/ in another being given, the power of acquiring quantities of

the latter by means of the former is proportional to the quantity of

the former employed in exchanging for the latter (Proposition

III.). For example, if one bushel of wheat has the power of

exchanging for two bushels of barley, two bushels of wheat

have double this power, that is, they have the power of ex-

changing for four bushels of barley ; for, according to the pre-

ceding proposition, the second bushel of wheat has the same

power as the first. This proposition does not mean that if ten

bushels of wheat have the power of exchanging for a diamond

of a certain size, twenty bushels of wheat have the power of

exchanging for a diamond of twice that size. It means only

that they have the power of exchanging for two such diamonds-

It also does not mean that if one bushel of wheat actually ex-

changes for two bushels of barley, any quantity of wheat might
have been exchanged for twice the same quantity of barley ;

for this would require that the exchange-values should remain

the same whatever be the quantities offered in the market. It

means only that such proportional exchanges can be made while

the exchange-values do remain the same.

3. Again, of two kind* of things the quantities which ex-

change for each other are equivalent in the sense that the exchange-
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value of the one in the other is equal to the exchange-value

of the latter in the former (Proposition IV.). This looks

as if it were an expletive proposition, like those which have

preceded, springing from the meaning of the terms employed,
or like saying that the distance of the sun from the earth is

equal to the distance of the earth from the sun. Yet it may
be objected that, the power of wheat to acquire barley being
measured by the quantity of the barley, and the power of

barley to acquire wheat being measured by the quantity of the

wheat, as the quantity of barley and the quantity of wheat are

two distinct and generally unequal things, the equality of the

two exchange-values is not shown by a comparison of these

quantities. If a proof be demanded, however, a proof is forth-

coming. We have seen that a bushel of wheat has the power
of acquiring a bushel of wheat. But, according to our suppo-

sition, two bushels of barley have the power of acquiring a

bushel of wheat. Therefore two bushels of barley have the

same exchange-value in wheat as one bushel of wheat. And

similarly a bushel of wheat has the same exchange-value in

barley as two bushels of barley. Therefore, having the same

exchange-value both in barley and in wheat, a bushel of wheat

has the same exchange-value in barley as the two bushels of

barley have in wheat.2

To say that the quantities of things which exchange for each

other are equivalent in the sense of having the same exchange-
value simply, that is, the same general exchange-value, needs

still further proof.

Now, of two kinds of things the quantities which exchange for

each other exchange for the same quantity of any other kind of

things, and therefore have the same exchange-value in that other

kind of things (Proposition V.). The first part of this proposi-

tion is the law of stable equilibrium in an open and free market,

which equilibrium must exist on the average in the long run.

It is possible for fluctuations to occur at times, but then forces

are set at work to restore the equilibrium. For instance, while

2 The case is comparable with weights. We should never know by the balanc-

ing of two bodies in opposite scales that they are of equal weight except by

alternating them, or by employing
" double weighing."

2
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one bushel of wheat exchanges for two bushels of barley and

for three bushels of oats, if it should happen that some one is

willing to give up four bushels of oats for two bushels of bar-

ley, immediately those who have wheat and want oats would

exchange their wheat for barley and it for this man's oats, and

those who have barley and want wheat would exchange their

barley for this man's oats and them for wheat. This man's sup-

ply of oats would then be soon exhausted, and he would retire

from the market. The condition which renders useless such

roundabout exchanges (which in money exchanges between dif-

ferent places are called arbitrages) a condition which those

roundabout exchanges themselves tend to produce, exists in our

example when three bushels of oats exchange for two bushels

of barley. Then, representing one bushel of each by A, B and

C, and equivalence by the sign -
,
we have between the kinds

80 '

of things the interrelation here 'depicted. That any two of

these quantities have the same exchange-value in the third is

apparent.

This being so of any two things in any third, it must be true

that the quantities of everything which exchange for each other

have the same exchange-value in all things beside themselves.

But as their own exchange-values are equal each in the other,

these may be added, and we have : Of everything the quantities

which exchange for each other have the same exchange-value in all

other things and in all things, that is, the same general exchange-

value, or the same exchange-value simply (Proposition VI.) ;
which

is what we wished to prove.

It follows also that all the many particular exdiange-values of

one thing in other things singly are singly equal to the thing's gen-

eral exchange-value, and to one another (Proposition VII.). The

exchange-value of wheat in barley is, for instance, its power of

acquiring two bushels of barley, and its exchange-value in oats,
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its power of acquiring three bushels of oats
;
but the two bushels

of barley and the three bushels of oats have the same general ex-

change-value, therefore the one bushel of wheat is acquiring the

same exchange-value, to which its own is equal, whether it be

exchanged for two bushels of barley or for three bushels of oats.

It is evident, moreover, that when a bushel of wheat is used to

acquire barley, it is manifesting its whole exchange-value, but

only in relation to barley ;
and when it is exchanged for oats, it

is manifesting its whole exchange-value, but only in relation to

oats. Therefore it is manifesting the same exchange-value in

both cases, but in different relations. The two particular ex-

change-values, as we have already noticed, are the same as the

general exchange-value, are equal to it, and consequently are

equal to each other. And so of all the particular exchange-
values of any one thing.

4. To measure even the particular exchange-value of one

thing in another is not an easy task
;
for -at the same place

during the same period of time the same quantity of the same

kind of thing may be exchanged for various quantities of an-

other kind of thing. It is sometimes said that the exchange-
value of one thing in another is determined by an actual ex-

change. This is not so, as it often happens that in an actual

exchange the one party rejoices over a good bargain and the

other is worried lest he have made a bad bargain i. e., the one

thinks he has got more, the other less, than the thing given

was worth. We also ascribe exchange-value to things never

exchanged, and especially we want to know the proper ex-

change-value of a thing which we are going to part with, before

we effect its exchange for anything else. We estimate ex-

change-values rather by the general run of exchanges of simi-

lar other things. The particular exchange-value of one kind

of thing in another kind of thing is not an affair of a single

exchange, but of many. The single exchanges may fluctuate

around an average, which is what we call the exchange-value

of the thing (the class) during the period in question. When
certain kinds of things are habitually exchanged in large quan-

tities, the fluctuations in short intervals of time are not apt to
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be large, so that in these cases it is tolerably easy to determine

their particular exchange-values within narrow limits of error.

5. If the particular exchange-value of one thing in another

is sometimes difficult to estimate, it is always difficult to esti-

mate its general exchange-value ;
for this includes not only the

determination of its many particular exchange-values, some of

which are sure to be troublesome, but also the combination of

these into a whole. This problem, however, may perhaps ad-

mit of a satisfactory theoretical solution, whereupon the diffi-

culties will reside only in the practical details.

The labor of finding the particular exchange-values of things

would be almost infinite if we were to undertake to find all the

particular exchange-values of all things. For as one thing has

a particular exchange-value in another thing, this has a par-

ticular exchange-value in it, so that there are two relations of

particular exchange-value between every two things; and,

therefore, among a* hundred kinds of things, each one of the

hundred having a particular exchange-value in every one of the

other ninety and nine, there would be 100 x 99 = 9,900 par-

ticular exchange-value relations, and among two hundred there

would be 200 x 199 = 39,800, and so on in rapidly increasing

progression. Through this maze of interminable interrelations

we have been enabled to make our way, as is well known, by the

invention of money, which, as is said, serves as the " common

denominator" for all other things. By means of prices, money
acts as a perfectly satisfactory measure of the exchange-values

of other things in the same place at the same time. Now money
alone is brought into direct relationship with every other ex-

changeable thing, the relations between these others being inter-

mediated through their relations to money. Hereby our atten-

tion is confined to the particular exchange-values of all other

things in money, as indicated by their prices, or, which is the

same thing inverted, to the particular exchange-values of money
in all other things singly. Consequently it is primarily only

the general exchange-value of money in all other things col-

lectively that we are concerned with measuring; for after

measuring it and finding its constancy or variation at different
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times, or in different places, we can measure the constancy or

variation of any other thing in general exchange-value by its

known constancy or variation in relation to money. It is not

an uncommon opinion that it is easier to estimate the variation

in exchange-value, simply spoken, of any commodity than it is

to estimate the variation in the exchange-value of money, on

the ground that in the former case we only have to notice the

variation of its price, while in the latter we have to consider

variations of all prices. But the variation of a commodity's

price only tells the variation of the commodity's particular

exchange-value in money, and gives us no information concern-

ing the variation or constancy of the commodity's exchange-
value simply so called, or general exchange-value, until we

know the variation or constancy of the general exchange-value

of money. Thus the former calculation really presupposes the

latter. And as a matter of fact, not only is it easier to meas-

ure the constancy or variation of the general exchange-value of

money than of anything else, but money is the only thing of

which the general exchange-value can be measured by us di-

rectly ;
for we should never be able to find all the particular

exchange-values of any other thing without taking account of

its and of the other things' prices, or exchange-values in

money.
6. Because exchange-value is quantitative, to conceive of

exchange-value involves measurement. The measurement may
be rough or exact, but measurement there must be. And we

make measurement not only of particular exchange-values, but

also of general exchange-value especially of money's general

exchange-value. Everybody has some notion of "
money's

worth," and some opinion as to whether through a course of

years this worth or exchange-value has remained constant or

varied, or whether it is greater in one place than in another.

Only this notion is generally very badly formed and left vague
and unprecise, wherefore the opinion is generally weak and ir-

resolute, or inclines in favor of constancy merely through lack

of proof of variation. Political economy, if it be a science,

cannot avoid the duty of attempting to rid this notion of its
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vagueness
3 and to provide a method of measuring the general

exchange-value of money with theoretical precision as a model

to be realized as closely as possible in practice.
4

IV.

1. In measuring quantities we must bear in mind that we

are not concerned with the causes of their constancy or of their

variations. In measuring from year to year the weight and

tallness of a boy, we have nothing to do with the causes that

make him grow. To measure variations, and to explain them

by pointing out their causes, are two distinct operations.
1 And

the former is the primary ;
for we can be scientifically prepared

for investigating the cause of variations only after measuring the

variations with scientific precision. When direct measurement

of things we desire to measure is not feasible, we frequently

measure them, as less apparent causes, by their more apparent

effects, if we can eliminate all other causes, as in the familiar

example of heat, by expansion. But less apparent effects we

rarely attempt to measure by their apparent causes, since these

effects generally escape our control and we cannot know whether

they are operated upon only by the causes employed to measure

them by. And equally apparent effects it would be useless to

measure by their equally apparent causes, as we can measure

them directly. To attempt, then, to measure apparent effects

by their less apparent causes, would be the height of folly.

Now the variations of exchange-values are more apparent than

3
.T. S. Mill spoke of "the necessary indefiniteness of the idea of general ex-

change-value," op. cit., Vol. II., p. 102. Of course until it is made definite,

this idea will remain indefinite. But what shows the necessity of its remaining
indefinite? And why should the task of clarifying it be shirked by any econo-

mist?
4 J. B. Say said we cannot

" measure "
exchange-value at different times and

places, but we can only
"
appraise

"
it, or form "

approximative valuations," be-

cause of the absence of an invariable measure i. e., l>ecause we cannot make an

absolutely exact measurement, op. cit., Vol. II., pp. 80, 93. This distinction is

too hard and fast, since an inexact measurement is a measurement, and if we
took his statement literally, we should have no measures, as none is absolutely

invariable. We ought at least to aim at more than appraising ;
we ought to aim

at measuring.
1 Cf. .levons, B. 22, pp. 21, 59; Nicholson, B. 94, pp. 304-305.
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their causes
; for, difficult though it be to measure accurately a

variation in the general exchange-value of money, it is less

difficult than to assign all the exact causes which have produced
it (although it may be easier to adduce many possible causes in

a general way than actually to measure the precise variation).

Therefore it is especially absurd in political economy to say
that in attempting to measure exchange-value we must pay at-

tention to its causes. On the contrary, we should be especially

careful to drop all consideration of its causes.

2. It is necessary to state this obvious truth because of the

prevalence of the opposite opinion in this one subject alone

among all subjects of metrology. Thus, for example, a writer

has recently asserted :
" To measure the variations of money

there is required not only detailed knowledge of prices, but

also of the causes which produce the variations.'
7 2 And

another has said that this measurement is impossible because

of the impossibility of knowing all these causes.
3

It would be

difficult to match such assertions with similar assertions in any
outer branch of science.

4 Yet opinions of this sort in political

economy have no less an authority than that of Ricardo. 5

The reason for this error is twofold. It lies in the confusion

between cost-value and exchange-value, and in the doctrine that

"
value," including exchange-value, is determined by the labor-

cost of production. But it is only cost-value which is propor-

tionate to labor-cost; and even if exchange-values were de-

termined by the relative labor-costs, it would not follow that

the exchange-value of a thing can be measured by its labor-

cost, but only by its labor-cost compared with the labor-costs

of other things,
6 which comparison would be more difficult

2
Nitti, La misura delle variazioni di valore della moneta, 1895. (Quoted from

the Economic Journal, Vol. V., p. 260.) Cf. V. Pareto, Cours d'Economic poli-

tigue, Lausanne 1896, Vol. I., p. 266.

3
Martello, op. tit., p. 333.

4 On the contrary, e. g., Whewell speaks of
" an important maxim of induc-

tive science, that we must first obtain the measure and ascertain the laws of phe-

nomena, before we endeavor to discover their causes," Philosophy of the inductive

sciences, 1847, Vol. II., p. 240.

5
Works, pp. 400-401.

6 As long ago clearly pointed out by K. Torrens, Essay on the produciton

of wealth, London 1821, pp. 49, 56, and by S. Bailey, Critical dissertation on

the nature, measure, and causes of value, London 1825, pp. 6-11, 17-18, and

Letter to apolitical economist, 1826, pp. 53-54.
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than the comparison between their actual ratios of exchange,

and so would be worthless even if that doctrine were univer-

sally true, and is especially worthless since that doctrine is not

universally true (and, in fact, never even pretended to be).

3. Another objection is a variation upon the same theme.

This is that the measurement of the general exchange-value

of money, however successfully made, is useless, because it

gives no information about the causes of the variations.7 It

may seem strange that any economists could raise such an objec-

tion
;

for in no subject does a measurement disclose causes, and

in nothing else is mensuration reproached for its inability to do

so. The explanation is that what these economists want is

really a measurement of cost-value, and so they are dissatisfied

with what turns out to be a measurement of exchange-value

alone, which being called simply a measurement of "
value,"

may have seemed to them to give promise of being a measure-

ment also of cost-value.
8 What they want is a measurement

of the variations in the cost-values of commodities and in

the cost-value of money (gold) or rather, a measurement of

the variations in money as a standard of cost-value. Or even

sometimes they want such a measurement of money as a stand-

ard of esteem-value
;

for some of them recognize that gold is

a semi-monopolized product, with " value " enhanced by rarity

7 So D. A. Wells, Recent economic changes, 1889, p. 121. Cf. Malthus, op. cit.,

p. 120, and McCulloch, Political economy, p. 214, (Note to Wealth of nation*,

pp. 439-440).
8 Malthus offers a peculiar example of confusion. He wrote :

" The exchange-
able value of a commodity can only be proportioned to its general power of

purchasing [general exchange-value] so long as the commodities with which it

is exchanged continue to be obtained with the same facility," op. cit., pp. 58-59.

Thus although he expressly uses the term "exchangeable value," he distinguishes

it from purchasing power or exchange-value proper, and identifies it with cost-

value He does so still more plainly when he amplifies the term into "intrinsic

value in exchange," p. 60. Yet the idea of exchange-value always attaches to

these terms, being embodied in them. The fundamental fault, which runs through
all his longdisquisition on the measure of value, and prevents it from reaching asat-

isfactory conclusion, is the fact that he is seeking the impossible a single measure

both of exchange-value and of cost-value. Uicardo had the same idea as Malthus

when he wrote:
" Why should ... all commodities together be the standard,

when such a standard is itself subject to fluctuations in value ? Works, p.lfifi, i. .,

in cost-value (and in esteem-value). But of course their fluctuation in other

kinds of value is not a reason why they should not be the standard of exchange-

value if they be found not to fluctuate in this.
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above its labor-cost that is, with esteem-value greater than its

cost-value. And this measurement they think can be made by

examining the variations in the costs of production of commo-
dities and allowing for them in the variations of prices ;

for

they consider that the causes of the variations of prices lie to

a great extent in the altered costs of production of the com-

modities themselves, leaving at times a remainder, which is the

sole cause of the variation of prices due to the influence of

money, and consequently the only measure of the " inner "

variation of the " value " of money, or of its appreciation or

depreciation ;

9
all which may be correct enough, but only of

the cost-value of money, or of its esteem-value, and not of its

exchange-value.
10

Now these economists have a perfect right to their wish, and

if they succeeded in inventing a method by which the constancy
or variation of the monetary standard in cost-value or in esteem-

value could be measured, they would be rendering an important
service in political economy. But there is room in political

economy for the measurement of exchange-value as well as for

the measurement of cost-value or of esteem-value. If political

economy be at all a science of exchanges, its need for a meas-

urement of exchange-value is very great, and undiminished by

any further want which may be felt for a measurement of other

kinds of value. Let us then pursue our course of seeking the

method of measuring general exchange-value, undeterred by
the fact that this measurement is not a measurement of some-

thing else.

9 Cf. W. Lexis in the Verhandlungen der deutschen Silberkommission, 1894,

p. 153
; K. Helfferich Die Wdhrungsfrage, 1895, p. 18. Probably this was the

opinion also of Ricardo in the passage referred to in Note 5.

10 They even then object to the measurement of exchange-value as being mis-

leading (so especially G. M. Fiamingo, The measure of the value ofmoney accord-

ing to European economists, Journal of Economics, Chicago, Dec. 1898, pp. 74-

75) for a reason which amounts to this : that people may mistake a conclusion

concerning exchange-value for a conclusion concerning cost-value or esteem-value.

But the best way for them to keep others from such error is for themselves to

avoid the confusion of thought between the several kinds of value.



CHAPTER II.

THE CORRELATION OF EXCHANGE-VALUES.

I.

1. The mutual exchange-values of two things, each iu the

other, are subject to a very simple law. If A rises in ex-

change-value in B, ipso facto B falls in exchange-value in A
;

and reversely. A variation of one thing's exchange-value in an-

other Is an opposite variation of the tatter's exchange-value in the

former (Proposition VIII.). Of two boys at one time evenly

tall, if the one grows taller than the other, the other ipso facto

becomes shorter than the first. Here we are apt to say the

second boy has not grown shorter, but may even have grown

taller, only the first has grown more. We do so because we

have other things in mind, with the lengths of which we com-

pare these lengths as well as with each other. If the boys
were in space alone and it were impossible to compare their

lengths with any other lengths, a change in their relative

lengths would enable them only to say, "You have become

taller than I
" and " You have become shorter than I."

It may be said that if we knew in which of the boys the

cause of the change lay, we should then know which of the

boys has changed and which not (or how much each) in

something called absolute length. But it is evident that we

cannot seek for the cause of a change until we know the change,

and so we must know which of the boys has changed before we

can know where the cause lies. Similarly with the case of ex-

change-value. Compared with the exchange-values of other

things, and with a view to the variations of their exchange-

values in other things, the change between A and B may be a

change only in the one, or even both may have changed in the

26
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same direction, but the one more. Here it has actually been

said, with much reiteration, that without regard to other things,

it is sufficient for us only to know, or it is necessary for us to

know, on which side the cause of the change lay, and then we

should know which of the two has changed in "
value," still

appearing to mean exchange-value, now of some absolute sort

(except that we know that these writers associate even the

term " value in exchange
" with value of other kinds).

1 The

cause in this matter has generally been sought in the labor of

producing the article (though it might equally well be sought

in the quantity of the article forthcoming, relatively to the

number of people desiring it) ;
and so it is said that if we knew

that this labor (or this quantity) has changed in the case of one"

of the articles only, we should know which of them alone has

changed in " value
"

supposedly meaning exchange-value.

But if so, the statement is wrong. For, under the supposition,

we know nothing about other things ;
and so if we knew only

of such a change in the labor-cost (or in the quantity) of one of

the articles, we should only know that its cost-value (or esteem-

value) has changed, not. that its exchange-value has changed

by
"
exchange-value

"
properly meaning only exchange-value

simply so called, that is, exchange-value in all other things ;

for the rest are unknown, or left out of account. But as re-

gards its exchange-value in the one other thing, we know that

this has changed exactly as we know that the other's exchange-

value in it has changed, learning both from actual exchanges ;

and we know these changes just as well whether we know

the changes in their costs of production (or quantities), or not.

In considering the mutual exchange-values of two things alone,

we are abstracting all other things ;
and now the only change

we have a right to consider is the change between them, which

involves both a rise and a fall.

2. In thus putting aside all other things and abandoning

the use of them as a common measure, we can measure the ex-

change-value in other things of each of the two objects only by
1 E. g., J. E. Cairnes, Some leading principles of political economy, 1874, pp.

13-14. So even Walras, B. 71, pp. 5-6. Shadwell disposes of this question by

pronouncing it "puerile," op. cit., p. 103.
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the other. As we employ a different measure for each, the rise

and the fall are not found to be in the same proportion. Evi-

dently if A, after being equivalent to B, rises by one-half, or

by 50 per cent., in exchange-value in B, so that A exchanges
for 1 JB, then, 1JB exchanging for 1A, IB exchanges for $A,
wherefore B has fallen by one-third, or by 33J per cent., in

exchange-value in A.

The relationship just exemplified may be formulated and

generalized as follows. Here and throughout these pages

whenever percentage is represented in algebraic formula by the

sign p or the like, this refers to the percentage on 1, or to

percentage expressed in hundredths. 2

Now, then, if A, after

'being equivalent to B, rises p per cent, in exchange-value in B,

so that it commands (1 -fp)B, and has risen to (1 -f p) times

its former exchange-value in B, then B, now exchanging for

-A, has fallen by 1 n or ^ per cent, to ^
1 -f p

'

I + p I + p
r

1 +p
of its former exchange-value in A. Reversely if A, after being

equivalent to B, falls p
f

per cent, to (1 p')B, B rises by
1 p' 1

,
1 or ~ -

t per cent, to =
-,
times its former ex-

1 -p 1
1 p'

J 1 -p'
change-value in A. Thus the exchange-value of A in B and

of B in A being in each instance representable at first by 1, we

find that unity is the geometric mean between the later exchange-
value of A in B and the later exchange-value of B in A

;
for

and

This relationship may be stated thus : Wlicn of two equivalents the

one rises orfalls in exchange-value in the other
,
the otherfalls or rises

2 If the popular form l>e desired, p referring to integral figures, all the formulas

which follow may be maintained by substituting 100 wherever 1 occurs or is

understood. K. g., here 100 A, after being equivalent to 100 B, rising p per cent.,

command (100 +p) B, etc. And always the expression "(1+p) times" must

be changed to "-
XQ

times." It will be seen that the method adopted is the

simpler.
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in exchange-value in it so that their subsequent mutual exchange-
values are reciprocals of each other

,
the quantities in which they

first exchange being taken as units. Or, again, more briefly, the

rise of the one measured in the other is the inverse of the fall of the

latter measured in the former ; and reversely (Proposition IX.).
We may, of course, in our supposition replace B by M,

representing a sum of money, say one unit. The same rule

holds, but may be differently worded. Price is the expression

of the exchange-value in money of the article priced.
3 If A

rises in price from 1.00 to 1.50, its exchange-value in M rises

in direct proportion, and the exchange-value of M in it falls in

inverse proportion, M now purchasing only so much of A as

.66fM previously purchased. The rise of A in price by 50

per cent., is a depreciation of money in A by 33J per cent.

Reversely if the price of A falls from 1.00 to .50, or by 50 per

cent., the exchange-value of M in A has risen by 100 per

cent., M now purchasing 2A. The price being originally one

unit, the subsequent price and the subsequent exchange-value of

money in the article priced (expressed in its original exchange-

value in
it)

are reciprocals of each other (Proposition X.).

3. In these reciprocal changes it is possible to affirm that, in

spite of the difference in the proportions, which arises from the

differences in the measures used, the rise of the one thing in the

other and the corresponding fall of the latter in the former are

equal (Proposition XI.). A rise of A to double its former ex-

change-value in B, for instance, and the fall of B to half its

former exchange-value in A, are equal changes. For the ex-

change-value of A in B rises from the power possessed by 1A of

purchasing IB to that of purchasing 2B
;
and if it should fall

again from this power to that of purchasing IB, this fall would

3 Economists have not been careful in their use of the term "
price," defining

it indifferently in two distinct ways : (1) as the sum of money given (or asked)

in exchange for the thing, (2) as the value of the thing in money and sometimes

the same writer has given both, e. g., J. S. Mill, op. cit., Vol. I., p. 538 ;
J. Gamier,

Traite d'economic politique, 1848, 9th ed., 1889, p. 293; Macleod, Elements of

political economy, 1858, p. 39 and Theory of credit, Vol. I., p. 176. The first is

more conformable to popular usage, and is the best. Price is not the exchange-

value of the thing in money, but, being the sum of money itself, it expresses or

measures the exchange-value of the thing in money.
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evidently be equal to that rise. In the original variation the

exchange-value of B in A falls from the power possessed by
2B of purchasing 2A to that of purchasing 1A. This fall

is evidently equal to the last mentioned fall of A, and conse-

quently to that rise of A. In effect, a rise from 1 to 2 and a

fall from 2 to 1 are equal to each other.

4. Whenever such mutual changes take place between two ar-

ticles relatively to each other, their exchange-values in all things

beside themselves vary in the same proportions relatively to each

other (Proposition XII.). When A and B are equivalent to

each other, we hav seen that they possess the same exchange-
value in all other things, whatever this exchange-value may be-

Then if A rises 50 per cent, in its particular exchange-value
in B, it is evident that, in relation to all the other things which

are outside them both, A's exchange-value in all those other

things has risen 50 per cent, above B's exchange-value in all

those other things, whatever this exchange-value of B may be
;

and inversely B's exchange-value in all those other things has

fallen 33J per cent, below A's exchange-value in all those other

things, whatever this exchange-value of A may be.

What has just been said is not to be said of the exchange-
value of A in all other things, which would include B, because

B has changed relatively to A, and so may be a disturbing

factor
;
nor of the exchange-value of B in all other things,

which would include A, because A has changed relatively to

B, and so may be a disturbing factor
;
wherefore the relation-

ship between these exchange-values is slightly different. But

the disturbance caused by B's presence in A's general exchange-

value is counteracted if A also is included
; similarly in the

case of B's general exchange-value, if B's presence is also in-

cluded, wherefore the above relationship is restored. That is,

when mutual changes take place between two things, relatively to each

other, their exchange-values in all things vary in the same propor-

tions relatively to each other (Proposition XIII.).
4 Another

4 In practice, of course, the variation in their exchange-values in all other

things will be almost the same as their variations in all things, as will be shown
later. The Proposition, then, is approximately true of the "general purchasing

power" of two things.
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demonstration of this proposition will be forthcoming when

we have discovered how to measure exchange-value in all things.

It follows, of course, that if two things (classes)
remain un-

changed relatively to each other, their exchange-values, both in all

the common other things and in all things, vary, or remain con-

stant, alike (Proposition XIV.) ;
but not necessarily do their

exchange-values in all other things vary alike.

Naturally when mutual changes take place between two things,

some change must take place in one or in both relatively to the

common other things (or relatively to all things, and also to all

other things)
5

(Proposition XV.). The exchange-values of the

two things in all the common things (or in all things) are

yoked together so that, the variation of the one in the other

being given, and also the variation (or constancy) of either in

all the others (or
in all things), the variation (or constancy)

of the other in all the others (or in all things) may be easily

calculated. In general the possible changes may be classified

into five principal types : relatively to the other things (1)
A

may have risen, while B has remained unchanged, (2) A may
have remained unchanged, while B has fallen, (3) A may have

risen and B fallen, (4) both A and B may have risen, but A
more, (5) both A and B may have fallen, but B more. Mere

knowledge thatA has risen in B, with or without the percentage

being known, conveys no knowledge as to which of these pos-

sible combinations of changes relatively to the other things has

been effected
;
but it does convey knowledge that one or another

of them must have been. Which of them it is, or exactly what

the changes are relatively to all the common other things (or to

5 This Proposition, therefore, is true of the general purchasing power of two

things. Yet the following statement has been made: "Whilst gold has not

risen in purchasing power, and silver has not declined in purchasing power, the

relative value of silver to gold has declined to less than half," A. Ellissen, The

errors and fallacies of bimetallism, London 1895, p. 12. The author, however, is

conscious of inconsistency, for he adds :

" In mathematics such a problem would

amount to a preposterous absurdity ;
but in the case before us it is only too true."

It is tenable only by an equivocation, the author having treated "purchasing

power" like "value" in general, and then not having distinguished between its

different species. He means that silver has not fallen in purchasing power proper

and gold has not risen in cost-value (or esteem-value) perfectly simple and un-

connected statements, not deserving to be so expressed as to involve contradiction.
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all things) must be sought not by trying to find the causes, or

changes in the costs of production (or in the quantities) of either

or both, or of all the other things,
6 but by direct measure-

ment either of A's or of B's exchange-value in all the other

things (or in all things), or of both, which measurement must

take account of all the particular exchange-values of either or

each in all the other things singly, and thereby also of the par-

ticular exchange-values of all the other things in either or each

of these two.

II.

1. Let us now pay attention to the first and the second,

as the simplest, of the above five possibilities when the other

things are also taken into consideration. Let us suppose that,

A rising or falling in exchange-value in B, B retains its ex-

change-value unchanged relatively to all the other things, and

that these other things all remain without change relatively to

one another and to B. Now, then, if A rises in exchange-

value in B, it rises also in exchange-value in every one of the

other things, that is, in every other thing beside itself, in the

same proportion ; and, B ipso facto falling in exchange-value

in A, so does every one of the other things fall in exchange-

value in A, and in the same proportion as B, that is, in inverse

proportion to A's rise in B. Thus if A rises 50 per cent, in

B, it rises 50 per cent, in C, in D, and so on throughout all the

other things ;
and as B falls 33J per cent, in A, so do C and

D and the others, each singly, fall 33J per cent, in A. And
the reverse is the case if A falls in B. Then, like B, all the

others rise singly in A in inverse proportion to A's fall in

B. Thus we have the general law : A variation of one thing in

exchange-value in the same proportion relatively to every other thing

involves an opposite variation in inverse proportion of every one

of the others relatively to it (Proposition XVI.).
6 These are subjects that must be investigated in order to measure variations of

cost-value, or of esteem-value. Naturally, different kinds of value must be

measured in different ways, and the ways required for measuring variations of

other kinds of value are not the ways required for measuring variations of ex-

change-value.
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When A thus varies, say rising or falling 50 per cent., in re-

lation to every one of the other things, all these remaining un-

changed amongst themselves, as they must do under the first

supposition, it is evident that A has varied in the same propor-

tion, rising or falling 50 per cent., in exchange-value in all

these other things together. In other words, a variation in the

particular exchange-values of any one thing in the same pro-

portion in all other things singly is a variation in its general

exchange-value in the same proportion in all other things col-

lectively. Or more briefly, when all the particular exchange-

values of a thing in other things vary alike, their common vari-

ation is the variation of its general exchange-value in all other

things (Proposition XVII.).
It may be noticed that absolutely all the particular exchange-

values of a thing cannot vary ;
for its particular exchange-

value in itself (or in its mates within its class) never varies (ac-

cording to Proposition II.). Hence the need of confining the

statement to the particular exchange-values in other
(i. e., in

other kinds of) things.

2. But when B and C and D and every other thing have,

say, fallen by 33J per cent, in exchange-value in A, it is equally

plain that B and C and D and every other thing have not fallen

so much in exchange-value in all other things ;
for they have

not fallen relatively to one another. All A's particular ex-

change-values in other things have risen in the same propor-

tion, namely by 50 per cent., and therefore A's general ex-

change-value in all other things has risen in that proportion.

But only one particular exchange-value of B, of C, of D, etc.,

has fallen, while all the other particular exchange-values of B,

of C, of D, etc., have remained unchanged; therefore their

totals of particular exchange-values, that is, their general ex-

change-values in all other things, have been less altered. Of

course the reverse takes place in the case of a fall of A. If A
falls in exchange-value in every other thing in the same pro-

portion, it falls in exchange-value in all other things in that

proportion ;
and every one of the other things rises in exchange-

value in it alone in inverse proportion without rising in any-

3
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thing else, and therefore every one of them rises in exchange-
value in all other things in a proportion smaller than the

inverse. Thus we have the general law : A variation of any
one thing in exchange-value in the same proportion relatively to

all other things involves an opposite variation of every one of the

others in exchange-value in all other things to a smaller extent than

the inverse proportion (Proposition XVIII.).
And evidently, in such cases, the extent of the opposite varia-

tions will be smaller and smaller the more numerous are the other

things (Proposition XIX.). We perceive this by supposing at

first the existence of only three articles and then extending the

number. Let A, as before, be the article which rises in ex-

change-value in every other single thing, say by 50 per cent.

Then, as all the other things are in the same box, having the

same exchange-values, we need to follow the fortunes of only

one of them, say B. Now with only three articles,
1 B was at

first equivalent to A and to C, and after the rise of A it is

equivalent to A and to C
;
with four articles, it was equiva-

lent to A, to C and to D, and later is equivalent to A, to C
and to D

;
with five, it was equivalent to A, to C, to D and to

E, and later is equivalent to A, to C, to D and to E ; and so

on. It is plain that the larger the number of other things, the

larger is the number of its particular exchange-values which B
retains unchanged, and the comparatively smaller and less ap-

preciable becomes the loss of its exchange-value in A or

smaller and less appreciable the loss of its purchasing power
over A compared with its purchasing power over the other

things which remain unchanged ;
and consequently, the whole

being enlarged, the smaller is the fixed loss in one member

relatively to the remainder. With very many articles, a small

change in A relatively to the rest, may be a practically inap-

preciable change in B and the others relatively to all other

things as a whole.2 But theoretically, in any such case, how-
1 We must begin with three in order to get two others, so as to make the

plural. If, however, we started with only two things, having only one other for

"all the others," the opposite variation would be exactly in the inverse propor-

tion, this condition reducing to the condition in Propositions IX. and X. This is,

for really other things, the unattainable limit of greatness in the opposite variation.
2 Of course in all this pasHage the sizes of the other articles are supposed to be
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ever small the change of A, there is some change in B and the

others relatively to all other things as a whole.3 The reverse

is equally plain if we suppose A to fall.

3. What is said of the correlation of exchange-values in

the case of things in general, is of course true when one of

them is money. To reinterpret these relations in terms of prices,

is a simple matter. (1) If money rises in exchange-value in

every other article by p per cent., it rises in exchange-value in

all other things by p per cent. But its rise in exchange-value
in every other article by p per cent, is the same as a fall of

"D

every one of these in price by
~ ~

per cent. Therefore a

uniform fall of price by- -
per cent, is a rise of money in

exchange-value in all other things by p per cent., that is, in in-

verse proportion. And while every article has fallen by

per cent, in price, that is also, by ^ per cent, in exchange-

value in money, every article has fallen to a much smaller ex-

tent in exchange-value in all other things.
4 And similarly in

the case of a fall of money or a rise of prices. Yet we some-

given. If we increase their number simply by breaking them up into parts, the

extent of the opposite change in their exchange-values is not thereby affected.

The sizes of articles, or classes, will be treated of later.
3 If it be theoretically permissible to suppose an infinite number of equally

larger other things, then the opposite change, no matter how much A or any finite

number of things finitely rise in every one of the common other things, the op-

posite variation of every one of these in exchange-value in all other things is,

even theoretically, infinitely small, or nil, that is, there is no variation in their

exchange-values in all other things. This is the unattainable limit of smallness

in the opposite variation.
4 It is a mistake to say that the "general value" of these articles has not

changed, as said by J. Prince-Smith, Valeur etmonnaie, Journal des Economistes

Dec. 1853, p. 373. But if we purposely ignore the exchange-value of money on

the ground that money is only an intermediary in exchanges of goods, it is true

to say that the general exchange-value of these articles in all other, or in all,

articles except money, has not changed. We should remember, however, that

money is not an intermediary merely in contemporaneous exchanges, but that

frequently a long interval passes between the time when we get money for our

property and the time when we get other property for our money, so that the in-

tervening state of the exchange-value of money is very important. Still the im-

portance seems to be sui generis.
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times hear such faulty expressions as this : If, prices rising by
50 per cent., money depreciates by 33J per cent., commodities

have appreciated by 50 per cent.; or conversely. It is true

that commodities; each singly, have appreciated by 50 per cent,

in money ;
but to say simply that commodities have appreciated

50 per cent, means that they have risen 50 per cent, in ex-

change-value simply, which is not true.
5

Again (2) if money
rises by p per cent, in exchange-value in one article alone

while retaining unaltered its exchange-value in every other

article, this is only another way of saying that the price of

that one article has fallen by^ -
per cent., while the prices

of all other articles has remained unchanged. Then the ex-

change-value of that one article in every other thing, and in

all other things has fallen by =-^
-
per cent.; and the exchange-

value of every other article, as of money, in that one thing,

has risen by p per cent., but the exchange-value of money, and

of every other article, in all other things, though it has risen

somewhat,
6 has by no means risen to that extent.

III.

1. A corollary from the preceding laws is this : There

cannot be a variation in the exchange-value of one thing alone

(Proposition XX.).
1 There can, of course, be a rise or a foil

in exchange-value of one thing alone, since one thing may rise

without anything else rising, and one thing may fall without

anything else falling. But the moment one thing alone so rises

or falls in exchange-value, all the others inversely fall or rise.

8 Another similarly faulty expression is that in the case of a rise of prices
"
values " have risen

;
and conversely. It is only values in money, or values

expressed in money, that have changed exactly as the prices. Of course on the

stock-market, where the only values thought of are money-values, this expression

is natural.
* As correctly said by Prince-Smith, op. cit., p. 373, and by Jevons, B. 15, p.

20.

1 So Walras, Elements, 1st ed., pp. 167-168, 2d ed., p. 456. This is very differ-

ent from what is referred to in Note 1 in Sect. I. of this chapter. Here he is

speaking of exchange-value ; there, what he had in mind was esteem-value.
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Hence it is a solecism to speak simply of a change of one thing

alone in exchange-value. There may be a change of one price

alone
;
but as we have just seen, this is not a change in the ex-

change-value of the one article alone. Furthermore there may
be a change in the use-value, in the cost-value, and perhaps even

in the esteem-value, of one thing alone. But here is only one

more reason for distinguishing use-value and cost-value and

esteem-value from exchange-value. Likewise it is conceivable

that a cause may act upon one thing alone to make its price

change, or its use-value change, or its cost-value or esteem-value

change, without affecting the price, use-value, cost-value or per-

haps (although this is questionable) even the esteem-value, of

anything else. It is not possible, however, for a cause to act

upon one thing alone so as to render it of greater or smaller ex-

change-value, since this cause will also act upon all other things

to render them of smaller or greater exchange-value in this thing

and thereby, to some extent, in all things.
2

2. What is here said shows the wrongness of a doctrine

sometimes taught concerning "value," supposedly in the sense

of exchange-value. This is that when a sensible rise or fall

takes place in the value or price of one thing alone (or in the

value of money, and therefore in all prices in the opposite di-

rection), the rest remaining tolerably steady relatively to one

another, there is reason for holding that the change is altogether

in the one thing and not at all in the others that is, that the

one thing alone has changed in "
value," and the others have

remained unchanged in " value." The reason assigned is that

it is easier to explain these phenomena by supposing one cause

affecting this one thing than by supposing causes affecting the

other things, which causes would have to be as numerous as the

other things ; or, in other words, that the hypothesis invoking

2 Hence there is impossibility in the assumption made by H. Fawcett (follow-

ing J. S. Mill, op. cit., Vol. I., pp. 539-540) in his Manual of political economy,

1863, 6th ed., 1883, p. 314, at the commencement of his inquiry into
"
the causes

which regulate the price of commodities," namely that a variation of price
"

is

always supposed to be produced by something which affects the value of the com-

modity and not the value of precious metals"; for by "value" he meant ex-

change-value. Fawcett has been followed by A. S. Bolles, Chapters in political

economy, 1874, p. 56.
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one cause is far the simpler and more probable just as the

Copernican theory is simpler and more probable than the Ptol-

emaic.8

The statement made in this reason assigned for the doctrine

in question is in itself not incorrect. In default of data for

finding the cause or causes directly, or in our impatience at the

delay required for such a direct investigation, it is easier for

us to suppose, and we are inclined to believe, that there is only

one cause affecting, or, as is sometimes carelessly said, residing

in, the one thing whose exchange-value in all others is most

prominently changing.
4 But to take this view of the matter as

a reason for supposing a change in exchange-value only in the

one thing, is absolutely incorrect. We can it being supposed
all along that we know the particular variations calculate with

mathematical precision, when we have fully developed the

theory of exchange-value, almost the exact variation in the ex-

change-value (in all other things, and also in all things) of the

one thing and almost the exact variations in the (similar) ex-

change-values of all the other things. There is no occasion for

employing the law of probabilities at all.

The explanation of this doctrine itself and of the use of the

law of probabilities with regard to the causes as a reason for

applying the same to the changes of " value
"

is the retention

in the idea of < value "
of the ideas of cost-value and of

esteem-value. In the case of cost-value, and perhaps also of

esteem-value, it would be possible for the change to reside only

in the cost-value, or in the esteem-value, of the one thing ;

and accordingly here, in default of knowledge to the contrary,

it is more probable, it is a more likely hypothesis, that the

change has taken place in the cost-value, or in the esteem-value,

of the one thing alone. This is because, at least in the case

of cost-value, this value is wholly dependent upon the labor

required for producing the thing, and so is measured by that

3
Ricardo, Works, p. 13; A. Cournot, Rccherchca sur Its principes matht-

matique* de la thcorie de la richtne, 1838, pp. 18-19
;

the latter followed (with

addition of the simile) by C. Gide, Principe* d'tconomie politique, 18K4, pp.

81-83.
4 Thus this hypothesis in regard to the cause, hut not in regard to the change

in value, was used by Jevons, H. 22, pp. 19-20, B. 24, p. 156.
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labor, that is, is measured by a measurement of its cause. Now
if it should really happen that one thing alone rose or fell in

cost-value, the relation of its cost-value to the cost-value of all

the other things would have varied, and, if it rose compared
with them, they would have fallen compared with it

;
and if,

as is sometimes the case, the exchange-value of the thing varies

with its cost-value, its exchange-value would rise in other

things and theirs would fall in it (and consequently in exchange-
value simply). Here then we should be reaching a right con-

clusion by means of the law of probabilities if we supposed the

change of cost-value to be solely in the one thing ;
but we

should be violating the assumed conditions if we concluded

either that the relative cost-value of the thing compared with

the others has alone changed and not also their relative cost-

values compared with its, or that the exchange-value of the one

thing (meaning its exchange-value simply, i. e.
}
in all other

things, or in all things, or compared with the exchange-values

of the other things) has alone changed and not also the ex-

change-values of the other things (meaning their exchange-

values simply, i. e., in this thing and in all other or in aU

things, or compared with this thing's exchange-value). The

very data assumed require these correlative changes both in re-

lative cost-values and in exchange-values for all exchange-

value is relative.
5

IV.

1. Another corollary from the above-given laws is the

already mentioned distinction between exchange-value in all

5 There is, therefore, no need of speaking of
"
relative exchange-value." In

fact, the very term "exchange" in this compound term has the meaning of
"
relative," so that

"
exchange-value

"
is similar to

"
relative value." Sometimes

exchange-value is relative cost-value
; always it is relative esteem-value. In the

course of time a thing retains the same exchange-value if it retains the same rela-

tive esteem-value, that is, whether its esteem-value vary or not, if it varies or not

just as the esteem-values of all other things on the average vary or not. Or in

the course of time its exchange-value varies if its relative esteem-value varies,

that is, if its esteem-value varies compared with the average of the esteem-values

of all other things, for instance rising (1) if it rises more than they do, or (2) if

it rises while they are stationary, or (3) if it rises while they fall, or (4) if it is

stationary while they fall, or (5) if it falls less then they do in the same five

typical relations we have already noticed in another connection.
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other things and exchange-value in all things. For the law

that if one thing alone rises in exchange-value in every other

thing to the same extent, it rises exactly to that extent in

exchange-value in all other things, is perfectly evident. And
also the law is equally plain that every one of those other

things has sunk somewhat in exchange-value in all other

things. Putting these two laws together, we see that when a

thing rises a certain percentage in exchange-value in all other

things, as it rises to that extent in things that have themselves

sunk somewhat in exchange-value in all other things, it has

not risen quite that percentage in exchange-value after all, but

to a somewhat lesser extent. The performance is comparable
with the rise of a body above a plane which is depressed by
the force raising the body ;

in which case the measurement of

the rise of the body in relation to the plane gives a greater re-

sult than the true rise. Similarly in the reverse case of the fall

of a body by which the plane from which it falls is repelled

upward, the measurement of the fall of the body from the plane

also gives too great a fall. So a fall of one thing in exchange-
value in all other things, being a fall which raises their ex-

change-values somewhat, is not so great a fall really as it ap-

pears to be, judged by comparison with them only.

The explanation of the difference is obvious. In treating

of the exchange-value of one thing in all other things we are

using all oilier things as the standard
;
but then in treating of

the exchange-value of any one of the other things also in all

other things we are using a different standard, for this standard

excludes the latter thing which was included in the former

standard, and includes the former thing, which was excluded

from that standard. These two standards, then, are shifting

standards
;
but together they include all things. Thus when

we perceive that a thing which has risen a certain extent in

exchange-value in all other things has not risen quite so high
in exchange-value, by this exchange-value we mean an ex-

change-value measured in a standard in which not only all the

other things are included, but also the thing itself of which the

altered exchange-value is being measured. Thus this exchange-
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value is exchange-value, not in all other things, but in all

things. And it is the superior and final exchange-value, the

one more than any other appearing to deserve the single term

exchange-value. We might even be tempted to call it
" abso-

lute exchange-value," except that there are metaphysical and

logical objections to the use of this term. These objections

could not hold against calling it
" universal exchange-value."

But perhaps it is as well not to give it any name.

The simple term, then, exchange-value, or general exchange-

value, is slightly ambiguous. The same ambiguity extends to

the related terms, appreciation and depreciation, and the like.

Thus a thing which appreciates a certain percentage in ex-

change-value in all other things, does not appreciate quite so

much in exchange-value in all things. Yet almost all writers

on the subject have measured appreciation and depreciation, or

in general any variation in exchange-value, in the former way

only. Thus it is commonly asserted that if all other things

remain unchanged amongst themselves, including money, the

change of one thing relatively to any one of them, and so its

change in price, exactly measures its change in general ex-

change-value ;

l or again that if all prices change alike (or on

an average) to a certain extent, money has changed to the in-

verse extent in exchange-value simply.
2 Such statements are

only half true. They are true of the variations in exchange-

value in all other things ;
but they are not true of the varia-

tions in exchange-value in all things.

2. The differences between these two kinds of general ex-

change-value and the laws common to them both, may be briefly

surveyed. It is evident that a thing's exchange-value in all

things ahvays varies less than its exchange-value in all other things

(Proposition XXI.). For, given the deviation of a thing's ex-

1 E. g., J. S. Mill, op. cit., Vol. I., pp. 539-540.

2 So Prince-Smith, op. cit., p. 373. J. S. Mill says that, caeteribus paribus,

prices vary directly, the exchange-value of money inversely, with the quantity of

money, op. cit., Vol. II., pp. 16-17. It is usual, after getting a method or formula

for measuring the variation of the average of prices, simply to invert this as the

measure of appreciation or depreciation of money ;
so Levasseur, B. 18, p. 195;

Jevons, B. 22, pp. 53-54, 58 ; Drobisch, B. 29, p. 39, B. 30, p. 149
; Lehr, B. 68, p.

40; Nicholson, B. 94, pp. 317-318 ; Lindsay, B. 114, p. 26.
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change-value in all other things, as its exchange-value in itself

never varies, when this unchanged particular exchange-value of

itself in itself is added to the standard by which its deviation is

measured, it must have the effect of lessening the deviation

somewhat. But it cannot annul the deviation, since there is

some particular variation as before, which must still be counted.

Therefore the one general exchange-value of a thing cannot vary

without the other varying also (Proposition XXII.). And, of

course, the lessening just shown cannot deflect the deviation in

the opposite direction
;
wherefore the two kinds of general ex-

change-value always deviate from constancy in the same direction

(Proposition XXIII.). Further, as we have seen that when

one thing alone rises in exchange-value in all other things, the

others fall somewhat, and less the more numerous they are, and

conversely, so we now see that there are two rises of the one

thing and consequently also two falls of the other things, and

conversely. It is now plain that in both cases, the divergence

between the two deviations of the two kinds of general excJiange-

value is smaller the more numerous are the articles (Proposition

XXIV.). For the divergence is determined by the difference

between the whole number of things minus one thing and the

whole number of things compared with the whole number of

things, and this comparative difference is smaller the larger the

whole number of things. Thus, for example, if we know the

variation of a thing in exchange-value in all other things (as

when conditions satisfy Proposition XVII.), then we know

that its variation in exchange-value in all things is almost as

great, if the other things are very numerous (or very much

larger than the one thing, or than its class). Similarly, given

the number of (equal) articles, Hie divergence between the two devi-

ations is always in the same proportion (Proposition XXV.).
For here the comparative difference is the same in all the

measurements. We shall later find formulae from which, in

some cases, the exact proportions can be derived, if desired,

and a very simple proposition expressing them.

3. Upon these laws of variation and divergence follows a

law of constancy and identity. It is plain that if there is no
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variation of a thing's exchange-value in all other things, there

can be no variation of the thing's exchange-value in all things,

since nothing is added in the latter case to make a variation not

existing in the former. Nor, reversely, if there is no variation

of a thing's exchange-value in all things, can there be a vari-

ation of the thing's exchange-value in all other things, because,

if an element of variation existed in the latter case, it would

have existed in the former also. In other words, constancy of

the one kind of general exchange-value possessed by anything is

constancy of the other (Proposition XXVI.). That is, again,

the two kinds of general exchange-value coincide and are identical

when either of them is constant. Another demonstration of this

theorem may be offered as follows : If changes in a thing's

particular exchange-values occur so that its exchange-value in

all other things rises, its exchange-value in all things rises, but

less
;
and if such changes occur so that its exchange-value in

all other things falls, its exchange-value in all things falls, but

less
;
therefore if we suppose these changes on each side to be

smaller and smaller until the change in the thing's exchange-

value in all other things is so small as to be inappreciable, its

exchange-value in all things, always being even smaller, must

be still less appreciable, and when the former becomes zero, the

latter must also be zero.

On account of this coincidence of the two kinds of general

exchange-value at rest, we are justified in subsuming them under

the same term
;
and whenever we have occasion to speak of

constant general exchange-value, or simply of constant exchange-

value, there is no need of distinguishing between the two kinds,

which separately exist only when there is variation.
3

3 Beginning at a given period, we see that if there is a variation of a thing's

general exchange-value, this splits up into two variations from the original co-

incident positions of the two kinds of general exchange-value ;
but if there had

been constancy of the thing's general exchange-value, there would have been no

such splitting, and the two kinds would not have manifested their distinctness.

Now when such a variation and such a splitting have occurred, if we start over

again from the second period as a new starting point, the same phenomena may

repeat themselves ;
that is, if from this starting point there is constancy, the

general exchange-value remains undivided, but if there is variation, it divides

again into two. And so on from any later period as a new starting point. In

every case the two kinds of general exchange-value at the second period, com-
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Y.

1. Constancy of general exchange-value may happen under

two different conditions of things. The first is the simplest

and most obvious. It is evident that if all the particular ex-

change-values of a thing in all other things remain constant, its

general exchange-value in all other things and, since its ex-

change-value in itself must remain constant, its general ex-

change-value in all things remain constant. This condition

takes place when there are no changes whatsoever between the

particular exchange-values of any thing in any other amongst
all things ;

so that the general exchange-value not only of the

thing in question, but of everything else, is without change.

Thus, (fall things retain the same exchange-values relatively to

one another, the general exchange-value of any one thing is con-

stant (Proposition XXVII.).
The second condition is not quite so obvious, but is equally

demonstrable. For evidently it is possible, when one thing

changes alike in exchange-value in all others except one, for all

the rest beside these two to remain unchanged in exchange-

value in all other things, and consequently in all things, pro-

vided that the other one thing change in respect to them in a

manner to compensate for the change of the first one. And

consequently, any two compensating for each other, or several

compensating for one or for several, or many for many, it is

possible for one thing to retain the same general exchange-value,

in spite of changes in any two or in any higher number of others

up to all others.

2. Here we meet with an error which would be fatal in

our subject. A few economists have asserted that the general

exchange-value of anything can remain unchanged only under

the first condition, and as that condition is never fulfilled in

the actual world except over the briefest of intervals, they

have denied even the possibility of any one thing, or in especial,

money, retaining the same general exchange-value through the

pared with the first, may have remained the same or have divided ;
but in every

case the two kinds at the first period, to be compared with the second, are taken

as identical.
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course of time 1 and one writer has even rejected the expression
" stable value "

as a collocation of words without meaning, like

"
triangular square/'

! The same position has been taken by
Roscher concerning general purchasing power

3 with better

reason, as we shall see, for one sense in which this term is

used. Now if this view were correct in regard to exchange-

value, that is, if the constancy of general exchange-value under

any changes of particular exchange-values is even theoretically

impossible, or inconceivable, it would be absurd to speak of

a greater or less variation of a thing's general exchange-
value through the course of time, since this expression always
has reference to its variation from a supposed constant position,

and if this has no possible existence, the magnitude of the vari-

ation has no possible existence nay, the variation itself could

not possibly exist, and the general exchange-value of a thing

at one time would be wholly incommensurable with its general

exchange-value at another time, as indeed has been maintained

by some extremists.
4 Then not only to measure a thing's con-

stancy in general exchange-value would be an idle endeavor,

but also to measure its variation in general exchange-value

would be meaningless. And the statement frequently made

by the very persons who deny the possibility of constancy of

general exchange-value, or the possibility of measuring it, that

the desirable feature in money is that it should vary as little as

possible in exchange-value, would be an absurdity.
5

1
Galiani, Delia moneta, 1750, ed., Custodi, Vol. II., p. 11

; McCulloch, Polit-

ical economy, p. 213 (Note to Wealth of nations, p. 439) ; Prince-Smith, op. cit., p.

373 ; Macleod, Theory of banking, Vol. I., p. 69, Theory of credit, Vol. I., p. 176 ;

Walras, Elements, 1st ed., pp. 167-168, 185, 2d ed., p. 456; Martello, op. cit., pp.

402-403. Rossi seems to have had the same idea when he said there can be no

measure of value because as a standard it should be invariable and as a value it

must be variable, Cours d'economie politicfue, 1840, Vol. I., p. 150.

2 F. Ferrara, Introduction to Martello's work, p. CXLIX.
3 B. 32, 127.

4 E. g., A. Held maintained that we cannot properly say that in a financial

crisis the exchange-value of money is greater than it was, but only greater than it

would have been had no crisis arisen, Noch eimmal uber den Preis des Geldes.

Ein Beitrag zur Munzfrage, Jahrbiicher fur Nationaloekonomie und Statis-

tik, Jena 1871, p. 328. He might as well say that when a yard-stick expands
under the influence of heat, it is not longer than it was, but only longer than it

would have been had it not been heated. How it is we can compare a value with

what it would have been, but not with what it was, is not explained.
5 Among the writers mentioned in Notes 1 and 2 only Ferrara and Martello
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3. But the reasoning by which is maintained the denial of

the possibility of a constant exchange-value through variations

of particular exchange-values, is the plainest of fallacies. It is

based on our Proposition XX. The exchange-value of a thing

is affected and altered if any one other thing varies in exchange-
value. Therefore, it is concluded, its exchange-value must be

still more affected and altered, if two other things, if three, if

many, vary in exchange-value that is, if any other thing or

things vary in exchange-value. Now it is plain that the greater

the number of other things that vary in exchange-value, the

more the exchange-value of the thing in question is affected;

but as soon as it is affected by two or more other influences, the

possibility arises that it may be affected in opposite directions,

so that the alteration of its general exchange-value, instead of

being increased, may be diminished, and furthermore, that it

may be reduced to zero by the opposite influences exactly

counterbalancing each other.

This may be rigorously demonstrated as follows. Suppose
at first

M-o-A-o-B-^Co
,

and later A rises in exchange-value in all the others, so that

M D.-AOB-OC-O,
cc

then M has fallen somewhat in general exchange-value. Again,

instead of this rise of A, suppose B falls, so that

M D-A-o yB-c C^ ,

(in each of these expressions x and y being greater than unity);

then M has risen somewhat in general exchange-value. Now
it is evident that if these two changes take place together, so that

M o-i A^yB^C>o= ,x

are guiltless of this inconsistency. Walras tries not only to measure general ex-

change-value, but also to regulate the general exchange-value of money with a

view to its constancy. Several other economists, who have, for various reasons,

denied that we can measure exchange-value, or that money is a measure of it,

have fallen into similar inconsistency.
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then the general exchange-value of M is influenced to a fall by
the one change and by the other to a rise, and it can be that,

the amount of the first change being fixed, the influence of the

second change may outweigh its influence, conducing to a fall,

or the influence of the second change may be insufficient, per-

mitting a rise. It is also evident, in accordance with the prin-

ciple of continuity, that between these higher and lower influ-

ences of the variable second change, compared with the fixed

influence of the first, there must be a point at which that in-

fluence exactly counterbalances this influence, so that, the two

influences neutralizing each other, or having the same effect as

if neither existed, the general exchange-value of M remains

unchanged -just as two opposite and equal forces will keep a

body at rest.

Now the rise of A in exchange-value in all other things is

the inverse fall of M's particular exchange-value in A, and the

fall of B in exchange-value in all other things is the inverse

rise of M's particular exchange-value in B. Therefore, the

general exchange-value of anything may remain unchanged in

spite of a variation in one of its particular exchange-values (or an

inverted variation in the general exchange-value of one other thing),

if this be compensated by an opposite variation in another of its

particular exchange-values (or an opposite variation in the general

exchange-value of another thing) (Proposition XXVIII.).

Furthermore, it is obviously not necessary for the counter-

balancing to be done by a variation of one other thing alone.

The compensation for the variation of one thing may be effected by

variations, in the opposite direction, of many others, or even of all

the others (Proposition XXIX.). If done by more than one

other, it is, however, plain that the variations of the others in-

dividually must be smaller than the variation of only one other,

because their combined influence constitutes the compensation.

If, for instance, the rise of A were already compensated by the

fall of B, then a fall of C would disturb the balance and itself

require to be compensated either by the rise of something else or

by a still higher rise of A. Thus a great rise of A may be

compensated by two lesser falls, equal or unequal to each other,
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of B and C
; consequently, in general, any rise of one thing, by

any number of falls of other things, and conversely. And, as

the compensating influence must be distributed over all the

other changes, it is plain that, the sizes of the things (or classes)

being given, the greater the number of the compensating variations

the smaller must they be individually or on an average (Proposi-

tion XXX.).
Also it is plain that, a certain variation in one direction being

compensated by one or many variations in the opposite direction,

it is possible for still another variation in either direction to be

compensated by still another or other variations in the direction

opposite to it, and so on indefinitely, all at the same time, the one

thing in question remaining unchanged in general exchange-
value so long as all variations in one direction are compensated,

in pairs, or in combination, by variations in the opposite direc-

tion (Proposition XXXI.).
4. Now when the one thing we have in mind M in the

above example remains constant in general exchange-value

under changes in two or more other things, it is plain that all

the other things that have not varied relatively to it the C,

etc., in the above example have also remained constant in

general exchange-value (in accordance with Proposition XIV.).

Consequently, the constancy of any one thing in general exchange-

value is unaffected by the number of oilier things likewise constant

in general exchange-value, and in any calculation it ought to be

indifferent whether we include them or not (Proposition

XXXII.). Evidently it is only things that vary in general

exchange-value that can exert influence to cause a variation in

the general exchange-value of anything that would otherwise

be constant.6

But with regard to variations a distinction is to be drawn.

The things which have varied in certain proportions relatively to

the thing or things remaining constant have varied in those same

proportions in their general exchange-value, not in all other

things, but in all things (or in all but any or all of the constant

6 Of course if money has varied in general exchange-value, the number of

things that are constant in price affects the condition of anything otherwise con-

stant, lieeause these things have varied in general exchange-value with money.
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things) (Proposition XXXIII.). Thus, while the variation of

anything in general exchange-value in all other things is af-

fected by the number of other things constant in general ex-

change-value, the variation of anything in general exchange-
value in all things (or in at least all the variable things, including

itself}
is not affected by the number of other things remaining con-

stant in general exchange-value (Proposition XXXIV.). The
latter part of this proposition is apparent, since the other things
that are constant in general exchange-value do not affect the

general exchange-value of the one thing above used, by com-

parison with which the variation of the one thing may be

measured, and this variation may be measured as well by com-

parison with any one of the constant things as by comparison
with the one first used. The distinction, then, is needed in

order to carry out Proposition XXIV., which shows that the

relation between the two variations in general exchange-value
of anything is affected by the number of other things ;

for then

the number of other things must affect the two variations dif-

ferently, and if the number of other things that are constant in

general exchange-value does not affect the variation of any
one thing in general exchange-value in all things, it must affect

the variation in general exchange-value in all other things.

More particularly, the distinction is evident, because in the

calculation by which the constancy of the constant things is

determined has entered the variation of the exchange-value of

the thing in question that has varied, but this variation is ex-

cluded from the calculation by which its variation in exchange-
value in all other things is determined. It is plain that only
if we found that money, for instance, remained constant in ex-

change-value in all other things but one, this one being left out

of the calculation, would a variation of this one relatively to

money (indicated by its price-variation) measure the variation

of its exchange-value in all other things. And what would

not affect the exchange-value in all other things of a thing that

varies is, not something remaining constant in exchange-value

in all things, but something remaining constant in exchange-

value in all but that one thing, that one thing being left out of

4
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the calculation of the constant thing's constancy just as it is

left out of the calculation of its own variation in exchange-
value in all other things. In exchange-value in all things

everything is measured by the same standard, and so has the

same variation whether it be directly measured in relation to

all things or whether it be measured in relation to something
whose position in relation to all things has already been deter-

mined. But in exchange-value in all other things the standards

are different in every measurement, and therefore the results

do not fit and dove-tail into one another as they do in the other

case.

The last Proposition may be altered into this : If in measuring

the exchange-value of money in all things (including itself) we find
it has varied to a certain extent, then it ought to be indifferent in the

calculation whether we include or exclude anything whose price has

varied inversely (Proposition XXXV.). In other words, for

instance, if in measuring money we find that the general level

of prices, including its own, which never varies, has risen so as

to be r times what it was before, wherefore the exchange-value

in all things of money has fallen by, then anything whose

price has risen so as to be r times what it was before ought to

be indifferent in the calculation by which the result for money
was obtained

;
for that thing has remained constant in exchange-

value in all things. Furthermore also, If in measuring the ex-

change-value of money in all oilier things (i. e., in all commodities)

we find it lias varied to a certain extent, then it ought to be indif-

ferent in this calculation wliether we include or exclude any com-

modity whose price 1ms varied inversely (Proposition XXXVI.),
since this commodity retains constant exchange-value, not in

all things, but in all commodities, and so is constant in exchange-

value in all things other to money, and the addition or sub-

traction of such a commodity to or from the standard by which

the variation of money is measured does not alter the relation

of that standard to money.
7 Thus the standard of all cora-

7 Here if r = 1, indicating constancy, both these Propositions fall directly under

Proposition XXXII.
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modities (excluding money) may take the place of the standard

of all things (including money).
5. We may also perceive the following relations, provided

we suppose that the things be the same (or similar and in equal

quantities) at all the periods compared. Then, when any one

thing has remained constant through compensatory variations of

others, all the others collectively have remained constant (Proposi-
tion XXXVII.). For as the changes in the other things have

compensated the relations of this one thing to all other things,

they have compensated the relations of all the other things to

this one thing, and as this one thing is constant, they have

compensated their relations to something constant, and there-

fore themselves, collectively, are constant. Also, according to

Proposition XVIII., if the one thing had risen or fallen in

exchange-value in every other thing alike, it would have de-

pressed or raised all the others individually somewhat (and
therefore collectively as many times more) ; therefore if it

neither rises nor falls in every other thing, it cannot influence

them either to a rise or to a fall, and they, individually (and

collectively), must remain constant. Here, however, we are

supposing the one thing to change relatively to the others in-

dividually, but not collectively ; yet it is evident that, although
the others change relatively to it individually, they cannot do

so collectively. It follows that all things taken together, namely
all things permanent over all the periods compared, must be con-

stant in general exchange-value when any one is (Proposition

XXXVIII.). And even if no one thing has remained con-

stant, yet as any one by rising depresses all the others, and

each of the others less in proportion to their numbers (accord-

ing to Proposition XIX.), and reversely by falling, it is plain

that all things collectively, provided they be the same (or similar

and in equal quantities) at all the periods compared, must be con-

stant in general exchange-value (Proposition XXXIX.). This

principle will call for further elucidation later, when the need

of the proviso will be proved, and it will be shown in which

kind of general exchange-value, when there are variations, the

proposition is true.
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6. To return to the earlier principles about the possibility

of compensation, it follows as a resume of them that it is pos-

sible for the general exchange-values of two or any greater number

of things up to all but one to vary, and yet for the general ex-

change-values of all the others, that is, of any number of things

from all bid two down to one, to remain constant (Proposition

XL.). Of course, for this result to happen, the variations must

be in certain proportions, which it is our object to discover. As

yet we only know the general possibility and not even that

this possibility must necessarily always exist, but that it may
exist. We know also an impossibility, which is, that if any
one thing alone rises or falls, it is impossible for anything to

retain the same general exchange-value, since the counter-

weight is lacking.

All this might seem to apply also to the case of general pur-

chasing power. It can be so if this term be identified with

exchange-value in all other things. But the term has not

always been used in this, its proper, sense
;
and then what is

here proved of general exchange-value cannot be proved of

what is meant by
"
general purchasing power." This subject

will be discussed later.

The statement that one thing is remaining constant in gen-

eral exchange-value while other things are varying in their

general exchange-values, means also, as we have seen, that this

thing's particular exchange-values in those varying things are

varying and are compensating for one another. This statement

may be true of money of which, in fact, we proved it
;

and

as the particular exchange-values of money are inversely meas-

ured by prices, it follows that a change of price, or many

changes of prices in one direction, may be compensated by one

or many changes of prices in the opposite direction, with the

resultant that money remains constant in general exchange-

value, the changes of prices neutralizing one another and yield-

ing the same combined influence as if none of them had taken

place. Therefore, although we have seen that a change of a

single price cannot directly indicate the extent of the thing's

variation in exchange-value in all things, it is possible for a
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change of one price to do so if there is at least one other change
of price in the opposite direction to the proper extent for coun-

terbalancing ;
or a change of any prices may do so, provided

they are all together such as to leave the exchange-value of

money unchanged. And although we have seen that a change
of all prices alike does not indicate an exactly inverse change
of money in exchange-value in all things, yet such a change of

all prices but one may do so if that one changes in the same

direction still more to the proper extent for counterbalancing

in all others the opposite change of money in them. We are,

however, more interested in the former case of money being

stable in general exchange-value, which permits particular

changes of prices directly to indicate the true variation in ex-

change-value in all things, or in all commodities, of the things

whose prices change. This can be, if all the changes of prices

counterbalance one another, in pairs or otherwise. We shall

later see that such counterbalancing is not wholly left to acci-

dent which if it were, the chances might be as small of its

ever happening as of the proverbial letters falling out of a bag
and composing the Iliad. There is no connection between

those letters : there is close connection between all exchange-

values.



CHAPTER III.

ON THE MEASUREMENT OF GENERAL EXCHANGE -VALUE.

I.

1. The correlations reviewed in tlie preceding chapter the

variation of other things in exchange-value consequent upon a

variation of any one, and the need of compensation in the varia-

tions of other things in order to keep any one thing constant

seem to point to a peculiarity in exchange-value such as to

separate it off from other quantities that are subjects of mensu-

ration. In other subjects of mensuration we consider ourselves

justified in thinking we have some things possessing fixed

quantities of the attribute to be measured, by comparison with

which we can measure the constancy or variation of the things

of which the constancy is not known or the variation is suspected.

Thus in measuring lengths at different periods of time we think

we can take the circumference of the earth as a fixed and un-

changing length, or even as such the length of any carefully pre-

served stick at the same temperature, or, more abstrusely, the

length of a pendulum swinging in a second at a given spot. But

in the measurement of exchange-value at different periods we find

that not even all other things always possess a fixed exchange-

value, much less any selected one from amongst them. It is

as if we lived in a world of gases and were seeking to measure

length. In such a world, in which a change in size of one

thing would involve a change of all others, perhaps we might
succeed in the attempt, perhaps not. In regard to exchange-

value, however, the case is not hopeless. In fact, the way out

of the difficulty has already been indicated. The other things,

taken collectively, are constant in certain circumstances, and in
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others their collective variation will be measurable when the

variation in them of the one thing in question is measured.

The most striking difference is this. In other matters we

think we have some fixed quantity of the attribute to be meas-

ured, in small and convenient compass, permanently held for

us by some material thing, which fixed quantity of the attribute

in question can serve as a small unit whereby we may measure

other larger or smaller quantities of the same attribute in other

things. In matters of exchange we find not even the appear-

ance of any fixed quantity of exchange-value being permanently

held for us by any material thing, so that we are not justified

even in assuming any fixed quantity to be attached to any ma-

terial thing we know of
; or, in other words, we have no natur-

ally provided material on which we can lay out a small unit of

exchange-value serviceable for measuring at different periods

(or places) other exchange-values larger or smaller than it-

Thus other measurable things at least seem to admit of our form-

ing absolutely fixed small units, by comparison with which we

seem to be able to speak of the constancy or variation of abso-

lute quantities of the attribute possessed by other things. And

consequently people have come to think of our possessing abso-

lute measures in those subjects. But in exchanges we have no

even apparently fixed small unit, so that we seem to be without

power of measuring the variations of anything in absolute ex-

change-value. Exchange-values are recognized as only rela-

tive quantities ;
or exchange-value is viewed as only relatively

quantitative. And so exchange-value has been distinguished

as merely relative from other quantities, in which it is sup-

posed we have something absolute.

2. Hence it has been the burden of the song of many econo-

mists, who sometimes appear to find pleasure in the thought,

that the measurement of general exchange-value through the

course of time or in distant places is impossible because nature

has not provided us with any material permanently and every-

where possessing the same general exchange-value. That

nature has not rendered us this service is a fact, although

we have seen error in the view that this omission is due to
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the essential impossibility of anything having fixed exchange-
value. Others, again, have despaired of measuring general

exchange-value on the ground, which we have seen to be in-

sufficient as well as incorrect, that it is not an attribute in

things like weight or color. Still others have denied that we

can measure exchange-value at all, for the reason that it is a

relation, and that we cannot measure relations.
1 None of these

is a good reason for despairing.

The only real difference so far advanced is in the mistaken

attitude which people have adopted. In other subjects of men-

suration we have nothing more absolute than what we have in

the mensuration of exchange-value itself. The differences

which exist are differences of degree, and not of kind.

II.

1. That exchange-value is a relative quantity, is not a

peculiarity at all. All quantities are relatively quantitative.

When a branch two feet long grows to be three feet long, it has

changed from twice to thrice the length of a foot-stick. But
1 F. A. Walker: " Value is a relation. Relations may be expressed, but not

measured. You cannot measure the relation of a mile to a furlong ; you express
it as 8 to 1," Money, 1877, p. 288 (repeated in Money, Trade and Industry, 1879,

pp. 30, 60). The last statement is merely like saying that we cannot measure,
but only express, the relation of a dollar to a dime. But this does not prevent us

from measuring other exchange-values by dollars or dimes just as we measure

other distances by miles or furlongs. Macleod : "An invariable standard of

value . . . is in itself absolutely impossible by the very nature of things. Because

value is a ratio: and a single quantity cannot be the measure of a ratio. A
measure of length or capacity is a single quantity : and can measure other single

quantities. . . . But value is a ratio, or a relation : and it is utterly impossible

in the very nature of things that a single quantity can measure a ratio, or a rela-

tion. It is impossible to say that a : 6 : : a;," Theory of credit, Vol. I., p. 213.

Length is no more, and no less, a single quantity than exchange-value. As ex-

change-value involves a relation between things in exchange, so length involves a

relation between points in space. Neither is a mere relation, the one being the dis-

tance between two points, the other a power in one thing of purchasing another.

Measurement is only of quantitative relations. In measuring length we say that

the length of the thing in question is to a foot (the length of certain sticks) as x : 1.

In measuring exchange-value we say that the exchange-value of the thing in

question is to a dollar (the exchange-value of certain bits of metal) as x : 1. The

processes are exactly alike. We measure one relation by another relation.

Laughlin:
"
Since value is a relation there never can be an absolutely perfect

measure of it. . . . Length is positive, and not a relative thing," op. cit., p. 100.

In reality it is only because value, and length also, are relative (quantitative),

that they can be measured at all.
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the foot-stick itself has changed from a half to a third of the

length of the branch. Only here we say, it is the branch, and

not the foot-stick, that has changed in length. We do so,

as already remarked, because we have other things in mind,

and the foot-stick is the one which keeps its length unchanged

relatively to them. Of course it cannot be supposed that we

know it is the branch which grows because it is living, and

the foot-stick is constant because it is dead, wood. For we

must know which sticks grow and which are constant, before

we can know the distinction between living and dead wood.

And we are not endowed with instinctive or innate knowledge
as to which it is among things which change relatively to one

another that is constant and which it is that is varying. We
acquire this knowledge only by comparison with many things,

and comparison is the primary act in measuring. Thus even

the mensuration of length is a relatively quantitative affair.

We measure the foot-stick by other things before we pronounce

it a good measure for measuring other things.
1 There is, then,

some standard in this mensuration superior to the material

instrument we use as our measure. And so in other subjects

of mensuration. What is the nature of this standard ?

2. In measuring some attributes or qualities, we employ a

standard foreign to them, which we assume to be a fixed stand-

ard, so far as they are concerned. We do so because any vari-

ation that might occur in it would be independent of variations

in them, and would be the subject of another measurement.

Therefore the variations in them, measured in this standard,

are regarded as absolute variations, over against their variations

in comparison with one another, as relative variations. Yet

this view of the absoluteness of the variations measured by this

standard, does depend upon the further question as to whether

this standard can be found to be really fixed, and so leads us

back to a further measurement. Thus in the general subject

of value, the cost-value of a thing is to be measured by the

quantity of labor required to produce the thing, and itsesteem-

1 T. Mannequin :

" We do not measure length in the meter, nor capacity in the

liter," Leprobfeme monetaire, 1879, p. 28. Of course while using a meter-stick

we do not stop to measure it. But we confide in the results of previous measure-

ments.
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value by the esteem in which it is held, which again is to be

measured by the quantity of the thing forthcoming relatively to

the intensity and the extension of human desire for it. There-

fore, no matter how much a thing's exchange-value in all other

things may change, its cost-value or its esteem-value does not

change unless its cost of production or its rarity changes, and

if these do not, it may be looked upon as absolutely constant.

But now the question is renewed as to whether cost of produc-

tion, or quantity of labor, can be absolutely measured, which

involves questions about both absolute time and absolute feeling

of eifort
;

and as to whether quantities of matter, or masses,

can be absolutely measured. In all cases we get back to a

measurement of an attribute or quality that can be measured

only by some other instance of the same attribute or quality,

which leads us to the question how this is to be measured, and

again and again to the same question, wherefore we want some-

thing ultimate. These attributes are generally the first ones

we start with the attempt to measure, such as length, weight,

and a few others. Among them is general exchange-value,

although this has been late in calling for measurement. They

may be called subjects of simple mensuration.

3. In subjects of simple mensuration we have nothing, in

the sense of some material thing, or individual instance of the

attribute measured, that is ultimate or absolute nothing that

we can know, or even conceive, to be constant by itself alone,

without relation to something else. The only ultimate standard

we have here is, in fact, itself a relation. It is the relation be-

tween the whole of the quantities to be measured and the

quantities themselves as its parts. And the only constancy or

fixity we can have is the constancy or fixity of some part rel-

atively to this whole. We see this most clearly in that most

perfect of all mensurations, the mensuration of angles. Here

the unit is not really the degree, but the whole circle, of which

the degree is only a fixed part. In measuring an angle, we

compare it with the whole circle of which it is a part. And
an angle is fixed, or constant, as it keeps the same relation to

this whole. And so in measuring the length of anything, we
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are really comparing it with a larger whole if not the whole

extended universe, the whole earth, or at least the whole of

things we see around us. Thus when a branch and a foot-

stick change in length relatively to each other, we perceive that

the branch changes in length relatively to the earth, and we

do not perceive any change in the foot-stick relatively to the

earth. To be sure, the foot-stick has changed relatively to one

other thing. But we know of other things becoming smaller

at the same time, in comparison with which the foot-stick has

become larger, and, among the infinitude of things with infin-

itely different lengths, we are unable to perceive any change in

the length of the foot-stick (at the same temperature) compared
with the whole of things. If we did

(as we do, in fact, at

different temperatures), we should have to say that the foot-

stick had changed in length.

4. The fixity is not necessarily in the whole itself inde-

pendently of its parts, nor in the parts independently of the

whole. The only fixity we can have knowledge of is in the

relation between the parts and the whole.

It is not necessarily in the whole itself; for our universe

might expand or contract in size without our knowing it, so

long as all particular things, including our bodies, kept the

same relationship to the whole, as we perceive it, and who

knows, or who cares, whether the universe of material things is

one day half as large as another in so-called absolute size ?

Such a change would, after all, have to be a change in relation

to something else than our material universe say, another

material universe, or something called absolute space. Then

if such a change actually did take place, what we should desire

for our measure of length would be, not absolute permanence

permanence in relation with that extra-mundane thing, but

relative permanence, in relation to our own universe or world.

What happens to our universe and its parts in comparison with

something else beside it,
in no wise concerns us, and we do not

care to measure this relation. Moreover, even if we did find

such a change, we could not think of it as being more in our

universe than in that other thing, except by comparison with

still another thing ;
and so on without end.
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Nor is the fixity necessarily in the parts. In one physical

theory our material universe is conceived to be composed of ex-

tended atoms, which do not touch one another. Now suppose
that all atoms are approaching toward or receding from one

another, that is, that the distances between the atoms are en-

larging or decreasing compared with the distances through the

atoms. Such a change, say of contraction, may be stated in

two (among five) typical ways : the one, that the atoms are per-

manent in size, and the intervening spaces are decreasing; the

other, that the intervening spaces (between the centers) are per-

manent, and the atoms are enlarging in each case relatively

to something else outside our universe. By the physicist the

former of these interpretations is the more likely to be adopted,

because it fits in better with his preconceptions, which generally

do not take into account what is meant by permanence in size

namely, permanence in relation to some other size. Yet, if

we could actually Bee this change going on, we should be as

likely to say that the atoms are growing larger as to say that

the universe is growing smaller. Practically, however, so long

as we remain out of touch with these smallest things, if the

things which are the smallest for us, and all the things which

we see and feel, including our bodies, grew smaller compared
with the atoms in them in exactly the same proportion (or on

the average, allowing for relative changes in some things, such

as go on anyhow), so that they all (with these exceptions) re-

tained the same relations to the whole, we should want our

measure of length, at least for all practical purposes, to decrease

with the rest, so as to retain the same relation to the whole

as it had before, the sameness of this relation being our stand-

ard, although then our measure of length would decrease in

size relatively to the atoms, which are, according to the hy-

pothesis, outside our visible and tangible world. Then, prac-

tically for us, measured by the standard which we use, it would

be the atoms that are growing in size.
2

5. In a similar manner, when one thing, say a branch,

Probably the measurement of length by the pendulum would indicate a

change. But then we would be at a loss as to whether the change were in our

usual mensuration of length, or in our mensuration of time.
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changes in length before our eyes in comparison with other

things, it would be possible to assume that the branch has re-

tained the same size and all the rest of our universe has grown

smaller, that is, relatively to something else beside the uni-

verse. But if we adopted this view, and if it were true,

we should still want our measure of length to go with the rest

of our universe, instead of remaining constant with this one

thing in its mystical connection with something else about which

we know nothing beyond its agreement with this thing. We,
therefore, adopt the opposite course, and think, not really of

our universe as unchanging, but of the unchanging measure of

length as the one which remains permanent in relation to our

universe, and as the branch is changing in relation to our uni-

verse and to this measure, we think of the branch as changing
in length. It is not that we bring in any theory of probabilities,

and argue that it is more probable that the branch changes and

that the universe does not. What we see is that the branch

does change relatively to the whole, and to other things which

are not seen to change relatively to the whole. While it is

doing so, the universe and many things in it do change equally

much relatively to it, but we do not see that the universe does

change at all relatively to the things, the foot-sticks, which we

have chosen for our measures. Hence, we assign the change

to the branch, and not to the foot-stick or to the universe.

What we measure is a fact, not a probability.

What is here said of length, is true also of other subjects of

simple mensuration. So, for instance, in the case of mass of

matter. A body has permanent mass, if it always has the

same quantity in relation to the whole quantity in our universe.

This is our ultimate conception of permanence of mass
;
for we

know nothing about any other permanence of the mass of the

whole universe itself, or of any of its parts, which perma-

nence, if it existed, would have to be in relation to something

else. If new matter were injected into all things in the same

proportion, we might not perceive any change, and if some-

how we did learn of it, we should be glad that our measures of

mass were increased along with the rest. Similarly in the case

of force, in its simplest forms.
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But if any of these hypothetical and miraculous changes
took place in a part, say a half, of our world, especially if

scattered about, we should be at a loss where to place it

(whether to conceive of it as an increase in the one half, or as

a decrease in the other), and should distribute it over the whole
;

and then our measure would be some size, or some weight,

which has the same relation to the whole as our old measures

had.

6. In all these subjects we are somewhat careless of the

widest standard theoretically possible, and content ourselves

with the most practicable and the most prominent. Thus our

ordinary measures are measured, not by their relation to the

whole material universe, but by their relation to the earth, or

even to particular regions on the earth, and have even been

measured with more especial reference to the sizes of our bodies.

If, therefore, such changes as just supposed were to take place

in the outer stellar regions, we should probably pay no atten-

tion to them as regards our measures of length or of mass
;

for the relation between our measures and our standard for

them, the earth, would be unchanged.
3

Again, if something
were miraculously increased on our earth, we should probably
think it had received matter from the outside, and not alter

our conceptions. But if we all woke up some fine morning
and found half the things with which we are familiar become

larger compared with the other half, and this other half there-

fore smaller compared with those, then, even if all our meas-

uring sticks happened to remain alike and were constant with

the one or the other of these sets, we should have to adapt our

measure of length to some average of all these changes ;
for

to say that our measuring sticks had remained constant, would

be to take the half of things with which they continue to

agree as the constant ones, although we should have no more

8 At all events in our measurements of things on the earth. For in astronomy
we have to make use of other bodies Inside the earth in our measurement of dis-

tance. It is conceivable that the astronomical and the geographical miles could

vary. If the world were still molten and were contracting, we being salamanders

that live in fire, we might find this to be the case. Perhaps we could find it even

now if our measurements were sufficiently accurate.
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right to do this than to take the other half as the constant

ones. What we should desire for our standard of length would

be some portion of the lengthened things, and some addition

to the shortened things, that has the same relation to the whole

as our standard measures had before.

7. To be sure, such variations are not found to take place

in the lengths and in the weights of things on the face of the

earth, which is why we should regard them as miraculous if

such changes should suddenly begin to take place. When we

open our eyes every day, what we see contains many things

mountains, plains, rocks, buildings and land-marks of thousands

of kinds and descriptions, that do not appear to alter, do ap-

pear to remain the same, in their relative positions and in their

relative distances or lengths. And many things, when they are

left to themselves, appear, when we weigh them, to have the

same weight (relatively to many other similar things) always.

Upon these we hit for our standard. Thus the foot-stick, or

the pound weight, which we use for measuring, is one which

we find not to vary in relation to other things to be one

among the things that do not apparently vary relatively to one

another. Yet, although this constancy of so many things rela-

tively to one another obscures, it does not alter, the principle

of mensuration. It is only because the foot-stick (at the same

temperature) i.s not perceived to vary relatively to the whole of

things, that we are justified in thinking of it as a constant

measure. We are not justified in thinking so simply because

there are some things which keep constant relations of length

amongst themselves. There must be enough of these to form

a whole, in which not only our measures, but all the things in

which we are interested are included. And in this whole must

be included also the things which do vary. And if these things

which do vary are not to affect the measure by its variations

relatively to them, it must be because of compensations in their

variations. For instance, if all the things that vary in length

varied only by growing larger relatively to the things that are

constant amongst themselves, which then are always becoming

smaller relatively to those other things, then (supposing those
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other things to be sufficiently important to interest us) we should

not consider the things stationary amongst themselves to be a

good standard by which to measure the others. We should

want to include the others in the whole, and the measure would

have to increase partly with the increase of the others. We are

saved from this need only by the fact that the things which do

vary in length relatively to the things stationary amongst them-

selves, become both larger and smaller in about the same pro-

portions. Trees which grow, also decay and fall or are chopped
to bits, and disappear, as others appear. Animals increase, and

die away. Clouds form, and fade. Heat expands, and cold

contracts. It is only because our foot-sticks, which remain

steady in relation to the things that do not change amongst

themselves, remain steady also in relation to all these increasing

and decreasing things, on the whole, to all appearance, that

they are suitable measures of length.

8. Now the exchange-value of everything forms part, with

the exchange-value of everything else, of a whole. By com-

parison with this whole we ought to be able to reach the same

kind of fixity in this subject as in other quantitative matters.

To be sure, we are here left without the help of things that re-

main constant relatively to one another. In the economic

world there are no mountains, plains, rocks, buildings and other

land-marks that retain the same exchange-values relatively to

one another. We have only things that change relatively to

one another. Yet this difference is only a difference of degree,

and not of kind. The relative fixity in length of land-marks

inter *e is a help, and a great help, but not a requirement, in

the mensuration of length. The standard is the relation of a

part to the whole or to a practicable whole. This standard

we can have in the measurement of exchange-value, as well as

of other attributes. The principle of simple mensuration is the

same in all cases. In measuring exchange-value what we need

is to form a proper conception of the whole of exchange-values.

This done, we shall be able to compare with it the exchange-

value of anything, in order to find whether this exchange-value

is constant or varying in relation to the whole, and how much
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varying. If it be constant, not only the whole including it,

but the whole of all the rest of things, will be constant rela-

tively to it. If it rise, the latter whole will fall
;
and reversely ;

diverging from the fall or rise of the whole including the thing
in a definite proportion. It will, then, be sufficient to be able

to compare the exchange-value of any one thing with the ex-

change-value of all the others.

If we succeed in this, the absence of any particular thing
that naturally keeps its relation to the whole permanently un-

changed will in no wise prevent us from reaching satisfactory

results. We shall have a method of measuring exchange-value,
in the place of a measuring instrument. Instead of having a

bit of material which keeps the unit tolerably constant, we

shall be able to lay out a unit of exchange-value upon materials

that vary in exchange-value. In doing so, however, we shall

do only what is done in all other matters of mensuration when

the greatest possible accuracy is desired. The metal used as

bearer of the unit of length does not remain constant under

changes of temperature, and the engineer must allow for its

variation, often using as a foot a length which is not the length

of his foot-stick. But more than this. The possibility exists

that, although nature does not provide us with a material un-

varying in exchange-value, we shall be able to make such a

thing for ourselves, with tolerable exactness, and so be in pos-

session of a dollar-bit of metal or paper comparable with a foot-

stick of wood or metal.

That exchange-value is not something absolute, is, therefore,

no objection against our being able to measure it with as great

precision as we can attain to in other subjects of mensuration,

since in no subject of mensuration is the attribute itself, which

we measure, anything absolute.
4 And what we have of fixity,

4 J. Gamier: "
Unfortunately, all value being essentially variable, it follows

that there cannot be an invariable unit of value, and that we cannot estimate the

absolute magnitude of the value of things, but only their relative and comparative

magnitude. . . . The value of this sum of money [by which we attempt to meas-

ure the value of a house] is not value existing by itself, abstraction being made of

all comparison, and we can form an idea of it only by comparing it with all the

things we can obtain in exchange for it [including the house itself] .... It fol-

lows therefore from the internal nature of value that the search after a (mathe-
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or of absoluteness in this sense, in other measurements, we have

also in the case of exchange-value, so far as its relativity is con-

cerned namely, fixity of the relation between a whole and its

parts.
5

9. It is strange how great is the fondness for absoluteness,

and how great the dislike of relativity. In subjects wholly

relative, where much was once carelessly thought to be absolute,

people are fain to retain the absolute in some nook or corner,

letting it in by the back-door after driving it out in front.

The eminent mathematician and economist, Cournot, drew the

distinction that we cannot have an absolute exchange-value,

but we can have an absolute variation of exchange-value.
6

Such a distinction is due to an ambiguity in the term " abso-

lute." The literal meaning of " absolute " is
" without relation

to anything else." It has acquired the meaning of "
really fixed

or permanent," or "
really invariable in its relations." Besides

which, the adverbial form is often used in a merely intensive

sense, as when we say
"
absolutely all," meaning

"
all without

any exception whatsoever." Plainly it is only the second, the

acquired, sense that has any importance in matters of mensura-

tion. Nothing not even the universe, or "absolutely" all

things can be absolutely variable or absolutely constant in

size or in any other quantitative attribute, in the original sense.

inatically) exact standard or meter of value is impossible,'
1

op. <?'/., p. 290 (the

italics in the original). This passage finds fault with the mensuration of value

for being able to be no more than it ought to be, a measurement of the relative or

comparative magnitude of values. It also makes the mistake of implying that

the meter, the unit of length, is not only a mathematically exact, but also an ab-

solute, standard, existing by itself, with abstraction of all comparison. Thus the

fault found with the mensuration of exchange-value in that it is not what the

mensuration of length also is not.
6 We have seen that esteem-value is measured by esteem, and cost-value by

labor-cost. We may notice, in passing, that esteem and cost are to be measured

in the same way as above described. We have a certain esteem for all the things

we possess. If the things we possess become more numerous, the size ofeach com-

pared with the whole decreases. So our esteem for each decreases. And with it

each thing's esteem-value. Reversely if our possessions grow less. Then every

single one becomes larger in relation to the whole
; consequently it grows in

esteem, and in esteem-value. Similarly with cost-value. If an hour's work

comes to produce more things, each of these becomes smaller in relation to the

whole product : it falls in labor-cost, and in cost-value.

6 Op. ci/., p. 22.
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But, in the acquired sense, a thing can be absolutely permanent
as well as absolutely variable in relation to the standard

adopted and if a thing be found absolutely permanent, say in

size, its size might just as well be spoken of as absolute in this

secondary sense. Exactly so with exchange-value. Cournot

himself distinguished "absolute variation
" from " relative vari-

ation
"
only because when two things change in exchange-value

relatively to each other, we can.conceive of the change as being

wholly in the one.7 He apparently failed to see that in this

case we are merely comparing each of the things with all things,

and the change is wholly in the one only because this one is

changing relatively to all other things, while the other is not

changing relatively to all other things. The variation of the

one, then, is as relative as the permanence of the other. And
if the variation of the one can be called absolute, because of the

comparison with the true standard, so can the permanence of

the other. And if we can say a thing can be absolutely per-

manent in exchange-value, we can equally well say it is perma-
nent in absolute exchange-value. All this use of the term

"absolute," however, should be avoided when dealing with

quantities, quantities being wholly relative. For to use it in

the acquired sense involves the risk of importing into it also

the literal sense of " without relation."

III.

1. Even the distinction between two kinds of general ex-

change-value its division into exchange-value in all other

things and exchange-value in all things is not peculiar to our

subject. Thus in our extended universe if something in chang-

ing in its size does not affect the size of the whole, this distinc-

tion exists
;
for if, for example, the thing were reduced to half

its size in relation to the whole, it would be slightly more than

halved in relation to the other things. Or again, if in chang-

ing in its size it affects the size of the whole by so much, then,

if for example it were halved compared with what the whole

used to be, it would be halved compared with all other things,

7
Op. dt., p. is.
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but not quite halved compared with all things. The distinction

may be more plainly seen in the case of motion, which yields a

closer analogy with our subject already used in a partial way.
In a finitely extended universe of points, the whole of which

we cannot conceive to move, since there is nothing in relation

to which it could move, if all others of its points retain their

positions unchanged relatively to one another, the apparent
motion of a single point a certain distance (compared, say, with

the diameter of the whole) will be its real motion. This is its

motion relatively to all other points. Again, in a finitely ex-

tended material universe, in which its parts have attractions so

that for the whole there is a center of gravity, which we can-

not conceive to move (except in relation to other parts of the

universe), since its motion would represent the combined mo-

tion of the whole, and we cannot conceive of the whole as mov-

ing, for the same reason as before; then, all other bodies retaining

their positions unchanged relatively to one another, the motion of

a single body a certain distance through the others in a certain di-

rection would displace the center of gravity in the whole a slight

distance in the same direction, and therefore, this center being

conceived as unmoved, it would cause the rest of the universe to

move a slight distance in the opposite direction (relatively to its

center of gravity), and its own apparent motion (relatively to all

the others) will not be its real motion (in relation to the center

of gravity of the whole), which will be slightly less in the same

direction. This is obviously its motion relatively to all things,

including itself. Thus in the former case, or in the latter also

if we conceive of the motion only as compared with all the

other things, that motion is comparable with the rise or fall of

the exchange-value of a single exchangeable thing in all other

things ;
and in the latter case, what we regard as the body's

real motion is comparable with the rise or fall of the exchange-

value of a single exchangeable thing in all things. In both the

subjects, when our attention is called to the distinction, we

regard the latter point of view as the truer one the one alone

suitable for all measurements, but the former as also a pos-

sible one. In the case of motion a body cannot move without
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pushing or pulling something else in the opposite direction, and

if that something else retains the same position relatively to all

other things, all these other things must have been shoved in

the opposite direction, though only to a very slight extent, so

that the motion of the body in question is not so far in reality

as it is in relation to them, since they are moving slightly in

the opposite direction. And so with the movement of an ex-

changeable thing upward or downward in exchange-value rela-

tively to all other things : it pushes them somewhat in the

opposite direction, wherefore its motion relatively to them is

greater than it really is, as they are moving in the opposite di-

rection.
1 For convenience, however, especially as the opposite

motion of all the other things is infinitesimally small (though
less so in economics than in physics), we can, if we choose, re-

gard all the other things, or even only those of them which re-

main unchanged relatively to one another, as our standard, and

measure not merely, as we do, the motion of a body by its re-

lation only to all or even to some other things, but also the

variation of a thing's exchange-value merely by its relation to

the other things.

2. When we have chosen which method we shall adopt,

and what shall be our standard, there is of course no occasion

for employing in our measurements the law of probabilities

as was asserted also in this connection by Cournot. 2 We do

not say : it is more probable that all the other things have re-

mained stationary than that this one has stood still and they

moved
; or, it is more probable that all things have together

1 If the moving body pushed something else equally heavy equally far in the

opposite direction, or several things appropriately lesser distances, the motion of

this body (no longer the only one moving compared with the rest) would be

compensated, so that its apparent motion compared with all the common other

things which have remained unchanged amongst themselves would be its real

motion compared with all things (including itself), while those common other

things would remain unchanged also in their real positions. The similarity with

the case of exchange-value as exposited in Proposition XXXIII. is manifest.

There is only one difference, which gives greater simplicity to the case ofexchange-

value. The motion of bodies in space may be in three dimensions
;
the motion of

things in exchange-value can be only in one dimension hence always only in

either the same or opposite directions. In exchange-value there is no parallelo-

gram of forces, except as this is reduced to a straight line.

2
Op, cit., pp. 15-16. Similarly Bourguin, B. 132, p. 24.
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remained stationary, wherefore both this and the others have

moved relatively to the whole. But having adopted our point

of view, we simply measure, as best we can, what we see hap-

pening before us. And our point of view itself in these matters

we adopt, not by any use of the law of probabilities, but because

the myriad interrelations which do not change, or which do not

change on the average, make more impression on us than the

particular ones which do change.

IV.

1. Having found these points of resemblance between the

mensuration of exchange-value and the mensuration of other

ultimate quantitative attributes, let us turn to a difference that

is of considerable moment.

The ultimate standard, consisting of a relation between the

parts and the whole composed of them, would seem to demand,
for its perfection, that the whole should be the same, or exactly

similar, whole at both the periods, or at both the places, between

which the comparison is instituted. This requirement is ob-

served in the mensuration which we have already noticed as

being the most perfect, namely the mensuration of angles.

For here the circles with which we compare angles are so exactly

similar that we do not hesitate to pronounce them the same,

and even speak of all circles as being only one circle. And in

physical matters the requirement seems to be satisfied
;

for our

physical world appears every day to be made up of things so

exactly alike that we consider them to be the same things, and

although there are some new formations and destructions of old

things, yet a little induction teaches that the matter in these, or

the ultimate bodies composing them, are constantly the same.

But in economics the state of things is very different. From

age to age, from century to century, even from year to year and

from week to week, the economic world is a different world,

composed of many things at one time which do not exist at

another. For our economic world is only a part of the whole

material world, and may draw not only new bodies, but new
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matter from it, and return old things to it. In the economic

world there is creation and annihilation. If particular things,

when consumed, were always replaced by similar things, and

nothing new were produced, we should always have exactly

similar worlds, which is all we want. 1 But not only the par-
ticular things appear in different quantities, constituting classes

of different sizes, but wholly new classes come into existence at

times, and some old ones pass out, or qualities become better or

worse, really constituting different classes. And this is not all.

At the same time the economic world in one locality is different

from the economic world in another.

Here we have what probably constitutes a difference in kind

between the subjects of mensuration in economics and in the

physical sciences. It may be that there is no creation or anni-

hilation in the material universe, which therefore is the same

whole always ;
wherefore the economic world differs from that

whole in kind. And this difference in kind would seem to go
over into our mensuration of exchange-value compared with

our mensuration of physical attributes, such as length and

weight.

2. Yet compared with our practical measurement of phys-

ical attributes this generic distinction does not exist in entirety ;

for we never use the relation between the parts and the whole

universe as our standard, but only the relation of the parts to

some lesser whole within the larger whole, and this lesser whole,

being only a part of the larger whole, may receive new mattei

from the outside or yield up old matter to the outside. For

instance, we measure the weight of bodies by their relation to

the earth below them
;
but through volcanoes the earth below

them sends forth matter to the air above them, and from outer

space it receives meteorites, so that the whole with which the

weight of bodies is compared is a variable one. These changes

1 For as it is not the other things themselves which constitute a thing's par-

ticular exchange-values, but these are its power of purchasing the other things,

it is indifferent what the other things are, provided they be alike. The difficulty

does not lie in the distinctness of the things, but in their differences. The prin-

ciple is broad. We do not know that the physical things we see every day arc the

same
;
but this ignorance is no source of trouble to the physicist.
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are relatively so small that their influence is imperceptible to

us, and we neglect them. It is worth enquiring, however,

what we should do if they were large enough to provoke at-

tention.

It is well known that the meter is supposed to be a definite

portion of the circumference of the earth. Now if a small

planet, or comet, were to collide with the earth and unite itself

to it, perceptibly enlarging our world, and some of us should

survive the catastrophe, it is probable that, as already remarked,

we should regard the same meter to be, not the same proportion

to the new earth, but the same proportion to that part of the

new earth which alone constituted the old earth. Or if the

planet in colliding with our earth should scoop away some of it,

and carry it off into space, we should want our meter to remain

the same proportionately to the smaller earth as it was before

to this same part of the old earth. In other words, we should

disregard accretions and subtractions, and use for our constant

whole with which we compare the parts only a whole which

exists at both periods compared a whole common to both the

periods.

3. In economic matters it is easy to imitate this procedure.

There are even two ways of doing so. The one is this. In

measuring the exchange-value of money at two periods when

the material constitution of the economic world has varied, we

might merely take, in every class of goods, the largest amount

of it which exists at both periods. Thus if one class has grown

larger, we should cut off what has been added at the second

period, and take into account only the quantity of the first

period. Or if another class has diminished, we should disre-

gard the surplus which existed at the first period, and take

only the quantity of the second period. The world so reduced

would be a world which exists at both the periods. And we

might do the same if we were comparing two economic worlds

at the same time, but in different places.

The other way is this. Instead of taking what is common

to both periods in every class separately, we might take what

is common to both the periods in all the classes together as a
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whole. Thus in measuring the exchange-value of money in

commodities we should compare the total mass-quantities of

goods a given sum of money will purchase at each period in

the proportions in which the total sum of money is found o

have been spent on the goods at each period. Or, reversely,

in comparing the exchange-values, collectively, of all commodi-

ties in money, we should compare the total sums of money a

given mass-quantity of goods will command at each period,

this mass-quantity being composed at each period of classes in

the proportions in which the actual mass-quantity of goods is

found to have been composed at each period. In order to carry

out this method, we shall need to find what constitutes same-

ness in a mass-quantity of gQods at different periods, or in dif-

ferent places.

The second of these methods is conformable to the analogy

of physical mensurations. In physical matters our standard

whole does not have to be composed of classes of things indi-

vidually the same or similar at both the periods compared.

This is plainer in a more complex case. Suppose it should

miraculously (as we should say) happen that some classes of

physical things should be enlarged by creation of new bodies

and others diminished by annihilation of old ones. Then we

should want to eliminate only the excess in the total of the one

period over the other. What we want in our standard whole

is that it should at all periods be composed of the same amount

of substance or material. Now in economic things the substance

or material is utility or the importance we attach to things.

Hence, we want our whole at each period to contain the same

amount of utility, or importance ;
and it is indifferent how this

is distributed in the various classes of things.

It would seem, then, that even this difficulty, which threat-

ened to be disastrous, may be overcome. The analogy of the

mensuration of exchange-value with other kinds of mensura-

tion may again be made perfect. The only peculiarity that re-

mains in the mensuration of exchange-value is that here the

wholes given us by nature are not the same at both periods, so

that we have the task of reducing them
;
while in physical
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subjects the material world seems to be given to us by nature

as a constant or at least as a sufficiently close approximation
to a constant. The economic world may be admitted to be dif-

ferent in kind from the physical ; yet economic mensuration is

the same as the physical.

A certain defect must further exist in measuring the general

exchange-value of anything. This is the impossibility of taking

into account all the things which possess exchange-value even

in ordinarily small economic worlds during even very short

periods. There is a necessary confinement of our attention to

the exchange-value of money in the most prominent classes of

staple commodities. But, again, this defect is not peculiar to

the mensuration of exchange-value ;
for in all mensuration we

omit notice of a major part of the universe, and generally our

standards are relationships to lesser wholes within the complete

whole.

4. It happens, however, that we do not need so much pre-

cision in the mensuration of exchange-value as we do in the

mensuration of many other quantitative attributes. We need

precision in any measurement only to the extent necessary to

prevent the discovery of misfits in any subsequent combinations.

Thus if a surveyor, measuring round a field, reckons that his

two last points are a certain distance apart, and then finds

that they are not that distance apart, his first measurements

have not been conducted with the accuracy desirable, and

corrections must be made. But in the measurement of the ex-

change-value of money over several periods there are few op-

portunities for the exercise of correction more sure than the

original calculation, if conducted on right principles and with

care. At least this is the condition to-day ;
for there is no

knowing what degrees of accuracy may in future be obtain-

able, and therefore be desired. All that we need at present to

strive after is to find the proper method whereby we may

rectify the carelessly made calculations, or guesses, which every-

body is apt to make some asserting that money has appreci-

ated, much or little, others that it has depreciated, others again

that it has not varied at all, and to approximate as nearly as
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possible to the truth, thereby reaching a result which nobody
can question.

2

2 J. B. Say made the statement that in economics the problem of finding a

constant exchange-value is like the problem, in geometry, of squaring the circle,

in that both are unattainable with perfect exactness, op. cit., Vol. II., p. 89, cf.

Cours complet d1economie politique pratique, 2d ed., p. 181. This statement has

often been repeated as if it expressed the hopelessness of all attempts to measure

exchange- value. Yet if we could attain to anything like the approximation to

exactness in measuring exchange-value between two periods or in measuring

anything else that we can reach in measuring the ratio of the circumference to

the diameter, we should have very good reason to congratulate ourselves. Mac-

leod has altered the simile by saying the search after an invariable standard of

value is like the search after the philosopher's stone or perpetual motion, Ele-

ments of political economy, 1858, p. 171. It is strange that what is not only a

legitimate but a necessary problem in economic science should by an economist

be likened to things which never were objects of science, but only of cupidity.



CHAPTER IV.

SELECTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF PARTICULAR

EXCHANGE-VALUES.

I.

1. In order to compare the general exchange-value of any
one thing (generally money) at different periods, a preliminary

labor is that of obtaining an expression for its general exchange-

value at each period separately. To do this involves two dis-

tinct operations. The one is to select and properly arrange

the thing's particular exchange-values. The other is to com-

bine these into the thing's one general exchange-value, which

they compose. The latter has been the subject of more dispute

than the former, which, though also a subject of many discord-

ant opinions, has not received the attention it deserves, and is

by no means so easy a problem as it has been taken for. It is

the subject which naturally calls for attention first, although

it may not admit of complete solution independently of the

other.

To obtain with complete theoretical exactness the exchange-

value of money or, to be precise, of a certain sum of money,

say the money-unit at any place during any period a week,

a month, a year, we ought to take account of every individual

thing which has been exchanged at that place during that

period, and of its price or exchange-value in money, which will

give the money-unit's exchange-value in it, whether it was

actually exchanged for money or not. To do this is impossible ;

and so our practical measurement of general exchange-value

during any period is subject to curtailment. The whole which

we can employ can only be a part of the total of exchangeable

76
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things. But oar efforts must be directed at making this prac-

ticable whole as large as possible ; for, as has been said by an

eminent investigator in this subject,
" the result is more accu-

rate, the greater the number of the data, and the smaller the

number of omitted articles."
]

2. The curtailment must begin by leaving out of account

things which appear only as individuals such as race horses,

paintings, antiques and the like. These individual things must

be omitted not only because their number is legion, but because

each one is exchanged only occasionally, and so would not ap-

pear in all the successive periods, and none can stand for an-

other. Moreover their omission is only a small loss, as, in spite

of their great numbers, their sales all told form but a small part

of the immense quantity of all sales.

The majority of exchangeable things fall into classes, under

generic or specific names, in which all individuals at the same

time and place have the same price, or different prices accord-

ing to different qualities, which form sub- classes ;
and there is

always a succession of similar individuals appearing in the

market during every period. These classes we can employ in-

stead of the individual things themselves, and so our labor is

already enormously reduced. For when one of the classes,

representing the individuals in it, is said to vary in exchange-

value or in price, we at once know that all the individuals in it

have so varied. The quoted price of a bushel of wheat is not

the price of a particular bushel of wheat, but of any bushel of

wheat (of the same quality) at the same time and place.

All classes of things, however, do not equally well represent

the individuals in them
;
for in some classes the individuals

vary infinitely in quality or in size or in many attributes that

go to make them valuable. Thus all complex products, such as

machines, buildings, ships, railroads, are too variegated in their

individuals to make the logical subsumption of these into classes

of much importance for the object we have in view. Therefore

these things, as also fancy breeds of animals, precious stones,

and most articles of luxury, must be neglected as being little

1 Edgeworth, B. 60, p. 197.
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more than collections of untractable individuals. The omission

of complex products is of little consequence, because their ex-

change-values generally vary in somewhat the same way as do

the materials of which they are made or the simple products

which they help to make. Land also is such a heterogeneous

class, embracing lots and fields and forest districts of infinitely

various exchange-values according to situation and natural fer-

tility. The omission of these from an attempt. to measure the

general exchange-value of money in all exchangeable things is

of considerable moment. But if we are seeking rather to es-

tablish for the exchange-value of money a standard composed
of products, land would not belong to this. Stocks or shares

in railroads and industrial companies are not to be counted,

partly because the prices, or money costs, of these are not to be

counted for the reason just given, and partly because their

prices are dependent upon the profits, which are greatly depend-
ent upon the prices of the services or products, already counted.

For a similar reason the money cost of transportation of goods

ought not to be counted, because it is a factor in the price of

goods, and so is already counted in them. But the money cost

of transportation of persons, or of travel, ought to be counted.

Bonds are not to be counted because their prices depend upon
the general rate of interest on the one hand and on the other

upon the particular credit of each company, both of which fac-

tors have nothing to do with the make-up of the exchange-

value of money, although they are both affected by variations

in the exchange-value of money, which therefore needs to be

measured independently of them.

The classes to be counted are, then, to be confined to go-called

raw products and to those things which have been called fungi-

ble, namely things sufficiently alike, every one in its own class,

to replace one another with indifference on the part of their

owners, which are things that can be meted out by weight or

other measures, or by the piece. These things include not only
raw products grain, cattle, metals, etc. but also many manu-

factured products in a medium stage steel, flour, yarn, cloth

and a few finished products rope, some simple tools, bread,
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and even ready-made clothing and shoes, which are now turned

out in large quantities in almost uniform grades. All of these

classes, which continuously provide a succession of very nearly
similar individuals definitely measured and priced, are to be

sought for and included. Perhaps two or three hundred such

classes may be found, which number is not too large to be dealt

with by a board of trained statisticians, collecting data and

making calculations in the course of present time.

3. In trying to discover the ups and downs of the exchange-
value of money in times past, it is impossible to find continuous

price-lists of so many classes, or information about the quanti-

ties of the individual things composing them
;
so that here we

must confine our researches to a few. The few then must be

chosen as samples. Now serviceable for samples are : (1) only
the most important or staple products, (2) only those things

whose prices are independent of each other, (3) only those wKose

prices are not subject to special causes of fluctuation
; and, fur-

thermore, (4) some of these articles should not appear twice in

the lists, once as a raw material, and again in the manufactured

article made of it, while others appear only once. Some econo-

mists have even advocated this " exclusive
" method for present

times. There is no good reason for doing so. This method is

only a makeshift, the best we can do in reviewing past times.

We can do better for present times, and should, therefore, seek

to do so.
1 Some of the early writers were content to measure

the variations in the exchange-value of money by comparing it

only with one other article, generally wheat, or the most com-

monly used food product.
2 The line of progress has been to

widen the range of the comparison more and more, until it

reaches the utmost limit practicable. Now, it should be noticed,

1
Slightly different is the position of those who advocate a

"
multiple standard

"

for contracts, or for regulating the exchange-value of paper money, composed of

twenty, of a hundred, or of any other small number of classes, selected for their

importance or from other motives. Their position is, not that this procedure

yields the best measure of the exchange-value of money, but that it forms a much
better standard than the standard resting on one or two metals. Still, while they

are about it, they might as well have the largest
"
multiple standard "

possible.
2 So Locke, Adam Smith, Condillac, Say, D. Stewart, Storch, Cibrario, and

others.
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the canons suitable for the " exclusive
" method have little or

no application for the broad " inclusive" method.3

4. In all cases only wholesale prices are to be employed.
This is because they are the only ones practicable. Objection

is often made that it is retail prices which give the exchange-
value of money to the consumers. This is not altogether true,

as the economic " consumer "
is often the purchaser in whole-

sale quantities, as the manufacturer, who consumes raw mate-

rials
;
and also many large institutions, hotels, governments,

etc., mostly get their stores at wholesale prices. Although on

some occasions retail prices do not follow the variations of

wholesale prices, and may even vary slightly while those are

stable, it is probable that the true average of retail prices fol-

lows the ascertained average of wholesale prices much more

closely than the attempt to reckon the average of retail prices

would succeed in following the true average.
4

II.

1. We have seen that when a class of commodities varies

in price, all the individuals in it do so. Now if one class is

larger than another, when they both vary in price, the variation

of the larger class represents a variation of more individuals,

and the variation of money in exchange-value in that class is a

variation of it in more individuals, than is its variation in the

other class. The particular exchange-value of money in a larger

class is not necessarily a higher or greater exchange-value, but

it is, so to speak, a wider or larger exchange-value, than its

particular exchange-value in a smaller class. Therefore the

variation of money in the larger class should count for more,

or, which is the same thing, the variation in price of the larger

3 The distinction is not observed in the following statements: "No article

should he scheduled twice in different stages of manufacture," J. B. Martin, Gold

vtntis good*, in the Journal of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, for the year 1883, p. 626
;

" We might count the wool instead of the things

made of it (for of course we ought not to count both)," Marshall, B. 93, p. 373.

4 At all events, if retail prices are used, they must be used in a measurement

by themselves. Wholesale and retail prices must never be mixed in one table.

SoBeaujon, B. 95, pp. 110-111, 114, 116.
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class should count for more. The making allowance for the

sizes of the classes, which consists in assigning to each class its

proper importance or weight in the calculation of the general

variation of prices has been called "
weighting/' and the size

assigned to each class has been called its
"
weight." These

not very well chosen terms have become consecrated by usage.
1

We should notice that the idea of weight attaching to all classes

refers to their influence upon the result in our calculations.

The relative weights of the classes in our calculations are not

relative weights of the classes per se. They are dependent upon
the relative sizes of the classes per se.

2. The prices of the classes of things are quoted in the

market lists on mass-units of various kinds and magnitudes,

differently in different places and times, as it has been found

convenient for merchants to bargain for (e. g. }
iron by the ton

and copper by the pound). The quoted prices of some things

are therefore very much higher than those of others, without

reference either to the preciousness or to the importance of the

classes. If these prices be taken simply as they occur and be

combined in a certain way, the operation, as will be shown

later, is virtually that of weighting the classes according to the

accidental height of their quoted prices at the first period, in a

comparison of two or more periods. Thus the weighting here

is purely accidental and haphazard, without any principle or

reason for assigning more importance to one class than to an-

other, except the chance of mercantile customs, which have

grown up without reference to this subject. Such a method of

calculating general exchange-value and its variations was em-

ployed of course without knowledge of what they were doing

1 The terms have long been in use in the reduction of observations, especially

in astronomy. They appear to have been introduced into economics by Jevons,

who in his important first work on our subject wrote :

"
It must be confessed that

the exact mode in which preponderance of rising or falling prices ought to be de-

termined is involved in doubt. Ought we to take all commodities on an equal

footing in the determination ? Ought we to give most weight to those which are

least intrinsically variable in value? [Cf. Malthus, above in Chapt. I., Sect. I.,

Note 8.] Ought we to give additional weight to articles according to their im-

portance, and the total quantities bought and sold ? The question, when fully

opened, seems to be one that no writer has attempted to decide nor can I attempt

to decide it." B. 22, p. 21.

6
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by one of the earliest investigators in this subject in the eight-

eenth century, the French financier, Dutot, and in the century

just elapsed even by two prominent economists.2 It was avoided

in the middle and toward the end of the prior century by two

other investigators, the Italian writer on monetary matters,

Carli, and the English physicist, Sir George Shuckburgh Evelyn,

the latter of whom introduced the practice of reducing all prices

at one period, taken as basis, to 100
(/. e., 100 money-units),

whatever be the quantities of goods which are sold at this price

in each class, or whatever be the number of times this money's

worth of goods of each class are sold during the periods com-

pared. Here, though it is usual to say there is no weighting,

there really is weighting, since all the classes are treated as if

they were of the same size there is even weighting, which is

only next worst after the earlier haphazard weighting. It is,

in fact, impossible to avoid assigning one weight or another to

the classes reviewed
;
wherefore it is plain that the proper thing

for us to do is to distribute the weighting with the greatest care

possible.

3. Not infrequently it has been asserted that it is shown by

experience not to be worth the trouble to assign proper weight-

ing to classes, as the so-called "
unweighted

"
calculations

(really with even weighting) yield results very little divergent

so it is claimed from those reached with proper uneven

weighting. Whether it is worth the trouble to be careful, even

though the divergence were small, would seem to depend some-

what upon the question who is to take the trouble
;
for what

would excuse a voluntary investigator surveying past events

for a merely historical purpose would not excuse a board of of-

ficial statisticians employed by the State for the practical pur-

pose of providing a guide for contracts or for the regulation

of money in the present course of time. But, although the gen-

eral trend upward or downward in a series of years may be

somewhat similar in the two methods, the particular results are

often very divergent, as shown by the very calculations upon
2 See Appendix C, I. As an example of the curious combinations this method,

or want of method, may lead to, it may be noticed ,that in one of his calculations

Levasseur allowed 1750 times greater influence to tin than to cotton !
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which the other opinion has been founded. Thus in the com-

parison given by Mr. Palgrave of the Economist series of " un-

weighted
"
index-numbers and the "

weighted
"
index-numbers

calculated upon the same prices, we find the following contrasts :

Year Evenly weighted Unevenly weighted
1880 87 89

1881 81 93
1882 83 87

1883 79 88 3

Here the calculated movements of general prices go in ex-

actly opposite directions in every sequence of years. Between

the first and the second years, for instance, the Economist figure

falls 7 per cent., and the " corrected
"

figure rises 4J per cent.,

a difference of 12 per cent. Divergences of this sort are to

be seen in every case where in a series of periods the same

prices have been treated in both ways for comparison. By the

same argument, therefore, by which it has been attempted to

show the needlessness of uneven weighting, the need of it is

proved.
4

To assign the "
weights

" with perfect precision would involve

a great amount of labor principally in discovering the relative

sizes of the classes
;

for the mere introduction of the ascertained

weights in the calculations does not much increase the labor.

But to assign uneven weighting with approximation to the rela-

tive sizes, either over a long series of years or for every period

separately, would not require much additional trouble
;
and

even a rough procedure of this sort would yield results far

superior to those yielded by even weighting. It is especially

absurd to refrain from using roughly reckoned uneven weight-

ing on the ground that it is not accurate, and instead to use

even weighting, which is much more inaccurate.

3 B. 77, pp. 329-330.
4 We shall, however, later find that both the methods used in the above cal-

culations are very defective, and especially so in the matter of affording com-

parison between any two years neither of which is the basic year, so that much of

their divergences maybe due to error even in the "corrected" figures. What
difference would, then, exist in practice between the true method and the simple
method is still an unknown quantity. But we shall later also find that in the

proper way of forming a series of index numbers a slight error in every calculation

may, in a wrong method, accumulate before long into large error. Therefore

every contrivance to secure accuracy is imperative.
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4. Still, although few of the practical investigators have

actually employed anything but even weighting, they have

almost always recognized the theoretical need of allowing
for the relative importance of the different classes ever since

this need was first pointed out, near the commencement of the

century just ended, by Arthur Young.
5 But the method of

measuring the sizes of the classes has been the subject of diverse

views, and even the reasons offered for the most commonly
adopted method have not been quite satisfactory.

Arthur Young advised simply that the classes should be

weighted according to their importance. Some early critics of

the plan of judging the value of money
"
by its relation to

the mass of commodities" objected that the importance of

articles is different to different persons, and therefore there

could be no one standard of this sort.
6

Joseph Lowe yielded
so much to this criticism as to recommend for different ranks of

society different weightings, and consequently so many different

standards
;
but again he wanted one standard to be formed with

weighting according to the importance of the classes for the

whole community, as indicated by the total "values" con-

sumed.7 That the classes should be weighted according to their

relative total money-values, has become the prevalent doctrine,

being frequently re-invented as if by instinct,
8 and generally

with the same explanation. One of the best forms in which

6 Young did so in opposition to Evelyn's method, which he condemned as

manifestly wrong in counting the articles as equally important, B. 6, pp. 68, 70.

There have, however, been relapses. Thus Porter, in B. 11, totally ignored un-

even weighting, although his attention had been called to it by Tooke, who there-

upon declared his table to be misleading because it allowed equal influence in the

result to unimportant as to important articles, Evidence before the Select Com-
mittee on Banks of Issue, 1840, q. 3615. Then a period followed in which even

weighting was employed with little notice of the need of anything else, until

Drobisch demolished Laspeyres' method for this neglect, B.30, p. 145, cf. B. 29,

pp. 32-33. Laspeyres admitted the theoretical need of uneven weighting, B. 26,

p. 304
;
and since then attention has been paid to it by almost all writers.

"Ricardo, Works, p. 401
; Malthus, op. tit., pp. 119-120. So also Von Jacob,

the German translator of Lowe, according to S. D. Horton, Silver and gold, Cin-

cinnati, 1876, 2d ed., 1895, p. 39.
7 B. 8, Appendix, pp. 93-99.

Tooke, loc. cit. ; Oiffen, B. 45, q. 709
; Sidgwick, B. 56, p. 66

; Palgrave, B.

77, p. 344
; Sauerbeck, B. 79, p. 595

; Marshall, B. 93, p. 372
; Wasserab, B. 105,

pp. 87, 89, 94 ff.
; Westergaard, B. 110, p. 220; Fonda, B. 127, p. 160.
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this explanation has been presented is that the weighting then

follows the importance of the articles to the "average con-

sumer." ! The standard of exchange-value now becomes what

has aptly been called a " standard of desiderata." 10

To this view the objection has sometimes been made that it

is too "
subjective." An "

objective
"

criterion has been in-

voked by saying that " more weight should be assigned to those

commodities which, being circulated in greater quantities, make

greater demand on the currency."
] Here the measurement of

the exchange-value of money is viewed in a peculiar manner.

For no one would dream of measuring the exchange-value

of any commodity by weighting the other articles in which

its particular exchange-values vary merely by the quantities

of them actually exchanged for that commodity. In order

that one thing have exchange-value in another it is not neces-

sary that the two should be actually exchanged for each other
;

and the consideration by which the size of the other thing's

class is to be judged cannot possibly be confined to the quantity

of it exchanged for this thing. There is nothing peculiar here

in the case of money. We are not measuring the demand for

money, but the general exchange-value of money. This doc-

trine, therefore, is not so good as the one it seeks to supersede.

In regard to the question of objectivity and subjectivity, it

may be noticed that these terms are used in two senses. One

of them is that "
objective

"
refers to what is universal to all

9
Marshall, B. 93, p. 372. The "average consumer,"of course, is the whole

community, and not a few samples of
" normal families." The method of ascer-

taining the "average consumer" by means of family budgets (especially if con-

fined to those of day laborers, as often done and advised by Pomeroy, B. 135, p.

332) is certainly not so accurate as the method seeking the total volume of goods

in trade. The investigation of family budgets, introduced by Eden and elabo-

rated by Engel, is very important for sociological studies, but hardly interests us

here. The statistician who has used them most in our department is Falkner (see

especially B. Ill, pp. XL-LV), who defends them in B. 112, pp. 63-64 and B. 113,

pp. 269-270. The two methods are discussed by Taussig, B. 121, pp. 24-25.

10 Horton, op. tit., p. 35
;
The silverpound, 1887, pp. 3-4. That such a standard

is one of the objects of these enquiries has been asserted by the British Association

Committee, First Report, B. 99, p. 249 n.

11 Edgeworth, B. 66, p. 139. This would lead to a slight change in the weight-

ing, as perceived by Foxwell, who, according to Edgeworth, B. 63, p. 135, wanted

weighting to be assigned according to the values of the classes multiplied by the

numbers of times the articles in them are sold before being consumed.
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men, in distinction from what is peculiar to individual men as

"subjective." In this sense the above measurement of the

sizes of the classes according to their importance for the whole

community is objective. Subjective would be the many stand-

ards, one for each person according to the importance of the

classes to him individually. Still we desire a measurement, and

a reason for it, which are "objective" in the other sense of

being out of dependence upon persons. The case is somewhat

like the measurement of heat. Heat is subjective, regarded as

a feeling in men, though it be in all men. Its variations are

also subjective as being differently felt by different persons.

But we measure heat without regard to the susceptibilities of

individual persons. And more still : we measure it without

regard to its universal influence upon all men. A being who

never had the sensation of heat, could measure heat. Could

not a being who knows not the idea of importance rightly

measure out the proper weighting to be assigned to the classes

of exchangeable articles ?

5. A few economists have held that weighting should be

according to the relative masses that are consumed of the differ-

ent classes, all the masses being measured by the same common

mass-unit, a unit of weight being generally preferred.
12 This

position claims to be the truly objective. It has the fault that

it may be objective in two distinct ways, neither of which has

any superiority over the other. For if we measured the masses

of the classes by a common measure of capacity, the relative

sizes of the classes would turn out differently. It may be re-

plied that it is weight which gives the mass proper, or quantity

of matter, contained in commodities. The counter-reply is that

capacity is the measure of volume, or size in space ;
and there

is no reason why the quantity of an inscrutable thing called

matter should be more considered, in economics, than the quan-

tity of visible space which the objects occupy. We compare
12 So Drobisch, B. 29, pp. 30, 35, B. 30, pp. 148, 153 ; Lehr, B. 68, p. 11

;
Lind-

say, B. 114, p. 2<J; and apparently the British Association Committee, First Re-

port, B. 91), pp. 249-250
;
and Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 264. But statements on this

matter are often imprecise, the ambiguous term "
quantities

"
being used. We

shall also see that in some eases weighting which appears to be by masses is really

by total money-values.
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some exchangeable objects by volume or bulk, and consider it

an advantage that they be heavy. We compare other ex-

changeable objects by weight, and consider it an advantage that

they be large (and therefore light). We never compare all

things either by weight alone or by bulk alone. And further-

more, some exchangeable objects, such as land, have neither

weight nor volume, while other things, such as railroad tickets,

DO one would think of sizing according to their weight or vol-

ume
;
and some gases, which now are commercial articles, and

sold by capacity at a certain pressure, it would be difficult to

bring into line with solid or liquid things, since the pressure

chosen is arbitrary. But to this position a more direct objec-

tion will be noticed presently.

III.

1. Such is a brief history of the question of weighting

brought down to the present day. It is obvious that the ques-

tion has not been thoroughly discussed. Even the nature of

weighting in general has rarely been understood, the term it-

self being misleading ;
and the special difficulties concerning

weighting in our subject have never been pointed out, where-

fore they have never been overcome.

We shall see that another question which naturally arises in

our subject is a question of averaging the variations of exchange-

values. Now weighting is a question connected with averag-

ing, and though even weighting is the more common in simple

theoretical problems, in practical problems occasion for uneven

weighting is always likely to present itself. The question of

weighting must be treated first, because weighting of some sort

is a prerequisite in all averaging.

The nature of weighting may be illustrated by a simple ex-

ample. We may suppose that two proud fathers, each with

three sons, dispute as to which has the taller sons, and proceed

to measure and to average them. The one finds a different

figure for the tallness of each son. He simply adds up the

three figures, and divides by three. He has used even weight-
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ing, allowing equal importance in the calculation to each meas-

urement. The other, let us suppose, finds two of his sons to

be equally tall and the other differently tall. He then has only

two different figures. The one represents the tallness of two

sons, the other the tallness of one son. If he adds these two

figures and divides by two, the result would be wrong. If he

notes down the figures for every son separately, although the

same figure occurs twice, and adds these three figures and di-

vides by three, he would get the right result, and be doing ex-

actly what the other did he would be using even weighting,

with three figures. But if he employs only the two distinct

figures, but takes the one representing the two measurements

twice, by multiplying it by two, and adds this doubled figure

to the other single figure, and divides by three, he would be

using uneven weighting; for he would be allowing twice as

much influence upon the result to the one figure as to the other.

The result is the same as if he employed even weighting with

addition of three figures. In this simple example the differ-

ence in the labor of performing either of these operations is

not great. But in more complex matters it may amount to a

great deal. The operation of first multiplying all the similar

figures by the number of times they occur and adding their

products to one another and to the figures that occur only once,

and dividing by the total number of repeated and single figures,

is a simpler one than that of adding all the individual figures.

Thus uneven weighting, though appearing to be more difficult

than even weighting, is really a means of simplifying and

abridging the calculation.

Weighting, then, consists in allowing for the number of in-

dividuals which possess a common attribute in certain quantities,

which are being averaged. Even weighting is employed when

every individual is measured, and its measurement, whether the

same or different from others, is separately employed in the cal-

culation. Uneven weighting is employed when equal measure-

ments are treated as one, for convenience merely, and yet allow-

ance is made for the number of times they are repeated. Or

uneven weighting is to be employed, again, when we make only
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a few observations on different classes of individuals, and know

(or assume) that the other individuals are like those measured
;

for then the quantity of the attribute possessed by each indi-

vidual in the class is really to be repeated the number of times

it is possessed by an individual, that is, by the number of in-

dividuals in the class. Only if the numbers of individuals in

all the classes happen to be the same, can even weighting be

properly employed.
2. Now in most subjects of averaging, the nature of the

individuals in each class is directly given, wherefore the finding

of their numbers is not difficult at least theoretically speaking.

Thus, in the above example, the three sons in each set were the

individuals in question. Or in the wider case of measuring the

average tallness of the population of a country, after getting

the average tallness for different districts, we should weight the

calculation of the general average of these by the numbers of

persons in each district. This is because, by the nature of the

problem, every full-grown person, be he prince or pauper, is an

individual equally important with every other as a factor in

determining the result we are seeking.

In the subject of averaging exchange-values the difficulty

which confronts us is apparent. The individuals with which

we are dealing in every class of commodities whose prices are

reported, are not directly given ; for, as already remarked, it is

purely accidental what the actual individuals are which have

prices recorded against them. The price of wheat is now in

America generally reported in bushels. In England it used to

be reported in quarters. If these two systems be applied to

the same mass of wheat, the former would report the price of

eight times as many individual portions of wheat as the latter,

the portions referred to in the latter being eight times as large

as those in the former. It is obvious that the number of times

the price of a bushel of wheat is repeated has no more right to

be the "weight" of the wheat-price in our calculations than

has the number of times the price of a quarter of wheat is re-

peated, or reversely, or than the number of any other accident-

ally chosen mass-unit of wheat. And so with the prices, and
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the numbers of individuals which bear them, in all other fungi-

ble articles. It is, therefore, a problem what are the individuals

we are dealing with. This question must be answered before

we can find the sizes of the classes, which sizes depend upon
the numbers of individuals there are in each class.

3. Here a certain position above reviewed seems to offer aid.

This is the position that we ought always to take the prices of

the same mass-unit, preferably one of weight, applied to all com-

modities, and to judge the sizes of the classes by the numbers

of this mass-unit they contain. According to this doctrine, the

individual in all classes is the same mass-quantity, or the same

space-quantity, and the relative sizes of the classes are according

to their relative total weights or volumes. The former idea

being adopted, the "
weights

" of the classes in our calculations

are to be literally according to the weights of the classes. This

is, evidently, a very convenient doctrine.

Against it some objections have already been urged. But the

principal one has not yet been noticed. This is that weighting

so determined would be according to a different attribute in the

things from the one we are measuring. It would be like weight-

ing the calculation of the average tallness of the three sons,

above cited, by the weight or girth of each of the boys. It is

plain that the relative weight or volume of two classes of com-

modities does not indicate the relative importance of these two

classes. \Ve have, however, agreed not to judge the sizes of

classes by their importance. But it is equally plain that the

relative weight, or volume, of two classes does not indicate their

relative sizes from the point of view in which we have the

classes under consideration. Their relative weights indicate

their sizes judged by weight. Their relative volumes indicate

their sizes judged by volume. What indicates their sizes judged

as things possessing exchange-value ? Evidently only the rela-

tive amounts of the exchange-values of their whole quantities.
1

1 Ofcourse in the above examples we would not weight the figures according

to the tallness of the hoys, or according to the total tallness of the people in the

different districts. This is because in those examples the individuals are given,

being discrete wholes. The proper comparison is with averaging in the case of

things with uniform substance that are found in different sizes. In averaging,
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To prove this, we must review the nature of the subject for

which we are seeking the weighting.
4. What we are seeking ultimately is the combined result

on the general exchange-value of something when we know the

variations in its particular exchange-values. We have seen

that when a particular exchange-value of the thing rises to a

certain height, this rise may be compensated by another of its par-
ticular exchange-values falling to a certain extent, although we
have not yet found the proportion between these balancing vari-

ations. But we have also seen that if two of its other particular

exchange-values fall instead of only one, these would each have

to fall to a less extent to counterbalance the one rise (in Propo-
sition XXX.). We want, then, to know what constitutes one

particular exchange-value, and what constitutes two particular

exchange-values that is, two particular exchange-values that

are twice as large (or wide, so to speak) as the one. Thus far

we have merely treated of a particular exchange-value as one if

it be merely an exchange-value viewed in relation to one other

exchange-value, without regard to the size of either of the two

classes. This we now find to be not quite adequate. We find

the need of another distinction. Let us keep the' term "
partic-

ular-value" in its previous usage, and introduce for what we
now want the term " individual exchange-value." A particular

exchange-value of a thing is its exchange-value in one other class

of things ;
an individual exchange-value is its exchange-value

in one other thing. An individual exchange-value relates to a

particular exchange-value very much as a particular exchange-

value relates to general exchange-value ;
for as many particular

exchange-values compose one general (or generic) exchange-

value, so many individual exchange-values compose one partic-

ular (or specific) exchange-value. Our question then is, What

constitutes one individual exchange-value, whose variation is to

be counterbalanced by an opposite variation in some other in-

dividual exchange-value, and by a lesser variation in other two

individual exchange-values ?

for instance, the yields of different fields (in which the superficies is the element

of importance) in order to find the average yield of a country, we should count

every field, not as one individual, but according to the relative extent of its

superficies.
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Now when one thing has a certain exchange-value in another

thing, it is equal in exchange-value to the quantity of that other

thing by which its exchange-value in it is measured. Hence if

the thing 1A is equivalent to &B and to cC (these capital letters

referring to mass-units, and the small letters to numbers), we 866

that when we speak of A's rise in exchange-value in B being

compensated by its fall in exchange-value in C, we have in mind

its rise from equivalence to 6 B and its fall from equivalence to

c C, wherefore these are the two individual exchange-values we
are comparing with each other at that period. Therefore also the

two individual things in the classes B and C with which we are

comparing 1A are 6B and cC its equivalents at the period in

question. Similarly if 1A be equivalent to c D, the economic in-

dividual in the class D with which we are comparing 1A is cD.

Suppose the rise of 1A to equivalence with b'b B is compensated

by the fall of 1A to equivalence with
,
cC (b

f and c' being

certain figures larger than unity). Then if A falls in D also,

the balance is disturbed. Therefore, for the balance to be main-

tained, when A falls in C and in D equally, it must fall in

each less than by ,.
Now suppose the individuals c C and cD

are exactly alike, so that we put them in the same class and

refer to them by the same term, say Z. Then when A falls in

Z, it falls both in C and in D equally. Therefore, to counter-

balance its rise in B, it must fall less in Z than it would have

to fall in C alone or in D alone.
2

It is obvious that the class

Z is larger than, and just twice as large as, the class B, at the

period in question, because it embraces twice as many individuals

as the class B, since it embraces two, namely c C and c D, while B
embraces only one, b B. And so if B and Z are variously large

2
Proposition XXX., it should be noticed, may apply both to other classes

and to other individuals. It may mean that when the compensatory changes are

in a greater number of (equal) classes, they must be smaller, and when they are

in a greater number of (equal) individuals (in the same class), they must be

smaller. The reason is that in the former case as in the latter the compensation
is distributed over more individual things. It is plainly indifferent whether the

individuals, their number l>eing given, be all in one class or in many classes.

The important factor is, not the number of classes, but the number of individuals.
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classes, their relative sizes will be determined by the numbers of

6 B's and of c Z's they contain that is, the numbers of equivalents
to 1A. Generalizing still more, we see that it is the number of

equivalents to 1A in any class, which constitutes its relative

size, these equivalents to 1A being the economic indivi(fntt/x in

them corresponding to the posited economic individual 1A.

And, of course, whatever be the quantity 1A, a large or a small

mass-unit, the proportions of the numbers of equivalents to 1A
in the other classes, and consequently of their sizes, will be the

same relatively to one another and to the class A. Hence if

instead of 1A we use 1M a money-unit, say one dollar, then

the relative sizes of all the classes of commodities are propor-
tioned to the " dollar's worths "

they contain, which are indicated

by the total money-values of these classes.

All this reasoning is obviously independent of any considera-

tion of the mass-quantities of 6 B and of c C, supposed to be

equivalent to 1A, or of the mass-units in which they are ex-

pressed. If 1A is one pound of wheat, and this happened to

be equivalent to one pound of butter as b B and to one pound of

wool as G C, this would in no wise improve the reasoning, which

would be the same if the one pound of wheat happened to be

equivalent to two pounds of butter and to seven and three-

quarter pounds of wool. On the other hand, if this last hap-

pens to be the case, it is plain that one pound of butter and one

pound of wool have no claim to be considered economic indi-

viduals compared with one pound of wheat. As masses, one

pound of butter and one pound of wool are individuals compared
with one pound of wheat, because equal to it in weight. But

we are not dealing with masses. We are dealing with exchange-

values. And the exchange-value of one pound of wheat being

taken as our given individual, it is only the quantities of butter

and of wool whose exchange values are equal to this exchange-

value, at the period in question, that are individuals compared
with it,

in our economic point of view.

Or if we compare classes with money, the state of things is

still plainer. Suppose copper is worth ten cents a pound and

iron one cent a pound. It is evident that when we compare a
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variation of the exchange-value of one dollar in copper with a

variation of the exchange-value of one dollar in iron, we are

comparing its variation relatively to ten pounds of copper and

to a hundred pounds of iron. And if during a certain period

the masses of copper and of iron with which \ve are dealing are

ten million pounds of the former and fifty million pounds of the

latter, the relative sizes of these classes the relative numbers

of individual exchange-values of 1M in each of these classes,

that vary when its price-quotation varies is, at the period in

question, not as ten for copper to fifty for iron (or 1 to
5),

but

as one hundred for copper to fifty for iron (or 2 to
1).

It will be noticed that this explanation does away with de-

pendence upon the idea of importance. The sizes of the classes

are not measured by their importance to the consumers. They
are measured by the numbers of equivalents they contain, these

equivalents being the economic individuals, and the sizes of the

classes naturally being according to the numbers of individuals

they contain. It is true that the importance of the classes is

measured in exactly the same way, so that the relative sizes of

the classes go hand in hand with their relative importance and

we may continue to speak of their sizes being according to their

importance. But it is not directly by their importance that the

measurement of their sizes is made. It is made by the measure-

ment of the above equivalent individuals they contain. This

measurement is just as objective as the measurement by the

number of equiponderant individuals they contain.

5. It should be noticed, further, that the size of the class

whose exchange-value is being measured is of no consequence,

and therefore need not be considered, except only in the one

case when we are seeking to measure a variation of its exchange-

value in all things. For if we are seeking to measure its vari-

ation in exchange-value in all other things, or if we find that it

has remained constant in exchange-value in all other things

(and consequently in all things), we have to consider only the

relative sizes of the other classes, the size of the class in ques-

tion having no influence in the result. Thus in measuring the

variations in the exchange-value of money, we are dispensed
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from enquiring about the size of the class money itself, so long

as we eonfine ourselves to measuring its variations in general

exchange-value in all other things. To this we shall confine

ourselves for the greater part of our researches, and shall treat

of the more difficult problem of measuring variations in the

general exchange-value of money in all things only at the end

of our work, where, too, we shall consider whether such a

measurement is needed or not.

IV.

1. The number of individuals or equivalents in each class

during a given period is, of course, not to be measured by the

number of them in existence at any one moment. For articles

are variously durable, and the stocks on hand at any moment do

not represent the relative quantities in which they are ordinarily

used. These quantities can only be ascertained by taking all

the quantities brought into trade during a period sufficiently long

to cover all the ups and downs of the stocks at least a year as

being the shortest natural cycle. If land be one of the things

taken into account, not its total money-value, nor even the total

money-value sold during a year, but its annual rental is the item

to be compared with the total money-values of the commodity
classes.

1

2. It is a question whether the total money-values of com-

modity classes to be considered are those of the quantities an-

nually produced or those of the quantities annually consumed
;

for in every country importation and exportation disturb the

equality between production and consumption in the case of

many articles. Perhaps it would be best to count both that is,

in any one case either the total product or the total consumption

according as the one or the other is the greater. Thus in the

United States we should count all the wheat produced and all

the tin consumed, and in England all the wheat consumed and

all the tin produced. There is overlapping here
;
but this is

right, because the English and the American economic worlds

1 For a similar reason it is only the variations of rent, and not the variations

ofthe price of land, that are to be counted.
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do overlap. This double counting, which takes place in the two

measurements, could be avoided by making the measurement of

the exchange-value of money in the two countries together, if

that be possible ;
but then there would be similar overlapping

with other countries, which could be avoided again only by mak-

ing the measurement for the whole world at large for then we
should have to count only the total quantities produced or con-

sumed, without counting exports and imports twice.
2 Of course,

the total money-values must not be confined to the total money-
values sold. A bushel of wheat consumed by a farmer is as

valuable as a bushel of wheat which he sells.

3. Articles that pass through various stages and appear in

each under a special name as hemp, rope ; wheat, flour, bread
;

wool, yarn, cloth, clothing, should not be counted as a distinct

quantity in each stage. If that were done, as some articles ap-

pear in more forms than others, the sizes of these would be

unduly magnified. One method of treating these things would

be to group together all the various stages, and to assign to this

group a size according to the total value of its highest forms (or

the highest counted). Another would be to confine attention to

two stages only. But in the second stage there might be several

branches, according to the kinds of things the raw material is

made into.

4. To find with accuracy the total money-value and the

average price of any commodity class during a given period is a

statistical task of considerable difficulty ;
but the theory of the

operation is simple. Of all the prices reported of the same kind

of article the average to be drawn is the arithmetic
;

s and the

prices should be weighted according to the relative mass-quan-

tities that were sold at them. For example, if there is sold

twice as much cloth in September as in July, the price in Sep-

2 Some statisticians have counted only these overlapping, and have weighted

the classes according to their relative sizes in the country's exports and imports.

If this weighting he employed merely in an attempt to measure the volume of

foreign trade, as done by Giffen and I)e Foville, less objection can be found.

But if it be employed in a measurement of the general exchange-value of money,
it is a very defective kind of weighting. Its defect has been noticed by Nasse, B.

104, p. 332.

8 Jevons, B. 15, pp. 41, 43
; Walras, B. 61, p. 6.
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tember should be given twice as much weight as the price in

July.
4

V.

1. As yet we have examined the sizes of the classes only at

a single period. But in any enquiry into the variation of the

general exchange-value of anything we are concerned with at

least two periods. Between the two periods not only the par-

ticular exchange-values may have varied, but also the sizes of

the classes. And the sizes of the classes vary partly because of

the very variations in the particular exchange-values whose com-

mon variation we are attempting to measure. The difficulty in

the subject of weighting, in the case of averaging exchange-

values, is only commencing.
The older writers, from Arthur Young on, who touched upon

weighting, recommended merely a rough weighting according to

the importance of the classes as vaguely measured, by their

relative total money-values, or by masses, over a number of

years, although a few, using custom-house returns, actually did

use varying weighting, without understanding its nature.
1 The

need of paying attention more minutely to the weighting of each

period compared was first pointed out about thirty years ago by
the German philosopher and mathematician, Drobisch. Drobisch

was the originator of the idea that we should weight the classes

according to their actual physical weights, and he confined his

4 E. Segnitz gave this formula for finding one average price,

- = pq+p'q' + p"q"+---

in which pp'p" represent the prices at which respectively qq'q" quantities of the

article sold during the period in question, Ueber die Berechnung der sogenannten
Mittel soivie deren Anwendung in der Statistik und anderen Erfahrungswissen-

schaften, Jahrbiicher fiir Nationaloekonomie und Statistik, 1870, Band XIV., p.

184. E. Heitz, though not approving of it himself, says this method is employed
in the statistical bureaus of several German states (Wiirtemberg, Bavaria, Gotha,
and partly in Prussia and Hannover), Ueber die Methoden bei Erhebung der

Preisen, in the same Jahrbiicher, 1876, Band XXVII., pp. 347-351. This use of

uneven weighting has been recommended also by Marshall, B. 93, p. 374, and the

British Association Committee, First Report, B. 99, pp. 250-251. Weighting ac-

cording to the length of time each price lasts was recommended by Beaujon, B.

95, p. 116.

1 See Appendix CIV 2 (2).

7
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attention to differences at the two periods between the mass-

quantities of the classes. Considering the single case of a com-

parison between two contiguous periods, he raised the following

questions: Shall we employ in our calculations the mass-

quantities of both the periods separately ? or only the mass-

quantities of one of the periods ? and in the latter case shall it

be those of the first period, or those of the second ? or, again,

shall we combine these two systems, and employ a single one

that is a mean between them ? Between these questions Dro-

bisch decided in favor of the first course suggested. In doing
so he originated what may be called a method of double weight-

ing. This consists in drawing an average of the prices at each

period separately, and at each period on the mass-quantities of

that period ;
and in then comparing these averages. At each

period compared the mass-quantities may be measured in dif-

ferent ways. The way Drobisch chose was, as we have seen, to

measure them by the number in every class of a common mass-

unit. Upon the method of double weighting he decided on the

ground that the mass-quantities of neither of the two periods is

preferable the one to the other,
2 and that there is no better reason

for the mean between the two,
3
apparently considering that the

course he adopted was the only one not exposed to objections.

Drobisch has found but few followers in the use of double weight-

ing, though some involuntary ones are among them.4 His posi-

tion was immediately attacked by Professor Laspeyres, for a

reason which will be noticed later a reason, however, which is

valid, not against his use of double weighting, but against his

use of a common weight-unit ;
and a little later by Paasche, on

the ground that we must use the mass-quantities of only one

period so as to get the variation in the sums of money needed to

purchase the same mass-quantities at both the periods.
5 And a

similar reason has been given more recently by Professor Falk-

ner, namely that " we must compare like with like,"
6

although,

2 B. 29, p. 39.

3 B. 31, pp. 423-425.
4 See Appendix C V.
8 B. 33, pp. 171-173.

B. 112, p. 63.
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if the like does not exist at both the periods, the comparison

may appear somewhat forced. Laspeyres recommended using the

mass-quantities of the first period, Paasche those of the second. 7

The mean between these two positions may be either by making
two calculations, the one on the mass-quantities of the first

period, the other on those of the second, and then taking the

(arithmetic) mean between the two results
;

or by making a

single calculation with mass-quantities that are the (arithmetic)

mean between those of the two periods. The last has sometimes

been recommended, though only half-heartedly.
8 Thus every

obvious position seems to have been occupied. Amidst all this

diversity of opinion Professor Sidgwick has asserted that as we

cannot decide in favor of any of these methods, the use of the

mass-quantities of the one period being as good as of the other,

and the mean between them having no "
practical significance,"

and as the answers obtained by each method may differ, we can

therefore make no one authoritative measurement of the varia-

tion of money's general exchange-value.
9 And the same criti-

cism has recently been reaffirmed by Dr. Wicksell, who says

that the problem is insolvable unless it happens that the same

result is yielded by using the mass-quantities of each period

separately, the use of the mean between the mass-quantities at

the two periods having nothing but a " conventional meaning."
10

The truth is, however, that these are not the only positions

that present themselves, and the subject has hitherto been treated

most inadequately. Like Drobisch, the writers who have no-

ticed this question have considered only the difference at the two

periods between the mass-quantities. But it is strange that per-

sons who have not followed Drobisch in adopting mass-quanti-

ties as the test of weighting, and who have even asserted, many
of them, that weighting should be according to the total exchange-

values of the classes, when they come to discuss the question

concerning divergent weights at the two periods, should confine

7 Pasche has been followed by v. d. Borght and Conrad, and without depend-
ence by Mulhall, by Sauerbeck at times, and, following the latter, by Powers.

See Appendix C IV 2 (2).
8 See Appendix C IV 2 (3).
9 B. 56, pp. 67-68.
10 B. 139, pp. 8-9.
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their attention to differences that may exist between the mass-

quantities at the two periods.
11

Changes in the mass-quantities,

and changes in the weights, of the classes are two distinct things,

and the former are of importance only as they aifect the latter.

Since no one has so much as noticed the question in its proper

aspect, we are left to our own devices, and must investigate the

subject ab ovo.

2. There are three variables : (1) the exchange-values, or

prices, of given mass-units of many classes of commodities
; (2)

the total mass-quantities of these classes
; (3) their total ex-

change-values, or money-values. The first are the ones we are

trying to average. The second and third are factors in the

weighting of the classes in our averaging of their exchange-values

or prices, or of the variations of these. Yet the third itself is

dependent upon the first two, being their product. As we are

now examining only the factors that enter into the weighting of

the classes, we are not concerned with the first variations except

so far as they affect the third.

With the two variables that enter into weighting we have,

then, two distinct elemental cases, and a third composed of these

two. The first, and simplest, is when the total stuns spent on

every class remain constant over both the periods, so that the

relative sizes of the classes remain the same at both the periods,

the variations of the prices being counteracted by inverse vari-

ations of the mass-quantities. The second is when the mass-

quantities in every class remain constant over both the periods,

so that the sizes of the classes vary from period to period directly

as the prices. The third is when both the mass-quantities and

the total sums spent on them vary from period to period.

3. I. In this simple case the relative importance, or the

relative sizes, of the classes remain constant at each of the

periods, whether the exchange-value of money be the same at

both the periods or not. It would therefore seem natural to

treat the classes as having, in our averaging of their price-vari-

ations, the relative sizes that they have at each of the periods.

11 Giffen and Palgrave are exceptions. The former used weighting according

to the money-values of a single period, the latter according to those of every later

period. But each has done so without discussing the question.
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Thus, for example, if at the first period the total money-value

of the class A is twice as great as the total money-value of the

class B, and if at the second period each of these classes has the

same total money-value as before, or even if they have both

varied in their total money-values, but in the same proportion,

so that the class A still has twice the money-value (and conse-

quently twice the exchange-value, as may be deduced from

Proposition VII.) as the class B, we should look upon the class

A as twice as large, or as containing twice as many economic

individuals, as the class B.

Yet each of the economic individuals in these classes would

consist at each period of a different mass-quantity of the article.

When this is perceived, we may hesitate to adopt this position.

We may best discuss this question, however, when we are ex-

amining the more general and more complex cases where both

the total exchange-values and the total mass-quantities are vari-

able.

4. II. The next simplest case is when it happens that the

mass-quantities of the various classes remain constant over both

the periods, and their prices varying, their total money-values

are different at each period. It is plain that this suppositional

case escapes all the questions that have hitherto been raised on

this subject, above reviewed
;
and yet the question of weighting

is still before us. For the sizes of the classes are different at

each of the periods directly according to the variations in their

relative prices. Hence we have alternative positions like those

already noticed, except that here there is no opportunity for

double weighting. Shall we use the weighting of only one of

the periods ? and then shall it be that of the first or that of the

second period ? or shall we use a mean between the two sys-

tems? And there is still another possible position. Shall we

use only the smaller total money-value that occurs at either

period as the weight of the class for both the periods together,

eliminating what is in excess at one of the periods ?

Plainly there is no reason why in general we should choose

the weighting of one of the periods in preference to that of the

other. And there is good reason for rejecting each of them
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in general, unless later discussion of the averages shows that the

one fits one of the averages and the other another. For if one

class happens to be more important, or larger, than another at

the first period, and at the second, through a fall in the price of

the former and a rise in the price of the latter, is less impor-

tant, or smaller, it would be absurd to take either of these con-

ditions as alone representative of the proper relationship be-

tween these classes. Or if two classes are equally large in total

exchange-value at the first period and the one becomes larger

and the other smaller at the second period, and if two other

classes, at the first period the one larger and the other smaller,

become equal in size at the second period, it is plain that we

have no better right to treat the classes in the one of these pairs

as equal in size than to treat the classes in the other as such
;

but it is impossible to do so with both, if we are to use the

weighting of only one period all which shows that the classes

in neither of these pairs are to be treated as equal, yet not so

unequal as in each they are at one of the periods.
12

5. Therefore we must use either a mean between the weight-

ing of the two periods, or the weights partly of the one and

partly of the other, picking out the smaller weight of a class at

either period. The reason for entertaining such a position as

the last is obtained from the preceding Chapter. We have seen

a desideratum to be that we should have the same or a similar

whole at both periods, in which to compare the relationship be-

tween a part and the whole of which it is a part. An economic

individual being an exchange-value quantum rather than a mass

quantum, it may be maintained that we ought to eliminate all

those individuals which exist at one period alone, which can be

done by taking the total exchange-value that is the smaller at

either period. The mass-quantities being supposed in all cases

constant over both periods, if the class A rises in exchange-

18 It may l>e objected that it is only the individuals at the first period that

vary, the individuals at the second period being merely a result of the variation of

the former. Hut really the variation is from the individuals at the first period to

the individuals at the second period ;
and the number of individuals that have

varied is not the number existing at the first period any more than it is the

number existing at the second.
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value between the first and the second period, its total oxchange-

value increases, and only that which it had at the first period

should be considered; and if the class B falls in exchan De-

value, it contained at the first period more economic individuals

than at the second, and so only those existing at the second

period should be considered.

A practical objection to this position is that the economic indi-

viduals at each period should be the same, that is, have the same

exchange-value, or be equivalents to a money-unit having the

same exchange-value at both the periods; but whether the

money-unit has the same exchange-value at the second period

as at the first, is the question to be determined. Merely to

compare the total money-value of the classes at the two periods

is not to compare their total exchange-values ; yet that is all we

can do till we have found the constancy or variation of the ex-

change-value of money. It is plain that if the exchange-value

of money be falling, i. e., if prices in general be rising, the

smaller total money-values might all, or most of them, occur at

the first period, and then in selecting them for our weights, we

should be taking merely, or mostly, the weights of the first

period ;
or if the exchange-value of money be rising, i. e

fj
if

prices in general be falling, the weights might be mostly those

of the second period. Or between one country and another,

where, the mass-quantities being the same, the levels of prices

are considerably different, we might be really taking the weights

almost altogether from those of one of the countries alone, namely

the one in which the level of prices is the lower. It is perhaps

possible that we might approximate to the ultimate result by
several stages of approach. Assuming at first that money is

stable, we should take the total money-value as representing the

total exchange-values of the classes, and, choosing the smaller

ones at either period, should use these as the weights of the

classes
;
then if the result showed constancy in the exchange-

value of money, we should rest content
;
but if it showed a vari-

ation, we should take this as a means of correcting the estimate

of the total exchange-values of the classes at the second period

compared with what they were at the first, and repeat the proc-
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ess, nml keep on doing so till the last result tallies, or nearly

tallies, with the preceding. But there is no certainty in this

very laborious method.

A more theoretical objection, however, exists. This is di-

rected against the very foundation IIJMHI which the position rests.

The |Msition involves the conception that we are measuring the

variation in purchasing |>ower of a certain total sum of money

(or of sums of money having the same general exchange-value)

over a certain class of commodities, and the variation in the pur-

rlia-ing |K>wcr of another certain sum of money over another

cla*, ami so on, and are sen-king to average these variations.

Hut this does not correctly represent what we are seeking. It

represents a method of constructing a similar world at both

periixls like the one which in the preceding Chapter itself was

subordinated to another method. What we are seeking is to

average the variations in the exchange-value of one given total

sum of money in relation to the several classes of goods, to

which several variations must IK assigned weights pro|x>rtional

to the relative sixes of the classes. Hence the relative sizes of

the claxxes at forth the |>criods must be considered. And now,
if for instance at the first |>criod one class be three times as large

as another, and at the second the latter be twice as large as the

former, it is im|M>s.ihlc to say which are the relative sizes that

are common to lioth the |>eriMls. We are left with the position

requiring a mean between the relative sizes at forth periods.

Ami the question arises, what kind of a mean is this to be?

f>. At first sight it might fo- thought sufficient to add up the

weight* of even- class at the two jK'riods and to divide by two.

Tliis would give the (arithmetic) mean size of every class over

the two |criodx together. Hut such an operation is manifestly

wrong. In the first place, the sizes of the classes at each period
art- reckoned in the money of the |>eriod, and if it happens that

the exchange-value of money has fallen, or prices in general
have risen, greater influence ti|x>n the result would be given to

the weighting of the second |>criod ;
or if price* in general have

fallen, greater influence would fo given to the weighting of the

fir*t period. Or in a com|wrison fo'tween two countries greater
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influence would be given to the weighting of the country with

the higher level of prices. But it is plain that the one period,

or the one country, is as important, in our comparison between

them, as the other, and the weighting in the averaging of their

weights should really be even. To employ here the same sort of

correction by approach as suggested in the similar case preceding
would not only be extremely laborious, but would be useless be-

cause of the next reason. In the second place, even if the ex-

change-value of money happens to remain stable, or to have

varied so slightly as not to be appreciable in this way, as may
often occur, this operation can be justified only on the supposi-

tion that the problem is that of putting together the economic

individuals of the first period and the economic individuals of

the second, and of then seeing how the combined quantities re-

late to one another. But this is not the problem, because, by
the hypothesis, the two periods are distinct, and, while they can

be compared, they cannot be united. Our only data are prop-

erly the relations that the class A is so many times more or less

important, or large, than the class B at the first period, and at

the second so many other times more or less important, or large.

Nor is the simple arithmetic mean of these relations, by add-

ing them together and dividing by two, the proper one to

draw. The proper mean in cases of this sort is the geometric.

Of course, as above remarked, we must employ even weighting
in drawing this mean.

The reason why the arithmetic mean is improper and the

geometric mean is proper is a purely mathematical one, which

will be examined more fully in a later Chapter. In general, the

operation of adding the separate terms in ratios for the purpose
of getting the average ratio is unallowable, although it may be

correct in special instances. The operations to be performed
with ratios are principally division and multiplication. In par-

ticular, the true position in the case before us may be shown as

follows. Let the class A at the first period be r
x
times as large

as the class B and s
l
times as large as the class C. Then at this

period the class B is times as large as the class C. And at
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the second |>eriod let the elasss A he /'
2
times as large as the class

B and
s^

times as large as the class C. Then at this period

the class B is times as large as the class C. Now if the arith-
r
2

mctic mean IK? used in averaging these relations in order to get

the size relationship for both the periods together, we should have

to say that A is J(r, + r
2)

times as large as B and J(s, + 2)

times as large as C. Then if we draw the relationship between

15 and (' from these relations, we should have to say that B is

2 times as large as C. But if we draw the relationship
'-, + ''

2

Ix'tween B and C in the same way from the first separately

given relations between B and C, we should have to say that B

is .U -f-
-

)
times as large as C. But this expression is not

"
\ '*! ''2 /

the same as the preceding, and is equal to it only in special cir-

cumstances (namely if
/,
= r

2,
or if

' = "

J.
Therefore the

\ 1 2 /

employment of the arithmetic mean involves an inconsistency,

which shows it to be absurd. The geometric mean is free

from this inconsistency. This mean being employed, the size

relationships for both the periods together are to be expressed

by saying that A is l/V,-r2
times as large as B and \/8l

'8
t

times a* large as C, wherefore, using these relations, we must

1/777
sav that B is

z

times as large as C. And if we used the

l/r.-r,

first separately given relations between B and C, we should have

to way that B is IV
.

2 times as large as C
;
which expression

>(
/*,

r
2

from the preceding only in form, and is universally equal
to it.

With many classes, this operation of geometrically averaging
the numbers of times each is more important than another would

be interminable. It can be simplified. All we have to do is

to ttraw flic fjrom"lrie mean of the weight* of every c/asx at the two

pr.riorl*, and to take the reznH* a* the wcic/htH of the dawc* for
hofh the

/>r/*iVxfo together. The relative weights so obtained are
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the same as if we compared every class with every other in the

way described. This may be shown as follows. The total mass-

quantity of the class A, which is supposed to be the same at both

the periods, may be represented by z, and the total mass-quantity
of the class B by y (x and y standing for certain numbers of cer-

tain mass-units of A and B, what these mass-units are being in-

different). And the price (of the mass-unit before used for the

quantity) of A may be represented by a
:
at the first period and

by a
2
at the second

;
and the price (of the mass-unit before used

for the ^quantity) of B may be represented by fa at the first

period and by fa at the second. Then the weight of the class A
is xa^ for the first period, and for the second xa

2
and the weight

of the class B is yfa for the first period, and for the second yfa.

Let xa^
= r

i yfa, and xa
2
= r

2 yfa. Then by the above method,
the weight of the class A for both the periods is vi\ r

2
times

the weight of the class B. Now the geometric mean of the

weights at both periods of the class B is I/yfa
-

yfa = y^fafa ,

and that of the two weights of the class A is Vr^fa r$fa =
yV fafa i\r2 . The relationship between these is

weight of A for both periods yV fafa r
t
r
2

weight of B for both periods 2/1//T/9

the same as before. What is here demonstrated of two classes,

may be demonstrated in the same way of three classes, of four

classes, and of any number of classes.

It is plain also that this method is unaffected by the possible

variations in the exchange-value of money, or the general level

of prices. For, statically considered, the variation of the ex-

change-value of money affects all prices alike. Then, at the

second period, if the prices of the mass-unit of A is ta
2
instead

of
2,

the price of the mass-unit of B will be tfa instead of /92,

and so on. This t will appear as VI in the weight of every

class for both the periods together ;
and so will not alter

the relationship between these weights, disappearing in the

comparisons just as V
'fafa has done. Hence even weighting is

here really carried out in our averaging of the weights of every

class at both periods, or in two countries.
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7. We may illustrate this ]x>sitinn by an example, which

will not only render it clearer, but will also disclose certain im-

]Mirtunt details. Suppose at both periods we have seven pounds
of A and seven jxninds of B (or any greater quantities in the

same proportion), and that at the first period each of these seven

jxmnds is valued at 100 dollars, but that at the second period

the money-value of the seven pounds of A is 1 96 dollars, and

the money-value of the seven pounds of B is 4 dollars. (Such
extreme variations are purjx>sely chosen, because they bring out

the distinction more clearly.) Then, for both the periods to-

gether the class A is I =7 times larger than the class B,

which relationship is also shown by the fact that 1/19600 =

140andl /
400=20, and ^7. Then it is proper to say

that over these two periods together the class A contains seven

economic individuals, and the class B one economic individual
;

which means that the economic individual in A consists of one

jMiiind of A and the economic individual in B consists of seven

IM >iinds of B. Now the money-value, or price, of the eco-

nomic individual in A, namely one pound of A, is $14.2857

at the first period, and the second $28.00, while the money-

value, or price, of the economic individual in B, namely seven

jwMinds of B, is $100.00 at the first period, and at the second

$4.O(). Thus the individual in A is at the first period one

seventh as large, and at the second seven times as large, as the

1 00
individual in B

;
for 1 4.2857 _ J ,

and 28 _ 4 x 7. And the
I

geometric mean price of these individuals at both the periods

is the same, being in each case $20.00; for 1/14.2857x28
- I 100x4-20.

These relations arc universal, as may be demonstrated in the

following simple manner. Using the same symbols as above,

the total money-values of the class A arc xa
v
at the first period

and
,/v/j

at the second, and those of the class 11 yfl t

and yf)2 at

the two periods respectively. Therefore, the class A is L 1

,"

2
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times larger (or smaller) than the class B, or, in other words, if

the class B be regarded as containing one economic individual,

being taken, so to speak, as the unit-class, the class B contains

'1 A ^
1 individuals. Then the money-value, or price, of the in-

*j i It 2

dividual in the class A is p=== = . I y vSISm at the first
x \a \ 2

3/6t~ \CL /_
period, and at the second -p= = \-2- . y Vfifi^ ;

while the
X |^i^2 "^ ^1

HAA
money-value, or price, of the individual in the class B is at the

first period y^ and at the second yt
3
2

. Now ^
- y

_ ^a
' y ^ftA >

anc^ t^ie geometric mean of the
^J

prices of the individual in A at both the periods and the geo-

metric mean of the prices of the individual in B at both the

periods are both y l//?^. What is so demonstrated of two

classes, can be demonstrated of any number of classes.

A consequence of these relations is that if we suppose the

prices of these individuals in A and in B, etc., to vary at a uni-

form rate (that is, at the same percentage, compounding), their

prices will pass the geometric mean, the same in all cases, at the

same moment, which is the timal half-way point, and they will

then be actually of the same size or importance (in exchange-

value), and at any other moment their sizes will be above and

below this in corresponding proportions. These, however, are

imaginary or ideal relationships, as we cannot expect prices to

vary uniformly, and if the periods be contiguous, the price-vari-

ations are really within each period, and not between them.

Still they are the relationships we should demand when we con-

ceive of the problem in its ideal conditions.

We have, then, four reasons for preferring the geometric

mean between the total money-values at the two periods,

namely, to recapitulate : (1) the geometric mean avoids an in-
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consistency into which the arithmetic mean falls
; (2) it alone 13

is unaffected by variations or differences in the exchange-value
of money ; (,'J) according to it alone the economic individuals in

the classes have inverted relationships at each of the periods,

and (4) coincide in si/e or importance at the timal half-way

|Mint, if their price-variations are supposed to be at a uni-

form rate.

So conceived, the economic individual iu every class, when

the mass-quantities are constant over both periods, is composed
at both periods of a constant mass-quantity, which varies in im-

|x>rtance or economic si/e (exchange-value), in such a way that

at the one period it is as much more or less im]x>rtant than every

other as at the other period it is less or more important than

even' other, so that altogether it has the same importance as

even" other. Naturally the sizes of the classes are according to

the numbers of such economic individuals they contain.

8. III. Lastly we have to consider the cases, probably the

only actual ones, when both the mass-quantities and the total

exchange-values of the classes vary from the one period to the

other. Here there are only three, or at most four, main posi-

tions that claim our serious attention. The first is that we
should take the smaller total exchange-value of every class at

cither periml as its weight in the comparison of the two periods.

The second is like unto this, from the point of view of the mass-

quantities, namely that we should take only the smaller mass-

quantity of every class at either period, and then treat these

quantities as we would treat them were they the only ones at

lx)th the periods, taking for the weight of every class the geo-

metric mean between the total money-values of these reduced

mass-quantities at the prices of each of the periods. The third

is that we should treat the total money-values of the total mass-

quantities at lx>th periods in the same way we have just recom-

mended for treating the total money-values of the mass-quan-
tities that are constant over both pericxls, namely by taking for

11 Consideration of the harmonic mean ix here omitted becaiiHc no claim has
ever heen put forward for it, and no reason is apparent in it* favor. It involves
the mine inconstancies and difficulties inverted, an the arithmetic.
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the weight of every class the geometric mean between the class's

full total money-values at both periods. Among the several

suggestions above reviewed for treating the divergent mass-

quantities only one has any good claim for consideration. We
cannot use the mass-quantities of each period separately, in the

system of double weighting as employed by Drobisch, because

that perverts the problem, as we shall find in the next chapter.

There may be other systems of double weighting, as notably one

invented by Professor Lehr
;
but we may more conveniently

examine these later. And at all events, so long as we consider

the question of averaging price-variations, instead of measuring

variations of price-averages a distinction which will be made

plainer in the next Chapter, we shall need to choose a method

of single weighting ;
and the single system itself that is adopted

will be the basis for any double weighting we may later find

proper to adopt. To take the mass-quantities of either period

alone is absurd, as neither is of more importance than the other.

To make one calculation on the mass-quantities of the one period

and another on those of the other, and then to take the (arith-

metic) mean between the two results, is an arbitrary proceeding.

The only position hitherto recommended that deserves any at-

tention is that of taking the (arithmetic) means between the

mass-quantities at the two periods, or, which is the same thing,

the sums of the mass-quantities at both the periods, and treating

these as if they were mass-quantities constant over both the

periods.
14 And yet a question will arise as to whether the geo-

metric mean is not better here also.

The first of these methods is very much like the method above

discussed of taking the smaller total money-value at either period

when the mass-quantities are the same at both the periods. It

shares the defects of that method, and adds to them another.

This is that if we happen to be comparing a prosperous period

with a dull period, or a large country with a small country, the

smaller total money-values may be mostly, and even all, those

of the dull period, or of the small country, even though the ex-

14 This and the preceding method probably yield very nearly the same results.

There is one condition in which their results always agree exactly. This is in-

dicated in Appendix C IV g 2 (3).
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change-value of money may be the same at both the periods, or

in both the countries, and the total money-values correctly repre-

sent the total exchange-values. For this added defect, however,

a correction is possible, which will be pointed out presently.

The second has more to recommend it. We are seeking to

measure the exchange-value of money in relation to other classes

of things, all which comjM)se a whole. If all these classes of

things consist of the same masses at both periods, the material

whole, or world, which they comj>ose, is the same, or similar, at

both periods. And that the material world should be the same,

or similar, at both periods, in spite of, and underneath, the vari-

ations in the exchange-values of the things in it, has the ap-

pearance of being a ]>ostulate of simple mensuration. Now by

eliminating all the surplus mass-quantities that exist at either

period alone, we pick out all those mass-quantities which are

common to both the periods, so that a material world comjK)sed

of thesc> mass-quantities is actually the same, or similar, at both

periods." At all events the selection of these mass-quantities

seems to provide an answer to the objection advanced by Professor

Sidgwick and by Dr. Wicksell. There is also another argument,

apparently in favor of this position, that may be derived from a

more general |x>sition, which here deserves to be noticed.

9. When new classes of commodities appear upon the scene

in the course of our comparisons, the appearance of these in no

wise affects the exchange-value of the others. At first, to take

a simple example, our money-unit might have purchased so much

of one kind of thing, or so much of another
;
that it should

later be able to purchase the same amounts of these things and

so much of a new kind of thing, widens the range of its ex-

changes, but does not increase its j>ower over other things. The

change is extensive, not intensive. Or, viewed in another way,
at first the money-unit could purchase half as much of the first

18 If this he the riRht position, then the treatment above recommended of the

special row* when the total money-values of every elans happen to remain con-

stant, or to vary in the same proportion, ha* to lie abandoned. For then, some of

the price* being supposed to have varied, the total mass-quantities must have

mried, and therefore, according to the present method, only the smaller of

these total roans-quantities, and their reduced total money-values, must be taken
into consideration.
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and half as much of the second kind of things ;
and later it will

purchase a third of the first and a third of the second and a third

of the new article. Here what is gained in extension, is lost in

intension. A new class of goods adds a new particular exchange-
value to the general exchange-value of everything else

;
but this

new exchange-value is only equal to each of the old ones, and

equal to the general exchange-value (according to Proposition

VII.), and therefore makes no change in any of those magni-
tudes. A variation in anything's general exchange-value can be

brought about only by a variation in one or more of its already

existent particular exchange-values ;
and such a variation can

take place only relatively to a class of objects existing at both

the periods. A particular exchange-value relatively to a class

which exists only at one of the periods compared cannot have

varied. Consequently a class of things is not to be counted in

the one period when it is not counted in the other.
16 And in a

series of comparisons, if a new class reaches sufficient importance

to deserve to be counted at a certain period, in comparing this

period with the preceding, in which it is not counted, it must

still be neglected ;
and it is to be counted only in the comparison

of the next period with this period, and thereafter. 17 And in

comparing with the present a period in the distant past we must

leave out the classes which have come into existence since and

those which have passed out of existence, comparing only those

parts of each world which are common to both. Here, however,

there is much necessary imperfection in the comparison, because

some classes may have passed out of existence only recently, and

others may have come into existence soon after the first period,

and these may have varied in the intervening periods.
18

16 Thus Fauveau said he assumed only the same species of things at both the

periods, B. 54, p. 355. This principle may be violated in Drobisch's method. In-

difference to its violation is shown by Lindsay, B. 114, p. 26. The need of ob-

serving it is treated as a defect by Nicholson, B. 94, ff. 313-315.

17 Attention was called to this problem by Sidgwick, who thought it one of

great difficulty, B. 56, p. 68. It was solved by Marshall, B. 93, p. 373 n. The

solution was adopted by the British Association Committee, First Report, B. 99,

p. 250.
18 Hence in such cases true comparisons can be made only by passing through

all the intervening periods. Where this is impossible, a true comparison is im-

possible.
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The knowledge gained by tliis investigation into the want of

influence of new classes it may be well now to state in preposi-

tional form. From this investigation (and really as a corollary

to Proposition VII.) we perceive that the height of the general

exchange-value of anything is in no wise determined by the num-

ber of its particular exchange-values, but solely by their (common)

height (Proposition XLL). And so, there being no variation of

exchange-values (or of prices), the appearance of a new class of

tilings, with any exchange-value whatsoever, has no influence upon

the height of tJie exchange-value of anything already existing, nor

can it have any such influence until it has existed over at least

two periods, thus having time to remain constant or to vary ;

nor can tiie disappearance of an old class have any such influence,

no matter what was its exchange-value at the time when it disap-

peared (Proposition XLIL).
Now what is thus shown to be true of the appearance or dis-

appearance of a class, it might be argued, is also true of the ap-

pearance or disappearance of individual (physical or material)

things in old classes. It might be argued that just as we must

count only the classes of things which are common to both the

worlds compared, so in each class we must count only the (ma-

terial) individuals which are common to them both. The reason

why the classes which appear only at one of the periods cannot

be counted is that such classes have neither varied nor remained

constant in exchange-value and money has neither varied nor

remained constant in exchange-value in them. The same reason

might seem to apply to (material) individuals which are present at

only one of the periods. These have neither varied nor remained

constant in exchange-value, nor has money either varied or re-

mained constant in exchange-value in them. Therefore these

single-period individuals, it might seem, should be neglected in

our calculations.

10. What has above been said of classes is true of (material)

individuals as follows. Tlie height of the general exchange-

rfiltie of anything is not determined by the number of its in-

dividual exchange-values, but solely by their (common) height

(Proposition XLIIT.). Hence, if there are no variations of
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prices, or of the exchange-values of things in money, and of

money's inverse exchange-values in all other things, so that the

general exchange-value of money is constant (according to Prop-
osition XXVII.), then the coming into existence of new indi-

viduals, or the passing out of existence of old ones, with the

constant prices of the other individuals in the same classes, does

not affect the height of any particular exchange-value of money,
and consequently not the height of its general exchange-value.

19

In other words, a change in the size of any classes, without a

variation in any exchange-values (or prices), does not cause a

variation
'

in anything's general exchange-value (Proposition

XLIV.).
20 This means that when there are no variations of ex-

change-values (or of prices), the weighting of the classes is indif-

ferent. Hence it is indifferent, in this case, whether we neglect

the surplus individuals or not. It may be added that also if all

prices vary in the same proportion, changes in the sizes of any
classes do not affect the variation in the exchange-value of money,

which is the inverse of this common price-variation (Proposition

XLV.);
21 and consequently the weighting of the classes is indif-

ferent also in this case.

But when there is irregular variation of some exchange-values,

or prices, between two periods, then the weighting is very im-

portant. And now also it is important whether any of the

classes
22 has augmented or diminished or remained constant in

size. That allowance should be made for such changes in total

exchange-value (or in total money-value) size, we have already

19 For at a given moment final utilities are, to the people at large, according
to prices. At a given moment, then, prices being given, if people spend their

money more on one class than on another, or reversely, this only shows that they
are choosing the final utilities in a different manner, not that they are getting

more final utility by spending their money in one way than in another. There-

fore at two moments, or periods, all prices still being the same, if people actually
do spend their money differently, this shows nothing more or less than was shown
in the previous supposition.

20 This Proposition flows directly from Proposition XXVII., which is uncon-

ditional.
21 This Proposition flows directly from Proposition XVII., which is uncon-

ditional. Compare also Propositions XXXV. and XXXVI., from which a simi-

lar corollary may be drawn concerning the weighting, in all cases, of any class

whose price varies inversely to the exchange-value of money either in all things

or in all other things, according to the measurement that is being made.
22

Except as indicated in the preceding note.
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conceded. Then why should not allowance be made also for

changes in material si/e? The economic individual may change
in exchange-value size between the two periwls. Then why
should not the economic individual change also in material size?

It is true that it is only the lesser mass-quantity of any class

existing at either period, or the mass-quantity common to l>oth

l>eriods, that has varied or remained constant in exchange-value.

Yet money has varied or remained constant in exchange-value

in a changing mass-quantity of this class, just as it has varied

or remained constant in exchange-value in a changing exchange-

value quantity. When a class is wholly absent from the one

j>criod, though present at the other, we have no price-quotation

of it at all at the one period, and so it can have no variation or

constancy in its price or exchange-value.
23 But when merely a

certain material quantity of a class is absent from the one period,

yet, as its similar mates are present at both periods, we do know

the variation or constancy of money in exchange-value in this

changing class of things.

11. A practical objection also exists against taking only
the lesser mass-quantities at either period, like that brought

against taking only the lesser total money-values of the classes

at either period. This is that if we are comparing a prosperous

jM'riod with a dull period, or a large country with a small

country, the mass-quantities might be only those of the small

country which would be treating the small country as if its

commodities were more important than those of the large country,

or only those of the dull period, which might in one case be

the earlier, and in another the later period, so that in the former

case we should be using the mass-quantities of the first period in

the comparison of the two periods, and in the later the mass-

qiiantitics of the second period, the only reason for the difference

in the choice of the period being that more importance is attached

to the conditions in the dull period than to those in the pros-

jKrous period, which is absurd.

Still a correction of this defect in this method and at the

71 For surely wo cannot supply what would have l>een its price had it existed,

by Nicholson, It. <4, p. 314.
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same time of the similar defect in the first-noticed method

could be made in the following manner. Finding the total

money-expenditure at each of the periods, or in each of the

countries, reduce the expenditure in the one to the expenditure
in the other, and reduce all the mass-quantities in the same pro-

portion ;
then take the smaller of these mass-quantities at either

period, or country, and operate as before or, in the other

method, take the smaller of the total money-values so reduced.

This correction, however, generally needs a further correction.

For it involves that the total money-expenditures so compared
shall be of the same exchange-value ; and, therefore, it can be

safely employed only when the exchange-value of money is the

same at both the periods, or in both the countries. When this

is not the case, or not known to be the case, as always when wre

are attempting to measure the exchange-value of money, the

only further correction can be by an uncertain method of ap-

proach, like that previously noticed. For perhaps the truth

may be reached by taking the first result of this method as

representing the variation in the exchange-value of money, and

then again reducing the total money-expenditures to the same

total exchange-value expenditure on the assumption of this

variation being correct, and repeating the operation until the

result tallies with the last assumption.

Another of the above suggested methods, namely that of tak-

ing the arithmetic mean between the mass-quantities at each

period, or, which is the same thing, the total mass-quantities

over both the periods, has no theoretical reason in its favor
;
for

it is not the total mass-quantities during both the periods, or the

halves of these, that have varied from the one period to the

other, since more than half of them may be within one of the

periods.

Moreover this method stands in need of the same sort of cor-

rection as the preceding. For between a small country and a

large country, or between a dull period and a prosperous period,

the arithmetic mean of the mass-quantities would be more in-

fluenced by the conditions in the large country, or in the pros-

perous period the influence here being on the opposite side
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from what it was on in the preceding cases. The correction is to

IH made in the same way as before, namely by reducing the mass-

|iiantities, before averaging them, in the same proportion, so

that their grand total exchange-values not merely money-
values shall be the same at each period ;

all which again in-

volves the need of approach through many assumptions and

repetitions, so that, from being a simple and convenient method,
it becomes a very laborious one.

A simpler means of avoiding at once the difficulty arising

from differences in sizes of the countries or in prosperity of the

periods and that arising from variation in the exchange-value
of money, consists in eschewing the arithmetic mean of the mass-

<|uantities and substituting the geometric.

It may be, however, that in spite of its theoretical insufficiency,

the met IKK! of taking merely the arithmetic means of the mass-

(jiiantities, unconnected, may in ordinary cases yield results so

near the truth that it may be preferable to any of the other

methods thus far examined, and on account of its greater con-

venience may be even preferred to the truer methods which we
shall later discover. But the practical merits of these methods

it is imjx>ssible to examine here. We shall examine them

later in connection with the averages that are to be drawn of

the price variations.

$ !*>. The suggested method above set down as the third still

remains for examination. This is simply to draw the geometric
mean of the full weights of every class at both periods, that is,

of the total money-values (which indicate the relative total ex-

change-values) of the classes at both the periods, without having

any more concern for the changes in the mass-quantities of the

classes than for the changes in their total exchange-values. In

the very first case considered, where the total money-value of

every class happens to be constant over both periods, or to change
in the same pro|M>rtioii, so that the relative sizes of the classes

remain unchanged, we have seen that the most natural treatment

i** to take these relative money-values as the weights of the

classes. Then, in the simplest cases, the economic individual is

a constant money-value at both periods, but is a changing mass-
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quantity. In the second general case, where the mass-quantities

in all the classes happen to be constant over both periods, the

economic individual we have unhesitatingly found to be a con-

stant mass-quantity at both periods, but a changing money-value

(or exchange-value). Neither of these cases is likely ever to

occur in actuality. Now, when both the total money-values and

the total mass-quantities in every class are various at both the

periods, it seems most natural, and not improper, to combine

both these conceptions, and to have for our economic individual

one changing both in money-value (or exchange-value) and in

mass-quantity.
24 As before, the nature of this individual may

be best understood by aid of an example.

Suppose at the first period we have 100 pounds of A at $1.00

apiece and 100 pounds of B at $1.00 apiece, and at the second

period 50 pounds of A at $1.96 apiece and 1,000 pounds of B
at $0.04 apiece. The total money-values of the class A are

$100 at the first period and $98 at the second, and those of the

class B $100 and $40 respectively. The relative sizes of these

classes, therefore, according to this method of measurement, are

1/9800 = 98.995 for the class A, and 1/4000 = 63.246 for the

class B. Or if the latter be taken as one unit, the weight for A
. 98.995 / (9800 /s-nA
is = 1.5651 = ^ - = 1/2.45 I Therefore, the m-

63.246 \ \4000 /
1 00

dividual in the class A consists at the first period of n _-, =
1.565

50
63.89 pounds, worth $63.89, and at the second of =

l.ooo

31.945 pounds, worth $62.61 ;
and the individual in the class

B consists at the first period of 100 pounds, worth $100, and at

the second of 1000 pounds, worth $40. But
/^O~OQ

=
jn

= 1.565, that is, the individual in B is 1.565 times more valu-

able than the individual in A at the first period, and at the second

period the individual in A is 1.565 times more valuable than the

individual in B, although the individual in A has contracted by
24 If this method be admitted, both those methods are to be retained, and em-

ployed when the conditions are met. This method is comprehensive, and includes

both those.
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half, and the individual in B has grown tenfold, in mass-size.

Thus in spite of the changes in their mass-sizes the individuals,

so obtained, in the classes have inverse relations of money-value

(and consequently of exchange-value) at each of the two periods,

and therefore are equally valuable, or equivalent, over the two

periods together. Also V/6^89~x"62161 = 1/100 x 40 = 63.-

24<>, that is, the geometric mean of the prices of the individual

in A is the same as the geometric mean of the prices of the in-

dividual in B, which means that at the half-way moment between

the two periods, the prices being supposed to vary at a uniform

rate, the prices of the two individuals are the same, so that then

these two individuals are actually equivalent.

That these two relationships are universal, can be demon-

strated as easily as before in the case when the mass-quantities

were the same at both periods (see above, 7). We have

only to distinguish x into x
l
and x^ and y into y l

and //, and

then the price of the individual in the class A becomes .1 -

\xa

t
at the first period and

"
2 - 2

. l/y^^A at the sec-

>/#,,

on<l, and everything works out as before.

Variations in the exchange-value of money have no influence

to derange the weights here, just as they have none in the cases

whore the mass-quantities are the same at both periods, every

weight being affected in the same proportion here as there.

Nor does a difference in the sizes of the countries, or in the

prosperity of the periods, have any such deranging influence.

The geometric menu with even weighting being employed, equal

weight is really attached to the weights of each period. There

is no need of correction. This method of weighting, then, is

not only the lx>st, but even the simplest.

At all events this method seems to give us the true concep-
tion of the economic individual in a comparison between two

periods. That the variations of the prices of the classes, be-

tween two |>eriods, should be weighted according to the relative

numlxTs of such individuals the classes contain over the two

period?*, would seem to be proper. Or if we average prices at
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each period separately, preparatory to comparing the averages,

it would seem proper to make use of the numbers of these indi-

viduals the classes contain at each period, determined with refer-

ence to the other period with which it is compared.

14. The subject has to be left in this somewhat unsatis-

factory state until we have examined the question of the aver-

ages in which these systems of weighting are to be employed.

One system of weighting may perhaps be found suitable for one

kind of averaging, and not for another. And one kind of

weighting with one kind of averaging may be found to yield

exactly, or very nearly, the same results as another kind of

weighting with another kind of averaging. Hence our choice

may be more narrowed than it is at present.

So far we have been attempting, without complete success as

yet, to reach the theoretically exact position. To attain to this

position itself would, however, be of little service, unless we

have very exact data to apply the theoretically correct method

to. Hence the theoretically correct method of weighting will

be serviceable only for measuring the course of the exchange-

value of money during present time, as we advance into the

future. For reviewing what is already past, it is hopeless to

expect to find data sufficient to justify us in making use of any

but a rough and ready weighting, the same for many consecutive

periods together, the finer shades of difference from year to year

being untraceable. This weighting, the same for many periods,

must either be some general average of the relative importance

of the classes over these periods, or be according to some gen-

eral average of the mass-quantities in the classes over these

periods. Which of these methods is the better, and of what

sort the average ought to be, we must postpone examining till

we have reviewed the subject of weighting in connection with

the subject of averaging the price variations.

VI.

1 . One more item remains, about which there has been dis-

pute. Many economists have maintained that among the prices

of things which are to be counted in measuring the exchange-
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value of money we should include also the "
price of labor,"

namely, wages and salaries.
1

No opinion could be more erroneous.

$ '2. In the first place labor has no exchange-value. Labor

is not a jx>sses.sible thing : it does not pass from one owner to an-

other
;

it is not exchanged for anything else. What ! it may be

said, does not the employer pay money for labor, and does not

the laborer get money for his labor ? By no means. The es-

sence of the contract between a manufacturer and his employees

is that the former shall put materials and machines in the hands

of the latter and shall take the products which they shall make

he buys from them the improvements they make, they sell to

him those improvements.- Even in domestic service what the

employIT pays for is the product of labor: the charwoman is

1 Wages were included in the lists, with the prices of commodities, for calcu-

lating variations in the
"
value " of money, by Dutot, Evelyn and Young. Adam

Smith found the
"
value " of silver at different epochs by considering the sums

needed to purchase
"
the same quantity of labor and commodities," op. cit., p.

101. (His inexactness is shown by his making the same measurement by
"
the

quantity of labor which any particular quantity of them [gold and silver] can

purchase or command, or the quantity of other goods which it will exchange for,"

p. 14.) McCulloch: to l>e constant in
"
exchangeable value" a thing must "at

all times exchange for, or purchase, the same quantity of all other commodities

and labor," Political economy, p. 213 (and in Note to Wealth of nation*, p. 439).

Koscher gives a truly German reason for assigning "an important place
"

in the

lists to daily wages:
" The desire to exert influence upon other men and to be

prominent socially is a very universal one; and of its attainability there is no
better sign than the power of disposal over many days of labor," B. 32, \ 129.

That wages should be counted along with commodities has been of late asserted

by Martin, op. cit., p. 626; Nasse, Die Wiihrungsfrage in Deutschland, Preus-

Hische Jahrbiichcr, 1H8, p. 313; Giffen, B. 44, pp. 127, 128, B. 45, q. 780; New-

comb, B. 7i, p. 212; Wasserab, B. 10"), p. 7f> ; G. P. Osborne, Principles of econ-

omic*, Cincinnati 1S93, p. 332
; Lindsay, B. 114, p. 332

;
G. H. Dick, International

bullion money, London 1894, p. 3
; Wiebe, B. 124, pp. 108-169 ; Edgeworth, B.

fiTi, p. 386
; A. M. Hyde, Gold, labor and commodities as standards of value,

Journal of Political Economy, Chicago, Dec. 1897, p. 97; Parsons, B. 136, pp. IV.,

97, li:>, 128.

3 The difficulty in carrying out the ordinary opinion is well shown by .lames

Mill in his Klemrnt* of political economy (2d eel., 1824). He starts out by say-

ing;
" The laborer who receives wages sells his labor. . . . The manufacturer who

l'.i>
- iheaewagea buy* tin- lalmr," p. 21 ; and later says that when a capitalist pro-

vides raw material* mid tools, and the laborer works up the product, this
"
be-

long! to the laborer and capitalist together," but that, "when the share of the

commodity which belongs to the laborer has been all received in the shape of

wage* [paid in advance of the sale of the product], the commodity itself belongs
to the capitalist, he having in reality, bought the share of the laborer and paid
for it in advance," pp. 40-41. On p. 90 he makes both these statements!
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paid for clean windows and floors made out of dirty windows

and floors, the cook for cooked food in the place of raw food, the

waiter for food produced on the table from food produced in the

kitchen, the coachman for a moving carriage instead of a station-

ary one.3

Employers do not want labor they would pay much
more if they could be served, like Psyche in Cupid's bower, with

the hands of invisible spirits. What they want, and what they

pay for, is something which they cannot get without paying some

one to produce it for them. 4 And what laborers give in return

for their hire is not the labor which nobody wants, but the pro-

ducts of that labor.
5

3. But this is not the principal reason, although the princi-

pal reason flows from this. Labor and material things being

uninterchangeable, the wages of labor and the prices of com-

modities are categorically distinct. To put them in the same list

is to try to mix oil and water. Wages belong to another list.

3 Some writers have admitted that the wages of
"
productive labor "

(wages

paid for the production of goods that are to be sold) are not to be counted because

they are a factor entering into the prices of the goods produced, and therefore,

being already counted in those, they would be counted twice
;
but claim that the

wages of so-called
"
unproductive labor "

(of domestics, etc., whose products are

not sold) ought to be counted : Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 266 n. ; Marshall, B. 93, p.

372 ; Nicholson, B. 94, p. 324
;
the British Association Committee, First Report,

B. 99, p. 249; H. J. Davenport, Outlines of economic theory, New York 1896, p.

227; Wicksell, B. 139, p. 18. Here a distinction is to be drawn. The wages of

domestics, etc., contribute only to the retail prices we pay for what we consume.
Therefore if retail prices are being used in our lists, these wages would properly

belong there. But retail prices are usually excluded, for reasons already ex-

plained. Hence the wages even of domestics should be excluded.
4 So Fonda, B. 127, pp. 14-15, and Davenport, op. cit., p. 53. Cf. Aristotle,

who said we should have no need of workmen if shuttles moved themselves,

Politics, I., 2, 5. On the other hand, that labor is the only thing we pay for has

been asserted by W. D. Wilson, First principles of political economy, Phila-

delphia 1882, p. 100.

5 The products of labor for which we exchange money may be immaterial

things dramatic scenes, music, etc. (pleasureable sensations and thoughts), or

states and conditions (safety, health, etc.) in short services, if by this term be

meant, not actions, but the effects of actions. We do not pay musicians for play-

ing, but for music; nor lawyers for pleading, but for the results of their plead-

ing, often paying, however, for a chance of getting what we do not get. Now
immaterial products ought, theoretically, to be counted in the lists we might
count theatrical tickets, fees, etc. The sole reason why they are to be excluded

is the practical one already applied to many material products, that their

qualities are so diverse, the individual products under the same names so various,

that they do not form homogeneous classes. Yet one of them, transportation of

persons, we have seen to deserve to be counted.
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I4tl>or is the cost at which the majority of mankind procure
the commodities whose prices go into the list drawn up for

measuring the exchange-value of money. According as is the

labor which it costs a man to produce a certain thing, so is the

cost-value of the thing to him. According to the average labor

which it costs the producing part of mankind to produce things

of a certain class, so is the average cost-value of that class of

things in general. The cost-value of a thing is not necessarily

according to the lalx>r merely of producing the thing physically ;

for things are carried to places where they are not so produced,

and the economic production offering in the market of them

there includes the labor of transportatation. The majority of

mankind, however, do not produce but a small part of the things

they consume, and so are more interested in the cost of procuring

things, which is according to the cost of producing other things,

material or immaterial, and the rate at which these can be ex-

changed for those. Here the idea of cost>-value in the narrow

sense of cost of production proper, passes over into a wider sense

of cost of acquisition, in which it becomes identical in magnitude
with esteem-value. If a man gets a dollar a day for what he

produces, whether in wages or otherwise, then anything the price

of which is a dollar costs him a day's work. Such a thing has

not to him the exchange-value of a day's work ;
for he does not

exchange the day's work for it, and if he does not get it, through
not working for it, he has lost his day's work as well as the

thing helms idleness without the thing in place of the thing
with work, so that if there is any exchange, it is exchange of

idleness lor the thing, and the thing should be said to have the

exehangr-value, not of a day's work, but of a day's idleness.

Nothing, however, is reached along this line of reasoning. There

is pro|x?rly no exchange, but there is cost.
6 There is comparison

" The conception of Turgot and Adam Smith that lulx)r is the real price we pay
for what we get in a misnse of terms, as it confounds "price" with "cost."

Price, in n wide and in itaelf not very proper sense, is the thing which one man
gives to another in exchange for what the other gives to him. Cost is what we
give up, without ttnyl>ody else getting it. If a man who owns a ton of coal gives

it to another in exchange for a ton of iron, the ton of coal is, in this wide sense, the

price of the ton of iron (and the exchange-value of the ton of iron in coal is meas-

ured ^y this amount). If a man burns up a ton of coal in smelting a ton of iron,
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of the pleasure in procuring the thing with the displeasure of

doing the work. This comparison is the essence of esteem-

value, which permits a certain amount of cost-value to things,

and no more. This feature in esteem-value shows itself again
in the comparison of the pleasure of possessing one thing with

the displeasure of abandoning the possession and use of another,

or of renouncing possession and use of other things also pro-

curable in the place of the thing obtained
;
which comparison

regulates the exchange-values of things.

4. Now it is desirable that we should be able to measure

the cost-value of things in both the narrow and the wide sense.

Industrial progress consists in cheapening the cost-value of

things, and it is well to know whether progress is being made,
and how rapidly. But the trouble of measuring the cost-value

of everything separately might be saved by measuring the cost-

value of money, provided this be its cost-value in the wide

sense, identical with esteem-value. For if we should find, for

instance, that this cost-value of money has been constant, then

we should know that, as the price of anything varies, the cost-

value, at least in the wide sense, of that thing directly varies
;

and, if we have measured also the general exchange-value of

money by means of an average of prices, then, as the average

price of all things varies, so does the cost-value of all things on

the average directly vary. Or if we should find that the ex-

change-value of money in all other things has been constant,

but that its cost-value has fallen, then we should know that a

steady price of anything means a fall in its cost-value to just that

extent, a fall of price a still greater fall in cost-value, or a rise

of price either a lesser fall in cost-value or a stationary cost-

value or a rise in cost-value, according to the proportions between

the fall of money in cost-value and the rise of the price ;
and

we should know that all other things have on the average fallen

in cost-value to the same extent as money. Or we might find

the ton of coal is one of the costs in producing the ton of iron. Labor is another

one of the costs of producing the ton of iron
;
and as labor was expended in pro-

ducing the ton of coal, labor is an ultimate cost of production (and cost-value is

measured by labor). Labor cannot be the price of anything, because one man
cannot give it to another.
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that the exchange-value and the cost-value of money have both

changed, the one rising and the other falling, or both together

rising or falling, only the one more and the other less. There

are, in fact, all the five typical possibilities we have noticed in

another case between the variations of two independent quantities.

But whichever of these changes take place, when we know their

projM>rtions, it is easy to calculate out all the particular varia-

tions concerning which knowledge is desired. Therefore the

measurement of the cost-value of money is also desirable.

5. Now the cost-value of anything, in the wide sense, as

determined by the labor cost of acquisition, and identical in

magnitude with esteem-value, is measured, not by the average
labor-cost of producing the thing in question, but by the average
labor-cost of procuring it. In the case of paper money, it is

evident that we have no interest in the cost of producing it
;

and even in the case of metallic money, our interest in the cost

of producing it is small, as regards the subject before us. We
are interested in the labor-cost of procuring it. Evidently such

a thing as the general labor-cost of procuring money is to be

measured by the average labor-cost to the average man of pro-

curing money. This may be found by finding the total money-

earnings of a country in a given time, say an hour, and dividing

it by the number of workers, with allowance for the number of

hours a day each one works. 2

Here incidentally it deserves ofnotice that in measuring the cost

of procuring money, we should not confine our calculation to the

consideration of wages, or of wages and salaries. To confine at-

tention to wages, and especially to the wages of the cheapest and

3 There was a dispute in the early part of the nineteenth eentury as to whether
the measure of

"
value "

is the quantity of labor needed to produce the thing or

whether it in the quantity of labor the thing will command in exchange. Adam
Smith had advanced both positions, and sides wen- taken by his followers,

Kicardo assuming the former tenet, while Malthus defended the latter, each

having partisans. Now it in plain that the measure of corf-ra/t/r proper is the

average quantity of labor needed to produce the thing; and it would seem as if

the measure of cost-value in the wide sense, or esteem-value, may be taken to be

the average quantity of labor the thing will command. Thus both those positions

were correct and incorrect. They were correct each of one kind of
"
value," and

incorrect of the other kinds of "
value." They were both incorrect of exchange-

value.
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commonest sort of laborers, or to agricultural laborers, as recom-

mended by some writers,
3 would be like confining our attention

in the attempt to measure the exchange-value of money to the

price of wheat or other food, as performed by some of the earlier

workers in this field. Not only all wages and all salaries, but

all profits (apart from rent and income, if these be already

counted in the gross income of those who pay them), should be

included in the examination, and some means of averaging them

should be found. The common word for wages, salaries, and

profits, is earnings. The general money-earnings of the hour's

work of all the working part of the community should be some-

how found. Perhaps some earnings, as immeasurable in prac-

tice, would have to be omitted, just as in measuring the ex-

change-value of money we have to omit the prices of some

things. But the eifort should be made to include as many as

possible.

6. Over against this measurement of the cost-value of

money, we have curiosity to know the cost-value in the same

sense, or esteem-value, of all commodities in general. We
might be tempted to measure this in the same way, by finding

the total product of a country in a given time and dividing by
the number of producers, or of consumers. But to this there is

objection, in that the total product would have to be measured

all by weight or all by capacity, and when a change takes place

between two periods a different result would be reached accord-

ing as the one or the other of these measures were used a diffi-

culty we have already noticed in another connection. For this

lumping together of a total mass product would mix up mate-

rials of different qualities and fineness, and from period to period

a change in the mere total mass would disregard possible im-

provements or retrogressions in the qualities
4 a difficulty we

shall meet again. Instead, we should have to measure the vari-

3
Harris, Essay upon money and coins, 1757, Part I., p. 13

; Malthus, op. cit.,

pp. 96, 112, 116 ; Shadwell, op. cit., pp. 202-203, and in the Journal of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, 1883, p. 626 ;
T. I. Pollard, Gold

and silver weighed in the balance : a measure of their value, Calcutta 1886, p. 75.

4 What we want really to find is the total quantity of pleasure procurable
from our productive activity. But, in equal quantities, coarse goods do not

yield so much pleasure as fine goods.
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at ion in the cost of production of every kind of article separately,

by finding its total product in a given time and dividing by the

number of its producers, at the two periods compared ;
and then

somehow, by some method of averaging never yet investigated,

combine the variations in the costs of production of the different

kinds in one variation (or constancy) of the cost of production

of all things. This is a very complex method. It is the only

one possible for measuring general cost-value in the narrow and

proper sense. Butjfor the wider sense, in which cost-value be-

comes almost identical with esteem-value, another simpler

method is also possible.

This is to find the esteem-value of money alone, and to find

the exchange-value of money alone
;
for by comparing the results

of these two measurements we can get the result desired. We
thus see that we have need of two distinct operations, which are

supplementary to each other, and together help us to reach

a final result in regard to the esteem-value of commodities in

general.

7. Now if, instead of these two separate operations, we

should attempt to perform a single operation by including earn-

ings in the same measurement with the prices of commodities,

we should form a hodge-jxKlge that has no meaning. Its results

would indicate neither the exchange-value nor the esteem-value

of money, and as it is undertaken only with a view to measur-

ing the " value
" of money, it would mean nothing, there being

no economic value apart from the four kinds we have analyzed

out, nor any value compounded of any two or more of these.

For instance, take the case which is believed to have been going
on for the past twenty odd years. Prices in general have been

falling, and at the same time money earnings in general have

been rising. A whole school of modern writers, reviving views

which triumphed during a similar period in the early part of

the century, have concluded from this state of things that the

" value
"

of money has been about stationary.
5 This result

B. g. t

" Gold price* fell only 19 per cent, from 1873 to 1801. . . . Wages, in

gold, nun.- more than 14 percent, from 1873 to 1891. . . . The advance in wages
wince 1873 so nearly offsets the decline in prices that when fairly tested by l>oth

prices and wages the value of gold in 1873 and 1891 was practically the same," B.
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would be obtained, in fact, if we put money earnings, which

have risen, and the prices of commodities, which have fallen,

in the same table, and, attaching equal importance or weight
to each, drew an average between them all on the supposition

that the rise of the former has been about equal to the fall of

the latter. And yet it is plain that the fall of the prices of

commodities means a rise of the exchange-value of money in

commodities
;
and the rise of people's earnings in money does

not mean a fall of the exchange-value of money in labor, there

being no such exchange-value, money not being exchanged for

labor
;
but it means a fall in the cost-value or esteem-value of

money. Then what " value "
is it of money that has remained

stationary ? Surely there is no value that is a mean between

exchange-value and cost-value (or esteem-value).

Again, if the prices of commodities should for a time remain

constant on an average, and if also the average money-earnings
of workers remain stationary, the same result would be obtained

from the mixed method of measuring the " value " of money

namely that the " value " of money has remained unchanged.

Yet, in this case, both the exchange-value and the cost-value or

esteem-value of money have remained unchanged. Thus the

mixed method will give the same result in regard to the " value "

of money, even though the separate measurements of the ex-

change-value and of the cost-value or esteem-value of money

give different results. The separate methods, however, give us

another result not indicated by the mixed method. In the last

suppositional case it is evident that the cost-value and esteem-

value of commodities in general have remained stationary. But

in the first actual example it is plain, from the separate measure-

ments, that the cost-value and esteem-value of commodities in

general have fallen even more than the cost-value and esteem-

value of money. For a fall of the esteem-value of money with

a rise of its exchange-value, means that men are obtaining

money more easily and that their money is purchasing for

them more commodities, that therefore commodities are being

W. Holt, Interest and appreciation, Sound Currency (Reform Club), New York,
Nov. 15, 1898, p. 368.

9
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obtained still more easily than money, and hence their cost-value

and esteem-value have been falling still more rapidly than those

values of money. The influence of falling prices and of falling

esteem-value of money is cumulative upon the esteem-value of

commodities in our estimates of those things. But the mixed

method, which indicates merely that an anomalous " value
" of

money is stationary as well in the one case as in the other, does

not distinguish, does not inform us, whether commodities are

falling in cost-value, or esteem-value, or whether they are sta-

tionary. And still another exactly opposite example is conceiv-

able, in which money-earnings might fall and prices rise, in which

therefore the cost-value and esteem-value of money are rising and

the exchange-value of money is falling, where the mixed method

of measuring might also indicate constancy in the " value " of

money. Thus on three very different occasions the mixed method

would give the same answer, although on two of these occasions

the exchange-value and the cost-value (or esteem-value) of money
are acting in diametrically opposite ways, and in the other they
are standing still in the mean. Also this method might give
the same answer no matter how much the exchange-value of

money is falling, provided the esteem-value of money is rising

sufficiently to counter-balance, or vice versd. The utter worth-

lessness of such a method, which mixes up distinct things, is

apparent.

If such a mixed method is worthless when we carry out the

one-half of it thoroughly, by including in the list all earnings,

it is & fortiori worthless if we execute this half of it imperfectly

by including in the lists only wages, and still more if only some

wages.

8. There has really been gross confusion of thought in the

recommendation of this method an extension to a whole of

what belongs only to a part. . Considering only the case of per-

sons who have fixed incomes and who spend some of it in buy-

ing commodities and some of it in hiring servants, economists

have wen that if the prices of commodities fall and the wages of

servants rise, there \n some tendency here toward compensation
and balancing. In attempting to measure the purchasing power
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of these incomes, therefore, it would be proper to take account

of the wages of servants along with the prices of goods. But

then the prices of goods to be used, in order to observe parallel-

ism, should be retail prices. And investigation should be made

as to how much, on the average, is spent on goods and how
much in wages, in order to weight goods and wages accordingly

probably with the result of finding the weight of wages to be

relatively small, wherefore, for the counterbalancing, the rise of

wages would have to be considerably greater than the fall of

prices. In doing this, however, all that is accomplished is the

construction of a special standard for a part of the community.

Then, forgetting the limitation of this procedure, and wanting to

use wholesale prices, and to form a standard for the whole commu-

nity of producers (including the servants) and consumers, and

therefore to weight labor as equally important with the products

of labor, some economists have assumed that a compensation
which exists for a small part of the community exists for the

community at large. The compensation exists, in full plenitude,

only in the case of a few persons who are, so to speak, con-

sumers both of commodities and of services, and are not them-

selves producers or service-renderers. In the case of the per-

sons who render the services, or who produce goods, without

themselves hiring other servants, instead of compensation, there

is cumulation, for they earn more money and their money pur-

chases more goods. While in the case of other producers and

service-renderers who are also employers, the cumulative influ-

ence generally exceeds the compensatory. Moreover, the wages
of laborers hired for producing goods for sale, as before re-

marked, are already included in the prices of the products.

Now if these wages rise while these prices fall, either this change
is at the expense of the employers, causing their profits to fall,

and so not affecting earnings in general, or both the rise and the

fall are compensated to the employers by cheapened methods of

production and improved machinery that is, there is compen-
sation of an entirely different sort.

8. Of course in making the final mensurement of the esteem-

value of commodities in general, we must count earnings as
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equally important with the prices of commodities. But this is

because earnings wholly belong in the measurement of the cost-

vulue or esteem-value of money, and prices wholly belong in

the measurement of the exchange-value of money. Then, when

a single result is obtained from the two measurements, equal

imjK>rtance is to be attached to each.

But in the mixed method it is impossible to state what ought

to be the weighting of commodities and of earnings as wholes

relatively to each other. This problem has simply been ignored

by most of the advocates of the mixed method. A couple of the

early ones 6
weighted wages at about one third of commodity-

prices, without telling us why, but apparently having in mind

some estimate of the relative amount of money paid in wages and

in other expenses by the then dominant class of landlords, or by
their farmers.7 Recent writers have been less definite. Some

have implied that even wages, let alone earnings, should be

treated as equally important with the prices of all commodities
;

while others have even asserted that greater importance should

be assigned to wages than to prices. Of course these writers do

not mean that people in general spend as much or more money
in paying servants than in purchasing goods. What they have

in mind is an indistinct notion that what they want to measure

is rather the cost-value or esteem-value of money. Then, of

course, they should give greater weight to wages than to prices,

for the simple reason that prices should not be counted in that

measurement at all. Prices no more belong in the measurement

of the cost-value (or esteem-value) of money than do wages in

the measurement of the exchange-value of money.
8 No wonder,

then, that the persons who try to combine the two distinct

measurements of the two distinct values are at a loss as to the

amounts of importance they should attach to prices and to wages,

*
Evelyn an<l Young.

7 Some time Iwfnre, Cantillon said it was a common opinion in England that

of a farmer's income a third goes to 1m landlord, a third to himself, and a third to

his laborers, />// snr It commerce, about 1732, Harvard ed., pp. 159-160.
* Among the writers above cited as mixing up these things, Giffen at times in*

clines to recommend treating of wages and salaries in a separate table, H. 55, p.

131. But he does not recognize this as forming part in the measurement of some-

thing rise than exchange-value.
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and waver between them according as the idea of exchange-value

or the idea .of cost-value predominates in their minds.

10. Slightly different, though at the bottom similar, is the

position held by a few economists and many politicians to-day

that wages are a better measure, or criterion, of the " value " of

money than the prices of commodities. Here the opinion seems

to be that we may make one measurement of the " value " of

money by means of prices and another by means of wages, with

different results, and that of the two the measurement by wages
is the better or more trustworthy. This position is naive. The

measurement of the value of money by wages alone is wrong, in

the first place, because wages are not the only earnings. And,
in the second place, a correctly performed measurement by earn-

ings would be the measurement of the esteem-value of money ;

wherefore, as such, it cannot be compared with the measurement

by prices, which is not a measurement of the esteem-value of

money at all. And the measurement by prices is the measure-

ment of the exchange-value of money ; wherefore, as such, it

cannot be compared with the measurement by earnings, which

is not a measurement of the exchange-value of money at all.

Each of these methods of measuring the " value " of money, if

carried out in the best manner possible, is the best in its kind.

And neither has a better claim than the other to be the better

measurement of the " value " of money singly, since the one

kind of value is as much value as the other.
9

9 It is hardly necessary to notice that sometimes the same economists who
make the above comparison, and sometimes others, also bring in still another

measurement of the "value of money
" as equally good as, or even as better than,

either of the preceding. This is the measurement of something which is not value

at all in any of the economic senses of this term, but to which this term is applied,

in connection with a similarly uneconomic meaning of the term "
money," in the

slang of the "street." For certain classes of business men often mean by
"
money"

loanable capital, and by the "value" of this "money" the rate of discount.

Naturally the measurement of this
"
value of money

"
is by the rate of discount

itself; and such a measurement is a perfectly good one of the
" value of money

"

in these meanings of the terms. But it is not at all a measurement of the
"
value "

of money in any of its economic senses; and so cannot properly be brought into

comparison with any of the methods of measuring any of the economic values of

money. There is even another uneconomic meaning of "value," as used iii the

old monetary science, namely the meaning of "intrinsic value" in the case of

metallic money, this being the fine metal in the coins. The measurement of this
"
value "

is the simplest thing in the world, being made by finding the weight of
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11. Of course if either of these methods is thrust forward

into the province of the other, it should be driven back. But

what happens mostly is that one person in speaking of " value
"

is prone to think only of the one kind of value, and then he

claims that the measurement properly applicable to that kind of

value is the better measurement of " value." He ought really

to sav that it is the only measurement of "
value," and dismiss

the other altogether, confining himself to the one meaning of the

term he uses
; only this he cannot do, because the other mean-

ing of " value
"
always does lurk in his mind. The best and

only thing to do is to distinguish what kind of value we are

treating of, and to assign to each kind its own proper kind of

measurement. Otherwise when two persons meet each other in

the combat of opinions, who happen each to be thinking of a

different kind of value although they are both talking simply of

"
value/' they will be apt to fall into behavior very much like

that of the two knights on the opposite sides of the shield.

And yet, to repeat, unlike those two knights, each of these

contending parties has an inkling of the other's meaning, and

adopts it himself at times. Here is the fundamental explanation

why any economists have advised such a mixing of incompatible

elements in the measurement of the " value
" of money. Using

simply the one term "
value," they have not distinguished which

kind of value they were seeking to measure, and so have allowed

elements proper in the measurement of distinct kinds to creep

into a single measurement, which then is really a measurement

of no one kind of value. Yet, as we have already had occasion

to remark, many of the most prominent economists have af-

firmed that when they used the term " value
"

they intended to

refer only to "
exchangeable value." And in truth most of the

efforts of economists have hitherto been directed to measure

principally the exchange-value of money, with a little infiltra-

tion of cost-value elements. But cost-value itself, freed from

any other kind of value, no one has ever yet attempted to meas-

ure, or so much as mentioned as a desirable object of mensu-

the coins and allowing for the alloy. It would be no more abmml to bring this

into the comparison ami to say that the best measurement of the
"
value " of

money is by the weight nn<l tiiifin--.- of the coinx.
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ration by itself.
10 Thus the mensuration of exchange-value has

been brought well along, while the measurement of cost-value

has hardly so much as been begun. There have been, and es-

pecially nowadays are, a number of economists who look upon

cost-value as a more important kind of value than exchange-

value, who, for instance, maintain that money, the recognized

measure of "
value," should be a fixed standard rather of cost-

value than of exchange-value. Upon these, then, the duty is

incumbent of instituting the attempt to measure the constancy

or variation of the cost-value, or esteem-value, of money.

The present work, to repeat, is concerned only with the men-

suration of exchange-value.

10 To be sure, Ricardo and Malthus and others, we have seen, were mostly in-

terested in the measurement of cost-value or of esteem-value. But they always

expounded their procedure as a search after the
"
real

" measure of
"
value in ex-

change," so that the measurement of exchange-value always interfered with their

measurements of the other kinds of value.



CHAPTER V.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF EXCHANGE-VALUE

RELATIONS.

I.

$ 1 . For working out our problem of measuring the exchange-

value of anything by combining- its particular exchange-values

into its one general exchange-value, or the many variations of

these into one variation, the aid of mathematical formulation is

indispensable.

The money-unit, being our unit for measuring particular con-

temj>orancous exchange-values at the same place, has become also

our practical small unit for measuring the comparative exchange-

values of things in different places and their constancy or varia-

tion at different times. But it is a variable unit, comparable
with metallic or wooden foot-sticks, which vary in length at dif-

ferent temperatures and which also wear down, except that the

money-unit may vary in exchange-value indefinitely in either

direction, and so is a much less trustworthy practical unit. To

be precise, it is not the money-unit itself, not the coin-unit the

material thing, that is the unit of exchange-value, as also not

the material stick is the unit of length ;
but as the length of a

particular stick is the unit of length, so the exchange-value of

the money-unit is the unit of exchange-value.
1 Now just as the

surveyor cornets the variations of his measuring instruments in

their attribute of length, so we want to be able to correct the

variations of our economic measuring instruments in their attri-

bute of exchange-value, and wish to construct a true and unvary-

ing unit underlying our practical units, the same in all places

1 That, strictly speaking, we measure the value of things not by money, but

by value of money, see Prinee-Hinith, op. cit., p. 369; Knies, Das Geld, 2d ed.,

1885, p. 150; cf. Rowi, op. cit., pp. 145, 157.

136
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and at all times. Some of the older writers on monetary mat-

ters asserted that because money is the measure of other things,

we cannot measure it.
2 This is a false position in metrology,

unhappily not yet wholly abandoned.3 All our practical meas-

ures must themselves be measured and not only our ordinary

measures, but also the so-called standard measures. 4 In fact,

metrology itself is the science of measuring our measures. Of

course, the measurement of our measures is different from the

measurement of other things. We measure other things by com-

paring them with our measures a simple operation. We meas-

ure our measures by comparing them with other things, prefer-

ably with some selected other things a complex operation.

The object of measuring other things is to find their relative

sizes, as well as the constancy or variation of their sizes, by find-

ing their sizes compared with one given and constant size, the

measure used. The object of measuring our measures is to find,

except in the case of different units of the same measure, only

their equality or inequalities and their constancy or variations.

This is the labor we have before us in regard to exchange-value.

We want especially to measure our measure of exchange-value,

money.
As being the simpler form of our problem, we may devote

most of the enquiry to the attempt to measure the constancy or

variation of the money-unit in exchange-value at one place

2 Javolinus in Digest, XLVL, I., 42
;
followed by Molinaeus and Budelius (in

Thesaurus's collection of monetary tracts, Turin 1609, pp. 236, 461). The doc-

trine was an inference from Aristotle's statement that money measures all things

(Eth. N. V, v, 10). Hence Turgot also said that money can be measured only by
other money, op. cit., p. 76.

3 L. A. Garnett, The crux of the money question: has gold risen ? Forum,
New York, Jan. 1895, p. 581. And Mannequin has gone so far as to say not only
that we do not measure our measures, but that it is not needed that measures be

stable, this being a prejudice, and even, as measures should be like the measured,

they ought to be variable ! op. cit., pp. 28, 70, Uniformity monetaire, 1867, pp. 10-

11 n., La monnaie et le double etalon, 1874, p. 39 (quoted by Walker, Money, p.

281 n).
4 That money is measured by other things was said by Montanari, Delia moneta,

1683, ed. Custodi, p. 91; Galiani, op. cit., Vol. I., p. 52; Condillac, Le commerce

et le gouvernement, 1776, ed., 1821, p. 93; (cf. Adam Smith, op. cit., p. 190) ;

Eicardo, p. 293; Levasseur, B. 18, pp. 137-138. McCulloch concluded that

money is therefore not a measure of value, as it no more measures other things
than it is measured by them, Treatises and essays, 1859, p. 10.
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through the course of time. The consideration of two periods

will generally be sufficient. And for convenience we may sup-

pose, at the commencement, that all the classes of things are of

equal exchange-value importance, so that we may employ even

weighting, which is much the simplest to deal with first.

2. Let us represent the money-unit by the capital letter M,
and the habitually used mass-units of various classes of things

say a bushel of wheat, a pound of sugar, a hundredweight of

iron, a ton of coal by the capital letters A, B, C, and so on.

Or if the reader prefers, he may understand by these letters al-

ways the same mass-unit say, always a pound of wheat, a

|K)imd of sugar, a pound of iron, a ]M>und of coal
;

for we shall

see that in most cases no difference results from adopting either

plan. From henceforth, the capital letters being appropriated
for this purpose, we can no longer refer to the classes themselves

indefinitely by the plain capitals ;
but we may do so by putting

the capitals in brackets, so that, for instance, we shall say that A
represents a mass-unit of [A], a class of things." We may sup-

jK>se that at the first or basic period M will purchase a A, 6 B,

c C, and so on a, 6, c, indicating the numbers (above, be-

low, or at unity) of the mass-units of the classes which one M
will purchase. Using the sign -

,
as before, to express equiva-

lence, we may express this strfte of things as follows,

M = A = 6B = fC =

At the second period we may suppose that M will purchase
n'a A, b'b B, r'eC, and so on *-a'a, ft'6, cV, representing the

new numbers of the mass-units of each class now purchasable
with M

;
wherefore a', 6', c', , according as they are at unity

or as they depart from unity, above or below, express the con-

stancy or variation, rise or fall, of the quantity of each class

which one M will purchase at the second period compared with

the first, consequently the constancy or variation, rise or fall, of

M's particular exchange-values in each class.
6

It is plain that

This device of notation in borrowed, with a slight change, from Walrus.

E.g., if one dollar at first purchase* 2 bushels of wheat (A, for instance, repre-

senting 1 hu. of wheat) if it later purchase* 2 bushels of wheat, then a = 2, a'a*8,
and n' -=

|
=

1 J, which indicates a rise of f>0 per cent, in Nf's exchange-value in
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the figures , 6, c, will be various according to the mass-

units which happen to be chosen, but, the mass-units once

chosen being of course used at both periods, the variations repre-

sented by a', b
f

, c', are the same, no matter what be the

mass-units used. Now at the second period we have

Mo a'a Ao b'b Bo c'c Co
These expressions, however, are not equations. They do not

express equality between quantities of the same sort, but equiv-

alence
(i.

e.
9 equality in one kind of quantity, exchange-value)

between quantities of another or other kinds (weight, capacity,

etc., of different things). Therefore they are not satisfactory.

3. Let us proceed anew by representing the general ex-

change-value of M, of A, of B, of C, , by the italicized capital

letters M, A, B, C, These exchange-values we shall need

to distinguish at the two periods, which we may do by ap-

pending a small number to them. When we wish to distinguish

between general exchange-value in all other things and general

exchange-value in all things (including the thing itself),
we may

do so by appending a small o, or a small a. Thus M01 means

the exchange-value of the money-unit in all other things at the

first period. Therefore the expression M =0= A may (by Prop-
osition VII.) be changed into M

l
= aAv which means either

that the general exchange-value of M is equal to the general

exchange-value of a A, or that the general exchange-value of M
is a times the general exchange-value of A, at the first period.

We may then have

M
l
= aA

l
= bB

l
= cC( = ,

and
M

2
= a'aA.

2
= b'bB

2
= c'cC=

Here we have equations proper ;
for the terms all refer to equal

homogeneous quantities, namely exchange-values, although these

are attributes possessed by different quantities of various articles

[A] . If the figures were reversed, we should have a' = |, indicating a fall of 33J

per cent, in M's exchange-value in [A] . If M purchases the same quantity at

both periods, a'a = a, whence a' = =1, indicating constancy.
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variously measured as regards their masses. To say the ex-

change-value <>f an ounce of gold is equal to the exchange-value

of twenty bushels of wheat is to express equality as much as to

say the weight of a bushel of wheat is equal to the weight of so

or so many cubic inches of water. It is well known that a

IM mini of feathers is as heavy as a ]x>uiul of lead. 7

These true mathematical equations admit of mathematical

treatment. Thus from the equation J/j
= aA

{
we may derive

A. = J/.
;
and from M., a'aA

2,
aA. =

,
3/

2
or A., = ,

M
21 a * a 2 ~ a'a 2

which mean that a certain quantity of [A] ,
and consequently

[A] in general, has varied in exchange-value
8
compared with

[M] by ,
the reciprocal of [M] 's variation in [A] (cf. Prop-

ositions IX. and XIII.). If we knew that M
a
= Mp we should

know that a'aA 9
= aA.. whence A., = ,

A. which means that
2 a'

A, or [A] in general, has varied in general exchange-value by

(in agreement with Proposition XXXIII.). Or if we knew

that 3/
2
has varied from 3/j in a certain proportion, we should

know that a'aA
2
has varied from aA

l
in the same proportion,

the general exchange-value of A, and of [A], thus undergoing

a double variation (in
which the one may enhance, lessen, ueu-

trali7.e, or outdo the other). As yet, however, we do not know

the relation of 3/
2
to J/,, this being what we want to find.

Still, for this purpose, the expressions are not serviceable in

the meanings so far ascribed to them. For we cannot combine

the general exchange-values of different things in order to find

therefrom the general exchange-value of any one thing. What

'

Hourguin nays there are no equations between exchange-values, because ex-

change-value in not intrinsic, H. ]'.\'2, p. 3-S. The reason is not adequate. We have

n that even weight \ not intrinsic. Certainly wealth is not
; yet two men may

be equally rich.
* If we are dealing with .V^.thr general exchange-value in which [A] so varies

\* likcwiw A a . Hut if we are dealing with M , the general exchange-value in

whirh [A] 10 varies in not A
n , but a general exchange-value of [A] in all things

other to money, i. r., in all commodities, including itself. Another distinction

of a Nimilar nature will he noticed in 4.
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we can so combine are the particular exchange-values of the

thing in question in the other classes of things. Now by Prop-
osition VII. a thing's particular exchange-value in anything else

is equal to its general exchange-value ;
and by Proposition VI.

the thing's general exchange-value is equal to the general ex-

change-value of the quantity of the other thing it exchanges for,

by which quantity of that thing, according to Proposition I., its

exchange-value in that kind of thing is measured. Therefore a

thing's particular exchange-value in another thing is equal to the

general exchange-value of that quantity of the other thing it is

measured by. Hence the expression aA
l may represent not

only the general exchange-value of a A, but also the particular

exchange-value M in [A], at the first period. And so the

others. But it is necessary that the symbols should distinguish

whether they refer to the general exchange-values of things, or

to the particular exchange-value ofM in those things. We may
make them do so by always placing them in marks of paren-

thesis, thus (aA), (bB), (cC), ,
when referring to the partic-

ular exchange-value of M in [A], in [B], in [C], ,
at the

first period. Then the expressions for the particular exchange-

values of M in these things at the second period may be

written either (a'aA\ (b'bB), (c'c<7), ,
or a'(aA\ b'(bB),

e'(eC), The first of these forms would be merely the ex-

pressions for the particular exchange-values ofM in [A] ,
in [B] ,

in [C] , ,
as measured by the quantities of these things it ex-

changes for at the second period. But the second, while mean-

ing this, mean, and express, something more, namely that the

particular exchange-value of M in [A], for instance, is a'

times what it was before, that is, at the second period a' times

the particular exchange-value of M in [A] at the first period ;

wherefore in this form of the expression obviously and also in

the other the contained expression (aA) still refers to the old

exchange-value of M in [A] ;
and so with the rest. Hence it

is no longer necessary here to number the expressions A, B,
ri 9

C, .

9 If we knew that Mm =Mov then we should know that aA, if it refers to the

general exchange-value of a A, refers to something different at the second period
from what the general exchange- value of a A was at the first period, that is, it
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We then have

which may he more specifically written

M 01
= (aA) = (bB) = (cC) = ...... to n terms,

71 representing the number of all the (equally important) classes

of things employed. This means that the general exchange-

value of the money-unit in all other things is equal to even7 one

of its particular exchange-values, which are stated as they are

at the first period. And we have

MO* = (a'cr.-l)
= (b'bB) = (c'cC)

= ...... to n terms,

which similarly expresses the equality between the general ex-

change-value of the money-unit in all other things and every

one of its particular exchange-values, which are stated as they

are at the second period. But if we write this as follows,

Mm = a'(aA) = b'(bB) = c'(cC) = ...... to n terms,

it expresses the same equality, but states the particular exchange-

values at the second period as they relate to what they were at

the first period.

4. Using these running equations, we can now form expres-

sions for the combination of the particular exchange-values of

refers to the general exchange-value of a A at the second period, wherefore it should

be distinguished hyn number, viz., aA z . But in referring merely to the particular

exchange-value of M in [A] when we do not know what the relation between

Mm and M 0} is, but are seeking it, we are using the particular exchange-value of

M in [A] at the first period as our standard, and must look upon the particular

exchange-value of M in [A] as changed at the second period by a', and therefore

we must take (a/1) as the constant and a' (aA) as the variable. But (aA) alone

is not our whole standard ; it is only part of the whole standard composed of all

other things. Yet we have to treat each of these separately as a standard, before

we can unite them. Then after we have united them, and when we use the whole

composed of them as the true standard, it is no contradiction with the preceding
that we may find aA at the second period to be different from aA at the first. The

particular exchange-value of M in [A] ha* changed by a' (while the particular

exchange-value of A in [M] has changed by ,) ; yet, in the case supposed, the

particular exchange-value of M in [A], now a'(aA), is of the same magnitude as

was the particular exchange-value of M in [A] when it was (a A), because at

each period it is equal to the general exchange-value of M, which is supposed to

be unchanged. The contradiction is only apparent, because of the change in the

standard used. C'f. Chap. IF., Sect. !.,?!.
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M in every other thing into its one general exchange-value in

all other things. We can, in fact, mathematically form several

such combinations, but may content ourselves with three. To

begin with the first period. From

M01
= (aA) = (bB) = (cC)

= to n terms

we perceive that the sum total of the exchange-values of nM
will be

nMol
= (aA) + (bB) -f (eC) + to n terms

;

whence

M01
= -

{(aA) + (M) + (cC) + to n
terms}.

10

(1, i)

Again, the serial equation may be converted into this,

towterms>

(which means that the exchange-value of a A in [M] is equal

to the exchange-value of 6 B in [M] ,
and so on, and to that of

M in [M], in agreement with Proposition IV.). By the same

treatment this yields

n I I I
--

_j_ _) j_
to n terms,

whence

Mm = TI r~ ~r~ ~ir~ ~r ( 1?
2
)

- < ; 7T + TT-TyT + 7^~x + tO U tCrHlS V
n

\ (aA) (bB) (eC) f

Lastly, from the first serial equation, and also from its inverted

form, the total product of the exchange-values of M taken n

times will be

M = (aA) (bB) (eC) to n terms,
whence

MM = \7(aA) (bB) (cC) to n terms. (1, s)

10 With different notation, and also with reference to the quantities of things

instead of their exchange-values, this form of the formula was, perhaps first, given

by Prince-Smith, op. cit., p. 372. Prince-Smith reached this formula in some-

what the same way as it is here reached
;
but he failed to see that there are other

formulae equally well deducible from the same original running formula. The

idea expressed by this formula is also alone advanced by Nicholson, B. 94, pp.

307-308, and by Fonda, B. 127, p. 161.
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Naturally the serial equation for the second period may be

treated in the same way, and, likewise with even weighting, in

its first form, it will yield, with omission of the superfluous
" to

?i terms/'

Mm = l

n {(a'<tA) + (b'bB) + (c'cC) + I, (>, i)

n \ (a
/

aA)
+

(6'6JJ)
+
(^oO)

+

What is here done for M, be it here parenthetically remarked,

can be done for any of the other classes. For example at the

first period, if we want to express the general exchange-value

of A directly in all the others, we may begin by representing

the general exchange-value of a A by a Am ,
and then (J/) would

represent the exchange-value ofa A in money, and (bB\ (cCf),
......

will continue to express the exchange value of a A in [B], in

[C],
.......

. Then from

aA m = (M) = (bB) = (cC)= ...... to n terms,

we can derive

aA m =.
n{W + ('>#) + (etf) + ...... to n terms},

as in the first way ;
and similarly in the other two ways, which

may be omitted. This formula we could have derived directly

from formula 1, by simply substituting aA ol for Mm and (M)
for (aA) }

and so on in the other omitted ways. And from this

formula we derive

Similarly for the second period we can get

a'aAm =
}

v {(M) + (h'blf) + (c'cC) + .....
},

and
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It deserves, however, to be noticed that if wo should use these

formulae to calculate the variation of the general exchange-value

of A in the way to be described presently, we should obtain a

result different from that obtained by calculating first the vari-

ation of the general exchange-value ofM and then the variation

of A by means of its variation in the varied money. For these

two methods use different standards, the class A itself forming

part of the standard in the latter method, but not in the former,

and money forming part of the standard in the former, but not

in the latter. (Cf. Propositions XII. and XIII.)
The interpretation of the above three kinds of formulae is as

follows. They each express primarily a way in which the ex-

change-value in all other things of the money-unit (or of the mass-

unit ofanything else)
is to be conceived, the first, that it is to be con-

ceived as equal to the sum of its exchange-values in every one of the

othei* things, or to the sum of all its particular exchange-values, di-

vided by their number ; the second, as equal to the reciprocal of the

sum of the reciprocals of all itsparticular exchange-values divided by

their number ; the third, as equal to the nth root of the product of

all its particular exchange-values, n in number.

Each of these formulae is nothing but the expression of a

mathematical mean or average between two or more equally im-

portant quantities the first, of the arithmetic, the second, of the

harmonic, the third, of the geometric. And each is perfectly

true as an expression of its own kind of average drawn between

the quantities given. But not more than one of these averages

and perhaps none of them can be the proper or correct aver-

age to draw for the purpose we are putting it to. Having three

ways of combining or averaging a thing's particular exchange-

values into its one general exchange-value in all other things,

we have an embarras de richesses, and much of our subsequent

labor will be to decide between these different forms.

5. Now our purpose being to compare the two combinations

or averages at the two periods, we may make this comparison by

dividing the formula for the second period by that for the first.

Here we evidently want that form of the expression for the

second period which brings its contained particular exchange-

10
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values into relation with the particular exchange-values of the

first period. The comparison then will be as follows :

'

(a'(aA) + b'(bB} + c'(cC) + }

^-V- _, (3,0
L

01

n((aA)

Jf

If 1 1 1
-

n(aA +
65)

+
(^C)

4 "
')

c^cC)
>-~

(3
,

m y(a.A)'(bB)-(cC)-
......

Here we have the formulae desired for the variation of the

general exchange-value of M, but in forms more complex than

necessary. At the first period the exchange-values (aA), (&jB),

(cC),
...... are each equal to the exchange-value of one money-

unit. The exchange-value of the money-unit we take for the

unit of exchange-value. Therefore (aA)= (bB)= (<*C)=
......

== 1. Substituting this value of the terms in the denominators

in each of the above equations, they all reduce to 1, thus :

71
v

1

1 /I

Therefore, all thc^se denominators may be droj>ped. In the

numerators the terms, if written (a
f

aA\ (b'bB), (c'cC), ,

are also ich
etjiial to the exchange-value of the money-unit at

the second pcricxl, and so the numerators also reduce to 1 only

this is a different unit. But, of course, we want the same unit

to be employed in all the terms throughout the equations, and
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the unit wanted is the unit employed in the denominators the

exchange-value of the money-unit at the first or basic period.

Now in the numerators the terms (aA\ (bB), (cC), , though
no longer equal to the money-unit at the second period, still are

expressions for the particular exchange-values of M at the first

period, and so are still equal to the old unit. Therefore, as we

employ this unit throughout, these terms, each = 1, may be

dropped from the numerators also, and the equations, thus freed

from useless symbols, reduce to the following :

(4,0-(' H
n
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together, is questionable. Perhaps it may be proper, perhaps

not. By most writers on the subject, however, the question has

hardly been raised. The fine distinctions as to the periods when

the weighting is to be measured have not been noticed. Gen-

erally the assumption has been made that we can average the

variations of the particular exchange-values using a single weight-

ing, even though the weights of the two periods separately are

different. We may for the present ignore this question, and as-

sume that we are justified in using or are dealing with cases

which permit us to use even weighting in an averaging of the

variations of the particular exchange-values.

6. The averages of the variations may be represented in

still another way. Instead of representing the numbers of mass-

units of the various classes purchasable by M at the second

period by a'a, b'b, c'c, ,
let us represent them by ft

2,
6
2,

cv

,
in distinction from which we shall represent the numbers

purchasable at the first period by a
iy

bv c,,
In this nota-

tion a
2,

b
2 ,

c
2, , taking the place of o'a, b'b, c'c, ,

are

equal to them respectively ; wherefore, as
2
= a'a^ = a'

',

b c
and similarly .

2 = //,
2 =

<', and so on. In other words, the

ft b c
variations are represented, in the new notation, by ,

,

2

,

2

,
ft. O. C.

Therefore these new ter/ns may take the places of ft', b f

, c',

in the formula 4, 1-3, and we have equally good and valid

formula? in the following :

7. Any of these averages being adopted, if the result in any

comparison of two periods is larger than unity in a certain pro-
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portion, this means that the exchange-value of money in all

other things is indicated by this kind of averaging to have risen

in that proportion (e. </.,
if the result is 1.15, the rise is by 15 per

cent.) ;
if the result is less than unity in a certain proportion,

the exchange-value of money is indicated to have fallen in the

same proportion (e. g., if the result is .85, the fall is by 15 per

cent.) ;
and if the result is unity, the exchange-value is indicated

not to have varied, i. e., to have remained constant.

If the variations of all the particular exchange-values of M are

the same, so that a'=b f=c'= =
r, or ^? ^2= C

2= = r
a

i
b

i
c
i

so that this one quantity can stand for them all, the results of

all the averages are the same, and are r, as shown by the fol-

lowing :

r.+r+ )
= -

1

(nr)
=

r,

i 1 1 \ lf*
n \r r r ) n \r

r . r r

Thus all these results agree with the knowledge we already pos-

sess that if a thing varies in all its particular exchange-values

in a certain proportion, it varies in exchange-value in all other

things in the same proportion (see Proposition XVII.). Un-

fortunately, therefore, that piece of knowledge does not help us

to decide between these methods of averaging. Of course, if

there is no variation in any of the particular exchange-values,

so thata' = 6' = c' = ...... = l,or = = -2 = ...... = 1, the
a

i
b

i
G
i

f

result in all cases is 1, meaning that there is no variation in

the general exchange-value (in
accordance with Proposition

XXVII.).
But if there is variation in at least one particular exchange-

value, or a variation in at least one particular exchange-value

divergent from all the other variations, if there is the slightest
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irregularity, the results in the three kinds of averaging always

differ from each other. Between the three mathematical aver-

ages the mathematical relations are well known. If the varia-

tions happen to be such that the geometric average indicates

constancy, the arithmetic average will always indicate a rise, the

harmonic a fall. If the geometric average indicates a rise, the

arithmetic will indicate a greater rise, the harmonic a lesser rise

(perhaps constancy, perhaps a fall). If the geometric average

indicates a fall, the arithmetic will indicate a lesser fall (perhaps

constancy, perhaps a
rise),

the harmonic a greater fall. The

geometric average is always between the arithmetic above and

the harmonic below. In fact, when there are only two equally

important terms used, the geometric mean is the geometric mean

between the arithmetic and the harmonic means
;
and in other

cases the geometric average is near that mean. 11

It is plain that in none of the methods can constancy be in-

dicated if there is only a variation of one particular exchange-

value 1 of money, or if all the variations are in the same direc-

tion
;

but only in the case of opposite and compensatory

variations. This also agrees with what we already know (see

Propositions XX. and XXVIII.). Given a single variation,

however, each of the methods, in order to indicate constancy, re-

quires a different compensatory variation the arithmetic the

greatest if the compensator}'' variation be a fall and the smallest

if a rise, the harmonic the smallest if a fall and the greatest if a

rise, the geometric always an intermediate.

[I.

1 . It is easy merely to introduce uneven weighting into the

formula). We only have to remember what uneven weighting
means. Uneven weighting means that one class is larger than

another, that is, contains more individuals
;
while classes evenly

weighted are supposed to contain an equal number of individ-

uals. What these individuals are we need not here again dis-

cuss. Now if a class contains twice as many such individuals

as another, it virtually consists of twice as many classes as the

11 See Appendix A VI. \\ 1-5.
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other
;
and if we treat the other as one class we may treat this

as two classes. The double number of individuals which are

combined into the first class are so combined into one instead of

into two classes only because they all have the same name and

the same exchange-value. They are one class nominally ;
but

logically they are two homonymous classes compared with the

other as one class. Thus suppose the class [B] is twice, and the

class [C] thrice, as large as the class [A] ;
the state ofthings then

is the same as if we had two classes both called [B] ,
in both of

which M has always the same exchange-value, and three classes

all called [C] ,
in all of which M has always the same exchange-

value. If this be supposed to be the state of things at the first

period, then at the first period the formulae would be as follows :

-Wi=^ { (aA) + (bB) + (bB) -\-(cC) + (cC) + (c(7) + ton" terms}

= 1
{ (aA) + 2(65) + 3(cC) + to n terms}, (6, 1)

terms

(6, 2)

=^ (aA) (bB) (bB) (cC) (cC) (cC)
....... to n" terms"

= \/ (aA) (bB)
2 -

(cC)
3 to n terms; (6, 3)

in which n" represents the number of the virtual classes, or n

enlarged to cover all the coefficients or exponents.

If, then, at the second period the same relative conditions per-

sisted, in spite of variations in the particular exchange-values,

we should have formulae similar to these, with addition only of

the symbols indicative of the variations. Then the comparison

is easy. We may, however, represent the weighting more

generally by employing algebraic symbols throughout. Let a

represent the weight of [A] ,
b the weight -of [B] ,

C the weight

of [C], and so on, all these weights being supposed to be the

same at both periods ;
and let n" = a -f- b + C -}--}- to n

terms, the same classes of course being used in each of the

averages compared. Then we have
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tonterms}

M 1

-,{a(a4)+b(6J?)+C(cC)+ to n terms}

1

n A
>v'> V

1
|

a b c
)

i\~f~//i n\ "h // ^>\ ~l~ to ti terms f

n"\a'(aA)
^

b'(bfiy c'(cCy J

1

b i

_ . /Y 8
\

']/'"
jX(J)'-(/>A)

b

.(cC)
e tonterms

In all these, again, the denominators reduce to unity ;
and

also the expressions (a^L), (bB), (cC), in the numerators

are the same units. Therefore we have

' '* =
(a a' + b b' + C c' + to n terms), (8, i)

Jfl Ql * I

Mm
: T7a b c~ ~T'

,,1 -f-Tj-f -j- to n terms 1
(8, 2)

" = fa"-b* c'
c

- tonterms.
(8, 3)

-*01

Or if we prefer the other system of notation to represent the

variations, we have

1

(9 2
)

to, terms)
^

Here again are formulie representing averages of the variations

of the jmrticular exchange-values. The reductions by which they
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are obtained suppose that the weights are the same at each period

separately. But generally in practice the weights are different

at each period separately. Still if we are to average the varia-

tions, we must employ only a single system of weighting for

we cannot, for instance, have a variation of two classes of [A]
and a variation of three classes of [A] . We must have either

a variation of two classes of [A] ,
or a variation of three classes

of [A] ,
or a variation of a number of classes of [A] that is a

mean between the numbers of classes of [A] at each of the

periods separately, as examined in the preceding Chapter. For

the present we may assume that this course is a proper one, and

that one of these weightings is the proper one. We may, then,

continue to represent the weight of [A] by a, and that of [B]

by b, and so on, and their sum by nf/

,
in whatever Avay these

weights be calculated.

The averages agree with much that we have already discov-

ered concerning variations of exchange-value, and disagree with

nothing we yet know. Thus it is plain that in any of these

formulae a change of weighting without any change of exchange-

values causes no change in the result
;
for then the terms a', 6',

c'
', ,

or
, j-

2
, , ,

are all 1, and its does not matter how

large or small a, b, C, be, the results are always 1, indicating

constancy in the general exchange-value of money. This is in

agreement with Propositions XXVII. and XLIY . Also if the

variations are all alike, so that a' = b r = c,' = =r, or

= -^ = = = r. no matter what be the weights, the re-

a, &! Cl

suits are always r,
1
in agreement with Propositions XVII. and

XLV.
In all these formulae the results are the same whether we use

the weighting a, b, C, ,
with n" = a + b -f C -f to n

terms, or whether we use r a, / b, r C, ,
with n" =. r a + r b

-frc to n terms. 2 This means that it is indifferent how

large or small be the weights, provided they always maintain

1 Of. Appendix A I. 5, 6, II. g 6, III. 1 6, V. 5.

2 Cf. Appendix A I. g 11.
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the same relative sizes. Therefore the weights may be any

numbers, larger or smaller than unity, integral or fractional.

It is, then, not necessary that any of the classes should be taken

as a unit elass like [A] in the above numerical example, al-

though our subsequent calculations might be slightly simpler if

this were done and the other weights reduced accordingly. In

this case the coefficient of the unit class, and of all the classes

equal to it, namely 1, must be counted in the composition of the

term n".

2. It may, however, turn out that this course of averaging

the variations on a single weighting is not right, no weighting

being discoverable that will in all cases yield a demonstrably cor-

rect result. If this be so, we shall not be able to make the re-

duction of the comparison of the two averages, one at each period,

to a single average of the variations, but shall have to retain the

comparison of the two averages. This constitutes what we have

called the method of double weighting. In our formulae we shall

have to distingush a into B>
{
and a

2 ,
b into bj and b

2 ,
and so on,

representing the weights at the first and second periods respec-

tively ;
and consequently also n" into n/' and n

2", although n

must remain undivided. Then the formula? will become the fol-

lowing :

aX(^) + b2&'(&#) -h C-X(cC') + ...... to n terms

'
, (10, i)

+ b,(6J?) + C,(c<7) + ...... to n term*]

tonterm8

(10 2)
Mtn 1

,!," {(0*4)
+
(6%

+
(eC)

+

"(/ \<l'("A )!' \b'(bB)\**. ((/(cC)!
' ....... to n terms

Mo\ " /
~

(a/l)
a>

-(hll)
bt

(rC')
C| ....... ton terms

But here the denominators again all reduce to unity, and may
IH omitted

;
and if in the numerators the terms (aA), (bB],

(rC), be conceived as referring to the exchange-values of
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the money-unit at the first period, and therefore, as mere units,

be omitted, the formulae reduce to expressions for the averages

of the variations with the weighting of the second period which

is absurd. And if, then, we conceive of the terms a' (aA), b'(bB),

c
r

(c(7),
as referring to the exchange-values in the money of

the second period, whereupon they each become equal to unity,

the numerators also reduce to unity, and all these formulae are

useless.

What we need is this. The terms a, 6, c, ,
and a/a, b'b,

c'c, ,
or better, av bv cv and a

2,
6
2,

c
2, , express the

numbers of times the money-unit is more valuable than certain

mass-units of [A], [B], [C], at the first and at the second

period respectively. Therefore we want to average these ratios.

But to average them properly we need to know how often they

are repeated at each period. Let x
l
and x

2 represent the num-

bers of times the mass-unit of [A] is repeated at each period,

that is, the numbers of these mass-units that have been produced
or consumed within these periods ;

and let yl
and yy z

l
and z

2 ,

represent the numbers of the mass-units of [B], [C],
And let n^ = x

l -f- yl -f z
l + to n terms, and n

2

f = x
2 -\- y2

+ z
2 + ^o n terms. Then the desired formulae are

(
x^ + y*b* + z& + to n terms

)

HM 1

-fix^ + y l
b

l + z^ -f to n terms)
i

_ n^(x2
a

2 + yj)2 + z
2
c
2 -J- to n terms) /-. . v

n
2

/

(a?1
a

1 + y1
6

1 + z^ + to n terms)
'

1

__
(

1?
-j_ p -f

-?
_(- to w terms

)
Jz 02 n

2 \a2
&
2

C
2 /

I /x y z \
[
U

-j. p -f_!J _j_ to n terms
)

i'\i 6
i

c
i /

X If Z \
-|-

^1 _i_ Z!l
_}_ to n terms

)

i
6

i
c

i /

n JL 4.
2 + 2
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I/ L/ a
*

Z" ' V" ' C
2**

....... * n terms

(11,0
1 V 1 v ...... to n

Those may also be written more fully by expanding the n's.

The first so treated becomes

which is the general formula for the method of double weighting
with the arithmetic average.

But here an important remark must be made. It is evident that

in all these last formula the results will be variously affected by
the sizes of the mass-units we happen to choose. For if we choose

large mass-units, the numbers of times they occur at each period

(the expressions .r, y,z, )
and the numbers of times the money-

unit is more valuable than they (the expressions a, 6, f, )
are

smaller than the numbers of times smaller mass-units would

occur and than the numbers of times the money-unit would be

more valuable than smaller mass-units. In some of the terms,

as in the parts within brackets in the second formula, these two

changes neutralize each other
;
but riot in others, and never in

the terms n
{

' and n
2', except only if all the mass-units be altered

in the same proportion. But if the mass-units be variously and

indiscriminately chosen, the terms w/ and w
2',

not to mention

others in some of the formulae, will variously relate to each other,

and the results will be various, in a haphazard manner. Hence,
it is necessary that some method of selecting the mass-units be

established, as without such a method also these formula? are

worthless. Such a method need not be stated in the formula,

and then the above formula? become applicable only on the sup-

position that the method of selecting the mass-units has already

been found and applied. Or again it may sometimes be possible

to introduce into the formula itself the method of selecting the

mass-units. This has actually been done in some methods deal-

ing with the inverted cases of price measurements. These we
shall examine later.
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III.

1. Certain warnings are needed against errors into which

the use of mathematical formulae in this subject may lead us,

unless we be careful.

Two general principles are obtained from the preceding in-

vestigations. The one is that in cases when the weighting is

the same at both the periods compared, it is immaterial whether

we average all the particular exchange-values at the two periods

separately and then find the variation of these averages, or

whether we average all the variations of the particular exchange-
values. The other is that when the weighting is different, and

different weighting is used in the averaging, at each period, we

can only find the variation of these averages, there being no one

averaging of the particular variations that can use double

weighting. We have seen, however, that we can draw an aver-

age between the two weightings ;
and now we might use this

single weighting in averaging the particular variations. But

we shall find that this last operation will yield the same result

as the comparison of the two separate averages only in peculiar

circumstances. We therefore have before us two distinct

methods. The one is to compare the averages separately drawn

at each period. The other is to average the particular varia-

tions. These two coincide only when the weighting actually is

the same at both periods, or under other peculiar conditions.

Even in the first case, when the weighting (reckoned according

to the relative total exchange-values of the classes) is the same

at both periods, there might be made averages at each period on

other systems of weighting (e. g. } according to mass-quantities),

which might be different at each period, or if the same at both

periods, might be so only in case the weighting, properly reck-

oned, is different at each period.

Thus the subject is very complex. Running through it all are

the similarity and difference between comparisons of averages that

have varied and averages of the particular variations a purely

mathematical question, which has never been fully studied even

by mathematicians, let alone economists. Hence it has been nee-
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essary in this work to make such a mathematical study, to serve

as a foundation for the various applications of the mathematical

principles which we shall have to make in dealing with the

averages of exchange-values and of prices, and with their varia-

tions. This study is added as Appendix A.

There are many difficulties engendered by the many complexi-

ties in our subject, which we shall meet from time to time. But

there are some simple errors into which we might easily slip at

the commencement, and into which many persons have slipped.

Some of them are even suggested by the second method of no-

tation above given a method which, in its general feature of

distinguishing the exchange-values (or again the prices) of the

same classes at the different periods only by different subscript

numbers appended to the same letters, is the simplest and the

most commonly used. Against the errors so suggested it is well

here to give warning. These occur even when the weighting

is the same at both periods or when we are attempting to use a

single weighting in averaging variations. Confinement may be

made for the present to such cases.

2. A general error is this. Because in these cases the

method of averaging the variations properly agrees with the

method of comparing the averages, and because the former is the

simpler method, AVC might be tempted to say of exchange-values

what Jevons said of prices,
1

that there is no such thing as an

average of them, but only an average of their variations. In-

deed, as all the particular exchange-values of anything at any
time are always equal, not only the average of the particular

exchange-values of money properly weighted at the first period

is always unity, or 1 J/OI ,
but at the second period also'the aver-

age of the particular exchange-values of money properly w
r

eighted

will also be unity in the new unit, Mm . Still there may be a

different average of the exchange-values at the second period in

the unit of the first period ;
which is just what we want, both

because we ought to conduct the whole operation on the same

unit, and because it is convenient that the average at the first

|>eriod, with which that at the second is compared, should always
1 n. 22, p. 23.
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be 1, as it forms the denominator in the expression for the com-

parison. The process then is the following : At the first period

we construct, as it were, a level of the particular exchange-values

of money. This level breaks up at the second period into an

undulating line, of the various heights of which an average may
be drawn and compared with the uniform height of the first

level. This operation evidently gives both an averaging of the

variations and a variation of the average at the second period

from the level or average at the first. It is difficult, in fact, to

conceive of an average of variations without admitting an aver-

age of the starting and of the finishing points. But the averages

do not exist in nature, nor are the positions given upon which

averages merely need to be drawn. The whole operation has to

be constructed, and error will ensue unless it be constructed in

the right way. Our guiding consideration must be that the

variation of the averages must, in these cases, give the same re-

sult as the proper average (of the same mathematical species) of

the variations. This agreement is always obtained if we con-

struct the average at the first period upon equal terms, so that

the average itself is equal to them, and then use the same weight-

ing in both methods.

But the agreement is also obtainable by comparing separate

averages at each period without the average at the first period

being so constructed upon equal terms. This occurs always in

the geometric average if we use the same weighting in both

methods
;
but in the arithmetic and harmonic averages never if

we use the same weighting,
2 and only if we use different weight-

ing in each method, a definite relation existing between those

which have to be employed to get the same result. For in the

arithmetic and harmonic averaging the inequality of the terms

themselves at one of the periods forms part of the weighting in

the comparison of the separately made averages, but has no in-

fluence on the weighting in the averaging of the variations
;

wherefore, unless it is allowed for in the former, an apparent

similarity in the weighting will really be a difference, and real

2
Except when all the variations are exactly alike, or when there are no varia-

tions. See Appendix A I. 6. As these cases rarely happen, and as we have no
control in regard to them, they are not of much importance.
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similarity can be obtained only by employing different apparent

weighting.

Now if we had at the start employed the form of notation later

introduced, namely that of using 2,
6
2,

c
2,

...... for the numbers

of the mass-units of the classes purchasable with the money-unit
at the second period, we might have fallen insensibly into the

treatment of comparisons of averages employing even, or what

we thought to be the proper uneven, weighting, and to have

sup]K)sed that we were then employing even, or the same proper

uneven, weighting in averaging the variation
;
or if we happened

to notice the divergence in the results, we might have been non-

plussed, and perhaps have given up the subject in despair, as

some economists have done.

The errors we could thus fall into are different in the differ-

ent kinds of averaging ;
wherefore these need to be treated sepa-

rately.

3. Arithmetic averaging. Intending to employ even weight-

ing at both periods and in the averaging of the variations or to

disregard weighting, using
"
unweighted

"
averages we might

represent the average at the first period thus,

and that at the second period thus,

^=,
1

l
{('vi) + ('v) + (/

>

)

wherefore the comparison of these would be

Mm -if A\ (b m (cC}
n

which reduces to

Mm (a^A) + (62B) + (c,C) -f

Mm
**

(a^ + faB) -f (OjC) -H ..
'

the variation of the arithmetic averages being the same as the

variation of the sums. Both of these comparisons of the averages
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would be perfectly correct, though meaningless without further

treatment. Hereupon we might have argued that, as A, B, C,
...... seem to represent unity, or merely to make reference to the

classes [A], [B], [C],
......

,
therefore they can be omitted, and

so we should have

This argumentation, however, would be wrong, because it is

not A, By C,
...... which are equal to unity (the exchange-

value of the money-unit), but (aA), (bB), (cO),
......

;
and

A, B, (7,
...... do not refer to the classes, but, taken thus

alone, to the general exchange-values of the mass-units of the

classes. Then, again, if we dropped only the denominator as

reducing to unity, the remaining form

would be meaningless, because in the unit at the second period

it too reduces to unity, and it contains no indication of the value

of the terms
(a.2A), (b2B\ (c2 (7),

in the original unit Mol .

We do, however, know that a
l
A = b

l
B = c

l
C= =

1,

wherefore A = ,
B = --,(7= ,

and so on. Substitutinga
i i

c
i

these, we get

wm =
t,

2 + \ +
c
]

+
)

which is the correct form already obtained, (5, i).

Not only the argumentation by which the formula

Mm e^ + 6
X + G

I +

was obtained, but also this formula itself, is wrong. By saying,

a formula is wrong we mean it is not universally right, although

it may be right on some occasions. This formula is wrong be-

cause it does not universally carry out and in practice is rarely

11
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likely to carry out the idea we intended to carry out, namely
to employ even weighting. For (as is more fully shown in

Appendix A, II. 7) this formula really contains a special

system of weighting in the case of averaging the variations, as

it agrees with the formula

(in which n"*= a
t
+ b

l -j- c
t
+ ...... to n terms), which is the

formula for averaging the variations with the weights a l
for [A] ,

6,
for [B], Cj

for [C],
......

(so that there would be even weight-

ing here only in case it happened that a,
= b

l

= c
t
= ......

).

But we have probably chosen these terms at haphazard, that is,

without paying regard to the importance of the classes : we

have sought merely, in the different classes, of the usually em-

ployed mass-units the numbers that happen at the first period

to be equivalent to the money-unit. The weighting for the vari-

ations which we are really using is, then, haphazard weighting,

and the whole process is absurd.

No reliable result can be obtained in this way, and which

proves it an indefinite number of different results may be so

obtained. This may be shown by an example. Suppose the

money-unit purchases two quarters of wheat at the first period

and at the second three, at the first four bales of cotton and at

the second two, at the first five tons of coal and at the second

still five
;
and suppose we are trying to measure the exchange-

value of money in these three other things only. We might then

be tempted to represent the average exchange-value of money at

each period, and consequently the variation of the averages, in

the following way,

Mm J(3 + 2 + 5) _ 3 + 2 + 5 _ 10

2fOT J(2 + 4T5) 2+T+5 11
-

which indicates a fall of 9.09 per cent. Now if it had happened
that wheat had been measured in bushels instead of in quarters,

the exchange-value of the money-unit at the first period would

have been equal to that of sixteen bushels of wheat and at the
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second to that of twenty-four. Then if these figures had been

used, we might have represented the averages at each period
and the comparison as follows,

MO, = K24 + 2 + 5) = 24 + 2 + 5 3 1
=M01 J(16 + 4 + 5) 16 + 4 + 5 25

which indicates a rise of 24 per cent.

The reason for the difference in the results is plain. It is

that in the latter case a great deal more importance or weight is

attached to the rise of the wheat than to the fall of the cotton

and to the constancy of the coal, whereas in the former case

there was more importance attached both to the fall of the cot-

ton and to the constancy of the coal. Now if even weighting
were employed, or intended, the proper measurement would be

in this form,

which indicates constancy (on the supposition that the arithmetic

average is the right one to employ, the rise of wheat by fifty

per cent, being counterbalanced by the fall of cotton by fifty

per cent.). The same result would be obtained if we put the

comparison in this form

and used only the outer coefficients. This is what we did when

we employed the algebraic symbols a'a, b'b, c'c, for the

second period and a, 6, c, for the first, and then counted

only a', b', c
f

,
. This method gives only one result the

only result which can be given with the employment of even

weighting for the variations. The other gives as many results

as there are mass-units that might be employed. That these

various results are given by employing variously weighted

averages of the variations, in which the weighting is according

to the number of mass-units purchasable at the first period,

may be shown in the above instances as follows,
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If* 3 + 2+5 1 / 3 2 5\ 10
X - + 4 X -r

and

J/,,_>_24 + 2 + 5_ 1 / 24 2 o\ 31

J/m
=
16 + 4 + 5~2ol 1(

^16"^
lx

4
"
1
" X

l3 j
=

25

Thus, in using the arithmetic average, when we want to em-

ploy even weighting, we must divide the exchange-values of

the money-unit in each class at the second period by its ex-

change-value in the same class at the first period, then add the

quotients, and divide by the number of the classes. This method

may, for short, be called the method of dividing before adding.

The other would be the method of adding before dividing. The

latter always gives the same result as the former, and correctly

carries out the intention, if we first reduce the numbers of the

mass-units purchasable at the first period to the same figure, pre-

ferably to unity, or to 100 (by creating, so to speak, a special

mass-unit for each class). It is wrong simply to add up the pur-
chasable numbers of any mass-units that happen to be employed.
In doing so, we are really using uneven weighting for the classes

according to the numbers of these units which happen to be pur-
chasable at the first period. The larger the mass-unit which

happens to be employed, the smaller is the number of these units

purchasable, and the smaller the weighting ;
and the smaller the

unit, the larger the weighting. Yet in spite of itself, it is con-

ceivable that this method might happen to be right. For,

though intending to employ even weighting, if things so hap-

pened that the uneven weighting really involved should be the

correct weighting, then our operation would be much better than

what we intended. But this would happen only on the very

improbable supposition that the numbers of the mass-units of the

different classes purchasable at the first period were directly pro-

portional to the sizes of the classes properly estimated. It is es-

pecially unlikely to happen because the custom is to employ larger

units for the more important classes, so that the weighting is

more apt to be the npjmsitc of what it ought to be. If we em-

ployed the same maw-unit throughout, for instance, a pound, the
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weighting would be inversely according to the preciousness
3 of

the classes, which would mostly be in the right direction, but

enormously exaggerated in some instances, and generally most

irregular.

This employment of a single mass-unit seems to have the

recommendation that it does away with the multiplicity of

results obtainable, and so with our perplexity about deciding

between them. But it is not so
;
for if we employed a weight-

unit throughout, or a capacity-unit throughout, the results in the

averages of each period separately and in comparison would be

different. Evidently neither measure is more authoritative than

the other, and neither provides the weighting which any rational

treatment of the subject would recommend.

It is, however, questionable whether in practice any of these

methods is worse than the method carrying out even weighting

that is, whether the weighting in any of these methods de-

parts more from the true weighting than does even weighting.

4. If, then, we wish to employ proper weighting, and think

that we have found what it ought to be, representing the weight
for [A] by a, that for

[JB] by b, that for [C] by C, and so on
;

if we proceeded as before and introduced this weighting for the

classes in the averages at the periods separately, and then com-

pared them, as represented in this formula

MO, = B,(a2A) + b(62 ) + C(c2C) + ......

Mol a(a^) + *(b~B) + c(Cl C) + ......
'

and then dropped the A, B, C,
......

, wrongly taking them for

units, or as merely referring to the classes, and so used the

formula

M02 a a
2 + b 6

2 + c c
2 + ......

Jfo!

~~
a a

x + b b
l + c c

1 + ......
'

our formula would still be wrong, and would still not universally

do what we intended
;
for now the weights of the variations

would be (as shown in Appendix A, I. 8), not a, b, C,
......

,
as

3 Preciousness is an idea in economics very much like density in physics.

Density is the ratio of the weight of a body to its volume. Preciousness is the

ratio of the exchange-value of a body either to its volume or to its weight.
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intended, but a p b&p GCj,
.....

,
that is, something else, irreg-

ular and haphazard, containing the same accidental factors as

before, namely, the quantities at the first period purchasable

with one money-unit and measured in various mass-units. And
there would also be an indefinite number of results obtainable,

according to the possible combinations of possible mass-units

that may be used. But, of course, if the reduction had been

made so that av bv cv
...... are units, or any uniform quantity,

then the weighting employed would be the one intended for the

variations. Naturally, with the proper weighting rightly ap-

plied there can be only one result.

Thus in our previous numerical example, suppose at each

period (or on the whole) we found the class wheat to be twice

as important as the class cotton and three times as important as

the class coal, and wanted to use this weighting. This weighting
for the variations would be carried out in the following manner,

indicating a rise of 8J per cent. But if we employed the same

weighting in the method of averaging separately on the unequal

figures above instanced, we should have in the one case

M!* - iCl*.
3 + 2x2+1x5) _ 9_+4 + 5 _ 18 _M

, "*K3x2 + 2x4+lx5)""6 + 8 + 5
"

19
"

indicating a fall of 5.3 per cent.
;
and in the other,

M*_ J(3 x 24 + 2x2 + 1x5) 72 + 4 + 5 81 _M
,

~
V(3 X 1 6 + 2 x4 + lx5)

=
"48 + 8 + 5~6l"

indicating a rise of 32.7 per cent. These discrepancies are due

to the fact that in the first operation, which carries out the

weighting intended, we are attaching slightly more importance

to the rise of wheat than to the fall of cotton and to the con-

stancy of coal
;

in the second, we are really attaching slightly

more importance to the fall of cotton (in the proportion of 8 to

6 and 5); in the third we are really attaching much more im-

portance than we intended to the rise of wheat (in the propor-
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tion of 48 to 8 and 5). When we come to treat of the measure-

ment of the exchange-value of money by means of prices, we

shall find a convenient way by which the right result may in

some cases be very conveniently reached by the use of this

method of adding before dividing. But here no such method is

forthcoming. For the operation represented in the formula

My_ _ t(8xU[2]+2xj[4]+l x 1[5])
Mm ~i(3 x 1 [2] + 2 x 1[4] + 1 x 1[5])

has nothing to recommend it, as its numerator performs the

whole operation of the method of dividing before adding, and

its denominator is pure waste, reducing to unity and not affect-

ing the result.

5. Harmonic averaging. Intending to use even weighting,

we might be led to average each period and to compare the

averages in this way,
1

Mol

and if, as before, we incorrectly eliminated A, B, C, ,
we

should have, after reducing and transposing,

111M a +
b
+ 4

1

n
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a multiplicity of results would be obtained according to the

mass-units we happen to employ. Here the larger the mass-unit,

the smaller the number of it purchasable with the money-unit at

the first period, and the greater the influence of the variation
;

and the smaller the mass-unit, the smaller the weight. And

here, too, it is conceivable that such even weighting in the sepa-

rate averages, giving uneven weighting in the average of the

variations, might give the right uneven weighting, although this

is exceeding unlikely to occur. It is not so unlikely, however,

as in the preceding case
;
for we have seen that the weighting

there was likely to be the opposite of what it ought to be.

Here the weighting, being the inverse of that, is therefore likely

to run more in the right direction, although, of course, only in

an irregular way. On the other hand, the employment here of

the same mass-unit throughout would tend to make the error

run in the wrong direction.

If, instead, we wished to employ proper weighting, and, finding

it the same at both periods, introduced it in the separate aver-

ages, and compared them in this form,

1

(a,A) (b^B)

.'/,

^

1

/ y> \ I

if
'uv

+
b

(6^)
'

(CjC)
'

and in the same manner reduced this to

a b c

Jf"~a b"V
a 6, c

2

we should again be performing a wrong operation, as the weight-

ing in this formula, for the variations (as shown in Appendix A,
a b C

III. 8) is not a, b, C, as intended, but
, 7-, , ,

and

the correct weighting is again perverted by a haphazard factor.
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It is not worth while to give numerical examples here, or to

expatiate further on the errors incurred through negligence in

the treatment of harmonic averages, although this is the average

which has been mostly adopted in measuring the exchange-value

of money. But it has generally been adopted from the opposite

view-point of the measurement of price-variations by means, as

we shall see presently, of the arithmetic average, in treating of

which we shall have to revert to this subject.

6. Geometric, averaging. Here everything is simpler. The

weighting in the comparison of the averages at the two periods

and the weighting in the averaging of the variations, if appar-

ently the same, are so really ;
for it does not now matter whether

we multiply before dividing or divide before multiplying. If

we employ even weighting in the one case, we have even weight-

ing in the other, as is hereby shown,

6
2
-c

2
- /a

2
6
2

And if we employ the same uneven weighting in each separate

average and in the average of the variations, we really have the

same weighting in both cases.

The wrong reasoning by which the erroneous results were

reached in the first two cases has no room here. In reducing

m ^(o,,!). (6,5). (0,0)

to the above expressions by dropping A, B, C, from the

two sides of the fraction, we have a perfect right to do so
;
for

although these expressions are not units, they are the same on

both sides. The whole expression cannot be further simplified

by dropping the radical signs, because the products are not in

the same ratio as their roots.

Now the same apparent weighting being the same real weight-

ing in this kind of averaging, a warning is still needed. Aver-

aging the periods separately, we might be inclined to weight

every figure according to the number of times it occurs, what-
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ever the size of its class may be
;
and if these numbers happen

to be the same at both periods, the comparison of the averages
would be

J/02 "\/a* - b* . c* to n terms

-^01 v'a* -bf.c* to n terms
'

in which the exponents x
9 y, z, refer to the numbers of the

mass-units that appear in trade, and n' .1* -j- y -j- z + to n

terms. We might then be inclined to adopt this weighting into

the method of averaging the variations,

"^(?)"-ft)'-(jy-
*"*

This would be wrong. The results would be various according

to the sizes of the mass-units accidentally chosen. For, the

larger the mass-unit chosen, say, for [A] ,
the smaller would be,

not only ,
and a

2, (the numbers of times the mass-unit is pur-

chasable with one money-unit, which are here immaterial, since

their proportion is always the same), but also x (the number of

times the mass-unit appears in trade), that is, the weight of this

variation. Therefore this weighting would be haphazard. If,

in order to avoid the multiplicity of results which would ensue,

we adopted only one mass-unit throughout, the weighting would

be influenced by the relative preciousness of the articles
; and,

as before, as preciousness may be measured in two ways (by

comparison of the exchange-value either with weight or with

bulk), there would still be two distinct acts of weighting. The

proper weighting is that which we have already discovered,

the number of times, not the accidentally actual, but the real (or

ideal) economic units occur in each class. This weighting should

be employed in the averaging of the variations
;
and if we happen

to prefer, for any reason, the other method of averaging each

period separately and comparing their results, we ought to em-

ploy the same weighting there.

7. One more point deserves to be considered here. We
have seen that the errors we have been warning against we
should have been apt to slip into had we employed the method
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of notating the quantities at the second period independently,

without expressing their relation to the quantities at the first

period. We should have been especially apt to fall into them

had we additionally employed the imperfect method first noticed

of formulating exchange-value relations by means of the equiv-

alences of mass-quantities. For then we may here confine

our attention to the arithmetic method from the formula for the

first period,

M
x
o

c^A ^Bo c
x
Co ...... to n terms,

we might have deduced

M
t

-
(at
A -f 6jB 4 CjC 4- ...... to n terms) ;

and from the similar formula for the second period we might

have deduced a similar formula of the combination, and then

the comparison would be in this form,

rt **'

-
(a2
A 4 6

2
B + c

2
C + ...... to n terms)

1 -
(e^A 4 bjB 4 cfl 4 ...... to n terms)

in which as the terms A, B, C,
...... merely refer to mass-units

of the different classes, and so represent units, we might es-

pecially if only one mass-unit had been employed for all the

classes have thought ourselves justified in omitting them and

reducing the formula to this,

M, a, + 6
2 + <?

2 +

the faulty formula already treated of. Here, too, however,

our reasoning would have been wrong, as is obvious if A, B,

C,
...... referred to different mass-units. But even if they re-

ferred all to the same mass-unit, our reasoning would have been

wrong, as we are not dealing with quantities of weight or of bulk,

but with quantities of exchange-value (namely the exchange-

values of certain weights or volumes of things). Here, for our

purpose, a pound of lead is very different from a pound of feath-
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ers. It is only a dollar's? worth of lead that is worth as much

as a dollar's worth of feathers.

8. This kind of formulation calls for some remarks. The

arithmetic formula

M ^ -
(aA + bE + oC + ... to n terms)

may be read :
" The money-unit (or anything else) is equiva-

lent to the sum of the quantities of the things it can exchange

for or purchase, divided by the number of their kinds"; or

again :

" The purchasing power of the money-unit (or of any-

thing else)
is the power of purchasing the sum of the quantities

of the things it can purchase, divided by the number of their

kinds," the supposition being that the kinds or classes are

equally important. And similarly if we used this formulation

for the other two kinds of averages. The peculiarity of this

formulation, and of such interpretations of it, is that there is ref-

erence only to the mass-quantities of the things purchasable,

and no reference to the exchange-values of these masses, or of

money in their classes. Evidently such an average would have

manifold results according to the sizes of the mass-units em-

ployed. Hence some method has to be added of selecting the

mass-units. One is to use always the same mass-unit either a

weight-unit, or a capacity-unit. With the addition of such a

method (the difference between the two not generally being no-

ticed), such is the employment often made of the term "
purchas-

ing |H)wer." Yet not only this formulation does not yield a

mathematically serviceable formula, but also these interpretations

of it, with the added methods of selecting the mass-unit just no-

ticed, and the term "
general purchasing power

"
so used with

reference merely to the mass-quantities of the things purchas-

able, do not yield clear ideas. The things purchasable whose

mass-quantities alone are thus united and divided, or averaged,

form only a promiscuous conglomeration of variously valuable

things with many and great qualitative distinctions, which are

entirely ignored. The partial similarity in this method of meas-

uring general purchasing power with the true method of meas-
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uring particular purchasing powers, and the complete erroneous-

ness of it, will be more fully pointed out in a later Chapter.
It is possible, however, to put a true interpretation upon the

formulation by equivalence. The above-given arithmetical aver-

age may be made to read :
" The general purchasing power of

the money-unit (or of anything else) over all other things is

equal to the sum of its particular purchasing powers over every-

thing separately, divided by their number " under the supposi-

tion of even importance. But here we merely have exchange-
value under another name, based upon a formula mathematically

imperfect. We must prefer, therefore, not only the other kind

of formulation, but also the term "
exchange-value." It is a

canon in logic that we should avoid the use of two terms with

identical meaning, and should choose the term which more clearly

expresses the meaning.
4

IV.

1. Thus far we have made no use of prices. Yet in all

monetary matters the use of prices is a great help. Almost all

the attempted measurements of the exchange-value of money
have proceeded by drawing averages of prices. We must there-

fore restate the previous procedures in terms of prices.

We have been dealing directly with the exchange-value of

money in other things. Prices express the exchange-value of

the other things in money. Therefore the variations of prices

are the inverse of the variations of the exchange-values of money
in the things priced. And a variation of an average of the

variations of prices will indicate the inverse variation of an

average of the variations of the exchange-values of money in the

things priced. Hence the possibility of substituting measure-

4 We can think of the
"
lifting power

" ofa derrick without thinking of a lift-

ing power in the things it lifts. And so we can think of the
"
purchasing power

"

of money without thinking of the purchasing power of the things it purchases.
In fact, this term "to purchase" always means that we give money for some-

thing. Hence money actually has purchasing power, in this proper sense, with-

out anything else having purchasing power ;
and so

"
purchasing power

"
is not

a correlative term. But we cannot employ the term "
exchange-value

" without

the idea of exchange, which involves correlative exchanges, and consequently
correlative exchange-values.
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meat* of prices for direct measurements of the exchange-value
of money in other things.

If we start with mass-quantities equivalent to the money-

unit, and with prices therefore at unity, the subsequent variations

of the exchange-values of the money-unit and of prices will be,

as we have seen (in Proposition X.), to reciprocals of each other.

Now we commenced our previous enquiries always by supposing
M<=-aAo6BocC<> ......

9
which means that the prices of a A,

of 6B, of cC, ...... are one money-unit each (whence the price of

one mass-unit of FA], namely A. is of B -,-. of C , and so
a I)' c'

on). Therefore, at the first period, ifwe draw the averages of the

prices of these equivalent mass-quantities, however large or small

these be, we shall always get unity, as before. And at the second

period, when M c- a'a A o&'6 B ~- c'c C ^= ......
,
the prices of

a A, of b B, of c C ...... are
,, 77, ,,

......
. Now letting P and

ft O C

P
2 represent the averages of the prices at the first and second

periods respectively, as P, in every case is 1, in every case

p
p^
= P

2,
that is, the comparison of the two averages is the same

*
i

as the average at the second period. Therefore, again supposing

that we are dealing with classes equally important at each

period, or over both the periods together, by inverting the order

and placing the harmonic average first and the arithmetic second,

for a reason which will appear immediately, we have

(12,
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But from the exchange-value comparisons we had (4, 1-3)

1 /I

Thus it is evident that in the order given the first formula for

p
p

2

yields a result the reciprocal of the result of the first formula
*i
M P

for -^-^ the second formula for ^
2
a result the reciprocal of the

M-oi *i

result of the second formula for -=
-
2

,
and the third formula for

-M-oi

Ij a result the reciprocal likewise of the third formula for -~^ .

*! -*01

Now the first formula here expresses the harmonic average of

the prices at the second peoiod (or of the variations of the prices),

while the first formula there expressed the arithmetic aver-

age of the variations of the money-unit's exchange-values ;

the second formula here the arithmetic average, the second there

the harmonic
;
but the third here and the third there both ex-

press the geometric average. Thus when the harmonic average

of prices shows a rise of the exchange-values of other things in

money by p per cent, to 1 + p times their former level, which

means a fall of the exchange-value of money in the things

1 1 p
priced to T - by 1 r - or per cent., this fall is in-

1 + p
' 1+p 1 +p r

dicated by the arithmetic average of the exchange-values of the

money-unit in those other things ;
and reversely if the former

shows a fall. When the arithmetic average of prices shows such

a rise of the exchange-values of other things in money, which

means such a fall of the exchange-value of money in the other

things, this fall is indicated by the harmonic average of the ex-

change-values of the money-unit ;
and reversely if the former
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shows a fall. But when the geometric average of prices shows

such a rise of the exchange-values of other things in money, which

means such a fall of the exchange-value of money in other things,

this fall is indicated also by the geometric average of the ex-

change-values of the money unit
;
and reversely if the former

shows a rise. Again, if on one set of variations the harmonic

average of prices shows constancy of the average of the exchange-

values of other things in money, which means also constancy in

the average of the exchange-values of money in other things,

this result is, on the same variations, indicated by the arithmetic

average of the exchange-values of the money-unit. If on an-

other set of variations, the arithmetic average of prices shows such

constancy, it is indicated, on this set of variations, by the har-

monic average of the exchange-values of the money-unit. But

if, on still another set of variations, the geometric average of

prices shows such constancy, it is indicated, on the same set,

likewise by the geometric average of the exchange-values of the

money-unit.

This relationship between these averages is in accordance with

a well-known mathematical theorem concerning these averages.

The harmonic average of any given quantities is the reciprocal

of the arithmetic average of the reciprocals of those quantities.

Reversely the arithmetic average of any given quantities is the

reciprocal of the harmonic average of the reciprocals of those

quantities. But the geometric average of any given quantities

is the reciprocal of the geometric average of their reciprocals. It

is precisely with such quantities and their reciprocals that we

are dealing.

We can therefore find the average variation of the exchange-

values of money in all other things by drawing the average

variation of the prices of all things, but noticing that the har-

monic averages of prices is the one which gives the inverse of

the arithmetic average of the exchange-values of money, the

arithmetic average of prices the one which gives the inverse of

the harmonic average of the exchange-values, while the geo-

metric average of prices corresponds also with the geometric

average of the exchange-values.
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The problem still remains as to which if any of these

averages is the right one. The proper order of the enquiry

would seem to be as to which is the right average to express the

variation of the exchange-values of the money-unit in all other

things. If we find this to be the arithmetic average, we shall

know that the proper average to draw of prices is the harmonic.

If the right average for the exchange-values turns out to be the

harmonic, then, and only then, will the arithmetic average of

prices be the right one. But if the right average in the one

case is found to be the geometric, the geometric will also be the

right average in the other. It would seem that to turn the

problem around and to start with, or to confine ourselves to, an

enquiry concerning the proper averages of prices would give us

a wrong point of view and put us at a disadvantage.

2. The formulae for the averages of prices, of course, are

not to be confined to the form in which the prices at the second

period are stated as reciprocals of the variations of the exchange-

values of the money-unit in the things priced, that is, in the

fractional forms
, 77, ,

We may give them upright

integral forms. Let us employ the accented Greek letters, a'
',

ft', fj ,
to represent the prices of a A, b B, cC, at the

second period these being the quantities which at the first

period were all priced at 1.00, so that their prices at the second

period directly express the variations of the prices. Then, as

a! replaces , ft'
-r-n f ,

in the preceding formulae, we

have the following :

P! 1 /I

(13,
2
)

12
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We can also employ the other method of notation. We may
represent the prices of any mass-units of the various classes at

the first period by ftv ft,
......

,
and the prices of the same

quantities of the same classes at the second period by 2, /92, ft,

......
. Then the variation in the preceding formula} represented

by a! is here represented by
2

,
and that represented there by

o

ft
r

is here represented by A and so on. And the preceding

formulae become the following :

<">

In these formula? the terms are the reciprocals of the terms in

formulae 5, i-s, that is,
=

,
- = ,

l

,
-2 = --

, and so on, and
, 2 p l

o
2 ft

c
2

p
inversely. Hence each formula here expresses for p

2

therecip-
1

i

rocal of the formula there given, in the same order, for
M̂OI

It is, of course, more natural to use the prices of the custo-

marily employed mass-units of the different kinds of goods ;
and

it is more convenient. In practice all reductions of prices at the

first period are labor wasted.

V.

1. The mere introduction of uneven weighting into these

formula? is likewise easy. The weighting is, of course, the same

1 There three formulae, confined to two terms, were first given by Jt-vons, B.

23, p. 121, and then, in the more general form, by Walras, B. 09, pp. 12-13, B. 70,

p. 432.
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as in the measurement of the exchange-values of money in the

other classes. The weighting of the arithmetic average of the

variations there will come into the harmonic average of the

variations here as it there entered the harmonic average ;
and

reversely. The formulae, then, when we are justified in using,

or when we do use, single weighting, will be

tarns

*j/
= 1. (a' 4- b' -f c r

' + ...... to n terms), (15, 2)r n

* = I/ a'*
/9'

b

f
c

to n terms, (15, 3)
*i

in which n" = a -f- b -f C -f to n terms
;
or again

?:
=
i, . * \ ? <

1G
' )

, (
a + b

-?r + c + to n terms
)

_?
-j- b + C + to n terms

), (16, 2)
i Pi ri /

The same comments are suggested by these formulae as by those

for the exchange-values of money. It is indifferent how large

or small, integral or fractional, the numbers a, b, C, be,

so long as they are in the proper proportions to one another. And
a change in the weighting without a variation in the prices (or

with a uniform variation of all prices) produces no change in

the result (in agreement with Propositions XLIV. and XLV.).

1 These formulae for the unevenly weighted averages have rarely been stated.

Westergaard gives the arithmetic formula in a cumbrous form (see Appendix C,

III. \ 1) ;
and adds that a

"
similar alteration " may be given to the other simple

averages, but he does not give it, and the expression
"
similar "

is misleading.

They are unnoticed by all the other writers cited in the Bibliography except

Edgeworth, who gives the third in its logarithmic form, as noticed below in Note 3.
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We may here add that these and all the preceding proper for-

ninlie also carry out Proposition XXXVI.2

With high numbers for the weights the third of these formulae

might seem unworkable. Indeed it would be unworkable even

with small numbers for the weights, or with all the weights

alike, since their sum, when many elasses are dealt with, would

involve the extraction of a large root, but for the help which

may be rendered by logarithms. With the aid of logarithms

the third formula is no longer difficult to execute, even with

large, or with minutely fractional, figures for the weights. This

use of logarithms was made by Jevous, although he employed

only even weighting. With uneven weighting, the logarithm

of the result may be obtained in several ways, among which the

following may be noted :

0) 1()S P
2

:=
// (

a 1()

"^'
+ b ' lo

g^+
' - to * termsY

P 1

(2) log p-
=

,, {(a -log a.
2 + b-log /32 + to n terms)

(a log ,
-f b log /9, + to n terms)},

(3) l'K p
2 =

,,!, (a (!OB ,
-

log ,) + b (log ,,_ log ,9,) +
1

1

to n terms}.

The first is the operation we should naturally adopt if we had

already reduced the prices at the first period to 1.00 (or to 100),

then being replaced by </.' already ascertained, and so on.
a

\

The second would be the simplest, if the weighting were even,

the expressions a, b, C, then dropping out.
3 The third is

2 This and a 'remark in Appendix A, I. $ 10 end, deserve attention. They
show that when we know approximately the variation of the average, it is

more important that we should seek to he accurate with the weighting of the

classes whose variations are greatly divergent from that of the average than with

the weighting of the classes whose variations are nearly the same ns that of the

average. See also Note 21 in Chapter IV., Sec. V., g 10.

3 Very nearly in this form, with even weighting, the formula is given by

Walras, B. 01, p. 7. A formula very nearly in the first form, with uneven weight-

ing, has since been given by Kdgeworth, B. aj), p. 287.
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generally the most useful operation, saving the divisions needed

in the first and the doubling of the multiplications in the second.
4

2. We may, of course, here as well as in the direct meas-

urement of the exchange-value of money, need to use double

weighting. The formulae embodying double weighting in the

case of prices may be directly derived from the formulae pre-

viously given for double weighting in the other case (formulae

11, 1-3).
We must still employ some expressions xv xy yv yv

etc. to represent the numbers that are produced or consumed

at each period of the mass-units whose prices are given.

And we must remember that we must make two inversions, first

p jf
of the numerators and denominators, for~ = ~^

,
and second

of the exchange-value symbols and the price symbols, for

-2 = l and reversely, and so on. Then those formulae become
! 2

these, in the same order :

7 \ 4- TT 4-
-

-4- to n terms
P

2
n

f( + -% + - + to n terms
rv\

*
\ s* M y

to n terms
)

to n terms
)

to n terms

(17,3)
*i iV"!*1 '

p\
l '

T\*
' to n terms

The anticipatory remark may here be made that in the future

course of these pages we shall find no use for any of these

formulae except the second, which is the general formula for

double weighting in the arithmetic average of prices. This

second formula may be expanded in full as follows,

4 Jevons used three-place tables. It would be advisable, however, to use tables

with not less than six places.
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which reduces to

this last being the best form for it.

Here, as before, it is evident that in all these formula? the re-

suite will be variously affected by the sizes of the mass-units we

happen to choose. Here also, therefore, a method of selecting

the mass-units must be established. And this method need not,

or it may be, indicated in the formula itself. It is not indicated

in the formula used by Drobisch, who therefore employed the

simple formula here given, after first telling how the mass-units

are to be chosen. It is indicated in the formula used by Pro-

fessor Lehr, which therefore becomes more complex, though the

real difference between his method and Drobisch's is not in the

formula, but in the method of choosing the mass-units, and his

method is not so difficult of application as Drobisch's. Both

these methods use the second formula, which admits of other

variations through the employment of several different methods

of selecting the mass-units.

In this second formula there is the peculiarity that the sizes

of the mass-units have no effect upon the terms o^a,, x
2
a
2, etc.,

that is, upon any of the terms in the first half of the formula

in the form last given. For the larger the mass-units, the larger

will be a in the same proportion, and x will be smaller in the

inverse proportion, so that their product, xa, will be unaffected,

and so in all the other classes, and at both periods.
5 Hence in

*E.g., if [B] be wheat and y t represent a thousand quarters, then /?, represents

the price of a quarter let us say eight dollars, wherefore y l ft l
= 1000 X 8 - 8000.

If instead we used bushels, y l would represent eight thousand bushels, but (l l

would represent one dollar, so that we should still have y, ft v
= 8000 X 1 = 8000.

This peculiarity exists in the corresponding second formula for the exchange-
value of money ( 11, 2), expressing the harmonic average ;

for there no influence is

exerted upon the terms Vl
. etc., since the larger is y lt the larger also is 6, in the

"i
same proportion, and the ratio remains the same. Thus in the above example

1000^8000
T/8"

=
1
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this form of this formula the first half remains always the same,

and the modifications, if made at all, are to be made only in the

second half.

This formula may be simplified. In the first half the whole

denominator is merely the total valuation of all the goods pro-

duced and consumed in the first period at the prices of the first

period ;
and the whole numerator is a similar total valuation for

the second period. Naturally these parts of the formula remain

unchanged whatever be the mass-units employed. In the second

half the whole numerator is the simple inventory of all the mass-

units of the goods produced or consumed in the first period ;
and

the whole denominator is the similar inventory for the second

period. Naturally these parts are affected by the sizes of the

mass-units in which these numbers are reckoned. Now the parts

in the first half represent the total money-values of the goods at

the first and second periods, and hence, as wholes, may be repre-

sented by V l
and V

2 ;
and the parts in the second half repre-

sent the total mass-quantities of the goods at the two periods

respectively, and hence, as wholes, may be represented by Qx

and Q2
. Then

P'- V * Q i (17**
JV~Vi Q2

is a simplified form of the second formula.

The real nature of this second formula is indicated in the

second form in which it has above been put, which may be sim-

plified into this,

v,
P

2 Q2 ftn
'

-\

tr-
= TF- (

17
>
2

>
5
)

1
v

1

Q,

For here it is seen that the formula is merely that of a compari-

son between an average price of all goods at each period. For

at each period the total money-value of all goods collectively is

divided by the total quantity of all the goods ;
which is the

plain method of (arithmetically) averaging the prices of all goods

at each period. But the total "
quantity

" of all the goods is
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tlu* total sum of the numbers of the mass-unite of all the goods,
which sum is affected by the sizes of the mass-units chosen to

measure the goods by, so that the averages are arbitrary until

the proper method of selecting the mass-units is found. This

fact of its representing a comparison between two ordinary

(arithmetic) averages is what gives this second formula its su-

perior recommendation over the other two.

It might be thought that there would be a similar recom-

mendation for the first formula here, because it corresponds to

the first formula for the exchange-value of money, in which the

separate averages are the arithmetic. But in (arithmetically)

averaging at each period the exchange-value of money in all

goods by dividing the sum of its exchange-values in them by
their quantity there does not seem to be so much sense as in

(arithmetically) averaging at each period the exchange-value of

all goods in money by dividing the sum of their exchange-values

in money by their quantity. There is congruity between the

money-values of commodities and the quantity of commodities :

there is none between the commodity-values of money and the

quantity of commodities.

VI.

$ 1 . The averaging of prices gives occasion for similar mis-

carriages of intention as the averaging of the exchange-values of

money. Jevons's assertion that there is no average of prices,

and consequently no variation of the average of prices, must be

regarded as erroneous, except in the sense that there is no real

or absolute average already given to us in nature. We must

construct the average, and can do so wrongly or rightly ;
where-

fore the problem really is to find how to construct it rightly.

[n the; attempt to solve this problem two methods have presented

themselves. The one is to construct separate averages, one at

each period, on the mass-quantities that exist at each period,

variously reckoned according to the mass-units chosen
;
where-

UJMHI the comparison lies between these two averages. The other

is likewise to construct separate averages, and to compare them,

but to use in each the same weighting as if the same mass-
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quantities existed at both the periods compared. Now when-

ever this second method is employed, it is the same as some

method of averaging the price variations with single weighting
and reversely, whenever single weighting is employed in aver-

aging price variations, or whenever the method of averaging
the price variations is employed, since in this there can only be

single weighting, it is the same as some method of averaging
the prices at each period separately and comparing the averages.

Therefore the single weighting for the price variations which is

involved in the method of separately averaging the prices and

of comparing the averages ought to be the same as would be the

weighting did we avowedly pursue the method of averaging the

price variations
;
for it would be absurd to employ a method of

comparing averages of prices that is really the same as a method

of averaging the price variations, and to employ in it a system
of weighting for the price variations which we would reject if

we consciously employed the method of averaging the price

variations. Thus, as before (Sect. III. 2), we have a criterion

that the method of comparing separate price averages with the

same iveighting in each should always agree with the method of

averaging the price variations with the proper weighting for these,

whatever this weighting may be
;

for at all events it is often easy

to reject flagrantly improper weighting, or weighting that has

no reason in its favor.

This criterion is of importance because the single weighting
for averaging the price variations involved in comparing the

separately drawn averages is not always the same as the weight-

ing used in each of these averages. It is always the same if we
construct at the first period rather a level of prices, which breaks

up into an uneven range of prices at the second period ;
for in

this case to draw an average of these later prices is really to

draw an average of the variations of the prices, with the same

weighting. But if we start at the first period with various

prices, there is generally, though not always, a divergence be-

tween the weighting in the separate averages and the weighting
for the price variations involved, and to the ignorant hidden, in

the comparison of those. It is here that the opportunity for
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error enters in this method of comparing averages, systems of

weighting for the price variations being admitted which would

never have been allowed had their existence been perceived. To
the errors so occasioned we may for the present mostly confine

our attention, but also noticing an allied error in a method using
double weighting. Again the averages need to be treated sepa-

rately.

2. Harmonic averaging of prices. This corresponds to the

arithmetic averaging of the exchange-values of money, but its

form is the same as the harmonic averaging of those exchange-
values. The jM)ssible error here is that of supposing we are

using even weighting in using the following formula,

1 1 1

<>,_,
+

7,
+
n
+ ......

..
p'"Ui + i + ......

'

a
z Pa /2

or that we are using weighting according to a, b, C,
...... in using

the following,

a b c

P.
~~

a b c

that is, in comparing the harmonic averages of any prices

(the prices of any mass-units) at each periml separately, in each

of these averages the same even or uneven weighting being
used. For in the first of these formulae the weighting of the

price variations is really according to
, y, ,

......
,
and in the

a
\ Pi T\

a b c
second it is according to

, y, ,

......
,
and in neither is the

weighting what is intended unless
,

=
,?,
=

^,
= ......

,
that is,

unless all prices have been reduced to the same figure at the

first period.
1 We know that a. =

,
3. = . . ?. = ,

and so
,'

'

6,'
'

c,'

on. Thus the weighting here is, in the first formula, according

**> Appendix A, III. ?? 7 and 8, already referred to.
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tottj, 6,,
cv

......
,
and in the second according to aa

t ,
b6p Ccp ......

;

which is the same weighting as we discovered in the correspond-

ing forms of the arithmetic averaging of the exchange-values
of money (above in Section III. 3 and 4).

Various complications could be added which would occur in

comparisons of the results obtained for subsequent periods by

comparing every one of these with the same basic period. But

as this method has rarely been used we need not tarry over it.

3. Arithmetic averaging of prices. This corresponds to the

harmonic averaging of the exchange-values of money, and its

errors, while the same in form as those which may occur in

arithmetically averaging the exchange-values, are really the

same as those which may occur in harmonically averaging them.

As these latter have only been lightly treated, and as this is the

method which has mostly been used, more attention is to be paid

to it here.

In the comparison of the price variations we can start with

the prices of any mass-units. Hence the simplest form of error,

and the one earliest to appear, was to think we may simply aver-

age the prices of any mass-units of commodities at the two

periods and compare them. The operation is according to this

formula,

PI

which reduces to

2__

PI i + A + n + ......
'

so that this method consists merely in comparing the sums in

lists of prices at two or more periods.

This form is wrong because, as a method of averaging the

variations of prices it contains weighting according to the sizes

of the figures in the denominator the prices at the first period.
2

But as these prices have been hit upon without reference to the

2 See Appendix A, II. $ 7, already referred to.
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sixes of the classes, the weighting is hapha/ard as already no-

ticed in the preceding Chapter. As the prices are larger the

larger the mass-units chosen, the weighting will be larger the

larger the mass-units. This agrees with what we have found in

the case of the improper method of comparing harmonic aver-

ages of the exchange-values of money. Now if it be claimed

that all we want is to compare averages of prices, and not to

average variations, the error of this position is shown by the

fact that this method would give as many different results as

there are combinations of mass-units that might be employed.

Among these the right result would be hit upon, or approached,

only if the prices at the first period happened to be directly ac-

cording to the sizes of the classes rightly determined.

This hapha/ard method, which may be named, after the writer

who first employed it, Putot's method (see Appendix C, I.), has

rarely been employed completely. Yet it has frequently been

involved in another method which was specially invented to

avoid it, and which may be called CarlPs method (see Appendix

(', II.). This other method is to average variations with even

weighting by reducing all the prices at the first period to a uni-

form level
;
and then, in a variation introduced by Evelyn,

in order to avoid the trouble of repeating this operation for every

comparison, the first period is used as a common basis with which

every subsequent period is directly compared. This method car-

ries out its intention when comparing each subsequent period with

the basic period ;
but whenever the result obtained for one sub-

sequent period is compared with the result obtained for another,

the comparison acquires an entirely different character. The

comparison of the second period, for instance, with the first,

whose prices have been reduced to unity, is in accordance with

this formula,

and the comparison of the third with the same first is

!>

1 =| >

3
= ^K'+,V + ;V + ......

);
*

I

wherefore the comparison of these two is a* follows,
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1

P!
=
iT

" "
s/

~+"S
r+ r!'~+

-- '

-.+ &' + r*' + )

which may also be written thus,

p.

Here the averaging of the price variations is no longer with

even weighting : it is with uneven weighting according to the

variations of the prices at the earlier of the two periods

compared. Consequently the result obtained in this way is not

the same as would be the result if we compared the- third period

directly with the second, employing even weighting ;
and the

result we do get depends upon the accident as to what period we

happen to start with as the base, and what price variations have

taken place since. Of course the price variations have no re-

gard for the sizes of the classes, so that the uneven weighting

here is purely fortuitous. To be sure, by the time of the second

period, the variations may not be large, so that the weighting

will not much depart from the even weighting intended. But

the further we go from the original period, the more and more

freakish becomes the weighting. This method has now been

employed by the Economist in a series covering fifty years. It

is amusing to think what queer weighting may be involved in

comparing the fiftieth with the forty-ninth year. Yet, after all,

this weighting may not be more incorrect than the even weight-

ing itself.

That the comparison of the averages of prices using any prices,

with apparent even weighting, may give an indefinite number

of different answers is, of course, simply due to the fact that an

indefinite number of different weightings may be used, according

to the prices that happen to exist and to be hit upon at the

first period. Yet this fact of the variability of the results ob-

tainable has been urged as a reason for rejecting the system of
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index-numbers altogether. Writers have toyed with various

prices that might be used at the first period, and on the same

price variations have naturally obtained different results. Then,
not perceiving the reason for the difference in the results, they

have concluded that a method giving such a variety of answers

can have no validity.
3 Of course this criticism, based upon ig-

norance, and merely playing off one incorrect form against an-

other, has no validity against the correct form, whatever this

may turn out to be when it is discovered.

Now the variability of the results, it might be thought, could

be obviated by confining our comparisons always to the prices

of the same mass-unit. If we did so with the intention of em-

ploying even weighting, in fact, employing even weighting in

the averages of prices at each period separately, there would

still be uneven weighting when we view the result as an aver-

age of the price variations. For the prices would be large

or small directly according to the preciousness of the classes,

and so the result would be the same as if we averaged the

variations using weighting directly according to the precious-

ness of the classes at the first period an absurd system of

weighting, as the importance of the classes is very different

from their preciousness, and, in fact, apt to be the opposite.

Moreover this method would not obviate the difficulty, as there

would be two results obtainable according as we used through-

out the same weight-unit or the same capacity-unit. Another

objection, but of minor importance, is that this method could

not possibly be applied to land, and with difficulty to gases.

That it could not be applied to labor, however, would be in it*

favor. We need not dwell longer on this method, since it has

never been employed. But the notice of it is justified because

its principal feature, the use of the same mass-unit, has been in-

corjwrated in another method, to be examined presently.

4. Another way in which variability of the answers may be

avoided is by taking account of the mass-quantities of the

3 So Piereon in the paper referred to in a note to B. 122, and C. W. Oker, The

fallacy of indtx-numbera, Journal of Political Economy, Chicago, Vol. IV., 1896,

pp. ."il7-.">19. The proper answer has recently heen Riven by Padan, B. 141, pp.
19H-199.
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classes produced and consumed at one of the periods, or of some

average mass-quantities, treating them as if they were the same

at each period. This method has not infrequently been em-

ployed, and may be called Scrope's method, after the person who

first suggested it (see Appendix C, IV.). Let x represent the

number of the mass-units of the class [A] found to be produced

or consumed by the community at large during a given period

or periods, and y the number of the mass-units of the class [B]

similarly found, and so on. Then at the first period the com-

munity can buy this total mass of goods by expending the fol-

lowing sum of money : .T
I 4- y^ -\- zyl -f ...... to n terms, the

prices av ftl9 ?v
...... of course being the prices of the same mass-

units of [A], [B], [C],
...... whose numbers are represented by

x, y, z,
......

. And at the second period the same total mass of

goods can be purchased for this sum of money : a?
2 + y{)2 -f z?2

-f ...... to n terms. If we divide each of these sums of money

by the number of mass-units purchased namely by x -f y -f- z

-\-
...... to n terms, which we may represent by n'

,
the quotient

may be taken to be the average price of a mass-unit (an average

mass-unit, so to speak) of the goods ;
and therefore a variation

of these averages may be represented thus,

P -f (
s

a + y& + ara + ......
)"~ ~

which reduces to

P
2 _ xa

2 + yft -f

j
xa

{ + y + 3ft +
Or we might have started simply with this last formula as the

expression of the variation of the total prices of the same total

quantity of goods. Therefore a method doing this, although it

does not necessarily involve an arithmetic averaging of the prices

at each period, is the same as a method which does make such

arithmetic averaging.

There is little to recommend this method regarded as a com-

parison of averages ;
for the averages are average prices of a
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rather nondescript mass-unit of goods, lint these averages have

the merit that, vary the mass-units employed as we may, the

two averages vary in the same proportion, so that the result of

the comparison of them is unaffected
;
wherefore also it is the

same as that of a mere comparison of the total sums without any

averaging at all.
4 Now viewed in this second form there is

much to recommend this method, provided the mass-quantities

produced or consumed of every class are constant over both the

periods compared. For then we are really comparing, so to

speak, the total price at eacli period of the same mass of goods

actually produced or consumed at each period.

In this case we know, by our mathematical analysis,
5

that

while in each of the separate averages of the prices the weights
of the classes are x, y, z, ,

that is, the numbers of times the

mass-units chosen are produced or consumed, yet in this method

viewed as a method of arithmetically averaging the price varia-

tions the weighting is according to xa
l9 yfiv zfv ,

that is,

according to the total exchange-values of the classes at the first

period, or, more simply, it is what WTC have called the weight-

ing of the first period. This we have already denounced in the

preceding Chapter as an absurd system of weighting. We shall,

however, also find that this method may oe viewed as a method

using other kinds of averaging of the price variations, with other

weighting, and so avoids the absurdity of using the weighting

only of the first period. But we must postpone further exami-

nation of this method, applied to this case, till a later Chapter.

Here what needs to be noticed, is that in Scrope's method, in all

its forms, regarded as a method of arithmetically averaging price

variations, the weighting is according to .r
t , ///? z^,,

4 It is plain that all the terms used y/3,, ;//? 2 , zyi, etc. are the name whole

quantities whatever be the sixes of the mass-units chosen. Cf. above Sect. V.,

Note 5. Hence it is indifferent what mass-units l>e employed. This is shown at

length by Padan, B. 141, pp. 195-198. Yet some writers employing this method

have thought it necessary to state that we ought always to employ the same mass-

unit. So Laspeyres, B. 26, p. 30<>, and Paasche, B. 33, p. 171. (Also Lehr has

made a similar mistake with regard to his method, as will l>e pointed out on a

later occasion. ) In this method the variability of answers has already been

avoided by use of the total money-values and elimination of the bare mass-

quantities, and so does not need addition of the other method of avoiding varia-

bility by the use of a single mass-unit.

"See Ap|M-ndix A, IF. #7 already referred to.
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If the mass-quantities of any of the classes vary from the one

period to the other, provided they do not all vary alike, the

above recommendation for this method vanishes. For this case

several variations upon this method have been suggested. Some
writers have recommended using only the mass-quantities of the

first period, others the mass-quantities only of the second period,
and others a mean between these two, as we have seen in the

preceding Chapter. Furthermore, almost all the economists and

statisticians who have advised the adoption of this method, or

have actually adopted it, in any of its varieties, have had the

habit, similar to the treatment of Carli's method, already noticed,

of stringing out the comparisons over many periods in a series,

comparing each ofthe later periods directly with the first as a basic

period. Some have used always the same mass-quantities, either

those of the first period, or of some other one period, or a general

average, in all these comparisons. Now if the mass-quantities

of the first or of some other one period be used, the comparisons
between the later periods really are averages of the price-vari-

ations with weighting according to the money-values of the

mass-quantities of the given period at the prices of the less

removed of the two periods compared (or of the further removed,
if the two periods be prior to the basic period), which is a

wholly anomalous and senseless system of weighting, the weight-

ing also being different in every comparison, though this was

not intended. If a single general average mass-quantity of

every class be used, the later comparisons are equally anomalous

in form, but have the merit of not altogether disregarding the

mass-quantities of the periods compared. There is little to

recommend this method in theory, though it may perhaps turn

out to yield answers near to the truth in practice. If, lastly,

the mass-quantities of the second, or later period, be used in all

the comparisons with the first or basic period, a peculiar com-

plication arises. For now, when we compare two later periods

with each other, we are employing the mass-quantities of both

these periods that is, we are employing double weighting, and

double weighting without any authenticated method of selecting

the mass-units, hence an altogether absurd method, struck upon
13
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by chance merely. This method, without knowledge of its con-

sequences, was actually recommended by Paasche, and may be

called Paasche's variety of Scrope's method.6 The consequence
which it brings about was evidently never intended

;
for if it

were, the same method of using the weighting of both periods

ought to be employed in comparing the subsequent periods with

the first, and if this double weighting is not wanted in those

comparisons, it is not wanted in the others. In fact, Paasche

himself objected to the use of double weighting, and criticised

Drobisch for using it.
7

A similar inconsistency exists in another method. This is in

the similar serial form of the method of arithmetically averag-

ing the price variations with uneven weighting the method

first employed by Arthur Young. For if this method be em-

ployed in such a series always with the weighting of the later

period in every comparison of a later period with the common
first or basic period, as it has been employed by Mr. Palgrave,
wherefore this may be called Palgrave's variety of Young's

method, then in the inverse of every comparison of prices be-

tween any of the later periods (or in the direct comparison of the

exchange-values of money) there is use of the weighting of each

of the periods compared.
8 Here also the use of double weighting

was never intended, and the same inconsistency exists
;

for if

the comparisons between the later pericxls are correct, the com-

parisons of the later periods with the first period cannot be cor-

rect, and then correct comparisons would be dependent upon in-

correct comparisons, which is absurd.

5. This unperceived merging of some of the common
methods of employing single weighting into methods employing
double weighting, suggests that we should here examine the

methods avowedly employing double weighting (with the arith-

metic averaging of prices), doing so in the comparison of the

second period with the first as well as in every other comparison.
But we may confine our attention for the present to the first of

these methods ever invented, namely to Drobisch's, examining
6 For its formula see Appendix C, IV. 2 (2), and for the nature of its maus-

units, Appendix C, V. 2 4-

7 B. 33, pp. 172-173.
* For the formula see Appendix (\ III. \ 4.
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this because it also involves another of the features above no-

ticed, namely the use of a single mass-unit in all the classes for

the sake of avoiding variability in the results. The mass-unit

preferred by Drobisch was a weight-unit a hundred-weight,

though the size of the common weight is indifferent. He wanted

the finding at each period of the average price of the weight-unit

of all goods, the average being the arithmetic with weighting

according to the numbers of the weight-units in every class at

each period, He claimed that by so doing we should get a sort

of absolute average price, and so disprove Jevons's denial of an

average price.
9

The formula for this method is the general formula for the

arithmetic average of prices with double weighting above given

(17, 2,3),
the method of selecting the mass-unit being presup-

posed. The method itself may be illustrated by the following

example.
10 If in a country during a certain first period say ten

millions of the same weight-units of goods (this figure being ob-

tained by adding up all the numbers of weight-units of all the

classes x
l -f yl -f z

l -f to ?i
1
terms = 10) are produced and

consumed at a total valuation of fifteen million money-units

(this sum being obtained by adding up the numbers of weight-

units of every class multiplied by their prices x^ -f- ylftl -f- ztf l

-f to
n-j

terms = 15), there is an average price, represented

by yf or 1 J money-units, for the weight-unit. Then if at the

second period twelve million weight-units (x2 -f 2/2 + 3
2 +

to n
2
terms =12) are produced and consumed at a valuation of

twenty-one million money-units (x2
a
2 -f y2

8
2 + 2y2 -f to n

2

terms = 21), the average of prices, or the average price of the

mass-unit, would be ^ or 1 f money-units. Therefore, he would

conclude, not merely an average of prices, but simply the price

of the mass-unit of goods, has risen from 1 J to If, or as from

6 to 7, that is, by 16f per cent., and inversely money has de-

preciated as from 7 to 6, by 14.29 per cent.

In this method the use, not of the arithmetic average, nor of

double weighting, but of a common mass-unit may be shown to

be wrong.
9 B. 29, pp. 44-45, B. 30, p. 153.

10 See also Appendix C, V. 1.
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The use of a common mass-unit means that the average drawn

at each period is an average price of an average mass, so to

speak, of all goods, or mther, it is simply the price of a small

mass made up of small fractions of all goods, these fractions

being proportioned to one another, by weight or by bulk, accord-

ing as are the weights or the bulks of the classes relatively to

one another. This small compound mass, or Anaxagorian

homceomeria, is a sort of representative mass- unit, being com-

posed in the same way as the whole mass of goods. It may be

differently composed at each period, and its price may be differ-

ent at each period. Drobisch claimed that the variation of its

price represents the variation in the money-value of all goods,

and inversely the variation of the exchange-value of money in

all goods (other than money). This claim is unfounded, and

violates several principles.

In the first place no reason is offered why the use of a com-

mon weight-unit was chosen rather than a common cajmeity-

unit. Yet two differently varying prices would be obtained

according as the one or the other is used of these kinds of mass-

units. Thus this method does not succeed, except arbitrarily,

even in the attempt to avoid the fault of admitting variability

of equally good and hence mutually destructive results, and suc-

cumbs to a criticism already advanced against several other

suggested or ]>ossible methods.

In the second place, because of this feature in it, the follow-

ing absurdities can be proved of this method : (1) between two

periods between which no variation of any price whatsoever

takes place, if any irregular change takes place in the mass-

(jiiaiitities, the result will indicate a variation of prices
11

(con-

trary to Propositions XXVII. and XLIY.); (2) between two

periods between which all prices have varied in exactly the same

proportion, if any irregular change takes place in the mass-

quantities, the result will indicate a variation different from

that common variation (contrary to Projx)sitions XVII. and

XLV.) ; (.'5)
between two periods between which all prices have

11 Thi is the criticism made by Laspeyres, H. 2(5, p. .'{08. Drobisch replied by
reaffirming his position, nsseveratinK that this i as it should l>e, H. 31, pp. 42f>-

42<>.
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risen somewhat, if certain changes take place in the mass-quan-

tities, it is possible that the result may even indicate a fall of the

average price ;
and conversely.

12 These absurdities are not

due to the use of double weighting, but to the use of double

weighting along with this method of selecting a common mass-

unit. They are to be found in some other methods using double

weighting, where they are due to its conjunction with some other

(consequently) improper method of selecting the mass-units.

Thus all three are found, upon inspection of the formulae, in

Paasche's variety of Scrope's method and in Palgrave's variety

of Young's method, so far as these use double weighting, that is,

in comparisons between later periods, in a series founded on one

period as a base. In Lehr's method, rather curiously, the second

and third absurdities are to be found, but not the first. Again
all three are found in the last two forms into which a rather

vague method invented by Professor Nicholson may be analyzed.
13

But a method using double weighting with the arithmetic average

may be discovered that is free from all these absurdities.

In Drobisch's method it is not difficult to see why double

weighting with use of a common mass-unit leads to these ab-

surdities. All prices remaining constant, an increase in the

quantity of expensive goods, the prices of which are above the

average at the first period, tends to raise the average at the

second period (and reversely a decrease) ;
but an increase in

the quantity of cheap articles, the prices of which are below the

average at the first period, tends to lower the average at the

second (and reversely a decrease) ;
and the average will be

changed according as the one or the other of these movements
12 E. g., in the above numerical example, the following variations would be

possible. Suppose at the first period things were thus :

cheap goods 8 mill. c\vts., value 8 mill, dollars-, price f
=

1.00,

costly
"

2
" ' '7

15

2

total 10

and at the second thus :

cheap goods 7

costly
"

5

total 12

-
3.50,=
1.50;

$= .86,

=
3.00,

=1.75.

Here the whole collection of cheap goods has fallen in price, and also the whole

collection of costly goods, wherefore it is possible that every article has fallen in

price. Yet the average of the whole has risen in price.
13 See Appendix 0, V. # 3.
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predominates. And all prices rising, or their average variation

being a rise, the former change of quantities will raise the aver-

age still higher, and the latter will prevent it from rising so high

perhaps will leave it at constancy, or even occasion a fall
;
and

reversely if all prices fall, or their average variation is a fall.
14

It is evident that the disappearance of a cheap article and the

appearance of a dear one have the same effect as the variation

of a cheap article into a dear one
;
and reversely the disappear-

ance of a dear article and the appearance of a cheap one. A
single disappearance, or a single appearance, has half this influ-

ence. Thus, prices remaining constant, or varying in a given

degree, whether this method shall indicate a rise or a fall of

prices, or a greater or a smaller rise or fall, will depend upon
whether the change in the weighting happens to fall more on

expensive goods or more on cheap goods.
15

Thirdly, even at each of the periods separately the weighting

employed by Drobisch is wrong ;
for his weighting is according

to the mass-quantities, which weighting we have seen to be im-

proper (in Chapter IV., Sect. III. 3). A reason why it is

incorrect is that the mass-quantities used have different precious-

ness, which also deserves to be counted, or otherwise the height

of the average will depend upon the accident whether dear or

cheap goods happen to abound. Still, if we tried to correct

this error by weighting the mass-units at each period according

to their preciousness, as well as according to their masses, we

should get no determinate result, because at each period the

average would return to the lowest price we happened to bike

as our basis (probably a mass-unit of the poorest quality). The

two averages would have no connection with each other, and

the comparison of them would have no meaning. To get this

connection we need to employ a mass-unit in every class that

14 Thus in the example in Note 12 the suppose*! increase of the falling goods
was in the expensive goods and the decrease in the cheap goods, and the result

was a rise. The general mathematical principles are given in Appendix A, VII.

(j> 4, with reference back to I. % 8-10.

15 Hence Drobisch's method can be true only if the mass-quantities do not

vary, or all vary in the some proportion. This was perceived by I^ehr, who like-

wise condemns Drobisch's method for using such economically dissimilar mix-

tures of things, B. 68, pp. 41-42. The last criticism is also made by Zuckcrknndl,
B. 115, p. 247, B. 116, p. 24ft.
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has the same exchange-value over both the periods together as

in every other class. This is the improvement introduced by
Professor Lehr, whose method, however, as we shall find in a

later Chapter, does not correctly carry out the improvement in-

tended, wherefore the true method is still something else.

Lastly, a general reason why Drobisch's method is wrong is

that it has been invented without any regard for the principles

of simple mensuration. We have seen in Chapter III. that we

must compare variations only in two similar worlds. Neither

of the methods there pointed out for obtaining such similarity

are here observed. The same trouble exists in the varieties of

Scrope's and of Young's methods introduced by Paasche and

by Palgrave. In comparing a later period with a first period

on a given weighting, we are comparing variations in two sim-

ilar worlds, which so far is correct
;
and in comparing another

later period with the first on another weighting, we are compar-

ing variations in another set of similar worlds
;
but in compar-

ing the results of these two measurements we are comparing

things in two different worlds.

It should be noticed that in many in fact, in most subjects

of statistics we do wish to use double weighting with the quan-

tities as they happen actually to be reported, that is, to com-

pare averages at different periods built on varying quantities of

things whose individuality is reckoned without regard to the

attribute we are measuring. Here the above principles of

simple mensuration are not violated, for the good reason that

these are not subjects of simple mensuration. And if we are

comparing things in dissimilar worlds, the very point is that

we are dealing with dissimilar worlds and want to compare

them. Thus to measure the measure of length at different

periods, we must deal with similar worlds at both periods ;
but

in measuring the average tallness of people at different times

or places, we are expressly dealing with different peoples, and

so must average their heights at each period or place sepa-

rately, weighting each operation according to the numbers of

persons measured, and then merely compare the results of the

separate averagings in all cases using a supposedly constant
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measure of length already examined and approved. Again, to

use an example nearly allied to our own subject, in the measure-

ment of the average wealth of a country at different periods we

must take into account the different total wealths and the differ-

ent numbers of the populations possessing them. Here, for in-

stance, it would be perfectly proper for the result to indicate

that, though there be no variation whatsoever in the wealth of

the individuals in the different classes of society (as found by
our using a measure of wealth already examined and approved),

yet if the wealthier classes increased more in numbers, the aver-

age wealth of the country would increase, and if the poorer

classes increased more in numbers, the average wealth of a

country would decrease.

Not so, however, in regard to the exchange-value of money

(which is the measure itself used in the preceding measurement).

Suppose a creditor should argue thus :

" Prices have not varied

a particle, but I, and the whole community as well, are now pur-

chasing more expensive articles and fewer cheap articles than we

used to do
; therefore, as we get a smaller quantity of goods for the

same money, our money has fallen in purchasing power or ex-

change-value, and the average of prices has riseiij and my debtor

ought to pay me back more money than he borrowed, to make

up the deficiency." It is plain that he would be talking non-

sense, because the debtor could readily reply :
" If you and I

and the rest of us spend our money more on expensive articles

and less on cheap articles than we used to, the fact that prices

have not changed shows that, though we are getting smaller

quantities, we are getting better qualities, and the gain in the

latter makes up for the loss in the former
;

16 wherefore there is

no reason why I should give you back more money to enable

you to get the same quantity of better articles."

Now if we already had a correct measure of exchange-value,

if we wanted to measure variations of the average precioumicw,

not of money, but of all commodities in general, we should pursue

exactly the course advised by Drobisch for measuring variations

of the average exchange-value of money. It is perfectly proper

fi Cf. Chapt. IV., Sect. V., Note IP.
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that, the preciousness of individual things remaining unchanged

(all prices being constant), an increase in the quantity of cheap

things should lower the average of preciousness, and an increase

in the quantity of costly things should raise it. The three ab-

surdities in Drobisch's method as a measure of the exchange-
value of money cease to exist in it as a measure of the precious-

ness of commodities. We have seen, also, that Drobisch's

method gives two results, according as it is applied to a common

weight-unit or to a common capacity-unit. This is perfectly

proper in the method as a method of measuring the preciousness

of goods, because there are two ways of conceiving of precious-

ness. 17 Thus Drobisch has hit one thing while aiming at another.

But the proviso stated at the commencement is of importance.

For the perfect working of this method of measuring variations

in the preciousness of goods the exchange-value of money, by
which we measure the preciousness of individual things, ought
to be constant, and we should know this.

18 Otherwise its varia-

tions must be allowed for
;
for which purpose also its variations

need to be known. Thus the proper method of measuring
variations in the exchange-value of money is a prerequisite even

for the employment of Drobisch' s method as a method for meas-

uring variations in the preciousness of all commodities.

6. Geometric averaging of prices. As in the case of aver-

aging the exchange-values of money, the geometric average of

prices does not fall into two different methods according as we

compare averages of prices or average the variations of prices.

What is an apparent weighting in the one is actually the weight-

ing both in it and in the other. If we average prices at two

periods separately by using weighting, the same in both cases,

according to the relative mass-quantities, the same result is ob-

tained as if we employed the same weighting in averaging the

variations of prices. But we know that we do not want to

weight either the prices or the variations according to the mass-

quantities or the mere numbers of times some mass-units hap-

pen to recur, but according to the total exchange-values, which

17 See above Sect. III., Note 3.

1 8 Money serves here as water does for measuring the specific gravity of bodies.
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correspond to the numbers of times equivalent mass-units are

repeated. Hence the average should be in this form,

iii which n" = a -f b 4- C 4- to n terms, and a = .t*, b = y/9,

and so on. At which periods the terms xa, yft, should be

chosen, we have examined in the preceding Chapter, and have

concluded that the best weighting is for a to be equal to l/
/

.r
1 1

.r
2
a
2,

b to 1
t'/iA#A> anc^ ^ on * ^ne reason wny weighting accord-

ing to the mere mass-quantities is not to be employed is because

this weighting would be accidental according to the sizes of the

mass-units used. Or if, to avoid this variability in the results,

we used the same mass-unit throughout, there would still be a

choice between two results, on a unit of weight or a unit of ca-

pacity. And in either of these cases, as, given the total ex-

change-values of two classes to be the same, the same mass-unit

would be repeated less frequently in a more precious article than

in a less precious one, the weighting would depart from the proper

weighting inversely according to the preciousness of the articles.

7. In a series of successive periods, if we employ .even

weighting or the same uneven weighting throughout, a compar-

ison of subsequent periods all with a first basic period, on the

geometric average, will yield results which, compared with one

another, give the same results as when these periods are directly

compared with one another with the same weighting. Thus the

comparison between the second and the first will be as above

indicated, that between the third and the first like unto it with

change of numbering, and that between the results of these

comparisons as follows,

p I/ I
) \T ) (

3

)
to n terms

which reduces to

f.i^fiyYjy'Y&y
I', \J \?J \rj
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which is the formula for comparing the third period with the

second period directly.

This agreement does not exist in the comparisons made in

series constructed on Carli's or on Young's method, or in a few

other ways, as in one variety of Scrope's method. The employ-
ment of these methods on the usual plan of comparing all later

periods directly with an original basic period involves an incon-

sistency, since the indirect comparisons between these later

periods yield a different result from what would have been

yielded by the employment of the same method of averaging in

a direct measurement between these periods, or from what the

indirect measurement itself would have been had a different basic

period been chosen. 19 This inconsistency appears never to

have been perceived
m until it was pointed out a few years

ago by Professor Westergaard. Professor Westergaard also as-

serted, in a general way, that this inconsistency does not occur

in the geometric method, and advanced this difference as an ar-

gument in favor of the geometric method. 21 Credit is due to

Professor Westergaard for calling attention to this difference.

But his use of it as an argument for the geometric averaging of

price variations suggests the following remarks.

First, there are other methods beside the geometric that share

with it freedom from this inconsistency. Thus in a series in

which the later periods are separately compared with the first,

this inconsistency is not incurred by the use of Dutot's meth< d,

by the use of Scrope's method with the same mass-quantities in

all cases (either those of the first or of some other period, or a

general average of all the periods or of some of them or of any

periods),
22 or by the use of Drobisch's method (provided it be

confined to the same classes).
Hence the argument for the

geometric average as exclusively possessing a certain excellence,

is wholly invalid. Professor Westergaard had in mind only
19 See above in $ 3 in regard to Carli's method. It is plain that the same holds

good in Young's. Cf. Appendix C, II. 2 and III. g 2.

20 A good example of how it has been ignored is furnished by De Foville. See

Appendix C, IV. 2 (2).
21 B. 110, pp. 219-220, followed by Edgeworth, B. 65, p. 386, B. 66, p. 137.

22 See the formulae for a series of index-numbers using this method, in Appen-
dix C, IV. I 1.
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(.'arli's and Young's methods
;
and his argument is due to this

restriction. As for the methods which do incur this inconsis-

tency, these are not only Carli's and Young's, including Pal-

grave's variety of the latter, but also Paasche's variety of

Scrope's, Lehr's, Nicholson's (in its one original form), and an-

other which is still to be described in the last three provided

they were to be employed in the serial form with dependence

upon a common base.
23

Secondly, it should be distinctly noticed that even the geo-

metric average possesses this excellence only if used with the

same weighting through the whole series. But this system of

weighting evidently is slipshod, and cannot pretend to give

perfectly true results. The true system of weighting is to em-

ploy special weighting in every single comparison, according to

the conditions existing at the two periods compared. Now if

we employed such proper weighting in comparing the second

with the first, and again in comparing the third with the first,

the weighting would most likely be different in these two

comparisons. Then a comparison of the results so obtained

would, as in some of the arithmetic averagings already noticed,

be a comparison between these two periods with double weight-

ing and of such a kind as to lead to the three absurdities into

which Drobisch's method fell. And now the direct comparison
between the two periods, with single weighting, would be with

weighting still different from that used in either of the preced-

ing comparisons, and its result would not agree, except acciden-

- 1 In all these methods the direct comparisons l>etween the later periods, and
ill-- indirect comparisons between them through mediation of their comparisons
with the basic period, may agree under certain conditions. It is easy to discover

these conditions by comparing the formula;, and it may be interesting to state

them. Thus the indirect agrees with the direct comparison in Cnrli's method if

between the basic and the nearest subsequent period (or furthest prior period)
there be no price variations, or if all these be in the same proportion ;

in Young's

method, the same ; in Palgrtirt'* variety of Young's method, if the mass-quantities
be the same at the two subsequent periods, or if they have varied between these

two periods in the same proportion ;
in Paatchc't variety of Scrope's method, if

between the two subsequent periods there be no variations either in the prices or

in the mass-quantities, or if between these two periods lx>th the prices and the

mass-quantities have all varied in one and the same proportion. The other

mttthod* have never l>een suggested for use in this serial form. What would be

the conditions of such agreement in them if so used will be examined for another

purpose in a later Chapter.
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tally, with the result obtained by comparing their results. Yet,

supposing the geometrie average the right one to use, among
these comparisons it is only this direct one, if the periods be

contiguous, that can give the correct result.

Thirdly, it would seem to be unquestionable that the agree-

ment between the indirect and the direct comparisons ought to

exist. Professor Westergaard based his recommendation of the

geometric average upon the principle that prices measured from

1860 to 1870 and from 1870 to 1880 ought to show the same

variation from 1860 to 1880 as would be shown by comparing
the prices of 1880 directly with those of I860. 24

By adding
another supposition this can be made self-evident. Suppose
that everything at the last period is in exactly the same state as

at the first (or that everything diverges in the same proportion).

Then it is evident that the exchange-value of money is the same

at the last period as at the first period (or deviates inversely to

a uniform price variation), whatever intervening variations may
'

have taken place.
25

Constancy (or that variation) is shown by
the direct comparison between these two periods ;

and constancy

(or that variation) should be shown by a series of comparisons

through intervening periods, no matter how many or how varied

the intervening periods may be. But it does not follow that this

agreement should be sought at the expense of other require-

ments, or that such agreement, if existing in any method, can

prove it to be true, if we already know that this method fails in

other respects. For instance, Drobisch's method provides this

agreement, but Drobisch's method is not thereby proved to be

correct. The need of this agreement can be taken only as a

negative test, or touchstone. If a method has other things to

recommend it, it may be disproved by being found not to stand

this test. But unless it is recommended by other reasons, it is

not proved by its satisfying this test. Perhaps, however, the

24 B. 110, p. 219.

25 This would seem to be so also if only all the prices were the same (or equally

divergent) at the separate periods, let the mass-quantities be what they may in

accordance with Propositions XXVII. and XVII., and XLIV. and XLV. But

if the mass-quantities as well as the prices are all exactly the same (or equally

divergent), there can be no question about it.
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perfectly correct method, for a long sequence of periods, will not

be found to be workable, and the workable form that comes the

nearest to it may not satisfy this requirement perfectly. Then

this requirement may be used as a means of correcting the latter.

Lastly, this argument of Professor Westergaard's leads to the

consideration whether we should continue in the usual course of

comparing every subsequent period with the same original

period as common basis for a whole series, or whether the series

should be formed by comparing every period with the immedi-

ately preceding period, and again the next period with it, and

welding them all together. The latter is as practicable a course

as the former, and may yield the same sort of serial index-num-

bers. For example, if we find the result of the first comparison

to show that between the first and the second periods prices have

fallen on the average by 10 per cent., and the result of the

second comparison to show that between the second and the

third periods they have risen by 30 per cent., we may express

these relations in the series 100, 90, 120, which indicates at

once that, by passing through the second period, the level of

prices at the third is 20 per cent, above what it was at the first.

As to the first of these procedures, there is little in its favor but

its convenience. The most natural and rational procedure, the

moment we attach importance to correct weighting, would seem

to be the second. At first sight the argument between the two

appears to lie merely between the opinions that in the former we

gain exactness in the comparisons of the later periods with the

first and lose it in the comparisons between the later periods,

and in the second we gain exactness in the comparisons between

contiguous periods and lose it in all other comparisons. But of

course both the.se positions are false, being self-contradictory.

The question is really, In which of the two courses are we likely

to gain greater exactness in the comparisons actually made?

Here the probability seems to incline in favor of the second

course
;
for the conditions are likely to be less diverse between

two contiguous periods than between two periods say fifty years

apart.

>; S. There is still another reason for adopting the second
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course. This is that the first course is tied to the employment
of a definite number of classes, decided once for all at the start

;

but the second course permits the dropping at any time of an

old class or the introduction of a new one. In fact this second

course is the only one permitting an accurate measurement of the

exchange-value of money over a very long series say of one or

several centuries. For in periods separated by a very long in-

terval there is much that is not common to both the periods, and

to compare them by what is common to them both is to make a

restricted and incomplete comparison. A complete comparison

can be made only by comparing all that is in each of them with

the intervening periods near to them, gradually dropping out the

old things as they disappear and introducing the new as they

appear. It is also only in the comparison of such temporally

distant periods that the divergence between the two ways of

conducting the measurement is likely to be great. Therefore

for long series it is important to decide between the two courses.

Now if the two periods be two years separated by a century, it

is probable that if a rightly conducted measurement had been

made of the variations from year to year filling up the whole

century, the result at the end would be very nearly the true one,

while a direct comparison between the two extreme years, which

comparison might have to leave out altogether some classes that

have been counted in the other comparisons, because they did

not exist at the first period or no longer exist at the last, might
be appreciably divergent from the truth, even though the com-

parison were made in proper manner and the data were correct. 26

Hence the procedure of comparing every successive period with

the immediately preceding is the proper one to adopt if it be

intended to continue the measurement over many years, or in-

definitely.
27

Incidentally we hereby see also that among the reasons why
we cannot successfully compare the exchange-value of money

26 Cf. above Chapt. IV., Sect. V. g 7, Note 18.

27 Into this course De Foville was forced by circumstances in his calculations

after 1862. It has been recommended by Lehr for his method, B. 68, pp. 45, 46,

and in general by the British Association Committee, First Report, B. 99, p. 250,

and Edgeworth, B. 59, pp. 268-269.
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to-day with what it was five hundred years ago is not merely
that we have not accurate data about the year 1400, but that we
have not complete data about all the intervening years. Yet

there is no reason why, if from now on the measurement be cor-

rectly made from year to year, the people living in 2400 should

not know with almost perfect exactness the relation between the

exchange-value of their money and ours.
28

The brief hypothetical series of index-numbers above used as

examples, namely 100, 90, 120, can be reduced to this : 111.11,

100, 13:5.33, or again to this : 83.33, 75, 100, or to any other

series in which the figures observe the same proportions.
29 This

fact shows that it is of no importance what period is selects! as

the so-called basic period of the series, whichever of the above

two courses be adopted. Properly every period is basic in the

comparison with the next period, and none is basic for a series

of periods. A series with the index-number 100 at one period

does not better represent the sequence of events than a series

with this index-number at any other period. Nor is there

rhyme or reason for making the basic period longer than the

other periods. Much discussion as to the superiority of this or

that base in the various attempts at measuring the course of the

exchange-value of money during the latter half of the century

just elapsed has been wasted.30

VII.

1 . There remains only to point out the mathematical formu-

lation for the exchange-value of money in all things (or inversely

for the level of all prices, including the price of money). This

28 The not infrequent complaint about the incommensurability of the exchange-
value of money at two long separated periods directly compared (t. g., recently

by W. Cunningham, On the value of money, Quarterly Journal of Economics,

July 18W, pp. 379-385) should be allowed no influence in the question as to

whether the variation of this exchange-value through successive periods is meas-

urable. The difficulty is greater in the attempt to measure the contemporaneous
levels of the exchange-value of money in two distinct countries, say an arctic and

a tropical. But luckily we have not so much interest in measuring this.

29 The table of Kvelyn on the basis of 1550 was thus turned about and put on

the basis of 1700 by .1. P. Smith, B. 7, pp. 472-476.
30 Concern for the base was first shown by Porter, B. 11, p. 440. That the base

nhould be carefully selected is the first of the canons laid down by Martin, op. cit.,

p. 626. It is said to be of gn-at importance by Mayo-Hmith, B. 137, p. 486.
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is easy on the assumption that any of the mathematical averages-

is proper for expressing the exchange-value of money in all other

things. We simply have to add to the right side of the equa-

tion the expression for the exchange-value of the money-unit in

money, which is always unity, and invariable.

Thus, taking the arithmetic average and using Ma to express

the exchange-value of the money-unit in all things, we have for

the first period, with even weighting,

Jf_l{l + (aA) + (bB] + (cC) + ..... to n + 1 terms},

which reduces to unity. And for the second period, again with

the same even weighting, we have

+ ...... to n + 1 terms}.

And the comparison of these two reduces to

M 1

JT = -
Fit 1 + a ' + 6/ + c

' + ...... to n + 1 terms). (18, i)
IVl-ai n -\- \

For the other kinds of averaging, still with even weighting,

we should have, after similar reductions,

1/11
n

and

t

<n _ nta r V c
f

to n terms. (18, *)
-\f

' ~ V \ > /Ma\

It is easy to restate these formulae with the terms
, j-

2

, ra
\

b
\

c
i

to represent the variations, in place of ar

,
6 r

,
c

r

,

Inversely, by means of averages of prices, the same results

may be obtained by inserting in the formulae for the averages of

price variations the price also of the money-unit, which is in-

variably a unit.

With uneven single weighting, we have to add the weights of

14
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the commodity classes as before, and in addition we must give
some weight to the class money. What the nature of this weight

is, will be left over for a later discussion (in Chapter XIII.).
Here we may represent it by m. Then, using the form for the

variations of prices, with Pa to represent the level of prices with

the price of money included, we have

Pai 1

ip i ; ^ T> (19,*)"OA / ,
a

i , * PI
, y\ ,

\+ C h to w-|-l terms
j&

l>' = 1 ^._L .._L v/*.
Pai n" + m + C -h to n 4- 1 terms

')
, (19, 2)

P0-> "^"l

//fl,\
<l

//*_\
D

/r,\
c

"= ]/ ( } [TT} [ }
ton terms. (19,2)

*ai \ai / \Pi/ \/i/

It is evident on inspection that, compared with the results of

the formulae for the corresponding averages of the variations of

money in exchange-value in all other things, the results of these

formulae always show a smaller variation than those, in agree-

ment with Proposition XXI.
;
that they always indicate con-

stancy when those do, in agreement with Propositions XXII.
and XXVI.

;
that they always vary in the same direction, in

agreement with Proposition XXIII.
;
that their divergence, or

falling short, from those is always smaller the greater the num-

ber of terms (or rather, the larger is n" compared witli m), in

agreement with Proposition XXIV. ;
and that the proportion

of this divergence is always the same, in agreement with Propo-
sition XXV.

;
and lastly that their indications are unaffected by

the numbers of other things that are constant in general ex-

change-value, if the indications be of constancy, or that vary
in the same proportion in exchange-value in all things (their

p \

prices varying as ,, ),
in agreement with PropositionsXXXII.,

XXXV. and XXXVI.
2. Other formula? may be altered in the same manner. In

iScrope's method the want of body to money the indifference

we all feel to its mass causes no trouble, because all the terms

are the total money-values of the classes, and so long as we can

get this in the case of money, without reference to its weight or
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bulk,
1 we are satisfied. Thus, with v representing the number

of money-units employed, the formulae for Scrope's method are

the following,

^2 = *' 4- M2 4- ,'//*2 4- z/'2 4-
......

P
1
"% + *

1 + 3fft+ r1+ ......
'

and

The same remarks apply to these as have just been made on the

formulae for averaging the price variations (except the reference

to Proposition XXV.).
In Drobisch's method, however, where specific weights, or

capacities, appear alone in one half of the formula, it would be

impossible to make the alteration permitting this method to be

applied to the measurement of the exchange-value of money in

all things. Here is one more reason showing the falsity of that

method. 2

But there are methods employing double weighting that are

applicable to the measurement of the exchange-value of money
in all things, including itself.

1 The mass-unit of money which we habitually use is nothing else than the

money-unit itself, whose money-value is always one money-unit.
2 As a measure of the preciousness of commodities it is no fault in this method

that it cannot be applied to all things, including money. For money, in which

mass is inessential, has no preciousness.



CHAPTER VI.

THE QUESTION OF THE MEANS AND AVERAGES.

I.

1 . We are now prepared for entering upon our subject proper,
the search after the right method ofmeasuring general exchange-
value and its variations. We must deal first exhaustively with

exchange-value in all other things, as the simpler.

When one thing rises or falls to a certain extent in exchange-
value in every other thing alike, we know (by Proposition XVII.)
that it rises or falls to the same extent in exchange-value in all

other things, and (by Proposition XVIII.) that every one of the

other things have reversely fallen or risen to a smaller extent in

exchange-value in all other things. We also know (bv Prop-
osition XIX.) that the larger the number of the things, the

smaller is the opposite variation of every one of the other things.

But we do not as yet know how great the opposite variation of

every one of the other things is, given the variation of one and

their number. Here is a Proposition lacking, which if we shall

be able to supply, we shall be able to measure all exchange-value
variations. The problem, then, is to supply this Proposition.

In attempting to solve a problem it is well to put it in its

simplest form. The simplest form in which we can put our

problem is the following. Let us suppose that we are dealing,

with a world in which are only three classes of exchangeable

things (or with a part of our world which consists of only three

classes). One of them let us suppose to be money, so that we
have a world with money, represented by [M] ,

and two classes

of commodities, represented by [A] and [B] . Here all the

other things beside the one class, money, whose exchange-value
we are examining, are comprised in only two classes. These

212
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two classes of commodities we may also, for simplicity, suppose
to be equally important, or equally large not at one period only,

but either at each of the periods compared or somehow over both

the periods together, without reopening here the question how
their importance or economic size is to be computed. Now if

we succeed in solving the problem in this confined and simple

form, we shall not be able immediately to extend the same solu-

tion to all cases
;
for what is true of two equally important

classes may perhaps not admit of being applied to more com-

plex cases. But if we succeed in the simplest case, we shall be

well on the way to solving the complex cases. These, more-

over, may be admitted to consideration as we advance further,

even before we finally solve the simple cases.

Simplicity in the form of the problem will also be carried out

by supposing that at the first period the money-unit is equiva-

lent to a mass-unit of each of the commodities, so that M=c=A=oB,
and the prices of A and B are one money-unit each.

1 We may
then suppose that at the second period A rises in exchange-value

in the other two, individually and together, by one half, or by
50 per cent.

;
which means that its price rises to 1.50, while the

price of B remains 1.00. At the same time M and B have

each fallen by one third in exchange-value in [A], or by 33J

per cent., but as M retains its exchange-value in [B] and B its

in [M], M has not fallen as much in [A] and [B] together,

that is, in exchange-value in all other things, nor has B fallen

so much in [A] and [M] together, that is, also, in exchange-
value in all other things.

Digressively it may here be remarked that, as a corollary to

Proposition XIV. [M] and [B], that is, two or more classes

that retain the same exchange-value in each other, vary alike in

exchange-value in all other things beside themselves and in exchange-

value in all things including themselves, but not in all other things

(i. e., other to each class), unless these classes be equally large

(over both the periods together), (Proposition XLVL). The
1 But we must be on our guard not to regard A and B, equivalent at the first

period only, as the economic individuals in the classes [A] and [B] for the two

periods compared ;
for the economic individuals must be equivalent over both

the periods together.
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reason why they do not necessarily vary (or remain constant)
alike in exchange-value in all other things, is because for each

the standard of other things, composed of the classes other to it,

is different from what it is for every other. 2

Thus, in the ex-

ample before us, if [M] be a class twice as large as [B] ,
and

consequently of
[A] ,

the rise of A will have less influence in

depressing the exchange-value in all other things of [B] than in

depressing the exchange-value in all other things of [A] ,
since

it is a rise of only one third of the things other to the class [B] ,

while it is a rise of one half of the things other to the class [M] .

But if the classes [M] and [B] are equally large or important,
the class [A] will be of the same relative size among the things
other to each of them, and hence will have the same influence in

making them vary in exchange-value in all other things. We
do not here concern ourselves with the size of the class [M] ,

and confine our attention to enquiring what influence upon its

exchange-value in all other things has a rise of the exchange-
value of [A] both in it and in [B]. For this purpose we must

presuppose knowledge of the relative sizes of [A] and [B] ;

and, to repeat, the simplest case is to suppose that they are equally

large.

Our special problem then is : Given the above supposed con-

ditions and variations of A, how much has M fallen in exchange-
value in all other things, that is, in [A] and [B] together?
Now the fall of M in [A] and [B] together is the same as its

fall in [A] and [B] under the supposition that A and B both

rose together to some extent. Therefore this problem is the

same as to ask : To what rise of A and B tot/ether is the rise of
A alone equal in its influence upon the exchange-value of J/ in all

(both these) other classes of things f What we want is to reduce

irregular variations in the particular exchange-values of the

money-unit to a uniform variation of all of them, because when

we have the latter, we know the variation in the exchange-value
of the money-unit in all other things (by Proposition XVII.).

2. To this problem an answer might be made which has

the nature of an objection. It might be argued that, though M
2 Cf. also Proposition XXXIII.
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has fallen from the power of purchasing A to the power of pur-

chasing only fA, yet as this fA has risen by one half in ex-

change-value in all other things, therefore M still commands as

much exchange-value in all other things as before, and still pos-

sesses as much
;
and with M also B. But this argument as-

sumes that A has risen by one half in exchange-value in all

other things themselyes remaining constant in exchange-value

in all other things. This implied assumption is false. With

the same evidence with which we perceive that A has risen by

one half in exchange-value in all other things, we perceive that

the other things have fallen somewhat in exchange-value in all

other things. We know that M has fallen as well as we know

that A has risen. And the two statements are perfectly con-

sistent. For when M purchases two thirds of A, which has

risen by one half in exchange-value in all other things, them-

selves fallen in all other things, M does not command so much

exchange-value in all other things as it did before.

Then another solution might at once be offered, which, if cor-

rect, would settle our problem without further trouble. It

might be argued that if at the second period M had become

equivalent to J(fA -f fB), it would have fallen by one third in

exchange-value in all other things ; therefore, since it has fallen

to equivalence with J(fA + B), it has fallen by one sixth, a

fall of one third in one thing being equal to a fall of one sixth

in two things. But this argument makes a mistake similar to

that in the preceding. That argument neglected to take account

of the fall of M and of B in exchange-value in all other things.

This argument neglects to take account of the fall of B in ex-

change-value in all other things. M purchases only one whole

of an article which has fallen with it. It purchases two thirds

of an article which has risen by one half in exchange-value in

articles which have fallen. Therefore M would seem to have

fallen by more than one sixth. But from these data alone no

definite conclusion can be drawn concerning the extent of the

fall of M (and of B) in exchange-value in all other things.

3. If we could know how much A has risen in exchange-

value in all things, this would give us sufficient information
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from which to calculate the exchange-values of M and of B.

But we cannot know that until we know how much the ex-

change-values of M and B have fallen. Thus the beginning
seems to be lacking.

The trouble is, we are as yet in possession of only one equa-
tion with two unknown quantities. We know the equality of

the exchange-value of M at the second period to the exchange-
value of A and of B. But we do not know the exchange-
value of B any more than we know that of M itself; and al-

though we know the exchange-value of A in all other things,

that is, other to it, this is in another standard, and we do not

know the exchange-value of A in the standard of other things

for M, namely [A] itself and [B]. We cannot know this

until we know the variation of B, or of M itself, in this stand-

ard. A further piece of information is wanting. In order to

.solve the problem we must supply ourselves somehow with this

other information. Further consideration of the question, with

variations in the manner of putting it, may perhaps yield us

further insight into the nature of our subject, and so disclose

that we are in possession of the information desired.

4. Xow we do possess a piece of information, already

noticed, which is of some service here. This is the knowledge
that the variation of M (and of B) in exchange-value in all

other things, when A rises to H, is less than the inverse varia-

tion from 1 to
,
that is, it is to some quantity between 1 and

5-
3 This provides us with a hint. Between two numbers we

are acquainted with several mathematical means, and the idea

.suggests itself that the variation in question may perhaps be to

one of the mathematical means between 1 and $. This sugges-

tion becomes more plausible when we recall that the formulae we

have discovered for exchange-value variations are expressions of

the three " classic
" means or averages. Thus if it be true that

the variation ofM .2 compared with Mm is to one of these means
3
According to Proposition XVIII. Evidently to produce the same influence

upon the exchange-value of M a common variation of A and B together cannot l>e

so large as the variation of A alone ;
for if we had the variation of A alone in the

first place, influencing M to a certain extent, an added variation of H in the .same

direction would increase the influence upon M. Compare with this the reasoning

leading up to Proposition XXX.
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between 1 and f ,
it would be either to

^f o + 1
)
= k= .8333),

the arithmetic, or to ^-^
--

r- = ^(= .80), the harmonic, or to
l/o \ O

-1 = .8165, the geometric ; whence the percentage of the

fall may be calculated, in hundredths, by subtracting the result

from unity. To be sure, we have here only a hint, but it is

sufficient to incline us to try these suggested answers, and so at

once to narrow our enquiries ; for, although there are other more

complex mathematical means, we need not notice them unless

the true answer be not found among the simpler ones.
4

And this hint extends to the average of prices also.
f

The re-

lationship between these and the averages of the exchange-
values of M we have already seen. Thus in our suppositional

tease the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean between 1 and
,

namely, .8333, is 1.20, which is the harmonic mean between

1.00 and 1.50
;
the reciprocal of the harmonic mean between

those exchange-values, namely .80, is 1.25, which is the arith-

metic mean between these prices ;
and the reciprocal of the geo-

metric mean between those exchange-values, namely .8165, is

1.2247, which is likewise the geometric mean between these

prices. Therefore if we find to which average between 1 and f

the exchange-value of M in all other things has sunk when A
alone rises to 1 J, we shall know to which average between 1.00

and 1.50 the rise of both A and B together is, in its influence

upon M, equal to the rise of A alone to 1.50.

Thus our simple problem becomes a question of mathematical

means. And as it has been stated in the simplest way possible,

it has- been made to employ single weighting. The question has

been put as a question of means between variations of exchange-
4 The reader cannot be too often warned that we are not averging A and IB,

but %A and IB we are not averaging, for instance, \ pound of sugar and 1 pound
of copper, which would be meaningless, but we are averaging the exchange-value

of M in* [A], say sugar, and the exchange-value of M in [B], say copper, in each

case measured at the second period by comparison with what it was at the first.

These exchange-values, or these variations of exchange-values, are similar and

co-ordinate things between which it is perfectly proper to draw averages.
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values, or of prices. In this form the problem may be extended

to complex cases, embracing more than two classes, and classes

unevenly important. It then becomes a question of mathemat-

ical averages, still with single weighting, between price varia-

tions for in these cases the variations of the exchange-values

of money have generally been relegated to the rear behind the

variations of prices.

Now we may find that, while the question of the mean may
be definitely answerable in the simple case posited, yet the ques-

tion of the averages may not be in the complex cases, except on

special occasions. It is plain that the above indication of the

answer to our general problem is not necessarily complete. The

universal solution may perhaps be yielded, not by a mathemat-

ical average of the price variations, but by a comparison of

mathematical averages of prices at the two periods compared,

possibly requiring the use of double weighting. We at least

see that we have these more complex solutions in reserve, in

case the more desirable, because simpler, solutions, which first

suggest themselves, shall fail.

II.

1. The suggestion that the general exchange-value of

money has changed to some average of the variations of its

many exchange-values, or to the reciprocal of some average of

the price variations, is so plain that it has mostly been acted

uj>on without question. Indeed it was followed for more than

a century before the problem itself was even definitely raised.

And it was followed very specifically. Among the three aver-

ages was selected the arithmetic, this being the simplest, the

easiest to manage, the most familiar, and therefore the first to

recommend itself. The adoption of this average has been due

to no consideration of its special propriety for the subject it is

applied to, but merely to a general preference for it in every

cane. This is shown by the way it has been applied. Statis-

ticians have mostly conducted their investigations about varia-

tions in the exchange-value of money simply by noting variations

in the prices of commodities
;

in doing which they have oper-
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ated upon the variations of the exchange-values of commodities

in money, and not directly upon the variations of the exchange-
values of money in commodities, but inversely upon the recip-

rocals of these. It happened then that, dealing merely with

prices, the early workers in this field applied the arithmetic

average to the variations of prices ;
and most of the later ones

have followed suit. Thus they have unwittingly employed the

most difficult and least familiar average, the harmonic, for the

direct averaging of the variations of the particular exchange-
values of money. Had they happened to conduct their en-

quiries directly upon these, as measured by the quantities of the

things purchasable with the money-unit, it is likely they would

still have employed the arithmetic average, which then would

be the harmonic average of the price variations, and with

equally plausible reason, if a reason be desired, since this aver-

age is the one which above presented itself to us as the most

specious at the first glance, when we looked at the subject from

this side. In fact this course has actually been pursued. In

India it is customary to report, not the prices of corn, but the

numbers of seers purchasable per rupee;
1 and in averaging

these the arithmetic average has been used. 2 And not long ago
at least one statistical historian, M. Pabbd Hannauer, presented

his facts in this form and applied to them the arithmetic aver-

age, thus really using the harmonic average of the price vari-

ations.
3

While many writers were so engaged in arithmetically aver-

aging variations, generally of prices, with single weighting, an-

other set of writers arithmetically averaged separately the prices

at each of the periods compared, but, likewise using single

weighting, on the assumption that the same mass-quantities were

produced or consumed at all the periods compared. In doing
so they employed a different method

;
for the others, whether

they used even or uneven weighting, made no such assumption

1 See Prices and wages in India, compiled in the Statistical Branch of the

Department of Finance and Commerce, Calcutta 1885, (under the direction of J.

E. O'Conor). Cf. D. Barbour, Theory of bimetallism, London 1886, p. 121.

2 By Palgrave, copying from Charles C. Prinsep, B. 77, pp. 378-383.
3 See B. 35. Also D'Avenel, in B. 117, seems to have pursued the same course.
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about the mass-quantities. Yet none of the writers in these two

sets seemed to recognize that they were pursuing two different

(though convertible) lines of inquiry (the ones hailing from Carli,

the others from Scrope, for the followers of Dutot do not de-

serve further notice). And we have seen that both these sets

have admitted many inconsistencies in their methods, consisting

of kinds of weighting never intended (among them even double

weighting) doing so because they carelessly did not examine what

they were doing, and were led astray by mere convenience.

2. The merit of raising the question between the three aver-

ages belongs to Jevons, who took up the subject in 1 863. Jevons

belonged to the first of the above two sets and avowedly so,

for we have seen that he denied the propriety of averaging prices

at any one period alone. He posed the question in somewhat

the same way as has above been done, but very barely.
4 At

first he does not appear to have been acquainted with the work

of his predecessors, and, coming to the subject without prejudice,

he stumbled upon the problem at the outset, and at once decided

it in favor of the geometric mean and average (with even weight-

ing), from which he was not repelled by its difficulty, because,

being a mathematician, he knew the aid to be derived from the

use of logarithms. He was very brief in explaining why he

chose this answer, and the reason which determined him is only

very slightly indicated. It seems to have been that variations

of prices are variations of ratios, and the proper method of aver-

aging ratios is always the geometric.
5 Within a year his posi-

tion was assailed by Professor Laspeyres, who advocated the

arithmetic average (still with even weighting), and now for the

first time advanced an argument in its behalf. This argument,

which we shall examine in detail later, was that the arithmetic

average of the price variations marks the variation in the sum

of money needed to purchase the same goods at the two periods

compared. Jevons was not converted, and yet he showed no

4 He asked merely : If one thing rises in price from 100 to 150 and another

from 100 to 120, what is the average rise of prices? H. 22, p. 23.

r> H. 22, pp. 23-24. This reason was later more plainly stated in his Principles

of scifnce, 1874 (2d ed., p. 301), in a passage which will later he quoted (in

Chapter VIII.) ; and again in a note added to B. 23, p. 128.
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sign of detecting the error in Laspeyres's argument. He reaf-

firmed his position the next year, and now introduced notice of

the harmonic mean of price variations, again for the first time,

which mean (with even weighting), he pointed out, marks the

variation in the quantity of goods the same sum of money evenly

distributed will purchase at the two periods. This average he

set over against the arithmetic average, and not being able to

see why either should be preferred to the other, he found satis-

faction in his geometric average as lying between those equally

good extreme averages, and therefore combining the excellences

of both. 6 He added :

" It is probable that each of these is right

for its own purposes when these are more clearly understood in

theory." But instead of taking pains to analyze the subject

further in order to reach the needed clearer understanding of it,

he contented himself with the above reasons, to which he added

the following :
" because it [the geometric mean] presents facil-

ities for the calculation and correction of results by the continued

use of logarithms/' a worthless reason in science, and a foolish

one to oppose to the much more facile arithmetic average.
7

Consequently he never felt sure of his position, and often spoke

doubtfully about it,
8 and took refuge in the thought that at all

events he would be erring on the safe side
;
for he was writing

to prove that there had been a general rise of prices, and there-

fore he preferred to underestimate rather than to run any risk of

overestimating it.
9

Following Jevons, the geometric average has been adopted

by the eminent mathematical economist, Professor Walras, who,

however, has found no better reason to offer for it than Jevons's

second reason (about its being midway between the other two

averages), even asserting this to be the only reason for employ-
6 B. 23, pp. 120-121.
7 This is given as the second in a summing up containing three arguments,

ibid., pp. 121-122. The third is the first one above noticed, the original one. The

first is the later one just explained.
8 "

It may be a matter of opinion which result is the truer " (the geometric or

the arithmetic), B. 24, p. 154. And he maintained similar reserve in regard to

these averages, still looking upon the question as unsettled, in his Money and the

mechanism of exchange, 1873, p. 332.

9 Cf. B. 23, p. 122, B. 24, p. 154. This has sometimes been taken for his prin-

cipal reason. It was, of course, an afterthought.
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ing it.
10

Consequently he, too, has been weak in the faith
;
and

he has inclined more and more to prefer the arithmetic average
in one of its forms, without recognizing it.

11 But his choice

has really -lain only between the geometric average with even

weighting and the arithmetic average in a form embracing un-

even weighting, so that it is only natural he should have pre-
ferred the latter. With this restricted view he has not given
the geometric average a fair trial, failing to perceive that it also

can be used with allowance for the relative sizes of the classes.
12

The cause of the geometric average being thus feebly pleaded,

it has met with little favor,
13

in spite of the high authority of

its originator, who has even been treated with scant courtesy.
14

More recently Professor We.stergaard has advanced for it the

argument which we have already examined and found wanting.
And occasionally Professor Edge-worth has put in a good word

for it.
15

3. Modern workers, then, have continued to make use of

the arithmetic average of prices, or of price variations. They
have done so commonly without regard for Laspeyres's or for

any other argument, properly so called, in its defense,
16

but, like

the older writers, merely because it is the easiest to execute and
10 B. 69, p. 15.

"See Appendix C, IV. 1.

12 The geometric average as used by Jevons, with even weighting, has similarly
been rejected, without notice of the possibility of its being used with uneven

weighting, by Wicksell, B. 139, p. 8.

13 The only other investigator who has actually used it is Forbes. Hee B. 78.

14 Jevons's use of the geometric average was treated with levity by Pausche, B.

.3.3, p. ~)4, and as a curiosity by Lehr, B. (58, p. 41 n. Marshall, without argument,
considers it "a mathematical error, the one flaw in his unrivalled contributions

to the theory of money and prices," B. 9.3, p. .372 n.; Pierson pronounces it
"
clearly

a mistake," p. i:W) in the article referred to in note to B. 122
;
and Padan attacks

it savagely, but with little comprehension, B. 141, pp. 171-180. Walras's use of

the geometric average seems to have been passed by unnoticed.
18 The latter recommends it, with even weighting, in case we are seeking the

"
Determination of an Index irrespective of the quantities of commodities; upon

the hypothesis that there is a numerous group of articles whose prices vary after

the manner of a perfect market, with changes affecting the supply of money," B.

r>9, pp. 280-289. This seems to refer to cases when all prices vary alike, in which

cases the weighting is indifferent. But in these cases the kind of average itself is

also indifferent. In no other case do we want to seek any determination "irre-

spective of the quantities of commodities."
10

Laspeyres's argument is reviewed, favorably, by Lindsay, B. 114, p. 12, and

by Mayo-Smith, B. 1.37, p. 492.
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because they have seen no proof of the superiority of any other.

Moreover some experiments, by no means conclusive, show what

has been deemed small divergence in the results yielded by the

different methods. Hence it has seemed like a dictate of wis-

dom to adopt the easiest, so long as we do not know it to be

wrong.
17 But it is not an exhibition of the proper scientific

spirit to be content to remain in this ignorance.
18 Beside Pro-

fessor Walras, a few writers, after avowedly rejecting all three

averages, have lighted upon the arithmetic average again, in one

of its forms, without recognizing it.
19

4. Consequently also the harmonic average of prices, which

is the most difficult of all to manage, and the one to which

people are the least accustomed, has met with the least favor, and,

in fact, has generally been altogether ignored, even on the rare

occasions it has virtually been applied. Yet, as we have seen,

it is this average which is first likely to appeal to us when we

approach the subject from the point of view of the particular

exchange-values of money in other things, measured by the

quantities of the other things the money-unit will purchase ;

where it corresponds to the arithmetic average. This reason,

which still manifests a predilection for the arithmetic average,

is the one which led Jevons to suggest the harmonic .average of

prices. And it has since led one prominent economist and

statistician, Professor Messedaglia, to recommend its use in in-

vestigations about variations in the exchange-value of money.
This writer thought he showed the suitability of the harmonic

17 Thus its retention is advised by Edgeworth on the principle that "beggars
cannot be choosers," B. 65, p. 386.

18 It should be noticed that in the usual method of comparing every subsequent

period with a single original base, the divergences, which are no greater in the

last than in the first comparison, are not of much consequence and this whole

method being wrong, it hardly matters which average is used But in the proper
method of comparing each period with the immediately preceding and of forming
a series from the results so obtained, a very slight error in every comparison,
which might perhaps have a tendency to work in the same direction, caused by
the use of a wrong average, could rapidly accumulate to an absurd extent. Hence
the selection of the right average is of the utmost consequence. Having the right

average, or the right method we should probably make small mistakes in every

calculation, but by the law of probability these would fall about equally on

each side and would compensate one another in the long run.
19 See Appendix C, V. 1 n. 2.
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average of price variations for this purpose by pointing out

here like Jevons that it indicates the common variation in the

quantities of goods purchasable at the different periods with the

same sum of money ;
for it thus indicates the variation in the

"
capacity of acquisition," or purchasing power, of this sum of

money. On the other hand, here like Laspeyres, he pointed

out another purpose served by the arithmetic average of price

variations, namely to indicate the common variation in the sums

of money needed to purchase the same goods at the two periods ;

only, unlike Laspeyres, he did not think this shows the suit-

ability of this average for the previous purpose, for which it

has ordinarily been used, as it indicates rather the variation in

the capacity of goods to acquire money. The geometric aver-

age of price-variations he thought to be unsuitable for either of

these purposes, and not finding any other purpose for which it

is suitable, he considered it, in our subject, good for nothing.
20

Thus he has left the subject divided, with two distinct solutions,

where Jevons tried to mediate and to give one solution. In do-

ing so he has made no use of his knowledge that, in his own

words, "the geometric mean . . . corresponds to a dynamic con-

cept, of movement." 21 As exchange-value is a power, or dy-

nam'iSj it is strange that his attention was not called to the pe-

culiar appearance of fitness in the geometric average to serve

our very purpose.

It may be added that a few writers have tentatively put for-

ward the so-called " median mean " and the " mean of greatest

thickness." '' These are, properly speaking, not " means "
at

all, but only
"
averages," having no existence between two

quantities. In an hypothesis concerning the mean between

variations of only two prices, as they have no place, they do not

call for attention.

5. While Jevons and Laspeyres were debating the merits of

20 B. f>2, pp. 38-40.
21

Ibid., p. 30.

22 The median mean is especially favored by Edgeworth. He recommends it

when we are seeking the
" Determination of an Index based upon quantities of

commodities ; upon the hypothesis that a common cause has produced a general

variation of prices," B. 69, pp. 289-293. See also B. 61, pp. 360-303, and B. 66,

p. 74.
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the geometric, arithmetic and harmonic means applied to price

variations with even weighting, the economist Roscher submit-

ted the question for decision to the mathematician Drobisrl .

Drobisch decided it by summarily rejecting all three of the means

although what he really did was to reject them with even

weighting for conditions demanding uneven weighting. He also

did more. He rejected the averaging of price variations with

single weighting, and rejected the use of the same mass-quanti-

ties at both periods in averaging the prices at each period. In

their place he introduced the method of double weighting with

the arithmetic average, and with what we have seen to be a mis-

taken method of selecting the mass-units. Except for a vigor-

ous reply by Laspeyres, this new method met with little notice,

and was almost unknown outside of Germany. In Germany,

however, an improvement upon it was later made by Professor

Lehr. And in England another economist, Professor Nichol-

son, apparently without knowledge either of Drobisch or of Lehr,

invented a method very similar in fact, in some aspects quite

similar to Drobisch's. These three, Drobisch, Lehr and

Nicholson, form another distinct line of theorists, differentiated

from the rest, however, rather on the subject of weighting than

on the subject of the averages.

The position of these, the most difficult, and intended to meet

the most difficult cases, we may leave to the last in our attempt

to solve anew the problem above posed a problem raised more

than a third of a century ago and not yet settled. We may

proceed circumspectly, beginning with the simplest and most

easily suggested answers to the simplest form of the problem. The

simplest and first suggested answer is that of a mean or. average

of the price variations, with single weighting. This we must

examine first. If it fails us, or when it fails us, for it may

perhaps suffice for the very simplest form of the problem (with

two classes and even weighting), we must then pass on to seek

other solutions on other lines either with supposedly perma-

nent mass-quantities or with double weighting.

15



CHAPTER VII.

BRIEF COMPARISON OF TIIF MKANS.

I.

1. Before examining the arguments proper for the different

mathematical means of the variations, it will he well to compare
these means with one another. The comparison will not only

make us better acquainted with them, but may perhaps even

give some indication of the superiority of one of them by dis-

closing shortcomings in the other two, and so aid our under-

standing of the arguments. For this purpose it will be advisable

to put our simple problem in another form. We may make use

of another piece of information already possessed. This is that

if one article rises or falls, its variation may be compensated by
an opposite fall or rise of another article. As yet we do not

knowr how great must be the opposite variation. Here also is a

Proposition lacking, which we wish to find. The seeking after

it is the same operation as the seeking after the missing Prop-
osition referred to in the last Chapter, as will be seen' in a

moment. Keeping to our simplest suppositional case, we may
ask this question :

Among three classes of things, two being equally important,

whose units, M, A and B, are at first equivalent) if one of them,

A, rises in exchange-value in [M] by one-half, so that its price,

from being 1.00, becomes 1.50, and so that M, from purchasing

A, comes to purchase only jj A, how much of B must M pur-

chase in order that its exchange-value in [A] and [B] together

shall remain a** it was before, and to what price, from 1.00, will

the price of B then fall ?

Here the new exchange-value of M in [A] and the new ex-

change-value of M in [B] will have the old exchange-values of

226
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M in [A] and in [B], which were units, between them, and

therefore possibly as a mean of some sort
;
and consequently the

new price of A and the new price of B will have their old prices,

1.00, between them as a mean of a corresponding sort. Only
instead of seeking the mean between two given extremes, we are

seeking the absent extreme when one extreme and the mean are

given. Hence this problem is the same as the problem set in

the last Chapter.

In this problem we shall for the present assume that the classes

are equally large or important, not at either of the periods alone,

but at each of the periods, or somehow over both the periods.

But we shall attempt to leave the question of weighting out of

sight so far as possible. We have already treated the question

of weighting by itself, as far as we could
;
and now we shall

try to treat the question of the averages by itself, as far as we

can. We shall, however, find, as we proceed, that we can not

settle this question any more than that question separately. We
shall then have to combine the two into one question about the

variation of the general exchange-value of money under given

conditions of variations both of prices and of mass-quantities.

This course is adopted because it repeats the usual way the sub-

ject has been approached, although only three writers have as yet

carried it to the end. In pursuing it all opinions hitherto ad-

vanced may be reviewed.

2. The problem in its new form, may, for the exchange-

values of M, be formulated in our three formulae, in the order

with which we are familiar, as follows :

1 1
'm = Y7i i \

= M '2
=
17 1 i~\ 'l/

2V

For these formulae to be carried out, that is, for M , to be equal
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to Jfcf0,, we want the resultants of the figures in the second halves

to equal those in the first halves, which are all units. We see

that this will be the case in the first formula if b' = 1 J, in the

second if b' = 2, in the third if b' = 1J. Thus if we later find

any one of these figures to be the right answer, we shall know

that its formula is the proper one, in similar cases, for averag-

ing particular exchange-values of M in all other things at two

periods for the purpose of comparing its exchange-value in all

other things at those periods, as it alone gives the right answer

in this simple case.

The corresponding formula for the prices are, in the same

order :

i>-
} -p- _!_

if JL l
\

2
1 fJ_ "LY

2 V 1.00
+

1.00 / 2X1.50
+
0V

P1= |(1.00+ 1.00) = P., = J(1.50 + /?'),

Pl=
= v l.OOxl.OO = P,= 1/1.50/9'.

And similarly we want the results in the second halves to equal

unity, which will be the case in the first formula if
ft'
= .75, in

the second if
fl

r = .50, in the third if
/9'
= .66

;
which are the

reciprocals of the preceding answers for b', in the same order.

That one of these formula? for averaging prices, if any, will be

the proper one, in which the answer for
/9'

is the reciprocal of

the proper answer for b''.

An advantage in re-stating the question in this form is that

the diversity of the proffered extremes is greater than the di-

versity of the proffered means. Also it brings in the idea of

balancing, in which the idea of equality of influence is plainer

than in the case of conjoint action. The review and comparison
of the suggested answers will now disclose interesting relations.

And two of the answers will manifest unmistakable signs of

falsity.

II.

1. Only the purchasable quantities of the articles being

considered (which are directly according to the exchange-values
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of M in them), it is easy to answer that if M will purchase only

f as much of [A] as before, it should purchase more of [B]
in order to make up for the J lost on [A] . Here the new quan-
tities purchasable with M (and the new exchange-values of M
in [A] and [BJ )

surround the old quantities (and exchange-

values), which were units, so as to hold them in the arithmetic

mean, the progression being f, 1, 1. The new prices, then,

are 1.50 for A and .75 for B, which hold the old prices, 1.00,

as their harmonic mean, in the progression 1.50, 1.00, .75. The

proper formulae, if this answer be correct, are

M ,
= A

3
+ 1

3
) and P2

=
j

2V1750
+

775j

the result in each of these being unity.

Only the prices being considered, it is easy to answer that if

A has risen to 1.50, B should fall to .50, so that the increase of

money needed to purchase A shall be made up for by the de-

crease of money needed to purchase B. Here the new prices

have the old prices as their arithmetic mean, the progression

being 1.50, 1.00, .50. On examining the new quantities pur-

chasable with M, we find that they are f A and 2 B, which

have the old quantities, which were units, between them in the

harmonic mean, according to the progression f, 1, 2. The

proper formulae for this answer are

2V2/'3
+

2~J

Both the quantities and the prices being considered, it is pos-

sible to treat them uniformly by answering that if the price of

A rises to J times its former position, the price of B should fall

to f of its former position, and that if the quantity of [A] pur-

chasable with M falls to f of its former amount, the quantity of

[B] purchasable with M should rise | times its former amount,

whereby are produced the same variations in the exchange-

values of A in [M] and of B in [M] as in the exchange-values
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of M iii [B] and of M in [A] . Here both the new prices and

the new quantities have their old prices and their old quantities,

which were units, between them as geometric means, in the pro-
ressons 1, f, and

J, 1, j. The proper formulae are,

Mm =} jj.U and P, = I L50 xT66J.

$5 2. Thus, so to speak, the harmonic and arithmetic aver-

ages are locked in an inseparable embrace, but the geometric
stands by itself, self-sufficient. And both its answers are mid-

way between those of the others. The peculiarities of these

throe methods of answering may best be shown by drawing up
a table of several supposed variations in price of A and of the

counterbalancing variations in price of B according to the three

methods, and paralleling them with the variations in the quan-
tities purchasable with M.

!
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or less, and no counterbalancing quantity of B purchasable with

M, as it would have to be infinite or become a negative quan-

tity, which here is meaningless. And correspondingly, if we

consider the fall in the price of B and ask for the counterbalanc-

ing rise in the price of A according to the harmonic progression,

with the quantities in arithmetic progession, we find this rise so

rapid as to reach infinity when the price of B falls to .50, and

thereafter it would be a negative quantity, which again is meaning-

less here. In practice, however, these difficulties would not al-

ways be insuperable, as we should then be dealing with many ar-

ticles, and the compensation might be obtained by distributing the

counterbalancing change over two or more of them. Thus in the

case of the arithmetic solution of prices, a fall of prices of 100 per

cent, or greater could be obtained by dividing it into several lots.

Yet a rise of 100 per cent, on an average over half the number

of articles could not be counterbalanced by any fall of the others.

In the case of the harmonic solution of prices, the rise to infin-

ity would not be required if two or more articles rose in price,

because a whole or greater quantity purchasable with M may
be lost by being distributed over two or more articles without

any considerable rise of their prices. For instance, the fall of B
to .50 can be compensated by the rise of two articles to 2.00.

Yet again the fall of half the number on an average to less than

.50 could not be counterbalanced by any rise of the others.

These great changes of prices on the part of a majority of com-

modities are not to be expected unless money be varying in its

general exchange-value, and so the compensation may not be

practically needed. Yet theory would seem to require its possi-

bility always. The geometrical method satisfies this theoretical

requirement. For every rise or fall of one article it provides a

counterbalancing fall or rise of another.

3. This tendency of the arithmetic and harmonic solutions

to run into the ground or to fly into the air by their excessive

demands is clear indication of their falsity. Error is often made

patent by examining extreme cases. It is so here. Take the

case when A rises in price to 1.90. You can then buy with

one money-unit ten nineteenths as much of [A] as you could
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before, or a trifle over half. The arithmetic answer says you

ought then to buy of [B] ten times as much as before. Thus,

losing nine nineteenths or not quite half on [A] , you gain nine

wholes on [B] . The excessiveness is evident. Your money
has appreciated. On the other hand consider the fall of the

quantity of [B] to
r

>2||. With your money-unit you can now

get nine tenths more of [B] than before, or not quite double.

Yet the harmonic method of calculating the terms of prices would

require the price of A to rise to 10.00, which will enable you
with your money-unit to get only one tenth so much of [A] as

formerly. Again the excessiveness is evident. Your money
has depreciated. The geometric method commits neither of these

excesses. In the former case it does not require the price of B
to fall so low as did the arithmetic only to .'>

r

>-jf
instead of to

.10; and it enables you then to get nineteen tenths instead of

ten wholes, so that, losing nine nineteenths on [A], you gain

nine tenths on [B] instead of nine wholes. There is no appear-

ance here of appreciation. In the latter case, this method does

not require the price of A to rise so high as did the harmonic

only to 1.90 instead of to 10.00; and it enables you then to get

with your money-unit ten nineteenths instead of only one tenth

of [A], so that, gaining nine tenths on [B], or not quite as

much again, yon lose nine nineteenths on [A] instead of nine

tenths, or nearly the whole. Neither is there here any appear-

ance of depreciation. There is thus an appearance that the

geometric mean may have rendered your money stable in general

exchange-value, since it has removed the appearance both of

appreciation and of depreciation.

As yet, however, we arc but slightly advanced beyond Jevous

in one of his moods. Jevons acknowledged himself at a loss

between the opjwsite merits, as he admitted them, of the arith-

metic and harmonic methods of averaging prices, and rested con-

tent with a compromise on the intermediate geometric method.

We see the opposite failings of those methods, and welcome the

geometric method for avoiding each extreme, and so suggesting

at least the possibility of its being the correct one under the

assumed conditions at least.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE GENERAL ARGUMENT FOR THE GEOMETRIC MEAN.

I.

$ 1 . The problem before us has two aspects. The one is the

]M)int of view of prices, the other the point of view of the ex-

change-values of money in the goods priced. Of two equally

important classes of goods the rise of the price of the one is to

be compensated by a fall of the price of the other
;
and the rise

of the exchange-value of money in the latter is to be compen-
sated by a fall of the exchange-value of money in the former.

The second is really our main problem ;
but its place may be

taken by the first, for the sake of convenience. No argument,

however, is good showing the superiority of one kind of com-

pensation in the problem of prices, unless it can show also the

superiority of the kind of compensation thereby involved in the

problem of the exchange-value of money. In order, then, to be

able to apply the question of compensation and of averages to

our double-faced problem, we must understand something of the

nature of compensation in general, and of the nature of averages

in reference to the kinds of subjects for which they are generally

suitable.

In the question of compensatory variations, the following

proposition at once'strikes us as evident : A compensatory varia-

tion in, the one direction must equal the variation in the other direc-

tion which it is to compensate.

We generally treat variations by percentage, and we have an

habitually established manner of reckoning percentages. We
treat an increase or rise on the one hand, and on the other a de-

crease or fall, as variations from one common point or position,

or whole,' arbitrarily chosen as that which exists at the com-

233
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mencemcnt. The percentage of the rise is the ratio of the later

excess beyond the original whole to that whole, multiplied by

one hundred ;
and the percentage of the fall is the ratio of the

later deficiency below the original whole to that whole, multi-

plied by one hundred. Hereupon we are inclined to maintain

and this is, in almost all cases, the fundamental idea in the argu-

ment for the arithmetic average of variations that a compen-

satory fall uliould always have the same percentage as the rise it is

to compensate, and reversely. But the above is not the only way
of reckoning percentages.

Of reckoning percentages there are three different ways or

better, two distinct ways, and a third constructed by uniting

them
;
wherefore there are three different ways of obtaining

sameness of percentage in compensatory variations. Conse-

quently the argument for the arithmetic average has no validity

unless it can be proved that the ordinary way of reckoning per-

centages is the proper way of reckoning them in the special case

in question. The ordinary way of reckoning percentages, or of

measuring variations, is the way we shall always continue to

pursue, because of its greater convenience. But unless it be

the proper way for indicating the equality of variations in the

problem before us, we shall have to adapt it to our subject by

adapting whatever turns out to be the proper method of meas-

uring the variations to this convenient method of measuring

them.

We must therefore examine the three ways in which we can

conceive of equality in compensatory variations.

2. A being supposed to rise in some attribute to a certain

extent, equality to that rise in the fall of B in the same attribute

may be represented in the following three ways : (1) B may
fall so that the point to which it falls is as much below the point

from which it falls as the point to which A has risen is above

the point from which A has risen
; (2) B may fall so that the

jx)int from which it falls is as much above the point to which it

falls as the point from which A has risen is below the ]>oint to

which A has risen
; (.'5)

B may fall so that either the point to

which it falls is as much below the point from which it falls as
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the point from which A has risen is below the point to which A
has risen, or the point from which it falls is as much above the

point to which it falls as the point to which A has risen is above

the point from which A has risen. In the first we measure

the variations, or their percentages, in the usual way, in what

the things vary from. In the other two we depart from the

usual method. In the second we measure the percentages in

what the things vary to. In the third we measure the varia-

tions either in what the one thing rises to and the other falls

from, or in what the former rises from and the latter falls to.

In the first two we make each measurement in an opposite di-

rection in the first from the start, at the mean, to the ex-

tremes
;
in the second from the 'extremes at the starting points

to the mean, the former being centrifugal, so to speak, and

the latter centripetal. In the third we make both measure-

ments in the same direction, either both upwards or both down-

wards, the starting point of the one being at the mean and that

of the other at an extreme, or that of the latter at the mean

and that of the former at the other extreme.

When the variations in which equality is obtained in these

three ways are all measured in the usual way, the first are vari-

ations from the mean to the simple
l

arithmetic extremes around

it. Thus, for example, A rising from 1.00 to 1.50 by 50 per

cent, (reckoned in 1.00), B falls from 1.00 to .50 by 50 percent.

(also reckoned in 1.00). They may therefore be called simple

arithmetic variations. The second are variations from the mean

to the simple harmonic extremes around it. Thus, A rising

from 1.00 to 1.50 so that 1.00 is 33J percent, below 1.50

(reckoned in 1.50), B falls from 1.00 to .75 so that 1.00 is 33J

per cent, above .75 (reckoned in .75). They may therefore be

called simple harmonic variations. The third are variations from

the mean to the simple geometric extremes around it. Thus, A
rising from 1.00 to 1.50 by 50 per cent, above 1.00 (reckoned

in 1.00), B falls from 1.00 to .6(3 f so that 1.00 is 50 per cent,

above .66f (reckoned in .66f) ; or, A rising so that 1.00 is 33|

per cent, below 1.50 (reckoned in 1.50), B falls from 1.00 to

1 /. e., with even weighting, only two figures being used.
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so that .6G is 33J per cent, below 1.00 (reckoned in 1.00).

They may therefore be called simple geometric variations.
2

Thus when we use in all the cases the ordinary method of

reckoning the percentages, the equality exists only in the first

one. Yet this equality is no more real than the equality which

appears in the other ways of reckoning the percentages.

3. The equality manifested by the arithmetic variations

seems to be of a peculiar nature. This is equality of difference,

or of distance traversed, 1.50 and .50 being equidistant, so to

speak, from 1.00, wherefore A in rising from 1.00 to 1.50 and

B in falling from 1.00 to .50 have traversed equal distances.

This property may be thought, at first sight, to belong only to

the arithmetic variations. It does so belong only to them if the

variations must be conceived as starting from 1.00, or from some

common figure, that is, from the mean. Hut there is no reason,

except mere convenience, why in all cases the variations must

be so conceived. If they are conceived as starting from other

figures, this property of traversing equal distances may belong

to the other variations.

Thus if A rises from 1.00 to 1.50 and B falls from 2.00 to

1.50, A has risen by 50 per cent, and B has fallen by 25 per

cent. Evidently the variation, merely as a variation, of J B
from 1.00 to .75 is the same variation as that of B from 2.00 to

1.50. Here we have harmonic variations. Yet the distances

traversed are equal.

And if A rises from 1.00 to 1.50 and B falls from 1.50 to

1.00, or, B falling from 1.00 to .66$, if A rises from .66 to

1 .00, A has risen by 50 per cent, and B has fallen by 33J per

cent., which are geometric variations; for A has risen to be 50

per cent, higher than it was, and B was 50 percent, higher than

it has come to be. But A and B have each traversed an equal

distance in fact, so to speak, the same road, only in opposite

directions, so that in this case sameness is added to equality.

These properties are universal. All variations from the same

starting point to equal distances on opposite sides, above and

below, are arithmetic variations (variations to arithmetic ex-

2 The universality of these relations is demonstrated in Appendix B, I.
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tremes) ;
and all arithmetic variations may be reduced to such.

All variations from equal distances on opposite sides, above and

below, to the same ending point are harmonic variations (vari-

ations to harmonic extremes, when measured in the usual way) ;

and all harmonic variations may be reduced to such. All vari-

ations over the same distances, between the same extremes, in

opposite directions, upwards and downwards, are geometric

variations (variations to geometric extremes, when measured in

the usual way) ;
and all simple geometric variations may be re-

duced to such.
3

4. Thus in all these variations we find two kinds of equal-

ity : equality of proportion, and equality of distance traversed,

or of difference. These may be represented algebraically as

follows. Let a
L
and a

2 represent the figures at which A stands

at the beginning and at the end of its variation, and b
l
and 6

2

the similar figures for the variation of B. Then in the arith-

a9 a, b. b
metic variations we have J = 7 ,

and if al= bv a., d
l

a a, b b
=

6j
6
2 ;

in the harmonic variations, = 7 ,
and it

2
= 6

2,
a

z
o

l
= b

l
b
2 ;

and in the geometric variations, both

1 = -J-y
2

,
and if a

l
b
2,
a

2
a

l
= b

i
b
t (whence also

1 a, a. b. &.,

a
z
= 6j, and - =

,
-

,
and if a

z
= bv a

z
a

l
= 6

1
6.,

a
2

o
t

(whence also
1
= 6

2).

4

When one or both of these kinds of equality are present, as

they may appear in three different ways, it may be well to give

to these distinctive appellations. Thus when we have the

equality which appears in arithmetic variations, we may name it

arithmetic equality of variations, or of percentages. When we

have the equality which appears in harmonic variations, we may
name it harmonic equality of variations, or of percentages. And

when we have the equality which appears in geometric varia-

3 For the universal demonstration see Appendix B, II.

4 These formulae make it clear that the above-used combinations exhaust all

the possible ways of reckoning percentages and of getting equality between varia-

tions.
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tions, we may name it geometric etjuality of variations, or of

percentages.

Of the two general kinds of equality which may run through

all these varieties of variations, the equality of proportion must

always be present if the variations are to be as we have been

describing them
(/. c., if their percentages are to be equal in the

three ways described). But the equality of difference, or of dis-

tance traversed, need be present only under certain conditions,

different in each of the three varieties. Of course when we

have two variations presented merely as variations, we may
twist about the starting and ending points as we please, and so

whenever we have an equality of proportion, we may also con-

ceive of a corresponding equality of difference. If, however, the

variations are given us as the definite variations of an attribute

in certain things, which have started from certain figures and

have ended at certain figures, then an equality of proportion

may be present, in either of the three forms, without the corre-

sponding equality of difference, although the latter cannot be

present without the former. The conditions for the presence of

the equalities of difference are plain. In the case of arithmetic

variations, the two things, or individuals, must be equally large

(or important) at the first period, and at this period only ;
for

they both start from unity, or from any other common figure,

that is, from the same level of equality in size or amount. In

the case of harmonic variations, the two things, or individuals,

must be equally large (or important) at tfie second period, and

then only ;
for they both end by being equal to unity, or to

some other common figure, that
i.s, they come to the same level

of size. In the case of geometric variations, the two things, or

individuals, must be alternately equal in si/e, the one at the first

peri<xl with the other at the second, and again the former at the

second with the latter at the first, so that they are equal in size

over hoth the period* tot/ether. The connection between these con-

ditions and the subject of weighting is obvious.

When we have these equalities not merely of pro|>ortion but

of distances actually traversed, we virtually have three different

kinds of compensation arithmetic, harmonic and yeometrie com-
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pensation. There may be agreement between these at times, as

we shall see, and also disagreement. In the latter case it is the

problem before us to decide which of these compensations is the

proper one for our subject.

5. So far we have been dealing with only two things (or

classes) that vary, and all these relations have been found to be

universal when we are dealing with two things (or classes), with

even weighting in the averaging of their variations. All of

them are, or may be, universal, when unity is the arithmetic,

harmonic or geometric mean between two opposite variations.

Furthermore, now, they are completely and unconditionally uni-

versal in the cases of the arithmetic and harmonic averages, no

matter how many variations on the one side be opposed to no

matter how many on the other. In these cases if unity be the

arithmetic or the harmonic average (in each case with the weight-

ing of the period proper for
it) between all the variations, there

is equality of proportion between all the variations on the one

side together and all the variations on the other side together,

and, with observance of the proper starting and finishing points,

there is equality between the distance traversed by all the rising

things and the distance traversed by all the falling things, the

whole distance in each case being obtained by summing up the

distances traversed by all the things individually.

Thus in the case of compound arithmetic variations, if in-

stead of one B we have two B's, and both fall together from 1 .00

in the compensation for the rise of A from 1.00 to 1.50, the

figure to which they fall must be such that the arithmetic

average between it twice repeated and 1.50 is unity. This

figure is .75
;

for J(1.50 + 2 x .75)
= l.OO.

5 Or if two things

fall unequally, suppose the one has fallen to .80, then the other

must fall to a figure between which and .80 and 1.50 the arith-

metic average is unity. This is .70
;
for J(1.50 + .80 + .70)

5 It should be noticed that the two figures, 1.50 and .75, are the simple harmonic

extremes around 1.00, but the three figures, 1.50 and .75 twice repeated, are

arithmetic extremes around 1.00. The figure .75 repeated a fractional number
of times may even be a geometric extreme opposed to 1.50 ;

for we may have

1 +J/ 1.50X.75Z = 1.00, and it is not difficult to find x (it is = ~| = 1.408(5^ .

\ log I /
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= 1.00. And similarly in other cases.
6 Here the sums of the

percentage of the two falls, namely 25 + 25, and 20 + 30, are

equal to the percentage of the one rise, namely 50
;
and the

sums of the distances traversed by the two falling things, namely
.25 -f .25, and .20 + .30, are equal to the distance traversed by
the one rising thing, namely .50. These equalities exist the latter

if all the variations start from the same figure whatever be the

number of the arithmetically compensating variations on either

side. The general formula with n equally rising and n' equally

falling things is n I
--

)
= n' I

l

,

2

) ;
and if a

{

= />

\ a
i / \ f)

\ /

For compound harmonic variations, in a similar supposition,

the formula is n I 1

J
= n' I -r

-

)
;
and if

2
= />.

?i
( 2

a
t )
= n'(b l

b
2).

For example, the rise of A alone from

1.00 to 1.50 is harmonically compensated by the equal falls

of two B's from 1 .7-") to 1.50
;
for T

-7T = 1.00.
1/J.OO 1.7o\

3\1.60
4 <

IJ)
Or if one thing has already fallen from say 1.80 to 1.50, another

must fall from 1.70 to 1.50; for-
1/1.00 1.80 1.70\

3\1.50
+

1760
+

1.60 /
= 1.00. And so in other cases. 7

Here, too, the sums of the

percentages of the two falls, measured from the ending point,

which are 16$ + lf>#, and 20 + 13J, are equal to the percen-

tage of the one rise similarly measured, which is 33J ;
and the

sums of the distances traversed by the two falling things,

namely .25 -f .25, and .30 -f .20, are equal to the distance trav-

ersed by the one rising thing, namely .50. And these equalities

exist the latter if all the variations end at the same figure

\vhatever be the number of the compensating variations on

either side.

If the one has already fallen to .50, the other must remain at 1.00. If the one

has already fallen beyond .50, the other must rise.

7 If the one has already fallen from 2.00 to l.o(), the other must remain at 1.50.

If the one has fallen from almve 2.00, the other must rise to 1.50 from below.
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6. But in the compound geometric variations the equality

of proportion ceases to exist, and the equality of distances trav-

ersed exists only at the sacrifice of some of the relations pre-

viously included, so that we no longer have the same universal

relations as before. This becomes evident the moment we deal

with two equal variations, in compensation for one variation.

Thus the rise of A from 1.00 to 1.50 is geometrically compen-
sated by the falls of two B's from 1.00 to a figure between which

twice repeated and 1.50 the geometric average is unity. This

is .8165 (=1/1; for 1/IJ>0 x .8165 2 = 1.00. Here the

percentage of the fall from 1.00 to .8165 reckoned in 1.00 is

18.35, and twice this is more than the percentage of the rise of A
reckoned in 1.50, which is 33J ;

and the percentage of the fall

reckoned in .8165 is 22.47, and twice this is less than the per-

centage of the rise reckoned in 1.00, which is 50. As regards

the distances traversed, the variations being kept the same

merely as variations, the compensation may be by the two B's

falling from 1.2247 to 1.00, or from 1.50 to 1.2247. Then in

the former case they together traverse a shorter, and in the latter

a greater, distance than A. Now if the one thing falls from

1.50 to 1.2247 and the other from 1.2247 to 1.00, they both

together traverse the same distance as A, covering in two stages

downwards the same road covered by A in one leap upwards.
But then the two B's are not equal things belonging to the same

class (they are rather B and C, and unequal in size over both

the periods together so that we should not be justified in geo-

metrically averaging the three variations with even weighting).
It is, however, possible for the two B's to be alike, and falling

together in the same proportion as before, to traverse each half

the distance traversed by A. This is when they both fall from

1.3623 to 1.1123. But then the two B's are not each equally

large or important with the one A over both the periods to-

gether ;
for the geometric mean between their starting and

ending points is 1.23096, while the geometric mean between

the starting and ending points of A is 1.2247. Thus the rela-

tions that hold true of simple geometric variations variations

of two equally important things (or classes), with even weight-

16
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ing, so that unity is the geometric mean between them, do not

hold true of compound geometric variations variations between

several opposed things, with various weighting, such that unity

is a geometric average between them. What has above been

called geometric equality of variations or of percentages exists

only between opposite variations of two things equally large or

important over both the periods, and does not exist in more than

two variations that geometrically compensate for one another

(unless they do so in pairs). That this is so in general may be

seen from the formulae. With several things, n in number,

falling together in compensation for the rise of A alone, the

formula are either-
2 = - 2

,
which is true only if a

{

a, 2

= 6
2
= 1, whereupon o

2 a,
=

6,"
b
z ,

and
2
= b*

;
or

a^ a. bb" , .n=
,
which is true only it

2
= b

l

= 1
, whereupon

a
2 a.j

= b
{ 6.,",

and a
l

= 6
2

n
. Now while A traverses the

distance a
2

a
lt
none of the opposing things traverse the dis-

tance &!*
6
2,

or b
l

/>
2

n
,
but only the distance b

l
6
2 ,
which

is not - the distance
2

ar Still, trial shows that in ordinary

cases, that is, with not more than two or three things opposing

any one thing, the relations between compound geometric vari-

ations are very nearly the same as those above described.

What is here discovered, in differentiating the geometric

average from the geometric mean, and segregating it from the

arithmetic and harmonic averages, which behave universally in

the same manner as do the arithmetic and harmonic means, will

later call for our repeated attention. It shows that we cannot

treat geometric averages as we do geometric means, and that the

use of only two figures, with even weighting, will lead us into error

if we treat them as examples good for all cases. After examin-

ing what is true of the geometric mean, with two things evenly

weighted, we must always turn to more complex examples ;
and

in them we shall find that convenient relations discovered in the

former case no longer hold except, in ordinary cases, only ap-

proximately. We thus have obtained a warning for all our

future labors.
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It is pleasing to notice that in the employment of the geo-

metric mean already made in Chapter IV. we have nothing to

revise; for we there dealt with the geometric mean proper,

that is, with two figures two periods regarded as equally

important.

And we may continue for the present to treat principally of

means.

7. Now in our own special subject people have generally

confined their attention to price variations, and these price varia-

tions they have, of course, measured in the usual way, conceiv-

ing of them all as starting from the same figure. They have

also generally used the arithmetic average, assuming that the

proper equality in compensatory changes is the arithmetic. The

adoption of the arithmetic average we have seen to be due prin-

cipally to its convenience. But when people have looked for a

reason to justify its use, they have lighted upon the fact that by
it alone measured in the usual way does equality, especially

the equality of distance traversed, exist in the opposite varia-

tions that are supposed to compensate for each other. We now

see that it is only because of the method usually adopted for

reckoning percentages that equality is apparent only in the arith-

metic compensations ;
and yet this is only one of three possible

methods. The usual method is the most convenient and the

most suitable for measuring the proportions of the variations
;

but it is no better than either of the others for measuring the

actual amounts, or distances traversed, of the variations. We
therefore find ourselves in need of special reasons in our subject

for showing why the one of these sets of starting points is the

proper one rather than another. But for this purpose we must

appeal to facts
;
for only facts will show what the starting points

really are. Facts will give us the weighting, and the period, or

periods, of the weighting. And the mean, or average, will then

have to be chosen with dependence upon the period, or periods,

whose weighting is chosen. Otherwise our procedure will be

arbitrary.

In general these principles, derived from what has above been

shown at the end of 4, may be stated : (1) If it happens that
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the things that vary are equal at the start and diverge, using

even weighting, we should use the arithmetic mean. (2) If it

happens that the things are unequal at the start and converging

become equal at the finish, using even weighting, we should use

the harmonic mean. (3) If it happens that the things are un-

equal at the start and at the end are reversely unequal, having

exactly changed places, then, using even weighting, we should

use the geometric mean. Or, putting the matter still more

broadly, whatever the weighting be, provided we are dealing

with the same material things at both periods, (1) if we use the

weighting of the first period we should use the arithmetic aver-

age ; (2)
if we use the weighting of the second period, we should

use the harmonic average ; (3) if we use the weighting of both

periods, we should use the geometric average, although in this

case only approximation to a correct result may be expected. A
peculiar relation exists between these three means (or averages)

so used (applied to the same things at both periods), which it is

not the place here to point out, but which will be shown in a

later Chapter. Some of these principles are applicable some-

times also to classes that are not composed at both the periods of

the same things. The examination of these cases, so important

in our subject, must likewise be postponed.

Now if we simply suppose we are dealing with equally large ?

or equally important, things, or classes, the natural implication

is that they are equally large or important, not at only one of

the periods, but either at both, or somehow over both together.

Therefore in such general suppositional cases the proper mean or

average to use with even weighting is the geometric.

8. Furthermore, in our subject we should remember that

we have to look at the variations in two aspects. Now if a

person finds to his own satisfaction that the arithmetic average,

with a certain weighting, is the right one for the averaging of

price variations, because, perhaps, of the existence of equality of

distance traversed in these variations when supposed to be com-

pensatory, he will have to use, with the same weighting, the

harmonic average for the variations of the exchange-values of

money, or of the mass-quantities purchased, in spite of the fact
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that the equality of distance traversed is now lost (although, in

certain cases, as we shall see, he may still use the arithmetic

average, but with different weighting). And reversely, if he

prefers the arithmetic average for averaging the variations of

the exchange-values of money, he will have to use, with the

same weighting, the harmonic average in averaging the price

variations, in spite of the loss here of equality of distance trav-

ersed (although, in certain cases, as before, he may still use the

arithmetic average, but with different weighting). Hence each

of these persons ought to be called upon to give other reason

for his position than the mere preference for arithmetic equality,

since he can have this (except in certain cases) only in one of

the two aspects of the problem. He should state also why the

harmonic average is to be preferred on the other side of the

problem. It is only the advocate of the geometric average who

can use the same average, with the same weighting, and the

same arguments for it, on both sides of the problem. And if

his arguments should suffer by comparison with the arguments
for the arithmetic average, they might gain by comparison with

the arguments, or lack of arguments, for the harmonic average,

which the others are also called upon to advance. As no argu-

ments have ever been adduced for the harmonic average directly,

we shall generally have to compare the arguments for the geo-

metric average only with the arguments, for the arithmetic

average.

II.

1. We shall now turn our attention to the nature of the

subjects to which the different averages may be applicable.

In some subjects the zero point is a purely arbitrary position,

or if not arbitrary, it is at least a point that can be passed.

When a positive figure passes such a zero, it is to be treated as

negative ;
and a negative figure, passing it, becomes positive.

A familiar example is the figure representing temperature in

our usual methods of measuring temperature, which figure may
be above or below zero. In all these cases there is no reason

apparent why compensation by arithmetically equal variations
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should not be the proper one
;
and in fact we generally find it

to be so. The following is an example. On a mathematical

balance two equal weights are in equilibrium at equal distances

on each side of the fulcrum, which point is represented by zero,

the one weight being at the distance, say + a, from it on the

right, and the other at the distance a from it on the left.

Now if the weight on the right be split into two equal parts

and the one of these be moved further to the right, the other,

in order to keep the equilibrium, must be moved to the left to-

ward the fulcrum at an equal speed, the two always being at

equal distances from their original position, whose distance from

the fulcrum, + a, is thus the arithmetic mean between their dis-

tances from the fulcrum. This is possible because when the

part moving to the right passes the distance -f 2 a, the other part

moving to the left may pass the zero point. Thus, for instance,

when the former is at -f- 3 a, the latter will be at a, and these

are the arithmetic extremes around + a.
1

Again there are subjects in which, while the one thing, in

falling in some attribute, cannot pass the zero point, the other

thing in rising likewise can not pass a definite point equally far

above the starting point (supposing even weighting to be proper).

For instance, if two parts of the territory of a country are

equally populous and the population of the one part gradually

moves over to the other part, as the population of the former

decreases toward zero, the population of the latter rises toward

double, the total being supposed to remain the same
;

and so,

the population of each half being represented as 1 at the start,

as the one cannot sink below 1 beyond 0, the other cannot rise

above 1 beyond 2. In this movement, the population of the

whole country remaining the same, the average population of its

parts remains the same. This constancy is observed by drawing
1 Here we are using even weighting because the two parts are equal. If the

one were half the other, i. e,., if the original weight were divided into three equal

parts and two of them move together, the latter would have to move only half as

fast as the former. For instance, + a is the arithmetic mean between f 3 twice

repeated and 3a; and when the larger part has moved from 4- a to +3 a,

traversing the distance +3 a a = 2 a (wherefore each of its halves traversing

this distance, the two halves together have moved over -t-4), the smaller part

(equal to each of the halves of the other) has passed from + a to 3 a, travers-

ing the distance -3 a a 4 a.
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the arithmetic average of the variations, with even weighting.
2

And the compensation is by arithmetic equality, with equality

of distance traversed away from the common starting point.

Reversely there are subjects in which a common point may be

approached, on opposite sides, from points within two impassable

limits, the one of these being zero and the other some definite

figure. Thus in the preceding example reversed, if the popula-
tions in the two parts are unequal at first and by the moving of

people from the larger to the smaller become equal, then, the

total population remaining unchanged, the constancy of the

average of the two parts will be found to be indicated by the

harmonic average, with even weighting.
3 Here the compensa-

tion is by harmonic equality, or equality of distance traversed

to the common ending points.

But there are subjects in which the zero point is absolute and

impassable, a negative quantity having no meaning, or there

being nothing that can be conceived of as negative, while on the

rising side there is no fixed limit. In these the use of the arith-

metic average for measuring compensatory variations is obviously

out of place, because the conditions here permit the existence of

variations on the one side which cannot be arithmetically com-

pensated on the other. It is evident that a variation moving in

an unlimited direction is not properly compensated by a varia-

tion moving at the same speed toward a fixed limit. The arith-

metic average is admissible only in the two cases just reviewed :

either where there are no limits on either side, or where there

are fixed limits on both sides. Then the two limits should be

reached at the same moment by the outward moving quantities.

Now when zero is a limit on the one side and on the other there

is no finite limit, we can conceive of infinity as being the limit

on this side. Compensatory variations would then be such that

2 Even weighting is to be employed because of the equality of the population
in the two parts at the first period. If the one part were larger than the other at

the first period, its weight would have to be proportionally larger.
3 Even weighting is employed because the populations of the parts are equal at

the second period. If they finish with different sizes, uneven weighting accord-

ing to these must be employed. The mathematical reader will perceive an

agreement, in such cases, between the the two different averages with the two

different weightings. This is part of the peculiarity above alluded to, which will

be examined later (in Chapter X.).
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the one approaches infinity at the same rate as the other ap-

proaches zero. Such are geometric variations. In these the

falling quantity reaches zero no sooner than the other reaches

infinity. Hence whenever we have these limits, the geometric

average is the proper one for measuring compensatory varia-

tions, or for indicating their combined results.

2. Now exchange-values, and prices, are exactly such quan-
tities. They can rise infinitely. They cannot sink below zero

or nothing. It is true that we sometimes pay to get rid of a

thing, as a disease, or an obstruction of any sort. Such things

may be represented as having negative exchange-value, or nega-
tive price. Also things that have positive exchange-value may
sink to negative exchange-value either through deterioration or

through superfluity. But there are few instances of things that

have positive exchange-value sinking to negative exchange-value
when new. And even if they were common, nobody would claim

that, [A] and [B] being two equally useful classes of things diffi-

cult of attainment, if [A] should more than double in price, this

could be compensated by [B] becoming a repugnant object difficult

of avoidance. Instead of remaining in a constant position with

respect to these two objects together, we should be doubly in-

commoded, as we should have to pay more to procure the one and

additionally pay to get rid of the other. And when a class of

things, through a change in our wants, falls to zero in price or

exchange-value, it is no longer produced, it becomes an extinct

class, and is no more to be taken into account in our comparisons.

Therefore no rise of A in price from 1 .00 to a height above

2.00 can be arithmetically compensated by any fall of B from

1.00, if they belong to equally important classes, since B would

have to fall below zero, which here is meaningless. Hence in

these cases there can be no arithmetic compensation.

As regards the harmonic compensation, the trouble is inverted.

We have seen that in this kind of compensation, if B falls in

price from 1.50 to 1.00, A should rise in price from .50 to 1.00.

Then if B falls in price from 2.00 to 1.00, A should rise in

price from to 1.00. And if B falls in price from any figure

above 2.00 to 1.00, that is, if it falls by more than half, A
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should rise in price from below zero to 1.00, which is impos-
sible. Hence in such cases there can be no harmonic

compensation.

Similarly from the point of view from which our problem
must be regarded, if the exchange-value of money in [B] rises

by more than 100 per cent., the compensatory fall of the ex-

change-value of money in [A] should be to below zero accord-

ing to the arithmetic method of averaging, which therefore is in-

applicable in this case. And if the exchange-value of money in

[A] falls to less than half, the exchange-value of money in [B]
should rise from below zero according to the harmonic method

of averaging, which therefore is inapplicable here.

But in the use of the geometric compensation there are no

such impossible cases. If the price of A rises from any figure

to any figure, we merely have to suppose that the price of B falls

from the latter to the former figure, or in the same proportion.

And if the price of B falls from any figure to any figure, we

merely have to suppose that the price of A rises from the latter

to the former figure, or in the same proportion. Similarly,

though inversely, in the case of the exchange-values of money
in the two classes. There is no conceivable case in which this

kind of compensation is not possible that is, on the supposition

we are all along making, in our problem about exchange-values

or prices, that the classes are equally large or important at, or

over, both the periods together.

III.

1 . Having examined the general nature of the three means

and averages and of the subjects to which they are applicable,

we may now examine the means and averages as applicable to

our special subject.

The advocate of the arithmetic averaging of prices says that

when the class [A] rises in price by a certain percentage, in

order to compensate for this rise and to keep the average of

prices constant, the class [B] should fall by an equal percentage.

Usually the writers on this subject have not much concerned

themselves about weighting, but when their attention is turned
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toward it, they posit merely that the classes in question should be

equally important. They have not entered into the question at

what period the classes should be equally important. We may,

then, at present, take our own position on this subject, and re-

quire that the classes be equally important, or large, over both

the periods together either alternately, or constantly so, or on

the average.

We may suppose that as A rises in price by one per cent, at

a time (always reckoned on the original starting point at 1.00),

B falls by one per cent, at a time (likewise always reckoned on

the same original starting point at 1.00). According to the

arithmetic averagist these opposite movements always leave the

exchange-value of money and the level of prices unchanged
until 2.00 is reached by A, after which he does not concern

himself further (or requires that another equally important class

shall begin to fall). But, now, every successive rise of A is a

smaller rise reckoned from its starting point, while every suc-

cessive fall of B, similarly reckoned, is a larger fall. Thus,
while the first rise and fall are each by 1 per cent., the second

rise of A from 1.01 to 1.02 is a rise by 100 ( Y^)
= 0.990099 per cent., and the corresponding fall of B from .99

(GO

9H\'

-
9
--

'

j=
1.0101 per cent. The dif-

ference will be shown more plainly by an extreme case. When
A has risen to 1.98 and B fallen to .02, the next rise of A to

(1

C)() j C)8\'"

j=
0.505 per cent.

;
but the

next fall of B to .01 is a fall by 100 (' '-""_''

J=
50 per cent.

Now suppose we begin with things in this condition. The price

of A being 1.98, the price of 0.505 A is 1.00, and the price of B

being .02, the price of 50 B is 1.00. We may, then, form a new

unit for each of these quantities, say A' priced at 1.00 and B'

priced at 1.00 and we may still suppose that the classes [A]
and [B] are equally important. Then the arithmetic averagist,

if he says the rise of the price of A to 1.99 is compensated by a
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fall of the price of B to .01, must say that the rise of the price

of A! to 1.00505 is compensated by the fall of the price of B'

to .50
;
which is absurd on his own principles. Thus the posi-

tion of the arithmetic averagist leads him into inconsistency.

And on going back to the start, we now see that even the first

fall from 1.00 to .99 is a larger fall than the rise from 1.00 to

1.01, if we analyze each of these variations into component

stages. Therefore all such price variations mean an apprecia-

tion of money.
On the other hand, in harmonic variations the fall demanded

in compensation for a rise is always smaller than the rise. This

is so obvious that it does not need explication. But the position

of the harmonic averagist of prices may be shown to be wrong
also in this way. His position is that we should have arithmetic

equality in the compensatory changes in the quantities of things

purchasable, whereby the exchange-value of money in their

classes is measured. Here of course the same absurdity comes

to light, with the consequent inconsistency, as in the case where

the arithmetic average is applied to prices. And the falls in

the exchange-values of money being too large, this kind of varia-

tions means a depreciation of money.
2. The geometric method of averaging escapes such absurd-

ity and such inconsistency. It provides, not equality of rate of

variation (measured in the usual way), but correspondence. As
the rate ofthe rise of A, supposed to be always at the same speed

from the original starting point, grows smaller with every ad-

vance, so the rate of the fall of B is made to grow proportion-

ally smaller. Thus when A rises from 1.00 to 1.01 by 1 per

cent., the compensatory fall of B is from 1.00 to
--^

= .990099,

which is a fall by 100(1 .990099) = 0.990099 per cent.

Then when A next rises to 1.02, the compensatory fall of B is to

= .980392. Here the percentage of the rise of A, reck-

/ 1.02 1.01 \
oned in its starting point, has sunk to 100 I

i~cy[ )
=

0.990099, and the percentage of the fall of B, reckoned in
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/.990099 - .980392 \
its starting |x>mt, has sunk to 100 (

<)<)()0 ( (
) )

=

0.980407. Again when A next rises to 1.03, the compensatory

fall of B is to = .97087:5. Here the percentage of the

rise of A, reckoned in its starting point, has sunk to

100 (
'

~.> -)
= 0.980392 (the same as the point to which

B previously fell),
and the percentage of the fall of B, reckoned

in the same way, has sunk to 0.970938 per cent. And so the

process will continue indefinitely, the percentage of the fall of

A always being the same with the point to which B previously

fell, and the percentage of the fall of B always being still smaller

(though above the point to which B
falls).

For instance, in the

ninety-ninth stage, the rise ofA from 1 .98 to 1.99 is compensated

by the fall of B from = .oOoOoO to -- = .f)02512, so
1 . t

*
rS 1 i.J 1 '.

(1

()(J ] ()^\

I

== 0.505050 percent, is com-
1.98 /

pensated by a fa.] l,v ,00 ^L?512 . .502524

per cent.

Now the first compensatory fall of B from 1.00 to .990099 is

the same variation as a fall from 1.01 to 1.00, merely the re-

verse of the rise of A for which it is offered in compensation.

And the next fall of B from .990099 to .980392 is the same

variation as a fall from 102 to 101, again merely the reverse

of the rise of A for which it is offered in compensation. And

so with all the compensatory variations required by the geometric

averaging (with even weighting). They are merely the reverse

of each other. Whenever A rises from any figure, a,, to any

figure, a
2, by a percentage (reckoned in rrj obtained by dividing

a hundred times the difference which measures the amount of

the rise by the earlier figure, namely 100 I
l

J
,

the com-

pensatory fall of B is a fall from a
2
to a

t by a percentage (reck-

oned in cr
2)

obtained by dividing a hundred times the difference
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which measures the amount of the fall by the earlier figure,

namely 100 f
-J

. These percentages are not the same,

but it is evident that this fall is equal to that rise. If A rises

from a
l
to a

2
and then falls back to av it is evident that the fall

is equal to the rise, since it brings A back to its original posi-

tion. Then the fall of B from a
2
to av equalling the fall of

A from a
2

to av equals the rise of A from a^ to
2

.

1 The
usual method of reckoning percentages does not manifest this

equality, which is shown mathematically only by reckoning
the percentages from the opposite extremes, but in the same

direction. That the mathematical equality should reside only
in this kind of percentage is plain, since the compensatory
variations must plainly be merely the reverse of each other.

Therefore the correctness of the geometric mean (although not

of the geometric average) is demonstrative.

3. Jevons wrote in his Principles of Science :
2 " In almost

all the calculations of statistics and commerce the geometric
mean ought, strictly speaking, to be used. If a commodity rises

in price 100 per cent, and another remains unaltered, the mean

rise of a price is not 50 per cent, because the ratio 150 : 200 is

not the same as 100 : 150. The mean ratio is as unity to

1/1.00 x 2.00 or 1 to 1.41." There is exaggeration in the first

part of this statement, since the geometric mean is almost ex-

clusively to be confined to the measurement of variations, and

many calculations of statistics are not measurements of variations

though often providing the data for such measurements. In

this statement we have our problem solved in the first form in

which we approached it. 'Therefore we may find interest in

noticing this also. As Jevons's brief statement has not met with

acceptance on the part of statisticians of prices, it needs to be

explicated.

The arithmetic averagist would say that the mean rise in the

above suppositional case is to 1.50. Now suppose, the price of

B remaining at 1.00, the price of A rises first of all to 1.50.

1 Cf. the reasoning for Proposition XI.
2 Second ed., p. 361.
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Then the arithmetic averagist would say the mean price has

risen to 1.25. Suppose that later the price of A rises from 1.50

to 2.00. This rise, measured from its starting point, is a rise

by 33 J per cent. Then, according to the principles of the arith-

metic averagist, the mean, already risen to 1.25, ought to rise

further by half of 33 J, or 16, per cent, above 1.25. This is

a rise to 1.25 x 1.16$ = 1.45433 Therefore on his own

principles the arithmetic averagist is mistaken in saying that

when A rises to 2.00 the mean rise is to 1.50. And conse-

quently, too, he was mistaken when he said it rose first to 1.25,

and his whole position from beginning to end is inconsistent

with itself, and wrong. The mean price at every rise is below

the arithmetic mean.

On the other hand, the mean price is always above the har-

monic mean, because if it rose only to the harmonic mean, the

mean exchange-value of the two things would fall to the arith-

metic mean, and a similar inconsistency would be found.

The error in the position of the arithmetic averagist is evi-

dent. The higher A rises from its original position, the smaller

is its rise in each stage of its advance. Yet the arithmetic aver-

agist accords to it the same influence upon the mean when it

rises from 1.99 to 2.00 as when it rose from 1.00 to 1.01, al-

though the mean has lagged behind somewhere below 1.50,

where its rise by half of one per cent, at a time (reckoned in

1.00) is considerably more than half as large as the rise of A
from 1.99 to 2.00. And reversely, when A alone falls, while

it is falling from .02 to .01, the arithmetic averagist accords to

it not so much influence upon the mean as when it fell from

1.00 to .99, although its fall is now fifty times greater than it

was then.

But the geometric averagist, in placing the mean at 1.41

when A alone rises from 1.00 to 2.00, places it where the in-

fluence of the later rises is the same as that of the earlier, when

in the same percentage. Thus if A alone rises first to 1.41 by
41 percent., the mean is placed at 1.19, indicating a rise by
19 per cent, Then when A rises further to 2.00, this also be-

ing a rise by 41 per cent, the same influence as before is attrib-
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uted to it
;
for the rise of the mean from 1.19 to 1.41 is by 19

per cent.

4. Here we might pause, our labor done, but for the fact,

above shown, that what is true of the geometric mean is not true

of the geometric average. All that has just been demonstrated

has been demonstrated on the supposition that we are dealing

with only two classes of things, and these equally large or im-

portant over both the periods compared. If the two classes are

not equally large over both the periods, or if there are many

varying classes to be considered, nothing that has just been

proved applies, nor does it apply with accuracy if we use the

geometric average with the proper weighting over both the

periods. For instance, suppose the classes are equally impor-

tant only at the first period, and as [A] rises in price it rises

also in importance, and as [B] falls in price it falls also in im-

portance. Then it is evident that a rise of A from 1.00 to 1.50

is not fully compensated by the fall of B to the other geometric

term, 0.66| ; but, for compensation, B must fall further. How
much further it must fall will depend upon the extent of the al-

teration in the relative importance of the classes. It is possible,

therefore, that the price of B may have to fall to the arithmetic

term, 0.50. We shall in fact find this to be the case when the

relative sizes of the classes vary exactly as their prices. Yet

this will not be exactly indicated by the geometric average with

the proper (uneven) weighting for both the periods.

Therefore we need to turn to the examination of the averages

more closely in connection with the subject of weighting. Also

it is always well to examine the arguments of persons who have

advocated other opinions, and although we have already dis-

proved the positions of the arithmetic and harmonic averagists

under certain provisos, yet their general position still remains.

It happens that both these objects may be pursued together.



CHAPTER IX.

REVIEW OF THE ARGUMENTS FOR THE HARMONIC AND

ARITHMETIC AVERAGES OF PRICE VARIATIONS.

I.

1. The arguments for the harmonic and arithmetic averages

have been very imperfectly .stated. We shall therefore have to

try to understand them not merely as they have been presented,

but as they turn out to be on fuller analysis. They have gen-

erally been adduced in the form which considers what constitutes

variation. But this depends upon what constitutes constancy.

Also little or no reference has been made to weighting. This

we shall have to supply. We may, however, supply it later,

first reviewing the arguments in their most general forms.

In the argument for the use of the harmonic average of price

variations the idea, when there is supposed to be constancy, is

as follows. The same total sum of money purchasing the same

total quantity of all kinds of goods at both the. periods com-

pared, the purchasing power of this sum (and consequently the

exchange-value of money) is considered not to have varied, what-

ever be the changes in the make-up of the total quantity of

goods, an increase in the quantity of one class of tilings pur-

chasable with the same particular sum of money devoted to pur-

chasing it at both the periods being offset by an equal decrease

in the quantity of another class of things purchasable with the

particular sum devoted to purchasing it at the two periods.

For the total of the quantities remains the same when these

quantities vary oppositely to the arithmetic terms, and conse-

quently when their prices vary oppositely to the harmonic terms
;

so that if the harmonic average of the price variations indicates

256
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constancy, it indicates this condition. As the quantities of the

goods are in arithmetic progression, the compensation may be

described as arithmetic compensation by equal mass-quantities

a loss of one third on A, for instance, being compensated by a

gain of one third on B, or by a gain of one sixth both on B and

on C. Now if a variation occurs in the total quantity of the goods

purchasable at the second period from that at the first, this

variation of the total is indicated by the arithmetic average of

the variations of the particular quantities ;
for if the quantities

purchasable all varied at the same common average rate, the

same result in the total would be obtained. Thus if there is a

loss of one third in the quantity of A alone, this is the same,

among two classes of commodities, as a loss of one sixth on each
;

among three classes, of one ninth on each
;
and so on, just the

same as if each of the two classes had lost one sixth, or each of

the three classes one ninth, and so on.
1 Hence this same result is

obtained, for the prices, by the harmonic average of the price vari-

ations. All this is a mathematical fact. Upon this fact is based

the argument, if argument it may be called, or rather the claim,

suggested by Jeyons and insisted upon by Messedaglia, that the

harmonic average of the price variations, because it inversely

indicates this variation, or the preceding constancy, of the total

quantity of goods purchasable with the same total sum of money,
also inversely indicates the variation, or constancy, of the purchas-

ing power of money (and consequently of its exchange-value),

and so is to be taken as the proper method of measuring it.

In this argument it is always understood that the particular

sums of money spent on every class of goods remains constant

at both the periods, whatever be the variations in the particular

mass-quantities therewith purchased.

2. In the argument for the use of the arithmetic average of

price variations the idea, when there is supposed to be constancy,

is as follows. The same total quantity of goods being purchas-

able with the same total sum of money at both the periods, a

total price is conceived of the total quantity, which total price

1 This will be recognized as the argument we lighted upon at first glance above

in Chapter VI. Sect. I. 2.

17
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has not varied whatever be the changes in its make-up, that is,

in the particular prices, an increase in the price of one class of

things being offset by an equal decrease in the price of another.

For the total of the prices remains the same when they vary

oppositely to the arithmetic terms (and consequently when the

mass-quantities purchasable vary oppositely to the harmonic

terms) ;
so that if the arithmetic average of the price variations

indicate* constancy, it indicates this condition. And so there is

arithmetic compensation by equal sums of money a need, for in-

stance, for one half more money to purchase A being offset by a

need for one half less money to purchase B. Now if a varia-

tion occurs in the total price, or total sum of money needed to

purchase the same quantities of the same classes of goods at the

second period from what was needed at the first, this variation

of the total is indicated by the arithmetic average of the partic-

ular prices ;
for if the prices all varied at the same common

average rate, the same result in the total price would be ob-

tained. Thus a rise in the price of one class of commodities by

fifty per cent, has the same influence upon the total as a rise of

two classes by twenty five per cent., of three classes by sixteen

and two thirds per cent., and so on. Hence the result in the

variation of the total price is obtained by the arithmetic average
of the variations of the particular prices. Here again is a

mathematical fact, upon which is based the argument, or claim,

that the arithmetic average of the price variations, because it

directly indicates this variation, or the preceding constancy, of

the total price of the same goods, also inversely indicates the

variation, or constancy, in the purchasing power of money (and

consequently in its exchange-value) and so is to be taken as the

proper method of measuring it.

In this argument it is always understood tliat the particular

quantities purchased of every class remain constant at both the

periods, whatever be the variations in the particular sums of

money needed to purchase them.

'}. Thus the harmonic and arithmetic averages of prices, in

the minds of their advocates, represent reversed positions. The

former is directly applied to the measurement of the purchasing
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power of money by the total quantity of all commodities a given
total sum of money, spent in the same way at both periods, will

purchase. The latter is applied rather to the measurement of

the power of all commodities over money by the total sum of

money a total quantity of given particular commodities, composed
in the same way at both periods, will command in exchange.

The former makes use of arithmetic compensation by equal mass-

quantities, the latter of arithmetic compensation by equal sums

of money. They have in common the use of arithmetic com-

pensation. They differ in applying this to opposite sides of the

question, in each case excluding notice of the other side.

When we look at either of these positions by itself, it seems

very strong. The one inversely measures variations in the total

mass-quantity purchasable with a given sum of money. Does

it not then inversely measure variations in the purchasing power
or exchange-value of money, and directly measure variations in

the general level of prices ? The other directly measures varia-

tions in the total price of given quantities of all things together.

Does it not then directly measure variations in the general level

of prices, and inversely variations in the purchasing power or

exchange-value of money ?

Each of these methods is founded on a procedure which we

employ with regard to single classes of commodities. We
measure the constancy or variation of the particular exchange-

value of money in any one class of commodities by the constancy

or variation of the quantity of this commodity purchasable with

a given sum of money at each of the periods (according to Prop-

osition I.), and by inverting the result so obtained we can

measure the constancy or variation of the price of this thing (al-

though we never adopt this roundabout course). Hereupon the

harmonic averagist of prices concludes that we can measure the

constancy or variation of the general exchange-value of money
in all things by the constancy or variation of the total quantity

of things purchasable at each of the periods with a given total

sum of money (which he further specifies must be spent in the

same way at both the periods), and the inverse of the result so

obtained he regards as the proper measure of the constancy or
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variation of prices in general. Again we measure the constancy

or variation of the particular price of any one class of commod-

ities by the constancy or variation of the price of a given quan-

tity of this commodity at each of the periods, and the inverse

of this gives the constancy or variation of the particular ex-

change-value of money in that class (according to Proposition

X.). Hereupon the arithmetic averagist of prices concludes

that we can measure the constancy or variation of a total price

of all things by the constancy or variation of the total price at

each period of a given total quantity of all things (further speci-

fying that these quantities must be individually the same at

both periods), and the inverse of the result so obtained (the in-

verse of the constancy or variation of this total price of all the

same things) he regards as the proper measure of the constancy

or variation of the general exchange-value of money in all things.

In the two particular measurements that serve as models for

these two general measurements there is no disagreement pos-

sible.
.
The results obtained by the one are universally the same

as the results obtained by the other. Those two particular meas-

urements are also always applicable to every one and the same

case. The two copies, however, are really applicable each to a

different state of things, so that they are not properly contra-

dictory or antagonistic. Yet this fact has been mostly over-

looked, and the advocates of these different averages have simply

urged the use of the one or of the other method for all cases.

When applied to the same cases, differently garbling them to fit

them to the different requirements, these methods give different

results. This disagreement shows that at least one of them is

false, and probably both, when applied in such a loose way.

But confined each to the cases that may happen to exist to which

it is applicable, they may both be tnie, or they may both be false,

or the one may be true and the other false. At all events this

divergence of the copies from the models shows that something

is wrong in the copying at least in one case.

4. The faultiness of the copy in the position of the harmonic

averagist of prices is not far to seek. In measuring the con-

stancy or variation of the particular exchange-value or purchas-
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ing power of money in any class of commodities by the constancy

or variation in the quantity of it purchasable at each period with

a given sum of money, we are careful to note that the quality of

this mass-quantity must not change, and guarding this, there is

no possibility of divergence in our result, no matter what mass-

unit we use. Now when we try to imitate this operation in

measuring the constancy or variation in the general exchange-

value or purchasing power of money in many or all classes of

commodities, we at once strike upon a difficulty if there is the

least change in the relative exchange-values or prices or pre-

ciousness of these classes. For if there is any such change,

this is the same as a change in the quality of the total mass-

quantity, which renders the comparison of its change of size

nugatory, unless it can be allowed for. Furthermore, the com-

parison of the total mass-quantities purchasable, or actually pur-

chased, at each period with the same sums of money, will now

be different according to the mass-units that are used in each

class. The harmonic averagist of prices adopts the usual prac-

tice in these matters and takes as his mass-unit in every class the

mass that is equivalent to the money-unit at the first period.

But this is only one of many possible ways of selecting the

mass-units, and he has offered no reason for adopting it and

apparently has none, except the blind following of a convenient

habit. Doing so, when he finds the mass-quantities purchasable

with the same sums at each period to foot up to the same total

quantity, so that he concludes that the exchange-value of money
has not altered on the whole, it may be that the total weight, or

the total bulk, of the goods so purchasable with the same sums

of money may be very different at the two periods. Hence he

is here not following his model. And if he should now try to

return to his model, he would be confronted with the question.

Is he to require the same total weight, or the same total bulk ?

Between these two there is nothing to decide. But if he does

(arbitrarily) hit upon the one or the other, he will only be meas-

uring the constancy or variation in the one or in the other kind

of preciousness of the goods relatively to money.
2 Thus the

2 He would be using Drobisch's method applied to cases in which x^a^
= x 2a z
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measurement of the general exchange-value of money cannot

be so simply made on the model of this method of measuring a

particular exchange-value of money. The imitation will be ex-

act, in case the total mass-quantities are the same at both peruxls,

only if there are no price variations, and, in case the total mass-

<iuantities are different, only if all the prices have varied in the

same proportion that is, only when any other average would

be as good. There is, however, a more complex way in which this

model may be imitated. But the harmonic averagist has not

sought it, and nobody has hitherto pointed it out.

In the argument for the arithmetic average of prices there

is a somewhat similar defect. But this seems to bear with it its

own correction, in the way alluded to at the end of the preced-

ing Chapter. Here, in its totality and in its details, identically

the same (or similar) mass of goods is used, of which the con-

stancy or the variation in the total price is taken as the measure

of the constancy or inverse variation in the exchange-value of

money. And consequently there is no difficulty here about the

mass-units to be employed. But this total mass is not econom-

ically the same in all its parts at both periods, unless all prices

have remained constant or varied alike
;
for otherwise some of

its parts have become more or less precious, and also more or

less important, than others, and so its economic make-up has

altered. Still it is precisely the prices of the things that have

grown more precious and more important that have risen, and

the prices of the things that have become less precious and less

important that have fallen, and all these variations are in ex-

actly the same proportions ;
which is about as we should desire.

Hence it is possible that this measurement is a good copy of its

model. But it would probably be more difficult to prove this

than to prove the correctness of the arithmetic average (in the

special cases to which it is claimed to be applicable). Hence

the above argument made by the arithmetic averagists is still

unsatisfactory, and we must continue to probe it.

Vifli ^Viflti (because the same sums are supposed to be spent on every
claw at both periods), so that the first part of Drobisch's formula falls away,
being reduced to unity.
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II.

1. Both the above arguments have been advanced only 011

very cursory inspection and incomplete analysis of the mathe-

matical relations involved. The writers acquainted with them

seem to have thought that the argument for the harmonic aver-

age is peculiar to that average, applicable neither to the arith-

metic nor to the geometric, and that the argument for the arith-

metic average is peculiar to that average, applicable neither to

the harmonic nor to the geometric. And as these two argu-

ments, attacking our problem from its two opposite sides, appear

to occupy all the possible positions, it has seemed as if no room

were left for the geometric average or mean. This has seemed

to stand out in the cold, with no function to fulfil, and with no

argument applicable to it. Hence the neglect with which it has

been treated. Yet not much analysis is needed to show that

these views are false.

The argument for the harmonic average of prices assumes a

certain distribution of our spendings, and then finds compensa-
tion arithmetically by equal mass-quantities, so that, when con-

stancy is indicated, an equal total mass-quantity, though differ-

ently made up, is purchasable at both periods with the same

sum spent in the same way at both periods. Now suppose

prices have changed to the arithmetic extremes, namely in our

example from 1.00 to 1.50 and from 1.00 to .50. Then if we

spend 1.50 on [A] at both periods and .50 on [B] at both

periods, we get for 2.00 at the first period 1 J A and J B, and

at the second period 1 A and 1 B, losing J A and gaining J B.

Thus there is compensation by equal mass-quantities, and ability

with the same sum to purchase an equal total mass-quantity.

The argument for the arithmetic average of prices assumes a

certain distribution of our purchases, and then finds compensa-

tion arithmetically by equal sums, so that, when constancy is

indicated, the same total sum, though differently made up, is

able to purchase at both periods the same total mass-quantity

made up of the same particular mass-quantities at both periods.

Now suppose prices have changed to the harmonic terms, namely
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in our example from 1.00 to 1.50 and from 1.00 to .7~). Then

if we purchase $ A and 1 J A at both periods, we can do so at

the first period by spending .66} on [A] and 1.33J on [B]>
and at the second period by spending 1.00 on [A] and 1.00 on

[B] or ^ M more on [A] and M less on [B] . Thus there is

compensation by equal sums, and ability to purchase exactly the

same particular mass-quantities with the same total sum.

Suppose, again, that prices have changed to the geometric

terms, namely from 1.00 to 1.50 and from 1.00 to .66$. Then

if we spend 1.20 on [A] at both periods and .80 on [B] at

both periods, we get for 2.00 at the first period 1 A and | B
and at the second period |

A and l B, losing | A and gain-

ing | B. Thus there is compensation by equal mass-quantities,

and ability with the same sum to get an equal total mass-quan-

tity. Also if we purchase A and 1J B at both periods, we

can do so at the first period by spending .80 on [A] and 1 .20

on [B] and at the second period by spending 1.20 on [A] and

.80 on [B] or | M more on [A] and f M less on [B]. Thus

there is compensation by equal sums, and ability to purchase

the same particular mass-quantities with the same total sum.

Hence the argument which seems to be peculiar to the har-

monic average applies also to the arithmetic and to the geo-

metric
;
and the argument which seems to be peculiar to the

arithmetic, applies also to the harmonic and to the geometric.

And the geometric average, or at least the geometric mean, in-

stead of being without any argument, and without any function,

equally is subject to either of the arguments, and equally per-

forms the same functions. Instead of standing out in the cold,

it belongs in the fold
;
and we cannot examine either of the ar-

guments far without taking also it into consideration.

Thus are there two arguments, in the forms hitherto used, for

three means or averages, each argument being found to be appli-

cable to each of the means. Therefore, so far as we yet see,

any one mean can apparently be argued for as well as any other

by either of these arguments.
1

1 That there is ability to purchase with the same sum at both periods an equal
total quantity of commodities differently made up [hence with compensation by
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2. Furthermore, when prices change to the harmonic ex-

tremes and the harmonic average indicates constancy, or when

prices change to the arithmetic extremes and the harmonic aver-

age indicates constancy, or when prices change to the geometric
extremes and the geometric mean indicates constancy, although it

is possible in each case with the same sum of money spent in the

same way at both periods to purchase an equal total quantity of

goods differently made up, the spendings and the purchases be-

ing different in each of the supposed changes, it is also possible

in each case with the same sum of money spent in the same way
at both periods to get both a larger and a smaller total quantity of

goods at the second than at the first period, our spendings being

variously distributed. Thus in our simple example of two

classes of commodities both priced at 1.00 at the first period we

can at that period itself with 2 M purchase I-A and 1 B, or

two given quantities of [A] and [B] together, and in any com-

bination of spendings of the same sum we always can purchase
two such quantities e. #., f A and 1 J B, J A and 1 J B, 1^ A
and | B, 2 A and B, A and 2 B, etc. But at the second

period with prices changed to the harmonic terms, 1.50 and .75,

if we employ 2 M to purchase 1 A and some B, we must use

1J of it in purchasing 1 A and have left only J with which we
can purchase only f B, or all told only If of [A] and [B] to-

gether ;
or if we purchase 1 B with f M, with the remaining 1 \

M we can purchase only | A, or 1| of [A] and [B] together

in both cases a smaller total than before. Or again, employ-

ing 2 M to purchase \ A and some B, we can purchase If B,

or together 2J, this time more than before. With the prices

changed to the arithmetic terms, 1.50 and .50, by employing
1 M to purchase some A and 1 M to purchase some B, we get

J A and 2 B, or on the whole more than before
;
or by spend-

ing If M on [A] and \ M on [B] we get \\ A and JB, or

on the whole less than before. And lastly if the prices change
to the geometric terms, 1.50 and .66

J,
we can also get some-

times more and sometimes less of [A] and [B] together more,

equal mass-quantities] even when the simple harmonic average ofthe price varia-

tions indicates constancy, was perceived by Walras, B. 69, pp. 14-15. But Walras

has not investigated further.
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for instance, if \ve spend 1 M on [A] and 1 M on [B], getting

f A and H B, or all told 2J, or less if we spend l| M on [A]
and M on [B], getting 1 A and J B, or all told ll.

Hence, if the mere possibility of getting, with our money

spent in the same way at both periods, an equal total quantity

of commodities is a reason for thinking our money constant in

purchasing power, the simultaneous possibility of getting both

more and less is an equally gcxnl reason, so far as is yet shown

to the contrary, in each case, to think that our money has both

appreciated and depreciated ;
which is absurd.

Again, although it is possible in each of these cases with the

same total sum of money differently spent to purchase at both

periods exactly the same quantities of commodities, these being

different in each of the supposed cases, it is also possible in each

case that to purchase other exactly the same quantities of com-

modities, a larger or smaller sum of money is needed at the sec-

ond period. This could be easily shown in our simple example.

But enough has been shown already.

Hence, if the mere possibility of getting at both periods ex-

actly the same quantities of commodities with the same total

sum of money is a reason for thinking the level of prices con-

stant, the simultaneous possibility that for getting exactly the

same other quantities of commodities both a larger and a smaller

total sum may be needed, is equally good reason, so far as is

yet shown to the contrary, in each case to think that the level

of prices has both risen and fallen
;
which again is absurd.

Therefore, so far as we yet see, these arguments apparently

are equally defective whether applied to the harmonic, arith-

metic or geometric averages or means.

/ '}. This defectiveness of the arguments seems to have been

ignored. The conflicting possibilities have been overlooked.

Hardly any advance has been made in this matter since the

famous dispute between Jevons and Laspcyres. That dispute,

therefore, deserves review
;

for it may provide a warning, still

needed in our subject, against reasoning which stops at a few

half-truths first lighted U|M>II.

Jevons had noticed in his first work that the price of cocoa
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had recently risen 100 per cent.
t while that of clove.s had fallen

50 per cent., and had said it would be "
totally erroneous

"
to

say the average change was arise of 25 per cent., since the geo-
metric mean in this case indicates no variation at all.

2 Here-

upon Laspeyres commented and argued as follows :
" The

geometric mean expresses neither the depreciation of commodi-

ties or appreciation of money, nor the appreciation of commodi-

ties or depreciation of money that is, according to Jevons,

increase or decrease in its '

potency in purchasing- other articles/

Let us retain the example used by Jevons. Here, after the

change in price of cocoa and cloves, the same sum of money has

not the same purchasing power as before, but a smaller one, and

exactly so much smaller as is indicated by the arithmetic mean.

If a certain weight of cocoa (say 1 cwt.) previously cost 100

thalers, and a certain weight of cloves (say 1 cwt.) also cost 100

thalers, and the price of this amount of cocoa rises from 100 to

200 thalers, and that of the cloves falls from 100 to 50, then 200

thalers no longer have the same potency in purchasing cocoa

and cloves. For this sum the purchaser procures only f cwt.

cocoa (= 150 th.) and 1 cwt. cloves (= 50 th.), or he procures

1 cwt. cocoa (= 200
th.) and no cloves at all. The purchasing

power is now ^ less, that is, the purchaser must add ^ in order

to get the same quantity ;
or the 250 thalers are now by -^ (50

th.) less worth than formerly. Exactly this is expressed by the

arithmetic mean ~ = 125
;
125 thalers have only the

same purchasing power as 100 before, or 250 only the same as

200 before. Money has depreciated 20 per cent.; commodities

have risen 25 per cent. What is true of the average of two

commodities, is true also for any number of commodities." 3

Laspeyres thus found fault with the geometric average for in-

dicating constancy in the "
potency in purchasing;

" under tbe

given conditions, because these conditions permit n* with nm>

whole sum, 200 thalers, to get at the second period only 1 cwt.

cocoa and no cloves, that is, a smaller quantity than before,

2 B. 22, pp. 23-24.
3 B. 25, p. 97.
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\vliKJi_facL-lm.
took for an indication that the "

potency in_[Mir-

chasing" was smaller; to which came the added evidence *ly*

more money is required at the second period to buy the 1 cwt.

nf o'H'l 1 rfj'l<>. He omitted to state that these conditions per-

mit us at the later period to buy 4 cwts. cloves and no cocoa, that

is, this time a larger quantity than at first, and one just doubles,

as the other was half. Had he done so, the indication of depre-

ciation would have been no stronger than that of appreciation.

And he probably failed to see that under these conditions we

could at the first period purchase with 66.60$ thalers cwt.

cocoa and with 133.33J thalers 1 J cwts. cloves, or 2 cwts. with

200 thalers
;
and that at the second period we could purchase

with 133.33J thalers cwt. cocoa and with 66.66$ thalers 1J

cwts. cloves, that is, exactly the same quantities of cocoa and

cloves, amounting to 2 cwts., with the same total sum of money,
200 thalers. Had he noticed this, he would have seen that, so

far as either he or Jevons had yet carried their investigations,

the indication of constancy is as strong as the indication of de-

preciation, his argument offering nothing distinctive in proof of

the indication of depreciation made by the arithmetic average

over against the indication of constancy made by the geo-

metric.

And when Jevons in reply suggested the harmonic average

(in this case .80, indicating a fall of prices by 20 per cent.) on

the ground that it marks the change in the total quantity of

commodities the same sums of money will purchase at the two

periods (here, for 100 thalers spent on each article, 1 cwt. cocoa

and 1 cwt. cloves at the first period, and at the second J cwt.

cocoa and 2 cwts. cloves, the arithmetic average being J (J -f 2)

= 1.2"), indicating appreciation of money corresponding to the

above fall of
prices), he probably failed to see that we could at

the first period purchase with 133.33J thalers 1J cwts. cocoa

and with 66.66$ thalers cwt. cloves, or 2 cwts. with 200

thalers
;
and that at the second period we could purchase with

1 33.33J thalers $ cwt. cocoa and with 66.66$ thalers 1J cwts.

cloves, that is, with exactly the same expenditure of 200 thalers

the same total quantity of 2 cwts., wherefore even his argu-
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ment for the harmonic average, so far as he worked it out, would

indicate constancy as readily as a fall of prices.

4. We have, even, as yet by no means exhausted the possi-

bilities which render such arguments ridiculous. The following

propositions hold : The price of at least one class rising and the

price of at least one class 'falling, no 'matter how large or small

these variations be, it is possible by spending constant sums of

money on the different classes, with the same total sum to purchase
at both periods the same total quantity of goods ; and under the

same conditions, it is possible at both periods to purchase constant

quantities of the different classes, consequently the same total quan-

tity of goods, with the same total sum of money, differently spent

at the two periods. In the first of these cases the equality in the

total quantities of goods at both the periods depends, given the

price variations, upon two other factors. It depends both on

the sizes of the mass-units between the numbers of which the

compensation by arithmetically equal quantities is desired, and

on the proportions between the special sums devoted at both

periods to purchasing the different classes. In the second case

the equality in the total sums of money at both periods depends

upon only one factor beside the price variations. This one other

factor is the proportion between the special quantities of the dif-

ferent classes purchased at the two periods ;
but as these quantities

are affected, in their numerical expressions, by the sizes of the

mass-units used, these also play a part, though a subordinate

one, as we shall see. Now this factor, so far as it is a factor,

of the sizes of the mass-units used, has generally been decided

at the outset in the same way by the harmonic and by the arith-

metic averagists. They both employ mass-units that are equiv-

alent at the first period (being then priced at 1.00 or at 100

money-units) as we have just seen done by Jevons and Las-

peyres. These mass-units being settled upon, the first factor in

the first case, and so far as it affects the second, is disposed of,

and now the equality in question depends upon the other factor

in both cases. In the first case, if an article rises much in price,

so that the deficiency in the quantity of it purchasable at the

second period, compared with the quantity purchasable at the
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first, is large, and if another falls slightly in price, so that the

gain here, quantity for quantity, is small, we only have to ex-

tend the quantity of this class purchased at the first period until

its gain at the second period equals the deficiency of the other.

And similarly in the second case. The number of classes does

not affect the matter. All but one may rise much and that one

fall but slightly : still it is possible for the compensation by
arithmetic equality to take place.

When we are dealing with only two oppositely varying classes

it is easy to get formulae, which may be of service. To begin

with the first case : Let the sum of money devoted at both

periods to purchasing [A] be represented by a, and that de-

voted at both periods to purchasing [B] be represented by b
;

let us for the present adopt the usual course and take for our

mass-unit for each class that mass of it which can be purchased

at the first period for one money-unit, and let
2

' and /92

' be the

prices at the second period of these mass-units of [A] and [B]

respectively. We therefore purchase with a money-units a

mass-units of [A] at the first period and at the second
,
mass-

a
2

units, and with b money-units we purchase b mass-units of [B]

at the first period and at the second
Q ,

mass-units. Assuming
/*2

that the sums of these mass-quantities are the same at both

periods, we have

a b

which gives us

Now let us take a as a unit sum
;
then

_ a,?/-!)
= '

which means that for every sum of money spent on [A] ,
the

rising article, we must spend a so many times larger or smal lei-

sum on [B], the falling article. Or if we represent the total
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sum of money to be spent by S, and the sum to be spent on

[A] by ,s'a ,
we have

whence

*a= "7-^r ; '"..
and representing the sum to be spent on [B] by sb,

we easily

obtain

For example, suppose A rises in price from 1.00 to 1.99 and

B falls from 1.00 to .99. Here all the employers of the above

arguments would at once conclude that the level of prices has

risen and money depreciated the harmonic averagist amongst
them. Yet it is possible with the same sums of money to get

the same total quantity of the goods at both periods. For here

.99(1.99
-

1) .9801
b -

09(1^99}
=

:0199
= 4

Thus if we spend 100 money-units on [A] at each period we

get at the first period 100 A and at the second 50.2512 A, and

if we spend 4925.12} money-units on [B] we get at the first

period this quantity of B and at the second 4974.8737
;
and

the total quantity of [A] and [B] bought at the first period is

5025.12}, and the total quantity of [A] and [B] bought at

the second is the same.

It is plain that if at both periods we devote all our money to

purchasing the article which has risen in price, we get the ex-

treme diminution in the total quantity purchasable at the second

period compared with the total quantity purchasable at the first
;

and if at both periods we devote all our money to purchasing the

article which has fallen in price, we get the extreme augmenta-
tion in the total quantity purchasable at the second period com-

pared with the total quantity purchasable at the first. Between

these extremes it is evident, by the law of continuity, that there
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must be some distribution of our spendings which will give
neither diminution nor augmentation in the total quantities.

This is the distribution indicated by our formula. It is evident,

further, that if we spend more on the article rising in price than

the proportion indicated by the formula, we get a smaller total

quantity at the second period, and more and more smaller as we

depart from this proportion, up to the limit when we spend all

on this article. And reversely if we spend more on the article

falling in price than the proportion indicated, we get a larger total

quantity at the second period, increasing up to the limit when

we spend all on this article. Thus between the two limits there

is an infinity of total quantities that may be purchased with

exactly the same sums of money at both periods.

5. In the second case, let the mass-unit used for each class

be the same as in the preceding case, that is, the mass whose

price at the first period is one money-unit, and again let the

prices of these mass-units of [A] and [B] at the second period

be
2

' and
,92

'

respectively ;
but let the number of the mass-

units of [A] to be purchased at both periods be represented by

x'j and the number of the mass-units of [B] to be purchased at

both periods be represented by y' . Then the sums of money
needed to purchase x f A is at the first period x f

money-units

and at the second x'a^ money-units ;
and the sum of money

needed to purchase y' B is at the first period y
f

money-units and

at the second y'^ money-units. Assuming that the total sums

of these sums are the same at both periods, we have

.r' + y' = X>> + ,,'',
which gives us

,.<'-!)
i-/V

And now again, if we take .r' as a quantity-unit, we have

which means that for every quantity of [A] we purchase we

must purchase a so many times larger or smaller quantity of
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[B] (or must spend so much more or less money on [B] than

on [A] at the first period). Or if we represent the total quan-

tity of both classes by Q, and the quantity to be purchased of

[A] by q ,
we have

whence

q'
,'-&'"'

and representing the quantity to be purchased of [B] by q ,
we

easily obtain

QW -
1)

q'~ <-/V'
As these expressions give the quantities of equivalents of the

first period, they also represent the sums that must be spent at

the first period.

Thus in the above numerical example, in which A is sup-

posed to rise in price from 1.00 to 1.99 and B to fall from 1.00

to .99, and in which the arithmetic averagist would probably

see only a rise in the general level of prices, it is possible to

get the same quantities of [A] and [B] at both periods. For

here

1.99-1 .99
'

1 - .99
~

.01
-

that is, if we purchase 100 A at each of the periods, we spend

for it 100 money units at the first period and 199 at the sec-

ond
;
and if we purchase 9900 B at each of the periods, we

spend for it 9900 money-units at the first period and 9801 at

the second
;
and so at the first period we spend for the quanti-

ties of [A] and [B] together the total sum of 100 + 9900

= 10,000, and at the second the total sum of 199 + 9801

= 10,000, or in other words, for 10,000 money-units we can at

each period purchase 100 A and 9900 B.

Here, too, it is plain that if at both periods we purchase only

the article which rises in price, we have the extreme augmenta-

tion in the total sum of money needed to purchase the same

18
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<jiiantity at the second period compared with the total sum

needed to purchase it at the first
;
and if at both periods we

purchase only the article which falls in price, we have the ex-

treme diminution in the total sum of money needed to purchase

the same quantity at the second period compared with the total

sum needed to purchase it at the first. Between these extremes,

again, it is evident, by the law of continuity, that there must be

some distribution of our purchases which will require neither

augmentation nor diminution in the total sum of money needed

at the two periods to purchase the same quantities. This is the

distribution indicated by our formula. Again it is evident that

the further we depart from this distribution of our purchases by

purchasing at both periods more of the article rising in price,

the greater will be the total sum of money required at the sec-

ond period compared with the first, up to the limit when we

purchase only this article
;
and reversely, by purchasing at both

periods more of the article foiling in price the smaller will be

the total sum needed at the second period compared with the

first, up to the limit when we purchase only this article. Thus

between the two limits there is an infinity of total sums that

may be needed to purchase exactly the same quantities of articles

at both periods.

Evidently no arguments have validity that rest merely on

some possibilities either on the potentiality of certain sums of

money to purchase quantities of goods, or on the potentiality of

certain quantities of goods to command sums of money.

III.

1 . Of the arguments as hitherto employed the defectiveness

may be cured. It consists primarily in the neglect of weigh t-

iniT. Therefore we must first of all introduce into them con-
^-o '

sideration of weighting.

Disregard of weighting we have seen to be the fault with the

objections that have been urged against the employment of any

average as an indicator of constancy or variation of exchange-

value. Some persons have played with the same price varia-

tions, differently representing them, and really representing than
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so as to express different weightings ;
and getting different re-

sults, have denounced the whole subject as intractable. Similar

disregard of weighting has been the besetting sin in all the argu-
ments for each of the averages, and the cause why none has been

convincing.

Thus in the controversy above reviewed neither Jevons nor

Laspeyres sought for any more data than the mere variations of

prices. Their dispute was very much as if they posited that

some men are six feet tall and others are five feet tall, and

quarreled over the average tallness. Factors necessary for the

solution of the problem were absent
; yet they blissfully went on

with the attempt to solve it. They each relied on various possi-

bilities in the purchases, instead of requiring to have given, as

real or as suppositional data, what were the actual purchases.

Or if they did think they were agreeing upon the use of even

weighting, they each conceived of this differently. Laspeyres

supposed equal mass-quantities to be purchased of both articles,

and constantly so at both periods (and also equal thaler's worths,

but only at the first period). Jevons, when he suggested the

harmonic average, supposed equal sums of money to be spent

on both classes, and constantly so at both periods ;
but when he

advocated the geometric average, he gave no hint what concep-

tion he had of even weighting. Such argumentation disparages

the whole subject ofexchange-value mensuration, and strengthens

the hands of its opponents.

In general, writers on the subject have made arguments for

the different averages without regard to weighting, and they have

made arguments if arguments they deserve to be called for

several kinds of weighting without regard to the averages. They
have never combined them. Up to this point separate argu-

mentation has been employed in this work also. We now need

to make the combination.

2. It is plain that in the argument made by the harmonic

averagist the weighting is according to the constant sums of

money that are supposed to be devoted at both periods to purchas-

ing variable quantities in the different classes.

This being so, certain peculiarities arise, due to the other
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factor in this case, namely the sizes of the mass-units used, whose

numbers are the mass-quantities between which compensation is

desired by their equality. These peculiarities may here be

briefly indicated.

Let a^ and .T
2, yl

and y2 ,
......

represent the numbers of mass-

units, whatever these be, of the classes [A], [B],
......

, purchased
at the first and at the second periods respectively with the con-

stant sums a, b,
......

. The only conception we as yet have of

the mass-quantities are represented by these symbols xv x^ yv yv
And so the argument from compensation by equal mass-

quantities for constancy in the exchange-value of money, or for

variation in this exchange-value by the variation in the total

mass-quantities, calls for formulation as follows,

whence, by inversion,

......

,
,.,v

'

But unless we specified that we had already selected the proper

mass-units for this purpose, that is, if we only used the ordinary

mass-units such as may be variously used by merchants, it is

evident that in such formula the result would be variable ac-

cording to the sizes of the mass-units we happened to use,
1 and

we should be committing the same sort of absurdity as committed,

from the other side, by Dutot.2 We must add a restriction to

these formula by including in them the method of selecting the

mass-units. Let
,
and

2, ^ and /92 ,
...... be the prices at the first

and at the second periods respectively of the mass-units of [A],
a

of [B], which we do happen to use. Then
.r,
= and

x
2 , y,

= -7- and
//2
= -7- ,

and so on. If now we converted

the last formula into this,

1 See Chapt. V. Sect. III. go.
2 Swrhnpt. V. Sect. VI. g 3.
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we should still have no single determinate result.
3 The prin-

ciple of selecting the mass-units is still missing. A simple sug-

gestion is that we should select mass-units that are equivalent.

But then the questions arise, Equivalent at one of the periods

only ? and at which ? or over both the periods together ? Now
without consideration, without offering a reason, without argu-

ment, people have agreed upon the convenient practice of em-

ploying mass-units that are equivalent at the first period. This

being done, and in the still more convenient form of employing
mass-units that are equivalent to the money-unit at that period,

so that / = /?/
= ...... =

1, the last formula reduces to

P
2 _ a + b +
1 i

2

P

or by using w" to represent a + b +

P.

P,
(4)

and, by restoring the price variations to their original forms,

-e V (
5
)

These two are formulae (15, i)
and (16, i) given in Chapter V.

Section V. 1, as the formulae for the harmonic average of

price variations with weighting according to a, b,

This is why this argument, applied in this way, is an argu-

ment for the harmonic average of price variations. But there

is no necessity for it to be applied in this way, for which no

3 Cf. Chapt. V. Sect. VI. 1 2.
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reason has been offered, so as to become an argument specially

for the harmonic average. Applied to other mass-units, it may
become an argument for other averages.

Thus suppose we select mass-units that are equivalent to the

money-unit at the second period. Then
2

' =
/92

' = =
1,

and the above formula (3) reduces instead to

or, by using n" to represent a -f- b -f ,
and restoring the

price variations to their simpler forms,

7 + bf+ )> (6)
1 II /

which is formula (16, 2) given in Chapter V. Section V. 1, as

the formula for the arithmetic' average of price variations with

weighting according to a, b,

Or again we might equally well, for all we have as yet heard

to the contrary, and perhaps better, select mass-units that are

equivalent over both the periods compared. The method of

getting these has been examined in Chapter IV. They are

such that the geometric means of their prices are equal. This

suggests some relationship with the geometric mean or average

of price variations. Now we do not find any exact connection

here with the geometric average that is, when we are dealing

with several classes or with uneven weighting. But when we

deal with only two classes evenly weighted (that is, in this ca.se,

equally large at each period), so as to be able to employ the

geometric mean of the price variations, the connection is per-

fect. For now we have a = b, wherefore we may represent

them each as 1
;
and from the nature of the mass-units (because

of whose peculiarity we may distinguish their prices and mass-

quantities by doubly priming them) we have a/' 2

" = /V'/V>
R "'9 " 8 ff

ft
"

whence ,"
='

',,

2- and
a

" = --
77-- By substituting the

first of these values in formula (3) we get
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<' i ." + A"
"A"

+
A/'

A"A" ,

and by substituting the second,

i i A" + ,'

8 "

*n- W
(Zj '/.j

f Hi w
i

AW +
A7'

A"A"

Hence we have, together,

./' _ ft"

ft""*."''i "-i

whence

J-SL^V;,
:

(8)

which we should also have obtained directly, had we simul-

taneously substituted the two values.
4

(Here in parenthesis we

may notice that, as a/'a/' = x
z
"a

2

" = a = 1 and y/'ft" = 2/2"ft"

= b = 1, we have a/'
=^ , 2

" =
^y, , ft" = ,

and ft" =

-
, ;

wherefore by substituting these values in the formulae (6),

(7),
and (8) we get

* W
the last part of which we knew already, according to the hy-

pothesis.) Now from the above combination of formulae (6) and

(7) we also form

whence we draw

P
2

PT
4 This is Dutot's method, which, therefore, is rational in this one special case.
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which is the formula for the geometric mean of the price varia-

tions of the two classes, with even weighting, being like the

formula (14, 3)
in Chapter V. Section IV. 2.

Thus, when attention is paid to the weighting, this argument
from compensation by equal mass-quantities turns out to be still

an argument equally well, as yet, applicable either to the har-

monic or to the arithmetic means or averages or to the geometric

mean. Therefore in order to decide what average or mean it

really favors, or if it favors the geometric mean in the case of

two equally important classes, what is the method it favors in

the case of many variously important classes, we must pay at-

tention not only to the weighting, but also to the mass-units it

is proper to use. We must search for a reason why one set of

mass-units is to be preferred, conducting an investigation which

lias hitherto been neglected.

3. In the argument made by the arithmetic averagist the

weights cannot be according to the constant mass-quantities that

are purchased at each period by variable sums of money (unless

we know some way of properly selecting the mass-units for

this purpose), nor can they be merely according to the sums of

money spent on them, because these are different at the two

periods. Yet they must be somehow connected with these sums

of money, as we have already examined in Chapter IV. The

formula which represents the conditions to which this arguments

is applied and expresses its treatment of them is easily seen to

be either this,

P,

or, more definitely,

a, + b, +

in which .r, ?/,
......

represent the numbers of times the ordinary

commercial mass-units of [A], [B],
......

,
whose prices are

,
and

2, /9t
and /92,

......
,
at the first and second periods re-

spectively. Now this last is the formula for Scrope's method,

discussed in Chapter V. Section VI. 4, and there shown to

represent, or to be identical with, the at*ithmetic mean or average
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of the price variations with weighting; according to the sums of

money spent on the constant mass-quantities in the different

classes at the first period. But that analysis was not complete.
We shall later find that this formula equally well represents the

harmonic average or mean of the price variations with weighting

according to the sums spent at the second period, and again, in

some cases (namely when we are dealing with only two equally

important classes), the geometric mean with (even) weighting ac-

cording to the geometric mean of the sums at both the periods.

Thus, again in this case, with attention paid to the weighting,

the argument is still applicable as well either to the arithmetic

or to the harmonic means or averages or to the geometric mean.

Here, however, we are no longer bothered by the question of

the mass-units to be used
;
and yet we shall find that the selec-

tion of the mass-units has had something to do with producing

the appearance of this argument being more specially in favor

of the arithmetic average. Here, too, we shall see that the ques-

tion is not between different kinds of averages yielding different

results, but between three different interpretations of, or three

different ways of paralleling, one result yielded by one method.

4. Thus in general we have, not an argument for the har-

monic average and an argument for the arithmetic average of

price variations, as their employers have hitherto conceived them

to be, but two arguments for either of the three averages, or

means, applicable the one to one state of things and the other

to another, between which arguments, therefore, when rightly

confined each to its own field, there cannot even be contradic-

tion, or antagonism.

The fields to which these arguments are by their own natures

confined remind us of the first two divisions in the question of

weighting which we discussed in Chapter IV. Section V. But

those two divisions in the question of weighting we recognized

to be incomplete. Similarly these two arguments, correspond-

ing to those two divisions, are incomplete. The argument made

by the harmonic averagist supposes that we spend the same sums

of money on every class at both periods in spite of the variations

in their prices, which we rarely, if ever, do. The argument
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made by the arithmetic averagist supposes that we buy the same

quantities of every class at both periods in spite of the varia-

tions in their prices, which we rarely, if ever, do. As a rough

proposition, we a community generally spend more on articles

that have risen in price and get less of them, and spend less on

articles that have fallen in price and get more of them. At all

events, we almost always spend our money, and buy goods, in

different proportions at any two periods. Thus the more usual

state of things is neglected by the arguments as made by the

harmonic and the arithmetic averagists, except in a possible sup-

plement to each argument by which the more complex state is

reduced by curtailment to the one or to the other of the states

required by these arguments. Then, as already remarked, the

arguments become antagonistic ; but, so used, neither will have

much claim for our respect.

Now the third the more usual, the more complex state of

things is really made up of each of the other two, in this way :

In the first state of things above described the particular mass-

quantities are different at the different periods, and in the second

state of things the particular sums of money are different at the

different periods ;
and this double difference is precisely what ex-

ists in the more complex state.

Hence, even though the two states of things required in the

two arguments are not likely ever to happen in reality, it is well

for us to examine these arguments thoroughly, just as if their

states were likely to occur
;

because after reaching the right

method for each of these states, we shall be in a position to com-

bine them, and so form the right universal method, applicable

to the complex states which generally exist.

Thus our future work is mapped out for us. We must ex-

amine the two arguments separately, each applied to its own

state of things ;
and then we shall seek what can be united of

the two for the complex state. The three divisions of weight-

ing, which we previously disposed of, so far tus then possible, in

one Section of one Chapter, now become divisions in the question

of the averages, will occupy the next three Chapters.



CHAPTER X.

THE METHOD FOR CONSTANT SUMS OF MONEY.

I.

1. Having examined in a general way the argument from

compensation by equal mass-quantities, we must now examine it

in detail, applying it to many particular examples, for the pur-

pose of discovering in them a principle that will give us a clear

indication of the true average or mean or method for measuring
the constancy or variation in the exchange-value of money in

the cases when constant sums of money are spent on every class

at both the periods compared.
1 Also we may look for some

crucial instances, serviceable as tests, that shall render our con-

clusions demonstrative. We must survey first of all the differ-

ent ways in which the argument is applicable to the different

averages, or means, in order that we may later be in a position

to judge in which application the argument is valid.

By compensation by equal mass-quantities it cannot be meant

to judge things by actual masses, counted in any of the usual

weights or measures
;
but the idea is to compare things by pro-

portions of masses. If, for example, A, purchasable at the first

period with one money-unit, be a quarter of barley, and B, like-

wise then purchasable with a money-unit, be a bushel of wheat,

a loss of one third on [A] at the second period is a loss of 2|
bushels of barley, while a gain on [B] by a third is a gain of

1 All that is said in this Chapter may be extended also to cases in which at

both periods there are expended on all the classes sums in the same proportion,

whether at the second period they be all smaller or all larger than at the first,

provided all the reasoning (and all the formulae later to be described, except two)
be applied only to the sums of the one or of the other period or, theoretically

better, only to what is common to both periods. For the sums in excess, all being
in the same proportion, have no influence to alter the exchange-value of money
already determined.

283
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only bushel of wheat. With two money-units evenly distrib-

uted we could purchase at the first period 1 A + 1 B, or 9

bushels of grain, and at the second A + B, or 6 bushels of

grain a loss in bulk. Or if A be one pound of copper and B
ten pounds of iron, a loss of J on [A] is a loss of J pounds of

copper, and a gain of J on [B] is a gain of 3J pounds of iron,

so that from purchasing 1 1 pounds of metal our two money-
units evenly distributed will come to purchase 14 pounds of

metal this time a gain in weight. Thus even the arithmetic

equality in the compensation offered by the harmonic system

disappears as a compensation by quantities of masses literally

taken or rather, taken at haphazard. The equality is system-

atically obtained only by treating the masses of [A] and [B],
whatever they be, purchasable with the same sum of money at

some period or periods, as equal because they are equivalent.

That is, these masses are conceived as equal, not as weights or

capacities, but as exchange-values. For then the equal mass-

quantities are conceived as composed of equal numbers of such

equivalent individuals. A loss of one third on one article is

supposed to be compensated by a gain of one third on another,

even though this one third be but a small fraction by weight or

bulk of the other one third, or even though it far exceed the

other in weight or bulk, provided it be as much more or less

valuable as it is physically smaller or larger, so as to be equiva-

lent to the other, its greater preciousness making up for its lack

of weight or bulk, or reversely, at some period or periods.

The argument is really in its proper form when it passes from

the quantities purchasable to the powers of purchasing them, and

claims that a loss of a third in the purchasing power of money
over [A] (or its exchange-value in [A]) is to be compensated

by a gain of a third in the purchasing power of money over [B]

(or its exchange-value in [B] ).
But as we measure particular

exchange-values or purchasing powers of money by the quanti-

ties of the things a constant sum will purchase, we may continue

to treat of the compensation by direct reference to the quantities.

Now as we are dealing only with the proportions of the quan-

tities, we have three ways of conceiving of the proportions,
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when avowedly dealing with equally important classes : either

(1) as proportions of variation from an equal condition at the

first period, or (2) as proportions of variation to an equal condi-

tion at the second period, or (3) as proportions of variation, in

any two classes, in the one from a certain condition to another

and in the other from the latter condition to the former. The

same three positions are obtained by supposing the arithmetic

compensation by equal quantities to be in equal numbers

of mass-units (ideally constructed for the purpose) that are

equivalent (1) at the first period, or (2) at the second period, or

(3) over both the two periods together. It is more usual to

adopt the first of these methods of measurement and this is the

reason why this argument from equal mass-quantities has seemed

to be an argument specially favoring the harmonic average of

price variations. But we must examine all three of these

methods in turn.

2. Using mass-units that are equivalent at the first period,

we may construct the following schemata illustrative of the con-

ditions when there is compensation by equal numbers of such

mass-units. We may still at first confine our attention to two

classes supposed to be equally large in some respect. In the

schemata are supposed to be expended at each period, marked I

and II, certain constant sums, which are stated on the right-

hand side. On the left are stated the mass-quantities, that is,

the numbers of these mass-units purchasable with these sums at

their prices, also stated, at each period ;
and on their right, or

in the middle, are added the sums or totals of these mass-quan-

tities. Thus, on mass-units equivalent at the first period we

have compensation by equal mass-quantities when the price

variations are to the simple harmonic extremes, as follows :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00 200

II 66f A @ 1.50 133 B@ .75 200

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B];

when the price variations are to the simple arithmetic extremes,

as follows :

1 100 A @ 1.00 33^ B @ 1.00 133 I 100 for [A] 33 for [B],

II 66fA@1.50 66B^ .50 133^ |

100 for [A] 33Jfor[B];
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when the price variations are to the simple geometric extremes,

as follows :

I 100 A @, 1.00 66$ B (n 1.00 166$ I 100 for [A] 66$ for [B],
II 66jj A (n 1.50 100 B <. .663 166$ |

100 for [A] 665 for [B].
1

Here we have the peculiar features with which we are already

familiar. In the first the numbers of mass-units are equal at

the first period, and the compensation is by arithmetically equal

variations in them over equal distances away from this equal

condition. In the second the numbers of mass-units are equal

at the second period, and the compensation is by harmonically

equal variations in them over equal distances going toward

this equal condition. In the third the numbers of the mass-

units alternate and change places, traversing not only equal dis-

tances, but, so to speak, the same road, so that in them the com-

pensation is by geometrically equal variations.

The universality of these relations existing in the first of

these particular examples has been demonstrated near the end

of the preceding Chapter. They all admit of demonstration by
means of one of the formulae discovered earlier in the same

Chapter in 4 of Section II. In the formulation there made

the mass-units were supposed to be equivalent at the first period,

so that it is applicable here. Let the price of A always be sup-

posed to rise from 1.00 to
2
'. Then if the price of B falls

from 1.00 to the harmonic extreme, it will fall to~
;

if

to the arithmetic extreme, it will fall to 2
2

'

;
if to the geo-

metric extreme, it will fall to
, Supplying these values of /92

'

in the formula

2 Here in all the schemata the differences in the numbers of A and of B are the

same, and the totals are different. Arrangement can be made so that the totals

would I"- the same, as follows for the second and third schemata :

I l.TO A (a, 1.00 50 B ^ 1.00 -200 I 150 for [A] 50 for [B],

II 100 A & 1.50 100 B (a, .50 - 200 | 150 for [A] 50 for [B] ;

I 120 A @ 1.00 80 B ( 1.00 - 200 I 120 for [A] 80 for [B],

II 80 A @ 1.50 120 B @ .66 - 200
|
120 for [A] 80 for [B] .

But here the differences are different. The arrangement employed in the text is

more perspicuous.
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b , _&'(<-!),
<(i-A')

we find, when the price variations are to the harmonic extremes,

b' = l;

when they are to the arithmetic extremes,

when they are to the geometric extremes,

."' .
The first of these expressions means that when the price varia-

tions of two classes are to the opposite harmonic extremes, in

order to have compensation by equal numbers of mass-units

equivalent at the first period we must spend our money evenly

on the two classes at both periods ;
wherefore we must purchase

at the first period equal numbers of their mass-units, and at the

second period . A and ,

- B, which are arithmetic extremes
2 <

around 1, since half their sum is 1. The second means that

when the price variations are to the opposite arithmetic ex-

tremes, in order to have compensation by equal numbers of such

mass-units we must spend at both periods for every 1 M on [A]
2 _ a i

~- M on [B] ;
wherefore the numbers of the mass-units

a
z

purchased at the first period are in these proportions, and at the

1 a ' 1
second period they are -

-,
A and -r

-
: =

-,
B. that is. thev

2
2

2

'

2

'

are equal numbers at this period ;
and now 1 --

,
=

,

2 2

2 a '

-~^. which shows that the numbers at the first period are
a

-2

arithmetic extremes around the common number at the second.

The third means that when the price variations are to the op-
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posite geometric extremes, in order to have compensation by

equal numbers of such mass-units, we must spend at both periods,

for every 1 M on [A] ,
M on [B] ;

wherefore the numbers of

the mass-units purchased at the first period are in these propor-

J_

tions, and at the second they are
,
A and -p = 1 B, so that

these numbers alternate over the two periods.
3 We may there-

fore use the above particular examples, and the relations found

in them, as universally illustrative.

Now if on the price variations in them supposed we employ
the harmonic average on the first, the arithmetic on the second,

and the geometric on the third, all with even weighting, we get

in every instance an indication of constancy. But we have no

right to use even weighting in every case. The only reason

we can find for using even weighting in all these cases is that in

all of them the same numbers of these mass-units are purchased
at some period or periods, in the first at the first period, in the

second at the second, in the third at each of the periods alter-

nately. But of course there is nothing to recommend such a

combination of weighting and of averaging, it being remembered

that these mass-units are equivalent only at the first period.
4

3 In this last case if the total sum to be spent on the two classes is 2.00, we find

that at both the periods we must spend 7, ^ M on [A] and r~[ M [R]

getting these numbers of A and B at the first period, and at the second the reverse.

These figures, rather curiously, are the harmonic means, the first between 1 and

a 2',the second between 1 and -~, (=/? 2'). They are also arithmetic extremes

around 1. (Thus the harmonic means between unity and geometric extremes

around unity are arithmetic extremes around unity.)
4 Another identity in the results deserves notice. In all three cases if we use

the harmonic average with weighting in each case according to the numlKTS of

these mass-units at the first period, or
\f

we use the arithmetic average with

weighting in each case according to the numbers of these mass-units at the second

period, or if we use the geometric mean with weighting according to the geometric

means of the numbers of these mass-units at both periods (whenever it happens
that these are equal), all these means (and the first two averages in all cases)

always give, applied to the same cases, identically the same results, (and in the

more complex cases the geometric average, with its weighting, generally gives
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The only system of weighting required by this argument from

compensation by equal quantities is the system of weighting ac-

cording to the constant sums devoted to purchasing each class

at both periods. There is no use claiming that because the

mass-quantities would then be different, we ought to correct this

difference in the two worlds compared by reducing the mass-

quantities either by taking only the smaller quantity in any class

at either period (so as to get the largest quantity common to

both the periods) or by taking some average of them. For

then the sums paid for such reduced or averaged constant quan-
tities would be different, and the two worlds would be no more

alike than before. The truth is, we are now engaged in meas-

uring the variation in the purchasing power (exchange-value)
of given sums of money by the variations not of prices (ex-

cept as these indicate the others) but of the mass-quantities

purchased. Hence the weighting is not to be according to

the mass-quantities, but according to the sums devoted to pur-

chasing them. The economic worlds we are considering are

really made up of these sums, which are supposed to be the

same at both periods ;
and what we are measuring is the varia-

tion in their purchasing powers. In the next Chapter, when

we have under examination the argument from compensation by

equal sums, the economic worlds will be made up of the mass-

quantities (but still to be conceived as exchange-values), the

variables then being the sums they will command, indicative of

their varying exchange-values in money and of money's inversely

varying exchange-values in them.

Here, then, the weighting being according to the constant sums

expended on each class at both periods, it is only the first of the

above schemata in which even weighting can be used. In the

(2
a, '\=
^-

2
I for [B];

very nearly the same results as the other two with theirs). Here in the first two

averagings the periods of the weightings are inverted from those given as general

principles in Chapt. VIII. Sect. I. 7. This is because the variations of the

mass-quantities are the inverse of the price variations. A similar identity will

occupy our attention in the next Chapter (where the periods of the weightings
are the proper ones, and the weighting itself is proper). At present we have little

interest in these relations.

19
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-and in the third it is 1 for [A] and 3 (
=

, J
for [B] . Now

\ "2 /

if we use the harmonic average on each of these cases with

these weightings, we again always get an indication of constancy.

But if we use the other averages with these weightings, we get

very different results. The arithmetic average, in each case

with its proper weighting, indicates for the first a rise of 12 J

j>er cent., for the second a rise of 25 per cent., and for the third

a rise of HJjj per cent. And the geometric average, in each

case with its proper weighting, indicates for the first a rise of

6.066 per cent., for the second a rise of 14 per cent., and for

the third a rise of 8.44 per cent.

As neither of these other two systems pretends to claim con-

stancy when the proper weighting is used with each average, it

is not easy to compare the different averages on these schemata.

To compare them we shall want rather the schemata in which

equal constant sums are spent on every class, so that even

weighting may be used in each case, wherefore each average, the

price variations being as before, will indicate constancy.

'5. Let us now notice the same price variations with equal

numbers of mass-units gained and lost when these are equiva-

lent at the xecoml period. It is easy to adapt the preceding

schemata to these new mass-units. We need to change only the

mass-unit of [B], which we shall represent by B'. It must be

remarked that we are not rearranging the presentation of the

same facts as in the previous schemata, but we are presenting

different facts. The schema for the harmonic price variations is

I 100 A ( 1.00 100 B' (" 2.00200 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B],

II 66Ji A ( 1.50 133A B' << 1.50 200
|
100 for [A] 200 for [B];

that for the arithmetic price variations,

I 100 A <>. 1.00 33.4 B' (, 3.00 133$ I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],

II tiffg A <' 1.50 <)()<{ B' fa, 1.50 133J |
100 for [A] 100 for [B];

that for the geometric price variations,

I 100 A (a) 1.00 f>6jj B' ( 2.25 160 jj I 100 for [A] 150 for [B],

11 <WV-i A <w 1.50 100 B' (" 1.50 1661 I
100 for [A] 150 for [B].
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Here the varying numbers of the mass-units arc the same M>

in the previous schemata,
5 but their prices being variously

higher in each case, the constant sums expended on [B] are in

each case variously different. That the above noticed peculiar-

ities in regard to the numbers of the mass-units in this rear-

rangement are universal, could easily be proved in a manner

similar to that before used, by finding first the general formula

for the cases when, fi2 equalling 2, /9 r

is the figure that has

varied harmonically, arithmetically or geometrically/
1 and apply-

ing this as before.

Here again the harmonic average applied to the first case, the

arithmetic applied to the second, the geometric applied to the

third, each with even weighting, all indicate constancy of the

general exchange-value of money. But in this schematization

it is only the second case, in which the price variations are

arithmetic, that has a right to the use of even weighting. In

the first case the weighting is 1 for [A] and 2 for [B] ;
and

with this weighting the harmonic average indicates a fall of

prices by 10 per cent. And in the third the weighting is 1 for

[A] and \\ for [B]; and with this weighting the geometric

average indicates a fall of prices by 7.79 per cent. But, always

used with the proper weighting, the arithmetic average indicates

constancy in every case. Therefore also these schemata are not

suitable for comparing the averages ;
and when we readapt them

all to the same (even) weighting only the second will remain.

4. Lastly we wish to schematize the compensation by equal

mass-quantities when, in the same price variations, the mass-

units are equivalent over both the periods together. As A is sup-

posed in all the cases to rise from 1.00 to 1.50, its (geometric)

mean price is always 1.2247. Therefore the (geometric) mean

price of B" is desired always to be 1.2247. This is obtained

in the following schemata for the harmonic price variations :

5 Hence what is stated in the last note is still applicable also to the cases with

these mass-units. And the numbers of these mass-units are no better criteria of

weighting than the numbers of the mass-units there used.
6 This formula, with a/ at 1.00 and with a taken as the unit sum, is

Pi K'-D
ft -ft

'

in which /3 2
= a 2'.
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I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B" @ 1.4142 200 I 100 for [A] 141.42 for [B],
II 66& A @ 1.50 133J B" 1.0606 200

|
100 for [A] 141.42 for [B],

(in which 1.4142 : 1.0606 :: 1.00 : 0.75, ami 1.4142 x 1.0606

= 1.00 x 1.50) ;
for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 33 B" @ 1.732 133 I 100 for [A] 57.73 for [B],
II 66$ A @ 1.50 66j B" @ .866 133J |

100 for [A] 57.73 for [B],

(in which 1.732 : 0.866 :: 1.00 : 0.50, and 1.732 x 0.866 =
1.00 x 1.50) ;

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A 1.00 66jf B" @ 1.50 166j I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],
II 66 A @ 1.50 100 B" 1.00 166* |

100 for [A] 100 for [B].

Here also the numbers of the mass-units are the same in these

still other circumstances as in the preceding two sets of sche-

mata
;

7 but with still other constant sums expended on [A] and

[B]. By the same method of proof the above-noticed peculiar

relations between these numbers can be proved to be universal. 8

Of course, as before, with even weighting, the harmonic average

of the price variations in the first case, the arithmetic average

of them in the second, and the geometric mean of them in the

third, all indicate constancy. But here it is only in the third

that even weighting is proper. In the others, each average

with its proper weighting, gives a various result the harmonic

in the first indicating a fall of prices by 5.41 per cent., and in

the second the arithmetic indicating a rise of prices by 13.33

per cent. Therefore again we must re-adapt the schemata, only

the third here given being serviceable. It may be added that

in the other two cases, with their proper weighting, the geo-

metric average yields results indicating slight divergences from

constancy (in the first a fall of prices by 0.06 per cent., in the

second a rise by 0.3 per cent.). The reason for these diver-

gences is already known. Their meaning will be explained later.

7 Hence again the statement in Note 4 is applicable also to the cases with thmr

mass-units. Hut now the numbers of these mass-units are good criteria of weight-

ing, as we shall sec presently.
8 The general formula for the relation between the sums, still with / at 100

and with a as the unit sum, is

b' - "-^1,
fti-ftn

in which /?, i.2
-= ./.
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II.

1. When the argument from compensation by equal mass-

quantities is made an argument especially for the harmonic

average of price variations, and the harmonic price variations,

that are supposed to represent constancy are contrasted with the

other variations in a manner detrimental to the argument for

them, we have, for the simplest cases, which use even weighting

throughout, the following schemata for the harmonic price

variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00200
II 66f A @ 1.50 133J B @ .75200

for the arithmetic price variations :

1100 A 1.00

II 66f A @ 1.50

100

200

B @ 1.00200

B@ .50266?

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00

II 66f A @ 1.50

100

150

B @ 1.00 200

B@ .66$ 216f

100 for [A]
100 for [A]

100 for [A]
100 for [A]

100 for [A]
100 for [A]

100 for [B],

100 for [B] ;

100 for [B],

100 for [B];

100 for [B],
100 for [B].

Here, the mass-units all being equivalent at the first period,

there is compensation by equal mass-quantities (equal numbers

of these mass-units) only in the case of the harmonic price vari-

ations, so that it is only in this case that the purchasing power
or exchange-value of money seems to be constant, wherefore the

harmonic average seems to be the right one, as it alone indicates

constancy in this case
;
while in the other price variations the

compensation by mass-quantities is, in the arithmetic price vari-

ations, for every one third lost on [A] a gain of one whole on

[B], which seems very much too much, and in the geometric

price variations for every loss of one third on [A] a gain of

one half on [B], which still seems too much, wherefore the

arithmetic and the geometric averages or means seem to be

wrong because each in its own case, with the proper weighting,

indicates constancy. It is wholly and solely on account of this

special arrangement of the mass-quantities, due to the selection

of the mass-units, which are equivalent at the first period, that
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si mii i

persons have been led to suggest the harmonic average of

price variations as the right one.

But it is precisely because of this special arrangement that

the harmonic average may be proved to be wrong.
"2. The argument for the harmonic average claims that,

the classes [A] and [B] being constantly equally large or im-

portant over both the periods, if A and B, the equivalent mass-

units at the h'rst period, are equally precious at the first period

(being equally heavy or bulky), a loss of one third on [A] is

correctly compensated by a gain of the same mass (by weight or

by bulk) on [B]; or if they are not equally precious at the first

period, a loss of one third on [A] is correctly compensated by
a gain in the same proportion, namely by one third, on [B],
this addition of J B being as much larger or smaller than A
as B was less or more precious than A at the first period. Evi-

dently there is here a tacit assumption, which is belied by the

very supposition itself, of continuance at the second period of

the same relative preciousness as at the first period. A and B
are supposed to be equivalent at the first period. Then A and

^ B are equivalent at the first period. Therefore at the first

period if we distribute our purchases so as to get with two

money-units A and 1 J B instead of 1 A and 1 B, we have per-

fect compensation in the gain of J B making up for the loss of

J A, because this gain is equivalent to this loss. But at the

second period the supposition is that A, having risen in price to

1.50, while B has sunk to .75, has become more valuable than

B in fact, just twice as valuable in this example. Therefore

J B is no longer equivalent to J A, and the gain of B is no

longer sufficient to compensate for the loss of J A.

Or let us put the question as one concerning purchasing

]K)wer. If at the first period, possessing two money-units, we

give up one third of our purchasing power over [A] by using

only | M to purchase [A], and if at the same time, with-

out any intervening changes of prices we gain one third in our

purchasing power over [B] by using the J M saved from use

on [A] ,
there is perfect compensation ;

for the counter-balancing

purchasing powers are equal. But the supposition we are deal-
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ing with is that at the second period we can gut only 5 A with

1 M, and it is claimed that the compensation is good if we can

get 1^ B with the other 1 M. Now under these circumstances

it is true that the particular exchange-value of M in [A], or its

particular purchasing power over [A], has fallen by one third,

and that the particular exchange-value of M in [B],or its par-

ticular purchasing power over [B] ,
has risen by one third, and so,

if we were dealing with particular purchasing powers, this com-

pensation might appear to be good. But we are really dealing

with the general exchange-value of M, and so with its general

purchasing power. This has not fallen by one third because of

M's purchasing only f A, unless M also purchases only f of

everything else
;
nor has it risen by one third because of M's

purchasing 1^ B, unless M also purchases 1^ of everything else

which conditions are contradictory to each other and to the

original supposition. We do not then as yet know what the

compensation ought to be. But we do perceive this, that when

A alone rises in price and B alone falls in price, M in gaining

J in quantity of [B], which has fallen in exchange-value, has

gained less in exchange-value than it has lost in losing ^ in

quantity of [A] ,
which has risen in exchange-value. The com-

pensation offered is no longer an addition of one third of an

equal exchange-value or purchasing power in place of a sub-

traction of one third of a given purchasing power ;
it is the

addition of one third of a smaller-grown purchasing power in

place of a subtraction of one third of a larger-grown purchas-

ing power.

In such cases, therefore, our money has fallen in purchasing

power or exchange-value it has depreciated. And inversely

the general level of prices has risen. The fall in the price of

B to the harmonic term (a fall by )
is not great enough to

compensate for the rise in the price of A (a rise by J). And
the harmonic average of the price variations is wrong in indicat-

ing constancy.

The fallacy in the argument for the harmonic average of prices

from compensation by equal mass-quantities is that it employs
a compensation which is good only on the assumption that the
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relationship between the exchange-values or preciousness of the

articles has remained the same at the second as at the first period,

although the data argued upon preclude this continuance (ex-

cept in ease there are no irregular priee variations).

X. On the other hand when the argument from compensa-
tion by equal mass-quantities is applied to the arithmetic aver-

jige of price variations, there is a similar fallacy reversed. The

argument now tacitly assumes that the conditions existing at the

second period existed also at the first
;
for it employs the com-

pensation which is good ynly at the second period.

Thus in the above schema for the arithmetic price variations,

where A and B are equivalent at the first period, the compensa-
tion offered is a gain of one whole A for every one third B lost,

the gain being three times as large as the loss, meii.sured in those

mass-units. But we perceive that at the second period when

the price of A has risen to 1 .o() and the price of B fallen to .50,

A has come to be, at the second period, three times as valuable

as B, wherefore, at the second period itself, a compensation by
a gain of three times as much of B as is lost of A is the proper

compensation then. At this second period we are compensated

by getting just as many times as much more of the fallen article

than less of the risen as the former has become less valuable than

the risen.
1 Here is a semblance of correctness in the position of

the arithmetic averagist. The semblance is brought out more

plainly by the following rearrangement of the schemata, in which

merely the mass-units of [B] are altered, and consequently the

numbers of them purchasable with the same sums of money, the

facts represented being the same as before. The schema for the

harmonic price variations is :

I 100 A fr} 1.00 50 W fy 2.00 150 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],

II G6& A (o) 1.50 66if B' (^ 1.50 133} |
100 for [A] 100 for [B]j

that for the arithmetic price variations :

1 100 A (., 1.00 33} B' (> 3.00 133} I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],
II 66| A (, 1.50 60} B' (} 1.50 133} |

100 for [A] 100 for [B]j

1 The universality of this relationship, given conditions permitting of even

weighting, is evident when we remember that the maas-quantitiesare in harmonic

progression ; for in this progression around unity as the mean we know that

l-o:6- 1 : :a: b.
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that for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 44 J IV ^ 2.25 144$ I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],
II 66} A ty 1.50 06 1 B' @ 1.50 133

J- |
-100 for [A] 100 for [B] ;

among which it is only the arithmetic price variations that gives

compensation by arithmetically equal numbers of these mass-

units
;
while in the harmonic price variations the compensation

seems to be very much too small (although it is really the same

as before, and proper at the first period itself), and in the geo-
metric still too small

;
wherefore now, by a mere change in the

size of the mass-units, the arithmetic average of the price varia-

tions, indicating constancy in this case, alone seems to.be justi-

fied in indicating constancy, and so seems to be the proper aver-

age to use in all cases.

The fault with this argument for the arithmetic average of

price variations is that the compensation by mass-quantities

which it offers is what ought to take place at the second period

alone. At this period when A :> B' (or when A =c= 3 B), in an

even spending of three money-units on [A] and [B] we get

1 A and 1 B' (or 3 B), and again in a spending of one third less

on [A] and of one third more on [B] we gain just as much as

we lose
;
for we gain \ B' (or 1 B) \n place of \ A lost. Here

the compensation is perfect because the quantity lost is equiva-

lent to the quantity gained in both the transactions compared

(whether the masses gained and lost happen to be expressed in

equal or unequal numbers of mass-units, according to the sizes

of these). But in our suppositional case we are comparing a

transaction at the first period when A (being equivalent to B)
was equivalent only to J B', with a transaction at the second

period, at which alone A is equivalent to B' (or to 3 B). An
offered compensation of J B' (or 1 B) for a loss of \ A at the first

period would be three times too great. It is still too great,

though not so much in excess, when it is offered at the second

period in comparison with the first. We must reflect that J B'

(or 1 B) has fallen in price, that is, it was more valuable, and

that A has risen, that is, it was less valuable. The gain of a

numerically equal amount (or three times as much) on an article

which, although its mass-unit is equally (or three times less) valu-
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able than the other at the second period, was three times more

(or equally) valuable at the first period, is too great a gain.

Similar would be the conclusion if we treated the subject from

the point of view of purchasing; power. Therefore, as this prof-

fered compensation is too large for the quantity gained over the

quantity lost, our money purchases too much to permit it to be

stable : its purchasing power, and its exchange-value, ha* risen :

it has appreciated. And inversely the arithmetic compensation

by equal prices is too great for the loss over the gain, and the

general level of prices has fallen, instead of being constant, as

is wrongly indicated by this average.

The generalization may therefore be made that in all cases

when constant sums are spent on the classes at both periods,

these sums being taken for the weight*, the indication concern-

ing the general level of prices offered by the harmonic average
of the price variations is lower than it ought to be

;
and the in-

dication offered by the arithmetic average of the price variations

is higher than it ought to be.

4. The true position must take account of the conditions at

both the periods, and so the compensation must lie between those

offered by the harmonic and the arithmetic terms, being larger

than the former and smaller than the latter for the loss over the

gain by mass-quantities. It is here that lies the compensation
offered by the geometric mean and average.

The schemata to illustrate the argument for the geometric

mean arc as follows for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A (>< 1.00 70.71 B" 1.4142 170.71 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],

II 66| A (a) 1.50 94.28 B" fy 1.0606 160.94
|
100 for [A] 100 for [B];

for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A (> 1.00 57.73 B" () 1.732 157.73 I 100 for [A] KM) for [B],
II 66| A (\ 1.50 115.47 B" (> .866 182.13

|
100 for [A] 100 for [B];

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A (} 1.00 66$ B" (a> 1.50 166f I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],
II 66 A (<, 1.50 100 B" r) 1.001661 |

100 for [A] 100 for [B].

Here, the real facts represented being the same as in the two

preceding set* of schemata, the only compensation by an equal
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number of these mass-units is in the simple geometric price

variations, the compensation offered by the harmonic price

variations being too small, and that by the arithmetic too large.

Thus we have the appearance, equally good as such, that it is

only the geometric mean of price variations that in indicating

constancy in this case gives the right result. The question now

arises, Are there any reasons why the appearance is better in

this case than in the others ?

The reasons are plain. They flow from the principles already

examined in Chapter VIII., which principles are of direct ap-

plication to our present subject. We are dealing with a subject

in which no matter how far the price of A rises, the quantity of

[A] purchasable with a given sum cannot fall to zero, and as B
falls in price, the quantity of [B] can be limited by no figure

short of infinity. Our subject then is suitable for the use of the

geometric averaging of the price variations, in which constancy

is shown when the quantities offered in compensation vary to

the geometric extremes. Here the variations are all the reverse

of each other. The mass-unit of [B] is no longer the equivalent

of the mass-unit of [A] either at the first period or at the second

period, but it at the second period is equivalent to A at the first

and it at the first is equivalent to A at the second. And in the

variations of the numbers of the mass-units there is compensation

not only by equal quantities but by equality of distance traversed

over the same road in reversed directions. These inverted re-

lations are universal (for
all simple geometric price variations of

two classes in opposite directions) when we have the conditions

required by even weighting. It follows from them that there is

alternation of preciousness conjointly with, and oppositely to,

the alternation of the mass-quantities. We lose one third on

the whole of [A] while it gains in preciousness by half (reckon-

ing from the first period), and (reckoning in the same way) we

gain one half on the whole of [B] while it loses in preciousness

by one third. This leads to the really fundamental reason,

which is : As the mass-unit here used of [B] is the equivalent

of the mass-unit of [A] over both the periods, it is obviously cor-

rect that we should gain as many of these mass-units of [B] us
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we lose of these mass-units of [A] . The compensation by mass-

quantities is in this case perfect.

The superiority of the geometric mean to the other means of

price variations may be shown more clearly by bringing together

the three forms of the schemata on which the argument for each

of the averages has relied. These are for the harmonic average
of price variations :

I 100 A (, 1.00 100 B 1.00 200 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B],
II G6| A <> 1.50 133 B @ .75 200

|
100 for [A] 100 for [B];

for the arithmetic average of price variations :

I 100 A C" 1.00 33 B' 3.00 133$
II 66| A 1.50 66f B' 1.50 133$

100 for [A] 100 for [B],
100 for [A] 100 for [B];

for the geometric mean of price variations :

I 100 A , 1.00 66| B" @ 1.50

II C6| A 1.50 100 B"@ 1.00 166|

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B].

Iii the first of these it is plain that the mass-unit used of [B]
is of smaller exchange-value than the mass unit of [A] over

both the periods together. Hence in gaining only an equal

number of these mass-units of [B] for the mass-units of [A]
lost, we gain less exchange-value than we lose. Therefore our

money has diminished in exchange-value or purchasing power,
or has depreciated, and the general level of prices has risen

;

wherefore the harmonic average of the price variations errs be-

low the truth in indicating constancy.

In the second it is plain that the mass-unit used of [B] is of

greater exchange-value than the mass-unit of [A] over both

the periods together. Hence in gaining an equal number of

these mass-units of [B] for the mass-units of [A] lost, we gain

more exchange-value than we lose. Therefore our money has

augmented in exchange-value or purchasing power, or has ap-

preciated, and the general level of prices has fallen
;
wherefore

the arithmetic average of the price variations errs above the

truth in indicating constancy.

But in the third the mass-unit used of [B] is of the same ex-

change-value as the mass-unit of [A] over both the periods to-

gether. Hence in gaining an equal number of these mass-units
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of [B] for the mass-units of [A] lost, we gain exactly the same

exchange-value as we lose.
2 Therefore our money has remained

constant in exchange-value or purchasing power, and the gen-

eral level of prices is also constant
;
wherefore the geometric

mean is right in indicating constancy.

The geometric mean also rightly indicates the variations in

the other cases. Let us go back to the first set of schemata in

this paragraph, which, in the same order, represent the same

states of things as the last. For there we have reduced the

mass-unit of [B] to equivalence over both the periods with the

mass-unit of [A] . In the first schema, where the price varia-

tions are the harmonic, the purchasing power of money, or its

exchange-value, relatively to these two classes, is evidently ac-

cording to the totals of these equivalent mass-units which the

given total sum of money will purchase at each period, so that

we have =T? = 0.9428, indicating a fall of 5.72 per

cent., while the general price variation is the inverse, thus

^
2 =

--^-7
= 1.0606, indicating a rise of 6.06 percent. Now

_r. 1OU.J4

P |3 3
the geometric mean of these price variations is p

2 = .1 - x
,

3= -- - = 1.0606, likewise indicating a general rise of prices by
1/8

6.06 per cent. In the second, where the price variations are

M 182 13
the arithmetic, we have -v^= , &r = 1.1547, indicating a

I'J-Ql
1 O I . t O

rise of 15.47 per cent., and p
2 =

yko'-io
= 0.8660, indicating a

2 These mass-units are not the economic individuals described, for the present

supposition, in Chapter IV. Sect. V. $ 3, namely constant exchange-values with

variable masses. But they are substitutes therefor ;
and they are like the eco-

nomic individuals described in Chapt. IV. Sect. V. 6, which will be used in the

supposition to be treated of in the next Chapter. They may very properly be

used for the purpose they are here put to. To be sure, the weighting of the classes

at each period cannot be measured by the numbers of these mass-units they con-

tain. Yet the weighting of the classes in the averaging of their price variations,

over two periods together, is according to the geometric means of the numbers of

such mass-units they contain at each period. Another example will be given

later (see below in Sect. IV. Note 1).
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fall of 13.40 per cent.; and the geometric mean of the price
T> |~o

i , o

variations is
p-

2 = I 9 x
.,
=

--y-
0.8660,likewise indicating

a general fall of prices by 13.40 per cent. That the geometric

mean of the price variations of two classes equally important

over both the periods universally agrees with the inverse of the

indication for ,
f

"

rendered by the numbers of the mass-units
*0i

equivalent over both the periods purchasable at each period, has

already been demonstrated near the end of the preceding Chap-
ter in formula (10) there given.

3 Therefore the geometric mean

of price variations, whenever it is applicable to cases in which

for two classes of goods the same sums of money are spent at

both periods, universally gives the right indication.

5. The fault with the argument from arithmetic com-

pensation by equal mass-quantities, as it has generally been

employed by the writers who have suggested or advocated or

employed the harmonic average of price variations, has lain in

the fact that utter neglect has been paid to the exchange-value

of the mass-quantities whose loss and gain have been compared.

To be sure, the mass-units have generally been chosen equiva-

lent at the first period. But that has been due merely to conve-

nience, and to the habit, itself due to convenience, of starting with

units priced at 1.00 or at 100. The query why the compensa-
tion should be by equal numbers of such mass-units, has never

been raised
;
wherefore the wrongness of such compensation has

escajx*l notice. Possibly it has not been noticed that the so-

called "quantities," or mass-quantities, as numerical figures, arc

not absolute figures, according to the maases given, but are de-

3
Furthermore, in both the above examples, in which the mass-quantity of [A]

is 100 and the price of A 1.00, at the first period, the figure for the variation of the

general exchange-value of money is identical with the hundredth part of the

mass-quantity of [B] at the second period, and also it is the quotient of the price

of B" at the first period divided by the price of A at the second ; while the figure

for the general price variation is identical with the price of B" at the second

period, and also it is the quotient of the price of A at the second period divided

by the price of B" at the first. The universality of these relations, and of some

others which it would be too long to notice, is also demonstrated by formulae ((>),

(7), and (9) ( and by their inversions for ] given near the end of the preced-

ing < 'haptcr.
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termined also by the sizes of the mass-units in which tin- m;i -

are measured.

Many advocates not only of the harmonic, but even of tin-

arithmetic average, have failed, as we have seen, at a still earlier

stage. They would measure the general exchange-value of

money, under the name of its
"
general purchasing power," by

the mere mass-quantities that a given total sum of money can

purchase, or has the power of purchasing, at each peridd, with-

out regard either to the mass-units used or to the actual spnxl-

ings of our money at the two periods compared. Our own com-

pleter analysis has shown that, when there is any change of

prices, there is always, within fixed limits, a great variety of

total mass-quantities that can be purchased with the same total

sum of money, according as different spendings of its parts (the

same at both periods) be hit upon. Therefore this argumenta-

tion proves only a great variableness in "general purchasing

power
"

so conceived, whenever there is any change of prices.

Thus if we look upon purchasing power as something to be

measured only by the quantities of things that can be purchased?

we see that for such a thing as the "
general purchasing power

"

of money, so conceived, to remain stable, absolutely no change
of prices must take place. So far Roscher and others are right

in denying the possibility of stability of money in general pur-

chasing power except to use Martello's phrase by
"
petrifac-

tion
" of the economic world. But they are wrong who ex-

tend this denial to the general exchange-value of money. For

it is evident that if later in any distribution of speudings one's

money gets the same exchange-value which it got before, it gets

the same exchange-value in any other distribution of spendings.

It might, however, be admitted that we can have such a con-

cept as this of "general purchasing power" measured only by

quantities of things purchasable, if we desire to distinguish
"
purchasing power

" from "
exchange-value." For, as just re-

marked, we know that it remains constant so long as all prices

remain unchanged ;
and we also perceive that if all prices rise

or fall in exactly the same proportion, it rises or falls in that

proportion in the former case coinciding with exchange-value
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in all other things and with exchange-value in all things, in the

latter case with the former of these alone, in all other cases

breaking up and disappearing. But such an evanescent concept

is of no service in economics.

The only proper way to conceive of general purchasing power
is by the quantity of exchange-value it can purchase. It would

be absurd to measure the lifting power of a derrick by another

attribute, say volume, in the things which the derrick can lift,

rather than by that attribute in them which is the essential ob-

ject to which lifting power has reference, namely their weight.

If the volume of all things were, and always remained, of equal

weight, we might then indeed measure lifting power by the

volume of the things lifted. But if the same volumes grow

heavier, more lifting power is needed to lift them. And so if

the same volumes or weights grow more valuable, more purchas-

ing power is required to purchase them. Therefore it is equally

absurd to measure general purchasing power only by either the

volumes or weights of the things purchasable. The general pur-

chasing power of a sum. of money can be measured only by the

exchange-value of the things the money can purchase. The

money has risen in exchange-value, for instance, either if it

can purchase a greater number of things that have the same ex-

change-value as before, or if it can purchase the same number of

things that have a greater exchange-value than before. The ex-

change-value of the things whose quantities purchasable arc be-

ing considered must also betaken into account. Therefore if we

are measuring general purchasing power only by the constancy or

variation of the quantities purchasable, we must be careful that

we be dealing with individual masses that have the same ex-

change-value over both the periods compared.

Being thus identified with exchange-value in all other thing*,

the conception of general purchasing power can give us no more

trouble and, of course, little aid. What lias caused trouble is

the fact that this idea has been introduced into economics as a

variant upon the idea of general exchange-value more intelligible

than it and serviceable to help us in our conception of it, or to

further us when it fails. Instead, by introducing comparison
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between inessential attributes in things, this idea has only caused

confusion, and it is responsible for many of the aberrations in

our subject.
4

III.

1. The measurement of the constancy or variation in the

exchange-value of money by the numbers of equivalent mass-

units is not, of course, confined to the case of two equally im-

portant classes. It is as applicable to any number of classes,

with any amount of unevenness in their sizes, provided they

satisfy the condition required for its application. Therefore

we reach this general method of measurement : When con-

stant sums of money are expended at both periods, find in all

the classes masses, to be used as units, that have the same ex-

change-value (or money-value) over both the periods together ; and

measure the constancy or variation in the exchange-value of money

by the constancy or variation in the total number of such nutxx-

units purchased at each period.

If we have already executed the first part of this injunction,

the true formula for the price variations, in these cases, is

P
i = *

1

" + y1

" + V' + ......

p
i *," + y" + V + ......

'

or a b c
i _ _ i _ _i_

P /'." r "r "
/o\

in which, as before, the doubly accented letters represent the

numbers and the prices of such mass-units at each of the periods.
1

4 And yet, as the term contains reference to power, reference to which is lack-

ing in the term "exchange-value," the term "
purchasing power" ought to have

been of assistance. That it has not been is probably due to the limitation in the

meaning of the term "
to purchase

" noticed in Note 4 in Chapt. V. Sect. III. $ 8.

1 The second of these formulae is like a formula cited in Chapt. V. Sect. VI.

2 as a miscarried harmonic average of price variations. But there the formula

was applied to any mass-units, while here it is applied only to special mass-units.

The weighting here in this formula, viewed as a harmonic averaging of price

variations, is according to n'TTn >
......

>
which agrees with what was there

a i Pi
said. Another interpretation of this weighting will be noticed presently (for

^n
= *i",

JT,
=

2/i", and so on ) .

20
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The mass-units may be of any sizes, provided they be equiva-

lent over both the periods. Thus in the examples above used

in which the priee of [A] rose by 50 per cent., we sup]>osed A
to be such that its price rose from 1.00 to 1.50, so that the

geometric mean price of this and of every equivalent mass-unit

was 1/2247. \Ve might equally well have supposed its price to

rise from .60 to .90, so that its geometric mean price and that

of every mass-unit equivalent to it would be .7348
;

or we

might have supposed any other rise by 50 per cent, we pleased.

For such changes affect all the mass-units and all the prices in

the same proportion, so that their numbers are all altered in the

same proportion (the inverse of the preceding), and consequently

the sums of their numbers
;
wherefore the results are the same.

Qi Q, x " a "
2. As x

v

" = -77 and a;/'
= - therefore

'

' = 2

,,
and

x a
*i,
= -

l

ff ;
and similarly in the other classes. Also, of course,

the prices a{
f and a

2

" are in the same ratio as the prices ,
and

OL
"

ft U "
ft

a
2 (the prices ordinarily quoted), so that

--,-,-
= and

',,
=

,

! , .j ._,

and so on. Now then

_______~__1_ (*.*+ ^4. V
*"+*"+"'' \

l

,

+ ' ^ ")
and

(4 >

The interpretation of these two equations, along with what we

have discovered and presently shall discover about the third

kind of mean and average, gives us the following proposition :

When constant sums of money are expended at both periods,

the true result is always obtained (1) by the harmonic average
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of the price variations with weighting according to the numbers

of the mass-units equivalent over both the periods which the

classes contain at the first period, or (2) by the arithmetic aver-

age of the price variations with weighting according to the num-

bers of such equivalent mass-units which the classes contain at

the second period, or (3) in cases with only two equally impor-
tant classes, by the geometric mean, and in most cases (provided

there be no great irregularity in the sizes of the classes) very

nearly by the geometric average with weighting according to the

geometric means of the numbers of such equivalent mass-units

which the classes contain at each period
2 which weighting is

the same as the weighting of the classes according to the con-

stant sizes of the classes at both periods.
3

But the first two of these final solutions of our problem in

regard to the proper averages of price variations (and their

weightings) are of no practical utility, since they presuppose

that we have performed the labor of finding the masses that are

equivalent over both the periods together and the numbers of

these contained in the classes at one of the periods. If we

have performed this labor, it would be easier to continue the

operation in the way prescribed in the first of the above for-

mulae. What we want is a method that will save us the great

labor of such reductions. Here the geometric mean finds its

recommendation in the cases where it is applicable ;
and here

the geometric average would be exactly what we want, were it

only accurate in all cases.

3. It is, however, possible to make a formula that will in

all cases yield the true result without requiring the finding of

such equivalent mass-units or rather a modification of the

above formulas such as to contain within itself, so to speak, the

method of selecting the mass-units, a formula therefore, that

2 These general statements account for the particular statements made in

Notes 4, 5, and 7 in Sect. I. of this Chapter.

3 For #i" = fj and so on, and if the condition is given that l/a 1"a 2
" =

i

a b

V^%"= ,
it follows that^^7=17. l/yW' =

V Oi"a 2 ", and so on
;
wherefore l

/x 1"x 2
"

: Vyi"y->" : : : a : b
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is applicable to any mass-units we happen to use in the various

classes, requiring of us only that we know the prices of these

mass-units, and the numbers of them purchased, at each period.

Let us continue to use the doubly accented letters, a?,",
#
2", ,",

.,", and the like, for the numbers and the prices of the mass-

units which are equivalent over both the periods ;
and let us,

as generally, use the simple letters, x
lf

.r
2 , . and the like,

for the numbers and the prices of the ordinary mass-units which

we find employed by merchants and referred to in statistical re-

port*. Now it is possible to prove that

a, V) c

and

12

AVe may begin with the first two terms on each side of these

proportions. As already explained,

it n ff 9 $ "
#2 (1

2 , /J /32we nave = T> and =-
-

n >

i

a a" ft B "

whence
2
= 1 *

f
and

/92
= '

^ fr .

Also by the hypothesis we have /',/'
= fi"?" >

?"?" 9 ,,

""
Avhence a

2
=

-jf and p^
=

^ f

*
.

Substituting these values in the preceding expressions, we have

And substituting these last values in the first expression to be

proved, we have

r ._
a

i v/fl"fl" u
' ' \/a"a" - *

X
\ " "\ P* -y\pin^

a
\

a
z

"
a " 'Off'a

\ P\
a

\ Pi

But ,, = a and
jf/,/9,

= b, and as %//V'/V' = ^"""
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may be eliminated. Thus this proportion is evident. Again,

by a similar derivation from the known conditions, we obtain

.,/V'/V ^ ?<>
(t-\'a-i'a * and ,1. = " '

,./- ,

/ /V

and substituting these values in the second expression to be

proved, we have

2

2

" ' 2
/?2

"
2

"
/92

"

in which #
2 2
= a and ?/2/

9
2
= b, and the remainders of the ex-

pressions in the first half eliminate as before, so that this pro-

portion also is evident.

The same operation may be conducted upon the classes [A]
and [C] (or upon [B] and [C]), and so on through the whole

list, with the same result. Q. E. D.

Consequently

a D c

/' B,
ff r' f

a b c

"77+ o77+ 77+
2 /V T2

"

But we know by the second formula above given that the last

half of this equation is the expression for the general price

variation. Therefore

p
2

Here we have the formula desired, applicable to any mass-units

and their prices and quantities, in all cases when constant sums

happen to be spent on all the classes at both periods.

This formula may be further metamorphosed. It may be so

stated,
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P
-^> + */ -f

* ^r+ -

r a= n rj / 1

P, a b c

"a /'2

which reduces to

(6)

and also to

P
2

P,

These are more curious than useful, except for theoretical pur-

poses. The last leads on through

P,
P,

""

to

P

which we recognize as a form of Scrope's method. It obviously

is Scrope's method applied to the geometric means of the mass-

quantities in every class at each period. Thus the method we

have just elaborated turns out to be a new form of Scrope's

method.

4. That this method does not violate any of our Proposi-

tions concerning exchange-value in all other things goes almost

without the need of notice. Taking any one of the formulae

representing it (but most conveniently 6 and 8), we see plainly that

it indicates constancy if no prices vary (Propositions XXVII.
and XLIV.), and if all prices vary alike, it indicates the same
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variation (Propositions XVII. and XLV.), no matter what be

the weights (provided, of course, they be the same at both

periods) ;
nor can it indicate constancy if there is only one price

variation, or if all price variations are in one direction and in

the latter event it naturally cannot indicate a variation in the

opposite direction (Propositions XX. and XXVIII.). But there

is one Proposition by which it especially needs to be tested.

This is Proposition XXXVI. There is perfect evidence that if

our method, applied to all but a few classes, indicates a variation

p
(or constancy) in the level of prices so that p

2

=r, and ifwe find
M

that the remaining classes have all varied in price individually

so that the price of each at the second period is r times its price

at the first (or even if they have collectively done so), our method

ought still, with these classes added, to indicate the same vari-

ation. Let [C] embrace all the individuals left over. Formula

(6) is here the most convenient. If our method, applied to all

classes except [C] ,
indicates a variation in the general level of

prices from 1 to r, we must have

y ' Y
But the price of [C] has varied so that =

r, and =
Ti T2 r

Hence, extending our method to include [C] ,
we should have

which is evidently true, because it reduces to

) + C %/r.
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Here we are supposing that z.^ = zj {

= C, in order that the

class [C] may be properly subject to this method. If things

were not so^if we had to distinguish C into C
L
and C

2,
the de-

sired equality would not exist. Now that Proposition
4 does not

require the omitted class or classes to be of the same money-
value at both the periods. Still this method is not shown to be

false because it would not be true if we applied it to conditions

to which it does not pretend to be applicable. Confined to the

conditions to which it is applicable, it stands the test of that

Proposition perfectly.
5

5. That our formula
(5), upon which depend the ones fol-

lowing, is correctly derived, may be negatively shown in this

way. If the mass-units have already been chosen that are

equivalent over both the periods together, this formula reduces

to formula (1), and so is correct.

That this formula and the ones following it will reduce to

formulae expressing the harmonic and the arithmetic averages,

and in some cases the geometric mean, of the price variations,

with the weightings above described (in 2), is proved by the

operation by which these formulae themselves were proved, since

formula (2) to which they were proved to be equal is equal to

formula (1).

But with more than two classes, even if equally important,

this formula will not universally reduce to the geometric aver-

age of the price variations.

Some special cases in which the geometric average of the

price variations will regularly agree with this method and give

the true result may easily be seen to be as follows : (1) if all the

classes are equally important and if there are 4, 8, 16, 32,

64, such classes
;

for then the common variation of two

classes may be compared with the common variation of two

other classes, and the common variation of all these four with

4 Nor Proposition XXXII., which comes into play if r = 1 .

ft A qualification, however, must be added. Above we used formula ((>). If

we used formula: (1), (2), (~>) or (7), the same inability to satisfy that Proposition

would remain. Hut if, instead, we used formulae (3), (4) or (8), (which contain

nothing that shows their confinement to cases with constant sums), and treated

the additional mass-quantities as in any of them prescribed, this method would

carry out that Proposition.
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the common variation of four others, and so on
; (2)

if some of

the classes are doubly, quadruply, octuply, large and in the

preceding schema take the place of sets of 2, 4, 8, classes
;

(3) if beside such two or more classes all the rest are without

price variation, or all have the same price variation, and if the

price variations of those classes, measured apart by themselves,

show general constancy, or that same price variation
;

for then

constancy, or that variation, is the true result for all, and this

will still be indicated both by the geometric average and by this

method, as just shown, no matter (in
the case of the geometric

averaging) what be the weighting of these additional classes.

We shall also find a more general account of other more irreg-

ular cases in which the geometric average may be exactly true.

We must turn to the examination of the geometric average

of price variations, this being generally so nearly true as to de-

serve our attention bv itself.

IV.

1. A couple of illustrative examples may be examined in

full. We need to treat only of the next simplest cases. These

are when we have three equally important classes to deal with,

two of which vary alike, or what is the same thing two classes

one-of which is twice as important as the other. Here is room

for two examples according as it is the more or the less impor-

tant class that falls in compensation for the rise of the other.

Let us begin with the former. In the usual form of starting

with prices at 1.00, our familiar example with A rising by 50

per cent, may be schematized as follows for the harmonic

price variations :

1100 A (g 1.00 200 Bf>1.00 300 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B],

II 66| A @ 1.50 233 B @, .8571(= f )
300

|

100 for [A] 200 for [B];

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B];

for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 200 B
(njj

1.00300
II 66|A@1.50 266| B .75 333

J-
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for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A fc 1.00 200 B ( l.(K) 300

II 66f A (n 1.50 244.94H 15 (.,. .81 60
( Vf )

311.014

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B].

In the first of these, in which the harmonic average of the

price variations with the weights 1 for [A] and 2 for [B] in-

dicates constancy, the compensation is (arithmetically) by equal

quantities of the mass-units of [A] and of [B] that areequiva-
lent at the first period a compensation which, as before, is

good at the first period only, and is too small for both the

periods together. In the second, in which the arithmetic aver-

age of the price variations with the same weighting indicates

constancy, the compensation is by double gain on [B] over the

loss on [A] in the same mass-units, this double gain being con-

formable to the fact that the price of this mass-unit of [B] has

sunk at the second period to half that of the mass-unit of [A], so

that this compensation is the compensation of the second period

alone, as may be perceived also by this arrangement :

I 100 A 1.00 100 B' 2.00200 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B],

II 66| A 1.50 133} B' 1.50200
|

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

in which, A and B' now being mass-units that are equivalent at

the second period, the compensation is by an equal number of

such, and so is too great for both the periods together. Thus

the argument from compensation by equal mass-quantities, ap-

plied to the harmonic and arithmetic averages in these more

complex cases, has the same reversed errors we have seen in the

simple cases with two equally important classes.

In the third schema, in which the geometric average of the

price variations with the same weighting indicates constancy,

there is no appearance of anything to recommend it, except the

fact that its compensatory price and mass-quantity fall between

the others. Tt has to be altered so that the mass-quantities

compared be brought into better shape for the comparison. In

it the price of B at the second period is the reciprocal of the
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geometric mean between the two prices of A, namely 1.2247.

The formulation for [B] may then be changed into either

I 133$ B 1 @ 1.50 I 200 for [B],
II 162.299 B 1 @ 1.2247

|
200 for [B],

or

I 162.299 B 11 @ 1.2247 I 200 for [B],
II 200 B" @ 1.00

I
200 for [B].

Still we have not what will help us. Suppose then, making
use of a hint given in Chapter VIII. Section I. 6, we take

half of each of these alternative schematizations, as follows :

I 66| B1

<$ 1.50 -f- 81.65 Bn @ 1.2247 I 200 for [B],
II 81.65 B 1 1.2247 + 100 B" @ 1.00

|

200 for [B].

Here, however, there are two different mass-units of [B], the

second being .8165 of the first. Therefore this arrangement
does not in itself help us. But we may combine the numbers

given for the mass-units, and form a new single mass-unit, with

the following numbers and prices :

I 148.32B" 1 1.34846

II 181.65B1" 1.10102

200 for [B],
200 for [B].

Here the peculiarity exists that the difference in the numbers

of these mass-units is 33J, so that we have compensation offered

by equal mass-quantities. Now if the geometric mean of the

prices of this mass-unit were the same as the geometric mean of

the prices of A, we should have exactly what we want
;

for

then this mass-unit of [B] would have the same exchange-value

over both the periods as the mass-unit of [A] ,
and the gain of

33J of these mass-units of [B] would exactly equal and com-

pensate the loss of 33J of the mass-units of [A] . Unfortu-

nately this is not the case. By the nature of the formation of

this mass-unit and its prices, its prices have 1.2247 for their

arithmetic mean only, and their geometric mean is a trifle

lower, being in effect 1.2185. Thus these prices of Bm incline

in the same direction as the prices in the harmonic extremes,

also offering compensation by equal mass-quantities ;
for the

mean between those prices of B is far below that between the

prices of A. We know that in those variations the price of
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[H] has not fallen far enough. So, too, here we have an indi-

cation that the price of [B] has not fallen quite far enough.

There is compensation by gain of an equal number of mass-Units

slightly less valuable than the mass-units lost. Therefore money
has slightly depreciated, and the price-level has risen somewhat.

Another hint offered in the same place in Chapter VIII.

leads to the same conclusion. There we saw that it is possible

to arrange things so that the prices of two similar mass-units of

[B] , tailing as from 1.00 to .8165, together traverse a distance

equal to that traversed by one A, namely when they fall from

1.3623 to 1.1123. The schema for [B] would then be

I 146.81 B'v <$ 1.3623

II 179.80 B'v 1.1123

200 for [B],

200 for [B].

Here the difference in the quantities is a gain of 32.99 such

mass-units. The geometric mean of these prices is 1.23096.

Thus while the compensatory quantities are slightly less, the ex-

change-value of their units over both the periods is slightly

greater. Which of these differences preponderates ? On [A]
we lose 1 .22474 x 33J = 40.824 money-unit's worths (over

both the periods together); on [B] we gain 1.23096 x 32.99

= 40.609 similar money-unit's worths. So we gain less than

we lose, and, as before, our money has depreciated, the fall in

the price of [B] not being quite great enough.

Now it is easy to place the prices of a mass-unit of [B] ,
foil-

ing as from 1 .00 to .8 1 65, around 1 .2247 as their geometric mean,

and to find the numbers of these mass-units purchasable with

200 money-units at each period. They are

I 147.5579 B" () 1.3554

II 180.7174 B" @ 1.1067

200 for [B],

200 for [B]

But here the gain in such mass-units is 33.1595, or a trifle too

little. This confirms the previous conclusion that the price of

[B] has not fallen quite far enough ;
for it indicates a slight

diminution in the purchasing power of our money, since we are

not permitted to gain quite so many equally valuable mass-units

of [H] as we lose of [A].
What we want is to combine certain features which have so
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far not come together, and which will not come together so long

as we suppose the price of [B] to fall as from 1.00 to .81 Ho.

We want a mass-unit such that its prices, falling, have 1.2247

for their geometric mean, and such that the numbers of them

purchasable with 200 money-units at the first and at tin- second

period increase by 33J. If these two objects were obtainable

with a fall of the price of [B] as from 1.00 to .81 Ho, the geo-

metric average of price variations would be true in this and all

such cases. But they are not, and we must seek for another fall

of the price of [B] that will unite these requirements. It is

not difficult to find the terms of this desired fall. The follow-

ing is the schema for [B] :

I 147.480987 B" @ 1.356107

II 180.814333 B" 1.106107

200 for [B],

200 for [B].

Here we have a class, [B] ,
twice as large as the class [A] ,

and

the price variations are such that for what we lose on the mass-

quantity of [A] ,
the price of whose unit varies around 1.2247 as

its geometric mean, we gain exactly as much on the mass-quantity

of [B], the price of whose unit varies around the same figure,

1.2247, also as its geometric mean, and whose units gained are

equal in number to the other units lost.
1 Therefore our gain is

exactly equivalent to our loss over, both the periods compared.

Therefore our money has retained exactly the same purchasing

power or exchange-value. But what is this price variation ?

It is as from 1.00 to
-i\Kf-i(\j

-815H48 a figure slightly

lower, as we have already found reason to expect, than the fig-

ure required by the geometric method. Therefore if the price

of B falls only from 1.00 to .81H5, at which point the geometric

average indicates constancy, it has not fallen quite far enough to

counterbalance the rise of A from 1.00 to 1.50, so that the gen-

eral level of prices has slightly risen, and the geometric average

1 It may be noticed that the geometric mean between the numbers of these

mass-units of [B] is 163.3, which is just double the geometric mean between the

numbers of the mass-units of [A], namely 81.65. This is in argument with Note

2 above in Sect. II. It should also be noticed that the prices of every two such

mass-units of [B] together traverse in the opposite direction exactly the same dis-

tance as the price of the one mass-unit of [A] .
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has, in this case, made an indication slightly below the truth.

We should have been pleased if one of the familar and easily

working averages, applied to the price variations with weight-

ing according to the constant sums expended, in this ease 1 for

[A] and 2 for [B], would indicate constancy only when the

price of [B] has fallen from 1.00 to .815G48. Unfortunately

none of the three do so.
2 But of the three the geometric aver-

age, with this weighting, comes the nearest to it.

In default of a true average with the only weighting conve-

niently indicated, we can, of course, resort to one of the formula?

above discovered, preferably (5),
and directly find the correct

result without going through the long operation above pursued,

which has been done to illustrate the principle and to show the

defect in the geometric average. Thus applied for the purpose

of finding the proper variation of the price of B from 1 .00 when

A rises from 1.00 to 1.50 and at both periods 100 money-units

are spent on [A] and 200 on [B] ,
in order to have constancy,

the formula is

100 x 1.224744 + 200^
200

x 1.2247444- , >/,?.,

This reduces to fa + 0.2041 24\/fa = 1.00, which being worked

out in the ordinary algebraical manner (with only positive terms)

gives \/fa
= .903132, and /92

= .815648.

2. The second example, in which the class with rising price

is the more important, may be disposed of more briefly. Let

us suppose that twice as much money is spent on [A] at each

2 Or we should be almost as well pleased if we had some easily indicated sys-

tem of weighting which with one of the familiar averages would give the true

result. Now. in the above example, when B falls from 1.00 to .81.
r
>r>48, the weight-

ing wanted with the geometric average is 1 for [A] and 1.9807 for [B]; with the

harmonic, 1 for [A] and 1.4748 for [B]; with the arithmetic, 1 for [A] and 2.7122

for [B]. Here the weighting for the geometric average is hopeless. That for tin-

harmonic average is the ratio of the number of the (over both periods) equivalent

mass-units of [A] to those of [B] purchased at the first period ;
and that for the

arithmetic average the ratio l>etween them at the second period. This is in agree-

ment with what is above shown in Sect. II. #2, which gives us a general principle

for the weighting of these averages, but one, as there remarked, too laborious to

be of utility.
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period as on [B] . Now for constancy to be indicated by the

three kinds of averages each with the weights 2 for [A] and 1

for [B], the schemata must be as follows for the harmonic

average :

I 200 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00300
II 133 A @ 1.50 166f B @ .60300

for the arithmetic average :

200 for [A] 100 for [B],

200 for [A] 100 for [B]:

I 200 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00300 I 200 for [A] 100 for [B],

II133A@1.50 oo B@ |

200 for [A] ;

for the geometric average :

1200 A @ 1.00 100 B@ 1.00 300 I 200 for [A] 100 for [B],

II 133 A @ 1.50 225 B@ .4444 (= f ) 358| |
200 for [A] 100 for [B].

In the first the compensation is still arithmetically by equal

mass-quantities, measured in equivalents at the first period, and

therefore only the proper compensation at the first period itself.

In the second the required change of price of B is to zero, which

makes A at the second period infinitely more valuable than B
;

wherefore compensation is impossible. The third again needs

to be restated. The restatement may be made, this time, by

changing the mass-units of [A] . The price of A at the second

period, 1.50, is the reciprocal of the geometric mean between

the two prices of B. We may then have

I 225 A 1 @ .4444 + 150 A11 @ .6666 I 200 for [A],

II 150 A [ @ .6666 -f 100 A" @ 1.00
|
200 for [A] ;

whence, by combining the quantities, and forming a new mass

unit :

I 375 A 111 @ .5333 (=&) I 200 for [A],

II 250 A" 1 .80 .1 200 for [A];

Here the number of these mass-units lost is the same as of the

mass-units of [B] gained. But the prices are arithmetical,

not geometrical, terms around .6666, and their geometrical

mean is lower, being .6532. The conditions no longer resem-

ble those in the harmonic schema, in which the mean of the

prices of the mass-unit which in equal numbers compensates for

the gain of mass-units of [B] is above the mean of the prices
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of the latter. The suggestion from this difference is that the

price of A has not risen quite high enough. We lose an equal

number of mass-units that are not quite so valuable (over both

the periods) as the mass-units gained. Therefore our money
has augmented in purchasing power, and the price-level has

fallen somewhat. The same suggestion is made when we find

the mass-unit of [A] whose prices, rising in the same propor-

tion as before, do vary around .66(i(> as their geometrical mean,

as follows :

I 367.42349 A" .544331
|

200 for [A],
II 244.95007 A" (; .816497

\

200 for [A],

the number of these mass-units lost being smaller than that of

the equally (over both the periods) valuable mass-units of [B]

gained, so that money has slightly appreciated. To get the

proper difference, 125, of mass-units of [A] whose prices are in

the same variation around .6666 as their geometric mean, we
find the following conditions required :

I 368.942 A" @ .54209

II 243.941 A" (a) .81987

200 for [A],
200 for [A].

Here at last we have the proper compensation, and the proper

price variation of the class [A] .

3 The proper price variation

81987
is a rise as from 1.00 to - = 1.5124. The same figure is

obtained more directly by use of the above-discovered formula

(5). Applied to mass-units priced at 1.00 at the first period,

this becomes

200 \/o~
2 -f 100 x

266~T~
^S 1 ~- x *

which reduces to
2 0.418666%/a, = 1, and works out, giving

v/o"
2

= 1.229804 and
2
= 1.5124. The figure is, this time,

as we have found reason to expect, slightly higher than required

by the geometric average. The geometric average is satisfied,

3 The geometric mean between the numbers of these mass-units of [A] is

double the geometric mean between the numbers of the mass-units of [B]; and

the prices of every two such mass-units of [A] together traverse the same distance

as the one mass-unit of [B]. Cf. above, Note 1.
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and indicates constancy, when the price of A 1ms risen only to

1.50, or before it has risen to its proper height, that is, when the

compensation otfered by its variation is not yet complete, and

the general level of prices lias fallen. Thus in this case the

geometric average yields a result slightly above the truth.
4

3. These examples, in conjunction with many others of a

similar nature to be given later, permit us to make an induction

and to advance the following rule : When the price* that fall

below the general average are of preponderating classes, the geo-

metric average, with weighting according to the constant sums of

money spent, yields a result below the truth ; and when the prices

that rise above the general average are of preponderating classes,

it yields a result above the truth.

We may form some idea of the probable amount of error in-

curred by the geometric average, by measuring the errors in the

above examples. In the first, the sums of the (over both

periods) equivalent mass-units of [A] and [B] purchasable
with 100 and 200 money-units at the first and second periods

were respectively 247.5579 and 247.3840
; by dividing the

p
former by the latter we get p

2 = 1 .0007. Thus the geometric
*i

average, weighted according to the constant sums, indicated con-

stancy where there really was a rise of 0.07 per cent. In the

revision we saw that there would really be constancy if the price

of B fell to .81564. If it did so, the geometric average would

be 0.99932, indicating a fall of 0.068 per cent. In the second

example, the sums of the (over both periods) equivalent mass-

units of [A] and [B] purchasable with 200 and with 100

money-units were successively 46 7.42349 and 469.95007,whence

p
=-2 = 0.9946, indicating a fall of 0.54 per cent., although the
*i

geometric average, weighted as above described, indicated con-

stancy. In the revision we found that to obtain constancy the

4 In the corrected example, with A rising from 1.00 to 1.5124, to indicate con-

stancy, the weight wanted for [A], that for [B] being 1, with the geometric aver-

age is 1.9602, with the harmonic 3.689, with the arithmetic 1.084 the latter two

being the ratios between the numbers of the equivalent mass-units at the first and

at the second periods respectively. Cf. above, Note 2.

21
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price of A should rise to 1.~>1'24. If it did so, the geometric

average would be 1.00.5"), indicating a rise of 0.55 per cent.

These trifling errors, we may notiee, are on larger price vari-

ations than ordinarily occur in practice between two successive

periods. It is only with very large price variations that the

deviations become appreciable. But also inequality in the sizes

of the classes has something to do with the matter. If the pre-

ponderating class varies much in price, while the smaller class

varies little, the deviation may be appreciable, if the preponder-

ance is moderate, but may be diminished almost to nothing if

the preponderance is excessive (the double excess having the

effect of dragging both the measurements after it till they almost

coincide) while, of course, a very slight preponderance also

unites the results, approaching toward evenness of weighting.

On the other hand, if the preponderating class varies little and

the smaller class varies excessively,'' the deviation may be great,

and the geometric method becomes wholly untrustworthy.

Examples of these rules may be given at random as follows :

1 10 A (n 1.00 40 B (ii, 1.00 I 10 for [A] 40 for [B],
II 5 A <$ 2.00 400 B .10

|
10 for [A] 40 for [B].

P
The proper result is p

2 = 0/2005
;
the geometric method yields

0. 18-21.

I 10 A (,i>, 1.00 40 B (, J.OO I 10 for [A] 40 for [B],

II 5 A 2.00 4000 \\(a\ .01
I
10 for [A] 40 for [B].

P
The proper result is,,

2 = 0.0445
;
the geometric method yields

*
i

0.0288.

I 10 A (n; 1.00 400 B (, 1.00 I 10 for [A] 400 for [B]
?

II ."> A (a-, 2.00 40000 B ( .01
I
10 for [A] 400 for [B].

p
The proper result is

p"
= ^.01 14

;
the geometric method yields

0.01 10.

'Remember that foiling variations are larger than rifting variations the per*

ceiitagen of which, reckoned in the usual way, art- equal. And this superiority

rapidly increases with the amount of the variation, A fall from 1.00 to O.W is

only slightly greater than a rise from l.ootol.oi. A full from 1.00 to 0.50 is twice

as great a* n rise from 1.00 to !."<>. A fall from I.<M) to 0.01 in one hundred time*

JI.H tfrcnt j,s n rise from l.iio to \.W.
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I 100 A @ 1.00 10 B 1.00 I 100 for [A] 10 for [B],
II 50 A @ 2.00 1000 B@ .01

|
100 for [A] 10 for [B].

p
The proper result isp

2 = 0.8342
;
the geometric method yields

*i
1.2355.

Among many classes, if some large ones rise in price while

other large ones fall, and several small ones similarly offset one

another, and if the balances left over of large and small classes

that vary in the same direction are small compared with tin-

whole, the source of error again is small.

For the errors are not cumulative. That is to say, if the

class [A] is twice as large as the class [B] ,
and the class [C]

twice as large as the class [D] ,
and the prices of both [A] and

[C] are the rising ones, so that in each comparison of [A] and

[B] and of [C] and [D] the error may be, say, about half of

one per cent., the error will be no greater in the comparison of

all four together. On the contrary, the error will be an aver-

age somewhere between all the errors in the comparisons of anv

two unevenly matched pairs. And so, instead of accumulating,

the errors tend to neutralize one another. This follows by the

principle of continuity from the two halves of the statement

above advanced. For if in one pair the preponderating class is

the rising one, the error is above the truth
;
and if in another

pair the preponderating class is the falling one, the error is be-

low the truth. These two pairs of variations taking place to-

gether, and being averaged together, the error must lie between

them, and so must be diminished. It may perhaps disappear

altogether.

There is also another way in which there may be neutraliza-

tion. This is through a series of successive periods. If during

one comparison of two periods a large class rises in price

through abnormal causes, its variation will tend to cause error

in the geometric average above the truth. If then in the com-

parison of the next or some soon succeeding period its price falls

back to its usual state, this reverse variation will tend to cause

error in the geometric average below the truth. Hence in the

series the later error will make up for the earlier. That this
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kind of compensation, if the reverse change is back to the same

figure, the classes remaining of the same importance, is exact,

will be shown presently.

In the harmonic and arithmetic averages there is no such

tendency toward neutralization in successive periods. Their

errors may accumulate indefinitely.

V.

$ 1. What has been proved in the preceding Sections may be

confirmed on a new line of reasoning, which also yields instruc-

tion on points not yet proved.

Suppose that in our simple hypothesis of a world with money
and two equally important commodities we have the following

conditions, (the mass-units being chosen in the usual way, as

equivalent at the first period), over three successive periods :

I 100 A (^1.00 100 B1.00
II 66$ A @ 1.50 133J B <$ .75

III 100 A @ 1.00 100 B1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B].

Here we have two sets of price variations, the first consisting of

these, | and
|,

the second of these, J and . In addition we

have the comparison between the prices at the first period and

the prices at the third period. This comparison shows con-

stancy ;
for evidently, the state of things being the same at the

third as at the first period, we have the same conditions as if

the state of things at the first period had remained constant.

We know, therefore, that after drawing the average of the first

set of price variations and that of the second set, if we then

attempt from these averages to find the average of the whole

variation (or constancy) from the first to the third period which

is done by multiplying together the two single averages of the

price variations, the result should be unity, indicative of con-

stancy. Here we have control over the result, and may use

these conditions as a test case.

It may be noticed at the outeet that in all such cases (con-

fined to three periods) the formula? above obtained satisfy this

test. For the quantities and prices being exactly the same at
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the third as at the first period, the first variation is indicated,

by formula
(5), to be

p
2

and the second

p_3

p. / P p \
These are reciprocals ;

wherefore p
3

1 = p
2

p
3

)

= 1.00. It is

1 \ 1 2 /

plain that if the prices are irregularly different at the third

period, the direct comparison of the third with the first will not

yield the same result as the indirect comparison of them through

the intervening period. We shall not pause to consider this in-

consistency here, as it will again call for attention in the com-

plete method involving this partial method. We shall at pres-

ent devote our attention to the certain test yielded by a revision

of everything at a later period to what it was at the first. Let

us now see how the averages of the price variations stand

this test.

Averaging the above sets of price variations harmonically, we

2 28
get, for the first, 2 4

= 1.00, and for the second, 3 3
=

^T ~T~ a" 9" I Q6 o A

= 0.8888
;
and the product of these results indicates that be-

tween the first and the third period the general level of prices

has fallen by 11.11 per cent., which we know to be wrong and

to err by placing the level of prices too low.

But suppose, after drawing the harmonic average of the first

set, we draw the arithmetic average of the second, likewise with

even weighting. We then have
| (J- -f- -J)

= 1.00
;
and each

of these results indicating constancy, the whole result indicates

constancy, which is right.

In effect, the second price variations, from the harmonic terms

on opposite sides of unity to unity, are (simple) arithmetic vari-

ations that is, are the same as variations from unity to the

opposite arithmetic terms. Thus at the second period the price
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of
Sj
A is 1.00 and the price of 1 J B is 1.00, and at the third

the prices of these parts of A and B are .()(>$ and 1.33J re-

spectively, which are the arithmetic terms around unity. Nat-

urally, therefore, only the arithmetic average, with even weight-

ing, will indicate constancy when prices vary in this way.

Turning our attention to the quantities purchased, we see

that with every two money-units we purchase at the first and

third periods 1 A and 1 B, and at the second | A and J B.

Thus at the second period, compared with the first, on the quan-
tities of the first, the loss on A is one third and the gain on B
one third, the gain equalling the loss. But at the third period,

compared with the second, and with the gain and loss measured

in the same way, that is, on the quantities at the earlier of the

two periods compared as the unit wholes, the gain on f A is one

half and the loss on J B is one quarter, constituting the com-

pensation by harmonic proportions. This agrees with the fact

that the price variations in this case are arithmetic variations.

But if the price variations really had been harmonic variations

namely, a fall of the price of f A from 1.00 to .<>(> (bringing

the price of A back to 1 .00) and a rise of the price of | B from

.33J to .()()| (carrying the price of B up to 1.50), so that the

second harmonic average would indicate constancy, then not only

would the level of prices at the third period be openly higher

than at the first, but it is plain that the compensation offered

would be a gain on [A], now the article falling in price, smaller

than the loss on [B], now the rising article, so that, losing

equally on [A] in the first variation, but gaining less in the

second, we should lose on the whole.

2. Again if we had these conditions :

I 100 A (a), 1.00 100 B 1.00

II <>63 \&, 1.50 200 B .50

III 100 A ($ 1.00 100 B 1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

and averaged the two sets of price variations arithmetically, with

even weighting, the result for the first set would be 1 .00, indi-

cating constancy, and that for the second would be 1.33J indi-

cating a rise of 33 J per cent. But if we averaged the second
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set harmonically, with even weighting, we should have 1 .<><),

and therefore 1.00 for the whole variation, eorreetly indicating

constancy. In effect, the second set of price variations an; har-

monic variations. If they really were arithmetic, such that the

arithmetic average would indicate constancy, the price-level

would really have fallen at the third period ;
for though the

price of A would be back at 1.00, the price of B would be .66f ;

and our money, still spent evenly, would purchase more than

before.

3. The order in which the two averages have been alter-

nately applied might be inverted, and yet, although the particu-

lar results would be different in every instance, yet the whole

results would be the same. Thus in the first example the arith-

metic average of the first set of price variations would indicate

a rise of 12J per cent., and the harmonic average of the second

set would indicate a fall of 1 1.1 1 per cent.; but a fall from 1.125

by 11.11 per cent, is a fall to 1.00. And in the last example
the harmonic average of the first set of price variations would

indicate a fall of 25 per cent., and the arithmetic average of the

second set would indicate a rise of 33J per cent.; but the net

result of the two variations, ^ x ^ = 1, indicates constancy.

From these particular examples we get the following general

rules, the universality of which is proved in Appendix B IV.

4, 5, 7, that when the prices of two equally important clasxcx

after varying at the second period revert at the third to what they

were before, the continuous use of the harmonic average of the

price variations, with even weighting, gives a final result known to

be too low, and the continuous use of the arithmetic average of tfic

price variations, with even weighting, gives a final result known to

be too high ; but the alternate use of these two averages, similar/
if

weighted, gives the final result known to be right. We have suffi-

cient acquaintance with these averages to infer that these state-

ments will extend to include all cases with any number of classes

of any sizes, the only provisos being that constant sums be ex-

pended on the classes at all the periods, and that the weighting

be according to them.

It must not be inferred, however, that an alternate use of the
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arithmetic and harmonic averages would at the end of every
other period give the right result. Unless all the prices revert

to what they were at the start, and the weighting is the same

throughout, the correction offered by the error of the one aver-

age for the error of the other has not full opportunity, or has

too much opportunity, to work itself out. Yet this use of them

would depart less from the truth than the continuous use of

either of them alone.

The inverse nature of these two averages shows the mistake

of a procedure which has not infrequently been pursued. Sev-

eral statisticians, taking some period as a base at which all

prices are reduced to 1.00 or 100 and with which all subsequent

periods are compared by use of the arithmetic average of the

price deviations, with even weighting, have also worked back-

ward to still earlier periods, comparing these with the same base,

now later or second to them, still using the arithmetic average ;

and have then strung out all the results in a single series. We
now see that in order for the series to be of uniform nature, while

the arithmetic average is used in comparing the later periods

with the earlier base, the harmonic average should be used in

comparing the earlier periods with the later base
;
or conversely.

Yet as these statisticians have used even weighting where it

does not belong, it does not much matter what average they use.

4. Returning to our argument, we see that if the continuous

ust; of the harmonic average over two periods gives a result too

low, each single use of it gives a result too low
;
wherefore in

the first example, when the first use of the harmonic average in-

dicated constancy, then; was really a rise of prices. And if the

continuous use of the arithmetic average over two periods gives

a result too high, each single use of it gives a result too high ;

wherefore in that example, when the second use of the arith-

metic average; indicated constancy, there was really a fall of

prices. And reversely in the second example. That the two

kinds of averages together give the right result at the end, in-

fallibly shows that each one alone is wrong and the one as

ranch wrong on the one side as the other on the other. Xow, to

review, in our first example the indications arc,
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by the harmonic average :

'

by the arithmetic average :

for the 1st variation 1.00, for the 1st variation 1.125,
" 2d "

.8888,
" 2d "

1.00,
" whole "

.8888;
" whole "

1.125.

Here the right result for the whole comparison, 1 .00, is the geo-

metric mean between these two wrong results. Similarly in the

second example the right result, 1.00, is the geometric mean

between the other two, 1.33J and .75.

Suppose now in the first example we average the price vari-

ations geometrically. The geometric mean of the first set of

price variations is
l[ x = ~~ - = 1.0606,

1

indicating a rise

The geometric mean of the second set is

0.9428.
2

indicating a fall of 5.72 per cent.
3
~

3 3

The product of these two results is unity, meaning that the fall

from 106.06 by 5.72 per cent, is a fall to 1.00. In the second

example, with the prices at the second period altered to the arith-

metic terms around 1.00, the geometric mean of the first set of

1/3
price variations indicates a fall to - = 0.8660 by 13.40 per

2
cent., and the geometric mean of the second, a rise to -

=. =
1/3

1.1547 by 15.47 per cent. The product of these again is unity,

the rise from 0.8660 by 15.47 per cent, being a rise to l.OO.
8

Thus in these cases and the universality of this rule is proved
in Appendix B IV. 6 the continuous use of the geometric mean

gives the final result known to be right.

Let us, again, suppose these conditions :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 66| A 1.50 150 B @ .66^

III 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

100 for [A] 100 for [B].

1 This is the geometric mean between 1.00, the harmonic mean of these vari-

ations, and 1.125, the arithmetic. Therefore, if the geometric mean of the price
variations be the right one, the harmonic mean has erred as much below as the

arithmetic has erred above, these proportions being measured geometrically.
2 This is the geometric mean between 1.00, the arithmetic mean of these vari-

ations, and 0.8888, the harmonic. Therefore as in the preceding note.
3
Here, too, the figures, 0.8660 and 1.1547, are geometric means, the first be-

tween 1.00 and 0.75, the second between 1.00 and 1.3333.
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The geometric mean of each of these sets of price variations,

3, $, and $, |,
is unity; and the result for the whole is also

constancy. In effect, not only the first price variations, but the

second likewise are geometric variations
;

for at the second

period the price of J A is 1.00 and the price of 1 J B is 1.00,

and at the third period the prices of these parts of A and B are

.6(5 g and 1.50. Here A has fallen just as B fell in the first

set of variations, and 1 J B has risen just as A there rose. As

regards the quantities purchased with every two money-units

evenly distributed, at the second period compared with the first,

and on the quantities of the first, they are J A and
|-
B. Thus

in the first quantity variations the loss is of A and the gain

of J B ;
and in the second, reckoned in the same way, the gain

is of ?, A and the loss of B, so that the greater gain and the

smaller loss (as appears from this way of estimating them) fall

alternately on the one and on the other. Therefore, as the ul-

timate, result of the two geometric averagings is correct, we have

a clear advertisement either that the result of each of the geo-

metric averagings is correct, or that the error in each is corrected

by an equal error in the other.

But in the preceding examples, in which we dealt with only

two classes equally important, the geometric mean gave a result

geometrically midway between the two erroneous results given

by the harmonic and arithmetic averages, which averages cor-

rected each other at the end of the second variation, showing
that they diverged equally from the truth on each occasion.

Therefore, in these cases, under these conditions, the geometric

mean of each set of price variations, coinciding with the mean

between their equal errors, was exactly correct. And therefore,

in general, the (/eomctric mcdn of pri<w wiridtiom, whenever it in

(i/tp/icabte, ix correct.

5. So far we have dealt with only two equally important

classes. Let us now briefly extend the investigation to cover

uneven weighting. We may sup|>ose the following conditions :

I 100 A (a) 1.00 200 B rs> l.oo

1 1 66| A (ay 1.50 233| B () .8571 (=8)
III 100 A 1.00 200

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B].
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Here the harmonic average indicates for the first price variations

constancy, for the second a fall to 0.9333 by 6| per cent. The

arithmetic average indicates for the first price variations a rise

to 1.0714 by 7.14 per cent., for the second constancy. The al-

ternating use of these two averages, in either order, gives the

right final result. The geometric average indicates for the first

price variations a rise to i/
x
|-|
= 1.0329 by 3.29 per cent., for

the second a fall as from 1.00 to iX-ff
= 0.9681 by 3.19 per

cent. The continuous use of the geometric average gives the

right final result. But here the geometric results in the indi-

vidual instances no longer are geometric means between the

other two. In fact, we now have no reason to expect even the

right result to be the geometric mean between those other re-

sults, since we are now dealing with higher powers. We do,

however, know from our previous reasoning that the geometric

average is not exactly right in its single uses. Hence the other

alternative remains. We thus have demonstrative confirmation

of our previous inductions
; for, as the final result is right, we

see (1) that the error in the geometric averages of the price varia-

tions must be above the truth in the one instance and below it in

the other and the determining factors can only be found in the

facts that in the one instance the larger class has fallen in price

while the smaller class has risen and in the other the larger has

risen and the smaller fallen, although the connection is not ap-

parent ;
and (2) that these opposite errors must be (geometrically)

equal to each other. In the particular case before us these con-

clusions are borne out by applying any one of the above-dis-

covered formulae. Any one of these gives for the first price
(* Q \

variations a rise to n^i~aaQ = 1 .0335 by 3.35 per cent., and for

the second a fall as from 1.00 to
^04

= 0.9676 by 3.24

per cent. Thus the geometric average was slightly below the

truth in the first instance (where the preponderating class fell in

price), and in the second (where the preponderating class rose)

slightly above the truth
(so

that we may induct that such will

be the connection between the causes and effects in all cases).
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And the geometric indications are above and below the truth in

equal proportions; for 1.0335 : 1.0:529 :: 0.9081 : 0.9670 (with
as close approximation as may be obtained without using more

decimals). These relations will be found to hold in all cases.
4

The genera] conclusion from this investigation is that in deal-

ing with many classes in a long series of periods, where the

many tendencies toward neutralization of the errors have room

to play, it is extremely probable that the result given by the

geometric average will never depart much from the true figure.

Hut of course this conclusion is purely theoretical, since the

condition presupposed, of constant sums (or sums constantly in

the same proportion) being always expended on all the classes,

is never fulfilled in practice.

$ <>. The formula above discovered for finding the general

price variation between two periods, in all cases when constant

sums are expended at both periods, we have seen, satisfies this

test whenever it is confined to a reversion of the state of things
at a third period to what it was at a first period after a single

deviation at a second period. Now suppose that the same state

of things reverted to is at a still later period, after three or more

variations through two or more intervening periods. Here we

have a test for this formula applied in a series of measurements.

Let us consider the next simplest case possible, illustrative of

these complex cases consisting of two classes with three varia-

tions extending over four periods. We may posit them in the

universal, or algebraic form, as follows :

I

a A^, *
B@ft|afor[A] bfor[B],

"i /
1
i

1 1

a
A (fc a.

t J B fa) t\ a for [A] b for [B],
a P-t

I 1 1

*
A (a) a,

*
B <} ,?,

' a for [A] b for [ B],

IV
*

A (.,.
,,

*
H(a) j t

, a for [A] b for [B].a
l '*!

4 The argument here used concerning the geometric mean and average has lieen

suggested by Westergaurd's argument for the geometric average above examined
near the end of Meet. VI. in Chap. V. lint the details and the conclusion are

different, That the geometric average works backwards as well as forwards, has

also been noticed by Wicksell, B. !.', p. S, but without pointing out the condi-

tions and without employing this fact as an argument in favor of the geometric
average in comparison with the otfier two.
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As the conditions are exactly the same at the fourth period as

at the first, it is evident that the exchange-value of money and

the level of prices are then the same as at the -first period, and

ought to be so indicated in the series of measurements in which

the above formula is applied to the three successive price vari-

ations as, indeed, it is indicated by a direct comparison of the

fourth with the first period. For our present purpose formula

(6) is the most serviceable. To find the result reached through
the intermediate comparisons we have to multiply together the

three applications of this formula, one to each of the three sets

of variations. To do this with the formula in its full form

would be tedious. We may simplify the operation by substi-

tuting the following shortened svmbols. Let a = M, b = l^2

,Xa Xa,

J
A[
4 The reciprocals will

equal the reciprocals, and may stand for them. Also be = a,

and ef = d. The formula will now be

which, upon multiplying out, reducing and rearranging, be-

comes

a3+ a2b -. + ab2 - + a2b 5+ ab2
h
+ a2b '- + ab2

'*. + b3

P
4 = _5L _JL JL ../ .. (9)

PI a3
-fab

2
-, +a2b - + ab 2

y + a2b - + ab2^+ a2b -.+ b3

d a b e c j

This can equal unity : (1) if a = <7, b = e, and c =/, that is, if

there are no price variations at all, or if all the price variations

at any or every stage are in the same proportion ; (2) if a = 6,

d = e, and c =/, that is, if there are no price variations between

the second and third periods (which virtually reduces the series

to three periods with two sets of variations), or if a = rb and

d = re, while c =/, that is, if all the price variations are alike
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between the second and third periods ; (.'})
if a = b, that is, if the

two classes are equally important. This last condition cannot

l>e extended to cases with three or more classes indefinitely ;

Imt it might be extended to cases with 4, with 8, with 1(>, with

.'i2,
...... classes

;
or even with other numbers of variously im-

jM>rtant classes if these arranged themselves suitably, in pairs or

sets.
6 In other cases the formula does not equal unity unless it

happens to contain elements that counterbalance one another in

tending to deviations in opposite directions.

Thus in this simplest example of the complex cases, used in a

series of only four periods, the method fails to stand the test

universally, even if everything is the same at the last period as

at the first.

7. What is the reason for the failure of this method in a

series of more than three periods ? for the method has, appar-

ently, been demonstrated to be true in every single comparison

of two contiguous periods. The trouble is that the demonstra-

tion has been directed at proving the formula to be true in every

single comparison of two contiguous periods only in reference to

each other and out of connection with any other periods.

Over a series of years it would seem as if the perfectly true

method should be modelled on what we have done in the case of

a single measurement. That is, we should seek in all the classes,

for service as units, masses that are equivalent to one another

over all the periods compared, and should measure at every

period the total numbers of these mass-units contained in all

the classes at that period. Representing these numbers by

.r'", ty'", z'"
9
and so on, it is plain that if over four periods we

had these results :

n, + if

n,
_j_ z

u,
_j_

...... to n terms = Q,,
'" + #/" + Z

2

f" + ...... to n terms = Q*
"

4-
"' + " + ...... to n terms - Qs>

then the comparisons (according to formula 1 in Sect. III.) go-

ing through this series, would yield
"

Tf. the condition- for the correotneas of the geometric average above pointed

out in S4-ct. III. K.
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1> Q2 Q, Q Q,

P, Q.'Q.'Q, Q,'

just as if we compared the last period directly with the first.

And not only this, but also the comparison through the serial

forms between any distant periods would yield the same re-

sult as would a direct comparison between them, no matter

what be the states of things at these periods or what the in-

tervening variations, provided only the same classes be used

throughout. Thus, so emended, the method universally satisfies

Professor Westergaard's general test. It is not difficult to show

that the same results would be obtained by using, between any

periods in an epoch of nr

periods, this formula, applied to any
mass-units and their prices,

P
2

But in comparing every period first with the period preced-

ing and then with the period following, if the state of things at

the latter period be irregularly different from that of the former,

the numbers which express at the second period the mass-units

then contained that are equivalent over the first and second

periods alone are not the same, or in the same proportions, as

the numbers which express at that period the mass-units then

contained that are equivalent over the second and third periods

alone. Therefore a direct comparison between the first and

third periods in this same manner, namely by comparing the

numbers contained in the classes at each period of the masses

that are equivalent over the first and third periods alone, these

numbers being again different, would not yield the same result

as that yielded by the two former operations together. But if

all prices are the same (or
in the same proportion) at the third

as at the first period, the mass-units used in both the compar-
isons are the same

;
and so, in such cases, there is necessary

6 The same satisfaction would be given by

?J! =
PI

but this would not agree with the above in the individual results.
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agreement between their final result anil the 4 direct comparison
between the first and third periods. But, again, even if all

prices are the same at a fourth or later period us at the first, there

has been a break in the continuity of the mass-units used
;
and

therefore the direct comparison, using one set of mass-units, and

the indirect comparison, using two or more other sets of mass-

units, will not necessarily coincide.

The direct comparison, however, we must observe, will be no

more authoritative than the indirect comparison through the suc-

cessive comparisons of the intervening periods. The operation

which uses the mass-units that are equivalent over all the periods

compared, would emend both those operations. Yet again, that

even this operation would be authoritative, does not appear. For

this procedure is similar to that of using the geometric average of

the price variations with the same weighting over all the periods,

this weighting to be according to the geometric averages of the

money-values at all the periods a procedure against which ob-

jection has already been raised. 7

Moreover, in practice it is impossible to employ this con-

sistent method in a long series, especially as it would have to be

revised in full every year upon the adding of a new period. We
are practically confined to the course of comparing every period

with the periods immediately preceding and following, and of

comparing distant periods through the mediation of such inter-

vening measurements. It is desirable, then, to form an idea of

the ]K)ssible extent of the error in this procedure, and, if pos-

sible, of the principles that govern it.

8. Suppose the class [B] is twice as large as the class [A],

or, in other terms, a = 1 and b = '2. Then formula (9) becomes

Again, suppose [B] is three times as large as [A]. Then

In Chapt. V. \ VI. ncnr end.
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The divergent parts of the expressions are in the last three terms

in the numerators and denominators. If [B] be four times

larger than [A] ,
the common terms in the brackets would be

I _|_ 4 ..
_|_ 4 1_

......
_j_ ft4

}
and the three terms in excess would

d ct

each have 12 for their coefficient. Let I + + ,

j
be rep-

resented by E', and f ^ + f + 7 ) by E". Then, with b =2 a,

the first of the above formulae may be expressed in this simple

manner,
p

4 _ R_+ E' 4 E"] 4 E'

p
i

~
[41 4 E' 4 E"] 4 E" ;

and with b = 3 a, the other may be expressed thus,

P
4 _ [9JL+E

/ 4^] +2E r

PI [9J -*- E' H- E"] H- 2 E" ;

and with b = 4 a, the formula would be

P
4

P!
~

[16J + E' + E;/

] -f 3 Ef/

and so on. In general, therefore, letting a = 1 and b = r, the

comprehensive formula will be

+E' +E ]+(r-l)E'J_
4- E r + E" 4- (r

-
1) E

or

p;~ 1
;

-

On the other hand, if [A] be the larger class, everything will

work out merely to the inverse of the preceding, so that, with

a = r' and b = 1, the universal formula is

22
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p

p
In these general formulae, if r (or /') = 1, then p

4 = 1.00
;

*
i

which is in agreement with the third condition above noticed

for the reduction of formula (10) to unity. Again, as / or /',

I>

increases toward infinity, the result, p
4

, approaches toward
'

i

unity. This is in agreement with what was to he expected ;

for as the one class infinitely predominates, the other sinks to

nothingness, and the measurement is virtually by one class, but

indirect (serial) comparisons with one class will always agree

with direct comparisons with that class. These two facts show

that somewhere between equality in si/e of the two classes and

the infinite predominance of the one, there is an inequality at

which the error is at its maximum. Xow from the way E' and

E" are constructed, it is plain that they must always be about

3. This being so, it is easy to find that the greatest possible

error must always happen when the one class is about four times

as large as the other. Roughly, also, it may be perceived, the

greatest |>ossible error will lie between one third and one fourth

E' / E" \
of the difference between

-,, I <r
y., ,

Js the ease may be)
and

unity.

Consider the following example :

I 100 A @ 1.00 200 \\(<i 1.00 100 for [A] 200 for [B],
II 66f A @ 1.60 2Mji H< ""> 100 for [A] 200 for [B],

III 50 A 2.00 300 B@, .B6j| 100 for [A] 200 for [B],
IV 100 A @ 1.00 200 Bfrt>, 1.00 KM) for [A] 200 for [B].

J>

To find
*
as reached through the intervening comparisons, we

A
i

need only calculate out K' and E" and apply them in formula

(11) or (12). They are found to be :j.2H>:J and :j.2">f><) re-

j> 1 4 1 HS' />

spectively ;
whence

.,*
=

.,.,--
= O.JM>72, indicating a fall of

I *~T ^ I
' '
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0.28 per cent., and committing an error to that extent. If,

keeping the same price variations, we supposed the mass-

quantities to be such as to make the class [B] constantly three

P. 22.2378
times larger than [AJ, we should have p =

()9 *>., ^
=

p
0.99647

;
if [B] were four times larger than [A], then

4 =
*

i

09 ,3708

39^37
= 0.99637

;
if [B] were five times larger than [A],

then p
4 = -r - = 0.99648

;
and thereafter the result will

Jr, 44.Ot/4o

rise toward unity. Thus in this case the greatest possible error

E'
is about 0.36 per cent, below the truth. Here ^ = 0.9879,

which is 1.21 per cent, below unity, and about 3J times as large

as the greatest possible error.

If these examples were turned about, the same price varia-

tions being kept, but the class [A] being supposed the con-

stantly larger, the results would be the reciprocals of the pre-

P P
ceding. Thus with a = 2 b, p

4 = 1.0028
;
with a = 3 b, p

4 =
*i *i

P P
1.00353

;
with a = 4 b, p

4 = 1.00363
;

with a = 5 b, p
4 =

*i *i

1.00352. The maximum error is about 0.36 per cent, above

the truth.'

In the former of these examples the erroneous results were

below the truth, following the gradual fall from the first period

of the larger class
;
and in the latter they were above the truth,

following the gradual rise from the first period also of the larger

class. If we inverted the intermediate periods, so that the

third came second and the second third, the values of E' and E"
would change places. Then in the former examples (with [B]

larger) the erroneous results would be above the truth, follow-

ing the gradual rise from the second period of the larger class
;

and in the latter examples (with [A] larger) the erroneous re-

sults would be below the truth, following the gradual fall from

the second period still of the larger class.
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If we make eacli class both rise and fall in price, we get the

most satisfactory results by making them rise and fall together,

as in the following:

I 100 A 1.00 200 B @ 1.00

II (K>3 A @ 1.50 100 B @ 2.00

III 150 A @ .665 2663 B @ .75

IV 100 A (^1.00 200 B@1.00

100 for [A] 2(H)for[B],
100 for [A] 200 for [B],
100 for [A] 200 for [B],
100 for [A] 200 for [B].

P
Here P7= 3.0153 and E"= 3.0161, whence

p
4 = 0.99994, in-

dicating a fall of 0.006 per cent., with a possibility of error

E'
through larger size of [B] shown by >

= 0.9997 not to ex-

ceed 0.01 per cent, below the truth. The class [A] being the

larger, the results would be inverted, as also were the interven-

ing periods alternated. And we get the least satisfactory results

by making the classes rise and fall in price oppositely, thus :

I 100 A @ 1.00 200 B @ 1.00

II 66$ A @ 1.50 266$ B @ .75

III 150 A@ .66 100 B@2.00
IV 100 A @ 1.00 200 B@1.00

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B],

100 for [A] 200 for [B];

for here E'= 3.5545 and E"= 3.7339, whence ^ = 0.9884,
*

i

wrongly indicating a fall of 1.16 per cent. With [B] three

p
times as large as [A], 5-* 0.9851

;
with [B] four times as

1
i

p
large as [A], p

4 = 0.9845
;

with [B] five times as large as

1* P
[A], f7 = 0.984(1; and thereafter p

4

grows greater toward
1

i

*
i

unity. Thus the error may, in this extravagant example, be as

great as about 1J percent. Again, if [A] were the larger elass,

the results would merely be inverted, as also would be the

case, again, if the second and third periods were reversed.

In a series of five pcri<xls, the formula would be still longer ;

and longer still in a series of six periods, and so on. These be-

come too complex to work out. We may rely on trial. And

trial still shows but slight errors.

In the above examples it is difficult to see a definite principle
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determining which way the error shall go, or how far. A state-

ment more than once made that in a series offour period*, if the

second and third change place*, the final result 18 inverted, may be

seen to be universal, by inspecting the universal formula. In

a longer series this rule can apply only to the alternation of

periods equally distant from the first and the last. It is certain,

then, that there is nothing determining a continual error in one

direction. And the errors, so small in the above extraordinary

cases, will probably be but trifling in ordinary cases. In a

general way there is some resemblance to the erroneousness al-

ready found in the geometric averaging of the price variations,

although the errors are probably smaller here. When many
classes are dealt with, there is no reason to suppose the errors

will accumulate, but rather is there probability they will tend to

neutralize one another. Also if the result happens to be above

the truth at the fourth period, it is as likely as not to be below

the truth at the fifth period, tliere being balancing from period

to period. There is, then, extreme probability that in a long

series this method will correct itself, and the results indicated

by it will always hover in the neighborhood of the truth.

But the fact that this method shows error at all in a series

of four or more periods-r-not to mention inconsistency in a series

of three periods casts suspicion upon its perfect correctness

even in a comparison of two periods. And yet the reason-

ing by which it has been discovered has seemed to be sound.

The method will later be involved in a complete method for all

possible cases. Then will be the occasion to continue investi-

gating the fault in it.



CHAPTER XL

THE METHOD FOR CONSTANT MASS-QUANTITIES.

I.

1. As in the case of the preceding argument, so the argu-

ment from compensation by equal sums of money has been seen

to be applicable to all three averages not only when the subject

of weighting is left out of account, but also when this is taken

into consideration. The appearance of application solely to the

arithmetic average is due to the selection of the mass-units in

which the prices are reckoned
;
for attention is often transferred

from compensation by equal sums to compensation by equal

prices.

In a certain way by compensation by equal sums spent on

constant mass-quantities
'

is meant a compensation by equal

price variations
;
but it is an equal variation in the price pri-

marily of the whole quantity of every class that is purchased at

each period. Thus if we represent the prices at the two periods

of the constant whole quantity of [A] by a
t
and a., ,

and those

of the constant whole quantity of [B] by b, and b
2 ,

and con-

fine our attention to these two classes, the position underlying

the present argument postulates that p
2 = ;

,
2

;
and for con-

1
i

a
i
+ D

i

stancy of the price-level, requiring that a., -f- b2
=

a, -f- b, ,
it

requires (supposing A rises and B falls in price) that a
2 a,

= b,-b2
.

But the whole masses of [A] and [B] may be divided into

1 As in the preceding Chapter, all that is said here is equally applicable to ease*

in which at both periods are purchased mass-quantities in the same proportion,

whether at the second period they be all larger or all smaller than at the first, pro-

ridtd all the reasoning (and all the formuhe later to be described) IM> applied only

to the mass-quantities of the one or the other period or only to what is common
to both periods. Cf. also Appendix A, VII. #~>.

342
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any numbers of mass-units of various sizes, the prices of which

are the ones cited. Hence for constancy of the price level it is

only the price variations of the aggregates of the mass-units

that are required to equal each other, not the particular price

variations that happen to be reported. This is evident when

we reflect that the one class may be much larger and more im-

portant than the other, in which case the price variation of any
individual in the former is required by every one of the aver-

ages to be smaller than that of an equal individual in the latter.

For the present, however, we shall suppose ourselves to be deal-

ing with equally large or important classes, so as to have the

convenience at first of dealing with even weighting.

Now when the whole mass-quantities of every class purchased

at each period are constant, but there are variations of prices, we

have seen that the weights of the classes are different at the two

periods, because the weights are according to the total exchange-

values (or money-values) of the classes, and these must have

varied under the conditions supposed. Hence, wanting to use

even weighting, we have the option between three systems :

(1 )

even weighting of the firat period, (2) even weighting of the

second period, (3) even weighting of both the periods together.

If it happens that the total money-values of the classes are

equal at the first period, then the equal compensation in their

variations are/rowi equality to equally distant opposite positions

which we know to be arithmetic variations. If it happens

that the total money-values of the classes are equal at the sec-

ond period, then the equal compensation in their variations are

from equally distant opposite positions to equality which we

know to be harmonic variations. If it happens that the total

money-values of two classes are alternately equal, that of the

one at the first period being equal to that of the other at the

second, and reversely, then the equal compensation in their

variations are from opposite positions to reversely opposite posi-

tions, traversing the same road in opposite directions, which we

know to be geometric variations.

If, further, we divide the total masses of each class into ideal

mass-units that are equivalent at the first period, then if the
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total money-values of the classes happen to be equal at the first

period, and the variations of these are to the opposite arithmetic

extremes, the variations of the price* of these mass-units will

also be to the opposite arithmetic extremes. But if the total

money-values happen to be equal at the second period and their

variations are from the opposite arithmetic terms, although we

have compensation by equal sums, we do not in this case have

compensation by equal prices of these mass-units, which have

varied to the opposite harmonic extremes. And similarly there

is no equal compensation in the prices of these mass-units when

there may be such compensation in the sums, if the total money-
values happen to be equal over both the periods together. Hence

in these cases, although the compensation by equal sums really

exists as well as in the first case, yet the compensation by equal

variations of the prices that happen to be cited has disappeared.

This is why the argument under consideration has seemed to be

an argument peculiarly in favor of the arithmetic averaging of

price variations
;
for statisticians, as we know, have formed the

habit of using the variations of prices equal at the first period.

But if we used mass-units equivalent at the second period, or

over both the periods together, we should get compensation by

equal prices (of such mass-units) even when the price variations

are the harmonic or the geometric. We need now to review

these possible positions.

$ 2. Using mass-units that are equivalent at the jirxt period,

we may construct the following schemata illustrative of the con-

ditions when there is compensation by equality in the variations

of the total money-values of the total mass-quantities in the

cases, to begin with, of two classes supposed to be equally im-

portant at some period or periods. The only changes in the

construction of these schemata from those in the last Chapter is

the omission of the sums of the mass-units at each period, and

instead the insertion, at the extreme right, of the total sums of

money expended at each period on both the classes. Thus on

mass-units equivalent at the first period we have compensation

by equal sums when the price variations are to the simple arith-

metic extremes, as follows :
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I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B 1.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B .50
I
150 for [A] 50 for [B] 200;

when the price variations are to the simple harmonic extremes :

I 100 A @ 1.00 200 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

LI 100 A @ 1.50 200 B @ .75
|
150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300;

when the price variations are to the simple geometric extremes :

I 100 A @ 1.00 150 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 150 for [B] 250,

II 100 A @ 1.50 150 B @ .66
|
150 for [A] 100 for [B] 250. 2

Here it is only in the first schema that we have compensation

by equal prices ;
but in all of them we have compensation by

equal sums. We find also here the peculiarities with which we

are familiar. In the first the sums are equal at the first period,

and the compensation by equal sums is away from this equal

condition. In the second the sums are equal at the second

period, and the compensation is by equal variations from the

first condition to this equal second condition. In the third the

equal sums alternate and change places, traversing not only

equal distances, but the same road.

That these peculiarities are universal may likewise be proved

by the formula discovered in 5 of Section II. in Chapter IX.

In that formula the mass-units were supposed to be equivalent at

the first period, wherefore it is applicable here. Letting the

price of A always be supposed to rise from 1.00 to
2',

we know

that if the price of B falls from 1.00 to the opposite arithmetic

.'

extreme it falls to 2 ./, if to the harmonic, to ^ ? T ? if
-> Ma - -I

to the geometric, to Supplying these values of
/?2

/
in the

formula

2 We uiight also here make the total sums always add up to the same figures,

as follows for the second and third :

I 66 A @ 1.00 133J B @ 1.00 I 66 for [A] 133 for [B] 200,

[A]II 66 A @ 1.50 133J B @ .75 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200;

I 80 A@ 1.00 120 B @ 1.00 I 80 for [A] 120 for [B] 200,'

[A]II 80 A@ 1.50 120 B @ .66 120 for [A] 80 for [B] 200.

But here again the differences in the sums are different. Cf. Note 2 in Sect. I. of

the last Chapter.
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we find, when the price variations are to the arithmetic ex-

tremes,

//" = i
;

when they are to the harmonic extremes,

>/"=L><-l ;

when they are to the geometric extremes,

//"
=

,'.

The first of these expressions means that when the price vari-

ations are to the opposite arithmetic extremes, in order to have

compensation by equal sums, we must purchase an equal number

of mass-unite of [A] and [B] ;
but these mass-units are, by

hypothesis, equivalent at -the first period; therefore we must

spend equal sums on [A] and [B], or spend our total sum

evenly, at the first period. This, moreover, is evident, because

the prices of these mass-units being supposed to vary to the op-

posite arithmetic extremes, it is only by these mass-units being

purchased in equal numbers that the total sums will vary at the

second period to the opposite arithmetic extremes. The second

of these expressions means that when the price variations are to

the opposite harmonic extremes, in order to have compensation

by equal sums, we must purchase for every mass-unit of [A]
2

./
1 mass-units of [B] equivalent at the first period, that

is, for every money-unit spent on [A] at the first period we

must spend this number of money-units on [B] at that period ;

but at the second period we must spend 2

' on this 1 A and on
'

these (2 2

'

1) B's we must spend (2 ,' 1 )
.

t) f
,

2

_ =
/,

that is, we must spend equal sums on [A] and [B], or spend

our total sum evenly, at the second period. The third means

that when the price variations are to the opposite geometric ex-

tremes, in order to have compensation bv equal sums, we must

purchase at the first pericxl for every 1 A
2

'

B's, and these mass-

units being equivalent at the first period, we must spend our

money in these proportions at the first period, that is, 2

'

money-
units on [B] for every one money-unit on [A] ;

but at the
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second period to purchase the 1 A we have to spend a.
2

'

money -

units, and to purchase the / B's we have to spend 2

'
,

,
= 1

money-unit, that is, the sums must at the second period be the

reverse of what they were at the first.
3

3. If we use different mass-units, the formulae and the re-

sults for y" (the ratio between the mass-units in the classes)

will be different
;

but the results above obtained for the total

sums to be spent on [A] and [B] at each period will not be af-

fected. Therefore these results are universal.

We may, then, pass quickly over the schemata for the condi-

tions when we use mass-units equivalent at the second and over

both periods. These may be easily obtained from the preced-

ing by rearrangement of the mass-units, and their prices, of

[B] . Thus with mass-units equivalent at the second period, we

have, for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 33| B' @ 3.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.50 33 W @ 1.50
|

150 for [A] 50 for [B] 200;

for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B' @ 2.00 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B' @ 1.50
|
150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300;

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 66| B' @ 2.25 I 100 for [A] 150 for [B] 250,

II 100 A @ 1.50 66| B' @ 1.50
|
150 for [A] 100 for [B] 250,

Here the particular and total sums are the same as in the pre-

ceding examples, only the numbers of the mass-units of [B]

being changed. It is now only in the harmonic price variations

that compensation takes place by equal prices.

With mass-units equivalent over both periods we have for the

arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 57.73 B" 1.7320

II 100 A @ 1.50 57.73 B" @ .8660

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

150 for [A] 50 for [B] 200;

3 In this case, if out of 2 money-units we spend a 2
' times more on [B] than ou

[A] at the first period, we must then spend , ; on [A] and -, ; on [B] ;

Q% 1 t*2 "

and at the second period the reverse. These figures, as before, at arithmetic

extremes around 1, are the harmonic means between 1 and , (i. e., fi 2') and 1

and a 2

'

respectively. Cf. Note 3 in Section I. of the last chapter.
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for the harmonic price variations :

I KH) A @ 1.00 141.42 IV ($ 1.4142 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

II KM) A (^ 1.50 141.42 B'T" l.OfiOtt
|
150 for [A] 150 for [B]- 300;

for the geometric price variations :

I KM) A 0$ 1.00 100 W 1.50 I 100 for [A] 150 for [B] 250,

1 1 KM) A (ft, l.r,0 100 W , 1.00
I
150 for [A] 100 for [B] 250.

And here, too, the particular and total sums are the same as be-

fore, only the numbers of the mass-units, and their prices, of

[B] being changed. And it is now only in the geometric price

variations that compensation takes place by equal prices.

II.

1 . Now the argument from compensation by equal sums

must claim that in every one of the three price variations above

thrice schematized the exchange-value of money, or the general

level of prices, remains constant, because this compensation ex-

ists in them all. But, in each of the three sets, in the first ex-

amples, which always illustrate the arithmetic price variations,

the arithmetic; average indicates constancy only with even weight-

ing and this is the weighting only of the first period. In the

second examples, always illustrative of the harmonic price varia-

tions, the harmonic average indicates constancy only with even

weighting and this is the weighting only of the second period.

In the third examples, illustrative of the geometric price varia-

tions, the geometric average indicates constancy only with even

weighting and this is the weighting only of both the periods

together. And these conditions we know, by means of the

formula above employed, to be universal.

We find also that if we use the arithmetic average upon every

single one of these schemata with the weighting of the first

period, which is always uneven in the second and third ex-

amples in each set, we always get indication of constancy ;
that

if we use the harmonic average upon every single one of these

schemata with the weighting of the Hccond period, which is al-

ways uneven in the first and third examples, we always get in-

dication of constancy ;
that if we use the geometric average upon
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every single one of these schemata with the weighting of both

the periods (geometrically calculated, according to the square

roots of the products of the total money-values at each period,

as explained in Chapter IV. Section V. 6), we always get, at

least very nearly, indication of constancy.

From these particular facts, the first batch of which have al-

ready been universalized, are to be derived two important infer-

ences, the first of which can be directly universalized, and the

second will be universalized presently so far as it admits of uni-

versalization.

2. The first of these is this : Constant mass-quantities be-

ing purchased at each period, we can make use of the argument
from compensation by equal sums in favor of the arithmetic

average only if we confine ourselves to using this average with

the weighting of the first period ;
we can make use of this same

argument in favor of the harmonic average if we confine our-

selves to using it with the weighting of the second period ;
we

can make use of the same argument in favor of the geometric

average (with a modification) if we use it with the weighting of

both the periods together. The argument is as good for one of

the averages as for another unqualifiedly in the case of the first

two, provided each be used with a special weighting ;
and for

them with other weightings the argument has no force whatever.

Thus we see that on the assumption that this argument is

correct, and on the supposition that it has application (that con-

stant mass-quantities are purchased at each period), each of the

three averages has for its own proper weighting each of the three

kinds of weighting possible on the supposition of constant

mass-quantities and varying total money-values of the classes.

In these cases the proper weighting to me with the arithmetic aver-

age of price variations is the weighting of the first period; the

proper weighting to use with the harmonic average of price varia-

tions is the weighting of the second period ; the proper weighting

to use with the geometric average of price variations is the weight-

ing of both the periods (the weight for every class being the

geometric mean between its two weights, one at each period).

Here we might be inclined to argue in favor of the geometric
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average on the ground that the weighting it requires is alone

the right one. But we are deterred from so doing by the second

inference.

l\. This second inference is that all three averages, each with

Yx mm proper weighting, applied to the same, eases with constant

mass-quantities sometimes yield the same results, and always the

first two yield the same results, and in most (ordinary) wises the

third departs hut slightlyfrom them.

That, when the mass-quantities are constant, the arithmetic

average of the price variations with weighting according to the

si/es of the classes at the first period and the harmonic average

of them with weighting according to the sizes of the classes at

the second period are identically the same universally is demon-

strated in Appendix A, IV. 3. For they both, being averages

of price variations, reduce to a comparison of the same price

averages (arithmetic, therefore in the same ratio as the price

totals). Thus, condensing that demonstration, we have

1\>=
1

( ra ^ +1 ifa+ \
(1)

P, .r, -I- //;?, 4- \'
'

a,
' ' 2

,9, /

This is nothing else than Scrope's method of measuring varia-

tions in the level of prices, rightly confined to cases when con-

stant mass-quantities are supposed to be given. A shorter, but

less perspicuous, formula for this method is

Thus in all the schemata employed in this Chapter, to find the

constancy or variation of the general level or average of prices

(or the average variation of prices), we have only to divide the

total sum supposed to be spent on all the classes at the second
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period by the total sum spent on them at the first period. The

more laborious operations of averaging the price variations arith-

metically with the weights of the first period, or of averaging
them harmonically with the weights of the second period, may be

dispensed with.

That, on the same assumption of constancy in the mass-quan-
tities purchased at both periods, with additional confinement to

the supposition that we are dealing with the variations of only
tiro classes, which, furthermore, are such that the geometric

means of their two weights (at the two periods) are equal, so

that we can use the geometric average of their price variations

with even weighting, the geometric average with this weighting,

that is, the geometric mean, universally yields exactly the same

results as the other two averages, applied to these same cases,

each with its proper weighting, is demonstrated in Appendix A,
VI. 7. There also, in 9, it is shown that in all cases, with

any number of classes, with variously uneven weighting, with

all the moderate irregularities in the sizes of the classes such as

are likely to exist in our statistical lists, the geometric average

with its proper weighting always yields results very nearly the

same as the single results yielded by the other two averages,

each with its proper weighting. Of these more complex cases

we shall treat in a later Section. Here we may continue to con-

fine our attention mostly to the simple cases where all three of

the averages, or rather means, each with its proper weighting,

coincide.

4. A pretty illustration of this coincidence may be offered

in the following, which provides us with what may be called an

argument by transposition of prices. Suppose we have at each

period 1 A and I B, and it happens that their prices become

transposed, that is, that the price of A at the second period is

the same as B's at the first and that of B at the second the same

as A's at the first, so that
2
=

/9 1
and /92

= r Then also the

importance of these articles is transposed and if there be the

same number of them in their classes, the sizes of the classes are

to each other as these prices, and are transposed (as
in the third

schema in the last set above). Under these variations it is per-
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fectly evident that the exchange-value of money suffers no varia-

tion. Now this constancy of the exchange-value of money, as

shown in the level of prices, is indicated by the arithmetic

average of these price variations with the weighting of the first

period, thus
'

-

'

',
and by the harmonic average of them

a
i
+ '*i

with the weighting of the second period, thus 2
,

,
be-

cause each of these reduces to
2

'.
2

, which, on account of the

equality between
2
and fa and between fa and ap is equal to

1 .00
;
and also by the geometric average with the weighting of

both the periods, which is even, since ^, 2
= v

'/3,/$8 ,
because

the expression . I . -2 is equal to 1.00 also on account of theX
, fa

equality between those terms. Hence the argument based upon
this perfect evidence is equally good for either of these averages,

each with its own proper weighting.
1

5. On account of this coincidence, when the physical foun-

dations are the same at both periods, it is futile to argue for any
one average alone, or for any one weighting alone, in preference

to any other. As regards mere convenience, Scrope's method is

the most serviceable of all, in these cases
;
and this represents

no one of the three averages of the price variations more than

1 This example may he widened, showing the same identity Iwtwecn the aver-

ages differently weighted. Let the point (>i somewhere divide the line AH at the

A O, O 2 B

first period, and the point O a somewhere divide it at the second period. Then the

segment AOj has become AO a ,
and the segment OjB has become O 2 B, but

these variations of the segments have not affected the whole line; wherefore the

average of the variations evidently is unity, indicating constancy. Now what-

ever be the variations, provided neither segment be zero in length at either

period, constancy is shown by the arithmetic average of them with the weight-

ing of the first period, and by the harmonic average of them with the weight-

ing of the second period ;
and provided they be such that AOj = O 2 B and

AO 2 -=O,B, also the geometric mean (with even weighting) indicates constancy

(and in other cases the geometric average with the weighting of both periods,

provided the weight of the one be not more than two or three times larger than

that of the other, gives a result very nearly equal to unity).
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another, except in complex cases, when the geometric average
deviates. There is little to say in favor of the arithmetic aver-

age, or in favor of the weighting of the first period, each by

itself; but if together they give the right result, we cannot com-

plain. Similarly with the harmonic average and the weighting
of the second period. The average and the weighting that have

most reason in their favor singly are the geometric and the

weighting of both the periods. Yet we find that these give no

better results than the others properly combined, and in com-

plex cases we shall find that their results are not so good as

those of the others. The greatest errors arise from using an

average with weighting not suitable to it the arithmetic with

the weighting of the second or of both periods, the harmonic

with the weighting of the first or of both periods, the geometric

with the weighting either of the first or of the second period

alone.

In reality, however, not one, but all the averages and weight-

ings are used. In Chapter IV. (Sec. V. 4) we found it

absurd to use the weighting of either period alone. But now,
in using Scrope's method, we are not using the weighting of

either period alone. For we are using the weighting of the first

period alone only with the arithmetic average ;
but equally well

are we using the weighting of the second period alone with the

harmonic average. The one true method which combines both

these averages, combines both these weightings.
2 And in the

special cases where the result given by it is necessarily given

also by the geometric mean, this is with the use of the combined

weightings of both the periods.
3

2 In Note 12 in that Chapter and Section it was stated that a variation is not

properly a variation of the individuals existing at either period alone, but it is

from, the individuals at the first period to the individuals at the second. We have

now found that in averaging from individuals at the first period the proper aver-

age to use is the arithmetic with the weighting of the first period ;
and that in

averaging to individuals at the second period the proper average to use is the har-

monic with the weighting of the second period. Thus we have perfect harmony
throughout.

3 Students of German philosophy will notice a peculiar resemblance between

the three averages and the three categories in each of Kant's four divisions, and

the three terms in the trichotomy of Hegel. For the arithmetic and harmonic

averages are opposed to each other (although with likewise opposite weighting

23
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6. Consequently in his dispute with Laspeyres, in which

the price of one article was supposed to rise from 1.00 to 2.00

and that of another to fall from 1.00 to .50, Jevons would have

been right in considering the exchange-value of money con-

stant, as indicated by the geometric average with even weight-

ing, if he could have shown, or had added as part of the sup-

position, that the two classes were equally important over both

the periods together. But in this case the other two averages,

each with its proper weighting, would make the same indication.

On the other hand Laspeyres would have been right in using the

arithmetic average with even weighting, and in concluding that

the price level had risen by 25 per cent., had he been careful to

specify that he was dealing with classes equally important at

the first period, and only with such. But in this case the har-

monic average with its proper weighting would make the same

indication, while the geometric average with its proper weight-

ing, would diverge only by indicating a rise of 26 per cent.

Again, Jevons, in suggesting the use of the harmonic average,

still with even weighting, which would indicate a fall by 20 per

cent., would have been right, had he rested on the condition of

the two classes being equally important at the second period

only. But in this case also the arithmetic average with its

proper weighting would make the same indication, and the

geometric average with its proper weighting would diverge only

by indicating a fall of 20.64 per cent. All this, however, is

said only on the supposition that both these writers agreed in

assuming that constant mass-quantities of each class were pur-

chased at each period.
4

they agree), and the geometric average synthesizes these opposite* (with weighting
which likewise synthesizes their weightings, provided this composite weighting
be even). Unfortunately this is exactly so only when the geometric average is

restricted to being a mean proper.
4 This assumption was used in Laspeyres's reasoning, as also that the classes

were equally important at the first period, and so he happened to be, right in his

conclusion, confined to these conditions. But he never recognized these condi-

tions, nor confined his argument to them, so that in general his position was no

better than Jevons's. Had Jevons made the assumption that constant equal sums
were spent on the two classes, his choice of the geometric mean would have been

exactly right, as we have seen, but not so his choice of the geometric average in

wider cases. But he made this assumption only in connection with the harmonic

average, which then is wrnnjr.
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On this assumption we find Jevons's prophecy fulfilled. He

supposed another case, in which the price of one article remains

unchanged at 1.00 and that of another rises from 1.00 to 2.00,

and said that " the mean rise of price might be variously stated
"

as the arithmetic at 50 per cent., as the geometric at 41, or as the

harmonic at 33, and added the sentence already quoted :
" It is

probable that each of these is right for its own purposes when

these are more clearly understood in theory."
5

Strictly speak-

ing, none of the averages has any purposes of its own, but each

one is subject to certain conditions. Thus in the case supposed,

with further assumption of the mass-quantities being constant,

the arithmetic mean, indicating a rise of 50 per cent., is right if

the two articles were equally important at the first period, the

harmonic, with rise by 33 per cent., if they were equally impor-
tant at the second period, and the geometric, with rise by 41 per

cent., if they were equally important over both the periods. If

their importance was wholly uneven, the mean rise might be any

figure between and 100 per cent. and the right figure would

be indicated either by the arithmetic average with the weighting
of the first period, or by the harmonic average with the weight-

ing of the second period, or (approximately in many cases) by
the geometric average with the weighting of both the periods.

6

But we have anticipated somewhat, and must now seek to

prove that this common result of the two averages always, and

sometimes of all three, is the right one.

III.

1. The reason why the argument from compensation by

equal sums has been mistaken for an argument specially favoring

the arithmetic average of price variations is because in making
use of it the advocates of this average have had in mind such

conditions as are illustrated in these three schemata, for the

arithmetic price variations :

5 B. 23, p. 121.

6 We have seen something similar in the preceding Chapter. But there the

weightings corresponding to these were of another kind, and hidden (except in

the third instance), so as not to be serviceable (being there, as here, inexact in

the third instance).
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I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B 1.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B @ .50
|
150 for [A] 50 for [B] 200;

for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B .75
|
150 for [A] 75 for [B] 225;

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A 1.00 100 B 1.00

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B .66

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

150 for [A] 66s for [B] 216$;

in which, the classes always being supposed equally large at the

first period, compensation by equal sums (and by equal prices)

takes place only in the first example, where also the arithmetic

average with even weighting indicates constancy. If, however,

any one had wanted to use this argument for the harmonic aver-

age of price variations, he might have made use of the following

schemata, for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A 1.00 100 B'@ 3.00

II 100 A 1.50 100 B'@ 1.50

100 for [A] 300 for [B] 400,

150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300;

for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A 1.00 100 B' @ 2.00 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

II 100 A 1.50 100 B'@ 1.50
|
150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300;

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B' @ 2.25 I 100 for [A] 225 for [B] 325,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B' @ 1.50
|
150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300;

in which, the classes always being supposed equally large at the

-mnil period, <-<iiM|H'iisiti<>ii Ity c(|ii;il
>um> (;m<l liy rt|ii:il prices)

takes place only in the second example, where constancy is in-

dicated, even weighting being used, only by the harmonic aver-

age. Again, if any one had wanted to use this argument for

the geometric mean of price variations, he might have made use

of these schemata, for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A@ 1.00 100 B" 1.7320 I 100 for [A] 173.20 for [B] 273.20,

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B" .8660
|
150 for [A] 86.60 for [B] 236.60;

for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A 1.00 100 B"@ 1.4142 I 100 for [A] 141.42 for [B] 241.42,

II 100 A@ 1.50 100 B"@ 1.0606
|
150 for [A] 106.06 for [B] 256.06;

for the geometric price variations :
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I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B" @ 1.50

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B" @ 1.00

100 for [A]
150 for [A]

150 for [B] 250,

100 for [B] 250;

in which, the classes always being supposed equally large over

both the periods together, compensation by equal sums (and by

equal prices) takes place only in the third example, where con-

stancy is indicated, even weighting being used, only by the

geometric average.

The error in all these applications of the argument is mere

ignoring of the fact that each of the averages with its own

proper weighting applied to every one of these examples gives

exactly the same results (except in those where the weighting

for the geometric average is not even, its results then deviating

somewhat).
2. But although we cannot use the argument to distinguish

between the three averages, we can use it to show the correct-

ness of all three averages (the third, however, only in special

cases), each with its own proper weighting always on condition

of constant mass-quantities. If we bring together the three

simplest schemata on which the advocates of each average may

rely, as follows for the arithmetic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00

II 100 A @ 1.50

100 B @ 1.00

100 B@ .50

100 for [A]
150 for [A]

for the harmonic price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100B'@2.00
II 100 A @ 1.50 100 W @ 1.50

100 for [A]
150 for [A]

for the geometric price variations :

I 100 A @ 1.00

II 100 A @ 1.50

100 B" @ 1.50

100 B" @ 1.00

100 for [A]
150 for [A]

100 for [B] 200,

50 for [B] 200;

200 for [B] 300,

150 for [B] 300;

150 for [B] 250,

100 for [B] 250;

we see the reason for the correctness of each average with its

own proper weighting always indicating constancy with perfect

clearness only in the third example ;
for in the others, although

we have compensation by equal sums, it is on classes, and indi-

viduals in them, that have different exchange-values over both

the periods together. But, as already noticed, there is a cor-

rection accompanying each deviation. In the first example, the

class [B] is less important than the class [A] over both the
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periods together ;
but its price falls more than the price of [A]

rises, since we know that a fall from 1.00 to .50 is greater than

a rise from 1.00 to 1.50. And in the second case the class [B]
is more important than the class [A] over both the periods to-

gether ;
but ks price falls less than the price of [A] rises, since

we know that a fall from 1.00 to .75 is smaller than a rise from

1 .00 to 1 .50. Still we do not yet perceive that in the former

case the price of [B] falls exactly as much more as it ought to

do, to make up for the smaller importance of its class
;
nor that

in the latter case, it falls exactly as much less as it ought to do,

to allow for the greater importance of its class. But we may
learn it with perfect certainty by the following reasoning.

The first example may be converted into the following, al-

ready used, by merely employing a different mass-unit of [B] ,

with prices inversely altered :

I 100 A @ 1.00 57.73 B" @ 1.7320 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.50 57.73 B" @ .8660
|
150 for [A] 50 for [B] 200.

Here the mass-unit of [B] is equivalent to the mass-unit of

[A] over both the periods, so that A and B" may be taken as

economic individuals. Now we purchase 157.73 such indi-

viduals at each period, and we pay exactly the same sum for

them at each period. Therefore our money has retained exactly

the same purchasing power or exchange-value over both the

periods.
1 And the second example may be converted into the

1 The fact that 100 of these individuals are in [A] and 57.73 in [H] merely

shows that [A] is
_!,

- - 1.732 times larger than [B]. This we already know
'/./>

from the fact that ^ ^3 = 1.732053. With this weighting the geo-

metric average indicates a rise by 0.3 per cent., and is by so much wrong. In

Chapt. VIII. Sect. III. 1 we saw inconsistency in the argument of the arithmetic

averagist on the supposition of the classes always being equally important. But

here the two classes, equally important at the commencement, are not thereafter

equally important, and the inconsistency vanishes. Thus the arithmetic averagist

argues that if [A] and [B] are equally important at the first period their com-

pensatory variations should be to equal distances from their equal starting points.

Suppose A rises from 1.00 to 1.50 and B falls from 1.00 to .50. Then [AJ is three

times more important than [B], and therefore, starting from this position as a

new first period, the price of 3 A should rise from 1.00 only one third as far as the

price of 2 B falls from 1.00. This is precisely what takes place when A continues

to rise from 1.50 to 1.51, while B continues t fall from .50 to .49.
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following, also already used :

I 100 A 1.00 141.42 B" 1.4142 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

II 100 A @ 1.50 141.42 B" 1.0606
|

150 for [A] 150 for [B] 300.

Here also the mass-unit of [B] is equivalent to the mass-unit

of [A] over both the periods, so that A and B" may be taken

as economic individuals. Now we purchase 241.42 such indi-

viduals at each period, and we pay exactly the same sum for

them at each period. Therefore our money has retained ex-

actly the same purchasing power or exchange-value over both

the periods.
2

3. We thus obtain also here that is, applicable only to

cases with constant mass-quantities a precise method of meas-

uring the constancy or variation of the general exchange-value

of money. It is : Find in all the classes, for use as units,

masses that have the same money-value over both the periods to-

gether, and measure the constancy or variation of the exchange-

value of money inversely by the constancy or variation in the total

sum of money needed at each period to purchase the constant num-

bers of these mass-units supposed to be actually purchased. Nat-

urally this method is not confined to cases with only two classes.

In this method, however, the first part is superfluous, since,

Avhatever be the mass-quantities in the various classes, we know

that they must contain certain numbers of mass-units that are

equivalent over both the periods, which numbers will be con-

stant if the mass-quantities are constant
;
but as we make no

use of these numbers when ascertained, it is unnecessary to as-

certain them. All we need, then, is to measure the constancy or

variation of the exchange-value of money inversely by the con-

stancy or variation in the total sum of money needed, at each

period to purchase the constant mass-quantities of all the classes.

The formula carrying out this method, we may repeat, in its

simplest form, is the following,

2
Here, [B] containing 141.42 and [A] 100 of these individuals, the former

is 1.4142 times larger than the latter. This we also know from the fact that

*/?* l
5

. = 12 = 1.414213. With this weighting the geometric average indicates
' 1(X) X lou

a fall by 0.06 per cent., and is by so much wrong.
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1\ a
2 -f b

2 + c
2 + ......

P^a. + br+vT
or this,

(in which it is evident the sizes of the mass-units used have no

influence). The last, to repeat also, we recognize to be the

formula for Scrope's method, which, therefore, is the correct

method for the cases in question.

Now in the preceding Chapter (Sect. III. 3) we found the

method there discovered for cases with constant sums to be

Scrope's method applied to the geometric means of the mass-

<|iumtities. But if we take the formula for that form of Scrope's

method (there given as No. 8), and apply it to cases in which

the two mass-quantities in every class, the one at the one period

and the other at the other, are the same, the formula reduces

to the last formula above. Or, reversely, by distinguishing x

into x
l
and x

2,
to represent the mass-quantities at each period

notwithstanding that they are equal, and distinguishing the

other symbols for the mass quantities in the same way, we may
derive from the last expression this,

. (5)
PI oyavc2 + fai/yfa + rX + ......

Thus Scrope's method applied to the geometric mean* of tlic mass-

quantities is a comprehensive method, applying both to the cases

with constant sums of money and to the cases with constant mass-

quantities.

4. Therefore, like the method examined in the preceding

Chapter for the cases with constant sums, this method for the

cases with constant mass-quantities satisfies all the Propositions

that more or less definitely prescribe what the variation of

money in exchange-value in all other things, and consequently

the inverse variation of the general level of prices, must be.

Thus we see plainly that it indicates constancy if no prices vary,

and if all prices vary alike it indicates the same variation (Propo-
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sitions XXVII., XLIV., XVII., XLV.), no matter what be

the weights (provided, of course, they be such that, with the

price variations, they show the mass-quantities to be constant) ;

nor can it indicate constancy if there is only one price variation,

or if all price variations are in one direction and in the latter

event it of course cannot indicate a variation in the opposite

direction (Propositions XX. and XXVIII.). It also satisfies

Proposition XXXVI., if its own condition be observed in the

omitted classes. This is so plain as not to need to be demon-

strated. But again a similar remark has to be made here as

was made in the corresponding passage in the preceding Chapter

(Sect. III. 4). That Proposition
3 does not require the omitted

class or classes to be of the same mass-quantities at both the

periods. Yet this method requires that they should be
;

for if

they are not and its principal formula, (3), is extended to them

(but altered, so as to distinguish between the new mass-quanti-

ties at each period), the two results will not agree. Yet it is

not this method which is being used and disproved, but another

method
;
and this method satisfies the test offered by that Propo-

sition perfectly.
4

5. Moreover, as above seen, the arithmetic average of the

price variations with the weighting of the first period and the

harmonic average of them with the weighting of the second

period are, under the given condition, universally the same as

this method. Therefore these averages, with these weightings,

are both correct. But they are superfluous, since Scrope's

method is simpler and more convenient.

And the geometric average with the weighting of both periods

also reduces to this method in all cases when we are dealing with

the variations of two equally (over both periods) important

classes, so as to be able to use even weighting. This is so not

only when the result indicated is constancy, but also when the

result indicated is a variation. We have already noticed several

3 Nor Proposition XXXII., when the prices are constant.
4 But again a similar qualification has to be added here also. What is said in

the text may be said with reference to formulae either (1), (2), (3), or (4). But

formula (5) satisfies the Proposition. In other words, this method satisfies the

Proposition if we treat the additional different mass-quantities as .this formula

prescribes.
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instances of the former kind
;
we may now notice a couple of

the latter. These may be taken from the last set of schemata

given above in 1, where the labor has already been performed
of obtaining not only classes, but individuals, equally important
over both periods. In the first of these examples we see, there-

p OIP f

fpre, that we have p
2 =

070 o = 0-86(30, indicating a fall of

13.40 per cent. The geometric mean of the price variations is

X 2"*~2
= 0-^60, indicating the same fall. In the

P
2

256.06
second example we have p-

= .
1

. = 1.0606, indicating a

JO

~qT

X 3^
v/2

= 1.0606, indicating the same rise.

In each of these examples it may be noticed that the vari-

ation of general prices is from 1 .00 to the same figure as in the

price of B" at the second period. This relation is universal

under the conditions supposed. These are that a/'
= 1 .00,

x" = y" and
a,a.,

=
bjb.,. For from the latter, with the aid of

a b
2

a -f b, #""
other known relations, we derive ^ = = '

, -

1W ft" '*" ^"_i_/3"M o\ __<*?__ Pz 5 //__
a

z__ ZLJ_M02

"
ft"

"
/'

~
' 2

="V+A"

With uneven weighting the geometric average of the price

variations does not necessarily agree with the common result

given by the other two averages, each with its proper weighting.

In showing that the other two averages always agree with the

proper method we have shown that their common result is right.

We need, therefore, not so much to show that the geometric

average is wrong when it diverges, as to investigate its devi-

ations. It is evident at once that the geometric average will

Compare these with corresponding relations in the preceding Chapter, Sect.

II. 4, Note3.
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agree with the true method here in all cases corresponding to

the cases in which we have found that it would agree with the

other true method, in the preceding Chapter (Sect. III. 5).

Some inferences similar to inferences in that chapter made about

the deviations will also follow.

IV.

1 . What we desire to prove and to illustrate may be shown

here on a single example. Let us suppose the class [B] to be

twice as important, over both the periods together, as the class

[A]. The price of A rising from 1.00 to 1.50, to have con-

stancy according to the geometric average with this weighting,
the price of B must fall from 1.00 to \/f = .8165

;
and in order

to have this weighting with these price variations, the mass-

quantities must be in the following proportions :

I 100 A @ 1.00 271.08 B @ 1.00

II 100 A @ 1.50 271.08 B@ .8165

100 for [A] 271.08 for [B] 371.08,

150 for [A] 221.34 for [B] 371.34,

in which ^100 x 150 = J ^271.08 x 221.34. Here Scrope's

method shows a rise of prices, viz., ^=^~ ^ = 1.000698 a
oTl.Uo

rise by 0.0698 per cent. That this is right is more apparent

upon rearranging the mass-unit of [B] as follows :

I 100 A @ 1.00 200 B"
II 100 A (a), 1.50 200 B"

1.3554 1 100 for [A]
1.1067

|

100 for [A]

271.08 for [B] 371.08,

221. 34 for [B] 371.34.

For here the mass-unit of [B] is of the same exchange-value
over both the periods as the mass-unit of [A] ; wherefore, as we
have to pay more for these equivalent mass-units at the second

period, it is evident that their prices have risen. Thus Scrope's

method is right in its indication, and the geometric method errs

by indicating constancy when it ought to indicate a slight rise,

and so, in this case, it is slightly below the truth (by 0.06976

per cent.).

In this example the figures for [B] could also be arranged as

follows :

I 180.72 BJ @ 1.50,

II 180.72Bi@ 1.2247,
or
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I 221.34 B" @ 1.2247,

II 221.34 B" @ 1.00,

these falls being the same as from 1.00 to .8165, and the sums

spent on [B] being the same as before. Or we could take half

of each of these, as follows :

I 90.36 B' @ 1.50 + 110.67 B" @ 1.2247,

II 90.36 B' @ 1.2247 -f 110.67 B" @ 1.00
;

and here the price of [B] has fallen from 1.50 to 1.00, in-

versely as the price of A has risen from 1.00 to 1.50. But it

is not equal masses of [B] that hand on this fall. We virtu-

ally have three classes. And in the quantities indicated the

three classes are equally important over both the periods ;
and

the geometric average and the true method give the same diver-

gent results as before.

Now suppose another distinct case, in which it happens that

at both periods we purchase 100 A, 100 B, and 100 C, and sup-

pose the price of A rises from 1.00 to 1.50, and the price of B
falls from 1.50 to 1.2247 and the price of C from 1.2247 to

1.00. Here the classes [B] and [C] together make a fall ex-

actly the reverse of the rise of the single class [A] ,
and as the

individuals in each of these classes are equal in number, every
rise of 1 A from 1.00 to 1.50 seems to be met by a fall of 1 B
and 1 C from 1.50 to 1.00. Therefore we should expect con-

stancy. And constancy is indicated by Scrope's method, which

shows that

P
2 _ ^0^122.47 + 100 _

P,
~~

100 + 150 + 122.47
"

But if we apply the geometric method to these conditions we

must give these weights to the classes to [A] -s/1.00 x 1.50

= 1.2247, to [B] %/1.50 x 1.2247 = 1.3554, to [C]

%/L2247">Ti700 = 1.1067, and now

P
2 ^ ^(ly.^ x (^/ly^^i.wn _ 0.099302 ......

,1
1

indicating a fall by a trifle less than 0.069 per cent. To get

constancy here by the geometric method we should have to
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weight the common fall of [B] and [C] as 2 to the rise of [A]
as 1. This we could do if it were proper to weight [B] and

[C] by doubling the geometric mean of their weights, the class

[B] being as much more important as the class [C] is less im-

portant than the class [A] . But we can form no general prin-

ciple of weighting of this sort. For instance, in the preceding

example this kind of weighting would still weight the class [B]
as two to [A] as 1

,
and yet with this weighting the geometric

average there showed about the same error.

Hence it appears that in these complex cases, even on the

principle of the geometric method itself, Scrope's method is cor-

rect, and the geometric average of price variations, with the

best weighting we know of, is wrong so far as it diverges.

2. In the examples reviewed the preponderating class or

classes have been the ones that fall in price, and the geometric

average has been found to err below the truth. Making [A]
the larger class, we should find the error to lie on the other side.

These facts, added to what we already know about the deviation

of the geometric average,
1 lead to the inference also here that

when the prices that rise above the general average are those of

preponderating classes, the geometric average of price variations

yields a result below the truth ; and when the prices that fall bdow

the general average are those of preponderating classes, it yields a

result above the truth.

Luckily, as we have another method which is not only ex-

actly correct but far more convenient, we are not so much

interested in the error of the geometric method as we were in

the preceding Chapter. We may be sure, however, here as

well as there, that with moderate price variations such as usually

take place, the geometric average will not much deviate from

the truth.

3. Some extraordinary cases deserve a moment's attention.

Suppose the classes [A] and [B] are equally important at the

first period, and the price of A rises from 1.00 to 1.99, to what

figure ought the price of B to fall from 1.00 in order to com-

pensate for that rise ? always supposing that the mass quanti-

1 Cf. other instances in Notes 1 and 2 in the preceding Section.
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ties are constant. We can now answer without hesitation : it

ought to fall to .01
;
for the arithmetic average with the even

weighting of the first period indicates constancy under these

price variations, and this average with this weighting is correct.
2

Now we might expect, from the reasoning in Chapters VII. and

VIII., that according to the geometric method this fall would be

made out to be too great. On the contrary, the conditions are

not what were there supposed, and they require the geometric

average, applied to these conditions, to indicate a rise and, be-

cause of the enormous variation in the price of B, with conse-

quent influence upon the relative sizes of the classes, a consider-

able rise in the general level of prices, meaning that there has

not been sufficient compensation. In fact we find that the geo-

metric average here indicates a general rise by 40.16 per cent.

And if we suppose that B falls from 1.00 to .01, and want the

compensatory rise for A so as to make money constant in ex-

change-value, instead of requiring A to rise from 1.00 to 1.99,

the geometric method requires it to rise from 1.00 only to 1.463.

The truth is that, when dealing with such enormous price vari-

ations of the smaller class, as shown in similar instances in the

preceding Chapter, the geometric method becomes wholly un-

workable. To show this we may compare the results given by
the geometric average with its proper weighting with the true

results, indicated by the arithmetic average with even weighting,

when, the classes [A] and [B] being equally large at the first

period, and the mass-quantities remaining constant, the price of

A is supposed in all cases to rise from 1.00 to 1.99, and the

2 As is rendered plain by the following schema :

I 100 A @ 1.00 7.092 B" @ 14.10 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 100 A @ 1.99 7.092 B" @ .141 | 199 for [A] 1 for [B] 200,

in which the mass-units, A and B", are equivalent over both the periods together,

and the same total sum is paid at each period for purchasing these equivalent

mass-units. (To have even weighting over both the periods together, the condi-

tions would have to be :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 14.10 I 100 for [A] 1410 for [B] 1510,

II 100 A @ 1.99 100 B @ .141
|
199 for [A] 14.10 for [B] 213.10.

Here the geometric average with even weighting, 'l.99X .01 -0.1411, indicates

a fall of 85.89 per cent.; but also the arithmetic average with the weighting of

>y\'\ 1

the first period indicates the same fall, for - =0.1411.)
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price of B is supposed to fall variously to the following figures,

stated in the first column, the true average being stated in the

next column, and the geometric average in the last :

1.00 .495 1.4958

.81 .400 1.4021

.64 .315 1.3200

.49 .240 1.2502

.36 .175 1.1947

.25 .120 1.1563

.16 1.075 .1403

.12 1.055 1.1436

.09 1.040 .1562

.04 1.015 .2250

.01 1.000 .4016

.005 0.9975 1.4954

Here the geometric method remains approximately correct till

/92

' descends beyond .50 and its variation becomes the greater

of the two, while [B] becomes less than half as large as [A]
over both the periods, after which it departs appreciably from

the truth. A strange thing is that after /3./ reaches about .15,

the further it descends, the more the geometric average rises.

An objection previously urged against the arithmetic average

was that with even weighting it permits of no compensatory fall

of B after A has risen to 2.00. That was on the supposition of

even weighting over both the periods together. With condi-

tions permitting of even weighting over both the periods to-

gether there should be possible a compensatory fall of B for

every rise of A. But if the weighting is even only at the first

period, and if the sizes of the classes rise and fall with the rise

and fall of their prices, there being no change in our purchases

of them, there is no reason why beyond a certain point in the rise

of A there should be no compensatory fall of B possible. That

objection against the geometric average was accompanied by an

argument for the geometric average. We now see that under

the circumstances supposed the geometric average is in this re-

spect no better than the arithmetic, each with its proper weight-

ing. It is even worse, as it takes away the possibility of com-

pensation at an earlier point in the rise of A. Moreover it is

peculiar in that after A has passed the point where the possi-
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bility 6f complete compensation ends, the descent of B gains its

maximum compensation before reaching zero.

V.

1. In closing this Chapter some tests may be employed
similar to those at the end of the preceding.

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B1.00
II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B @ .60

III 100 A 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

150 for [A] 60 for [B] 210,

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200.

Here it is. evident that the exchange-value of money is the same

at the third period as at the first, whatever it be at the inter-

mediate stage ;
and this constancy at the third period compared

with the first should be indicated by the results of the two vari-

ations. The weighting at the first and at the third period is

even, but at the second period it is o for [A] and 2 for [B] .

Now if we use the arithmetic average in both measurements,

and each time with the weighting of the earlier or first period

of the two compared, that is, in the first price variations with the

even weighting of the first period, we get an indication of a rise

of 5 per cent. (J|| 4- f [

= || = 1-05) ;
and in the second

price variations with the uneven weighting of the second period

we get an indication of the inverse fall of 4.77 per cent,

(j {5 x | + 2 x
I

= = 0.9523) ;
and these two together

indicate the same level of prices at the third period as at the

first. And exactly the same indications are given by the har-

monic average of the first price variations with the weighting of

the second period ( =
^ ^ , =

t? J
,
and by the harmonic

average of the second price variations with the even weighting of

the third period (
a a

= oT )
as also directly by Scrope's

method ofcomparing the total sums. 1

And, once more, the correct

1 The same results could also be obtained by combining these averages differ-

ently and using the same weighting throughout : thus either by using even

weighting (of the earlier and of the later period) with the arithmetic average of

the first variations and the harmonic average of the second
;
or by using the

weighting 5 for [A] and 2 for [B] (that of the later and of the earlier period)

with the harmonic average of the first variations and the arithmetic average of

the second. But these are methods above rejected.
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final result is obtained also by using the geometric average, in

both cases with the same weighting, which is 1.5811 for [A]
and 1 for [B] . With this weighting the geometric average of

the first price variations is "^(fP*""^ = 1.0516, indicat-

ing a rise of 5.16 per cent., and of the second,
2 '5

j^(|pii x |
= 0.9508, indicating a fall of 4.92 per cent. It would seem as

if the same weighting ought to be used in both the averagings,

since in each set of variations the only difference in the weight-

ings is the order of their occurrence. Still the geometric aver-

age does not give such true indication in each set of price vari-

ations as do the other two methods. 2

We perceive, however, that the error of the geometric method

above the truth in the first price variations, where the rising

price is of the predominating class, is exactly counterbalanced

by the error of the geometric method below the truth in the

second price variations, where the variations are reversed and

the falling price is of the predominating class
;

for 1.0516 : 1.05

:: 0.9523 : 0.9508.

If the weights were uneven at the first and third periods, or

altogether so different as to make the classes very unequal in

size over both the periods together, in each comparison, while

the price of the smaller class varies considerably, the error of

the geometric method above or below the truth in each measure-

ment would be greater than in the case here cited, and might be

considerable. Yet the same counterbalancing would always

take place, and the indication for the third period through the

intermediate one would still indicate constancy.

2. With two or more intermediate periods the geometric

average does not necessarily give the right indication for the

last period. For example :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 100 A @ 1.50 100 B@ .75

III 100 A @ .66f 100 B@ 2. 00

IV 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

150 for [A] 75 for [B] 225,

66f for [A] 200 for [B] 266f,

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200.

2 The true final result is also obtained through intermediate errors in two other

ways namely, by averaging both sets of variations Arithmetically with the

weightings of the later periods, or harmonically with the weightings of the

earlier periods. But these are methods also above rejected. Thus there are seven

different ways of obtaining the known final result.

24
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Here the geometric method gives the following indications :

1st variation "j/ (f)
1 '414-

xf = 1.1256,

2d variation "j/'j"x (f)
1 -"47 = 1.1917,

:U1 variation
"'ft' $ x (J)

1 - 73* = 0.7475.

These form the series of index-numbers 100, 112.56, 134.14,

100.27
;
and so this method is wrong at the end by an error

0.27 per cent, above the truth. As indicated in the last column,

Scrope's method gives the index-numbers 100, 112.50, 133.33,

100; which show the correct variations to be : 1st 1.125, 2d

1.1852, 3d 0.75.

In Scrope's method is perceived the merit, as there has al-

ready been occasion to remark, that it universally stands Pro-

fessor Westergaard's general test.
{

It is always consistent with

itself in direct and in indirect comparisons over any number of

periods. It stands one and all of the tests to which we can sub-

ject it. Confined to the cases when the mass-quantities are con-

stant, this method is absolutely perfect. And, consequently, so

also the two methods of averaging the price variations into which

it can be exactly analyzed.

Therefore, possessed of this perfect yet simple and most con-

venient method, we have no interest here in pursuing further

the investigation of the slightly deviating error in the geometric

method. We may, however, to extend a remark already made

be sure, here as well as in the preceding Chapter, on account

of the many counterbalancing influences, the geometric method

is not likely in a long series to be far wrong at any period.

Sw riuipl. V. SM-t. VI. 5J 7-



CHAPTER XII.

THE UNIVERSAL METHOD.

I.

1 . The conditions presupposed by both the preceding argu-

ments are unlikely to be met with in practice. The first argu-

ment, in supposing the sums of money to be constant in spite of

the price variations, can have application only if prices vary

through changes in supply. The second, in supposing the mass-

quantities to be constant in spite of the price variations, can

have application only if prices vary through changes in de-

mand. Neither of these changes is likely to take place alone.

Prices generally vary through changes both in supply and in

demand. Both these conditions must be admitted
;
and only that

argument is complete which takes them both into consideration.

Or the user of the first argument can defend his position only

by claiming that the weighting should be according to the smaller

money-values (or, more properly, the smaller exchange-values)

at either period. And the user of the second argument can de-

fend his position only by claiming that the weighting should de-

pend upon the smaller mass-quantities at either period. Each

must rely upon something that is common to both the periods,

eliminating all the rest of the same kind.

The practical and theoretical objections to these positions have

already been set forth in Chapter IV. Section V. Their im-

propriety is especially apparent when we place them side by
side. For which of them has more reason for it than the other ?

If we want the same material world at both periods, do we not

equally much want the same economic world at both periods ?

We can not have both of these things together. And trial

shows that on posited variations of prices and of mass-quantities

371
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the two methods give very divergent results sometimes the

former giving the higher result, and sometimes the latter, and

more or less so, and sometimes both giving nearly the same re-

sults, without order or principle. And to use both, drawing
some mean between their results, would convey no special moan-

ing, and has no justification.

Or again, the user of the first argument might defend his posi-

tion by drawing a mean between the total money-values of a

class at each period, and treating this mean total money-value
08 if it were the total money-value at each period, and doing
so with every class, he would weight them accordingly. And
the user of the second argument might defend his position like-

wise by drawing a mean between the total mass-quantities of a

class at each period, and treating this mean total mass-quantity *

if it were the mass-quantity at each period, and doing so with

every class, he would employ these mass-quantities as the basis

of his weighting (or would simply apply to them Scrope's

method).

Now if the user of the first argument employed the geometric

mean between the total money-values of every class at each of

two periods as the weight of every class, he would be doing

merely what has already been recommended in Chapter IV.
He would do well, however, to avoid recommending his pro-

cedure on the ground of an ax
if. The total money-values of

the classes are different at each period, and what we want is not

what might have been a similar state of things if a mean total

money-value had existed in every class at both periods ; but, as

explained in the earlier Chapter, what we want is the number

of individuals in every class that, given the facts as they are,

have the same exchange-value over both the periods. And if

the user of the second argument employed a mean between the

total mass-quantities at each period, he would be employing a

method also admitted in that Chapter as a tenable one. But he,

too, ought to find some other reason for his position than an i*

if.
As for the kind of mean to use here, everything we have

learned points to the geometric mean a.s the proper one. But

we shall later find that the arithmetic mean gives almost similar
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results, wherefore its greater convenience is a recommendation

for its practical employment.
2. Thus all the methods as yet in these pages examined that

have any claim to consideration as theoretically reasonable and

as likely to yield truthful, or nearly true, answers, reduce to

these two : (1) the geometric averaging of the price variations

with weighting according to the geometric mean of the full total

money-values at both periods which, as before, for brevity, we
shall call simply the geometric method

;
and (2) Scrope's method

applied to the geometric means of the full mass-quantities at both

periods which, again for brevity, we shall call Scrope's emended

method.

For the first of these the recommendation is that it takes into

consideration the conditions at both periods, correctly weights
the classes and uses the best average we have for averaging the

price variations of the economic individuals, whose relative num-
bers have been determined in the weighting. The objection to

it is that the geometric average ceases to possess the virtue of

the geometric mean when it is applied to more than two classes,

or to two unequal classes. It is true that all commodity-classes
fall into two general classes : those whose prices rise above the

average variation, and those whose prices fall below it, not to

mention a third class, whose prices vary with the average, the

presence of which class is indifferent. And in practice those

two general classes may mostly be nearly equal in size. Hence

in practice the geometric average is not likely to depart much
from the truth. Still, we have seen that when the classes are

very unequal and the price variations are very great, this aver-

age may deflect considerably. Therefore we should prefer not

to have to rely on this method alone.

The second of these methods has in its favor that it likewise

takes into consideration the conditions at both periods, and that

it avoids the use of the geometric average, using only the geo-

metric mean, so that it escapes perversion arising from that

source in the extraordinary cases of great inequality in the sizes

and of great variation in the prices. The principal argument
for it is that it has been found to be the fundamental method
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underlying both the partial methods. For, being the right

method both for constant money-sums, when the mass-quanti-

ties vary, and for constant mass-quantities, when the money-
sums vary, why should it not be extendible to all cases, and be

the true universal method? Unfortunately only one of those

partial methods was found to be perfect. And the very one by
which this method is suggested was found not to be perfect.

Hence there is a probability of this method also not being perfect

in all cases.

There is, however, still another way of deducing a universal

method from the two partial methods, adding a third method

with claim upon our attention as likely to give approximation
to the truth. This new method, by slightly altering each of

those methods in the same manner, applies them to all possible

eases, getting the same result always, whether it modifies the

one or the other. And this alteration, or modification, in each

case, respects the principle of simple mensuration, that we must

at both periods be dealing with the same whole, or with similar

wholes, allowing the details to be different. Hence this method

seems to have much in its favor. Since it modifies the imper-

fect one, there is some hope that it escapes the imperfection.

Whether it does so, will be seen in the sequel. We must now

develop this method. Then we may test it, and compare it

with the other methods.

II.

1. Both the partial methods examined in the preceding

Chapters start out with the same injunction, that we should find

In all the classes mm89-unit8 that haw the name exchange-value

over both the periods together. This having been done, the first

method, applied to conditions where the sums of money sjxmt

on the classes are not the same at both periods, becomes this :

measure the constancy or variation of the purchasing power of

money by the constancy or variation in the total number of these

mass-units purchased or purchasable- at each period with a given

total sum of money spent in the same proportions as the total sums

wtua/ti/ were spent at each period. Of course we may take one
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of the total sums as it actually was, and reduce the other to it.

The second method, applied to conditions where the mass-

quantities purchased of the classes are not the same at both

periods, becomes this : measure the constancy or variation of the

exchange-value of money inversely by the constancy or ru nation

in the total sum of money needed at eachperiod to purchase a given

total number of these mass-units in the same proportions ax the

total numbers of them actually were purchased at each period. Of

course, again, we may take the one of the total numbers as it

actually was, and reduce the other to it. The measurement of

the constancy or variation of prices in general is the inverse of

these, that is, by inversion in the first case and without inver-

sion in the second. Both these methods, to repeat, applied to

the same conditions where both the sums of money and the mass-

quantities vary from period to period, yield the same result.

These two methods, which really form one bipartite method,

call for illustration first by numerical examples. Suppose we

find this state of things :

I 90 A @ 1.00 70 B 1.00 I 90 for [A] 70 for [B],

II 80 A @ 1.50 150 B @ .50
|

120 for [A] 75 for [B],

This admits of conversion into the following :

1 90 A@ 1. 00 40. 41 5 B"@ 1 . 732 130. 41 5

II 80 A@ 1.50 86. 605 B" .866 166.605

90 for [A] 70 for [B] 160,

1 20 for [A] 75 for [B] 195,

in which the mass-units, A and B", have the same money-value,

and the same exchange-value, over both the periods together.

Now at the first period we bought 1 30.41 5 such mass-units for 1 60

money-units, and at the second we bought 166.605 such mass-

units for 195 money-units. Therefore at the second period we

could buy, spending our money in the same proportions as we

did then actually spend it, 136.701 such mass-units for 160

money-units (as we learn by the simple use of the rule-of-three).

Thus the purchasing power of 160 money-units has risen from

purchasing at the first period 130.415 to purchasing at the

second period 136.701 mass-units that are equivalent over both

the periods. Hence its variation has been = 1.0482
;

1 oU.41 o
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and the variation of prices has been / = 0.9540, indi-
136.701

euting a fall of prices by 4. (30 per cent. And, again, at the

first period we gave 160 money-units for 130.415 such mass-

units, and at the second we gave 195 money-units for 166.605

such mass-unite. Therefore at the second period we gave 152.64

money-units for 130.415 such mass-units, in the same propor-

tions as we actually did then purchase them. Thus this mass-

quantity of 130.415 mass-units equivalent over both periods has

fallen in price from 16*0 at the first period to 152.04 at the

second, and the variation of the general price-level is

160

= 0.9540, indicating a fall by 4.60 per cent., the same as be-

fore. It may be added that on these data the geometric method

indicates a fall of prices by 4.49 per cent.;
1 and Scrope's

emended method indicates a fall by 4.71 per cent.
2

Another example may be supposed as follows :

I 75 A 1.00 70.71 B 1.00 I 75 for [A] 70.71 for [B],
II <H) A 1.50 133J B .75

|
90 for [A] 100 for [B].

This may be converted into

175A@1.0050 B"@ 1.4142 125
|

75 for [A] 70.71 for [B] 145.71,

II 60 A 1.50 94. 28B"@ 1.0606 154.28 90 for [A] 100 for [B] 190.00,

in which the mass-units, A and B", are equivalent over both

the periods. At the first period we got 125 such mass-units for

145.71 money-units, and at the second 154.28 of them for

190.00. Therefore, in the same proportions, at the second

period we should get 118.31 such mass-units for 145.71 money-
units

;
and so the purchasing power of this sum of money has

fallen from purchasing 125 to purchasing 118.31
;
and inversely

125
the general level of prices has varied thus: ...

"31"
= 1.0565,

which indicates a rise by 5.65 per cent. Again, at the first

period we paid 145.71 money-unit'* for 125 such mass-units,

and at the second 190.00 for 154.28. Therefore at the second

1 This is slightly above the other result. The weight* are 1.4342 for [A] and

1 for [B]. Notice that the rising price is of the preponderating clans.

2 On the arithmetic means Scrope's method indicates a fall by (5.41 per cent.
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period we had to pay, in the same proportions in which we

actually did spend our money, 153.94 money-units for 125 mass-

units. Thus the price of 125 such mass-units, which are equiv-
alent over both the periods, has risen from 145.71 to 153.87,

and the price variation is jrV = 1-0565, likewise indicating

a rise by 5.65 per cent. Here, we may again add, the geometric
method indicates a rise by 5. 64 per cent.;

3 and Scrope's method

also indicates a rise by 5.64 per cent.
4

2. That these two ways of making the calculation univer-

sally agree, and coalesce into one method, may be demonstrated as

follows. Employing our usual symbols, we construct this com-

prehensive schema, representative of any possible state of things :

^ for [A] y^ for [B] Vi f r [C]
...... x^ 4 ^0, -f 2l7l +

or [A] 2/2 2 for [B] z2y<2
for [C]

......
a;2
a
2 + ya

5
2 + z2y2 -f

in which the mass-units, A, B, C, ......
,
of the classes, [A],

[B], [C],
...... are the customary commercial ones, and x, y,

z,
......

, represent the numbers of them that are bought and sold

at the periods indicated by the numerals attached to them, and

a, ft, f)
......

, represent the prices of these mass-units at the

periods similarly indicated. The number of classes may be ex-

tended indefinitely, but must be the same at both periods. As
the mass-units are various, we must reduce them to equivalence

over both the periods. We may take the mass-unit of any one

of them, say of [A] ,
as our unit, and reduce the rest to equiva-

lence with it. Represent the mass-unit of [B] that is equiva-

lent over both periods to A by B," and its prices at each of the

periods by ft^' and ft2

"
respectively ;

and treat the equivalent

mass-unit of [C] in the same way. The first half of the above

schema then becomes the following :

3 Almost exactly like the other, but, this time, slightly below. Notice that

the weighting is almost even, but slightly preponderating on the side of the fall-

ing price, the weight for [A] being 82.16 and that for [B] 84.09.

4
These, however, differ in further decimals. For their closeness the near

evenness of the weighting will also be found to be the reason. On the arithmetic

means Scrope's method indicates a rise by 4.80 per cent.
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I r, A & a,
*& W (, ft"

, ,
.....

.

Here the conditions are that ,?/'A" ?"?" ..... = ais an^

i
"

i r " r
also that '-

2

,,
= y ,

2

,,
= 2

,
and so on. From the first condi-

tion we derive
* =

,'7^ ; wherefore, by means of the second
Pi n

condition, ',
2 = -^j, whence A"a= S -^n a sim^ar nian-

Pl /'l /^2

ner we obtain ,?2

//2=
^^i^-

2
. Thus we have /?/'= -J"

1^ '

?
^d

Pi ^
/'2

A"=J^ : wherefore

and

.v^2 _ yA^, _
a n ~

/'
--

5 ."2
/'2 ^at!Vt

And treating the prices of [C] in the same way, we obtain

and

*y v Ivv
?L2 _ -y 0'_2 .

r /r
Z
2\ aa >

r2
^

i

M
z

and so on with all the other classes. By substituting these

values in the last schema, it becomes :
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the second half of the schema remaining the same as in the first.

Here A, B"
', C", are mass-units equivalent over both the

periods. Now at the first period we get x
v+y {

-f

y T
J-2 + ...... such mass-units for x^ -f^ft-fVi+ ...... money-

1/iT/b

units; and at the second period we get #2+^2 v!
~ +

T T~ + ...... such mass-units for a^Vt-$&+V*-|-
...... money -

units. Therefore, in the same proportions, we should get at the

second period (as we learn by the rule-of-three)

such mass-units fora;^! + y1/9 1 + a^ + ...... money-units. Thus

the purchasing power of this sum of money has varied from

purchasing the former number to purchasing the latter number

of mass-units equivalent over both the periods ;
and the pur-

chasing power of all sums of money, or of money in general,

that is, the exchange-value of money in all the other things, has

varied in the same proportion. And the general level of prices,

varying inversely, has varied as is thus represented,

Again, at the first period we givex^ + y^ + a^, + money-
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units for
.r, -f

ty,
J' lt '

-f 2,
?
-f ...... such mass-units, and

^f f/.rC.j ^f f/..f^,ty

at the second period we give #
2 2 + y^92 + z.^., + ...... money-

units for .?
, + u A* ^ + z, J 2

-f ...... sueh mass-units.N. -N

Therefore, in the same proportions, we should at the second period

have to give

? + "
ll2

money-units for x^ -f //, J-
'

2

-f- 2,
.1

2

4- such mass-

units. Thus the price of this number of mass-units equivalent

over both periods has varied from the first to the second sum,

and in the same proportion has varied the price of any given

number of such mass-units purchased at each period in the same

proportions as each of the totals at those periods actually were

purchased. Therefore

which is the same as the preceding. Q. E. D.

Above, in Chapter IX. (Section I.) we criticized the argu-

ment from compensation by equal mass-quantities and the argu-
ment from compensation by equal sums of money because,

although modelled on correct methods of measuring variations in

a particular exchange-value of money, which give the same result

from two opposite jx>ints of view, those arguments, as hitherto

employed, gave different results, disclosing error somewhere.

We then saw that the error lay in the method usually adopted
of employing the argument from compensation by equal mass-

quantities. Thereupon we determined the right method of em-

ploying the argument from compensation by equal mass-quan-
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tities. We now find that this right use of this argument and the

right use of the other argument yield identical results. We
have, therefore, apparently, got rid of the error which made

those two arguments seem opposed to each other.

3. We have done more still. We have finally reached a

universal formula such as we have been seeking. For the above

p
expression for p

2

,
twice obtained, is a universal formula for the

constancy or variation of the general level of prices, and the in-

verse of it is a universal formula for the constancy or variation

of the general exchange-value of money in all other things.

The above expression may be simplified, and, being re-

arranged so as to be brought into conformity with certain other

formulae, it may be written thus,

P
1

a?
1 l

4- y^ + .r

And this may be restated thus,

a
i*J,7 + bnJV +

P, a,+b 1
+

or thus,

P!
=
X+b'+

Both these, like the corresponding formula? in Chapter X.,

Section III. 3, namely those numbered (6) and
(7), are more

curious than useful. Here we have no additional form corre-

sponding to formula (8) in that place. The nearest we can get

to that formula is by altering the last into this,

iT +
* (4)

iT +
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Thus this method is distinct from Scrope's method in any of its

forms
; nor is it a combination of any of the forms of that

method.

If it happens that the sums of money spent on the classes are

constant, that is, that x
2
a
2
= x^, y^.2 = y^iy

and so on, the

formulae reduce to

and (Consequently also to

P
2 =

which we know to be correct in these cases, as proved in Chap-
ter \., the latter being Scrape's method applied to the geo-
metric; means of the mass-quantities.

5 If it happens that the

mass-quantities purchased of the classes are constant, that is,

that x
2
= yv y2

= yp and so on, so that each may be represented

simply as x, y, ,
or that they have all varied alike and x

2
=

r
y\> i/2

r
y\i and so OD

J wherefore, the r eliminating itself,

either may be represented simply as #, y, ,
the formulae re-

duce to

l'
2 = .f, + y,9, + ....

I', *, -f .'/A 4-
'

which we know to be correct for these cases, as proved in the

last Chapter, this being Scrape's method applied to the constant

mass-quantities. Thus the above complete formulae enclose both

those sets of formulae, just as the universal conditions to which

the universal formula: are applicable enclose the two special sets

5 Also the same reduction will take place if the minis of money are all in the

name proportion so that ar 2 2 ra^a,, y2 /33
=

ry,/?,, and so on, provided also the

mass-quantities are in the same proportion, that is, that ar 2
= T&I, y2

= ry it and so

on
;
hut then there are no price variations. Otherwise, it is only formula; (6) and

(8) in Chapt. X. Sect. III. # 3, that are directly applicable in such cases, for-

mula (8) remaining unchanged (tecause ' r eliminates itself from both sides of

the fraction), and formula (fi) merely reducing to a form in which a, b. ,

representing either all the smaller or all the larger sums spent, take the places of

a, and a2 , b, and to 2 ,
But all the other formula; are applicable under the

proviso dot only the sums, and only the mans-quantities, of one of the periods

IK- nwil. <'f. Note 1 in Cluipt. X. Sect. I.
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of conditions to which each of those formulae was separately ap-

plicable.

4. Desiring to get clearer insight into the meaning of this

formula, we may do so by putting it in another form, to which

it easily reduces, as follows,

*
2 2 + yA + Va +

p.

PI <",! + yA + z
,r, +

The sub-numerators are the total sums of money spent on all

the goods at the second and at the first periods. The sub-de-

nominators are the total numbers of mass-units purchased at the

second and at the first periods, that are equivalent over both the

periods together. Thus the formula expresses not an average

of price variations, but the variation (or constancy) of averages

to wit, the variation of the average of the prices at the second

period of the mass-units then purchased that are equivalent over

both the periods from the average of the prices at the first period

of the same mass-units then purchased. These averages of the

prices are arithmetic averages. But the averages used in ob-

taining the equivalence of the mass-units are geometric means.

Thus this method of measuring the constancy or variation of

the exchange-value of money falls into line not behind the

methods adopted by Carli and Young, Jevons, Laspeyres, and

Messedaglia, and mostly employed hitherto, of averaging merely

the variations of prices, nor behind the method suggested by

Scrope, in any of its forms, of comparing the averages of prices

at each period on the same mass-quantities taken as constant in

spite of facts to the contrary but behind the method first dis-

covered by Drobisch, of comparing the averages of prices at each

period on the mass-quantities of each period, and so employing

what we have called double weighting.

Its resemblance to Drobisch's method and also its difference

is especially plain if we suppose that the labor of finding the
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mass-units equivalent over both the periods has already been

performed, and consequently the numbers of them purchased at

each period are known. For then, as v/a,"/^" = *//9, ",*./'
=

,

formula (1) reduces to

i', _ '/'<' + .,"A" + ''," + .'/," +
!,-.<,","+.'/,"*," +

'

.<./'+.,//' +

which, in form, is the same as the formula for Drobisch's

method. Drobisch, however, had to use this general formula for

double weighting on the presupposition that the labor of obtain-

ing the numbers of the mass-units recommended by him had

already been performed. He was unable to put into the general

formula itself his method of selecting the mass-unite, or of ob-

taining the ratio between their numbers. But we have been able

to do this with our formulae. Our formula, (1),
for instance, is

applicable to the prices and numbers of any mass-units that hap-

pen to be employed by merchants, as is evident from the fact

that the larger is the mass-unit employed, the larger will be its

prices and the smaller its numbers, and conversely, so that every

full term (j',,, or o^v/a^, etc.) remains unchanged in si/e what-

ever be the sizes of the mass-units. What this formula does is

to reduce, in its second half, the numbers of the mass-unit* com-

monly used to the same proportions as are the numbers of the

mass-units equivalent over both the periods (as shown in Chap-
ter X. Section III. 3), so that we are freed from the need of

knowing either these mass-units themselves or their numbers.

In the different mass-units used, resulting in different num-

bers and proportions in the second half of the common formula

(f>),
lies the fundamental distinction between the present method

and Drobisch's. Drobisch sought to draw the average price at

each period of the mass-units, in all the classes, that are equal

according to weight (or capacity). This method draws the

average price at each period of the mass-units, in all the classes,

that are equal according to exchange-value. Drobisch's method

used equiponderant mas^-nnits. This method uses equivalent

mass-units that is, of course, mass-units that are equivalent

over both' the |>eriods compared. That this method is more
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nearly right and that method altogether wrong, is plain from

this distinction
;
for it is plain that not equiponderant, but equiv-

alent, (or equally important) mass-units are the economic in-

dividuals the variations in whose average price we desire to

measure.

From this fundamental distinction flow other differences. In

Drobisch's method different classes can be used at each period,

no obstacle being offered by it against counting a new class ap-

pearing at the second period any more than against counting a

new individual in an old class. In the present method only the

same classes can be used at each period in the comparison of any
two periods ;

for otherwise a price quotation would be wanting.

Thus this method must obey the principles laid down in Chapter

IV. Section V. 9
;
while Drobisch's method is free from sub-

jection to those principles. Again, in Drobisch's method we

have seen a grave defect to be that, even though it obey those

principles, yet in cases when between two periods there are

irregular variations in the mass-quantities but no variations in

any prices whatsoever, it may indicate a variation in the general

exchange-value of money, thus violating Propositions XXVII.
and XLIV. ;

and also may give two other indications which we

know to be wrong.
6 None of these errors is committed by the

present method. If no price variations occur, the mass-quan-

tities may vary as they please, this method indicates only con-

stancy. Or if all prices vary in the same proportion, the mass-

quantities may vary as they please, this method indicates only a

variation of the general level of prices in the same proportion.

This last statement, which really embraces the first, may be

proved as follows. Suppose a
v
= ra

2, /?2
=

rj3v and so on, r

being the common ratio of variation of every price. (If there

are no price variations, r = 1.)
Then formula (1) becomes

P
2

Vi + VA + ...... Vr (ay^ + y& + ......
)

6 See Chapt. V. Sect. VI. I 5.

25
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whatever be the variations between x
l
and x

2, y v
and yv etc. And

never will this method indicate a rise of the general level of

prices, when all prices fall, or conversely.

5. There is another method which has followed the general

lines of Drobisch's, one which is described near the end of

Appendix C., but which has not yet attracted our attention.

This is the method invented by Professor Lehr. In this method

its author has made an effort to do what appears to be accom-

plished in the method here presented. He has tried to measure

the variation in the average price of mass-units, in all the classes,

that have the same exchange-value over both the periods together,

to which equivalent mass-units he has given the not inappro-

priate name of "
pleasure-units." The fault with this method

lies in the way it measures the equivalence of the pleasure-units.

Instead of finding mass-units between whose prices at each

period the simple geometric means are the same, it employs

mass-units between whose prices at each period the unevenly

weighted arithmetic averages are the same. No reason is assigned

for this choice, and it seems to have been made as a matter of

course. The position is that in a given class, certain different

sums of money being expended at each of the two periods com-

pared to purchase certain different numbers of weight-units, the

total of these sums is expended over both the periods together

to purchase the total of these numbers
; wherefore a single

money-unit, on the average over both the periods, purchases a

number of weight-units represented by the quotient of the total

sum of money divided by the total of the numbers of weight-

units, so that we have here a mass whose average price over

both the periods is one money-unit. A similar operation is per-

formed on every class, in each of which a mass is obtained

whose average price, so measured, over both the periods, is one

money-unit ;
wherefore it is maintained that these masses, being

equivalent to the money-unit over both the periods, are equal

pleasure-units. Then the rest of the method is to draw the aver-

ages of the prices of all these pleasure-units of all the classes

at each period, and to compare them.

In this position a first error is the use of uneven weighting.
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If the ordinary commercial mass-unit of anything
7 be priced at

one money-unit at the first period and at two money-units at the

second, and if the ordinary commercial mass-unit of anything
else be priced at two money-units at the first period and at one

money-unit at the second, these two mass-units are, over these

two periods, equivalent mass-units or equal pleasure units, with-

out regard to the numbers of them that may be purchased at

either period. The numbers of them purchased at each period
determine the relative importance of the classes, but not the rela-

tive importance of the individuals in the classes. A consequence
of this error is that undue influence may be given to the con-

,ditions existing at one of the periods (or in one of the countries

whose money is being compared with another's), while, in truth,

as already pointed out in Chapter IV. (Sect. V.) we ought to be

especially careful to allow no greater influence, or weight, to one

of the periods than to the other. Some deficiencies in the

method before us following upon the neglect of this principle

will be pointed out further on in this Section and later.

A second error in this method of obtaining the pleasure-units

is in the use of the arithmetic average instead of the geometric.

In such a measurement all the principles examined in Chapter
VIII. apply. If we prize a mass-unit of [B] twice as highly

as a mass-unit of [A] at the first period and at the second prize

the mass-unit of [A] twice as highly as the mass-unit of [B] ,

it is obvious that over these two periods together we prize the

two mass-units equally. Therefore the geometric, and not the

arithmetic, mean is to be used to indicate such ratios of impor-
tance. 8 Also in the arithmetic averaging of the prices at the

7 Lehr follows Drobisch to the extent of wanting us first to reduce all mass-

units to the same weight-unit. This is superfluous in his method. Simple in-

spection of its formula will disclose that the terms in it are unaffected whatever

be the size of the mass-units employed. It is really a merit in Lehr's method that

it does not require the use of the same weight-units). Another merit, where it

departs from Drobisch's method and agrees with the one here presented, is that

it requires the use of the same classes at both periods. Wicksell's criticism of

Lehr's method, noticed in the Appendix, thus strikes at a point in it which

deserves credit instead of censure.
8 The case above cited would exist if at the two periods respectively the prices

are : of A 1.00 and 1.00, of B 2.00 and .50 ;
of A 1.00 and 1.50, of B 2.00 and .75

;

of A 1.00 and 2.00, of B 2.00 and 1.00
;
of A 1.00 and .50, of B 2.00 and .25 ;

or in

many other combinations. In all these combinations the geometric means are

equal ;
the arithmetic, only in one.
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two periods a variation in the exchange-value of money will de-

range the result of the calculation. But such a variation has

no influence upon the geometric mean, as pointed out in Chapter
IV.9 It may be added that in using the geometric mean in ob-

taining our pleasure-units, we escape the imperfections in the

geometric average with more than two figures, or with uneven

weighting, which are pointed out in Chapter VIII. (Sect. I. 6),

and which have twice troubled us since, and will trouble us

again presently. For here we are using the geometric mean

proper, between only two figures, the prices of the same thing
at two periods, rightly attaching equal importance to each of

them. Thus what of the geometric method is retained in our

final formula is flawless.

Professor Lehr's method has the peculiarity that in consequence
of its merits and demerits just pointed out, it shares some of the

defects of Drobisch's method, and escapes others. Thus if no

prices vary between the two periods, Professor Lehr's method

always indicates constancy, no matter what be the variations in

the mass-quantities. But if all the prices vary uniformly, this

method does not necessarily indicate the corresponding variation

in the general level of prices unless all the mass-quantities re-

main constant or also vary uniformly.
10

Thus, although, unlike

Drobisch's method,it respects Propositions XXVII. and XLIV.,
yet, like Drobisch's method, it violates Propositions XVII. and

XLV. This fact alone would be sufficient to show that there

is something wrong in it. Yet of all methods hitherto sug-

gested Professor Lehr's approaches the nearest to the truth in

theory, if not also in practice.

9 If we retained this second, but avoided the first error, the formula would be

PI

This would l>e better than the method under consideration, but still not true.

10 if a 3
= ra

t)
fl
2
= r/3 l> and so on, Lehr's formula, which is given in Appendix

C. VI. g 2, reduces to this,

fx l +rx.t

P

This reduces to unity if r = l; but otherwise it reduces to r only if x 2
=

I/a
= *
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6. There is still another way in which these three methods,
which use double weighting, may be compared. This is by

comparing the relations of their results in a series of periods.

In any such series we know with certainty that the results ob-

tained serially ought to agree with the results obtained directly :

(1) if the prices have all remained constant through the whole

series, or have all varied alike at any or every stage, no matter

what be the changes in the mass-quantities ; (2) if the mass-

quantities have all remained constant throughout, or have all

varied alike at any stage, no matter what be the changes in the

prices ; (3) if at all consecutive periods except two the states of

things are exactly the same, or the variations are all in the

same proportion, this having the effect of reducing the irregular

variations in the series to two sets
;
and (4) if the state of things

at the last period is exactly the same as at the first, or even

different always in the same proportion, no matter what in-

tervening changes have occurred. Or even, if we grant Pro-

fessor Westergaard's position, we may. dispense with all these

restrictions, and say that the agreement ought to take place in

any and every possible case, no matter what be the changes in

the prices and in the mass-quantities.

To begin with a series of three periods : taking the formula

(1) above reached for
p-

2

,
and similarly framing the formula for

"i

p
p^ ,

and multiplying these by each other, we get the formula for

the method here presented as it serially indicates the variation

/ p p p \

from the first to the third period I for^ . p
2 = ^ )

. This for-

V *a *i fi/
mula we find to be

P3 aVs + yA-f

But the formula for the direct comparison of the third with the

first period is
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These formulae may agree by chance if it happens that in the

former the last two thirds yield products in the numerator and

in the denominator equal to, or in the same ratio as, the numer-

ator and the denominator in the last half of the latter. They will

regularly agree, as is easily perceived : (1) if
3
=

2
= ap and so

on with all the prices, or if
3
= ra

2
and

2
= sa

lf
and all the

other price variations be in the same ratios, that is, if there be no

price variations, or if all the price variations at each stage be in

the same ratio, no matter what be the variations in the mass-(P P \
in the former case ,/ = 1.00, in the latter

p-

3 = r s
J;

(2) if .r
3
= x

2
= x

l
and so on, or if x

3
= rx

2
and x

2
= sx

lf
and

so on, that is, if there be no variations in the mass-quantities*

or if all such variations at each stage be in the same ratio,

no matter what be the price variations
; (3) if

2
= a

lt
or

2
= ra

lt

and so on, provided either x
2
= x

l
or x

2
= sx

l
and so on, or if

3
=

2,
or

3
= r

2 ,
and so on, provided either x

3
= x

2
or x

3
=

sx
2
and so on, that is, if there be only one stage with irregular

variations
; (4) if a

3
=

a^ and so on, provided either x
3
= x

l
or

cc
3
= sx

l
and so on, in which cases both the formulae give unity for

result, indicating sameness of the price-level, or if
3
= r, and

so on, under either of the same provisos, in which case both the

formula) give r for result, indicating a general price variation the

same as all the particular price variations, the conditions here

being merely that there be no irregular differences between the

first and the last periods, no matter what intervening changes

may have taken place ;
but in no other cases, that is, not univer-

sally or unconditionally.

Examining Drobisch's formula in the same way, we find that

the two measurements universally and unconditionally agree.

Thus Drobisch's method completely satisfies all these tests.

This fact we have already noticed ;
but we have seen that the

correctness of Drobisch's method cannot thereby be proved. It

shares this advantage with other methods clearly false. And it

fails before other simpler tests.
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Again, examining Professor Lehr's method in the same way,
11

we find that the two measurements agree in cases restricted to

half of each of the four divisions in which the method here ad-

vanced is consistent. They agree only (1) if
3
= a

2
= a

v
and so

on, that is, if there be no price variations at all, no matter what

be the variations in the mass-quantities ; (2) if x
3
= x

2
= x

l
and

so on, that is, if the mass-quantities be constant, no matter what

be the price variations
; (3) if

2
=

L
and so on, provided x

2
= x

l

and so on, or if
3
=

2
and so on, provided x

3
= x

2
and so on,

that is, if there be only one stage with any variations at all
; (4)

if
3
=

!
and so on, provided x

s
= x

1
and so on, that is, if the

states of things be exactly the same at the last as at the first

period, no matter what be the intervening changes. It will be

observed that in every one of the four divisions the proportional

variations are excluded.

There is still another possible method using double weight-

ing, which deserves to be noticed here for the sake of complete-

ness. This is a form in which Professsor Nicholson's method

admits of being stated (the third form given in Appendix C,

VI. 3). A general reason for its not being a successful method

is that it uses even weighting for the inverted variations of the

mass-quantities. In particular, it falls most abjectly before

these tests. The agreement between its two measurements de-

pends entirely upon the behavior of the mass-quantities. It

takes place only if x
2
= xv or x

2
= sxv and so on, or if x

3
= x

2,

or X
B
= rx

2,
and so on, that is, only if there be no irregular varia-

tions in the mass-quantities at least in one of the stages.
12

P
11 Or it maybe easier to examine it in conformity with this formula: ^ =

12 If # 3
=

#! and so on, x 2 being different, the arithmetic average of the vari-

ations of the mass-quantities (in the last half of the formula) becomes in the

indirect comparison, a harmonic average of them, likewise with even weighting.

The method there also (in Note 4) suggested as a variant (with the geometric

average of the inverted variations of the mass-quantities) has the merit that it

universally satisfies Westergaard's test
;
but it likewise has the defect of using

even weighting in averaging the inverted variations. If we cured it of the latter

defect by using uneven weighting adapted for every comparison (as there formu-

lated in Note 5) it would again lose the former merit. The method above sug-

gested in Note 9, submitted to these tests, yields results that agree in exactly the

same cases as Lehr's method.
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7. In a series with four or more periods the employment of

these tests becomes too cumbersome to make it worth while to

pursue this enquiry into much detail. We must, however, ex-

amine what happens in such series to the method here advanced.

The indirect comparison of the fourth period with the first, very
much abbreviated, is as follows :

while the direct comparison, equally abbreviated, is

p, __ a-4
g
4 4- ...... a^i/^-f ......

P! Xft 4- ......
a-Xi4H- ......

These will regularly agree (1) if
4
=

3
=

2
== a

t , or, more com-

prehensively, if a
4
= r

3 , 3
= sa

2
and

2
= ta

{ ,
and so on in

every case, that is, if there be no price variations, or if all the

price variations at every stage be in the same ratio, no matter

what be the variations in the mass-quantities ; (2) if x
4
= x

3
=s

X
2
~ x

i i
or if X

4
rx

s >
x
s
= 8x

z
a d x

z
~

*x
i )

ar|d so <>n in every

case, that is, if there be no variations in the mass-quantities, or

all such variations at every stage be in the same ratio, no

matter what be the variations in the prices ; (3) if irregular

variations take place only at one stage, all the periods then vir-

tually reducing to two. 13 And it is evident that the series may
be extended to any length, exactly these relations will hold

the two comparisons will regularly agree if any of these condi-

tions be observed
;
but not necessarily in other cases.

Now among the cases in which these comparisons will not

necessarily agree is the one in which everything at the last period

is exactly what it was at the first period both all the prices and

all the mass-quantities. In this case we know with absolute

certainty that the two comparisons ought to agree, no matter

what be the intervening changes. Our new method, therefore,

may lead to error. But among the methods we have been re-

viewing it is only Drobisch's method (along with a few other

false methods not here noticed M
)
that still holds out against this

test.

13For Lehr's method, and its modification suggested in Note 9, there are the

same conditions with exclusion, as before, of the proportional variations.
14 E. g. the method above alluded to, suggested in Appendix C, V. 3, Note 4.
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8. Thus oar method fails us twice. It fails even in a series

of three periods to satisfy Professor Westergaard's full test,

although in that series it satisfies the certain test yielded by sup-

posing an exact reversion. But in a longer series it does not

even satisfy this latter test. It behooves us then to advert to

this defect in it.

This defect in the complete method is obviously a survival of

the defect in the method for constant sums of money, above

examined at the end of Chapter X. The complete method we

started out to construct upon each of the partial methods, by

extending and by modifying them. But it turns out that it

modifies much more the method for constant mass-quantities

than the method for constant sums. Now it was precisely the

method for constant mass-quantities that was perfect ;
and this

has been modified, while the method for constant sums has been

incorporated whole in half of every formula for our complete

method. Hence the imperfection in the method for constant

sums has come over entire into this complete method.

In that method we discovered the cause of the defect, and a

way of getting rid of it, though not without loss of other qual-

ities. The defect can be dispelled by taking the numbers at

each period of the mass-units that are equivalent over all the

periods the pleasure-units, as Professor Lehr calls them, not

of two periods at a time, but of the whole comprehensive epoch.

Having already worked these out, we should have the following

formula for our complete method, expressed in our usual

symbols,
15

P, a, + b, + ...... x
s

'" + y,'" + ......

And now, as all the terms remain the same for every period in

all the comparisons, the measurements will all agree whether

made directly between any two distant periods or serially through

the intervening periods. Here, then, we have an at least con-

sistent method.

But the alteration we saw to be impracticable in the case of

the partial method. It is equally impracticable for the com-

15 Cf. the formula in Chapt. X. Sect. V. I 7.
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plete method. We are obliged, therefore, to get along with a

slightly imperfect form of the complete method which, how-

ever, we shall find reason to believe no worse than if it were

revised in this way.
In the earlier Chapter we examined the probable amount of

error incurred by using this defective feature in the partial

method. We found it very small for ordinary cases
;
and also

we detected in the method conflicting and neutralizing tendencies,

so that when we deal with many classes, and in a long series,

the probabilities are that the results will never deviate to any

great extent on either side of the truth, but that they will pass

from the one side to the other of
it, always keeping it close

company, and often coinciding with it. Now the defective

feature in the whole of that partial method, which here forms

only half of the complete method, enters into a composition in

which the other half is without defect. Hence it might seem as

if the error incurred through that defectiveness would be diluted,

and lessened by half. Unfortunately this is not so. The de-

fectiveness of the half leavens the whole. Still the error cannot

be greater here than there. The error being the same, we need

not examine it again.

9. The defect which has been pointed out in this method

belongs to it in a series of years, the reason for its existence

there being obvious. This reason for the defect does not touch

the method used in making a direct comparison between two

periods especially between two contiguous periods. The ques-

tion still remains : In comparing two periods is this a perfect

method ? is it the one true method ? The reasoning by which

it has been reached seems to be faultless. Yet there was a fault

in one of the premises in one of the partial methods. And the

method, even in comparing two periods, is not perfect. We
have seen it stand certain tests. Unfortunately it does not stand

all tests.

One of the tests to which we subjected the partial methods

previously reached for cases with constant money-sums or with

constant mass-quantities, was examination as to whether they

carried out Proposition XXXVI., or not. This, it may be re-
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called, is the perfectly evident principle that if, making a calcu-

lation upon all but one or more classes, we find the general

price variation to be indicated at a certain ratio, and if, later

noticing the other class or classes, and finding them all to vary
in price exactly in this ratio, we insert them in the calculation,

which we perform over again, the result yielded in the later re-

calculation ought to agree with the result first obtained. Now
we have seen that the present complete method is composed of

those two incomplete methods
;
and we previously saw that each

of those methods stood this test, provided its own conditions

were observed, and not otherwise. 16 Those conditions cannot

exist together (except in absence of all variations) ;
and we are

now investigating cases in which both are supposed to be broken.

We have seen, also, and see, that that Proposition applies to all

possible cases, no matter what may be the money-values of the

classes, or their mass-quantities. Does, then, our present method

satisfy this test ? It does not.

That it does not is seen most easily by taking formula (5) and

treating it in the way supposed. If in all but one class the in-

dication is of a variation in the general level of prices from 1

to r, it must be that

a?
2
fl

j
a +-yAj _ / agi+yiAj^ V

*
2^is + yy/?A + v xf/o.^ + 2/y&& + /

and now if f2
= rfv it ought still to be that

But this is not necessarily true, nor is it necessarily true even if

z
2
= z

l ;
nor even if r = 1

;
nor even if both these conditions

occur together (unless the numerators themselves, the total sums

16
Except in one form of their formulae, common to both, namely Scrope's

method applied to the geometric means of their mass-quantities, which we have

called Scrope's emended method, and from which the present method has been

distinguished.
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spent at each period, are equal). And the same result is ob-

tained by using any of the other formula? for this method. 17

Here, then, in this method is a grave theoretical defect. It

will hardly lead to any inconsistency in practice, since we are

not apt to make such recalculations, nor are such coincidences

likely to be found. But the existence of this theoretical defect

shows that the method, even in a single comparison between two

contiguous periods, is not perfect.

This defect exists in all the other methods using double

weighting including Drobisch's. 18 It is inherent in all methods

using double weighting, no matter which of the three kinds of

averages of the prices be used. But from it are totally free all

methods using single weighting (averaging the price variations),
19

and Scrope's method in all its forms (this being reducible to the

preceding).

Hence in our search after perfection we are thrown back upon
these older styles, though upon methods never before employed
or suggested, and must examine whether they are better.

III.

1. That both the geometric method and Scrope's emended

method carry out Proposition XXXVI. is evident upon simple

inspection of their formulae. They thus avoid one of the de-

fects in the method with double weighting above investigated.

We now need to examine whether they avoid the other defects

in that method.

The geometric method does not universally satisfy Professor

Westergaard's test, as we already know. 1 It satisfies it, as is

easily perceived, in a series of three periods only under three of

the four full conditions that we have seen to be required for the

method with double weighting, and in a longer series only under

two of the three there allowed. It satisfies it under the first of

17 Its failure in this respect leads to a defeet in this method when extended to

measuring constancy (or variation) in exchange-value in all things, which will

be noticed in the next Chapter.
18 And. the method suggested in Appendix C, | 8, Note 4.

19 Cf. Appendix A, I. 8-

1 See Chapt. V. Sect. VI. g 7.
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those conditions, because then the weighting is indifferent
;

2

under the third, because all methods do so under that condition
;

and, in the former case, under the fourth, because then the

weighting is the same in both the comparisons. But it does

not satisfy it under the second condition, in either case
;

for

here there may be price variations with different weighting in

the comparisons. Thus this method does not behave quite so

well as that method. Like it, it fails in a long series also in

the certain case where sameness of the price-level should be

shown at the end of the serial calculations, when everything at

the last period returns to what it was at the first. We have

seen, however, that all such inconsistency would cease, if the

same weighting be employed through the whole epoch, such

weighting properly being the geometric average of the full

money-values of the classes at every one of the periods in the

epoch. But we have objected to such a procedure as being less

trustworthy than the use of its own weighting in every com-

parison of two periods.

Scrope's emended method fails also before this test, but only

as did the method with double weighting. In a series of three

periods, its indirect comparison of the third with the first is as

follows :

=
PI

while the direct comparison is

P
3 v^s + ftXws +

+ /?y3 + ......

'

It is plain that these regularly agree only under all the four full

conditions above noticed for the method with double weighting.

These may be briefly recapitulated. They are : (1) if
3
= ra

2

= rsa
x
and so on

; (2) if x
3
= rx

2
=rsx

l
and so on

; (3) if
2

= rav provided x
2
= sxv and so on, or if

3
= r

2, provided x
3

= sx
2,
and so on

; (4) if
3
= ra

l} provided #
3
=sxv and so on.

2 See Appendix A, I. 8.
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And in a series of four or more periods, its indirect comparison

of the fourth with the first is as follows, abbreviated as before :

PI (oym + ......
) (X^S + ......

) (V^A + ......
)

while the direct comparison is

_
PI

And again it is evident that these regularly agree only under

the three conditions noticed for that method, namely (1) if a
4

= ra
3
= rs

2
= rst^ and so on

; (2) if x
4
= rx

3
= rsx

2
= rstx

l

and so on
; (3) if there be irregular variations only at one stage.

The series may be extended indefinitely : the formula? and the

conditions will merely be extensions of these.

It is plain, again, that also this emended form of Scrope's

method can be still further emended and cured of this defect,

if, instead of applying it to the geometric means of the mass-

quantities at each of the two periods in every comparison, we

apply it in every comparison to the geometric average of the

mass-quantities over the whole epoch.

This is a remedy similar to those we had to invoke for

the other two methods. To review : The geometric method

of averaging price variations (with single weighting) can be

made universally to satisfy Professor Westergaard's test by

using it with the same weighting over the whole ej)och, say

of n f

periods, that is, with weights that are the geometric

averages of the sums spent on every class at every period (e. g.
1

v
/x

l
a

l
-x

2
<z
2
....... to n' terms

).
The method with double weigh-

ting above expounded can be made universally to satisfy that test

by using it with mass-units equivalent over the whole epoch, as

found by geometrically averaging the prices of the ordinary mass-

units in every class at every period (e.g. ^'
/

1 2
......... to n' terms).

And now the emended form of Scrope's method can be made

universally to satisfy that test by applying it to mass-quantities

that are the geometric average of the mass-quantities of every
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class at every period (e. g.
1

^
/x

l
-x

2
to n' terms). It is

therefore incumbent upon us to examine this system of further

emending and revising the three methods for the sake of remedy-

ing one of their defects in the last its only known defect.

2. In no case is this remedy satisfactory, for two principal

reasons : (1) Because the present epoch is extending every

year, requiring recalculations
;
and it does not appear that a

later recalculation will be more correct than an earlier. Besides,

how is a past variation between two years several years ago to

be affected by present variations ? (2) Because we really do not

know how to calculate weights, or to determine equivalence of

mass-units, or to average mass-quantities, over more than two

periods, since the geometric average loses its virtue when ap-

plied to more than two figures. Hence it may be that in work-

ing over these methods into methods universally satisfying

Professor Westergaard's test we gain consistency between cross-

measurements at the expense of other qualities.

This, in fact, can be shown to be the case with the method

using double weighting. Suppose states of things over three

periods as follows :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 75 A @ 1.50 130 B@ .60

III 100 A @ 1.00 120 B @ 1.00

100 for [A] 100for[B],
112.50 for [A] 78 for [B],

100 for [A] 120for[B].

Going from period to period the method with double weighting

P P P
gives these results : ^ = 0.9890 and p

3 = 1.0322, whence p
3

*1 *2 *1
= 1.0208, which is 2.08 per cent, above what we take to be the

true position. In the direct comparison of the third period with

the first this method rightly indicates sameness. Now when

this method is worked over so as to avoid this inconsistency, it

P P P
gives these results : p

2 = 0.9686 and p
3 = 1.0468, whence p

3

*
1

*
2 *1

= 1.0139
;
and in the direct comparison of the third with the

p
first period this method still indicates p

3 = 1.0139. Thus,M
though consistent, the revised method twice gives a wrong re-

sult, being 1.39 per cent, too high.
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On this schema the two other methods, going from period

to period, give results very close to those given by the

method with double weighting similarly used. The geometric
P P P

method yields p
2 = 0.9902 and p

3- = 1.0310, whence^ =
1

1 "2 *
I

P
1.0209. And Scrope's emended method yields p

2= 0.9885
*i

P P
and p

3 = 1.0325, whence -^ = 1.0206. But when they are
"* *i

worked over to cover this short epoch of three periods, in avoid-

ing inconsistency in their final results, they also avoid the

error incurred by the preceding method. For, so used, the

P P
geometric method yields p

2 =0.9698 and -=? = 1.031 1, whencer
i ^2

p
p-
= 1 .00, which is also indicated in the direct comparison ;

p p
and Scrope's emended method yields p

2- = 0.9953 and p
3 =

*i *i
p

1.0046, whence p
3 = 1.00, which is also indicated in the di_

rect comparison.

The question, however, arises : Is Professor Westergaard's
test correct universally ? The case before us is of such a nature

as to throw doubt upon it. Here the prices of both the classes

and the mass-quantity of [A] alone have reverted at the third

period to what they were at the first. Had this third period,

with the sameness of its prices, immediately followed upon the

first period, there would be no question but that the exchange-
value of money is constant (in accordance with Proposition

XLIV.). But an intervening period has separated the two
;

and now, while the same number of economic individuals in [A]
fall in price during the second stage as rose during the first, in

[B] a greater number of such individuals rose in price during
the second stage than fell during the first. Had the mass-quan-

tity of [B] fallen back at the third period to what it was at the

first, there could again be no question but that the level of

prices at the third period has returned to what it was at the first,
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which would be indicated by all these, and by several other,

methods. But ought not the fact that, while the changes in [A]
counterbalance each other, a greater number of individuals in

[B] have risen than fallen, be allowed to show that the level of

prices has risen more than it has fallen, so that it is rightly

placed by all our three methods, in their serial use, slightly

above its first position ? This would involve also that the ex-

change-value of money has fallen somewhat, which, seeing that

prices are exactly the same, is somewhat hard to entertain.

Yet another example casts doubt upon Professor Wester-

gaard's universal test. Suppose that both prices and mass-

quantities vary irregularly between a first and a second period.

And suppose that between the second and a third period there

is irregular variation of mass-quantities, but no variation of

prices. There is, then, no variation of the general price level

between these last periods. Therefore, the indirect comparison

of the third with the first period will show the same general

price variation as between the second and the first. But the

direct comparison of the third with the first will show a differ-

ent price variation from that between the second and the first,

and consequently from that indirectly obtained between the

third and the first. Now of these two measurements the latter

has more reason in its favor.

Still, even if we should deny Professor Westergaard's test

in such cases, we should gain little comfort in regard to our

methods, since there is one case in which his test is perfectly

certain, and which none of the methods (except in their doubt-

ful revised forms) can satisfy. This is when at any later period

the prices and the mass-quantities both revert exactly (or pro-

portionally) to what they were at some earlier period. This is

a test which no sound method yet devised or suggested, in

going from period to period over all the intervening periods,

will stand.

That is, none of the known methods that hold out against

other tests will stand this test in the world such as we have it

with varying mass-quantities as well as with varying prices.

But if we had an economic world, or supposed one, in which

26
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forever the same mass-quantities, or mass-quantities in the same

proportions, are bought and sold, at prices varying according
to demand only, then both Scrope's emended method and the

method with double weighting above described both of which

are in these cases the same as Scrope's method applied to the

constant mass-quantities, would completely and absolutely sat-

isfy Professor Westergaard's test, and all other tests. In such

a world, the argument for this method being convincing, we can

be certain that we have the absolutely true method of measur-

ing variations in the exchange-value of money. But in the

world as it is, we have not yet reached the absolutely true

method.

3. We can, however, be sure that we have come pretty

near to it.

In the first place, we have three distinct methods, for each of

which much can be said, which in some cases regularly give the

same results, and which in all ordinary cases give results very
close together. The cases when they exactly agree are when
we are dealing with two classes equally important over both

the periods.

In these cases we may first prove that the geometric method

(which now must use even weighting) exactly agrees with the

method with double weighting above expounded. The con-

dition to be observed is that the two classes are such that

2 , or, which is the same thing, x

y\ft\y$* From this condition is derived

Therefore in the first half of formula (1) for the method with

double weighting, applied to two such classes, we may substitute

one of these values of that half, and proceed to reduce thus,

A

Q n

From the given condition is also obtained xp2
= y$2

- *

,
and
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X
i
x

2 /Tp
2

* Therefore the last expression becomes

Again from the given condition is obtained ~^
rirz *t

'i'*'2

/9/9 xx,-2 =-M. Therefore the last expression becomes

= -
,
and

XX

A
+ *i2/2) ! AA !

'

A
'

which last is the formula for the geometric average of the price

variations with even weighting. Q,. E. D.

Next we may prove that in these cases Scrope's emended

method likewise exactly agrees with the geometric method.

I J~PFrom the given condition is derived \/x
l
x

2
= dy^y* >

on inserting this value of ^/x
l
x

2
in the formula for Scrope's

emended method confined to the two classes, and reducing, we

get

_ k
^

Thus, w;Aen we c?ea^ with two classes equally important oven* both

the periods, the method with double weighting, and Scrope's emended

method, and the geometric method, all yield the same result.

In all such cases (which permit both the money-sums and

the mass-quantities to be different at the two periods, but re-

quire them to yield equal products) the three methods satisfy all

our tests. We may be sure, then, that in these restricted cases

the common result is the true one.
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4. In other ordinary cases trial shows that in their results

the three methods do not diverge considerably from one another.

Therefore we have reason to believe that they do not deviate

considerably from the truth.

As regards their divergence amongst themselves, trial seems

to show that, only two unequal classes being employed, the

method with double weighting generally gives a middling re-

sult. The highest is given by the geometric method and the

lowest by Scrope's emended method, when the preponderating
class is with price rising above the general average ;

and re-

versely the lowest by the geometric method and the highest by

Scrope's emended method, when the preponderating class is

with price falling below the general average. With more classes

this rule does not seem to hold, unless most of the larger ones

have prices varying in the one direction and most of the smaller

ones have prices varying in the opposite direction (in relation to

the general average price variation). The greatness of the di-

vergence is determined both by the greatness of the inequality

in the sizes of the classes and by the greatness of the price

variations principally by the latter. It is greatest when the pre-

]>onderating class varies little and the smaller class varies much
;

but it may also be considerable when the preponderating class

varies much and the smaller class varies little, provided the

preponderance is not excessive
;
for when it is excessive all the

results are drawn so far with the variation of the excessively

preponderating class that their divergence may be lessened al-

most to nothing, and such, of course, is the event also in cases

where the classes, in pairs or sets, are nearly equal in size. In

the cases of moderate inequality in the sizes of the classes and

of excessive variation in one of the prices, there seems to be a

tendency on the part of the geometric method to deviate by

itself, becoming untrustworthy, while the other two methods

keep fairly close together. All this about the geometric method

in general agrees with what has already been found to be the

deviation of this method, in the partial cases, in compari-

son with the component parts of the method with double

weighting.
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The following examples, purposely extravagant, will illustrate

some of the salient positions.

I 10 A @ 1.00 50 B @ 1.00

II 6 A @ 1.50 70 B @ .40

10 for [A] 50 for [B],

9 for [A] 28 for [B].

[B] is 3.94 times larger than [A]. The geometric method

p
indicates p

2 = 0.5226
;
the method with double weighting makes

*i
it 0.5240, and Scrope's emended method, 0.5273.

I 1-00 A @ 1.00 30 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 30 for [B],
II 80 A @ 1.50 40 B@ .20

|
120 for [A] 8 for [B].

[A] is 7.071 times larger than [B]. The indications, in the

same order, are 1.1686, 1.1547, and 1.1370.

I 100 A @ 1.00 3 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 3 for [B],
II 80 A @ 1.50 4B@ .20

|
120 for [A] 0.80 for [B].

[A] is 70.71 times larger than [B]. The indications are

1.4585, 1.4555, and 1.4515.

I 100 A @ 1.00 300 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 300 for [B],

II 80 A @ 1.50 400 B @ .20
|
120 for [A] 80 for [B].

[B] is 1.414 times larger than [A]. The indications are

0.4608, 0.4634, and 0.4667.

I 100 A @ 1.00 50 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 50 for [B],

II 80 A @ 10.00 60 B@ .90
I
800 for [A] 54 for [B].

[A] is 17.21 times larger than [B]. The indications are

9.4630, 6.6824, and 6.5369.

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 98 A @ 2.00 102 B@ .10

100 for [A] 100 for [B],

196 for [A] 10. 20 for [B].

[A] is 4.38 times larger than [B] . This example may be com-

pared with one in Chapter XI. Section IV. 3. The mass-

quantities have varied so little that it almost comes under the

cases with constant mass-quantities. If it did so, the mass-

quantities of the first period remaining constant, we know with

p
certainty that the price variation would be p

2 = 1.05. But the

*i

variations of the mass-quantities, slight as they are, make [B]

larger relatively to [A] than it otherwise would be, and so give

greater effect to the fall of price. Therefore we know with cer-
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tninty that the indication should be slightly below 1.05. Now
the method with double weighting yields 1.0442, and Scrope's
emended method 1.0405, while the geometric method yields

1.1464, thus being certainly wrong. Which of the former two

results is nearer the truth, it is impossible to tell. That the

geometric method should fail in such an extravagant example,

ought not to be counted much to its discredit. All these ex-

amples being extraordinary in their variations, the general
closeness of the results yielded in such cases by the three methods

is a warranty of their greater closeness in all ordinary cases.

5. In the second place, what has been shown of the geo-
metric method with reference to the partial method for constant

sums, and of that method with reference to the truth, evidently

belongs to the geometric method in general, and to the method

with double weighting, which contains that partial method, and

also to Scrope's emended method, which likewise comprehends
that method. That is, there is neutralization both between the

many classes that are measured together and between the suc-

cessive periods in a series. In consequence of this last quality,

even though a considerable error should be made at one stage,

there is probability of its being corrected at another, and there

is little likelihood of the error being any greater at the end of

a long series than near the beginning except in case of con-

tinual tendency of the level of prices in one direction, although
even in this case there may be neutralization through changes
in the sizes of the classes. A complex example illustrative of

some of these inductions will be given later.

Lastly, the amount of the errors at any later period may be

subjected to a certain test, which generally shows but slight

deviation although this test is not as satisfactory as we might
desire. This test is to suppose the period in question to be fol-

lowed by a period with everything exactly the same as at some

earlier period, and then to calculate on to it, to see how the re-

sult serially reached for it compares with unity, which is known
to be the true result. This, however, is by no means a perfect

test, for two reasons. The one is that the error proved for the

supposed period is not necessarily the error for the other periods
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which preceded, nor a definite increase upon their errors, whence

their errors may be calculated. For there is no gradual ac-

cumulation of error, but irregularity, and some of the preceding
results may be above, and some below, the truth. The other

reason is that this last calculation is nothing but the inverse of

a direct calculation from the earlier period to the last actual

period ;
but such a direct calculation we know to have no

greater validity than the indirect calculation. Still, the fact

that in practice the direct and the indirect comparisons do not

diverge much and especially the fact that they do not diverge
more at the end of a long series than near the beginning, is

good evidence that none of the methods deviate much from the

truth.

6. Between the three methods our choice may be guided by
what we have so far learnt. The geometric averaging of the

price variations, with single weighting, is probably the least

trustworthy, because we have seen that the geometric average

between more than two equally important things is not to be

depended upon and we have sometimes caught it flagrante

delioto. The method with double weighting, using the geomet-

rically measured equivalent mass-units/ has been led up to by
a chain of reasoning which seems to be sound. Yet there was

something defective in the reasoning at an early stage, since

even the partial method for the cases with constant sums was

found to fail before some of the tests. For the form of

Scrope's method, in which it is applied to the geometric means

of the mass-quantities, the argument is'that this method under-

lies both the partial methods, and so is the one fundamental

method, which, being true in those two'cases, or at all events in

one of them, ought to be, if not absolutely true, yet near to the

truth, in all other cases. But the decisive argument for it is

that, while it stands all the tests that are satisfied by the

method with double weighting, it stands still another test, be-

fore which that method fails. Hence this method (although

the geometric method shares with it this last quality) is, in all

probability, the best of the three.

7. The fact that we have not reached a perfectly certain
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method except for the cases when the mass-quantities (the

physical parts of the economic world) are constant, or all vary

alike, and the very special cases when there are only two equally

important classes, or pairs or sets of such classes, not to mention

the cases when the prices are constant, or all vary alike must

not be misinterpreted. It does not mean that in cases when the

mass-quantities and the prices irregularly vary, there is no one

true variation of money in general exchange-value ;
for if that

were so, there could, in these most common cases, be no varia-

tion of money in general exchange-value at all, which is absurd.

What it means is that our mathematics, so far as yet carried in

the subject of averaging, fail us. We have not yet found the

right average or the right weighting for averages already

known. It may be there is no average that is perfectly cor-

rect or no weighting that will make it so. Perhaps no

method exists to be found that will stand all our tests. But

from the fact that the perfect average, and the perfect weight-

ing or the perfect method of combining them have not yet

been discovered, it does not necessarily follow that they are

never to be discovered. Or if finally we must abandon the

search as hopeless and believe that no perfect method exists to

be discovered, this failure of mathematics would not disprove

the existence of one true variation. The fact, however, that we

have three methods not to mention two or three more, as will

be shown presently, which in all ordinary cases give results

very close together, and which we have every reason to believe

to be close to the truth, and to hold the truth between them,

ought to make us fairly content.
3

3 Here may be inserted a suggestion of a line along which it might he thought
that mathematicians may perhaps he able finally to solve our problem with pre-

cision, and at the same time a warning against over-expectancy. When the mass-

quantities are constant, we have seen that the solution is perfect. Such cases

may, then, be used as a touchstone for the rest. Now let mathematicians find

the weighting according to means of some sort between the full money-values at

each of the two periods compared which will make the geometric average of the

price variations always agree with Serope's method applied to the constant muss-

quantities. If this task lie accomplished, it might seem as if the geometric aver-

age of the price variations with the same kind of weighting would universally be

correct, including the cases when the mass-quantities vary. An approach toward

this solution may be indicated. By trial it is found, at least with two uneven

classes, that the geometric average of the price variations with weighting accord-
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IV.

1. It will be well also to examine other methods, but es-

pecially the convenient form of Scrope's method in which it is

applied to the arithmetic means of the mass-quantities at each

period, or, which is the same thing still more conveniently, to

the aggregates of the mass-quantities at both periods.

Submitting this method to Professor Westergaard's test, we
have for the indirect comparison

3/3)

a
2(x2 + cc

3) -f- Pyt + yj +
'

ing to the arithmetic means of the full money-values at each period gives results

with error opposite to the error given by the geometric average with geometric

weighting. For example :

100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B]
-

200,

100 A @ 1.96 100 B @ .09
|
196 for [A] 9 for [B] - 205.

T> o/\ pr

The known result is
^r

=
2

= 1 -025 - The geometric weighting is 4.666 for [A]

to 1 for [B] ;
and with this weighting the geometric average of the price variations

is 1.1426. The arithmetic weighting is 2.715 for [A] to 1 for [B]; and with this

weighting the geometric average of the price variations is 0.8552. It is plain that

the proper weighting must be given by some mean lying between the geometric
and the arithmetic. One such mean has been discovered by Gauss, who named
it the arithmetico-geometric mean. If the classes be weighted according to this

mean, the weighting will be 3.657 for [A] to 1 for [B]; and with this weight-

ing the geometric average of the price variations is 1.014, which is slightly too

low. Other examples likewise show that the geometric average with geometrico-
arithmetic weighting comes nearer to the truth than the geometric average with

geometric weighting ;
but that it still errs on the side of the geometric average

with arithmetic weighting. In our example the proper weighting for the geo-

metric average that which will make it give the true answer is 3.7526. A still

closer approach to this is made by a mean which is a combination of all the three

common means, and which may be called the arithmetico-geometrico-harmonic
mean. This is the harmonic mean between the arithmetic and geometric means

between the two quantities in question, the formula for which is

Weighting the classes according to this mean between their two full money-values,
we find the weight for [A] to be 3.718 times that for [B]. With this weighting
the geometric average of the price variations is 1.0201. In practice, however,
this method would hardly differ from the preceding, which would differ very

slightly from the completely geometric method. There is, moreover, a conside"r-

ation which invalidates the idea that a mean perfectly good for our purpose exists :

for if the money-values of all the classes be constant, all kinds of means are the

same, and all are then defective, as proved in the next preceding Chapter on the

method for constant sums.
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while the direct comparison is

These regularly agree : (1) if
3
=

2
= ap and so on, whatever

be the variations in the mass-quantities ; (2) if x
3
= x

2
=

a^, and

so on, whatever be the variations in the prices ; (3) if
s
=

2,

provided x
3
= x

2,
and so on, or if

2
= av provided x

2
= xv and

so on
; (4) if

3
= p provided #

3
= ccp and so on. These are

the four divisions in which Scrope's method applied to the geo-

metric means and the method with double weighting regularly

agree ;
but in each division only half of the conditions are re-

tained, uniform variations in the prices or in the mass-quan-
tities being cut off. In a series of four or more periods it is

easily seen that there will be necessary agreement only (1) if

there are no variations in the prices, or (2) if there are no varia-

tions in the mass-quantities, or (3) if the periods fall into two

sets in each of which there are no variations at all. In short,

this method behaves in this matter exactly like Professor Lehr's

method.

2. Still other limitations may be discovered in this method,

by which limitations also Professor Lehr's method will be found

to be restricted. The investigation may be opened with examina-

tion as to what is the relation between the arithmetic means, or

between the aggregates, of the mass-quantities of the different

classes in cases when the result is known with certainty. These

are when two classes are dealt with that are equally important

over both periods. For simplicity we shall begin with cases

where the result is unity, indicating constancy in the exchange-

value of money ;
and always we shall follow the usual practice

of employing mass-units that are equivalent at the first period.

The following is the simplest schema :

I 100 A 1.00 200 B 1.00 I 100 for [A] 200 for [B] 300,

II 100 A@ 2.00 200 B .50
|
200 for [A] 100 for [B] 300.

200 400

Here the mean, or aggregate, mass-quantities purchased over

both the periods together are twice as many of these'mass-units
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of [B] as of [A] . This is in accordance with the formula dis-

covered in Chapter IX. Section II. 5, namely,

for here

I

II
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in which the conditions, beside .the equivalence of the mass-

units at the first period, are : (1) xjxjaj = y/y/ft', (2) #/

=
, , (3) ax/a/ + y2'/32

' =
a;/ -|- y/. We wish to prove that

,<// + yi = < + *V) = + *,'/

From the first and second conditions is derived

a , = 1MK =__ whence a,"
=^ ;2

<Y* T< 'y '/>
*
tl f ' * rp

'
rp

' *X
1
X

2
X

l
X
2
a
2

X
l
X
2

and the third condition reduces thus,

/ / /

From the first condition is derived y/ = 1 *

;
wherefore

2/2 /*2

2 2
>j ^^ _ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ *y ' fl '

' '

Therefore the sums of these equals are equal. Q. E. D. This

shows, incidentally, that our previous formula, which with the

relation between the prices above supposed in the second condi-

tion reduces as follows,

, ,_ _L. rfi' ft
'- ^

2 ,

is true, not only for the purpose for which it was invented, but

also, with y'
= y/ -f- y2

f and x f =
a?/ 4- y2',

for the purpose
in which we are at present interested. Thus in our particular

examples, where
2

' = 2.00, the arithmetic mean number of B's
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purchased over both the periods will always be twice the mean

number of A's, when these conditions are fulfilled. And on

these relative mass-quantities Scrope's method always indicates

constancy ;
for

P
2 _lx2-f2xj_2 + l

^1x1+2x11+2"
And so in the universal cases : applied to the universal rela-

tions between the mass-quantities, when the above conditions

are fulfilled, Scrope's method always indicates constancy, and

therefore always yields the right result
;

for

P
2 lx< + <x/V < + l

P;T 1 xl + s'xi "! + <*
Now, if we used other mass-units, we should get different re-

lations between their aggregate numbers in the two classes, but

the new aggregate numbers would be equally constant. In

general we know that the results obtained by Scrope's method

are the same whatever be the mass-units used. Therefore,

what has above been proved of Scrope's method using certain

mass-units may be universalized of it using any mass-units, and

we have this general proposition : When the conditions are such

that, with two classes, their prices varying from unity to the op-

posite geometric extremes, the weighting is even over both the pe-

riods, wherefore we know that the geometric mean of the price

variations is true, and it here indicates constancy, then, provided

further that the total sums spent on the two classes together at each

period are the same, also Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic

means (or to the aggregates) of the mass-units of each class pur-

chased at each period is always correct. It will be noticed that

the cases are extremely limited in which Scrope's method, so used,

can be exactly right, except by chance.

3. Let us now widen the restriction by leaving off the last

condition. We may take another numerical example, with the

same price variations as in the preceding, but with different

mass-quantities. Things might happen as represented in this

schema :
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I 100 A 1.00 80 B @ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 80 for [B] 180,

II 88 A @ 2.00 440 B @ .50
|
176 for [A] 220 for [B] 396.

188 520

Here we likewise have even weighting over both the periods

(as
100 x 176 = 88 x 220), so that we know that the geo-

metric mean of the price variations is correct, and this still indi-

cates constancy, as is also indicated by Scrope's method itself,

applied to the geometric means of the mass-quantities. But the

arithmetic means (or the aggregates) of the mass-quantities of

each class over both the periods are no longer in the relation of

2 B's to 1 A. And now Scrope's method, applied to the arith-

metic means of these mass-quantities, thus

P, _ 94 x 2 + 260 x 1 318

P,
"

94 x 1 + 260 x .1
"

354
=

indicates a fall of 10.17 per cent., which is far astray.

But the above numerical schema may be analyzed into the fol-

lowing :

I 100 A @ 1.00 80 B @ 1.00

(40

A @ 2.00 200 B @ .50

40 A @ 2.00 200 B@ .50

8 A @ 2.00 40 B .50
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Therefore Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic means (or to

the aggregates) of these numbers of mass-units gives the true re-

sults and only when applied to these.

That Scrope's method, so applied, is always correct when

these conditions are fulfilled, may also be demonstrated. The

universal schema is the one above used
;
but now the conditions

are only the former two, namely (I) x^x^a^' = y^y^'fa',
and

(2) /?2

' = , Now if we reduce the total sum spent on both

the classes at the second period, namely x
2
'a

2

f

-f- y2

f

fl2',
to what

is spent on them at the first period, namely x^ -f y2

f

,
we may

do so by reducing the particular sums spent on [A] and on [B]
at the second period in the same proportion, and consequently

also the numbers of the mass-units purchased of [A] and of

[B] at the second period likewise in the same proportion ;
and

doing this, we get the following schema :

I cc/A@l y/B@l

'2

| z/ for [A] y/ for [B],

y for [A]
^2

, , ? T%M for [B].
I./ #2 a/ H~ 2/2 /Y

From the given conditions we derive x^x2
'a

z

f = y/y/ j and

/>> '/*% tn '
'9/ ^/ ^ QTirl Qf*Qin 'J/ ^^/ ^ 'Q ' /> ^/V ^ QTlH /}/ ^/ ^ /5 '

a/j
iC

2 2 y\Vz >
anQ a5ain 2/i 2/2 r2 "^l

X
2 O I y\ 2/2 r2
Pz

= x^xj ;
and by reducing the expressions for the sums spent on

[A] and [B] respectively at the second period, and by substi-

tuting these values, the former reduces to y/, and the latter to

Xjf ;
wherefore simpler expressions for the numbers of A's and

y
'

B's purchased at the second period are -~ or 2///32
' for the A's

x '

and ~j or x'a' for the B's, and the schema becomes
Pi

x/ for [A] y/ for [B],

y/for[A] x/for[B];

and the total of the numbers of A's purchased over both the
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x 'a.
' + y

'

periods is
'

-j-
--

,
and that of the numbers of B's is

aj/tf/ -f- 1/1, showing that the B's are
2

' times the A's. Now

Scrope's method applied to these relative total mass-quantities,

and therefore also if applied to the arithmetic means, always in-

dicates the right answer, constancy, as above shown. Q. E. D.

Thus we find that in all cases where, with two classes equally

important over both the periods, the exchange-value of money
remains constant, a condition for Scrope's method applied to

the arithmetic mean of the mass-quantities being correct is that

we must make use only of those mass-quantities which are to-

gether purchased at each period with the same total sum of

money.
1 Hence we may induct that in all cases, when the

exchange-value of money remains constant, a condition of

Scrope's method, so applied, being correct, is that we must

apply it only to the mass-quantities which we have so reduced.

Thus a necessary preliminary work for the employment, with ex-

pectation of the best results, of Scrope's method applied to the

arithmetic means of the mass-quantities, is that we must reduce the

mass-quantities to those which are purchased at both periods with

the same total sum of money (provided this be constant in ex-

change-value).

Of this another brief proof may be supplied by the use of a

test case. Suppose these states of things :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 75 A 1.50 130 B @ .60

III 50 A @ 1.00 50 B @ 1.00

100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200.

112.50 for [A] 78 for [B] 190.50,

50 for [A] 50 for [B] 100.

Here it is evident that money has the same exchange-value at

the third as at the first period, and this ought to be indicated by
1 The same reduction is required, in these cases, also if we should use Scrope's

method applied to the smaller mass-quantities at either period, that is, to the

mass-quantities common to both the periods. Then, under the conditions above

supposed, this method likewise gives the right results
; for, supposing a 2

r > 1 and

8* < 1, the smaller mass-quantities are y * A and y/B, that is, a 2
'

times more B's
2

than A's, as before. Also, in the same cases, the geometric average of the price

variations with the weighting of the smaller total exchange-value of each class at

either period will always give the right result ;
for the smaller total money-values

are v,' for each class, that is, .the same, so that even weighting will have to be

used. Thus the same reduction is required here also.
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the two results obtained for the two sets of price variations. Our
three superior methods give the correct final answer

;
for the

P P
geometric method indicates p

2 = 0.9902 and ' = 1.0098, the
A

i

'

. *i
P P

method with double weighting p
2 = 0.9890 and p

3 = 1.0111,
*i *i
P P

and Scrope's emended method p
2 = 0.9885 and p

j = 1.0116,

P
'

whence in every instance p
3 = 1.00. Not so Scrope's method

*i

applied to the arithmetic means of the mass-quantities ;
for its

P P P
results are

p-
2 = 0.9888 and p

3 = 1.0321, whence p
3= 1.0206,

*i *
i

*
i

wrongly indicating a rise of 2.06 per cent.
2 But if all the

mass-quantities are reduced to those which, in the same propor-
tions as actually purchased in, were purchasable at every period
with the same total sum of money, applied to their arithmetic

P P
means Scrope's method yields p-

2 = 0.9922 and ^ = 1.0078,

P
whence p

3 - l.OO.3

*i
This example is one in which Professor Westergaard's test has

been shown to be satisfied by our three methods
(all containing a

geometric element), but not by any of the purely arithmetic

methods Professor Lehr's included, illustrating condition (4)

above in 5 of Section II. and at the commencement of this Sec-

tion. It is plain, then, that also Professor Lehr's method requires

a similar reduction of the mass-quantities before it can bring

out its best results. In the example just given this method em-

ployed in the direct comparison of the third with the first period

shows sameness of exchange-value of money at the third as at

the first. But employed in measuring each variation separately,
2
Applied to the smaller mass-quantities at either period in each comparison ,

Scrope's method is still more wrong in these cases ;
for then its indications are

^ =
0.9857, ^-

3 =
0.9523, and ^-

3 - 0.9387.
"i "t "i

3
Applied, as before, to the smaller of these reduced mass-quantities at either

period, Scrope's method again gives the right final result ;
for its intermediate

P P
indications now are ^-

2 = 0.9964 and ^-
3 = 1.0035.

PI P2
27
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P P P
its results are p

2 = 0.9880 and 3 = 0.99 16, whence p
3 =

1
I "2 *

1

0.9797, wrongly indicating a fall of 2.0.*} per cent. Yet ap-

plied to the mass-quantities reduced as before at every period, it

p
is consistent in always yielding p

* = 1.00
;
for its two serial

P. P
indications now are reciprocals, being p

2 = 0.989o and p
3 =

*
i "i

1.0106. Also in the several examples above given (in 2),

which are variations upon one theme, in all those in which the

total sums at each period are the same, Professor Lehr's method

rightly indicates constancy ;
but in the one in which the total

sum spent at the second period is larger than at the first, Pro-

p
fessor Lehr's method yields p

2 = 1.1081, which is 10.81 per

cent, too high.
4 Thus in order to get the result known to be

true, Professor Lehr's method requires a preceding reduction

(except in rare cases when the proper conditions happen to ex-

ist)
before it is to be applied a preliminary labor the need of

which its author never contemplated.

4. When money has not the same exchange-value at the

second period as at the first, one of the conditions necessary for

proving the correctness of Scrope's method used in the way under

discussion (and also of Professor Lehr's method) is absent since

constancy of money's exchange-value resulted from the two

conditions posited in the above demonstration and was indispen-

sable to it. Hence even if we make this preliminary reduction,

or if it is superfluous, the state of things already being as de-

sired, we cannot use the above demonstration to justify a belief

that in all cases Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic

means of the mass-quantities will give the correct answer. A

single negative instance is sufficient to dispel any such belief.

We may supjx)se the following state of things :

I 100 A@ 1.00 100 B@ 1.00 I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

II 50 A@ 2.00 133J B@ .75
|
100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200.

4 Cf. this result with that above given for Scrope's method applied to the arith-

metic means. From these and some other examples it would seem as if this form
of Scrape's method and Lehr's method err nearly equally on opposite sides of the

truth.
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As the weighting is even and only two classes are dealt with,

this is a case in which all the three superior methods agree.

Their common result is most easily obtained by the geometric
p

method. This is
2 = s/2 x f

= <S* = 1.2247, indicating a
*i

rise by 22.47 per cent. But Scrope's method applied to the

arithmetic means of these mass-quantities is

P
2

75 x 2 + 116| x | 237J

I\ 75 x 1 + 116f x 1 191

which, indicating a rise by 23.91 per cent., is slightly above

the truth.
5

For further comparison another more irregular example may
be subjoined :

I 40 A @ 1.25 70 B@ 1.50 I 50 for [A] 105 for [B] 155,

II 50 A @ 1.80 100 B@ 1.30
|

90 for [A] 130 for [B] 220.

Here the geometric method (in which the weighting is 1 for [A]
and 1.7416 for [B]) indicates a rise of the price-level by 4.30

per cent., the method with double weighting a rise by 4.31

per cent., and Scrope's emended method a rise by 4.33 per cent.

all three almost exactly alike. On the arithmetic means of

the full mass-quantities, Scrope's method indicates a rise by 4.21

per cent.; and on the arithmetic means of the mass-quantities

reduced so that their total money-values are the same at both

periods (the numbers of A's at the second period being reduced

to 35.225, and that of B's to 70.45) Scrope's method is still

slightly wrong, as it indicates a rise by 4.36 per cent.
6

What is needed more than a reduction of the total money-
values to the same figure is the reduction to the same figure of

the total exchange-values. Thus the first of these examples
would need to be altered into the following :

5
Applied here to the smaller mass-quantities at either period, Scrope's method

indicates a rise by only 16 per cent. a considerable error. Lehr's method here

indicates a rise by 21.05 per cent.
6
Applied here to the smaller of the original mass-quantities at either period

Scrope's method indicates a rise by 5.16 per cent.; and applied to the smaller of

the reduced mass-quantities, a rise by 3.60 per cent. Lehr's method applied to

the original mass-quantities indicates a rise by 4.46 per cent.; and applied to the

reduced mass-quantities, a rise by 4.33 per cent.
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I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 61.235 A @ 2.00 163.293 B @ .75

1100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

|
122. 47 for [A] 122.47 for [B] 244.94.

And now Scrope's method on the arithmetic means of these

mass-quantities is :

P
2 80.617x2+131.646x1 M7

P, 80.617 x 1 + 131.646 x 1
=

which is exactly right.
7 This exact agreement, however, is due

to some peculiarity in this example ;
for we do not find it al-

ways. Thus in the second example, after reducing the total

sum at the second period to 161.68 (the number of A's then be-

ing 36.745 and that of B's 73.49), on the arithmetic means of

the mass-quantities Scrope's method indicates a rise by 4.27 per

cent.
8 But we have reason to believe that this method, so used,

would generally give a more nearly correct result than when

applied to the arithmetic means either of the full mass-quantities

as they happen to be at each period or to the mass-quantities

reduced merely to the same total money-values. Still, to em-

ploy Scrope's method in this way requires that we should first

know the constancy or variation of the exchange-value of money.
Hence Scrope's method, so used, is unsuitable for finding

the constancy or variation of the exchange-value of money,
since this use of it presupposes the knowledge we are search-

ing for.

Nor can the method of approach be employed with any great

security. Thus in the first of the above examples, after the

measurement by Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic mean

of the mass-quantities as they actually are, which has been seen

to indicate a rise by 21}.91 per cent., if we provisionally assume

that prices have so risen, we might work over the schema into

the following :

7 Here also the right result is given both by Scrope's method applied to the

smaller of these mass-quantities at either period, and by Lehr's method.
8 This calculation has been made on the assumption that the indication given

by the method with double weighting, at 1.0431, was the right one. On these

reduced mass-quantities Lehr's method now indicates a rise by 4.34 per cent.
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J 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 61.95 A @ 2.00 165.213 B@ .75

1100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

I

123.91 for [A] 123.91 for [B] 247.82;

and now, applied to the arithmetic means of these mass-quan-

tities, Scrope's method indicates a rise by 20.04 per cent.

Again assuming this to indicate the price variation, we might

repeat the operation thus :

I 100 A @ LOO 100 B @ 1.00

II 60.02 A @ 2.00 160.053 B@ .75

1100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

|

120.04 for [A] 120.04 for [B] 240.08;

whence the indication is of a rise by 22.61 per cent. And

again :

I 100 A @ 1.00 100 B @ 1.00

II 61.305 A @ 2.00 163.48 B @ .75

I 100 for [A] 100 for [B] 200,

I
122.61 for [A] 122.61 for [B] 245.22;

whence the indication is that prices in general have risen by
22.46 per cent. And if we repeated the operation once more,

we should practically get the same result again, or perhaps a

closer approach to 22.47, according to the extent to which we

carry the decimals. Therefore, having got practically the same

result from two successive calculations, we should have no

reason to go further, and should adopt this result, which we

already know to be the right one. But here again there is

something peculiar in this example, that permits the getting

of the right result
;

for the right result is not always got in

this way. Thus in the second of the above examples, for

which the first employment of Scrope's method applied to the

arithmetic means of the full actual mass-quantities gave us a

rise by 4.21 per cent., if we assume this to be right and reduce

the total money-values accordingly (that of the second period to

161.5255), and work out as before, the indication is of a rise by
4.34 per cent.; and again, assuming this, and reducing the total

money-values (of the second period to 161.727), and working
out as before, the indication is of a rise by 4.53 per cent.; and
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next, after reducing the total money-values (of the second

period to 162.0215), the indication is of a rise by 4.35 per

cent. This fourth answer hardly differs from the second,

wherefore the next would hardly differ from the third, and

pursuing these operations indefinitely we might perhaps reach

some unvarying result somewhere between 4.34 and 4.53, but

never could we get the right result, which lies outside these

limits. Yet even if the right result could be reached in this

way, the method would be unserviceable, as no more laborious

method can be imagined.

5. The peculiarity in the first example which caused it

twice to yield the happy result, while the results in the other

example were always divergent, is, in all probability, the same

peculiarity in it that caused the three superior methods exactly

to agree. This is the fact that in it the two classes are equally

important over both the periods. Thus, in general, when two

classes equally imjrartant over both the periods are dealt with,

the same result is given not only by the superior methods, but

also by Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic means of the

mass-quantities after these have been reduced so as to be pur-

chased at each period with sums of money possessing the same

exchange-value, and by Professor Lehr's method applied to the

mass-quantities similarly reduced, and even by the former of

these methods (and probably by the latter also) when applied to

the mass-quantities reduced so as to be purchased simply by the

same sums of money, if thus continued through the method ot

approach. Here is additional confirmation that in such cases

the common result so reached is the true result. But in other

cases, or employed without such reductions or corrections, these

two purely arithmetic averages diverge and scatter their results

more than do the three at least partly geometric methods.*

Hence the latter (or at least two of them) arc probably nearer

the truth than either of the purely arithmetic methods.

Now it may be conceded that the classes with rising prices and

the classes with falling prices may frequently, or in the long

run generally, be about even. Therefore the purely arithmetic

9 And as above noticed in Note 4 gem-rally on opposite wclcn of the three.
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methods, if properly corrected through the method of approach,

would generally yield results almost as good as those given by
the partly geometric methods. Yet, to repeat, the use of those

methods with such correction is impracticable.

But even without attempting such laborious correction, when,
in practice, many classes are dealt with, and the variations both

of prices and of mass-quantities are such moderate ones as gen-

erally take place from year to year, containing many sources of

compensation, and the total money-values of the classes not vary-

ing much, nor the general exchange-value of money, then it is

probable that Scrope's method applied to the arithmetic means

will deviate but slightly from Scrope's method applied to the

geometric means, and that Professor Lehr's method will deviate

but slightly from the method with double weighting above ad-

vocated.

6. For the purpose of illustrating these inductions, and also

of casting a parting glance at other methods, we may use a more

complex suppositional example than any used as yet. In order

to magnify the errors, we may suppose very great variations

both of prices and of mass-quantities ;
and also, to give oppor-

tunity for the working of compensatory errors, we may extend

the comparisons over a short series of periods. Let us, then,

posit the following schema :

I 6 A @ 2 12 B @ 3 10 C @ 1 3 D @ 8 6 E @ 4 1 F @ 6,

II 4 A @ 3 10 B @ 7 6 C @ 2 4 D @ 5 6 E @ 3 2 F @ 2,

III5A@3 13 B @ 4 8C@2 3 D @ 4 7 E @ 3 3 F @ 2,

IV5A@4 12 B @ 6 9 C @ 2 2 D @ 6 5 E @ 5 2 F @ 4,

V 7 A @ 2 11 B @ 7 7 C @ 3 5D@3 8 E @ 4 3 F @ 3,

VI 6 A @ 2 12 B 3 10 C @ 1 3 D @ 8 6 E @ 4 1 F @ 6.

Here we have five periods with different states of things, be-

tween which are four different sets of variations. In addition

it is supposed that at a sixth period everything returns to exactly

the same state as at the first. The object in making the last

supposition will appear presently.

Measuring every set of price variations separately by the three

methods above advocated, we obtain the following percentages

(the positive indicating rises and the negative falls) by the

geometric method :
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+ 31.79, -23.02, +40.05, -6.18, -24.01; (1)

by the method with double weighting :

+ 31.72, - 22.92, + 39.98, -
6.36,

- 23.64; (2)

by Scrope's emended method :

-1-31.11, -23.00, +39.93, -6.35, -23.39. (3)

These yield the following index-numbers, the columns repre-

senting the lines similarly numbered :

(1) (2) (3)

I 100 100 100

II 131.79 131.72 131.11

III 101.45 101.53 100.95

IV 142.10 142.02 141.27

V 133.29 132.98 132.30

VI 101.29 101.54 101.35

Now by the arrangement of the prices and of the mass-quan-
tities at the sixth period we know that the index-number for

the sixth period ought to be 100. Our methods, then, err at

the sixth period by between 1 J and 1J per cent, above the

truth.
10 If they contained a single sort of error which gradu-

ally accumulated at every advance, we might correct the pre-

ceding figure by reducing it by four fifths of 1J, 1 J or 1 J per

cent., according to the method that is being corrected, and the

next preceding by reducing it by three fifths, and so on. But

this we cannot do, because we know that the errors in these

10 Rather curiously it is with weighting according to the arithmetic means of

the full money-values that the geometric average of the price variations gives, at

the sixth period, in this example, the best result. Its indications then are of the

following percentages :

+ 33.17, -22.94, +40.12, -6.33, -26.16;

forming these index-numbers:

100, 133.17, 102.60, 143.80, 134.69, 100.80.

With weighting according to Gauss's means (see Note 3 at the end of Sect. III.

above) the geometric average gives these indications:

+ 32.48, -22.98, +40.13, -6.26, -24.60;

100, 132.48, 102.04, 143.00, 134.04, 101.07.

With weighting according to the arithmetico-geometrico-harmonic means (there

also suggested), the results are nearly the same, being

+ 32.47, -22.99, +40.09, 6.24, -24.57;

100, 132.47, 102.03, 142.93, 134.01, 101 .OH.
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methods are not cumulative, but alternating. The fact that

these methods show errors above the truth by certain amounts at

the sixth period, gives us no hint as to the errors at any of the

preceding periods. For instance, we cannot know whether the

indications given for the fifth period are above or below the

truth. In obtaining the sixth index-number from the fifth, we
have measured a variation of the general price-level from the

fifth to the sixth period, which is just the inverse of the whole

variation from the first to the fifth period. Hence to test the

fifth period by the sixth period would be the same as to test the

serial method of reaching the result for the fifth period by the

direct method of comparing the fifth period immediately with

the first which latter method, as already said, has no better

claim upon our approbation than the former.

Nor would such a test be better than a test by comparing the

fifth period directly with the second. In fact, if we use such

direct comparisons at all, we ought to use all possible ones.

We ought to compare not only every period with the first, but

every period with the second, every period with the third, and

so on. In the following table the index-numbers resulting from

such comparisons are stated, the method with double weighting

alone being employed :
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average them, doing so on the first table, doubling the first

column in order to represent also the comparisons with the sixth

period, and using the arithmetic average for want of a better.

The series thus obtained is as follows :

100, 133.26, 105.28, 145.46, 132.84, 100.

Yet such a series cannot be accepted as authoritative.

Nor are better results obtained by using these methods ad-

apted to a whole epoch say of the five different periods. The

geometric method, with weighting according to the geometric

averages of the full money-values of the classes over all the five

periods, yield these index-numbers :

100, 140.0, 109.5, 155.7, 141.9, 100. 11

The method with double weighting applied to the geometric

averages of the prices of the mass-units over all the five periods,

these :

100, 131.01, 106.02, 149.49, 135.12, 100. 12

Scrope's method applied to the geometric averages of the mass-

quantities over all the five periods, these :

100, 130.12, 104.38, 141.04, 133.93, 100. 13

None of these is satisfactory. It is plain that if another period

were included in the epoch at the beginning or at the end, all

the indications would be shifted. Thus, for example, with the

sixth period added to the epoch, the method with double weight-

ing applied to the geometric averages of the prices over all the

six periods yields these index-numbers :

100, 134.49, 105.07, 149.76, 132.15, 100. 14

No correction of the figures first given, therefore, seems

to be possible. All that we can do is to take them as approxi-

11 With weighting according to the arithmetic averages :

100, 140.3, 109.0, 155.8, 142.3, 100.

12
Applied to the arithmetic averages :

100, 136.77, 105.80, 146.57, 135.12, KK).

**
Applied to the arithmetic averages :

100, 128.76, 100.17, 140.80, 132.43, HK>.

14
Applied to the arithmetic averages :

UK), 140.18, 104.95, 149.13, 141.28, UK).
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mately representing the true variation in the general level of

prices.

7. Let us now turn to the indications yielded by other

methods applied to this same schema, beginning with those

which make most pretension to accuracy.

Professor Lehr's method gives the following percentages of

the separate price variations :

+ 31.69, -
22.86, + 39.84,

-
5.70,

-
2S.09;

which yield these index-numbers :

100, 131.69, 101.58, 142.05, 133.96, 96.33.

These are very close to those given by the three methods

similarly used in serial form, except only in the last indication.
15

Scrope's method presents many varieties. We have seen that

two ways of drawing a mean between the mass-quantities at the

two periods have previously been recognized. One of these is

to apply it to the arithmetic means of the mass-quantities.

This gives the following percentages :

+ 30.80, - 23.00, + 40.04, -
6.96,

- 22.43. (1)

Another is to make the calculations once on the mass-quantities

1 5 The method above suggested in Note 9 in Sect. II. gives these percentages :

+ 31.71, -23.06, +40.26, -6.58, -24.09,

which yield index-numbers as follows :

100, 131.71, 101.34, 142.14, 132.78, 100.79,

which also are very close. On the other hand, the method suggested in Appendix

C, VI. $ 3 as a possible form of Nicholson's method gives the following percent-

ages :

+ 33.91, -12.95, +55.70, -9.10, -2.41,

which yield these index-numbers :

100, 133.91, 116.57, 181.50, 164.98, 160.99,

the worst of all. The method (with geometric average of the inverted mass-

quantity variations) there also (in Note 4) suggested as a variant upon the last,

would give these percentages :

+ 23.83, -22.17, +48.00, -19.57, -12.86,

forming these index-numbers :

100, 123.83, 96.38, 142.64, 114.72, 100,

which are better, but still not good. It may be noticed that it is impossible to

apply Drobisch's method to this example without further specifying the weights

(or capacities) of the mass-quantities. Various suppositions with;regard to these

would make Drobisch's method yield various results, but would have no influence

upon the results given by any of the other methods.
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of the earlier periods and again 011 the mass-quantities of the

later periods, and to average the results. Thus Scrope's method

on the mass-quantities of the earlier period in every comparison

(the same as the arithmetic average of the price variations

Young's method with the full weighting of the earlier period)

gives these percentages :

+ 40.18, - 22.79, + 42.06, - 1.29,
- 14.29. (2)

And Scrope's method on the mass-quantities of the later period

in every comparison (the same as the harmonic average of the

price variations with the full weighting of the later period),

these :

4-21.43, -23.17, +37.78, -11.58, -30.87. (3)

The arithmetic means between these percentages are the follow-

ing percentages :

+ 30.80, - 22.98, + 39.92, -
6.44,

- 22.58. (4)

In stringing these results out in a series of index-numbers

there is a split into two ways of forming the mean series. The

one is to form the index-numbers on the (arithmetic) mean per-

centages, as given in line (4). The other is to draw the (arith-

metic) means of the index-numbers in the two series formed on

lines (2) and
(3). The series so formed is added in column

I
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suits shows that they straddle the true course, the one varying

on the one side about as the other does on the other.
16 This is

as we might expect from reasoning ct priori ; for we have seen

that the one has no more reason for it than the other, and there-

fore the one has no more reason against it than the other. Be-

tween the various ways of drawing the mean there is little choice,

except that the first is the most convenient. 17

As for Young's method, when it is employed with what we

have found to be proper weighting, though not proper for it,

this gives most absurd results. Thus, employed with weighting

according to the geometric means of the full money-values at

both periods, its indications for the price variations are

+ 55.66, 19.76, + 43.62, + 1.44, 0.58,

forming these index-numbers :

100, 155.66, 124.90, 179.38, 181.97, 180.91.

Or with weighting according to the arithmetic means, the per-

centages are

+ 57.12, -19.35, +43.67, -0.57, -1.88,

16 Of course the proper mean to draw here is really the geometric. The per-

centages of the geometric means between the variations whose percentages are

given in lines (2) and (3) are

+ 30.47, -22.92, +39.90, -6.58, -23.02

which yield these index-numbers :

100, 130.47, 100.48, 140.57, 131.23, 101.10.

17 We might also use the geometric average of the price variations in the way
the arithmetic has just been used twice applying it to the same price variations,

once with the weighting of the earlier, and once with the weighting of the later

period, and then drawing the geometric mean between the two results. This

yields the following percentages of the price variations on the weighting of the

earlier periods :

+ 16.94, -26.01, +38.11, -7.25, -33.03;

of the price variations on the weighting of the later periods :

+ 48.12, -19.49, +41.80, -5.47, -11.58;

of the geometric mean of these variations :

+ 31.61, -22.82, +39.94, -6.36, -23.05;

and the following index-numbers on the last percentages :

100, 131.61, 101.58, 142.15, 133.11, 102.42.

But these are no better than those directly obtained by the geometric average

with the geometric means of the weights of both periods.
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and the index-numbers

100, 157.12, 12(3.72, 182.05, 181.02, 177.61.

Even with the weighting of the first period alone in every com-

parison, weighting which is proper for the arithmetic average
of the price variations when the mass-quantities are constant,

this method still errs largely, although it is now much better

than with mean weighting. The figures have already been

given under Scrope's method, with which, in one form, this

method, so weighted, is identical.

Furthermore there is the method of using the geometric

average of the price variations with the weights that are the

smaller at either of the two periods compared, and the variety of

Scrope's method which applies it to the smaller of the mass-

quantities at either of the periods compared. The former gives

these percentages and index-numbers :

+ 26.30, -23.24, +39.33, -1.60, -19.72,

100, 126.30, 96.95, 135.08, 132.92, 106.71;

and the latter these :

+ 31.63, -22.90, +39.09, -3.45,' -28.09,

100, 131.63, 101.16, 141.16, 136.29, 97.92.

These figures, although sometimes nearly right, are erratic,

and untrustworthy. Nor is anything trustworthy reached by

taking an average between them.

8. Lastly it remains to see what plan should be adopted

when we are reviewing the course of the exchange-value of

money in times past, for which complete and accurate data are

not obtainable. To attempt to use the complex methods above

recommended as the best would be pedantic ;
for the figures

|K)sited in our example, especially of the mass-quantities, are now

to be taken as only approximately correct. We must still use

uneven weighting : but it can only be rough uneven weight-

ing. There are two separate and distinct systems ready for our

adoption.

We can either (1) draw some average of the total money-
values of the classes during an epoch of years, and with weighting
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so determined employ the geometric average of the price vari-

ations
;
or (2) draw some average of the mass-quantities of the

classes during the epoch, and apply to them Scrope's method.

In each case, in getting the average weights or mass-quantities,

we might as well, for greater convenience, employ the arithmetic

average, because in these complex instances there is little differ-

ence in the results whether we use the arithmetic or the geometric

average, and neither is exactly true. But if we use an average

of the total money-values for our weighting, we must use the geo-

metric average of the price variations ; and if we use an average

of the mass-quantities, we must use Scrape's method. There must

be no intermingling of these operations.

Both these methods so used, we have seen, universally satisfy

Professor Westergaard's test. Hence it is indifferent whether

we compare the periods successively, or compare each succeeding

period with the same original base (whether at the beginning,

end, or in the middle, of the series). The calculations whereby
the rough weighting is obtained should be renewed from time to

time say in every decade. This will require the starting of

new chains, from new bases. But the results may, if desired,

all be strung out in one series.

On our schema these two methods have already been worked

out with the exact weighting, and applied to the exact averages

of the mass-quantities, over all the five periods.
18 The results

so obtained by Scrope's method, in this particular instance, are

better than those obtained by the geometric method
;
and in

other cases we may be pretty sure they will be as good, if not

better. Scrope's method is, then, recommended by its greater

convenience. Over the five periods in question the exact arith-

metic averages of the mass-quantities are: 5| A, 11|- B, 8 C,

3| D, 6| E, 2^ F. If in their places we used only rough

averages, as e. g., in the same order, 5, 11, 8, 3, 6, 2, applied

to these Scrope's method would give the following series of

index-numbers :

100, 127.77, 100.92, 140.74, 132.40, 100,

18 Above in Notes 12 and 13.
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which, it will be noticed, are still fairly accurate. But there

are occasions when, having a general idea of the relative im-

portance of the classes, we may more conveniently use the gt*>-

metric average of the price variations weighted accordingly.

That the distinctive elements in these methods should not be

mixed together, in violation of our above canon, may be shown

by the results obtained from the application of Young's method

to this schema. The following index-numbers are obtained by

arithmetically averaging the price variations at the successive

periods, all compared with the first, in every comparison with

the same weighting, which is the arithmetic average of the total

money-values over the five periods :

19

100, 163.06, 123.93, 165.87, 172.16, 100,

the extravagance of which runs to absurdity.

By the same schema may be tested a few more methods that

have been put into practice. Jevons's method, also employed

by Walras and Simon, using the geometric average of the price

variations with even weighting, gives these index-numbers :

100, 101.50, 92.47, 130.76, 104.63, 100,

indicating these percentages of variation between the periods :

+ 1.50, -8.90, 4-41.40, -19.98, -4.41.

And Carli's method, as extended by Evelyn, and as employed,

for instance, in the Economist, drawing the arithmetic average

of the price variations with even weighting, gives the index-

numbers :

100, 125.70, 115.28, 144.44, 136.80, 100,

indicating these percentages of variation between the periods :

+ 25.70, - 8.29, -|- 25.30, - 5.29,
- 26.90.

Thus in this example, as Jevons himself claimed, his method

gives lower results than the ordinary arithmetic method. But

its results are more aberrant even than those given by the latter

method.

19 The same weighting as above used with the geometric average of the price

variations in Note 11.
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The correction of the latter method offered by Mr. Palgravo,

arithmetically averaging the price variations of the later periods

compared with the first, in every comparison with the weighting
of the later period, appears, in this example, worse than what it

would improve upon ;
for its index-numbers are

100, 171.07, 131.41, 170.05, 174.r>H, loo,

which are comparable only with those above given by Young's

method, of which this method itself is a variety. In fact,

Young's method, in every form, has been found to be bad. 20

It must be remembered, however, that in actual practice the

deviations of these methods would be much smaller than they
are in this example.

V.

1 . As a resume of the little which, after all these investiga-

tions, we have learned with absolute exactness and positiveness,

we can now supply, in part, two propositions that have been

lacking hitherto. *

The one of these, which was missed in Chapter VII., is in re-

gard to compensatory price variations. Because of the perfect

accuracy of the geometric average with even weighting, or the

geometric mean, of the price variations in all cases dealing with

two classes between whose full weights at each of the two

periods compared the geometric means are equal, we have this :

Of two classes equally important over both the periods compared

compensatory price variations are simple geometric variations,

that is, variations from unity to the opposite geometric extremes

around unity, so that the geometric mean between them is unity,

indicative of constancy (Proposition XLVIL). In other words,

if the price of [A] rises by p per cent, to 1 -|- p times its former

price, in order that the exchange-value of money remain con-

p 1

stant, the price of [B] must fall by ^
-

per cent, to
^

- of

its former price ;
and reversely a fall of [A] by p

r

per cent, to

20 With such weighting so used the harmonic average of the price variations

yields better, but still unsatisfactory, results, its index-numbers being

100, 147.02, 99.21, 150.48, 116.65, 100.

28
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1 // of its former price would be compensated by a rise of

[B] by = -
, per cent, to

,
times its former price, pro-

vided the accompanying states, or variations, of the mass-quan-
tities are such as to make these classes equally important over

both the periods (which variations, if they be of the mass-quan-
tities together purchased at each period with the same total sum

of money, will likewise be found to be simple geometric vari-

ations). This proposition is true in a world with only two

classes of commodities beside money, if the classes so vary in

price (and in mass-quantities). It is true also in a world with

any number of classes of commodities, referring to two of them,

provided the others do not vary in price, or vary in such wise

that they compensate for one another (in pairs, or otherwise)

and do not cause an alteration in the exchange-value of money

(according to Proposition XXXI.). These others being such,

their numbers will, as we have seen (in Proposition XIX.),
cause the general exchange-value of money to fall less through

the single rise in price of the one class than it would fall with-

out them
;
but they will cause the general exchange-value of

money to rise equally less through the single fall in price of the

other class. And the influence of these price variations singly

to deflect the general exchange-value of money being reduced in

the same proportion (according to Proposition XXV.), the com-

pensation is the same, no matter how numerous the other classes

may be, or how large. Or, if the other classes have varied so

as to cause a variation in the general exchange-value of money,
the influence of these two classes is such as it would be if their

prices had remained constant. This last, however, belongs to

the next Pro|)osition.

But we cannot extend this Proposition so as to say that

among three equally important classes (over both the periods

compared) the rise of [A] by p per cent, to 1 -f p times its

former price is compensated by a fall of [B] and [C] each by

a percentage carrying its price down to A
m

of its former

price, that is, to the figure between which twice repeated and the
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other the geometric average, with even weighting for the three

classes, is unity, indicative of constancy ;
for this is not true,

and yet it is very near the truth. Nor can we extend it to any
more complex cases, or to cases with uneven weighting. Yet

in all these, with the amount of unevenness in weighting and of

variation in prices likely to be met with in practice, the state-

ment that compensatory price variations must be such that the

geometric average of them, with proper weighting, should be

unity, is likely to be nearly correct. The peculiarity of the

geometric average must always be borne in mind, that, while

the geometric mean proper, between only two equally important

classes, and therefore with even weighting, in all cases where it

can rightly be used, yields the true result, the geometric average,

between more than two classes, or between unequally important

classes, wherever uneven weighting has to be employed, yields

a result deviating above or below the truth according to what

seem to be fixed laws, but only slightly erring in ordinary cases.

Wherever in practice, among a large number of classes, some

large and some small, some rising and some falling in price, the

geometric average with its proper weighting indicates constancy,

we have good reason to believe that the true answer would show

at most but a trifling variation.

The other Proposition, which was missed in Chapter VI., is

more comprehensive, in fact, it embraces the preceding. It is

this : When of two classes equally important over both the periods

compared, the price of the one remains stationary while that of the

other varies, or the prices of both vary, the influence of these price

variations upon the general exchange-value of money is the, same cut

it would be if both the classes varied alike in the geometric mean

betiveen their actual price variations (Proposition XLVIII.).

This is the only definite answer that can universally be given to

Jevons's problem, to which a threefold answer was given in the

last Chapter, on the condition there posited that the mass-quanti-

ties are constant over both the periods. The present Proposition

is applicable whenever the geometric mean between the full

weights of one class at the two periods is the same as the geo-

metric mean between the full weights of one other class, what-
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ever be the variations of the mass-quantities, provided, of

course, they be such as with the price variations to permit of

equality between the means. It directly covers, therefore, all

the cases in Chapter X. in which equal sums are supposed to be

constantly spent on two classes at both periods. It covers also

those cases in Chapter XI. in which the mass-quantities are

supposed to be constant, provided the sums spent at each period

have this property of equality between their geometric means.

But again this Proposition cannot be extended to permit us

to say that the influence of the price variations of ant/ two

classes, or of any number of classes, is the same as it would be

if they all changed alike in the geometric average between their

actual price variations weighted in the manner always pre-

scribed. And yet in most cases their influence would be very

nearly such. Again what is true of the geometric mean is not

exactly true of the geometric average.

In the absence of an absolutely true method of measuring
variations of general exchange-value, it is not convenient to im-

prove upon the preceding general statements by attempting to

formulate propositions in accordance with either of the other two

methods of measurement which we found reason to believe to be

slightly better than the geometric method. Yet by means of

the formulae for these methods the influence of the price vari-

ations of any numbers of classes, or, given certain price varia-

tions, the compensatory price variations of any numbers of other

classes, all the other conditions being stated, is easily found

with still closer approximation to the truth.

2. If, however, it ever happens, or if we suppose, that the

mass-quantities are constant through both the periods, thus cov-

ering all the cases in Chapter XI., it is easy to summarize the

principles there discovered and to state the lacking Propositions,

confined to these special cases, in twofold forms with perfect

definiteness and universality. The first is : With constant mas*-

qva/ntUies, compensatory price variations are arithmetic variations

with t/ie weighting of the first period, or harmonic variations with

the weighting of the second period (Proposition XLIX.). The

second : With constant mass-quantities, the influence upon the
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general exchange-value of money of any two or more jtrice varia-

tions is the same as if the prices all varied in the arithmetic

average with the weighting of the first period, or in the harmonic

average with the weighting of the second period (Proposition L.).

The third forms in which these Propositions can also be stated

have already been included in the preceding Propositions. The

last two Propositions have little chance of application. But

what we know about Scrope's emended method shows that

similar, but over-complex, Propositions could be framed, applied

to the geometric means (and in most cases even to the arith-

metic means) of the mass-quantities of every class at the two

periods, that would very closely approximate to the truth.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CONSERVATION OF EXCHANGE-

VALUE, AND THE MEASUREMENT OF EXCHANGE-

VALUE IN ALL THINGS.

I.

1. In Chapter II. our Proposition XXXIX. was worded :

" All things collectively, provided they be the same (or similar

and in equal quantities) at all the periods compared, are con-

stant in exchange-value/' Examination of this principle was

deferred. We are now prepared to examine it.

This proposition is not new. In one form or another it has

often been intimated. Originally, and most frequently, it has

been stated in the form that it is impossible for all things- to rise

or fall in value. It was so stated by Senior as early as 1836,

and by J. S. Mill in 1848, after the latter of whom it has con-

stantly been repeated.
1 Sometimes little more has been meant

than the obvious assertion that neither all commodities together

can rise in exchangovalue nor all commodities together can fall

in exchange-value. But usually there has also been an impli-

1
Senior, Political economy, p. 21 (originally in the Encyclopaedia Metropoli-

tana, 1836
;
also in Arrivabene's translation of Senior's writings, Paris 1836, p.

104); Mill, op. cit., Vol. I., pp. .540, 588
; Levasseur, B. 18, pp. 138, 158

;
Courcelle

Seneuil, op. rit., Vol. I., pp. 259, 272; J. Bascom, Political economy, Andover

1860, p. 224; Fawcett, op. cit., p. 312; Bolles (quoting Fawcett), op. cit.
t p. 55

;

Cairnes, op. cit., p. 12; Macleod, Theory of banking, Vol. I., p. 70, Theory of

credit, Vol. I., p. 176; A. L. Perry, Introduction to political economy, 1881, p.

65; Mannequin, Question monetaire, 1881, p. 7; .Tourdain, Cours d jeconomie

politique, 1882, p. 435
; Hansard, B. 67, p. 1

; R. T. Ely, Introduction to political

economy, 1885), p. 179; S.N. Patten, Theory of dynamic economic*, 1892, pp. 64-65,

and Co*t and expense, 1893, p. 57 (of "objective values"); Denis, B. 125, p. 171 ;

Fonda, B. 127, p. 6; Laughlin, op. cit., pp. 147-148; Bourguin, B. 132, p. 25;

Parsons, B. 136, pp. 114, 115 (of "internal exchange-values," offering a dem-

onstration which is mathematically incorrect).

438
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cation of counterbalancing,
2 with the meaning that all commod-

ities together can neither rise nor fall in exchange-value in

other words, they are constant in exchange-value.
3 In this

sense it is true only if the commodities are the same (or similar,

in equal mass-quantities) at all the periods compared. This

proviso has been noticed by Cairnes, who added that " the

aggregate amount of values
"
may increase or decrease with an

increase or decrease of commodities.4

The need of this proviso may be made apparent by analogy.
If we have a universe consisting of three atoms endowed with

equal attractive force, the attractive force of each atom is one

third of the whole attractive force in the universe. If then a

fourth atom is created in this universe, endowed with attractive

force equal to that of each of the others, although the force in

each of the atoms now sinks to one fourth of the whole, it is one

fourth of a whole larger by one third, and J x (3 + 1) J x 3,

so that each of the three atoms continues to have the same force

as before, and as there is one more such atom, the attractive

force in the universe has increased. Similarly if we have an

economic world consisting of three articles, exchanging equally

for one another, so that they are endowed with equal purchasing

power or exchange-value, the purchasing power possessed by

any one of these is one third of the whole purchasing power in

this world. Then if another article is produced in this world,

2 Sometimes erroneously. Thus Ely :

" Let us suppose that to-day two bushels

of wheat exchange for three of oats, and to-morrow for four bushels of oats. We
may say that wheat has risen in value, but it is obvious that exactly in the same

proportion oats have fallen in value," loc. cit. Wheat has risen 33$ per cent, in

exchange-value in oats
;
oats have fallen 25 per cent, in exchange-value in wheat .

These proportions are not the same. There is geometric equality of proportion ;

but this should be specified. A mistake like this is responsible for Parson's

attempted demonstration.
3 This inference has been directly drawn by Fonda (without the proviso), B.

127, p. 18. In this sense, but ambiguously about "value," the proposition has

been combated by A. Clement, De ^influence exercee par la hausse ou la baise des

valeurs sur la richesse g6n%rale, Journal des Economistes, July 1854, pp. 8-10

because he perceived that use-values can rise or fall together; and by Pollard,

op. cit., Ch. IX., because it is not true of cost-value, in which sense alone he pre-

fers to use the term "value." Cf. also Ricardo above quoted in Chapt. I. Sect.

IV. Note 8.

4 Op. cit., pp. 12-13. The proviso has also been incorporated in the statement

by Mannequin, loc. cit.
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which will exchange for any one of the others, so that it is en-

dowed with purchasing power equal to theirs, although the

purchasing power of each of the articles is now one fourth of

the whole, yet as it is one fourth of a whole larger by one third,

as in the former instance, therefore the purchasing power of each

article continues the same as before (cf. Propositions XLII. and

XLIIL), and so the total amount of purchasing power, or ex-

change-value, in this world has increased.

2. There is, however, a form in which this principle may
be presented which seems to make it true even under any

changes in the mass-quantities.
5 This form is, in fact, in accord-

ance with the way in which the principle was originally hit upon.

I^et us conceive an economic world containing two articles, A
and B, equally valuable at first. If A comes to rise in ex-

change-value compared with B, we know that B must fall in

exchange-value in A. Therefore there cannot be a rise both of

A and ofB in exchange-value each in the other, or of both in both

together ;
nor contrariwise a fall of both together. Now if A

becomes twice as valuable as B, B becomes half as valuable as

A, and from having A - B and B-=- A at the first period, we

have at the second A - 2B and B o JA. How are we to con-

ceive of a constancy here of the exchange-values of A and B

together? If we add together the equal exchange-values of

A and B, each taken as a unit, at the first period, we get the

sum 1 + 1=2; and if we add together the unequal exchange-

values at the second period, to wit, 2 for A and J for B, we get

*2 + \
= 2J, which is not the same as before. Or again, A has

risen by 1 00 per cent, in B, and B has fallen by 50 per cent, in

A, that is, A has varied by + 100 per cent, and B by 50

per cent., and if we add these we get + 50 per cent., which

does not indicate constancy. The indication of constancy is to

be got in another way. At the first period we may multiply

"'Thin wider position cannot )>e argued for on the ground that the exchange-
values of all things could change only relatively to something else, which is self-

contradictory ;
for they also could not remain constant, in this way, except in

relation to something else, which is equally self-contradictory (cf. Chapt. III.

J-Ject. II. % 4 and 0). What we are here dealing with is not the exchange-values
of nil things as a whole compared with something else, hut H total of some sort

of nil the exchange-values of all things within a whole.
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the exchange-value of each article as expressed in the other, and

the product is unity, for 1x1 = 1; and at the second period
the multiplication of the exchange-value of each article as ex-

pressed in the other still yields unity as its product, for

2 x | = 1 . Yet if a third article had come into existence, say

with the exchange-value of B, on multiplying together the ex-

pressions for its exchange-value in A and A's in it, for its in B
and B's in it, and, as before, for A's in B and B's in A, as fol-

lows, J x 2 x 1 X 1 X 2 x J, the product still is unity.

These considerations lead to two propositions, which are

curious, but of little utility. They are : The product of the

ratios of all particular exchange-values is unity (Proposition

LI.) ; and, The product of all variations ofparticular exchange-

values is unity (Proposition LIT.). To prove these propositions

we rnay try them on some simple case, so far as possible in uni-

versal form. Let us suppose that we have an economic world

containing three classes, such that we have, at the first period*

one mass-unit of [A] for every two mass-units of [B] and for

every three mass-units of [C] ,
and that the mass-unit of [A] is

worth b
l
times the mass-unit of [B] and c

l
times the mass-unit

of [C] . Then all the ratios of exchange-value between these

things are expressed in the following list :

A=o=6
x
B o 6

L
B^= c^Co Cl

C o c
tC,

IC^IC,

^ B-o-
c c

And now in multiplying all these ratios together we find we
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have two 6j to multiply by two , ,
three c

v
to multiply by

\ c b
three

,
six ^ to multiply by six

!

,
and eight 1 to multiply

c
i \

c
\

together, the product of all which is unity. Then at the

second period if we suppose A to be worth 6
2
times B and

c
2
times C, and if we suppose the same or any other num-

ber of mass-units of these classes, or even any other classes

with any other ratios of exchange-value, treating them in the

same way, we should get the same result. But when we mul-

tiply together the variations, it is plain that we have variations

only of the same numbers of mass-units in each of the classes.

Let us then suppose we have at both periods those already

supposed. The variation of A relatively to each B is
2 and of

6 c
each B relatively to A =

1

,
of A relatively to each C * and of

& c

each C relatively to A -
,
and of each B relatively to each C ^ ?

C
f>2

r
i

b c
and of.each C relatively to each B ,

,
while the variation of

each B to each B and of each C to each C is 1. Thus the full

list is :

Variations of A ,

2

,

2

,

2

,

2
,

2
,

6, 6, c, c, Cl

b, b.c. b.cn b.cnu "D 1
X) 1

) ~f~ T ) i ) i J

6j 6.JC,
6
2c,

6
2c,

6, 6,c2 6,c2 Vz'

6,' 6
2c,' 6

2c,' 6
2c,'

" c
-ftt' K

1

'

c
j> i!

" " C -K'' 5*' c''
lj !

" "
c-^', ?*, S, i, i.

6,e,' 6,c2
'

c
2

'
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And here, too, it is perceived that we have only even numbers

of reciprocals, so that the multiplication of all these variations

by one another gives the product, unity. And the same would

be the result with any numbers of things, with any particular

variations.

These Propositions, then, are of little importance theoretical

or practical ;
for as the products of all the ratios at every period,

and of all the variations between any periods, are always unity

always the same, we gain nothing by comparing them.6

But there is more in the Proposition placed at the head of

this Chapter, something which renders it truly a doctrine of the

conservation of exchange-value (of a certain kind), under the

proviso that the classes and their mass-quantities are the same

at both periods, or that we confine our attention to those

classes, and to those portions of them, that are the same (or

similar) at both the periods compared. In order to understand

this we must find the method of measuring, under the proviso

stated, the variation of the exchange-value of every other thing

under consideration, as well as that of money, and not only of

their exchange-values in all other things, but also of their ex-

change-values in all things.

II.

1. Under the condition that the mass-quantities are the

same at both periods (or that we are dealing only with the mass-

quantities that are common to both periods) we know that

Scrope's method, applied to the constant mass-quantities, is the

proper method for measuring the variation of the price-level,

and the inverse of this is the proper measurement of the vari-

ation of the exchange-value of money in all other things. Let

us now examine, under its universal aspect, the simplest hypoth-

esis possible, namely the familiar one of a world with money and

two commodities. We have generally stated it in the following

schema
I x A @ ! y B @ /V

II x A @ a
2 y B @ /?2 .

6 Cf. a similar useless position in Chapt. V. Sect. I. g 5.
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This is sufficient when we are treating of the exchange-value of

money in all other things ;
but it is incomplete when we are

treating of the exchange-value of money in all things. Then

we must include a statement of money itself, the quantity of

which must, in accordance with the hypothesis, be the same at

both periods, and the price of its money-unit is, of course, at

both periods a unit. Hence, with the volume of money repre-

sented by v
y
the schema becomes

I x A @ <ij y B @ ft t M @ 1,

II j- A @ 2 y B @ /52 v M @ 1.

Scrope's formula for the variation of the exchange-value of

money in all other things is

this being the same as

M , 1W^M ol 71
2

in which ?i
2

" = .r
2 + yfa ,

and this again the same as

that is, as the arithmetic average of the exchange-value vari-

ations with the weighting of the second period. We have

already learned, in Chapter V. Section VII., to turn such a

formula for exchange-value in all other things into the formula

for exchange-value in all things. This is, returning to the

second of the above formula,

in which n
2

" = .c
2 + yfa + v\. This reduces to

MM ^ x/z, -f^ +jy
Mai xa

2 + yj)2 + v'

which is Scrope's formula for the variation of the exchange-

value of money in all things (including itself).
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Besides this we want Scrope's formulae for the variation

of the exchange-value in all things both of [A] and of [B] .

These we may obtain by simply imitating what we have done

for money. In obtaining the formula for money we first stated

the conditions in terms of money, tin- money-unit being taken

as the unit of exchange-value at each period, and the exchange-

values of the other mass-units being stated as they relate to the

exchange-value of this money-unit at each point. Therefore,

seeking the formula for [A], we must first of all state the rela-

tions of the exchange-value of the other mass-unit and of the

money-unit to the exchange-value of the mass-unit of [A],
taken as unit at each period. The schema then is

I x A @ 1 y B @ l r M (} ,

IT r A 1 y B @ ii
i- M @ -.

As we have here modelled everything upon the previous schema

of money, merely changing the units, we may merely copy the

formula for the variation of the exchange-value of money in all

things ;
and so we have

which reduces to

AM 2(x 1 + yft + v)_
Aal

~
a^xa2 + ypt + v)"~al

Mal

'

Then for the case of [B] we have, first of all, the schema

II x A ^ y B (a, 1 'v M @ ;

whence the formula,
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i

]

X + If + V

A

A__
.

&(, -|- #,?2 + rj ,9,
>/al

*

What is thus shown for money and two classes of commod-

ities is plainly perceived to be extendible to money and any
number of classes. With any number of classes, for any class,

say [L] ,
whose prices are /

t
and ^

>2,
we shall have

L-2 _ ^2 ffitt

Lnl

~
/,'3/al

*

We thus have a convenient method for converting the formula

for the variation of the exchange-value of money in all things,

under the given proviso, into a formula for the variation of any
one class (that was included in the formula for money) in ex-

change-value in all things. We only have to multiply the ex-

pression for the variation of the exchange-value of money in

all things by the price variation of the class in question.
1

2. Having obtained these formulae, we may now discover

the meaning of the Proposition at the opening of- the Chapter.

We have seen, by a particular example, which is sufficient to

prove a negative, that the expressions for the exchange-values

of all things (or classes) in all otlicr things do not sum up to the

same figure at each period, even when the same things are in

existence at both periods. We shall now find that, given this

condition, the universal expressions for the exchange-values of

all things, or classes, in all things do sum up to the same figure,

1 A similar result cannot ! obtained with exchange-value in all other things ;

for, while we have

we have

and there is no such reduction. All this is in agreement with Proposition

XXXIII.; and it suggests u still broader Proposition.
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when treated in a special manner. This is to multiply the ex-

pressions for the exchange-values at each period by the weights

at the first period. These expressions at the first period are to

be taken as units, so that the sum of these units multiplied by
the weights of the first period is thus expressed, #, + ///*, + v.

And at the second period, compared with the first, the expres-

sions for the exchange-value in all things of all the classes are

the expressions above discovered for the variations of the ex-

change-values of all the classes in all things. Hence what we

want to prove is

mi '7'Ifal
+ ^

''&
' Mal

~* ''Mal
= m

i
+ -^-"f

The first half reduces, and we get

M,"t

which is evident when we restore the full expression for
""

.

Q. E. D. Thus at any two periods in which the masx-quantltiez

are constant the sums of the exchange-values in all things of all

the classes (or of all things) multiplied by the weights at the first

period are the same, so that comparison of them given unity, indi-

cating constancy (Proposition LIIL).
What is thus easily proved, may be varied in the following

way. Of the three expressions

Mat a
2 ^02 A ^02

T& /Jfal
'

A'JWat'

we know that at least one must be below, if one is above, unity,

and reversely. We know this on general principles already

reviewed. 2 It also follows as a necessary consequence from

what has just been proved. But we may also gather if by sim-

ple inspection of the expressions, when stated in full. Let us

suppose that the exchange-value of money has risen and that

-^-
2 = r (r being > 1).

The prices of [A] and [B] must now
-!

1
Propositions IX., XV., XVI., XXVIII., XXIX.
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either have both fallen uniformly, or at least one of them must

have fallen. If they have both fallen uniformly, then, in the

full expression, v being a positive quantity that cannot be neg-

lected, and '-^ must each be greater than /
;
and consequently

2 P*

and M must each be smaller than -
. But r multiplied bv a

i A ''

figure smaller than -
gives a result smaller than unity. Or if

one of the prices has fallen less (or remained constant, or even

has risen), then the other must have fallen by still more than

-
,
and at least the expression for the variation of the exchange-

value in all things of the class (and everything in
it) having this

price variation must be below unity. The same result will

follow if we suppose the exchange-value of money to have fallen,

or if we started with either of the other classes
;
and also it will

be obtained if we enlarge the supposition to include any number

of classes. Always, if any one of the expressions is on one side

of unity, at least one of them must be on the other side. (Where-
fore if all but one are known to equal unity, that one also must

equal unity, in obedience to Proposition XX.).
This being so, it admits of demonstration that the percentage

of the variation, or the sum of the percentages of the variations,

of exchange-value in all things, above unity, multiplied by the

weights at the first period, is equal to the sum of the percentages

of the variations, or to the percentage of the variation, of ex-

change-value in all things, below unity, likewise multiplied by

the weights at the first period. We do not know, in the ex-

ample before us, which of the above three expressions is larger,

or which smaller, than unity. There are six possible permuta-

tions, anjji we may assume one of them as a specimen. Let us

assume that money has risen in exchange-value in all things,

and that the two commodity classes have each fallen in ex-

change-value in all things. Then the percentages of the rise

of money (in hundredths) is ,,
a2 -

1, and the percentages of the
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falls of the commodities are 1 - -2 ^2
and 1 - ^

M
-^ We

therefore wish to prove that

-Mal

And this is easily done because the equation to be proved re-

duces, as before, to

(xa2 + yfa + v) j-p
= + y/9 + v

,

-'"al

and so again is evident when we restore the full expression for

the variation of money. And if we suppose any of the five

other permutations, we shall always find a similar demonstra-

tion. And what is thus proved of money and two classes, may
be extended to money and any number of classes, or to cases

without money ; for, although the demonstration becomes more

complex with a greater number of classes, it may be carried out

in the same manner.

The meaning of what has just been proved may be expressed
as follows : The same mass-quantities of all classes existing at both

periods, the sum of the percentages of the variation of every (/(/**

in exchange-value in all things, each multiplied by the weight of

the class at the first period (the percentages of the rises being treated

as positive quantities, and the percentages of the falls as negative

quantities), is zero. (Proposition LIV.) This zero means that

the common variation of all things together in exchange-value

in all things is by zero per cent., which is constancy.

Here we have used percentages in the ordinary way, reckon-

ing them in the starting points of the variations at the first

period. Hence it is only natural that importance should be as-

signed to the variations according to the importance of the vari-

ants at the first period. And conceiving the proportions of the

variations in this the usual way, we find that, when the mass-

quantities are constant, there is what we have called arithmetic

equality between all the proportions of the rising variations of

exchange-values in all things and all the proportions of the fall-

ing variations of exchange-values in all things, the weights of

29
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the classes at tliejirst period being assigned to their variations.

This is precisely what we should expect in such cases, because

of Scrope's formula holding here. For we have learnt that

Scrope's formula is the same as the formula for the arithmetic

average of variations with the weighting of the fir*t period.

We may also expect more, since we know more about Scrope's

formula. We may suspect that there also is, in these cases,

what we have called harmonic equality between all the proj>or-

tions of the rising variations of exchange-values in all things

and all the proportions of the falling variations of exchange-
values in all things, the weights assigned to the variations be-

ing those of the second period. In other words, the sums of

the percentages of all the rising and of all the falling variations

harmonically reckoned, that is, reckoned in the finishing points,

at the second period, multiplied by the weights at the second

period, will be equal ; or, if added together as |H>sitives and neg-

atives, will yield zero as the total sum. This may be quickly

proved by taking the same permutation in the above example,
and stating its percentages (in hundredths) harmonically. We
wish, then, to prove that

p
j

:m<l can do so, because this reduces to

MnMal \ fa,
Mnl \

TIT }
= xa

i ( 17 ]
)MaJ '\ 2

M )

and to -~f

(*, +M -f ') *? = ', + yfa -f r,
Jaat

which is evident when we restore the full expression for ,,
al

tl-2

ex-( the inverse of ^ J.
Q. E. D. And again, as we may

]>ect, we find that, with two things, or classes, constant in mass,

and equally important over both the periods together, there is
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geometric equality between the proportions of their variations in

exchange-value in all things (viz., the two things or classes them-

selves), that is, the percentages of their variations in such ex-

change-value, geometrically reckoned (reckoned in opposite di-

rections) are equal. For, supposing these articles to be priced

in ideal money, [A] rising and [B] falling, what we have to

prove is

1

but this reduces to

y%32
= x\a.2 ,

which is the very condition supposed, so that the equation is

true when this condition is satisfied. Q. E. D. AVe should

find also, by trial, that in ordinary cases there is approximation

to geometric equality, or equality between the sums of the geo-

metric percentages of all the rising variations together and of all

the falling variations, if these percentages are multiplied by the

weights over both the periods. But these two positions, about

harmonic and geometric equality, are of little utility, especially

the last
;
and they do not merit being stated in formal propositions.

Thus we have found in what sense the Proposition at the

opening of the Chapter is true. It is true of general exchange-

value in all things rightly measured, and with proper allowance

for the sizes of the classes. It is not true of general exchange-

value in all other things.
3 Therefore we should add to it the

words " in all things."

3. In evidence of what has here been universally proved,

and as suggestive of other relations, a particular example may
be offered. Suppose we have these states of things :

* Parsons tried to demonstrate it of this kind of general exchange-value.

Hence the necessity of his failure. See Notes 1 and 2 in Section I. of this Chapter.
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5B@4 6C@3 4D@7 7E@2,
II10A@1 5B@4 6C@6 4D7 7E@2.

Here we have only one price variation, and this price variation

shows that the class [C] has risen in exchange-value in all

other things by 100 per cent, (reckoned in the ordinary way).

Now if we measure the variation of money in exchange-value in

all other things by means of Scrope's formula, we have

P
2 _ 10 + 20 + 36 + 28 + 4 _ 108 _

P,

~~

10+ 20+ 18 + 28 + 4
"

90
=

indicating a rise of 20 per cent., which means that money has

fallen in exchange-value in all other things by 16$ per cent.

(for TW= 0.8333 ......
).

This means also that all the com-

modities which have remained unchanged in exchange-value

relatively to money have also fallen by 16 per cent, in ex-

change-value in all those things in which money has fallen by
that percentage (that is, in all the things which are other to

money, namely in all commodities). Now let us remove money
from consideration, or let us suppose we have been dealing

only with ideal money (money of account). As it has not en-

tered into the calculation, its removal causes no change. But

now all commodities become all things. And the classes, [A],

[B], [D], [E], which remained unchanged relatively to money
and to one another, are still altered in exchange-value in all com-

modities, that is, now, in all things, just as they were before.

Thus these classes have fallen by 16 per cent, in exchange-

value in all things. And the class [C] has still risen by 100

per cent, in all other things ;
but as it has risen by 100 per cent,

alx>ve things that have fallen by 16 per cent, in exchange-

value in all things, it has risen from 1 to '2 x O.S3J = !.<)<>, or

by 66$ per cent, in exchange-value in all things (not counting

money, but including itself). This may be shown again by sup-

posing that at the second period all the prices were 16 per

cent, lower than they were supposed actually to be. Then we

should have

-11* 90_ 3
._.. _ i of)

p
(

10 + 20+18 + 28 + 14 90
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indicating constancy. For here, money remaining stable, the

price, and consequently the exchange-value in all things other

to money, that is, in all commodities,
4 of each of the cla--<-

has fallen by 16f per cent., except the price of C, which has

risen by 66f per cent., showing that its exchange-value in all

commodities has risen by 66 f per cent. The same results could

also have been obtained directly, by making use of the method

above exploited. For here we could immediately take A as

the unit, omitting money altogether, and should have

^a2 ^10 + 20 + 18 + 28 + 14 = 90

Aal 10 + 20 + 36 + 28 + 14 108

and for the variations in exchange-value in all things of B, D,

E, we should have this multiplied by , ^, f-,
but for C we should

C
have it multiplied by J,

with answer -^ = 1.66$, showing the
^al

rise of [C] in exchange-value in all things to be by 66f per cent.

Now 66f is four times 16f. But the weights of the classes

[A] , [B] , [D] , [E] are four times larger than the weight of

the class [C] at the first period. Thus four classes, four times

larger than the class [C] at the first period, have together fallen

4 x 16f = 66| per cent., arithmetically equalling the rise of

[C] by 66f per cent., in exchange-value in all things (namely

the five classes of commodities).
5

4. In this form the Proposition may be of some utility.

Thus if we suppose only two classes equally important at the

first period, and the mass-units of each, A and B, are equally

valuable at the first period ; if, the mass-quantities being con-

stant, the exchange-value of A rises to double that of B, we see

4 Also in all things (including money); for otherwise the method of conversion

described in $ 1 of this Section would be at fault. This is because money, here,

is constant in general exchange-value of both kinds. It is plain that any number

of classes could now be added with constant prices (or in the preceding case with

prices rising 20 per cent.), without affecting any of the relations thus far used.

See also Proposition XXXIV. But this indication is not true of their exchange-

values in all other things (other to them singly). See Proposition XXXIII.
5
Again, at the second period the four classes together are twice as important as

[C]. Reckoned harmonically, i. e., in the finishing points, the percentage of

their falls is 20 per cent., and the percentage of the rise of [C] is 40 per cent.

just twice as much.
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that, whereas at the first period each class had half the total ex-

change-value in the world, at the second period [A] has two

thirds of it and [B] one third
; wherefore, although A has risen

by 100 per cent, in exchange-value in the other thing, and B
lias fallen by 50 per cent, in exchange-value in the other thing

simple geometric variations, the exchange-value of [A] ,
and

consequently of A, in all things has risen from J to by 33J

per cent., and the exchange-value of [B] ,
and consequently of

B, in all things has fallen from J to J by 33J per cent. \vhich

are simple arithmetic variations.6 And again, in an example
like the one just used, if, [AJ and four other classes being each

equally important at the first period, A rises by 100 percent, in

all the others, the exchange-value of [A] (and of A) in all

things rises from to | by 66| per cent., while the exchange-
value of each of the others in all things falls from

-J
to ^, or

together from to
|, by 16J per cent.

We can sum up these relations in the following general state-

ment : When in an economic world the mass-quantities are con-

stant, the variation of the exchange-value in all things of any class

(and of any individual in
it)

i the variation of its share of the

constant total exchange-value or purchasing power in this world

(Proposition LV.).
And from this principle and the preceding examples we can

form the following universal statements about the relationship

Thus here, dealing with exchange-value in all things, we have the equality

in the sums which we could not get in Sect. I. 2 when dealing with exchange-

value in all other things. Take another simple example. Suppose B is twice

as valuable as A at the first period, and at the second A twice as valuable as

B, and that the numbers of A's and B's arc equal and constant. Then [A]

from having $ of the total exchange-value in the world has come to have jj of

it, and [B] from having j has come to have J. Thus arithmetically reckoned,

A has risen by KM) per cent., and B has fallen by 50 per cent., in exchange-

value in all things; but the weight of [B] is twice that of [A] at the first

period. But again, the weight of [A] is twice that of [B] at the second

period ; and now, reckoned harmonically (in the ending points), A has risen by
~>0 percent, and B has fallen by KM) percent., in exchange-value in all things.

And again, the weights of [A] and [B] over both the periods together are equal ;

and now, reckoned geometrically (from the opposite points), the percentages of

the rise and fall in exchange-value in all things are equal ;
for [A] has risen by

.">0 per cent, reckoned at the finish while [B] has fallen by 50 per cent, reckoned

at the start, or reckoned in the opposite directions [A] and [II] have risen and

fallen each by KM) per cent. This illustrates # 2 of this Section.
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between the two kinds of general exchange-value. The mass-

quantities remaining constant, if th,e weight of a class at the

first period is - the sum of the weights of all the other cl;i < -.

and if this class rises by p per cent,
(in hundredths, reckoned in

the ordinary way) in exchange-value in all other things, it rises

from to i
- in exchange-value in all things, or bv

/ + 1 r + I + p

per cent.
;
while the others, collectively, fall from

r r
T to - - in exchange-value in all things, or by

r + 1 r + 1 + p

per cent., and if they do not vary amongst themselves,

they each fall by this percentage, or otherwise they fall by this

percentage on the average ;
so that the sum of the percentages

of their falls equals the percentage of the rise of the one class.

And if this class falls by p' per cent, in exchange-value in all

1 1 p'
other things, it falls from

_,
to -

,
in exchange-

1 + r r -f 1 p'
'

rp'
value in all things, or by

^
;7Per cent -

J
while the others,

collectively, rise from ^ to , in exchange-value in
1 +r r + 1 p'

all things, or by
-

y- 7 per cent., and if they do not vary

amongst themselves, they each rise by this percentage, or other-

wise they rise by this percentage on the average ;
so that the

sum of the percentages of their rises equals the percentage of the

fall of the one class.

Here we have an answer for one of our early problems, posed

in Chapter II. Section IV. 2, but an answer applicable

only to the cases when the mass-quantities are the same at both

periods. We see that the larger are the other classes (the larger

the
r),

the smaller is their variation, in accordance with Proposi-

tion XIX., and the more nearly the variation of the one class

in exchange-value in all things comes to its variation in
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exchange-value in all other things, according to Projx>sition

XXIV.
5. We can, however, very much simplify the statement of

the relationship between the two kinds of general exchange-

value, by starting at the second period. In the first complex

example above used (in 3) another relationship stared us in

the face, although we have not paid attention to it yet. This

is that the exchange-value of [C] in a/I things (commodities) has

varied two thirds as much as its exchange-value in all other

things, or its variation is one third less in the former than in

the latter
;
but also the weight of this class at the second period

is one third of the weights of all the classes, or the weights of

all the other classes are two thirds of the weight* of all the

classes. This relationship is universal, as is proved by the fol-

lowing equation expressing it in regard to money (on the sup-

position that money is rising in exchange-value),

/92 -I-

which is easily seen to be true (or if we suppose money to be

falling in exchange-value and reverse the terms in the first half,

the same relationship is evident). Therefore

The mass-quantities all remaining constant, the variation of any
doss in exchange-value in all things relates to its variation in

exchange-value in all other things as at the second period the

weigtds of all the other classes relate to tJie weights of all the classes

(Proposition LVI.).
7

7 This is the Proposition referred to under Proposition XXV. It shows the

importance of the word "equal" in that Proposition. Here among constant

mass-quantities, as one class alone varies in price, its size varies, and so therefore

does the proportion between the variations of its two kinds of general exchange-
value. Thus as the class rises in price, its size increases, and therefore the rise of

its exchange-value in all things lags farther and farther behind the rise of ita

exchange-value in all other things. An ordinary class rising slightly, its

exchange-value in all things rises almost as much as its exchange-value in all

other things. Hut it is conceivable that the class could rise so high as to become,
at the second period, equal to all the other classes together. Then its exchange-
value in nil things has risen only half as high as its exchange-value in all oM.fr

things.
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This Proposition applies to the variations in the two kinds of

general exchange-value of every individual thing in the class in

question, when by its
"
exchange-value in all other things

" we
mean its exchange-value in all things outside its own class.

8

But if by the exchange-value of an individual thing
" in all

oilier things
" we mean absolutely its exchange-value in all other

things (including all other individuals in its own class) beside

itself, the Proposition must be modified. Its two variations

will now relate to each other as the total exchange-values (or

money-values) of all other things beside itself and the total ex-

change-values (or money-values) of all things relate to each other

at the second period.

III.

1 . The mensuration of exchange-value in all things may be

extended to all possible cases with mass-quantities also vary-

ing. It is only necessary to insert the article itself, whose ex-

change-value in all things is being measured, among the things

in which its exchange-value is being measured, and to invert

the formula above found to be the best for measuring the varia-

tion of the general level of prices. Thus for money the uni-

versal schema is

IIt;2 M@l
The formula for the method using double weighting is

Now it is evident that this formula, in relation with the

formula for the same method of measuring the variation or

constancy of the exchange-value of money in all other things,

may violate Propositions XXII., XXVI., XXXII. and

XXXY. This is merely a continuation of the defect dis-

covered in the preceding Chapter. But the other two superior

8 This is the sense in which the term has generally been used in these pages.

Of course, the mass-quantities being constant, the variation in exchange-value in

all things is the same of the individual as of its class.
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methods are free from this defect
;
wherefore in dealing with

exchange-value in all things the employment of one of them

becomes imperative. And the one to be preferred is Scrope's

emended method. The formula for this method is

Again, reckoned in the mass-unit of [A] ,
the schema is

0,

The formula is

1 / y , A y

"-I ""2

- (V--( y
!
V
2 +

1
9v^~" ttl J/fll

"2
! 2 2

' r 2 ' 2 ' l 2

And, reckoned in the mass-unit of [B] ,
the schema is

/!

2
t/2 B@l

i

And the formula,

1 ,- SVfr + ^ X/^2 -f N///,//, -f ......

.

/y '

^ "'
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And so on through all the classes. These results are the same
as in the partial cases, with constant mass-quantities. They
would be the same if we used the formula for the geometric

method, or the formula for the method with double weighting

just rejected, or any other formula whatsoever. Thus in genera 1 ,

When the expression for the variation of the exchange-r<i/n<' <>f

money in all things has been obtained) the. expression for the r<tri-

ation of the exchange-value of any other elass in all thimj* nun/

be obtained by multiplying the former e,rpregion by the e.ry>/vWo//

for the price variation of this class (Proposition LVH.).
1

2. Here it is impossible to find any equality in the sums of

the percentages of the variations, multiplied by the weights of

the first period, or in any other regular manner. For if what

was found to be true in 2 of the preceding Section were assumed

to be true here, with regard to three classes, we should have to

be able to show that

M
but on restoring the present value of

""

,
we find that this is

"*ai

not necessarily true, nor would it necessarily be so if we used

either of the other methods for measuring variations in exchange-
value. It may be true sometimes, but only accidentally. There-

fore, as Cairnes said, the aggregate amount of purchasing power
in an economic world may increase or decrease.

Such increase or decrease can be measured in the following

manner. Take from all the classes the mass-quantities that are

common to both the periods compared. As these are collectively

constant in exchange-value in all things (amongst themselves),

their presence may be ignored. To be examined are the ex-

cessive mass-quantities of some classes at the first period and of

some classes at the second period. If the exchange-value of

money has been found to be constant, all that is needed is to add

up the money-values of the excessive mass-quantities at the first

period, and the money-values of the excessive mass-quantities

1 As before, this Proposition cannot be stated of exchange-value in all other

things. It expands Proposition XXXIII.
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at the second period ;
and the balance between them will show

whether there is gain or loss, and to what extent. But if the

exchange-value of money has been found to have varied, the

operation must be corrected by reducing the total sum of the

money-values at the one or the other period say at the second

by multiplying the sum first obtained by the expression for the

variation of the exchange-value of money and then striking

the balance.

This procedure does not show the relative increase or decrease.

After all, then, the completest method is simply to add up all

the money-values of the classes at each period, and, after reducing
the sum at the second period to a sum in money with constant

exchange-value, to compare the two sums together.

Here we must be -careful as to which general exchange-value

of money it is whose variation is to be corrected. If we are

measuring merely the increase or decrease in the aggregate ex-

change-value of commodities, having no interest in the increase

or decrease in the total exchange-value of the class money, we
should use merely the variation of money in exchange-value in

all other things (that is, in all things other to it, therefore in all

commodities), at the same time leaving out of account the quan-

tity of money.
After such a measurement has been made, and the increase,

decrease or constancy of the aggregate amount of exchange-
value in all things in an economic world has been ascertained,

it must not be supposed that any information has been acquired
as to the increase, decrease or constancy of the aggregate amount

of use-value or cost-value in that world
;
and whether the

aggregate amount of esteem-value is thereby determined is a

debatable subject. The truth of this statement may be seen by

considering the conditions when the mass-quantities are all ex-

actly the same at two different periods, when we know the

aggregate amount of exchange-value in all things is constant.

For that the aggregate amount of the cost-values of these con-

stant mass-quantities determined by the aggregate amount of

labor their production has cost need not be the same at both

periods, is evident. Equally evident is it that the aggregate
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amount of their use-values may not he the same. For in-i;in< -.

if the two periods are summer and winter, the aggregate of the

total utilities of all the classes might be very different at the two

periods. On the other hand, it would be a difficult question to

decide whether in this latter case (on the supposition also that

the numbers of the people are constant) the aggregate amount

of the final utilities of all the classes, and hence the aggregate

amount of the esteem-values of all the constant goods, are con-

stant or not. For if the goods were, say, mostly adapted to

summer, a few of them would have no (actual) esteem-value in

summer and many no (actual) esteem-value in winter, while

many would have moderate esteem-value in summer and a few

excessive esteem-value in winter. Whether these would exactly

counterbalance or not, is out of the province of this work to pass

an opinion.

It is proper, however, here to state that the old and much

debated question concerning the measurement of the wealth of a

country is to be decided by saying that such measurement is

the measurement of the increase, decrease or constancy of the

aggregate amount of exchange-value (of all commodities in all

commodities) in that country relatively to the numbers of its

inhabitants.

3. Both because the aggregate amount of the exchange-

values of all things in all things is not constant, and because the

measurement of general exchange-exchange is not known with

absolute definiteness, when the mass-quantities as well as prices

vary, it is impossible to construct such convenient statements

for the comparison of the variations of the two kinds of general

exchange-value as were above obtained for the cases when the

mass-quantities are constant. But by means of the geometric

average of the price variations, with its proper weighting, which

method we know to be approximately accurate (except only in

rare and extravagant cases),
we may obtain almost equally con-

venient approximately correct formulae also for these more usual

and complex cases. Let the class [A] be - the size of all the

other classes of commodities over both the periods together, and
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let us siipj>ose its price has risen by p per cent, (in hmulralths),

while the prices of all other commodities have remained un-

changed. Then the exchange-value of money in all other things,

/. e., in all commodities, has fallen approximately from its first con-

< + !/ 1 -+!/ 1
dition, represented as unity, to

j by 1 y

per cent. Therefore every one of the other commodities, re-

maining unchanged in relation to money, has fallen approxi-

mately by this percentage in exchange-value in all other things

beside money, that is, in all commodities (including itself).

But the class [A], while rising by p per cent, in exchange-value

in all other things, has risen by p per cent, above |/

of its former state, represented as unity, in exchange-value in

all commodities (including itself, and excluding money), or to

p p
r + 1/

- above its former state, by r +173= 1 per cent.,

V l +P V l +P
approximately. Reversely if [A] has fallen by p' per cent, in

price, and therefore in exchange-value in all other things, money
has risen approximately in exchange-value in all things from

1 to y f by
'

j

'

,

-- 1 per cent,
;
and the ex-

change-value of every one of the other commodities has fallen

approximately by this percentage in exchange-value in all com-

modities (including itself). But the class [A] has fallen by p
1

per cent, below
j/

of its former state in exchange-

value in all commodities, or to r +-f7^==
below its former state

by 1 - -
per cent., approximately. Or if we desire

r

/}
~~

pf

to make similar measurements with money itself included in the

standard, supposing its weight over both the periods to be s

times that of [A], we merely have to add this to the indices of

the roots in the preceding expressions. The larger r is, it is

plain the smaller will be the opj>osite variation of money and
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the other commodities in exchange-value in all things, and the

nearer will the rise of [A] in exchange-value in all things In-

to its rise in exchange-value in all other things, according to

Propositions XIX. and XXIV., already referred to in similar

cases above examined.

Again, if all prices vary equally by + p or by p per cent,

(rising in the former case and falling in the latter), or if they so

vary on the average (geometrically measured), their variation

may be comprehensively represented as a variation from 1 to

1 p. Then, while the exchange-value of money in all other

things has inversely varied from 1 to -

,
either by

* or

by - per cent., its exchange-value has varied approximately
1 p

from 1 to - - _r (in which r represents the number of times

(1 2>)r-
+ T

V

all the commodities are larger in total exchange-value over both

the periods together than money). Therefore a commodity
which has varied in price by p per cent, (the same as the

average of all the price variations) has varied from 1 to 1 j?

in money that has varied to the one or the other of the above ex-

pressions according as the one or the other of its general exchange-

values is considered. Thus in all things other to money (i. e.,

in all commodities, including itself)
this commodity has varied

from 1 to ^ = 1 or to - = 1, that is, it has remained
I +p I p

constant, and so, of course, also in exchange-value in all other

commodities
;
but not so in exchange-value in all other things

(other to itself, or to its own class, including money), or in all

things (including money). In all things it has varied from 1 to

(1 +P) orto .l^Lg- r
,
or from 1 to (lp)FTi, while

(1 +p)fTi (1 p)r^l
1

in all other things it has varied from 1 to (1 p) r approxi-

mately.

4. In thus measuring the exchange-value of money in all

things, or of anything else in all things, including money, we

must know the quantity of money that has been employed at
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each period. Here is a problem of a peculiar nature, never yet

discussed. The mere comparison of the quantity of money in

a country with the quantities of commodities in the market at

any one time is not satisfactory, as money is permanently in the

market, while other goods merely flow through the market.

Nor is there any propriety in the comparison of the quantity of

money in the country with the quantity of goods (reckoned in

money-values) bought and sold during each of the periods com-

pared, because the lengths arbitrarily chosen for these periods

will affect the quantities of the goods but not the quantity of

money. Nor again between the quantities of exchanges effected

with money and the quantity effected without money, because

this comparison is affected by banking expedients, and banking

expedients, although they make certain kinds of money less

needed and more scarce, yet do not lessen the importance of

money as a class or if the quantity of money so decreased be

counted for less, the quantity of the substitute, material or im-

material, provided by the banking expedients, ought to be

counted, which is still more difficult to estimate. The follow-

ing suggests itself as a possible solution of the question. Money,
when used as a mere medium of exchange, is desired only for

purchasing other things, hence not in itself, and so is incom-

parable with commodities. But money is desired in itself when

it is wanted for paying debts or the interest on debts. Thus

the quantity of debts falling due within a certain period (but

only those contracted in an anterior period) along with the

quantity of interest due on these and on uncxpired debts, seems to

be a quantity comparable with the quantities of commodities con-

sumed within the period. Yet there is defect also here. One

of the reasons for wishing money to be stable in exchange-value

is because of this very debt-paying quality it possesses. But

the larger the amount of debt in a country, and the larger the

amount of weighting consequently assigned to the class money,
the smaller will be the calculated variations of money's exchange-

value in all things, whenever a variation takes place ;
so that the

greater the quantity of debt and consequently the greater the

nicety desired in the calculation, the duller becomes the calculation.
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Perhaps, however, after all, we do not want a standard con-

sisting of all things, including money, but only a standard of

all commodities. This is the commodity-standard proper.

Money is something sui generis, which we commonly contni-t

with commodities. It is used as a measure of the exchange-
value of commodities. Hence we want it to be stable in ex-

change-value in all commodities. To be sure, if it be stable in

this exchange-value, it is also stable in exchange-value in all

things, including itself; wherefore no room is left for dispute in

regard to the supreme desideratum. But when it varies in gen-
eral exchange-value, and therefore differently in exchange-value

in all things and in exchange-value in all commodities, the lat-

ter variation being slightly greater, the commodity-standard not

only is the more convenient because of the greater and conse-

quently more apparent variation of money in it, but also it seems

to be the standard in reference to which any correction in the

payment of debts ought to be made. Still, this is a fine ques-

tion, which will become of practical importance not till society

at large shall have grown much more sensitive to variations in

the exchange-value of money than it is at present. For the

present, then, we may assume the commodity-standard merely

for its convenience.

5. Adopting this standard, we see that a variation in the

price of any commodity exactly represents the variation of this

commodity in exchange-value in all commodities only if money
has remained stable in exchange-value in all other (and in all)

things, or, which is the same thing, only if the general level of

prices has remained the same. Yet people almost always re-

gard a variation of the price of anything as an indication of its

variation simply in exchange-value in general, that is, they treat

money as if it were stable in general exchange-value as if it

were a good practical individual standard. But when it is per-

ceived that money has not remained stable in exchange-value,

there is need of correcting this false inference from the mere

price variation of any article. The correction can be easily

made if the variation of the general level of prices (inversely

showing the variation of the exchange-value of money in all

30
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commodities) has already been measured. Thus if the general
level of prices is found to have fallen by 10 per cent., which

fall means that .90 money-unit is now worth what 1.00 money-
unit formerly was worth, it is evident that a commodity whose

price has also fallen by 10 per cent., so that, instead of being
held at 1.00, a certain quantity of it is sold for .90, has re-

mained constant in exchange-value (in the commodity-standard).
And a commodity that has fallen 5 per cent, in price, so that

what of it before cost 1.00 is now got for .95, has really risen

in such exchange-value from .90 to .95, which is a rise bv 5.55

per cent.; while a commodity that has remained constant in

price, has really risen in this exchange-value from .90 to 1.00,

which is a rise by 11.11 per cent. On the other hand a com-

modity that has fallen 20 per cent, in price has really fallen in

this exchange-value from .90 to .80, or by only 1 1.11 per cent.

Now as one of the uses we make of actual prices is to indicate

the variations of commodities simply in exchange-value, and as

this indication is false except in one given case, it may not be

out of the way to call the corrected indication by the term trite-

price. Of course the actual prices are always true prices ;
for

they are always true in the only indication which they properly

make, namely of the variation of the commodity in its particular

exchange-value in money. By
"
true-prices

"
is meant some-

thing which is true, not necessarily in the first and proper in-

dication made by actual prices, but in the secondary indication

to which prices are habitually put.

This term, then, being permitted, we can most conveniently
Hud true-prices by making use of the principle above enunciated

in Proposition LVII. That Proposition, to be sure, refers only
to the variation of the exchange-value of money in // things,

and shows only the method of obtaining therefrom the variation

of any commodity in exchange-value in all things. But when

we know the variation of the exchange-value of money in all

other things, which are all commodities, then by multiplying
this by the price variation of any commodity, we obtain the

commodity's variation in the same standard of all things other

to money, namely all commodities. Thus the expression for
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the variation of money in exchange-value in all commodities,

according to Scrope's method, being

*0i a^/xfii -f ft^y1^2 + Y->^z \

s
-> +

'

the expression, according to the same method of measurement,
for the variation of A in exchange-value in all commodities (in-

cluding itself), represented by ,
would be

rt

H ? A^ +

-f ......

+ ft^ft + riAz
a +

__

"'

and so on through all the list of commodities. Usually, how-

ever, the first measurement would be in the form of obtaining

the variation of the general level of prices. But this is merely
the inverse of the variation of the exchange-value of money in

all other things (i. e.,
in all commodities). Hence, the operation

of measuring the variation of the general level of prices having

already been performed, the formula for finding the variation of

any class, say [A] ,
in exchange-value in all commodities is

A ac.2 _ #
2

-t
L

A acl

~
,

'

P
2

'

Thus, in general : The variation of the exchange-value of any

commodity in the commodity-standard is found by multiplying the

inverse of the expression for the variation of the general level of

prices by the expression for its own price variation (Proposition

LVIIL).
Or, if preferred, percentages alone may be dealt with. Let

the percentage (always in hundredths) of the already measured

variation of the general level of prices be represented by zb
/T,
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according as it is a rise or a fall (if there be constancy, /T = 0) ;

and let =h p similarly represent the percentage of the known va-

riation of the price of the commodity in question. Then, the

desired percentage of the variation of the true-price being repre-

sented by pac ,
the formula is

and this variation is a rise if the result be positive, a fall if the

result be negative, and it is constancy if the result be 0. Or if

the symbols be used to represent full percentages (in integers),

the formula is

=

It must always be borne in mind that when the variation of

a commodity is so measured, the measurement is of its variation

in exchange-value, not in all things, nor in all other things, nor

even in all other commodities, but in all commodities (including

itself).
2 Of course, if the commodity be found to be constant in

exchange-value in all commodities, and money also has been

found to be constant in exchange-value in all other things, then

the commodity is known to be constant in all the other kinds of

general exchange-value. Otherwise, to find its variation in any
of the other kinds of general exchange-value would require a

separate and special measurement similar to that by which the

variation of money was measured.

IV.

1. When engaged in measuring the constancy or variation

of the exchange-value of anything, it is essential that we should

be clear as to the standard we are using ;
or else there is danger

2 All this i- said on the supposition that the commodity in question is one of

the things whose prices were taken into account in measuring the variation of the

general level of prices. If it be one of the things necessarily left out of that

calculation, its variation in exchange-value determined as above is its variation in

exchange-value in all other commodities (by "all" being meant all the other

commodities that are included in the standard, it being impossible to include

absolutely all).
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of our falling into inconsistencies. This risk, and this need, may
be illustrated by the following example.

Suppose at the first period

A^B C - D c E ~ F - ......
,

and at the second

A^=f B^JC ^D^=E c F = .....
,

the only changes being in relation to B and C. And suppose
the classes [B] and [C] are equally important over the two

periods together. Then we know that the exchange-value of A
has not varied. But at the second period

Bo2JC=3=lJA=o=lJD c-1JE -= 1JF > ......
.

If B had risen so as to become equivalent to 1J of every other

thing, we should say it had risen by 50 per cent, in general ex-

change-value (of some sort) ;
and as it has risen by this amount

in all the other things beside [A] and by more than this amount

in [A], it has evidently risen in general exchange-value (of

some sort) by slightly more than 50 per cent. Also at the

second period

and for a similar reason we perceive that C has fallen in general

exchange-value (of same sort) by slightly more than 33J per

cent. Now then we might be led into the following argument.

While, at the second period, A is exchanged for B, it is ex-

changed for 33J per cent, less of an article which has risen

slightly more than 50 per cent. Therefore it has risen somewhat

in general exchange-value ;
which is contrary to our first conclu-

sion. And while, at the second period, A is exchanged for 1 J C,

it is exchanged for 50 per cent, more of an article which has

fallen slightly more than 33J per cent. Therefore it has fallen

somewhat in general exchange-value ;
which is contrary both to

the first conclusion and to the immediately preceding. These

two opposite conclusions cannot be reconciled by saying that they

counterbalance each other
;
for they would do so only if it were

necessary for the owners of [A] always to exchange it in equal

portions for [B] and for [C] . But, according to the above
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reasoning, if any one exchangee! all h,is [A] for [B] ,
he would

at the second period, get more general exchange-value than he

got at the first
;
and if another exchanged all his [A] for [C] ,

he would at the second period get less general exchange-value

than he got at the first which happenings are contradictory

(because of Proposition VII.). Now the above reasoning would

be perfect, and would lead us into a dilemma, or aporia, casting

doubt over our whole subject, if the general exchange-values

referred to in all the cases were the same. But they are not.

2. In the first case A is constant in general exchange-value

of both kinds exchange-value in all other things and exchange-

value in all things. In the second case B rises by more than

50 per cent, in a general exchange-value which is exchange-

value in all the other things beside it, including C, but excluding

itself. In the third case C falls by more than 33J per cent, in

a general exchange-value which is exchange-value in all the

other things beside it, including B, but excluding itself and

hence different from the exchange-value in other things in which

B rose by more than 50 per cent.

On the other hand, B in exchanging for 2 C while exchanging
for 1J of all the other things, exchanges for 2J of an article

fallen in exchange-value, while it exchanges for 1J of other

articles with constant exchange-value. If then C has fallen in

general exchange-value of some sort by exactly 33J per cent.,
Q O

2 C is equivalent to
^

= 1J times the former C, and there-

fore to 1J A, to 1 1 D, etc. And C in exchanging for only B
while exchanging for of the other articles, exchanges for

of an article risen in exchange-value, while it exchanges for of

other articles with constant exchange-value. If then B has

risen in general exchange-value of some sort by exactly 50 per

4-4-2
cent., B is equivalent to ~ = $ of the former B, and there-

fore to A, to D, etc. Thus in these cases everything comes

out right, provided that B and C have so varied in some general

exchange-value, and that this is the same general exchange-

value*.
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But B and C have so varied, and in general exchange-valiK-
which is the same

;
for they have both so varied in general ex-

change-value in all things (including themselves). For A 1m-

remained constant in exchange-value in all things, including B
and C. Therefore, according to Proposition LVIL, when B
has risen by 50 per cent, in A, it has risen by 50 per cent, in

exchange-value in all things, although it has risen by slight I \

more than 50 per cent, in exchange-value in all things other to

it. And when C has fallen by 33J per cent, in A, it has fallen

by 33J per cent, in exchange-value in all things, although it has

fallen by slightly more than 33J per cent, in all things other to it.

This is evident, as regards the standard of all things, also if we

represent the state of things at the second period in these ways,

B c IB 2^C = l\ A =.HD - lip: ~
,

and
C^lC-o $B-o |A=o. |D- fE- ;

for here it is evident, in the first case, that for B to rise in ex-

change-value in all things by 50 per cent., it must rise still more

in exchange-value in at least one of the others in order to counter-

balance the fact that it does not rise in exchange-value in itself,

and in the second, that for C to fall in exchange-value in all

things by 33J per cent., it must fall still more in exchange-

value in at least one of the other things in order to counter-

balance the fact that it does not fall in exchange-value in inself.
1

This solution of the difficulty has been anticipated in Proposi-

tion XXXIII. It is also illustrative of Propositions XII. and

XIII. For from the variations of B and C in relation to A we

might gather that B has become 2 times as valuable as C, and

C
|-

as valuable as B. This is true of their exchange-values in

all things, and in all other things beside them both. But it is

not true of their exchange-values each in all other things, since

in all the things other to it B has become somewhat more than

2J times as valuable as C has become in all the things other to

it, and inversely.
1 It will be noticed that in both these cases the extra variation of the one

other class (equally important over both the periods with the class in question) is

the square of the common variation of all the other classes. This relation is

universal. Hereby is given a partial (and in complex cases an approximate)

answer to a problem proposed in Chapter II. Sect. V. 6.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE UTILITY OF MEASURING THE VARIATIONS IN THE

EXCHANGE-VALUE OF MONEY.

I.

$ 1. Knowledge of the constancy or variation of the ex-

change-value of money is useful both for theoretical and for

practical purposes.

For theoretical purposes it is useful in many scientific en-

(juirie.s, which lead on to conclusions of great practical impor-

tance. Thus, for example, there is a prevalent opinion that a

rise or fall in the exchange-value of money has considerable in-

fluence on industry and general prosperity, partly deleterious

and partly beneficial, the one in some ways, the other in others.

This opinion is to some extent based on experience in flagrant

instances when there could be no doubt what course the ex-

change-value of money was taking ;
but as yet it has mostly

been based on reasoning ct priori. For it cannot be scientifically

investigated until variations in the exchange-value of money are

scientifically determined. Its scientific investigation, however,

is of the greatest moment
;

for if there be truth in the doctrine

that the deleterious influences are greater than the beneficial,

and more so of a rise than of a fall, the detailed knowledge of

such influences may lead to corrective and even to preventive

measures. Attempt may perhaps be made to attack the source of

the evil by regulating the exchange-value of money both to

prevent the insidious changes of metallic money over long

stretches of years and the sudden changes of credit money dur-

ing short period**. For this purpose also knowledge of the

causes of the variations in the exchange-value of money will be

472
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necessary. But the prevalent opinions on such causes can like-

wise be scientifically confirmed or refuted only after more scien-

tifically accurate measurements of the variations in question
have been instituted than any yet made. On the whole, it is

apparent that, as observed by Dana Horton, the theory of the

multiple standard is
" the key to the entire theory of money."

l

Of the corrective and preventive measures more will be said

presently.

2. Then again we have need of knowing how commodities

themselves vary in general exchange-value ;
for we cannot well

investigate the causes and consequences of their variations in

such exchange-value imperfectly measured. To be sure, we can

easily investigate the causes of the variations of one commodity
in exchange-value in another, as such variations are plain. But,

after all, to know the causes of these particular variations is not

so important as to know the causes of the general variations,

which latter have commonly been the subject really had in mind

when economists have treated of the causes of variations in ex-

change-value especially when specifying, as they so often do,

that they are dealing with the causes of variations in prices

under the supposition of money being constant in general ex-

change-value. Reasoning on this subject needs to be based

upon experience, and therefore we should be able to convert

the supposition of money being constant into reality by correct-

ing its deviations in the instances taken from experience. Other-

wise a commodity may appear to have risen or fallen in general

exchange-value because its price has risen or fallen, although its

general exchange-value may really have varied in the opposite

direction. Money being habitually used as a measure of general

exchange-value notwithstanding its own variableness in general

exchange-value, we need to correct the results obtained from

measurements with this imperfect instrument, after first meas-

uring this instrument itself. For after finding its variations

we can adapt the variations of the prices of commodities to

variations in general exchange-value, in a manner already ex-

plained. We may thus obtain what have above been called the

1 Silver and Gold, 2d ed., p. 40.
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true-prices of commodities, namely the prices they would have

had, had money remained stable in exchange-value, and had no

other changes occurred. 2 This term, to repeat, is not inappro-

priate, because in spite of the variations of money we do con-

tinue to make use of prices for measuring variations in the ex-

change-values of commodities, not only in money, but in things

in general ;
but it is only these adapted prices in an invariable

imaginary money that are true for the latter purpose.

An example in point may be taken from a subject now agitating

public opinion. In considering whether the present tendency of

productive bodies in the same line of business to combine and

thus avoid competition is beneficial to the country at large, or

otherwise, one of the items discussed is whether the so-called

" trusts
"

already formed have raised or lowered prices. Now
to discuss whether they have raised or lowered merely actual

prices is only to discuss whether they have raised or lowered the

exchange-value of their products in relation to money. But

actual experience of mere changes in price of any particular

class of commodities shows only a change in the relation between

the general exchange-value of the class in question and the gen-
eral exchange-value of money ;

and does not show whether the

change is on the side of the commodity or on the side of money,
or how much on the one and how much on the other that is, it

does not show how much the change is due to the eiforts of the

producers of the commodity and how much to the efforts of the

producers of money. This can be shown for we are dealing

with variations, not in cost-value or in esteem-value, but in ex-

change-value only by investigating further the relation of both

these classes to all commodities
;
which can be done very labor-

iously in regard to one of the tilings, preferably money, and

then very easily in regard to the other. And after doing this

we are not so much interested in the relative accomplishments

2 This second proviso is necessary because the variation of money in general

exchange-value may have had some influence, to be noticed later, to change
relative exchange-values from what they would be, had money remained stable.

But the variation having taken plaee, and exerted its influence, the true-price*

still indicate the variations of the commodities in general exchange-value tinder

such influences.
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of the producers of the given commodity and of the producers
of the metal used as money, as in the relative accomplishments
of the producers of the commodity in question and the producers
of all other commodities. Hence our interest is really in the

variations of the commodity's true-price; for, although such

variations do not show the commodity's variations in cost-value

or in esteem-value, they do show the relation between its varia-

tions in these values and the variations in them of all com-

modities, about which relation more will be said in the next

Section. Yet this aspect of the question is mostly forgotten, and

the question is often thought to be settled by an appeal merely
to the actual variations of the prices of the given commodity.

Thus, for instance, in a recently published work is to be found

the following passage :
" The price of cotton-seed oil has fallen,

along with the economic improvement in its production intro-

duced by the trust. In 1878 the average price of standard

summer yellow oil was 47.94 cents per gallon. In 1883, the

year before the organization of the trust, it had only fallen to

47.08 cents per gallon. In 1887, four years after the organiza-

tion of the trust, it had fallen to 38.83 cents per gallon. In

other words, during these four years the price of cotton-seed oil

fell more than eight times as much as it did during the five

years before the trust was formed."3 Here no reference is made

to the fact that after 1878 industrial conditions took an upward

swing, which lasted till 1883, and was followed by depression.

Now if the measurement of the course of the exchange-value

of money during these years provided by the Aldrich Report

were reliable, the true-prices of cotton-seed oil, calculated for

the two later years, the price at the first year being taken as the

base, would be 44.37 cents per gallon in 1883 and 41.89 cents

per gallon in 1887. In other words, the fall before the organi-

zation of the trust was by 7.45 per cent., and the fall after the

organization of the trust was by 5.52 per cent., so that the true

fall, instead of being eight times greater in the later period, was

only three fourths as great.
4

Unfortunately the index-numbers
3 G. Gunton, Trusts and the public, 1899, p. 15.

4 On p. 218 of the same work the prices of petroleum are given for a similar

purpose (the Standard Oil Company being established in 1871 and the trust in
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of the Aldrich Report not only do not refer only to prices in

New York, where the above prices were reported, but also were

calculated in an improper manner. Except that the figures of

the Aldrich Report cannot in most cases be far from the truth,

we are left in the dark as to the exact movement of the true-

price of any commodity during the years preceding and succeed-

ing the organization of its trust
;
and to the extent of this ob-

scurity all argumentation on this subject is confused and con-

fusing.

In view of the habitual inattention and neglect with which

the subject of true-prices is treated not only by the people at

large but by economists of repute, it is somewhat discouraging
to find, as recalled by Dana Horton, that the need of observing
them was pointed out more than two hundred years ago. In

If) 7 2 Pufendorf wrote : "When the price of any one and the same

thing is said to vary, it must be carefully distinguished whether,

properly speaking, the value of the thing or the value of money
has varied."

5 And yet perhaps the first, and perhaps even the

last, writer who has attempted to make a scientific investigation

concerning true-prices is Professor Laspeyres, who wrote on

1880). Some of these prices, in cents per gallon, are here given, followed by the

true-prices calculated from the figures in the Aldrich Report:

1863 30.7 30.7

1867 20.5 16.4

1871 21.7 18.1

1873 16.0 13.4

1877 15.0 14.7

1879 8.125 8.6

1">" 9.125 8.7

I** I 8.25 8.4

1-'. 7.125 7.7

1891 6.9 7.6

The inferences to be drawn from the latter figures are somewhat different from
those from the former. In the eight years of open competition the true-price
fell 41.05 per cent., at the average rate of 4.39 per cent, per annum; in the

nine years of preponderance of the Company it fell 51.93 per cent., at the average
rate of 4.75 per cent, per annum ; and in the eleven years of quasi-monopoly
under the trust it fell 12.64 per cent., at the average rate of 1.09 per cent, per
annum.

5 De jure naturce et gentium, lib. V. cap. I. \ 16. Pufendorf, however,
would have judged the variation in the exchange-value of money by that of

farm land. Yet the multiple standard was known still earlier, as we shall see

presently.
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this subject about thirty years ago.
6 He deserves credit for so

doing, although his work was vitiated by a faulty method of

calculating the variations of money. Other writers have but

barely noticed the subject.
7

3. The practical purposes above mentioned are sought to

be effected in the schemes for correcting the variations of money
in its function as a measure of exchange-value, and, as far as is

possible, for preventing such variations.

To begin with the former. It has been proposed that the

mensuration of the exchange-value of money should serve as a

guide in credit operations extending over at least six months,

or a year, and longer. The design is that, by agreement be-

tween the parties at the time of contracting, debts of all sorts

should be repaid in the same amount of exchange-value as was

borrowed or bargained for, and therefore the sum of money

pledged should be paid with addition or deduction according to

the fall or rise of money in exchange-value. For example, if

between the time of contracting and the time of solution money
is found to have depreciated 10 per cent., a person owing 100

money-units, knowing that 100 of the new units are worth only

90 of the old units, and that 10 of the old are now worth

10 x ~ = 11.11, must pay back 111.11 money units
;
and

.yu

if money has appreciated, instead, by 10 per cent., the same

debt is discharged by the repayment of only 90.91 money-units,

the sum due for interest being increased or diminished in the

same proportion.

This proposal, as is well known, was revived by Jevons, after

having been suggested as a serious scheme, perhaps first, by

Joseph Lowe, near the commencement of the century just

elapsed, and soon afterwards, in dependence upon Lowe, by

Poulett Scrope. It has been recommended by several other

6
Especially in his essay Welche Waaren werden im Verlaufe der Zeiten immcr

theurerf Statistischen Studien zur Geschichte der Preisen, in the Zeitschrift fiir

die gesaminte Staatswissenschaft, Tubingen 1872, Iste Heft. He had previously

touched upon the subject in B. 25.

7 E. g., Sauerbeck in B. 79, p. 599. A casual use of a solitary true-price is to

be found in the works of D'Avenel, B. 117, p. 6, B. 118, p. 4.
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writers, and recently by Professor Laves as something new.8

Yet hardly new, even when Lowe wrote, was the idea of it,

which has been before the eyes of every jurist for nearly three

hundred years. For in the great work of Grotins is the fol-

lowing passage :
"
Concerning money we must know that it

naturally possesses the capacity to pay debts,
9 not in its ma-

terial alone, nor in its denomination, but in a wider respect,

namely, as it is compared either with all, or with the most

necessary, things ;
which estimation, unless otherwise agreed

upon, is to be made at the time and place of solution."
10

4. The other proposal is that the mensuration of the ex-

change-value of money should be employed as a guide for

regulating the currency. A variation of money being detected

l>efore it has had time to go far, it has been suggested that the

government can restore to money its former exchange-value by

increasing or decreasing its quantity, and by performing this

operation constantly, it can keep money always within very

slight and inconsiderable deviations from a permanent ex-

change-value as the helmsman steers his boat by arresting its

8 Lowe, B. 8, pp. 278-279, 281-291
; Scrope, B. 9, pp. 407-408 (followed by R.

H. Walsh, B. 13, and reviewed by Maclaren, B. 17); Jevons, Money and the,

mechanism of exchange, pp. 328-333.; Horton, Silver and gold, pp. 36-43 ; F. A.

Walker (confining it to persons not in business), Money, pp. l(il-lt>3, Money in

its relation to trade and industry, pp. 70-77 ; Marshall, in a paper read before

the Industrial Remuneration Conference, pp. 185-186 of the Report, London

1885, and in B. 8.'?, pp. 363-365
; T. Laves, Die "

Warenwahrnng" als Ergiinznng
tier Edclmetalu'ithruny, Schmollers Jahrbuch fiir Gesety.gebung, Verwaltung und

Volkswirthschaft, Leipzig 1890, pp. 837-846. The scheme is entertained by

Laughlin, History of bimetallism, 188"), pp. XI.-XII., and Elements of polit-

ical economy, 1887, pp. 76-77, and by ( Jiften, Recent changes in prices and incomes

compared, Journal of the Statistical Society, London 1888, pp. 54-55; and is

recoinmended as a substitute, in case of failure to establish the next scheme, by
II. Winn, The multiple standard, American Magazine of Civics, Dec. 1895, p.

584, and Parsons, B. 136, p. 333. The present scheme was also favored by Zucker-

kandl in B. 115, pp. 249-250
;
but later he has found fault with it for not allowing

for stability of money in cost-value (or esteem-value) when its exchange-value
is rising because of improved production of commodities [and not of the money-
material], B. 11(3, pp. 249-252.

9 Functio fungibleness, the ability of one portion of money to be paid back

in return for another portion of money borrowed.
10 De jure belli et pacit, 1625, lib. II. cap. XII. \ 17. The emphasis in this

passage lies upon the word "naturally." According to Grotius the multiple
standard is the natural standard for paying debts, although it has never been

employed within any State.
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incipient deviations from the true course. The money whose

quantity is to be regulated has generally been chosen to be

paper money, issued by the government either directly or

through the mediation of a bank or banks, and either incon-

vertible or convertible into a variable amount of metallic

money or bullion. In the latter case this scheme is somewhat

like the preceding, except that, the medium of exchange down
to the smallest subsidiary coins being co-ordinate with the

largest bills, this scheme will extend to all payments even of

the smallest and shortest contracts, while that scheme was

recommended only for large and long contracts
; and, again,

this scheme must from the beginning be compulsory, the paper

money being legal tender, while in that scheme, the idea was

that the contraction of obligations payable according to the

multiple standard should, at least until the practice became

customary, be voluntary. In the present scheme the sugges-

tion has sometimes been made that the quantity of the out-

standing money may be regulated by raising or lowering the

rate of discount according as prices rise or fall : otherwise the

regulation of the quantity, by some other method of extending

and contracting the issues, would be anterior, itself influencing

the prevalent rate of discount. Such a scheme, more or less

definitely worked out, has been frequently recommended, more

or less vigorously.
11

It has even been extended by Professor

Walras to metallic money in one of its species, namely, to silver

coins, in a system, as he calls it, of billon regulateur, for which

11 It was hinted at by II. Walsh, A Letter to Alexander Baring, Esq., on the

present state of the currency of Great Britain, in the American Review of History

and Politics, Vol. II., 1811, pp. 275-277, and by Scrope, B. 9, pp. 418-419; and is

said to have been recommended by W. Cross, Standard pound versus pound

sterling, 1856. A very imperfect form of it was suggested by Jevons, op. cit.,

pp. 327-328. It has been advocated more seriously by J. Barr Robertson before

the Gold and Silver Commission, Second Report, 1888, qq. 6294-6304 ;
A. Wil-

liams, A 'fixed value of bullion
' standard. A proposal for preventing general

fluctuations of trade, Economic Journal, June 1892, pp. 280-289; J. Conrad, in

Wissenschaftliche Gutachten ilber die Wdhrungsfrage, Berlin 1893, pp. 33-34;

O. J. Frost, The question of a standard of value, Denver 1894, p. 26 ; Osborne,

op. cit., p. 332 ; Fonda, B. 127, pp. 158-195 ;
H. Winn, op. cit., pp. 579-5H!) ;

.J.

A. Smith, B. 129, pp. 33-42; Whitelaw, B. 130, pp. 20-22, 28-82; Parsons, B.

136, pp. 102 ff.; T. E. Will, Stable money, Journal of Political Economy, Chicago

Dec. 1898, pp. 85-92.
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the existence of "
limping bimetallism

"
in many countries offers

opportunity.
12

5. A warning should be given to the advocates of either of

these schemes. This is that there is no such thing as a single

variation in the exchange-value of money, or of gold or silver,

the same throughout the whole world, or between adjoining

countries, especially if separated by shifting tariff barriers, or

even within the borders of any one fairly large country. For

the changes in the charges of transportation and of intercourse

cause the variation in the exchange-value of the same mone-

tary system to be different in different regions. In our coun-

try, for instance, the variations in the exchange-value of money
at New York, at New Orleans, at Chicago, and at San Fran-

cisco, would form four appreciably different series. Each of

these series should be measured by itself, no prices in one part

of the country being mixed up with prices in another part.

Then, in the former voluntary scheme, the contractants could

use the index-numbers of their own locality. But in the second

compulsory scheme, as no one center alone should be favored,

the standard for the whole country should be an average of

the variations at the different centers, each being weighted

according to, not so much the population, as the total wealth,

of its region.

On the other hand, to the opponents of any such schemes

may be given an admonition. There is a not uncommon opin-

ion, to be found even in the works of very respectable econo-

mists, that the exchange-value of metallic money, and among

English-speaking peoples, of gold money, is normally stable at

certain levels, and that periods of variation are only transitions

from one level to another. Accordingly, when nations have

felt themselves suffering from monetary appreciation or de-

preciation, assertions have confidently been made that only a

little patience is needed, as the condition is transitory and will

12 In the Journal des KconomisteH, Dec. 1876, May 1881, Oct. 1882; B. 71, p.

11
; B. 69, pp. 2-3, 12, 16-18; B. 70, pp. 411,441-445>, 478-484; B. 71, pp. 143-144,

148-151, 162-163, 4H4. Walrus is followed by Andrews, B. 107, pp. 36-46, B. 108,

p. 141
;
and was partially anticipated by Mannequin, /." monnaie ft le double

Union, 1874, p. "<.
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soon be followed by a settled condition when money shall have

found its new level
;
and therefore to do anything now will

only be to disturb that future happy state soon to be entered

upon naturally. Nothing could be more false. There are no

periods of stability in the exchange-value of metallic money.
No measurement, among the measurements as yet made, of the

course of the exchange-value of money, has ever shown any-

thing but perpetual movement. To be sure, it sometimes has

happened that the upward and downward courses are short and

nearly counterbalance one another over an epoch of several

years. But such occasions have been the exception, and not

the rule. The so-called industrial cycles of eight or ten years

have rarely been at the same average level of prices. The

rule is rather that the fluctuations are uneven, and have a rising

or falling tendency for many years at a time, the durations of

these epochs themselves being various, so that anticipation is

impossible for more than a year or two in advance, and then

with great uncertainty. Natural money has no permanent level

of exchange-value ;
nor can we even rationally hope for such

a level. Perhaps, when the variations in exchange-value both

of money and of commodities, the latter by means of their

true-prices, have been better investigated, it will be found that

the precious metals are among the products of human industry

the most variable in exchange-value.

II.

1. The principles upon which rests the scheme of regu-

lating the exchange-value of money by exercising artificial con-

trol over its issuance, deserve our further attention. In this

work, however, we are not concerned with the investigation of

causes
;
and so the quantity theory of the cause of the exchange-

value of money, which is the foundation for that scheme, is not

to be discussed here. It may be assumed for the sake of argu-

ment. To be examined are mere relations between prices and

exchange-values.

In the preceding pages the question has been investigated as

to what price variations ought to take place in order to com-

31
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pensate for given price variations, the mass-quantities or the

money-values of the classes also being given. Now in the

actual world, when one article rises a certain percentage in

price, it is impossible by any manipulation of the quantity of

money to effect a fall of another article alone, or of all other

articles, to exactly the proper extent for counterbalancing the

given rise. For any manipulation of the quantity of money, if

it affects prices at all, affects not only the price of the other

article, but the prices of all other articles, and not only these,

but the price of the first article itself, and so destroys the

datum. We have, however, the following principles.

Commodities change in price relatively to one another according

as they change in excJiange-ralue relatively to one another
y
which

latter relationship is hardly affected by changes in the quantity

of money.
1 But change* in relative exchange-values may mani-

fest themselves in prices in an infinitude of ways. For instance,

if we had the articles [A] and [B] in certain quantities, A and

B, each priced at one money-unit, and therefore equivalent, and

later they change relatively to each other so that A - 1J B,

this could be (1) by A rising in price to 1.50 and B remaining
at 1.00, (2) by A remaining at 1.00 and B falling to .66$, (3)

by A rising to 1.20 and B falling to .80, (4) by A rising to 2.00

and B rising to 1.33J, (5) by A falling to .75 and B falling to

.50, or in any of numberless variations upon the last three

combinations. Which of these shall be the one actually to take

place, depends upon the relationship later existing between [A]
and

[1?] together (along with all other commodities) on the one

Jiand and money on the other*

1 Hardly, because there is some influence : (1) there is a tendency in prices to

i "ii ml numbers, so that they change, not continuously, but discretely "by
hitches and starts," to lx>rrow a phrase from F. Bowen, American political econ-

omy, p. 41 1
; (2) noticeable changes in the quantity of money, differently affecting

the prosperity of different producers, influence Borne articles sooner than others in

what A. Del Mar has felicitously called a "
precession of prices/' The science of

money, London 1885, Chapt. VIII.
2 Money is thus contrasted with all other things, not because of its unique

nature already referred to, but merely because its exchange-value in all other

things is under consideration. If we were considering the variation of any one

commodity class in general exchange-value, we should similarly have to contrast

it with all other things.
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Here, again, in our conception of the actual variations in the

exchange-values of the commodities, we are no more concerned

with the causes of these variations than we have been hitherto.

[B] may fall in exchange-value in [A] because [B] is now

produced more cheaply and abundantly than formerly, while

[A] is still produced with the same difficulty and in no greater

quantity, or because [B] is still produced with the same diffi-

culty and in the same quantity, while [A] is produced with

greater difficulty and in lesser quantity, or because of three

more typical combinations of such changes ;
or again because

the demand for [B] has diminished, while that for [A] has

remained the same, or because the demand for [B] has re-

mained the same while that for [A] has augmented, or because

of three more typical combinations of such changes making
five in each kind, which may act singly or in unison, thus pro-

viding us with as many as thirty five typical combinations of

causative changes. But these causes, so far as operating be-

tween [A] and [B], or between these and all other commodi-

ties, even if perfectly and completely known to us, in no wise

inform us what are to be the changes in the prices of [A] and

of [B] ,
or explain to us why they are such as they are, except

as regards their relation to each other
;
for these changes are in

relation also to money, and depend upon a similar interaction

of causes (again in thirty five typical combinations) operating

between [A] and [B] and all other commodities on the one

hand and money on the other. In other words, without the

factors affecting money, the factors affecting commodities can-

not alone determine prices ;
nor the former alone without the

latter. The two sets of factors cannot operate independently

of each other. Of course the changes in the causes may be in

only one of the two sets, the other remaining untouched. But

in whichever set it be, the effect upon the exchange-value or

exchange-values on the one side is, ipso facto, an inverse effect

upon the exchange-values or exchange-value on the other.

For the exchange-value of money is affected as well by the

causes affecting the production and quantity of commodities as,

inversely, by the causes affecting the production and quantity of
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money ;
and the level of prices is only a manifestation of the

effect, in whichever way it be brought about.3 Therefore the

residence of the changes in the causes on the one side or on the

other should have no influence upon our opinion concerning

the variation or constancy of the exchange-value of money.
This is to be decided only by a measurement of the actual con-

ditions, most conveniently by the measurement of the inverse

variation of the general level of prices. Changes in the causes,

moreover, if taking place on both sides simultaneously, and

influencing both sides in the same direction, may neutralize

each other and so leave the exchange-value of money constant.

The exchange-value of money will be altered only (1 and 2)

by the existence of such changes on either side alone, either

with an upward or with a downward influence, this influence

being neither aided nor impeded by an opposite or by a similar

influence coming from changes on the other side
;
or (3) by the

influences of such changes on both sides in opposite directions,

either upwards for commodities and downwards for money or

downwards for commodities and upwards for money, these

influences combining to increase the divergence ;
or (4 and 5)

by an excess of the influence of such changes on either side

alone operating in either direction over the influence of such

changes operating in the same direction on the other side. And
of course what is here said of the general exchange-value of

money may be said of the general exchange-value of any class

of things over against all other things.

2. Now what everbody wants in regard to all commodities

is that they should individually and collectively become

cheaper in cost-value and in esteem-value. Many persons,

then, have inclined to think that what is desirable is that all

commodities should become individually and collectively cheaper

in exchange-value also. Here is a mistaken inference due to

confusion of thought, itself due to the confusing use of a single

term " value
"

(and of the allied adjectivial terms " dear " and
"
cheap ") to express what really are distinct ideas, the genus

being used for the species because the species have not been

Bee above. Chapt. II. Sect. III. \ 1.
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sufficiently distinguished, in the error which logicians call the

fallacy of undistributed middle. 4

The inference is mistaken, as is plain from the fact that it

violates Proposition LIT., and what is inferred is impossible.

To renew the proof of this, let us suppose that the alleged de-

sire for the cheapening of everything in exchange-value is sat-

isfied by the successive equal cheapening of everything. If

[A] becomes cheaper in exchange-value first, ipso facto, as we

know, everything else becomes slightly dearer in exchange-
value. If later [B] becomes equally cheaper in exchange-

value, again everything else (including [A] )
becomes slightly

dearer in exchange-value. Also [B] is then as cheap as [A] ,

wherefore [A] is as dear as [B]. Again, if [C] becomes

equally cheaper in exchange-value, everything else (including

[A] and [B] )
becomes slightly dearer in exchange-value ;

and

now [A], [B] and [C] are equally cheap and equally dear.

And the successive fall of everything else will tend to raise

slightly the exchange-value of everything else (including the

things already fallen). Every single thing, therefore, at

some time falling in one jump the full extent of the common

fall supposed, and then effecting a slight rise in all the others,

will itself be raised in very small stages by the falls of all the

others, whether before or after, or partly before and partly after,

its own fall. Thus when all but one have fallen, that last thing

will be dearer in exchange- value than it was at the commence-

ment by the inverse of the fall of all the rest. When it too

falls, the last rise in the others will be consummated, and as the

last thing has fallen back to equivalence with all the rest, [A]
and [B] and [C] and [D] and the rest through the whole list

down to the last one now being equivalent, their exchange-

values will be in exactly the same condition as they were at the

commencement, that is, everything will have the same exchange-

value as before, and the very supposition by which everything

is made successively to fall equally in exchange-value shows

that when the operation is completed nothing is fallen in ex-
4Notice that we do not want things to fall in use-value. Such a fall would

mean an approach, on our part, to insensibility. Rather we would prefer that

things should rise in use-value.
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change-value. Of course if we should attempt to suppose that

all things fall equally in exchange-value together and at once,

the same result would be involved, which means that nothing
is fallen, although all are supposed to have fallen, so that such

a supposition is a contradiction in terms. And if the things are

all supposed to fall in exchange-value unequally, or if only
some of them are supposed to fall, the supposition remains true

that these latter are fallen, or, in the former case, that those

which were supposed to fall most, still are fallen. But at the

same time it is true that the things supposed to fall least are

risen in exchange-value. It is impossible to carry out the con-

ception of all things falling together, equally or unequally, in

exchange-value.

The reason why any difficulty should appear in this subject
] s that it is possible for people to make the supposition, or to

entertain the thought, that some or all things have fallen in

exchange-value, and at the same time to forget, or perhaps
never to perceive, that every fall they suppose in exchange-
value involves also a rise in exchange-value. Of course, then,

while entertaining the one thought, and excluding the other,

they may think of all things falling in exchange-value. But

they can do so only because they are thinking imperfectly.

And, to repeat, the reason why people have thought so im-

jxjrfectly is that they confound exchange-value with cost-value

or with esteem-value
;

for in these latter kinds of exchange-
value it is possible for everything to fall, and to remain fallen,

the fall of one thing in such values not having any necessary

influence to raise any other things in such values. A passage

which may serve as a locm classicus of this confusion of

thought is the following, taken from the Political Economy of

Malthus. In it, to be sure, Malthus uses the term "
exchange-

able value"
;
but it must be remembered that he had no terms

whereby to distinguish from exchange-value the other kinds of

value except use-value, so that by "exchangeable value," as by
"value" itself, he variously referred to all the kinds of value

except the last. Now after supposing a case of equal improve-
ment in the production of all goods, he proceeds to ask and to
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answer as follows :
" Can it be asserted with any semblance of

correctness, that an object which under these changes would

command the same quantity of agricultural and manufactured

products of the same kind, and each in the same proportion as

before, would be practically considered by society as of the

same exchangeable value ? On the supposition here made, no

person would hesitate for a moment to say, that cottons hud

fallen in value, that linen had fallen in value, that silks had

fallen in value, that cloth had fallen in value, etc., and it would

be a direct contradiction in terms, to add that an object which

would purchase only the same quantity of all these articles, which

had confessedly fallen in value, had not itself fallen in value." 5

Here, of course, if by
" value

" be meant cost-value, or esteem-

value, the conclusion would be perfectly correct. And here

Malthus himself did have in mind a mixture of cost-value and

esteem-value,
6 and his confusion consisted in still calling it

"
exchangeable value," which nine-tenths of his readers, and

himself too at times,
7 take to mean what the term itself prop-

erly means. His conclusion, then, is both correct and incor-

rect. For the reasoning is perfect on condition that the falls

of all the separate classes of things are independent of one

another, and that there are no rises really involved, but sup-

pressed. Such is the case with the falls in cost-value, as also

in esteem-value (or at least to some extent, that is, the condi-

tion is a possible one). But such is not the case with falls in

exchange-value. With regard to this, the appearance of cor-

rectness in the reasoning is acquired only by suppressing the

counterbalancing rises necessarily involved in every fall, wholly

forgetting or ignoring the interdependence and correlation of

all variations in this kind of value.

3. The desire, then, that all things should become cheaper

in exchange-value is impossible, absurd, and inane. But there

is another confusion of thought possible in this connection, and,

because possible, often fallen into, which is not so empty and

harmless. Variations in prices are variations in exchange-

Second ed., p. 58.

6 Cf. ibid., p. 60.

7 Cf. ibid., pp. 50 and 61.
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values
;
and therefore variations in exchange-values have been

confounded with variations in prices. And as people have en-

tertained the contentless desire that all commodities should fall

in exchange-value, they have identified this with the desire

that all commodities should fall in price. Or perhaps this

desire has been reached directly from the sound and respectable

desire that all commodities should fall in cost-value and in

esteem-value, since variations in the latter are frequently, and

in isolated cases almost always, accompanied by variations

in the former. Here is something possible. But it involves

something else, which also is often ignored. This is that if

every commodity becomes cheaper in price, that is, in exchange-
value in money, money becomes dearer in exchange-value ;

and

if the former is still desired when this is perceived, the latter

must also be. Why are these two things to be desired ? The

only possible reply as regards the first is that the desire for

the fall of prices is conjoined with the desire for the fall of all

commodities in cost-value or in esteem-value. It is thought,

with or without good reason, that the desired fall in these

values, if occurring, should be marked and measured by a cor-

responding fall in their prices. And this thought necessarily

involves the idea that money is to be considered the standard

measure, not of exchange-value, but either of cost-value or of

esteem-value.

It is not within the province of this work to argue as to

whether money should be "considered the standard of the one

or of the other of the various kinds of value. But it is essen-

tial here to point out that money cannot possibly be the standard

of more than one kind of value. With but the rarest excep-

tions, all the world has hitherto been agreed that money is a

measure of "
value," and consequently that in order to serve

this function properly and to be worthy of being taken as a

standard, it ought to be stable in " value." It becomes neces-

sary now to distinguish in which sense the terra " value
" must

be understood in this connection. To continue speaking of

money merely as the measure of " value
"

will be to perpetuate

an equivocation of thought that may lend aid to either of
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opposite sides on many important practical questions according
to the desires selfishly uppermost in the minds of partisans.
Here is a point which all economists should pause to decide

and settle, before they attempt to take a further step in their

science or at least in that branch of it which is the science of

money.
4. As, however, this work specially deals with exchange-

value, we may here assume, for the sake of theory, that money
is properly the standard measure of exchange-value. Then

money ought to be stable in exchange-value ;
and if it is not

so naturally, it ought to be made so artificially, if this be pos-
sible. And, as another statement of the same thing, the gen-
eral level of prices ought to be constant

;
and if it is not so

naturally, it ought to be made so artificially, if this be possible.

And this in spite of, and through, the fact that it is desirable

for all commodities to fall in cost-value and in esteem-value.

The collective will of the people, as organized in government,
cannot properly control the causes at work upon commodities,

except for the purpose of unfettering and aiding production,

and of making all commodities fall in cost-value and in esteem-

value. 8 In fact, the fall in cost-value is the aim of every

producer of every class of commodities, while the fall in esteem-

value, aimed at by the consumers, is the result of the free play

of all these agencies.
9 But it is believed to be within the power

of government, by assuming the issuance of money, to control

the exchange-value of money in all things, that is, also, the

exchange-value of all things together in money, without in

any wise seeking to control their relative exchange-values

amongst themselves. If this be so, the aim should be, neither

to make money cheaper in commodities, that is, to make prices

rise, nor to make commodities cheaper in money, that is, to

make prices fall, but to keep money stable in exchange-value in

8
Properly, again explanation is needed, because as a matter of fact govern-

ments do exactly the opposite and raise the cost-value and esteem-value of goods

by tariffs, keeping out the goods produced more cheaply abroad that could be

exchanged for the goods produced more cheaply at home.
9 Without this free play the producers may succeed, through monopoly, not

only in lowering the cost-value, but even in raising the esteem-value of their

goods, by curtailing production.
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commodities and commodities as a whole stable in money, that

is, to make the general level of prices constant, so that, while

the esteem-values of all commodities are happily falling with

the fall in their cost-values, the esteem-value of money shall

fall neither more rapidly nor more sluggishly than the esteem-

values of all commodities on the average.

Take, for instance, the case above supposed of one commod-

ity rising 50 per cent, in exchange value in another, the latter

then falling 33 per cent, in exchange-value in the former.

Let us revive our earlier supposition of a simple economic

world with money and two classes of commodities. Now if the

rise of [A] by 50 per cent, in [B] were manifested in prices

by [A] rising 50 per cent, in price while [B] remained con-

stant in price, this would mean that the average of prices has

risen and the exchange-value of money has fallen
;
which is a

sign that money is too abundant, whatever were the other causes

at work. Some money, therefore, should be abstracted from

the circulation. This would have the eifect of lowering the

prices of both the commodities in (about) the same ratio. If

the contraction should proceed until the price of [A] stood at

1.2247 above what it was at the start and the price of [B] at

.8165 below what it was at the start, we know by our investi-

gations that then, on the supposition of the two classes being

equally important over both the periods together, the exchange-

value of money is the same as it was in the beginning. On the

other hand if the relative change between [A] and [B] had

manifested itself by [B] falling in price by 33J per cent, while

[A] remained constant in price, this would constitute a fall of

the average of prices, indicating a rise in the exchange-value of

money, signifying an insufficiency of money, whatever be the

other causes of these changes, and therefore giving warning of

the need of issuing more money for the purpose of running the

price of [A] up to 1.2247 and the price of [B] up to .8165

compared with what they were at the start. Or the prices may

originally have changed in any of three other typical ways.

But whatever their original changes, due to natural causes, as

soon as it is discovered that they are such as to constitute a fall
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or a rise in the exchange-value of money, the issuance should

be altered so as to make both the prices move into their proper

counterbalancing positions.

If one of these classes were more important than the other,

their counterbalancing positions would be different
;
but these,

too, can be calculated, and, when calculated, their attainment

should be aimed at in the regulation of the currency. Unfor-

tunately, however, in this case, unless the mass-quantities are

constant, the calculation cannot be made with absolute preci-

sion. Also this is so when we are dealing, as we must in our

complex world, with many and variously large classes. Yet

we know that still, the more complex the world, the more is the

use of the properly weighted geometric average of the price

variations likely to approximate to the truth. Therefore it is

still possible to used the geometric method with practically

sufficient accuracy.

Thus in general, in any complex economic world, if one

class of commodities rises p per cent, (in hundredths) in ex-

change-value in all other commodities, then, for money to

remain stable in exchange-value, money should rise in ex-

change-value in the other commodities from unity approxi-

mately to the geometric average between 1 repeated r times and

1 _j_ p 9
which is

r+
]/
/
1 -f p, or, to use another form of expression,

(1 + p) MTi, (r representing the number of times all the other

commodities are more important over both the periods com-

pared than the one class in question) ;
wherefore the prices

of these articles should fall approximately by 1
,j-- r_j_

per cent., and, as the price of the one article must rise to

1 + p times the other prices, it should rise approximately to

^ _JL ,
or (1 + p)*^, times its former price, approximately

by (1 -f p) ^Ti 1 per cent. And reversely, if one class falls

p
f

per cent, in exchange-value in all other commodities, its

price should fall, not by p' per cent., but approximately by

1 _ (1 p') ~i~* per cent., and the prices of the others, in-
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stead of remaining unchanged, should rise approximately by

. TV J - 1 per cent. Or, further, if out of all classes of

commodities n" in number, certain classes / in number (in both

cases including the repetitions needed to represent their relative

sizes over both the periods) rise in exchange-value in all other

commodities evenly by p per cent, each, or unevenly so that

the properly weighted geometric average of their rises is p per

cent., then money should rise in exchange-value in the others

approximately to the geometric average between 1 repeated

n" I times and 1 -f p repeated / times, that is, to (1 + p) n"

times its former exchange-value in them
;

wherefore they
should fall in price evenly or on the average approximately by

1 - r l

fi
per cent., and the / articles should rise in price

evenly or on the average approximately by (1 + p)
l~" 1 per

cent. And reversely if the / articles fall p' per cent, in ex-

change-value in the others, money should fall in the latter

approximately to (1 p')
n" of its former exchange-value in

them
;
wherefore their prices should rise approximately by

/

1 _ ,\'ti

1 per cent., and the prices of the I articles should

fall approximately by 1
(1 p

f

)

l'~
n" per cent. Therefore in

any of these cases, whether addition or subtraction of money
be needed, it should stop when these prices are obtained. 10

The actual operation of the system, however, would be some-

what different, and simpler, though less precise. We never

know directly how much one or more articles vary in exchange-
value in another or others

;
but we learn this only from their

10 In practice things would not work so smoothly as in the theory. Prices

would not he raised or lowered all in exactly the same proportion, for the reasons

stated in Note 1. For instance, small alterations in the quantity of money might
perhaps raise or low.er some prices which were just on the verge of making the

jump from one round figure to the next, while others at the verge of falling

might merely be advanced to the verge of rising, or reversely, without showing
any actual variation. Still tin- principle is the same, and the addition or sub-

traction of money should stop when the prices, whatever they be, approximately
compensate.
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prices already formed under causes coming from money as well

as from the commodities themselves. And we do not generally

know the causes which make the changes either between the

commodities or between these and money ;
nor for our present

purpose is it necessary that we should know them. Their

effects are manifested in the subsequent prices, and to know

these is sufficient. Here is where the formulae for finding the

new level of all prices compared with the former level come

into practical use, and now one of the other two is preferable

to the geometric;. But perfect precision in regard to the exact

extent of a variation upward or downward is not of great im-

portance, provided the result be always given in the right di-

rection. If the level of prices is shown to have risen, it is a

sign that the quantity of money is too great and should be

diminished
;
and if the level of prices is shown to have fallen,

it is a sign that the quantity of money is too small and should

be increased. Of course it is well that the measurement should

show whether the rise or fall is great or small
;
for then it will

be known whether a great or a small alteration needs to be made

in the quantity of money.
11 The alteration must continue until

a subsequent application of the formula shows that the original

level is again obtained. The possibility of any great variation

in the level of prices should be cut off by making the measure-

ments at short intervals.
12

11 Walras once thought that, the variation of the level of prices and the quan-

tity of money in a country being known, he could calculate exactly the new

quantity of money needed, his conclusion being that the former quantity should

be multiplied by the reciprocal of the variation, B. 69,'p. 17. But things do not

work with such exactness because (1) the principle upon which his calculation is

founded, namely that, given the quantity of goods, the level of prices is exnctly

in inverse proportion to the quantity of money, is not true, and (2) even if it

were, there would be intervening changes going on in the goods before the addi-

tion or subtraction of money could be carried out or before its influence could l>e

felt. Walras has since modified his views on this subject, in B. 70, p. 476.

12 Walras wants the determining measurements to be made for every dccadi-,

i. e., for an industrial cycle, B. 61, pp. 6, 18 this is too long. At the other ex-

treme Williams, op. cit., p. 289, Fonda, B. 127, p. 165, and Whitelaw, B. 130, pp.

23, 51, want the measurement to be made daily this is too short. They were

recommended yearly by Lowe, B. 8, p. 279, half-yearly or quarterly by Laves,

op. cit., p. 842, and Pomeroy, B. 135, p. 333, and monthly by Jevons, op. cit., p.

330, and Parsons, B. 136, p. 137. Perhaps it would be best to make provisional

measurements monthly or quarterly, and definite measurements yearly.
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5. On the other hand, let us for a moment suppose that as a

measure of " value
"
money is to be considered the measure of

cost-value or of esteem-value. Then either the payment of

contracts may be regulated by the ascertained variations of

money in the one or the other of these kinds of value, or,

the preventive system being adopted, the aim to be held in

view would be, by a similar regulation of the quantity of the

currency, to keep money stable in one of these values, forcing

the prices of all commodities individually to rise or fall accord-

ing as the commodities individually rise or fall in cost-value

(although here there would be difficulty), or in esteem-value.

Cost-value being selected as the norm, the cost of production of

the money-metal (for here the cost-value of paper money is out

of the question) ought on the average to be constant. 13 In the

case of esteem-value being chosen, the gross-money earnings of

an hour's labor of all the workers in a country (or their net

money-earnings, along with the money-incomes of an hour, in a

day of the number of hours the others work on the average, of

all the non-workers) ought to be constant. The former of these

standards has never been suggested either as guide for the pay-

ment of money-contracts or as guide for regulating the issuance

of money the last being possible only by interference with the

working of the mines of the precious metal or metals, which has

never been recommended in this connection. The latter stand-

ard has been suggested for both these uses. The suggestion

has been made both that contracts should be payable in the

quantity of money that is constant in esteem-value (imperfectly

measured by wages only),
14 and that the issuance of money

.should be regulated so as to keep money stable in such value

(likewise imperfectly measured by wages only).
ls In either

case, as remarked in an earlier chapter, after having made such

measurement in regard to money alone, if we have a desire to

know whether, and how much, commodities in general have

risen or fallen in cost-value or in esteem-value, we could calcu-

13 On the nvfragr,, and not at the least fertile mine, because we are now not

dealing with relations of exchange or of esteem.
* Hy Shadwell, Principle*, p. 2<JO.

'"' Both indifferently, by Pollard, op. riV., pp. 74-75.
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late this (in cost-value only imperfectly) by inverting the cal-

culation of the variation of such money in exchange-value in

all commodities. Thus in these cases also the measurement of

the general exchange-value of money would still be useful.

Only now its use would be merely theoretical and to satisfy an

idle curiosity, while the really important measurement would

be the measurement either of cost-value or of esteem-value.

But, on the contrary, if money is properly the measure of ex-

change-value, it is these other measurements that are practically

useless and serve only to please our vanity by showing that we

are making progress.

6. Both the above discussed practical schemes for making
use of the measurement of variations in the general exchange-

value of money, or in the general level of prices, are still em-

bryonic, and no attempt to apply them will probably be made

for centuries to come. 16 But a stumbling block in their way is

the fact that the measurement of exchange-value has never been

perfected so as to win unanimous assent on the part of econ-

omists, as is necessary before scientific knowledge can be claimed

concerning the very variations which those schemes propose to

correct or to prevent. Also this lack of science, which is still

greater in regard to cost-value and to esteem-value, is no doubt

a reason why economists have not turned their attention to a

more careful consideration of the question whether money is the

measure of exchange-value or of cost-value or of esteem-value.

16 Of course the mensuration of exchange-value should not be postponed until

practical use can be made of it
;
for practical use can be made of it only after it

has been performed. Hence it is advisable even now that in the mass of statistics

which every civilized government makes it a duty to collect there should be an

effort made to measure the variations in the exchange-value of money. The cre-

ation of an official bureau for this purpose has been recommended by Scrope, B.

9, p. 424; Newcomb, B. 76, p. 213
; Marshall, B. 93, p. 365 ;

British Association

Committee, Fourth Report, B. 102, p. 487
; Laves, op. cit., p. 846; Zuckerkandl,

B. 115, p. 249.





APPENDIX A.

ON VARIATIONS OF AVERAGES AND AVERAGES OF

VARIATIONS.

The supposition is that we have two sets of figures, a
lt

6
t , ,

at a tiiut

moment or period, and at a later moment or period certain other figures,

a.j,
62 , ,

to which those have varied. 1 We may have any numbers of

these figures at both periods, but always the same number in each set
;
for

otherwise we should have a figure in the first which does not vary to anything
in the second, or a figure in the second to which nothing in the first has varied.

The number of the a's, whether one or more, may be represented by x, that

of the 6's by y, and so on. For convenience, although this phraseology is not

strictly accurate, we may speak of the symbols eij,
a2 , b^ 62 , ,

as $///,
and of the symbols x, y, ,

as numbers (this referring to the numbers of

times the figures occur in each set). The figures constitute, so to speak,

classes, there being as many classes as there are distinct figures. We may
have reason, provided by the problems we are dealing with, to divide even

similar quantities into distinct classes, and then to represent them by distinct

figures.
2

The figures, of course, are quantities. But sometimes it will be convenient

to speak of their sizes, when it is desired to call attention to their quantitative

relations. The classes also have sizes, made up of their figures multiplied by

their numbers, e. g. t
xa

lt
xcr2 , yblt

etc.

The variations of the figures from the first to the second period are repre-

sented by the expressions
"
2

,

* The variation of a, to a.
2
is a variation

a
i

6
i

of a! by
a '

2

;
for Oj

2
a2 . It is the same also as a variation of 1 f=

J
to

2
. Of course the variation of the whole class xa

t
to xa^ is nothing else as a

variation ; for
2= 2

. But the variations of all the figures in a class, thus
xa

l
a

x

1 If a 2
=

! this may be viewed as an infinitely small variation. Therefore

we may include it in speaking of variations.

2 If !
=

&!, but 2 and 6 2 are unequal, or if 2
=

&2, hut a x and b t are unequal,

this is already sufficient mathematical reason for putting the quantities, though

the same at one period, into different classes. But even if a t
=

6, and aa
= 62 ,

there may be other reasons for treating them as belonging to distinct classes.

Though classes properly contain many individuals, single figures without mates

may still be viewed as constituting classes.

32 497
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to a; terms, when added together, are x
*

,
or when multiplied by

a,

one another
^

, are (

2
) .

\^J
We may average each set of figures separately. Representing the average

of the figures at the first j>eriod by A,, and that of the figures at the second

period by A,, we may represent the variation of these averages by .
s

,
the

AI
variation departing from constancy as this expression departs from unity. Or
we may average the variations of the figures as they change from what they

were at the first period to what they become at the second. Representing this

by V, we shall find sometimes that A
2

V, and sometimes that these expree-
A-i

sions are different. It is our purpose to study the relationship l>etween these

forms.

In averaging, to assign a certain importance to one term a class of figures,

or a kind of variations relatively to others, is to weight it. The most natural

way to weight classes of figures is. by the numbers of times the figures occur

in each class. Similarly it would seem most natural to weight kinds of vari-

ations by the numbers of variations in each kind. But as the figures may be

reported capriciously, and the steady element be the sizes of the classes, we
shall find the need of weighting the variations according to the latter, in

several ways.

The number of all the classes, and consequently, of all the kinds of vari-

ations, will be represented by , so thatn 1 I for alt a,a or
'
2

I -|- 1 I for 6,,

6
2,

or ,

J + ...... through the whole lists. The number of individual fig-
*i J

ures at each period, and the number of the individual variations, will be rep-

resented by n', so that nf x + y -f-
..... to n terms. If there is only a single

figure in every class, then nf
= n

;
otherwise n' > n. Thus n' represents the

sum of what we have just described as the most natural weights of th< classes

of figures we are dealing with. The sum of the other weights which we
shall need for the variations (and sometimes for the figures) will always be

represented by n", although these weights are different on different occasions.

Before proceeding to our subject proper, it may be well to state certain

principles which are common to all kinds of averages.

I. ON AVKKAQK8 IN GENERAL.

$ 1. An average of any net of terms in altcay* smaller //tan the largest and larger

than the smallest, whatever be the number of terms. Consequently

$ 2. If the term* are all eqtial, the average w equal to each term, whatever be

their number.

These two principles are explicative, that is, they flow from the defini-

tion of "average," and no formula pretending to be a formula of n kind of

average is so unless it yields results in accordance with these principles. That

the formula for the arithmetic, harmonic and geometric averages satisfy the
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second principle has incidentally been shown in Chapti-r V. S-c-t. I

and 6.

Consequently also, if we are dealing with sets of terms in classes,

\ 3. The average is always between the highest and the lowest terms appearing in

any of the classes, whatever be the numbers of terms in any classes
;
and

\ 4. If the terms are all equal, but arranged in classes with different numbers in

each, the average is equal to each of the figures, whatever be the numbers of the

figures in any of the classes.

A meaning in this last proposition is that the statement is universally true,
whatever be the weighting of the classes. In other words, when all the terms

are equal, the weighting is indifferent.

5. What has baen said of averaging any terms is true whether the terms
be figures (as above described) or variations (of figures). For example, ap-

plied to variations, the fourth proposition becomes : If the variations are all

equal, the average is equal to each of them, no matter what be the vmghting of the

variations.

That the formulae for the three averages satisfy this principle will be indi-

cated in the course of the separate treatment of them.

\ 6. Furthermore, if the variations are all equal, the variation of the aver-

ages separately drawn of the figures which have varied and of the figures to which they

have varied ( ^ J
is the same as the average of the variations (V), itself the same

as any one of the variations
\
e. g.

2

)
.

V i/
If all the figures in each set are equal, this is self-evident. In other ca.ses

a demonstration may be needed for each kind of average. Indications of the

demonstration will be added in the treatment of each kind of average. (See

below, notes in II. f 6, III. 6, and V. g 5).

Of course, if the variations are all $, or 1, that is, if there are no varia-

tions, this principle applies, and is now self-evident, whatever the figures.

For in this case the corresponding figures in the two sets are identical, the

sets themselves are so, and so must be their averages ;
wherefore there is no

variation of the averages.

We shall be interested, in what follows, principally with sets of figures in

at least one of which at least one of the figures, and one of the variations, is

different from the rest or rather, with general conditions which admit the

possibility of such divergence.

7. Even now there is another case, common to all the kinds of averages,

in which the variation of the averages and the average of the variations always

agree. If all the figures at the first period are units, wherefore the average also

is a unit, the figures in the second set themselves express their variations from

the first period, since in all the expressions for the variations,
2

, ,*, ,

the denominators are 1, and may be dropped. Therefore the expression for

the variation of the averages, ^ ,
in which the denominator is also 1, and

may be dropped, and in which the numerator is the average of the figures at

the second period, is also the expression for the average of the variations.

Thus
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JftUl thefigure* at the first period are unit*, the variation of thf averages and the

average of the variation* are alimi/s the name.

This proposition, however, is very different from the preceding. In the

conditions there posited it is indifferent what weighting is used. Here it is

important that correct weighting he used, and it is necessary that the same

weighting be used in averaging the figures (of the second period) and in aver-

aging the variations.

Moreover this proposition is true also of all cases when the figure* at the fir)4

period are equal, whether they all be units or any other quantity. For this

other quantity may be taken as a unit, and the figures in the second set be re-

duced on the same scale, and then the proposition applies.

Consequently this principle will form part of all our separate treatment of

the three kinds of averages (except in the third, where it will be swallowed

up in a wider principle). The particular demonstrations will therefore be

given later. (See II. 6, III. 6, V. 5).

Applying to all cases, the following principles are also plain.

8. Given a set of figures (or variations) not all alike, of which the aver-

age (ofany kind) is known, if we add to it a figure equal to the average, or

substract from it a figure which happens to be equal to the average, we do not

alter the average. Hence it does' not matter how often a figure equal to the

average be added or subtracted, or whether it be omitted altogether. In other

words, the weighting of a figure equal to the average in indifferent.

The similarity of this to 4 is patent.

$ 9. Given a set of figures (or variations) as before, if we add a figure larger

than the average, we raise the average somewhat
;
and if we subtract such a fig-

ure we take away one of the influences that have made the average as high as

it is, and so we lower the average. Hence it does matter how often such a

figure is repeated, and to increase the number of times it is repeated or to en-

large its weight, is to raise the average nearei' to it, and nearer and nearer the more

we repeat it (but the average can never reach it, short of an infinite number

of repetitions, for in that case its weight would be indifferent); and to de-

crease the number of times it is repeated, or to diminish its weight, if to hirer

the average (until the figure is omitted altogether, when the average is what it

would have been without this figure).

\ 10. Given a set of figures (or variations) as before, if we add a figur*'

mallei- than the average, we lower the average somewhat
;
and if we subtract

such a figure we take away one of the influences that have made the average
as low as it is, and so we raise the average. Hence it does matter here, too,

how often such a figure is repeated, and to increase the number of times it is

repeated, or to enlarge its weight, is to lower the average nearer to it, and nearer

and nearer the more we repeat it (but without ever reaching it, as before);

and to decrease the number of times it is repeated, or to diminish its weight, if

to mine the average (until the figure is omitted, when the average is what it

would have been without this figure).
1

1 Of course, if we add or subtract a figure equal to one average and unequal to

another average, we alter that other average. Or if we add or subtract a figure

unequal to this average, and so alter this average, we may perhaps not affect

another average (to which this figure may happen to be equal). We are dealing

with earh kind of average earried throughout.
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These three principles can easily be demonstrated in the case of each of the
three kinds of averages. But they are too plain to need demonstration.
A resume of them is that when a figure is the same as the average itn

weighting is indifferent
;
otherwise its weighting counts, and an alteration in

the weighting of the classes without any variation in the sizes of the figures

(but like a variation in the size of the figures) causes the average to change,
the influence of an alteration in the weighting being different according as the

figure operated on is larger or smaller than the average. To increase the

repetitions of a larger figure has the same influence as to enlarge the figure ;

and to increase the repetitions of a smaller figure has the same influence as

to dimmish the figure ;
and conversely.

A practical application of these three principles is that an error in our

weighting of a figure equal to the average is of no account (i. e., if the aver-

age without a figure is the same as the average with it, we need not concern

ourselves about its weight). And the nearer a figure is to the average, the

less an error in its weighting will count
;
and the more it will count, the more

the figure is removed from the average. Of course in the case of an average
of variations, what is here said applies to a variation according as it is the

same as, near to, or far from, the average of the variations.

Hence lastly,

11. If all the weights are altered in tlie same proportion, there w no effect upon
the average, or, in other words, if we have the proper weights, we may alter

them as we please, so long as we keep them in the same proportion (multi-

plying or dividing them all by the same quantity).

For if we increase all the weights in the same proportion, the increase of

the weights of the figures equal to the average has no influence, and the in-

crease of the weights of the figures larger than the average tends to raise the

average, while the increase of the weights of the figures smaller than the

average tends to lower it
;
but as the influence of all the figures below the

average to lower it is equal to the influence of all the figures above the aver-

age to raise it (for otherwise the average would not be where it is), so the in-

fluence of the changes in the numbers of the former is equal to the opposite

influence of the proportionally equal changes in the numbers of the latter,

and the average remains where it was. And reversely if we decrease all the

weights in the same proportion.

If this general explanation be not sufficient, the proposition may be dem-

onstrated in the case of each of the averages separately. This will be done

incidentally for two of them in the following pages. (See I. 7, II. 7).

Or another general proof may be made as follows. If, for instance, we

double all the weights, we may segregate all the new terms, and so form two

distinct sets of figures (or variations) exactly duplicating each other, one of

them being the original set. Then the average of each set, separately drawn,

will be the same. Consequently the one average of the two together will be

the same. And similarly, whatever be the multiplier.

Thus the general system of weighing depends upon the relative sizes of

the weights, and not upon their absolute sizes. However large or small the

weights, if in the same proportion, we practically have the same weighting.

This being so, we have even weighting whether we count every figure in the

sets (or every variation) only once, or an equal number of times.
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II. ARITHMETIC AVERAGING.

1. With single figures in the two sets, the arithmetic average at the first

periodis
-

( t + 6, + to n terms), and at the second it is -
(0,4-6, 4-

to n terms) ;
wherefore the variation of the averages is

A|
=

I,
, b

,

'

71

which reduces to

(thus showing, incidentally, that it is indifferent whether we compare the arith-

metic averages or the sums).

Here the weighting of the figures in each average is even, each figure count-

ing once.

$ 2. Given the same single figures, the arithmetic average of the varia-

tions, likewise with even weighting, each variation counting once, is

v=

This is a different expression, not universally reducing to the preceding.

$ 3. With classes of figures, the arithmetic average at the first period may
be expressed in full thus,

AI - -
, \ (i -f i -f- to x- terms) -}- (&i + ^i + to y terras) -f-

which may be abbreviated to
, (.1^ -\-yb^ + to n terms), or may also be

written ~_r
~ An<1 tne average at the second period is like

unto h, with change only in the numbering of a, b, Therefore the

variation of the averages is

to n terms)

>

to H terms)n
which reduces to

A!

(in which, again, the variation of the arithmetic averages is the same as the

variation of the sums).
Here the weighting of the figures in each average is directly according to

the numbers of times the figures are repeated in each class. Naturally an

average of the figures taken only once each, as in 1, is not an average of the

figures here supposed, but only of the figures there supposed. ( Yet the evenly

weighted average might be said to be the average of the classes simply aa

Hawses, each class counting as an individual, without regard to the numbers
of figures in them)
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4. Given the same classes of figures, the similarly wrijrlittil aritlunctir

average of the variations in full is

> ,

which may be abbreviated to . ( x
"- + i/

*
-f ...... to N terms ) ,

or nmv beW \ O,
'

0, /
written

*2+*+ ......

V = "' 6l

. + 1/4-
......

Again this expression is different, not universally reducing to the preceding-
5. When dealing with single figures, we may say that we are dealing

with classes in each of which there is only one individual. Therefore we may
subsume sets of single figures (or variations) under sets of classes of figures

(or variations), and treat only of the latter. Thus in both the preceding cases

we have been dealing with arithmetic averages of classes in which the weight-

ing is according to the numbers of figures in the classes, and of averages of

variations with weighting likewise according to the numbers of varying figures

in the classes.

The conclusion from, the preceding paragraphs then is that the, variation of

the arithmetic averages and the arithmetic average of the variations, in all cases with

weighting according to the numbers of figures in the classes, are not universally the

same.

\ 6. The, variation of the arithmetic averages 'and the arithmetic average of the

variations, all with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the classes, are

the same when all the figures at the first period are equal.

Let a
l
= b

l
= ...... s (s being any figure above, below, or at unity, in-

tegral or fractional). Then the expression for the comparison of the averages

(that for the sums) in \ 3 reduces to ^ ~r~ "S 5
and tne expression

for the average of the variations in 4 reduces to the same. Q. E. D.

Hence if we reduce all the actual figures in an irregular set at the first

period to the same ideal figure (by taking some common divisor of them)

reducing the figures at the second period in the same proportions, and if we

change the numbers of the figures in the classes in the inverse proportions ( so

as to keep unchanged the sizes of the classes), the weighting desired in m In-

to make the two methods agree will be in accordance with the adjusted num-

bers of these ideal individuals in the classes.

Thus a factor which affects the variation of the averages is tin- number of

times the figures occur in each class, or weighting of the variations directly

according to the numbers of the figures.

In all other cases (except of course when all
k
the variations are equal-

see I. 6 1
)
the average of the variations will require different weighting of

the variations to make it agree with the variation of the averages.

1 In the formula above given in 4 let
^
2 = ~ = ...... =

r, and the expression

reduces to r. Now 2
= ra lt y 2

= rb lt and so on. Introduce these into the for-

mula in 2 3, and this also reduces to /.
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\ 7. Whsn the numbers of the figure* in the classes are all equal, the ntriaiion of

the arithmetic averages (each with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the

classes in this case with even weighting) is the same as the arithmetic average of the

rariatwns trith weighting according to the sizes of the figures at the first period.

Let x y= ...... f. Then the expression for the variation of the aver-

ages reduces to .

!
,

,

; ,
and this, by dropping the t from both sides

H a
i ~t~ \ ~r

'"
)

of the fraction, to the expression for the variation of the figures taken singly,

i. f., with even weighting. We want now to prove that this expression is the

same as the expression for the average of the variations witli weighting ac-

cording to a,, ft,,
......

.

The expression for the average of the variations with weighting according

to a,, 6,,
...... is

f ( n,
* + 6,

* + ...... to n terms
J
in which n" a, -f-

n \ . O| o, /

ft, -f-
...... to n terms. This expression, by reducing, and restoring the value

of i". becomes -r-T^r >
which is the same as the expression for the

! + &i-l
.......

variation of the averages. Q. E. D.

Hence a factor which affects the variation of the averages is the size of the

figures in the classes, or weighting of the variations directly according to the

sizes of the figures.

The reason for this it is important that we should perceive. Take the

simple case of two figures in each set, or two reported variations. Suppose a,
Js larger than 6, by an integral number of times, say q. Now the single vari-

ation of a, to compared with the single variation of
ft,

to 6.
2 ,

is a variation

not merely of a q times greater quantity, but of q times more quantities.

Hence it virtually contains q times more variations. Therefore, as, according

to the preceding proposition, the average of classes of variations, when the

figures at the first period are equal, must be drawn with the classes weighted

according to the numbers of figures in them, if in the present case the weight
1 be given to the figure 6,, the weight q should be given to the figure a,, as

really being a class composed of q ft,'s, each of which varies by
2

. In fact,

the formula for the variation of the averages may be analysed into this,

^ + 6,"* + ...... to q term*} + ft, J*
_ h ___a_i

/ "i

(&i + &i~4-
...... to q terms) + 6,

, / a, ft, \

which reduce* to .
, ,-'

- and to .. ( q
2+ ,

a

) ,
which istheexpres-

6i(9+ l) n" \ ". />i/

sion for the average of the variations with q and 1 for the weights. What
is here shown of two figures so conveniently related may be generalized as fol-

lows. Having one reported variation of
,
to ,, one reported variation of

ft,

to 6t ,
and so on, we may view the variation of o, to 4 as consisting of a

l

vnriatioiiM of 1 (
'

J
to

2

,
and the variation of /', to 6, as consisting of

ft,

v:irintion.Hof H '

J
to

*
,
and soon with all the other report CM I single varia-
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tions. Then the weight of
,
v;iri:ttions of 1 to

r '
2

is ., and that of A. vnri.i-

"i

tions of 1 to ,

2
is 6j, and similarly in all the other cases

;
;md th<- rigornn-

expression for the arithmetic average of these variations, according to
.'J,

is as above given.

This way of viewing the variations is a perfectly correct way of viewing

them, though not the only correct way. In a variation, for instance, of 1">

to 20, the variation element is a variation of 1 to 1^, or a variation by |.

But the nominally single variation of 15 to 20 differs from the variation of 1

20 1 il V 1 5
to 1 in that it contains fifteen such variations

;
for = *// .' ,

and we
lo 1

have a variation, not of 1 by f, but of 15 by f . Now in a comparison of the

arithmetic averages at the two periods (with weighting according to the num-
bers of figures reported in the classes, their reported sizes also being used ) this

difference between the variation of 15 to 20 and the variation of 1 to 1 J

these figures being supposed to appear in two otherwise similar sets shows

itself by the fact that a different result is obtained according as we use the one

or the other of these sets, although they contain the same variation elements.

But in the arithmetic average of the variations (with weighting likewise ac-

cording to the numbers of figures and variations reported in the classes) this

difference is not allowed for, the variation of 15 to 20 and the variation of 1

to 1 having exactly the same influence upon the result.

The former may, then, be the truer expression even for the average of the

variations and the average of the variations must be adapted to it by using

a different weighting in all those problems in which we wish the variation

to count according to the sizes of the figures ;

2 but not otherwise.

2 In general we want the size factor in the weighting of variations in all th<<-

cases in which greater effort is needed to produce the same variation in a greater

than in a smaller quantity. Also the average of the variations with weighting

according to the numbers actually reported in the classes can obviously be correct

only in those problems in w hich it is possible to state the figures only in one way ;

for otherwise the average of the variations would depend upon the accidental way
in which the figures that vary happen to be reported. It may happen even that

we wish the variations to count- inversely according to the sizes of the figures.

Then the weights of the variations would be -
; ,

b
,

......
,
and the formula,

Or if in any cases the weighting should be inversely according to the sizes of the

classes, viz., j- , ,
the formula would be
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We have discovered two factors in the weighting of the variations the

numbers of the figures employed, and their sizes at the first period. We
have discovered each of these upon eliminating the other. We must now
unite the two. As they both act directly, their influences work together and

strengthen each other. Therefore, in all cases,

8. The variation of the arithmetic averages of classes of figures, each of thfte

averages with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the dosses, is the some
oa the, arithmetic average of tht variations with weighting according to the sizes of the

classes at the first period.

The expression for the average of the variations with weighting according

which is the expression for the variation of the averages. Q. E. D.

In any such expression as the last we should notice that the mathematical

terms are not x and y,
......

,
a

t
and 6

t ,

......
,
but xa

t , yblt
......

. Therefore

in the denominator the one term xoj may be replaced by a,, the one term t/6t

by bi, and so on. Then in the numerator the terms become a,
^

, b, .

2

,
and so

on. The expression then falls under 7.

It may be remarked that the method of averaging the variations has

this advantage, that it tells us what we are doing, while the method of com-

paring the averages hides this. We have now discovered that when we com-

pare the arithmetic averages of the figures which have varied and of the

figures to which these have varied, we are virtually averaging the variations

with weighting according to the total sizes of the classes at the first period.
Hence we may view this weighting of the variations as hidden or latent in

the method of comparing the averages.
From this follows a simple corollary :

g9. If the sizes of the classes at the first period are all equal (i. e.,

*Oj = y6j = ......
), the variation of the arithmetic averages, each irith weighting ac-

cording to tlie numbers of figures in the classes, is the same as the arithmetic avemge

of the variations with even weighting.

This condition is brought about when the numbers of the figures in the

classes are in inverse proportion to the sizes of the figures at the first period.

III. HARMONIC AVERAGING.

g 1. With single figures in the two sets, the harmonic average at the first

}>eriod is -

;
and that at the second is like unto it. There-

1

)
fore the variation of the averages is

A,_nV,"6,
A," i
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which reduces to

A, S

Ar
and to

(which shows that it is indifferent, in comparing harmonic averages, whether

we inversely compare the arithmetic averages of the reciprocals of the figures

or the sums of the reciprocals of the figures).

Here the weighting of the figures in each average is even, each figure

counting once.

2. Given the same single figures, the harmonic average of the varia-

tions, likewise with even weighting, each variation counting once, is

1

which reduces to

This is a different expression, not universally reducing to the preceding.

3. With classes of figures, the harmonic average at the first period may
be expressed in full thus,

A=- 1

{?{(*+ ...... to teri"s
)
+

( {
+

,

+ ...... to " lerms
)
+

'

...... to n classes >

which maybe abbreviated to - -- r f or may also

/ ( + J? + ..... tow terms)n \<l
i *i

be written ^-i-^ ^ And the harmonic average at tlie second pericnl

^^ ......

is like unto it. Therefore the variation of the averages, after reductions

similar to those used in 1, is

Here, too, the weighting of the figures in each average is directly accord-

ing to the numbers of times the figures are repeated in each class. No other

way of averaging the sets would average the figures supposed.
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2 4. Given the same classes of figures, the similarly weighted harmonic

average of the variations in full is, after the first reductions in the denomi-

nators,

*-
)+'

to ii classes >

which mav l>e abbreviated to

v 1

i / _ i. \ J

to n terms
J

or may also be written

IT * + y-f

Again this is a different expression, not universally reducing to the pre-

ceding.

25. Here also we may subsume single figures under classes, and confine

our attention to the latter. Thus,
The variation of the harmonic averages and the harmonic average of the varia-

tions, in all cases with weighting according to the numbers offigures in the clauses, are

not universally the same.

\ 6. The variation of the harmonic averages and the harmonic average of the

variations, all with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the classes, are

the same when the figure* at the first period are equal.

Let a,
-

6,
= . Then the expression for the comparison of the

averages in $ 3 reduces to
/

'

x ;
and the expression for the

s

average of the variations in 2 4 reduces to the same. Q. E. D.

Here is the same factor affecting the variation of the harmonic averages as

we found in the case of the variation of the arithmetic averages, namely the

number of times the figures are repeated in each class, or weighting of the

variations directly according to the numbers of the figures.

In all other cases (except of course when all the variations are equal

see I. |6') the average of the variations will require different weighting
of the variations to make it agree with the variations of the averages.

$ 7. When the numbers of the figures in the classes are all equal, the variation of

the harmonic averages (each with weighting according to the numbers offigures in the

classes in this case with ewn weighting] is the same as the harmonic average of the

variation* with weighting inversely according to the sizes of the figures at the first

period.

Let /=//= = /. Then the expresnion for the variation of the aver-

1 Here nlno let
'

= r, and introduce r in the formula given here
o, 6,

in $ 4, and it reduces to r . Then a 2 raj ,
6 2

-= rb l ,
and so on

;
and by intro-

ducing th<"*> values in the formula in $:t, it, too, reduces to r .
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ages in \ 3 reduces to
-)-,

1 ''
'-

,
and thk by dropping tin- t from

<(X + ......

)
both sides of the fraction, to the expression for the variation of theav.
of the figures taken singly, t. e., with even weighting. We want now to

prove that this expression is the same as the expression for the average of tin-

variations with weighting according to
, ,

......
.

The expression for the average of the variations so weighted U

-7 1 ft*
,
in which,/'

terms; wherefore this expression, by reducing, restoring the value of //" and

1+1 + ..... .

converting, becomes -~--
y ,

which is the same as the preceding.

a
2

+
b,+

......

Q. E. D.

Thus here, too, a factor which affects the variation of the averages i. tin

size of the figures in the classes
; only here the weighting of the variations is

inversely according to the sizes of the figures.

This is the opposite of what was the case in the variation of the arith-

metic averages. There the larger a figure, the more its variation counts.

Here the larger a figure, the less its variation counts.

Of course in the harmonic average, as in all averages, the larger a figure,

the larger is the average of the set of figures in which this figure occurs
;

and similarly, the larger a variation, the larger is the average of the set of

variations in which this variation occurs. The proposition before us is that

the larger the figure which varies, the smaller is the influence of its varia-

tion upon the variation of the averages. The reason of this is because the

harmonic average is the reciprocal of the arithmetic average of the recip-

rocals
;
but the larger a figure, the smaller is its reciprocal.

We have, then, discovered two factors in the weighting of the variations

the numbers of figures, and their sizes at the first period. But as the one

of these acts directly and the other inversely, their combined influence is the

balance left over as the one neutralizes the other. Therefore, taking both

into account, in all cases,

8. The variation of the harmonic averages of classes of figures, ewh of the*c

averages with weighting directly according to the numbers of the figures in the c''/s.--x,

is the same as the harmonic average of the variations ivith iveights which are the ratio*

of the numbers offigures in the classes to the sizes of these figures at the first pe.r'nul.

The expression for the average of the variations with weighting according

.* _L y. + ......
*
+ y + ......

xy a, &, a\ b,

to ,
-.-
-

,
......

, is -
, which reduces to

,

ai
6

i *.* + y..h + ......
J

'

+y + .....

! | VA S
6

which is the expression for the variation of the averages. Q. E. D.

From this also follows the simple corollary :
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9. If the ratios of the numbers offigures in the classes to the sizes of the figures at

the first period are all equal I i. e. = * = ......
I

,
the variation of the harmonic

averages, each with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the classes, is the

same as the harmonic average of the variations with even weighting.

This condition is brought about when the numbers of the figures in the

classes are in direct proportion to the sizes of the figures at the first period.

10. A remark deserves to l>e added.

We have seen that in the arithmetic averaging the expression for the varia-

tion of the averages was in some cases truer than the expression for the aver-

age of the variations (unless this has its weighting specially adapted), because

it gives weight to the figures according to their numbers and sizes in the de-

nominator. Now in the same case we might here still want the figures to

count directly according to their sizes as well as directly according to their

numbers we might want the variation of a larger number to count more in-

stead of less. Therefore the comparison of the harmonic averages would not

be serviceable for this purpose, and in order to carry it out we must insert the

desired weighting in the expression for the harmonic average of the varia-

tions, thus,

y_
( #j

' + //ft,

'

-f ...... to n terms
)n \ , 6S /

which reduces to

V=
i-

^
2 *2

or, if we represent xa
l by a, yb l by b, and so on, (or supposing the weights

are sometimes wanted to be something else, still letting a and b repre-

sent them) we should have

1

in which n// --a + b-h to n terms. The expression for the variation

of the averages, however, is serviceable on condition that the figures at the

first period are reduced to equality ;
for then the numbers of times they are

repeated in their classes are proportional to a, b,

IV. CASES OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE ARITHMETIC AND
THE HARMONIC AVERAGES OF VARIATIONS.

We have noticed in the comparison of the arithmetic averages what hap-

pens when n,
=

&i = ,
and when ra

l ^=ybl
=

,
and in the comparison

of the harmonic averages what happens also when a,
= &,= ,

and when

- - There remains to see what happens, in the former case, when
"i i

a, = &, ,
and when xa, y&j -

,
and in the latter, when

a. ft and when
'

= . A few other coincidences will
, ft,

aim call for attention.
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1. The variation of the arithmetic averages being expressed thus,

A2 / 2 4- yfe, 4-
.....

A, roj 4- yA, -(-
...... '

we know this to be the same as the arithemetic average of the variations with

weighting according to xa^, yblt
......

.

Leta2
= &2= ..... -=s. Then ja

t
xa2

--
- xts ', and similarly i/l^

ys
*

,
and so on. Therefore this expression becomes

2 (l
l I "l i

''"+''% + ......

x , ., .....
2 2

which reduces to
,
which we recognize as the expression

for the harmonic average of the variations with weighting according to

x, y,
......

. Therefore,

If it happens that the figures at the second period are all eqwd, the arithmetic

average of the variations with weighting according to the sizes of the classes at the firxt

period is the same as the harmonic average of the variations with weighting according

to the numbers offigures in the classes.

l
=xa2

^ = t

t -,- ,
and so on. Therefore the above expression becomes

2. Let xa2
= yb2

= ...... =t. Then xa
l
=xa2

^ = t
,
and similarly y&,

0, 2

which reduces to v f which we recognize as the expression

for the harmonic average of the variations with even weighting. Therefore,

If it happens that the sizes of the classes at the second period are all equal, th>-

arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to the sizes of the classes

at the first period is the same as the harmonic average of the variations with even

weighting.

This theorem may be extended, as follows :

\ 3. The harmonic average of the variations with weighting according to

the numbers of figures in the classes being this, .

'

. , suppose

*+'4+ ......

.

that instead of this weighting we use weighting according to the sizes of the

classes at the second period. Then we must substitute .w 2 for r, yh., for /,
and

9 o -f-
......

so on. and we have ,
which reduces to

which we recognize as the expression for the variation of the aritmetic aver-

ages with weighting according to x, y,
......

,
and which we know to be the same

as the arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to

xa
l} yb l

......
. Therefore, in all cases,

The arithmetic average of any variations with weighting according to the sixes of the

classes at the first period is the same as the harmonic average of the tnrinlinns wiV/i

weighting according to the sizes of the classes at the second period.
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4. The variation of the harmonic averages being expressed thus,

we know this to be the same as the harmonic average of the variations with

weighting according to the ratios
, *; ,

......
.

i
ft

i

Let a,= 6.= ...... = . Then a. = s
a

* and
x

- = '**

,
and similarly /' =

a, a, OTJ' 'ft,

"'

4.
y*

4. ......

' *

,
and so on. Therefore this expression becomes ----- -

,
wliich

:-+*+
......

'?++ ......

reduces to
,
which we recognize as the expression for the

arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to r, i/,
......

.

Therefore,

If it happens thtU tfie figures at the second period are all equal, the harmonic aver-

age of the variations with weighting according to tfie ratios of the number* offigures in

the classes to the sizes of the figures at the first period is the same as the qrithmetic

average of the variations with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the

efciMMi

5. Let = ...... r. Then * ra,, and 2
;
and sinii-

"2 "2 a
i

a
\

larly . = 2
,

and so on. Therefore the above expression becomes

a., b.2 .

y ^4-
/

L ......

,
which reduces to - I

! + ,

2

}-
......

j
,
which we recog-

ni/e as the expression for the arithmetic average of the variations with even

weighting. Therefore,

If it happens thai the ratio* of the numbers of Jigures in the clasaex to the sizes of

the Jigures at the second period are all equal, the harmonic average of the mrw-
tions with weighting according to the ratios of these numbers to the sizes of the figures

at the first period is the same as the arithmetic average of the mritttions with rn

freighting.

This theorem also may be extended, as follows :

0. The arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to

the numbers of figures in the classes being this, *-j- , sup-

pose that instead of this weighting we use weighting according to the ratios

of the numbers of figures in the classes to the si/,es of the figures at the sec-

ond period. Then we must substitute for r,
'

for//, and so on, and we have
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" "iZlVAZ u- , -it"1

-
,
which reduces to

-^

'

,
which we recog-

nize as the expression for the variation of the harmonic averages with weight-
ing according to x, y, ,

and which we know to be the same as the har-

monic average of the variations with weighting according to
x

,

V
,

.

(It Ot

Therefore, in all cases,

The harmonic average of the variations with weighting according to the ratios of
the numbers of figures in the classes to the sizes of the figures at the first period is the

same as the arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to the ratios

of these numbers to the sizes of the figures at the second period.

I 7. Suppose the numbers equal the variations.

Then x = ~
, y = ^ ,

and so on
;
and the harmonic average of the varia-

tt-t O-i

tions with weighting according to x, y, becomes

1/6 \
i > i

which reduces to
( + i

? + ......
) ,

which we recognize as the arithmetic
n \ ai i /

average of the variations with even weighting. Therefore,

If it happens that the number of figures in every class equals the variation, the

arithmetic average of the variations with even weighting is the same as the harmonic

average of the variations with weighting according to the numbers.

\ 8. Suppose the numbers equal the reciprocals of the variations.

Then x=
, y= r^, and so on

;
and the arithmetic average of the varia-

nt,,
b
2

^l.^?_|_*l.*2_j_ ......

tions with weighting according to x
, y ,

...... becomes -
,

which reduces to
^
- -

,
which we recognize as the harmonic

average of the variations with even weighting. Therefore,

If it happens that the number of figures in every class equals the reciprocal of the

variation, the harmonic average of the variations with even weighting is the same as

the arithmetic average of the variations with weighting according to the numbers. 1

1 Although aside from our subject, yet as throwing light upon it, the follow-

ing two theorems may be added :

The simple arithmetic average of any quantities is the Jiannonic average of

them with weighting directly according to their sizes.

Of the quantities a, b,
......

, k, the harmonic average with weights di-

rectly according to their sizes is
a + b + + k

,
which reduces to

a- + b]-+
...... + kja b k

- (a + b + ..... + k), which is their simple arithmetic average. Q. E. D.
n

33
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V. GEOMETRIC AVERAGING.

2 1. With single figures in the two sets, the geometric average at the first

period is ^/a^ &,
...... to n terms, and that at the second is like unto it

Therefore the variation of the averages is

v a\' b
\

(Here it may incidentally be remarked that the comparison of these averages

cannot be replaced by comparison of the products except when the result is

unity ;
for the products are in a ratio the nth power of the ratio between the

averages. )

Here the weighting of the figures in each average is even, each figure

counting once.

\ 2. Given the same single figures, the geometric average of the variations,

likewise with even weighting, each variation counting once, is

v=

This is an expression which universally has the same value as the pre-

ceding.

3. With classes of figures, the geometric average at the first period may
be expressed in full thus,

^ to x terms) (bv -ftj toy terms) ton classes,

which may be abbreviated to i/a,* b{ ....... to n terms. And, the average

at the second period being similar, the variation of the averages is

_ bjf
....... to n terms

AI I/oj*
*V

""
to n terms

Here the weighting of the figures in each average is directly according to

the numbers of times the figures occur in each class. No other way of aver-

aging the sets would average the figures supposed.

g 4. Given the same classes of figures, the similarly weighted geometric

average of the variations in full is

The simple harmonic average of any quantities is the arithmetic average of

them vn'th weighting inversely according to their sizes.

Let A be the largest of these quantities. Then the weights of these quantities
k k k

according to the inverse of their sizes are fora, for b,
......

,
and (orl)

a o K

for k . The arithmetic average of these quantities so weighted is

a b k

which reduces to jy- ^-r
which is their simple harmonic aver-

-(- +\ + ...... + !)n ^ a 6 k /

age. Q. E. D.
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to n classes,
which may be abbreviated to

Again this is an expression which universally has the same value as the

preceding.

\ 5. Here also subsuming single figures under classes, we see that

The variation of the geometric averages and the geometric average of the variations,

in all cases with weighting according to the numbers of figures in the classes, are the

same.

We see also that this agreement will universally take place with any
weighting whatsoever, provided it be the same in all the three averagings.

Thus, unlike the other two kinds of averaging, in the geometric averaging
for this agreement to take place it is not necessary thato1

= 6
1
= ......

,
or

that
2

==^=
......

j

1 since the agreement takes place not only in these but

in all cases.

6. If we employed here the weighting which we found necessary, except
in the above two cases, for the arithmetic average of the variations in order

that it should agree with the variation of the arithmetic averages, namely,

according to xav yb lt
......

,
which would be in this form,

towterms
'

in which n"= xa
l -\- j/6x -f-

...... to n terms
;
or if we employed here the simi-

larly necessary weighting in

which would be in this form,

X I/

larly necessary weighting in the harmonic averaging, namely, f- ,

in which n" -= h T + ..... to w terms
;
either of these expressions for the

1

i &i

average of the variations would agree with the expression for the variation

of the averages (apart from the case when all the variations are alike) only

in a particular case, namely if the figures are all the same at the first period

(i. e., c^ =;&!== .....
) the very condition previously found necessary to

make averages of the variations with weighting like the weighting in the

separate averages of the figures agree with the variations of these averages.

1 That in this particular case the results are always the same as any one of the

variations, whatever be the weighting employed (if only it be the same in the

two averages of the figures that are compared), may easily be seen by letting

^2 =
|s
= ..... =Tf an(j by introducing r into the above expressions with any

a i i

weights. These expressions then always reduce to r.
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Therefore if here, with uneven variations, the figures being unequal at the

first period, we reduce these to equality and adapt their numbers accordingly,

and employ weighting according to the adapted numbers of figures in the classes,

we shall get a result for the average of the variations thus weighted (really

according to ra^ yb lt
......

) different from that of the variation of the aver-

ages (in which the weighting is according to /, y,
......

).

7. The reason for the universal agreement in this case is that here the

si/es of the figures at the first period, in the comparison of the averages, is

offset by their sizes at the second period, and do not affect the result. Hence

there is here no weighting in the comparison of the averages except the num-

bers of times the figures occur in the classes. There is no hidden weighting.

Therefore if we wish to employ weighting which also allows for the sizes

of the figures at the first period (or at any other period), we have to intro-

duce this into the separate averages which we compare as well as into the

averages of the variations.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE GEOMETRIC AVERAGE
WITH THE OTHER TWO.

1. Of the same given numbers of the same given figures, at least one of

which is unequal to the others, the arithmetic average is always greater than

the harmonic. Thus

z + y-r ...... X V
a
+

b
+

The demonstration of this, which involves the demonstration that

is somewhat elaborate, and need not be given here.

This being true when the terms are figures (or integers), it is also true

when the terms express the variations of figures (or are fractions). Hence

With the name weighting, the arithmetic werage of the same variations is alvxtys

greater ( or higher )
than the harmonic. That is, when the averages are above

unity, the arithmetic average is a greater variation than the harmonic
;
and

when the averages are below unity, the arithmetic is a smaller variation

than the harmonic
;
or the arithmetic may be above while the harmonic is

at unity, or may \te at unity while the harmonic is below, or may be above

while the harmonic is below.

2. Given only two figures (or two figures each repeated the same number

of times, HO that we have even weighting), the arithmetic mean being ,

and the harmonic -----=- = ~--T
,
the geometric mean between these means is

\

6

T .h~ ^ n^ wn 'cn i 8 the geometric mean between the given fig-

ures. The same holds good if the figures are fractions (representing varia-

tions of figures). Therefore
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Between two figures (or w/-m//Wx), r<,,-l, tn/;n, Himjly (or in .-//// m
geometric mean is the geometric mean between the <n-iihun-ti<- "//</ // / ,/,
Hence also, in tliese cases,

The geometric mean is smaller (lower) than the arithmetic, and //'''' (/"

than the harmonic.

\ 3. With three figures each taken singly (or in equal numbers), or with
two figures taken uneven times (so that we must employ uneven weighting),
the first of these propositions does not hold good of the averages between t linn.

For between three given figures, each taken singly, the arithmetic aver-

age is
,
and the harmonic, = ~rr- : ** the

9 l.^lab -\-bc-\- ni

a^~ b +7

geometric mean between these two averages is %/

" C

v 3 ab 4- be -f- rn

a-f-6 + c-
1

--
1~'

6S not reduce to the geo"

+ 6+7
metric average between the three figures, which is \/abe. Or with two

figures of which the one occurs x times, and the other y times, the arith-

. xa 4- yb x4-y (.<+/ )ab
metic average is -

-, and the harmonic, -
.

;
and

x+y ' x .y ya + ib

a"1

"
b

the geometric mean between these two averages is
-^

\ ab
[

- ^-"~ }
=

,
which does not reduce to the geometric aver-V \ya-\-xb J \*_,y_

a b

age between the two uneven classes, which is
x

'\/
/
'axby. In general, a set of

uneven classes of figures or variations may be analyzed into a larger number

of even classes, some being homonymous. We may, therefore, confine

our attention to sets of even classes, or of single figures or variation:-.

Of a number, n, of such figures, the geometric mean between the arith-

metic and the harmonic means is
'

,
which does not reduce to the geometric average of

4- 4- 4-
a
^

b
^

c
^

the given figures, which is \/' abc , (provided the figures, or variations,

do not constitute, or reduce to, two classes with even weighting).

But in these cases the second of the above propositions still holds, and \v.-

may also specify it more definitely, though without exact demonstration.

Thus we have the two folloAving propositions, the first of which is demon-

strable.

\ 4. Of any figures, or variations, with any weighting, the same in all the <"<;-

agings, the geometric average is smaller (lower) than the arithmetic, and <jrit,r

(higher) than the harmonic,

The demonstration of the first part of this proposition, at least for
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with even weighting (whence it can easily be extended) is generally given in

works on algebra,
'

although notice of the second is generally neglected. Of
both a brief indication is given by Walras (B. 61, p. 15). In full the demon-
stration is too long to give here.

| 5. Of any figures, or variations, with any weighting, the same in all the averag-

ings (provided it be not even weighting foi- only two classes of distinct figures or vari-

ations), the geometric average w sometimes above, and sometimes below, the geometric

mean between their arithmetic and harmonic averages. .

This is shown by trial. But it is evident that, if different at all, the geo-
metric average must vary on both sides of the geometric mean in question ;

for

if in any one set of figures or variations it be above, it must be below in a set

of their reciprocals (e. g., it is above in 2, 3, 4, 5, and below in
, ^, J, ).

The easiest way to make the comparison is as follows. Place the expressions
for this average and for this mean side by side, the former on the left and the

latter on the right, thus,

'a + b + e 4-

square each, and raise each the n"1

power, thus,

(* >.,
/+ + < +

multiply each by the denominator of the one on the right, thus,

(a + 6 + c+ ......
)n

The side on which superiority appears in the last line will also be the side on

which it exists in the first line. But this method does not exhibit the pro-

portionate amount of the difference.

Trial seems to show that when all the terms are above unity, or when the

terms in the numerators (including those virtually divided by unity) sum up
to a greater amount than, or outweigh, the terms in the denominators (

in-

cluding the omitted units), the geometric average is above the geometric

mean in question (as in $, 3, }, 5); and if reversely, below (as in 2, ^, 4, |).

In intermediate cases the geometric average may coincide with the geo-

metric mean between the other averages.

Trial also shows that the difference is generally very slight, although it

may be appreciable if only a few of the figures or variations are very differ-

ent from the rest, or very excessive compared with the average.

$ 6. Now of given numbers of given figures that vary between two periods,

we have seen that the arithmetic average of their variations with weighting

according to the sizes at the first period is

and the harmonic average of their variations with weighting according to the

sizes of the classes at the second period is

1 E. g. Tod hunter's Algebra for the use of schools and colleges, \ 680.
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We now see (from 4) that the geometric average of these variations with

weighting according to the sizes of the classes at the first period is smaller
than the arithmetic average with this weighting, thus,

b

and that the geometric average of them with weighting according to the sizes

of the classes at the second period is larger than the harmonic average with
this weighting, thus,

^ -f-

And we see (from 5) that, generally, the geometric average with the latter

weighting is larger nearly in the same proportion as with the former weight-

ing it is smaller, than this one and the same average. Therefore if we take

the geometric mean between the weights in these two systems of weighting,
and employ the geometric average of the variations with weighting according
to these means, thus,

+ y

the result will be nearly the same as that of the other average. But because,

in 5, the geometric average is not exactly at the geometric mean between the

other two, but inclines to the one side or to the other according as the classes

preponderate that rise or fall, so the geometric average with this intermediate

weighting will incline to the one side or to the other in similar cases.

With only two classes with even weighting the geometric average is exactly

at the geometric mean between the other two, as seen in 2. Hence in these

cases we should expect the following proposition to be demonstrable, and, in

fact, find it so.

7. Of the variations of two figures, or classes of figures, such that the products

(and hence the square roots of these products) of their sizes at both periods are equal,

the geometric average with even weighting is the same as the arithmetic average with

weighting according to the sizes at the first period, or the harmonic average with

weighting according to the sizes at the second period.

Treating of classes, as the more complex case including the other, we wish

to prove that

given that xa^ xa2 =:ybl yb2 (this condition being necessary in order that the

weighting of the geometric average may be even).

From the condition we obtain a^= ?/

r^
>2

;
and by substituting this value

of a2 in the equation to be proved, we have
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which reduces to

which is evident
;
wherefore the first equation is correct. Q. E. D.

With only two figures, that is, with one figure in each class, r and y in the

above are units (so that the condition is a^ = 6,62 ), and the result works out

the same.

8. With three or more figures, or classes of figures, even though the prod-
ucts of their sizes at both periods be all equal, the statement in the preceding

proposition does not universally hold.

It holds when, there being no variations of the figures in the other classes,

the figures in two such classes, or in any pairs of such classes (up to all the

classes, provided there is no odd one that varies), vary to opposite geometric
extremes so that the geometric average is unity ;

for then the arithmetic aver-

age with the weighting of the first period (or the harmonic with that of the

second )
is also unity, being so for each of the pairs and for the unchanged

figures.

It holds also in another case, which may be shown as follows for three

classes. We wish to prove that under certain conditions

a given condition being that xa^ xa?= yb^ yb2 MI zc2 . From this condi-

tion we obtain a, = ^
2 and 6

2
= * Upon substitution of these values

in the equation to be proved, it reduces to

*/ .

l = y^i &i + EQi
' *

This we see to be true when xa
i =ybl

= zc
l ;

for then

/~l~ 3(,Wl )*

V ( nt, }*

which is evident. But then, according to the condition, we must also have

j?o,
= y&2 2^2* an(^ ^) tn these conditions together mean that = .

l= -
,

ai 6
i *i

that is, that the vn>iation8 mw4 nil be alike.

The same result is obtained if we analyze the case with four figures or

classes, again with five, and so on.

We know, moreover, the correctness of this result, because we know in

general that when variations are all alike any average of them with any

weighting is the same as the common variation.

9. In other cases trial shows that the geometric average of the variations

with weighting according to the geometric means between the sizes of the

classes at each period does not, in ordinary cases, much differ from the arith-
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metic average of them with weighting according to the sizes of the classes at
the first period or (which is the same thing) the harmonir av.-r.-i^- with

weighting according to the sizes at the second period (there being a coin. ..on

form to which both of these averages so weighted reduce).
More specifically, trial seems to show that the geometric average is above

the other common form when the preponderating classes have variation- i i-iriL-

above the average, and below the other common form when the prepond.- ra-

ting classes have variations falling below the average.* Here the preponder-
ance is to be determined by comparing the sums of the weights (measured ;t -

above described ) of the former with those of the latter classes.

The divergence of the geometric average from the common form -. em- i<,

be greatest either when, amidst ordinary variations, the variations of the

classes whose combined weights are about one fifth of the whole weighting
are nearly the same, or at least in the same direction, while the rest are in

the opposite direction, or when the variations of the smaller classes in the

same direction are excessive. In all other cases the results are very -1..M-

together. Especially so if none of the variations be great or unusual, or if

great and extraordinary variations of some large classes are met by great op-

posite variations of other nearly equally large classes, or of many small ones

in combination nearly equalling them, or if the great variations of small

classes are met by great opposite variations of nearly equally small classes.

In general, if the combined weights of the classes rising above the average
and the combined weights of the classes falling below the average are nearly

even, these conditions tend to bring the results together ;
and it is possible

that they may coincide.

VII. COMPAKISON OF AVERAGES OF UNEQUAL SETS.

For completeness we may add consideration of another case. So far we
have all along supposed that the numbers of figures in all the classes separately
and together are the same at both periods ;

for only in this case can all the

figures at the second period be regarded as variations of figures at" the first.

But it may happen that we can have different numbers of figures in the whole

sets, or even a different number of classes (since, so long as we are having a

different number of figures, it may not matter whether the new ones be in old

classes or whether they be altogether new ones forming new classes) ;
and we

may still have reason for wishing to compare the 'averages of these sets of

figures.

This case can be represented by numbering all the symbols previously left

undistinguished. The numbers of classes of figures at the two periods may
be represented by ^ and n2 respectively ;

the numbers of times the figures

Oj, &!,
...... occur at the first period, by *!, ylt

......
,
and the numbers of timr-

the figures a2 ,
&
2 ,

...... occur at the second, by x2 , y2 ,

......
;
and the total

numbers of the individuals at the first period by %', so that n/ ^ + y, +
...... to HI terms, and at the second by n./, so that n./

= x2 4-y2 + ...... to

terms.

2 If the geometric average shows a rise from 1 to 2, the rise of a figure from 1

to li is virtually a fall compared with the variations of all the figures ;
while if

the geometric average shows a fall from 1 to $, the fall of a figure from 1 to 1 is

virtually a rise compared with the variations of all the figures.
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1. Arithmetic averaging. The average at the first period is

Xja, 4- y,b, -4- ..... to n, terms 1 ,

...... to , terms
'

r V <* + * + ......
ton.term,);

and at the second it is similar, with all the numbers changed. Therefore the

variation of the averages is

A ~7 (xaa? + yA + ...... to n, terms)

to 14 terms)
7*j

which reduces to

A, __ V(^22jf yA+ ...... to n, terms)

ii Hi'OVH+ yA-i" ...... to n! terms)
'

( Here, incidentally, we see that the variation of the averages is not the vari-

ation of the sums, and can not be replaced by that, since the variation of the

sums does not allow here for the change in the numbers of the figures. )

By restoring the values of n/ and n/, and rearranging, the expression may
be stated in full, as follows :

A;_ x/t2 4- !/A "4"
...... to ng terms xl -{-yl -{-

...... to % terms

Ai~ x
i
ai + yA~r- ...... to^h terms xt -\-yt -\-

...... to n, terms
'

2. Harmonic averaging. This being worked out in the same way, the vari-

ation of the averages reduces to

X
l4_2jl_|_

...... to n
x terms

Aj _ Q! fy xa -4- ya 4- ...... to 14 terms

. ton, terms
ton, terms

a2 6
2

3. Geometric averaging. The variation of the averages obviously is

_ b#- " to n, terms

A, "{Xoj*! ^i ....... to % ternw

4. All three of these variations of averages have the following common

properties.

Without any variation in the sizes of the figures between the first and

the second period, a variation in the numbers of the figures in the classes a

change of weighting may produce a variation in the average. These cases

come under the principles in I. 8, 9, 10. Thus, without any variation in

the sizes of the figures, an increase or decrease in the number of any figure

above the average at the first period will raise or lower the average at the

second period ;
and reversely an increase or decrease in the number of any

figure below the average at the first period will lower or raise the average at

the second period ;
while any change whatever in the number of a figur

equal to the average at the first period ha.s no influence upon the average at

the second period.

Also, there being some variation in the average at the second period from

the first, due to variations, all alike or otherwise, in the sizes of the figures

(supposing no change in their numbers), then a superadded change in the

numbers of the figures may accentuate, lessen, nullify, or outbalance the

variation of the average due to the other influences alone.
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$ 5. Naturally, if the numbers have not changed at all from the first to the

second period, these formulae all reduce to the corresponding formulae with tin-

same numbers at both periods.

They do so also if the numbers of figures in the classes all vary in the name pro-

portion, and the number of the classes remains the same (i. e. n, n, ). We
have then the state of things described in I. 11 retention of the same

weighting ;
and so, for instance, impossibility of a variation in the average

without any variation in the sizes of the figures. In effect, suppose from tin-

first to the second period every number increases or decreases in the pro-

portion r; then x2
= rxl , y2 =ry l ,

and so on, and the expression for tin-

arithmetic average becomes

A2 _ rx
t
a2 -f- n/^2 -f- to n terms ^i + Vi + to n terms

A!
~~

a^ 4- 2/A -f to // terms rx^ + ry^ -f to n terms'

which reduces to

-\- to n terms

-f- to n terms'

that is, to what is sometimes the proper form of the average of the variations

on the numbers which are common to both the periods in this case the

numbers at the first period. Or if we let r' be the reciprocal of r, then

x
l
= 7^X3 , yl

=
r'y-z ,

and so on, and the expression will still reduce to what

is in the same cases the proper form of the average of the variations on the

numbers which are common to both the periods this time, the numbers at

the second period, wherefore it is indifferent whether we use the numbers of

the first or of the second period. And similar would be the reductions in the

expressions for the variations of the harmonic and the geometric averages,

except that these would yield forms for the averages of the variations not

proper when the above forms of the arithmetic averages are proper, the

weighting of the variations being different.

\ 6. In all other cases there is no reduction of these formulae to any for-

mulae for averages of variations. It is impossible to find any formulae for any

averages of variations which agree with any of the above formulae for the

variations of averages. The reason is simple. There is no average of vari-

ations in these cases, because, although there may be some variations con-

tained in the two sets of figures, yet there are other figures which, appearing

only in the one or in the other set, do not represent a variation of anything.

The forms here reviewed are averages of the figures as reported in the

numbers that happen to be reported. In some matters it is necessary to alter

these numbers into other numbers, in various ways, always according to some

established principle. After such reduction, the new numbers being used in

place of the old, the formula? will remain the same in form, although, being

applied to different numbers, their results will be different. But it is some-

times possible to introduce into the formulae themselves the principle by

which the reduction of the numbers is made. One condition for this is

that the new formulae may be made to contain something which necessarily

confines them to the same number of classes at each period. Then the for-

mulae themselves become different in form. And now the new formula1 may

even have some points of contact with the formulae for averages of variation.
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ON COMPENSATORY VARIATIONS.

The supposition is that we have two series of three terms, a, TO, ft,
which

are such that a= m= b at one period and at another a and b are opposite

terms, compensating for each other, in one of the three progressions, arith-

metic, harmonic or geometric, so that m is always either the arithmetic, har-

monic or geometric mean between a and b. As m is always the mean, its

presence or absence in the calculations is indifferent
;
and we are virtually

dealing with two figures, a and
ft, and, treating them as equally important,

are using even weighting. We may suppose that one of these terms, always

<t, when not equal to TO, is given, and that this term is always larger than m
(which is also a given term). Then the other, always smaller than m at the

same period when a is larger, may always be expressed in these given terms.

Thus when the terms are in arithmetic progression, b = 2m a; when in

harmonic progression, b ^~ ;
when in geometric progression, b =

We may suppose either (I) that the terms are equal at the first period and

<i and b become divergent at the second, or (II) that a and b are divergent at

the first period and by converging become equal at the second. There will

then be occasion for some explanatory and amplificative remarks.

I.

1. In this supposition we have a,
= TO =ft, and a,> m > ft,.

Here a,

and 6
2 have varied from the mean to opposite extremes, a, having risen and &

2

fallen.

The variation of n, from a. is alwavs 2
. The variation of ft, from'

OT m

ft, to the arithmetic extreme is ,

5 --
;

to the harmonic extreme,
&

t
m

ww, m*

ft, 2--m _?*_ tothe geometric,
*! = -^2- = m

. Now the arithmetic
ft,

m 2dj TO 6| TO o,

mean Iwtween the variations to the arithmetic terms is _ ( + -'
* )= 1

;

2 \ m TO /

wherefore these may be regarded as (simple) arithmetir. mri*itwn# (whose
jirithmetic mean indicates constancy). The harmonic mean between the

524
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variations to the harmonic terms is = l . wherefore these
-i / ?ft

ai,} m \

2.U
+

", )
may be regarded as (simple) harmonic variations (whose harmonic mean indi-
cates constancy). The geometric mean between the variations to the geomet-

ric terms is
<^ ^ ^= 1

; wherefore these may be regarded as (simple) geo-

metric variations (whose geometric mean indicates constancy).
2. The percentage (in hundredths) of the rise of a, above TO, reckoned in

m, is always ~~- The percentage of the fall of 62 below m, likewise

always reckoned in m, in the arithmetic variation is

'
**^ *" m

TO m
7WO,/m _

in the harmonic variation,

m2

Thus, the percentage being reckoned in the mean or the uni-

form starting point, it is only the rise and fall from the mean to the arithmetic

extremes, or the arithmetic variations, that are in equal percentage.
3. But if we reckon the percentage in the terms reached, the percentage

of the rise of a
2 ,

in a2 ,
is always . The percentage of the fall of 6

2 ,

always in 62 ,
in the arithmetic variation is : in the

2m 03 2TO a,'

TOC^ m2

m
y

m
harmonic variation, =

;
in the geometric, j

- =

m
--

2a2 m Oj

. Thus, the percentage being reckoned in the opposite extremes reached, it

is only the rise and fall from the mean to the harmonic extremes, or the harmonic

variations, that are in equal percentage.

\ 4. If again we reckon the percentage always in the same direction, that

is, (1) from the lowest terms, or ( 2 ) from the highest terms, or in other words,

(1) from the starting point at the mean for the rising term and from the ex-

treme point reached for the falling term, or (2) from the extreme point

reached for the rising term and from the starting point at the mean for the

falling term, we have the following percentages. (1) The percentage of the

rise of a2 ,
reckoned in TO, as shown in \ 2, is -

;
and the percentages of

the falls of 62 ,
reckoned in 62 ,

are given in 3. We see that, the percentage

being reckoned in the lowest terms, it is only the rise and fall from the mean to the

geometric extremes, or the geometric variations, that are in equal percentage. (2) The

percentage of the rise of a
2 ,

reckoned in a^, as shown in \ 3, is -
;
and

the percentages of the falls of 62 ,
reckoned in TO, are given in 2. We see

that, the percentages being reckoned from the highest terms, it is only the rise and fall
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from the mean to the geometric ariremai, or the geometric variations, that are in

percentage.

II.

2 1 . In this supposition we have c^ > m > 6j and a,= m= 6S ;
and 2

and 6, have varied to the mean from opposite extremes, a, now having fallen

and
//._.

risen.

The variation of a
2 from c^ is always

-"
. The variation of b.2 from 6,,

i ni

from the arithmetic extreme, is -.-*
-

;
from the harmonic extreme,

&! 2m O!

,- = =
;
from the geometric extreme, .- = - = . Thus

&! moi a, '6, m* m
20! m ~^~

these variations are the reciprocals of the preceding ;
for we may suppose Oj

here to be equal to , there, and b
l
here equal to 62 there.

2. Now unity is the harmonic mean between the variations from the

arithmetic extremes ;
for , v

= 1
; wherefore the variationsfrom

I/Q! 2m oA

2\m m >/

the arithmetic extremes to their mean are harmonic variations (whose harmonic mean
indicates constancy). Unity is the arithmetic mean between the variations

from the harmonic extremes
;
for s (

m
+.

m
-

)
= 1 ; wherefore the vari-

2\al
a
l /

ations from the harmonic extremes to their mean are arithmetic variations ( whose

arithmetic mean indicates constancy). But unity is the geometric mean be-

/?H Ct

tween the variations from the geometric extremes
;
for -v =1

;
where-

#1 m
fore the variations from the geometric extremes to their mean are geometric variations

(whose geometric mean indicates constancy).

g 3. In effect, if we reduce the terms at the first period, a
t
and 6,, to

equality to m, and observe the same variations, we may reduce the terms at

the second period, a2 and &
2 >

to figures no longer equal to m, as follows. We

reduce a, to m by multiplying a
l by ;

therefore we must reduce a2 in the

same manner
;
but a. = . Thus the variation of a, to m is the same

i i

variation as that of m to . We reduce 6
t
to m by multiplying ^ by ;

<h i

and we must reduce 6, in the same manner. Now when the terms were in

arithmetic progression, we had &!
= 2m a^ ;

therefore we have b
l

m

. Thus the variation from 62 ,
when it is at the arithmetic

2/m, a 2m a^
T7i*

extreme, or from 2m a, to m is the same variation as that of m to
2m_^~

.Similarly when the terms were in harmonic progression, the variation from the

harmonic extreme, 6,, to the mean, or from - to m, is the same as that

from m to -*-. And when the terms were in geometric progression,
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the variation from the geometric extreme, 6,, to the mean, or from to m,

is the same variation as that of m to a, . Now and - are the har-

1
i 2m

,,,

monic terms around m
;
for - - = m . Therefore variation*

1 / a
l 2m aA

2 \m*
+
~~ltf~)

from the arithmetic extremes to their mean are the same as variationsfrom the mean to

harmonic extremes. Consequently it is the percentages of these variation-,

reckoned in the extremes, the positions originally at the first period, but at

the second period in the reductions, that are equal. And and ""'

0, G!

are arithmetic terms around m ; for half the sum of these is m. Therefore

variations from the harmonic extremes to their mean are the same as variations from
the mean to arithmetic extremes. Consequently it is the percentage of these vari-

tions reckoned in the mean, the position originally at the second period, but

m2

at the first period in the reductions, that are equal. But and a
l
are geo-

metric terms around m as their mean
;
for

"\' a^ = m . Therefore rarta-

tionsfrom the geometric extremes to their mean are the same as variations from the

mean to geometric extremes. Consequently it is the percentages of variations

reckoned either from the top or from the bottom that are equal.

4. Thus if two quantities, equal at first, vary to the opposite arithmetic

extremes, and then vary back to the same figure as at the start, their first vari-

ations, diverging, are arithmetic variations, and their later variations, con-

verging, are harmonic variations. If two quantities, equal at first, vary to

the opposite harmonic extremes, and then vary back to the same figure as at

the start, their first variations, diverging, are harmonic variations, and their

later variations, converging, are arithmetic variations. But if two quanti-

ties, equal at first, vary to the opposite geometric extremes, and then vary

back to the same figure as at the start, both these diverging and converging

variations are geometric variations.

III.

The following explanations may be offered.

1. In I. we have been considering variations of states which may be

represented thus,

q2 > m > 62_m_

But we have been averaging the variations, with even weighting. Hence, in

accordance with Appendix A, I. 7 (II. 6, III. 6, and V. 2), we have

been performing the same operation as if we averaged the figures at rurh

period separately, with even weighting in each case, and then compared the

results.

2. In II. we have been considering variations of states which may be

represented thus,
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in each of which averages even weighting is employed. But we have been

averaging the variations with even weighting, and now the operations are not

the same in two out of the three cases.

3. Thus if the terms change from the arithmetic extremes, applying the

arithmetic average with even weighting to the figures at each of the periods

separately, we have

But we do not obtain this result by arithmetically averaging the variations

with even weighting ;
for

v _ 1

2

but only by harmonically averaging them, if we are to use even weighting,
as shown in II. \ 3. This is because the comparison of the arithmetic aver-

ages with even weighting, when the figures are unequal at the first period, is

the same as the arithmetic average of the variations, not with even weighting,
but with weighting according to the sizes of the terms at the first period,

according to Appendix A, II. \ 7
;

l

and, according to Appendix A, IV. $ 2,

this is the same as the harmonic average of the variations with even weight-

ing.

4. If the terms change from the harmonic extremes, applying the har-

monic average, we have

1

A,
A =1.

J m
1/1

And again we do not obtain this result by harmonically averaging the varia-

tions
;
for

__ 1 m(2o TO)

but only by arithmetically averaging them, if we are to use even weighting,
as shown in II. 3. This is because the comparison of the harmonic aver-

ages with even weighting, when the figures are unequal at the first period, is

the same as the harmonic average of the variations, not with even weighting,
but with weighting inversely according to the sizes of the terms at the first

1
Here, with even weighting, with a limited between m, and 2m, the result is

larger than unity, indicating a rise. Thi is because the average of the variations

can be brought down to unity only by giving greater weight to the fall of a lt
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period, according to Appendix A, III. 7
; and, according to Appendix A,

IV. g 5, this is the same as the arithmetic average of the variations with even
weighting.

\ 5. But if the terms change to the geometric extremes, we have

A2 Vm^t, m

ir-n*= '

V"-,,
and we obtain the same result by geometrically averaging the variations with
even weighting, as shown in II. g 3. This is because the comparison of the

geometric averages is the same as the geometric average of the variations with
the same weighting, according to Appendix A, V. 5.

IV.

The consequences indicated in II. g 4 may be amplified as follows.

1. Suppose we have these three series at three different periods :

1st period c^ =m= &x ;

2d o2 >m>&2 ;

in which a3 = a
x and J

3
= br Here we have two variations of the series,

which, with substitution of a^ for a3 and of 6
a for 63 ,

are

But the two variations together produce a return to constancy ;
for

03= 7/1=65

For what follows, however, it is not necessary that 2 and 6
2 be on opposite

sides of m. They may be any quantities, with any variation of their mean

( now to be represented by m2 )
from m

x
. All that is needed is that they return

at the third period to what they were at the first
; whereupon also their mean,

m 3 ,
will return to mx

.

| 2. If we average these series separately and then compare the averages,

we get inverted results, which are reciprocals of each other. Then the com-

parison of the third period with the first by means of the two intermediate

comparisons which comparison consists in multiplying together the results

of those comparisons turns out correctly ;
for these reciprocal results multi-

plied by each other give unity.

\ 3. We have two sets of variations, which are

2
Here, with even weighting, with a larger than m, the result is smaller than

unity, indicating a fall. This is because the average of the variations can be

brought up to unity only by giving a greater weight to the rise of 6
X
.

34
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1st set of variations , .* ;

a, 6,

2d "
*';

a, 62

and the whole variations from the first to the third j>eriod are = = 1 and

66 ^ ^

JT
= sr = 1

;
wherefore the average of these whole variations is always unity,

indicating constancy. But if we average each set of variations, and seek thence

the average of the whole variations, we obtain the following results.

4. The arithmetic averages of the variations, with even weighting, are,

of the first set,

*

(^
+ 2

)
,
and of the second,

*

(-
+

)
. The multipli-

cation of these gives ~ -f .
(
^ -

-f ^j
!

) >
which by elimination of o, and 6,,L 4 \<720j d\o.2 J

which are equal, reduces to -j- (* + ?*). This does not reduce to unity& 4 Vttj 2 /

unlesss a,
= 62 . In all other cases its result is above unity,

3
indicating a rise,

instead of constancy.

5. The harmonic averages of the variations, with even weighting, are, of

the first set, -=
,
and of the second -, The product

I/a, ^V 1 /a, 62 \

of these is ^ ,
which does not reduce to unity except, as be-

1
,

1 / "2 . M
2^4 U J

fore, in the simple case when Oj= br In all other cases its result is below

unity, indicating a fall, instead of constancy.

6. The geometric averages of the variations, with even weighting, are, of

the first, A/ 2 2

,
and of the second, A/

"' l
. The product of these is

f
'l ^1 ^2 2

unity, indicating constancy. Therefore the continuous use of the geometric mean

through both the variation* (/ire* the right result for the tivo nirifttions together.

7. But again, if we used the arithmetic average of the variations for the

first set and the harmonic for the second, or the harmonic for the first and the

arithmetic for the second, all with even weighting, the product of the results

thereby obtained give unity, indicating constancy. Therefore the alternate

u*e, of the arithmetic and of the hai*nwnir means of the variation given the right result

for Ihe tivo variation* together.

This proposition is plain if we rememl>er that the harmonic average of

given figures is the reciprocal of the arithmetic average of their reciprocals,
and reversely ;

and that when variations take place from the mean to the

To demonstrate this it is necessary to show that
|
+ - > 2. Now

|
+ -

-. Let this equal*. Then - * - 2
;
whence = * -- 2.

But ~fi i always positive, a and 6 being positive. Therefore x 2 is posi-

tive, and x in greater than 2.
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arithmetic or to the harmonic extremes, the return variations from these ex-
tremes to the mean are the reciprocals of the first variations.

V.

g 1. Lastly we may analyze the variations in the following series :

1st period Oj >
2d a' =

in which m represents any one of the three means. Here the figures are sup-

posed simply to change places, the one falling to the other and the other ris-

ing to it. The variations are
! and *

,
which are reciprocals of each other.

fJi-t 0j

2. It is plain that when a
l
is becoming equal to fy ,

it must pass through
the mean between them, that is, it must fall first to the mean and then from
the mean

;
and when &

t
is becoming equal to a, ,

it must pass through the

mean between them, that is, it must rise first to the mean and then from the

3. Therefore if the mean be the arithmetic, the approaches of a, and b
l

to this mean are harmonic variations (above, II. 2), and their departures

from it are arithmetic variations.

If the mean be the harmonic, the approaches of a
v
and ^ to this mean are

arithmetic variations, and their departure from it are harmonic variations.

But if the mean be the geometric, both the approaches to it and the de-

partures from it are geometric variations.

% 4. Therefore also the whole variations of a^to bl} and of 6, to o, ,
are

geometric variations. This is plain also from the fact that the variations are

reciprocals of each other. It may be shown, further, in the following way.

The percentage of the rise of
ftj

to Oj may be represented as a rise by p per
cent, (reckoned in b^. Then the percentage of the fall of a, to 6

a (reckoned

in ttj), being a fall by p from 1 -f- p, is a fall by
--

-^
-

per cent. The rise of

&j is the same variation as the rise of 1 to 1 -f- p ,
and the fall of

,
is the same

variation as the fall of 1 to 1 ~ =
j

-
;
that is, the rise and the fall

are from 1 to geometric extremes, and are geometric variations.

\ 5. Moreover all geometric variations in opposite directions are expres-

sible as rises and falls to reciprocals, that is, as rises from 1 to 1 + p and as falls

from 1 to =- . Therefore all geometric variations in oppo*i1<> dim-timi* <!,<

1+p
the same as variations from some one figure to another and from the lattrr to the for-

mer.

6. Still, in these geometric variations, ,
in becoming &

t
and ^ in be-

coming a
t must pass through the arithmetic and the harmonic means. There-

fore all geometric variations may be vieiced as composed of two W/-W//OHX, the one

harmonic and the other arithmetic, in either order as we please.

\1. If a and b vary at the same uniform speed so that a
v
becomes />,

and

&
T
a
l
in the same time, they pass through the arithmetic mean at the same

moment, which is the halfway point in the time for the whole alternation.
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If a and b vary at the corresponding uniform rates so that ctj becomes fy and

AI aj in the same time, they pass through the geometric average at the same

moment, which also is the timal halfway point. There is a uniform varia-

tion which will carry them through the harmonic mean at the same moment
at the timal halfway point.

\ 8. If the variations be the ones at the uniform rates, with a and 6 pass-

ing through the geometric mean at the timal halfway point, the rising figure,

6, crosses the harmonic mean first and the arithmetic mean last, and the fall-

ing figure, a, crosses the arithmetic mean first and the harmonic mean last.

At every moment a and b are at geometric extremes around their halfway

point. Therefore (because of Appendix C, VI. \ 2) at the moment when b

crosses the harmonic average, a crosses the arithmetic, and at the moment
when 6 crosses the arithmetic, a crosses the harmonic.
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KEVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS EMPLOYING

AEITHMETIC AVERAGING FOR MEASURING VARI-

ATIONS IN THE EXCHANGE-VALUE
OF MONEY.

Arithmetic averaging is the common feature in so many widely differing

methods of calculating variations in the exchange-value of money from tin-

variations of prices, that it may be well to review these methods by expound-

ing them all in the same system of notation
;
for many have been made with-

out any formulation at all, and the others have been formulated with so many
different symbols that comparison is difficult. Also some of the methods are

so complex that analysis is necessary to disclose their real nature.

The notation here employed is that employed in the body of this work. Prices

of the classes [A], [B], etc., are represented at the first and second periods re-

spectively by numbered Greek letters av a
2 , /51} /32 ,

......
. These, unless other-

wise specified, are prices of the ordinary mass-units used in commerce. When

prices are taken at the first period all as 1.00 and the prices at the second

period are reduced accordingly, the Greek letters are accented, thus, ,'

/?/= ...... (1.00), and a
2', /?/,

......
(these figures by their excess above,

or deficiency below, 1.00 directly indicating the variation of the prices ;
for

o
2
/= -?

> /?/ = ,
and so on). The numbers of these mass-units (or masses

whose prices are used) in the classes respectively, as they are supposed to oc-

cur in trade, or amounts all reduced in the same proportion, are represented

by x, y,
......

,
or a/, y', ...... , (which are the same symbols as in Appendix

A, while a, /5,
...... here take the place of a, >,

...... as there used). These

letters, x, y,
......

,
we must notice, do not represent the weights of the classes

(except in the averagings, generally eliminated, at the different periods sep-

arately ; they never represent the weights of the price variations). The

weights of the price variations are represented by a, b,
..... for the varia-

tions of the prices of the classes [A], [B],
......

respectively. These letters,

a, b,
......

, represent, supposedly, the numbers of ideal individuals in tin-

classes, or amounts reduced in the same proportion, that is, the relative sizes

of the classes measured by their exchange-value (or money-value) impor-

tance. In other words a= x, b = yP, andsoon, ora:b: ...... \:ra\yfi
......

533
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without specifying at which period, or how, the prices are used. The num-
ber of clauses used in the calculation is represented by n. The number of

actual individual prices (those of the mass-units employed) in all the classes

together, by '; so that n'= x + y 4- ..... to n terms. The number of ideal

individual prices in all the classes together, by n"; so that n//= a-|-b-f
...... to n terms. The terms j, y,

......
, a, b,

......
, n, n' and n", when the

same for both the periods compared, need not be numbered. But when they
are employed distinctively for the conditions at one period alone, they are

also to be distinguished by subscript numbers.

I. DUTOT'S METHOD.

Dutot, 1738 ; see B. 2, especially pp. 370-373.

The prices of articles are taken at their market quotations on the mass-

units that happen to be employed by merchants, however large or small, and

are added together, the sums for the two periods being compared. It may be

expressed thus,

Here only sums are used. But we know that this gives the same result as

if the arithmetic average were drawn for each period (see Appendix A, II.

g 1 ). We also know that it contains hidden weighting for the price variations,

viz. according to ,, /?
......

,
with arithmetic averaging, (see Appendix A,

II. 7). Therefore this method contains what we have called haphazard

weighting (in Chapt. IV. Sect. II. 2).

This method has since been employed by Levasseur, B. 18, pp. 179, 180,

and by A. Walker, B. 27, even in series of many years ; by a writer in the

London Bankers? Magazine, B. 37
; by Krai, B. 98

;
and by Eraser and Sergei,

B. 120.

( As the mass-quantities the mass-units hit upon are constant, this method

is really a variety of Scrope's method, to be treated of later. But as it was

invented and has been used without any reference to the mass-quantities, it

deserves to be classed by itself. )

II. CARLI'S METHOD AND ITS VARIETIES.

\ 1. Carli, 1766
;
see B. 4, especially pp. 360-351.

All the prices t>eing taken at the first period as equal to 1.00, the prices at

the second period are taken on the same masses, and the percentages of their

variations noted
;
then the average is drawn between these. The procedure

in full is described in the following formula, upon the prices of any mass-

units. The average percentage is represented by %.

iii which the answer indicates a rise if positive, a fall if negative, and con-

stancy if zero.

The same result is yielded by the following formula,

p'
=

n (a'
+

ft
+

/'
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in which the answer indicates constancy if unity, a rise if above unity, a fall

if below unity ;
and indicates the percentage of tlit- rise in thesecond decimal,

and the percentage of the fall in the second decimal of the remainder \\lu-n

the answer is substracted from unity. If the prices at the first period an all

taken at 1.00, and those at the second period are reduced accordingly, the

same result is given, in the same way, by the following,

which is practically the form employed by Carli. Or if the prices at the first

period are all taken at 100, by this,

^= ~-
(loco,' + ioo/v + ......

) ,

in which the answer indicates constancy if 100, and the percentage of a rise

or fall according to the units it is above or below 100.

This last form of the method the one which has usually been employed
was introduced by Evelyn, 1798

;
see B. 5. This variation of Carli' s

method is only formal, and, when it is employed, the method still deserves to

be called Carli' s method. In it, it is plain that when we are comparing

only a second with a first period, there is even weighting of the price varia-

tions.

\ 2. Evelyn, however, compared several periods all with the same first

period (some of the second periods being later and some earlier than the com-

mon first or basic period) ;
and this also has become the usual practice. Now

in this case confining our attention to the simplest form of the formulae, that

in which prices are reduced to 1.00 at the basic period, after comparing a

second period with the first and getting this result,

and comparing a third period with the same first, with this result,

if we compare these with each other, our comparison of these is now as fol-

lows,

*j_VJV+i^:.
P2 ,' + /*./ + '

or

3 , /*S ,

,

But here we know that the weighting of the price variations is no longer even,

a
a &

it is accidental, being according to a/, /?,' ,
or

Q ,

^
, ,

that u

according to the price variations between the base and the earlier period.
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Thus this method mostly without the knowledge of those who employ it

switches off into something quite different.

This method of Carli was so employed by Porter, B. 11
; and, with Eve-

lyn's formal variation, it has been employed by J. P. Smith, B. 7
;
the Econo-

mist, on the lists of prices begun by Newmarch, B. 19 and 20
; Laspeyres, B.

25 and 26
; Bourne, at first, B. 46

; Burchard, B. 53
; Hansard, B. 67

;

Sauerbeck, B. 79-90
; Rogers, B. 92, pp. 787, 789, 790, 791

; Falkner, partly,

B. 111-113
; Wiebe, partly, B. 124, pp. 369-382 ; Whitelaw, B. 130, pp. 32-

33
; Wetmore in B. 119

; Barker, B. 128
; Powers, partly, B. 131, pp. 27, 28,

29, etc. Geyer employed it with another formal variation, reducing the first

prices to about 2.00, B. 23, pp. 321-322.

8 3. Evelyn introduced furthermore a real variation. He counted always
wheat by itself, butcher's meat by itself, and day labor by itself, all as equally

important, and also as equally important with each of these a figure made up
of the prices of twelve other agricultural products, each of which had been

counted as of equal importance in making up this figure. This is irregular

weighting by classification ( in which classes count more the fewer there are in

the divisions). It is not worth while to give a formula for this. It would be

exceedingly complicated if we attempted to find the weighting employed in

the comparison of two later periods with each others. Whenever, with the

rest of Carli's method, instead of absolutely even weighting in the comparison
of the other periods with the basic one, there is employed such irregular

weighting by classification, this may be called Evelyn's method, as it employs a

feature really distinctive in Evelyn's procedure.

This method was sometimes employed by Young (who in doing so aban-

doned his own method), B. 6, pp. 84, 118
;
also by Soetbeer, B. 19

; by Krai,

B. 98
;
and by Wiebe, partly, B. 124, pp. 383-386.

III. YOUNG'S METHOD AND ITS VARIETIES.

2 1. Arthur Young, 1812
;
see B. 6, p. 72.

Prices at the first or basic period are taken at 100 and at the other periods

reduced accordingly. Percentages of the variations are used, and these are

multiplied by the weights (according to the relative total exchange-values of

the classes, in general, at no particular period), and the sum of the products

divided by the sum of the weights. Thus

in which the answer has the same meaning as in Carli's.

The same result, with our usual interpretation of the answer, is yielded

by the following,

or, if we start with prices at 1.00, by

p;
= ^ (an'' + b/v +

Either of these may be regarded as the formula for Young's method.

= (an'' + b/v + ...... to n terms) -
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This method was approved and recommended by Lowe, B. 8
;
and has since

been reinvented, with slight variations in the procedure, by Ellis, B. 36, and

Wasserab, B. 105
; by Sauerbeck at times (using the weights of 1889-1891),

B. 82, p. 218, and later; by Falkner at times (using the weights of periods
at the end of the series), B. 112, p. 63

; by Fonda, B. 127, pp. 160-161
;
and

a correct formula has been made for it by Westergaard, B. 110, p. 220, in tlii-

cumbrous form,

which easily reduces to the simpler form above given.

2 2. Young himself happened not to do so, but the rest of those writers

have employed, or recommended, this method in a series of periods, all the

later being compared directly with the first. Then a comparison between any
of the later periods would be as follows,

P2 a

or, with the prices of any mass-units,

in which, as we know, the weights of the price variations are no longer a, b,

, buta/, b/V, ,
or a-2

, b|2

, (see Appendix A, II. $8).a
i Pi

For this difference between the comparisons of the later periods with one an-

other and the comparisons of each of the later periods with the first, Wester-

gaard has found fault with this method (see here Ch. V. Sect. VI. | 7).

3. Variations upon this method have been made by Giffen and by Pal-

grave. Giffen's variation is mostly formal, though it is real as regards the

choice of weighting. The formula for it, for the second period, is

100
% = |a7 ( 2

/
1) 4 b7(/V 1)4- to n terms},

n-,

or, with ordinary prices,

a
-> i , i /?? Pi i

a, 4- b* , -4- to n terms
i Pi

(
A formula for it somewhat like the last, but not specifying the period at

which the weights are chosen, is given by Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 265. ) It is

confined to custom-house returns, and so, like James's method already (see

next section), has the fault of representing the relative weights only of goods

exported or imported. He makes one calculation each for exports and for

imports. His weights, which are according to the total money-values of the

classes, are reduced to percentages of the total money-value of all the exports,

or imports, not at the basic period, 1861, nor on an average, but at another

period, 1875, the seventh in his series (which skips every other year). These
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percentages should add up to 100
;
but as he could not manage all the classes,

his weights for exports in that year added up only to 73.1 and those for im-

ports only to 84.38
;
wherefore -these figures are taken instead of 100 for his

starting points (in 1861, the prices then being reduced to unity). [Me said

it is unimportant of what year he chose the weighting, because the totals of

the percentages varied very slightly between 72.7 and 80.4 for exports, and
between 82.42 and 88.88 for imports. B. 40, p. 8, cf. B. 39, p. 5. This is

no reason at all, as it overlooks that the particular weights of the individual

classes varied considerably.] In extending his investigations backwards, in

B. 36, he had to confine himself to fewer classes still, so that the figures (for

the weights of 1875, and the price averages of 1861) reduce to 65.8 for ex-

ports, and to 81.16 for imports. (He describes his method best in B. 45, qq.
709-716. )

1 4. Palgrave, B. 77, has introduced the real variation of employing the

weighting of every subsequent year in the comparison of it with the first or

basic period ;
and he appears to have been followed by Sauerbeck in one of

the latter's "tests" (see B. 82, p. 218). Prices are taken for the basic period
at 100

;
but here, for simplicity, we may take them at 1.00. The formula for

comparing the second period with the first is

pj^JjpGV/
+WV + ...... to * terms) ;

or, adapted to the prices of any mass-units,

which in full is

(like this it is given by Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 265), which reduces to

When dealing with a third, or any subsequent, period, Palgrave compares
it with the first, in the same manner, thus,

pj== J^(i3' + bi/V + ...... ton terms).

Therefore a comparison between the results so obtained, as representing a

comparison between the subsequent periods themselves, means a comparison
in this form,

ps
~, (*,,' + b/V + ...... to n terms)

...... to n terms)
"i

which, by restoring the values of n," and n./', and converting, reduces to
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and the same may be more generally stated thus,

T> 3<3
~

I

"
DS , -f- ,

or, lastly, in this form,

p._^
.

P2
x^ + y^ +

'

Vi + yA +

The inverse of this formula gives

2
#
2 -f

which we recognize as a formula with double weighting (with very curious

weighting in the separate averages at each period).

IV. SCEOPE'S METHOD AND ITS VARIETIES.

1 1. Scrope, 1833
;
see B. 9.

The method there described may be thus formulated,

-7 2 2
..... ton terms)

"2 _ ^__
P,

~~
1

'

/ (
xa

i + yPi + ...... ton terms)

this representing the variation in the " mean "
;
or "

in the sum "
as follows,

Scrope did not specify at which period, or how, the mass-quantities are to

be chosen. All he had in mind was a general average of some sort.

We know that this method is the same as the arithmetic average of the

price variations with weighting according to .ra^ yfa,
...... (Appendix A, II,

\ 8), and as the harmonic average of the price variations with weighting ac-

cording to x 2 > yftv
...... (Appendix A, IV. \ 3), and, in some cases, as the

geometric average of the price variations with weighting according to the

geometric means between these weights (Appendix A, VI. g#7-8). As it

virtually employs arithmetic averages of the prices at each period, it is simpler

to regard it as the arithmetic average of the price variations with the weight-

ing of the first period, and it could be expressed thus, in the comparison of

the second period with the first,

In this form it might be regarded as a variety of Young's method, and it was
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originally no doubt suggested without an idea of its being other than Young's
method. But it is essentially different.

Its differentia from Young's method is that it uses mass-quantities, with

hidden weighting of the price variations, instead of direct weighting accord-

ing to total money-values. This rests on the difference that it compares

price averages (or price sums) at two or more periods, instead of directly

averaging price variations between two periods.

But just as Young's method uses single weighting in every average of price

variations, so Scrope's method uses the same mass-quantities at both periods

in every comparison.

Used, as recommended by Scrope himself, in a series of years, always on

the same mass-quantities, if the total sum of the money-values at the first

period is reduced, as usually is the case, to 100, then the others are to be

reduced accordingly merely by dividing them by the same figure. Suppose
this figure is r. Then the index-numbers ( I) for a series of years are

......
)
= 100,

and so on. A comparison between any of these index-numbers obviously

yields the same result as a direct comparison between the corresponding

periods (using the same mass-quantities).

This method, with more or less undefined mass-quantities, has been recom-

mended and formulated by Fauveau, B. 54, p. 356, and by Walras ( who
calls it the method of "the multiple standard"), B. 69, pp. 15-16, B. 70,

pp. 432, 468, B. 71, p. 131
;
and has been recommended by Newcomb, B. 76,

p. 211, Andrews, B. 107 and 108, J. A. Smith, B. 129, pp. 27-29, Pomeroy,
B. 135, p. 332, and Parsons, B. 136, pp. 134-136.

\ 2. Definiteness in regard to the mass-quantities may be given to this

method in several ways, among which three have been noticed
; (1) by em-

ploying the mass-quantities of the first (or basic) period ; (2) by employing
the mass-quantities of the other periods which are compared with the first (or

basic) period ;
or (3) by employing some mean between these methods, two

such having been suggested. All the.se have been formulated, most of them

recommended, and some of them applied.

The first two were first distinguished and formulated by Drobisch, B. 29,

pp. 36-39, who added notice also of one form of the third, B. 31, pp. 423-

425, but who rejected them all, except in an accidental case when it happens
that the mass-quantities are the same at both the periods compared. They
have all been similarly condemned by Wicksell, unless it accidentally hap-

pens that this method tried in the first way and in the second way yields the

same result, B. 139, pp. 11-12. On the other hand all three were consid-

ered equally good by Sidgwick, who therefore regarded none as authoritative,
B. 56, pp. 67-68, (cf. Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 264). Similarly Padan, B. 141.
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But Lindsay, likewise considering all.three equally good, and wanting only
one to be employed, is indifferent which be adopted. I'.. II I, pp. 25-26.

(1) The method with the mass-quantities of the first or Itasic period
formulated and recommended by Laspeyresy B. 26, p. 306 (who seems to have
been unaware that Drobisch had already formulated and condemned it).

Adapted, and modified (by omitting use of 100), his formula is

In a series of years later comparisons would be in this form,

in which the weighting of the price variations (arithmetically averaged) is

rather curious, being according to the money-values of the mass-quantities of

the first or basic period at the prices of the earlier of the two periods com-

pared.

This variety of the method has been used by-Bourne, in one of his opera-

ationk upon custom-house returns, B. 47-49. The next variety, as used by
Sauerbeck for periods prior to his basic period, is like this in using the mass-

quantities of the earlier periods (but not those of the basic period), (cf. Edge-

worth, B. 59, p. 264).

(2) The method with the mass-quantities of the later periods (or, more

generally, of the periods other than the basic) was first consciously employed

by Paasche, B. 33. pp. 171-173, who has been followed by v. d. Borght, B.

55, and Conrad, B. 96 and 97. The same method has also been employed,

in a very general way, and dogmatically, by Mulhall, B. 74, p. 1157, B. 75,

p. 1
;
and in his second "test" by Sauerbeck, B. 82-90, who is, partly, fol-

lowed by Powers, B. 131, see p. 29.

The formula for the method in this form is

PI

(cf. Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 264). Thus the weighting in (arithmetically) aver-

aging the price variations is according to the money-values of the mass-quan-

tities of the other period at the prices of the first or basic period.

In a series of years, a comparison between any two of the later years would

be as follows,

Pa

which uses double weighting in a curious form (the weighting of the average

at each period compared being according to the money-values of its
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quantities at the prices of the basic period). If the prices have all been re-

duced so that they are at unity (or 100) at the first period, the mass quantities

being correspondingly ( inversely ) altered, the formula becomes

+ ...... V + y/4- ......

This method had already been employed in a particular application to

custom-house returns, in England by James, B. 10, (his method being based

upon the peculiarity that British exports were officially rated always at the

same prices at which they had been originally rated in 1694,' and that since

1798 there were added to the records also the "declared values" according to

the current prices set upon their goods by the merchants themselves, so that

his weighting for each year was according to the money-values of its mass-

quantities at the prices of 1694) ;
and in France (on the "official values"

based on the prices of 1826 and the "actual values" recorded after 1847), both

fpr imports and exports, separately and combined, in one jump from 1826 to

1847 and thereafter annually to 1856, by Levasseur, B. 18, pp. 181-184, 188-

192. This work was resumed by De Foville, B. 50, who continued it down

to 1862, when the "official values" on the old prices of 1826 were discon-

tinued. (Thereafter the French Custom-house every year first published

"provisional values
"

consisting of this year's mass-quantities at the last

year's prices, and later the "actual values" consisting of this year's mass-

quantities at this year's prices. To compare the latter with the former for

every year is always to do the same operation as here indicated in the formula

p
for D

2

,
a new basis being employed every time. De Foville continued his

M
series in this way down to 1880, stringing them out in a series following upon
the previous series. )

(3) A mean between the first two varieties may be by merely using each

separately and drawing the (evenly weighted arithmetic) mean between their

results. The operation is expressed by this formula,

_
P, 2

This appears to be the form Drobisch had in mind. (It is so understood by

Edfceworth, B. 59, p. 265.)

Another is to form one calculation on the (evenly weighted arithmetic)

mean of the two mass-quantities of every class, according to this formula,

P,=
PI

This formula, which reduces to

PJ (*t

PI

1 Or 1696 or 1697 ;
cf. Flux, B. 140, p. 67, who has recently employed the same

method.
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was independently suggested by Marshall and Edgeworth

latter, B. 51, p. 265), and is recommended by the latter, //,///., p. W> (but

not decisively, cf. p. 255), and by the British Association Committee. /

Report, B. 75, pp. 249-250. Lindsay recommends it when comparing |.eri.U

long separated, B. 114, p. 25. It is formulated by Zuckerkandl, 1'.. 11").
\>.

248, B. 116, p. 247. And it is experiinc-uted with l>\ iWcrs, B. l:;i. pj,.

28-29.

As regards the relationship between these two sub-varieties, it is obvious

that if in the formula for the first the denominators happen to he equal as

wholes, this formula reduces to the formula for the second
;
but not otherwise.

The arithmetic average of the mass-quantities over the whole epoch in-

vestigated (in his case of thirty five years) has been recommended as the best,

and employed, by Powers, B. 131, p. 24.

Another mean of the two mass-quantities of every class is the evenly

weighted geometric. Scrope's method applied to such mean mass-quanti tie-

is recommended in this work (Chapt. XII.) under the name of Scrope's

emended method. Its formula is

t

PI BI^SI^+ fc^yiSfr -t-
......

3. It may here be added that it would be obviously absurd to attempt to

use the mass-quantities at both periods in the following way,

for this would be merely a comparison between the total valuations or inven-

tories at the two periods, which might be altered by a change in the mass-

quantities without any price variations. But if we suppose that the mass-

quantities have not changed, i. e., that x2 = a;,, y^
= yv and so on, this formula

would be the same as any of the preceding. On the supposition that the

mass-quantities have remained nearly the same, it is employed by Edgeworth,

B. 59, p. 272, cf. pp. 264, 293; also, inverted for the exchange-value of

money, by Nicholson, see here below, V. 3. Furthermore, if the mass-

quantities all change alike, so that
*2 ...... =

r, this formula would

also be serviceable if we multiply the denominator by r, in order to count IT-

act the change of the mass-quantities ;
for then

reduces to

P_2

PI aVh+yA4-"

or if we multiply the numerator by
-

;
for then it reduces to
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and these two reduced expressions are equal, having really been reached in

the same way, namely by multiplying the original expression by
-

. Cf.

Appendix A, VII. g 5. These properties have been made use of by Nichol-

son, see below V. g 3.

On the same two suppositions the following formula (of Drobisch's

method) would be serviceable,

PI
F

t ( xi
a

i + ViPi + ...... to n terms)n
i

for, in the second, more comprehensive, case, this would reduce to

...... to .ten.)
"a

or to

P,

ton*.)

but not otherwise.

Thus in cases when the mass-quantities are the same, or proportional, at

both or all the periods compared, all the varieties of the method reviewed in

this Section (and some of the methods to be reviewed in the next) are the

Now we know (see Chapt. XI. Sect. III. g2-3) that on the supposi-

tions here made, namely of the mass-quantities being the same, or propor-

tional, at both or all the periods compared, Scrope's method, applied to the

same mass-quantities, or to the proportional ones at either period, or to any
mean or average between them, is perfectly correct. This has been recog-

nized, not only by Edgeworth and Nicholson, as above, but also by Drobisch,

B. 29, pp. 30, 37, B. 30, pp. 147-148
; Sidgwich, B. 56, pp. 66-67

; Lehr, B.

68, p. 40
; Zuckerkandl, B. 115, p. 247, B. 116, pp. 244-245

; Wicksell, B.

139, pp. 8-9 ; Padan, B. 141.

V. METHODS EMPLOYING DOUBLE WEIGHTING.

{1. Drobisch's Method. Drobisch, 1871
;
see B. 29 and 30 (31 being

apologetic).

He always considered the variation of the arithmetic averages to be this,

" ^ ' "^ when ^ =
yftv
= "

' ( R 29
' p< 36

'
cf< 1>p- 31> 39)

t. ., only when this expression is equivalent to "(~ "H S*+ ......

) > (e
2 Thia is not recognized by Powers, B. 131, pp. 27-28, where, by faulty arith-

metic, he divides into two distinct methods what is really, in the case supposed,

onlj one method.
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Appendix A, II. \ 9). In other words, he always took " arithmetic average
"

(applied to price variations) to mean only arithmetic average with, even weight-

ing. And then he rightly objected to the general use of the arithmetic aver-

age so understood, B. 29, p. 32, and rightly condemned Laspeyres for u-inr

it, B. 30, p. 145, this average being correct only in the particular case wln-n

the mass-quantities (numbers of the mass-units) happen to be in inverse pro-

portion to the prices (of the same mass-units) at the first period. Ilia objec-

tion, evidently, was only against the use of even weighting in averaging price
variations

;
but he thought it was against the use of the arithmetic average in

general.
1 He also objected to the method of using uneven weighting when

only the mass-quantities at one of the periods are considered, the change in

the mass-quantities at the other period being disregarded, and also to the

method of using the mean between the two methods ( or the mean of the mass-

quantities?), all these methods giving different results, none better than

another, B. 29, pp. 36-39, B. 31, pp. 423-425. He thought that "the fol-

lowing consideration does away with all difficulties," B. 29, p. 39.

Taking his prices always to be the prices of the same mass-unit ( preferably

a hundredweight) of every class of goods, and consequently his mass-quanti-

ties to be the numbers of these mass-units of all the classes of goods marketed

at the place in question during the period in question, B. 29, p. 34, B. 30, p.

148, he represented the total mass-quantities of the classes [A], [B],

marketed at the first period by x
l -f- yv + >

ana< tne sums spent on them

by x^ -|- y^^ -\- ;
and hereupon he asserted that the average price of

the mass-unit is wor- (?
1-1 + yii + V [not

-
(a, + ft -f )~|,

but
n \ ar

x t/i / L

i -1-
remar]je(j that even here he was not using the

*+*+
arithmetic average, and concluded that his method does not use the arith-

metic average at all, any more than it uses the harmonic or the geometric,

but only the rule-of-three, B. 29, p. 40). Proceeding in the same way for the

second period, he represented the then average price of a mass-unit of goods

by
a5 a* TJfcgLT Ill

. Therefore, neglecting any average of the price

variations, he represented the variation of the price-average by the varia-

tion of the average price of the common mass-unit of goods, thus,

xfy + *?*PI ,

2 2 ~|~ 2/2

1 He also noticed that if the mass-quantities happen to be in inverse propor-

tions to the prices at the second period, the above expression reduces to the simple

harmonic average of the price variations (cf. Appendix A, IV. 2) ; and con-

cluded that even on the assumption of the mass-quantities being the same at

both periods, the
"
arithmetic average

"
is no better than the

" harmonic average,"

and vice versd, each being proper in certain circumstances and improper in all

35
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and the variation of the exchange-value of money (Gtldwert), he addrd, is

the inverse of this, B. 29, p. 39, B. 30, pp. 148-149.

We see that this is nothing but a method using the arithmetic average

with different numbers of figures at each period i. e., with double weighting

(cf. Appendix A, VII. $ 1). The arithmetic average used by Drobisrli,

when he is drawing the average price of the mass-unit of all goods at each

period separately, is the least imperfect distinct average (for each period sep-

arately) that he could draw, since it takes into account the numbers of times

the mass-unit is repeated in every class, while the simple average, with even

weighting of the classes, in the form rejected by him, would obviously

be imperfect. But the fact that the average he rejected is an arithmetic

average, does not prevent the average he adopted from being an arithmetic

average.
8 He thought he disproved the arithmetic and harmonic, and also

the geometric, averages, and proved that a method using none of them is the

right one. As a matter of fact, his arguments never touch upon the question

as to which kind of average is the correct one, but only show that all of

them are wrong with even weighting which everybody admits. And he re-

adopted the arithmetic average without any argument, but assumed it. His

attention was really concentrated upon the question of weighting, and it was

here that he made advance.

In this method it is material that the mass-unit should be the same in all

the classes of things. For, although in the numerator for the average at each

period every terra (e. g., J^GI) would be the same whatever mass-units are

employed, yet in the denominator the corresponding term (e. g., x
}

] would

be larger or smaller according as the mass-unit is smaller or larger.
3

The peculiarity of Drobisch's method, then, is that it uses the arithmetic

average (1) with double weighting (2) on the same mass-unit for all the

This method is praised by Roscher, B. 32, p. 275
;
criticized by Laspeyres

(see here Chapt. V. Sect. VI. g 5, Note 11), by Paasche (see here Chapt.
IV. Sect. V. 1), and by Lehr and Zuckerkandl (see here Chapt. V. Sect.

VI. $ 5, Note 15) ;
noticed by Edgeworth, B. 59, p. 265

;
and reviewed by

Lindsay (who said it rested on the harmonic mean!), B. 114, pp. 18-21.

It has even been used, in application to goods commonly .measured in the

others, B. 29, pp. 36-37 a conclusion perfectly correct concerning these averages
of the price variations, each with even-weighting, but without any application

whatever against either with its proper weighting.
2 Like Drobiach in condemning the "arithmetic average" while using it

themselves (their objection being really against only the arithmetic average of

the price variations with even weighting) are Geyer, B. 28, p. 321, and Paasche,

B. 33, p. 171, cf. p. 172, B. 34, p. 60, cf. p. 64. Even Walras does not appear to

perceive that the formula for Scrope's method (using the same mass quantities at

each period) is one employing arithmetic averages (and is connected with the

arithmetic average of price variations), sometimes contrasting it with the geo-

metric, the harmonic and the arithmetic averages of the price variations (always
with even weighting), as if these alone were averages. For the references, see

above in IV. \ 1 end.
3 Drobisch's method is the only one yet invented in which this feature is

OMential.
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same mass-unit, without knowledge of Drobish, by Po\v-i~, I',. Kil, ee p. 29.

2. Lehr's method. Lehr, 1885
;
see B. 68.

Starting out, like Drobisch, by supposing tin- prices of all articles to be ex-

pressed on the same mass-unit (by weight), although the rest of his method
makes this unnecessary, Lehr notices that over the two periods together there is

spent the sum of (a;,^ -f x2
a
2 ) money-units for (xt -f a-,) mass-unitH of the class

[A], wherefore the average price of one mass-unit of [A] for hoth the jKiriods

is -
money-unit, and the money-unit purchases on the average dur-

xi~r X2

ing both the periods 3 mass-unit of [A]. And similarly for the

article [B] over the two periods together, there is spent the sum of

(2/1/^1 + 2/2/^2) money-units for (y^-\-y2 ) mass-units, wherefore the average
y Q I

ft

price of one mass-unit of [B] for both the periods is ~ 2

money-unit,
2/1 + 2/2

and the money-unit purchases on the average during both the periods

mass-unit. And so on with the other classes. Now in every
fl

class the mass-quantity which the money-unit purchases on the average over

the two periods together or the mass-quantity of which the average price

during the two periods together is one money-unit he calls a "pleasure-

unit," p. 38, having first denned a pleasure-unit to be an equivalent quantity

of any goods, pp. 37-38. The total quantity of [A] which comes into trade

during the first period consists of -'-^
- or x, I

-L? 2

) such pleas-
/, -f a-

2

*

V *i + x.
2 /

X
1
a

l -f 35,0,

ure-units
;
and the total quantity of [A] which comes into trade during the

second period consists of x.2 (

J
such pleasure-units. Similarly the

total quantities of [B] coming into trade during each of the periods consist
'

of y
1 and y2

l such pleasure-units respectively.
\ 2/i + 2/2 / \

And so on. During the first period, then, there come into trade

j + ...... to n term8
1

V - 9l

pleasure-units, for which are paid ( ^ii + 2/1/^1+ to n terms) money-

units ;
wherefore the pleasure-units cost on the average, or their average price,

expressed in money-units, is

P,= -

And during the second period there come into trade
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pleasure-units, costing (r,o, -f y,/3, + to n terms) money-units
;
where-

fore

Therefore the variation of these average prices is the quotient of the expres-

sion for P2 divided by the expression for Pj, which reduces to this,

P. *A + ttft + ...... 'V *i + *

A + ...... xj^ +
w*} \ yfy& + yA\

,

.....

'

and the reciprocal of this, Lehr adds, gives the variation of the exchange-
value of money, pp. 38-40.

Comparing this formula with Drobisch's, we see that Lehr's formula differs

from Drobisch's only in the second half, and there by his multiplying both

x
l
and y, by a certain expression, which is the average price of the mass-unit

of [A] during both the periods, and by multiplying both y, and ya by another

expression, which is the average price of a mass-unit of [B] during both the

periods, and so on, in every instance the average being the arithmetic aver-

age with weighting according to the mass-quantities of each period.

Hence the peculiarity of Lehr's method is that it uses the arithmetic aver-

age (1) with double weighting (2) on mass-units that have the same (un-

evenly weighted arithmetic) average price over both the periods compared.
That the actual mass-unit used in every class is indifferent is plain from

the fact that not only the terms, e. g., x^a,, in the first half, but also in the

second half the terms, e. g., x
v
( ~-~- -*"*

)
have the same value whatever

be the mass-unit whose price is a and whose number is x.

This method is reviewed by Edgeworth, B. 59, pp. 265-266
;
declared the

best by Zuckerkandl, B. 115, p. 248, B. 116, p. 248, and Wiebe, B. 124, p.

165
;
and by Lindsay, B. 114, pp. 22-24, criticised for seeking to measure

variations in the mass-quantities ! Pointing out the error in this criticism,

Wicksell tries to refute the method by a test case, which supposes the prices of

certain articles to be zero at the one or the other period [and which therefore

constitutes a case in which these articles ought to be excluded from the

measurement], B. 139, pp. 10-11.

\ 3. Nicholson's method. Nicholson, 1887
;
see B. 94.

Independently, and seemingly without knowledge of Drobisch's method,
or of Lehr's,. Nicholson has invented a method which, being somewhat

vaguely conceived, turns out, on analysis, to be either Drobisch's method mu-

tilated, or an imperfect form of Scrape's, or something else.

Representing the aggregate wealth of a country expressed in the money-
unit (the pound sterling) by /,tp, or by tr, he sets out with a formula, for the

first period, which in our notation is thin, ,tr,
= XjOj -j- y,/?, -f ......

;
where-

fore the purchasing power [or exchange-value in all other things] of the
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money-unit is --
+ ^ , pp< 307-308. Similarly at tin- MO 1

period, on the supposition that the mass-quantities are about the same at
before, and no new kinds of articles have been added or subtracted, we should
have 2w2

= x2
a
2 -f y2/32 -|_ ,

and the purchasing power of the money-unit

777^ ' Therefore we should have (representing the ex-

change-value of money in all other things by MO),

1

Mm
= ~ *

This lie represents as ~
,
and says that, on these suppositions, "the

change in the purchasing power of the is equal to the fraction
W| " and
w2

calls this fraction "
the coefficient of appreciation," pp. 309-310. The same

is true, he further says, if the mass-quantities have increased uniformly,

which uniform increase he represents bv TO, wherefore m= X>i = ^- = ...... =
x ,

. *i 2/i

-
I, on the ground that "the purchasing power of the stan-

dard will obviously be the same for the old inventory and for every
uniform addition to it," so that, although the new coefficient of appre-

ciation for these cases is -1 m
, yet either "the change in the standard may

w.
2

be measured by the old inventory at the old prices divided by the old in-

inventory at the new prices" fi. e., gg* = glgi + ^ft
"+

.......
1 pp. 3io_

L Moi , a + y1/3a + ......
_T

!

311, or "the change in the purchasing power of the standard is found by

dividing the value of the new inventory at the old prices by its value at the

i e.,
=^-L "1

p . 313. [Cf. above IV. 3.-
'

"
[iL

Thus far we have merely Scrope's method inverted, because Nicholson is deal-

ing with variations in the exchange-value of money in all other things.] All

this he thinks accurate enough when we are dealing with periods near to-

gether. His new method he begins when dealing with periods far apart, in

which the classes of goods increase and decrease, and old ones become extinct

and new ones come in and all deserve to be allowed for. Here he again lets

m represent the increase in the mass quantities. He is now very vague as to

how m is to be estimated. He is willing to estimate it
"
generally," p. .">!_',

or "from various independent considerations," p. 316. When the classes are

the same at both the periods, he describes the estimation more minutely, in a

way expressible in our notation thus, m= . pp- 312-313
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fcf. Bourne in one of his methods, B. 47-49). When the classes are not all

the same, he says "m should be proportioned to the increase in the popula-

tion and to the increase in the efficiency of the labor and capital," p. 316.

Such an increase would seem to be represented either by ^ r
*\ + y\ -r '

(provided the numbers be expressed as those of some common mass-unit,

about which Nicholson is silent), or, again supposing the classes to be the

same at both the periods, the increase would seem to be represented by

(- -f-
- + ).

However this be, the new coefficient of appreciation
^i Vi

'

we find still to be l m
,
which cannot be reduced now as it could be be-

fore, p. 315. Hence, the variation of "general prices" being the inverse of

the purchasing power of money, pp. 317, 318, his formula is

P=Mn>
which, in full, according to the methods of estimating m, is either

Pj _ s2
a
a +yA + Wi + yA +

T "
-. O I . .

' i V
A

/

or
T> - ~ I ,. f}

yr*
"'

~i_'_*i_! (9\
II ft -L - -L- " -L .

yV'i i8-

K***&+^ .

i

(*+* + y (3 )

PI tiai + yA + \*2 ya /

The first reduces to

PI *,i+yA+"
which is Paasche's variety of Scrope's method. It is plainly no better than

PI

which reduces to

PI

which is Laspeyres's variety of Scrope's method. Hence it is evident that in

the second half some mean must be employed of the prices at the two periods.

The second is the formula for Drobisch's method. But in this form Nich-

olson's method is not the same as Drobisch's, since Nicholson does not specify

how the mags-units are to be chosen. In this form this method is wholly

haphazard.
The third is the most original of the three forms. 4 But it contains a de-

4 A. variation upon it may be Huggestcd in the following,

P _ ayt -r- yA + Ai 3/1

PI ii -f yA +
' v '/y.
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feet in averaging the inverted variations of the maHs-.piantim- with

weighting.
5

Which of these three the method really is, depend- upon tin- way the

calculations have been made by the statisticians upon whom Ni< -holson in

willing to rely. For a peculiarity in his method, as usi-d l.y himself, in that

he makes separate use of the two halves in the formula. HI- ar.-rpts Home
statistician's rough appraisal of the comparative wealth, expressed in in

of a country at two periods, calculated, e.
</., from the income tax, p. 318,

(this giving
- 2

- -
y'

2 2

, although no particular things are noticed,x
\
a

l T 2/iPl T
and permanent things, such as real estate and other capital, are included, if

indeed the appraisal is not principally of them) ;
and again he accepts some

other statistician's rough estimate of the comparative wealth, in commodities.

of the country at the two periods, calculated, e.
</., from the increase of popu-

lation and improvements in machinery and methods of production, ibid., (this

giving, by inversion, either - 1

,
or -

(

'

-f + ......
),

indef-
X2 ~r 2/2 ~r

' n \ xz y-t /

initely, without notice of particular things, but this time with reference

chiefly to products). In this way he even thought he could show that be-

tween 1848 and 1868 money appreciated, or "general prices" fell ! pp. 318-

320.

This method has been described by the Gold aud Silver Commission,

Fined Report, London 1888, p. 23, as
"
totally distinct" from the usual

methods. Its partial similarity with Drobisch's method seems to have

escaped notice.

\ 4. Other methods involving double weighting we have found to be acci-

dentally produced, in the comparison of later periods with one another, by

methods using single weighting in the comparisons of the later periods with

a common basic period. For these see above, III. \ 4, and IV. $ 2 (2). The

latter of these may be described as a method the peculiarity of which is that

it uses the arithmetic average (1) with double weighting (2) on mass-units

that have the same price at some other period chosen as base.

A method suggested in this work in Chapt. XII. Sect. II. \ 4, Note 9, as

an improvement on Lehr's is

the peculiarity of which is that it uses the arithmetic average (
1

)
with double

weighting (2) on mass-units that have the same (evenly weighted arithmetic)

average price over both the periods compared.

5An improvement may therefore be suggested as follows,

),
PI avh + yiPi + ...... "

or better still,

to ,, terms

in which a, b,
......

represent means between the weights of tin- two periods-
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A method recommended in this work in Chapt. XII. Sect. II. is

PI *i

the peculiarity of which is that it uses the arithmetic average ( 1 ) with double

weighting (2) on mass-units that have the same (evenly weighted geometric)

average price over both the periods compared.
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OF WORKS DEALING- WITH THE MEASUREMENT
OF THE EXCHANGE-VALUE OF MONEY

BY COMPARING MANY PRICES.

W. Fleetwood

1. Chronicon preciosum : or, an account . . . of the price of corn
and other commodities . . . shewing from the decrease of
the value of money . . . that a Fellow, who has an estate in

land of inheritance, or a perpetual pension of five pounds per

annum, may conscientiously keep his Fellowship, and ought
not to be compelled to leave the same, tho' the Statutes of his

College (founded between the years 1440 and 1460) did then

vacate his Fellowship on such condition. London 1707. (2d
ed. 1745. See especially pp. 48-49, 135-137.)

To find the number of pounds which have the same exchange-
value as the five pounds formerly had, he inquires how much corn,

meat, drink and cloth that sum would then purchase, and what sum
is now needed to purchase them. [His proportions are so nearly
the same, mostly six times, that he escapes the question of aver-

aging the present prices of the mass-quantities formerly priced at

five pounds, and also the question of weighting.]

Dutot

2. Reflexions politiques sur les finances et le commerce. The

Hague 1738, 18mo., Vol. I., pp. 365-377.

Compares the total sums made up, at two periods (times of Louis

XII and Louis XIV), of the prices of the customary mass-units of

various articles (including wages). [Uses the arithmetic average of

prices with haphazard weighting. See Appendix C, I.]

N. F. Dupr^ de Saint-Maur

3. Essai sur les monnoies, ou reflexions sur le rapport entre 1'argent

et les denrees. Paris 1746, 4to. (The Reflexions occupy pp. 19-

104. See also pp. 5-6, and in the second part pp. 161-182.)

Uses many desultory price notices, but principally of grain, to

compare the general prices of his day with those in the period be-

fore the discovery of America. His general conclusion is an average

553
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of some sort, unspecified. But he uses the arithmetic average, with

even weighting, in drawing the average price of single articles over

many years. Criticizes Dutot for his data, not for his method.

G. R. Carli

4. Del valore e della proporzione de' metalli monetati con i generi
in Italia priinadelle scoperte dell' Indie col confronto del valore

e della proporzione de' tempi nostri. 1764. (Ed. Custodi,

Opere scelte di Carli, Vol. I., pp. 299-366
;
in particular IV.,

pp. 335-354.)

.Averaging the prices of grain, wine and oil, in the periods about

1500 and 1750, he compares them by taking the earlier as units and

reducing the later to the proper figures in proportion, thereby repre-

senting the variations, and draws the arithmetic average, [thus using

even weighting. See Appendix C, II.].

G Shuckburgh Evelyn

5. An account of some endeavors to ascertain a standard of weight
and measure. (Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society

of London, 1798, Part I., Art. VIII., 4to., pp. 133-182. Only

pp. 175-176, less than one page of printed matter, besides a

table, devoted to the subject of measuring exchange-value,
1 the

rest treating of weights and lengths.)

Calculates the "depreciation of money" from 1050 to 1800 by

taking the prices of 1550 at 100 and reducing the prices at the other

dates in the same proportions. Each price-figure for wheat,

butcher's meat, day labor, and twelve other agricultural products

lumped together is counted as equally important, and the arithmetic

average is drawn. [Thus even weighting is used, but with subordi-

nation of each of the twelve articles, i. e. irregular weighting by
classification. See Appendix C, II., 3.]

Arthur Young
6. An enquiry into the progressive value of money in England as

marked by the price of agricultural products : with observa-

tions upon Sir G. Shuckburgh's Table of Appreciation : the

whole deduced from a great variety of authorities, not before

collected. London 1812, viii pp. and pp. 66-135.

Objects mostly to Kvelyn's prices and authorities, but also to his

method, for counting every article as equally important. Counting
wheat five times "on account of its importance" by value, barley

and oats twice, provisions four times, day labor five times, wool, coal

and iron each once, he multiplies the percentages of the variations

betwen two periods by these weights, adds up the products, and di-

vides by nineteen, the sum of the weights, [thus introducing uneven

1 All this has been reprinted by K. Qiffen in the Bulletin de 1'Institut interna-

tional de Statistique, Rome 1SH7, pp. 132-1.14.
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weighting, with the arithmetic average of tin- pri<v variation*. See

Appendix C, III.]. But in some calculations he also uxes Evelyn's
irregular weighting by classification.

J. P. Smith

7. The elements of the science of money. London 1813. (Ap-

pendix, Art. I., "Estimate of the effective debasement of m<.n. \

in the eighteenth century," pp. 471-476.)

Applies Evelyn's [form of Carli's] method (with stricth

weighting), to the reduced prices furnished by Young. [Very care-

less. ]

Joseph Lowe
8. The present state of England in regard to agriculture, trade,

and finance. London 1822, pp. 261-291, and Appendix, pp.
85-101.

Seeking to measure the "
power of money in purchase" in order

that debts may be paid in the same value, or at least that it may
serve as a "table of reference," forming a "standard from ma-

terials," he adopts Young's method, (but omits labor).

G. Poulett Scrope

9. Principles of political economy . . . applied to the present

state of Britain. London 1833, 18mo., pp. 405-408.

Following Lowe in the object sought (the establishment of a

"tabular standard" ), suggests this method : "Take a price-current,

containing the prices of one hundred articles in general request,

in quantities determined by the proportionate consumption of each

article and estimated ... in gold. Any variation from time to

time in the sum or the mean of these prices will measure . . . the

variations which have occurred in the general exchangeable value of

gold" (p. 406). [For the formulation of this see Appendix C, IV.]

[Henry James]
10. The state of the nation. Causes and effects of the rise in value

of property and commodities from the year 1790 to the present

time. London 1835, pp. 12-15 and a table.

Measures the rise and fall in value [= money-value, price] of

British produce, from 1798 to 1823, by the difference between the

"official values" (always on the prices of 1694) and the "declared

values" (according to current prices) of British exports. [Applies

Scrope's method to custom-house returns. See Appendix C, IN'..

12(2).]

G. E. Porter

11. The progress of the nation, in its various social and economical

relations, from the beginning of the nineteenth century. Lon-

don 1838. (2d ed. 1847, pp. 439-440, 444-445.)
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Employs [Carli's] method on monthly prices of fifty articles in

London from January 1833 to December 1837, the reduced price-

figures being carried out to four decimal places. Calls the unit-price

started with, the "index price."
f

M. C. Leber

12. Essai sur 1' appreciation de la fortune privee au moyen age.

Paris, 2d ed. 1847, 335 pp.

Roughly measures the purchasing power of silver in relation to

many commodities, etc., from the 8th and llth centuries to the

present, but differently for the poor and the rich. The method is

not explained, [but is probably a rough arithmetic average of prices,

reduced to francs],

R. H. Walsh

13. Elementary treatise on metallic currency. Dublin 1853, pp.

94-96.

Quotes and reviews, with apparent approval, Scrope's scheme and

method.

A. Soetbeer

14. Das Gold. (Die Gegenwart, Leipzig 1856. Tables, pp. 587-

588.)

15. Ueber die Ermittelung zutreffender Durchschnittspreise.

(Vierteljahrschrift fur Volkswisseuschaft und Kulturgeschichte,

Berlin 1864, Band III., pp. 8-32.)

16. Materialien zur Erlauterung und Beurteilung der wirtschaft-

lichen Edelmetallverhaltnisse und der Wanrungsfrage. Berlin

1886, 4to., pp. 81-117.

In the first gives tables of prices in Hamburg for 1831-40, 1841-50,

1854, 1855, and of the same reduced to 100 at the first period ;
but

does not add or average them. In the second considers only the

arithmetic average. In the third employs it on the prices, from

1851 to 1885, on the basis 1847-50, of one hundred Hamburg and

fourteen British articles, arranged in different divisions in which the

articles are evenly weighted, and which, in the final averaging, are

evenly weighted. [Evelyn's irregular weighting by classification.]

J. Maclaren

17. Sketch of the history of currency. London 1858, pp. 311-

312.

Reviews Scrope's scheme and method.

2 Porter's table was put in evidence by J. B. Smith liefore the Select Commit-
tee on Hunks of Issue, 1840, p. 31, following q. 362. It was severely condemned,
for the use of even weighting, before the same Committee, q. 3615, by Th. Tooke,
who said that Porter had submitted to him the frame-work of his table before

publication.
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E. Levasseur

18. La question de 1'or. Paris 1858. (Measurement-, pp. 179-

195.)

Uses partly [Dutot's] method, and partly [James's], tin- l.-itt, r

applied to similar French "
official values" (at the priceH of 1826)

and "actual values," from 1847 to 1856. [See Appendix <
', IV

82(2).]

W. Newmarch
19. Mercantile reports of the character and results of the trade of

the United Kingdom during the year 1858
;
with reference to

the progress of prices 1851-9. (Journal of the Statistical So-

ciety of London, Vol. XXII., 1859, pp. 76-100.)
20. Results of the trade of the United Kingdom during the year

1859
;
with statements and observations relative to the coui>e

of prices since the year 1844. (Ibid. Vol. XXIII., 1860, pp.

76-110.)

21. Commercial history and review of 1863. (Supplement to the

Economist, Feb. 20th 1864, folio, pp. 4, 40-46.)

In the first reduces the prices of twenty articles in the year 1851

to 100, and gives their proportionate prices for the years following

(omitting '53, '54, '55, '56). In the second reduces the prices of

twenty two articles in the period 1845-50 to 100, and gives their pro-

portionate prices for the years following (with the same omissions).

In the third continues the latter operations, and begins the series

published annually in the Economist. In none are the reduced

prices added or averaged. (The addition was first made in the Sup-

plement of March 13th 1869, where, on p. 44, appeared for the first

time the " Total Index No." )

W. S. Jevons

22. A serious fall in the value of gold ascertained, and its social

effects set forth. London 1863. (Republished in Investigations

in currency and finance, London 1884, pp. 15-118.)

23. The variation of prices and the value of the currency since

1782. (Journal of the Statistical Society of London, June

1865. Republished in Investigations, pp. 119-150.)

24. The depreciation of gold. (Letter in the Economist, May
8th 1869. Republished in Investigations, pp. 151-159.)

In the first raises the question whether the average of price varia-

tions should be the arithmetic or the geometric, and adopts the latter,

which he always uses with even weighting. The table contains

thirty nine chief articles, from 1845 to 1862. In the second ilrfrinls

the geometric average against Laspeyres (see below No. 25), and

introduces consideration also of the harmonic average. The table

is extended to cover the years 1782-1865, on many articles in ten
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divisions [apparently with irregular weighting by classification, like

Evelyn's].

E. Laspeyres

25. Hamburger Waareupreise 1850-1863 und die californisch-

australischen Goldentdeckungen seit 1848. Ein Beitrag zur

Lehre von der Geldentwerthung. (Jahrbiicher fiir National-

oekonomie und Statistik, Jena 1864, Band III., pp. 81-118.)
26. Die Berechimng einer mittleren Waarenpreissteigerung. (Ibid.

1871, Band XVI., pp. 296-314.)

Employs [Carli's] method on the prices of forty eight articles, the

basis being 1831-40, and coming down to 1863. Combats Jevons's

geometric average and gives an argument for the arithmetic, in the

first work. In the second defends his own position against Drobisch

(see below No. 30) and Geyer (No. 28), against whose methods he

delivers a counter-attack. Admits that uneven weighting ought to

be employed, and gives an emended formula [for a method like

Scrope's, but with the mass-quantities specified to be those of the

first period one of the formula? already rejected by Drobisch in No.

29].

A. Walker

27. The science of wealth. Boston 1866. (5th ed. revised 1869,

pp. 177-178, 481, 488.)

Employs [Dutot's] method on the prices of ten articles in New
York from 1834 to 1859, of seven in Calcutta, from 1850 to 1854 and

from 1863 to 1867, and of sixteen in Boston from 1862 to 1865.

Ph. Geyer

28. Theorie und Praxis des Zettel-Bankwesens. Munich 1867.

(2d ed. 1874, Appendix, pp. 321-326.)

Condemns Laspeyres's arithmetic and Jevons's harmonic (sic)

averages, and then reconstructs a method very much like Laspeyres's,

differing only in reducing the first prices to about 2.00, [i. e. only

nominally, and with slipshodncns ; virtually Carli's method].

M. W. Drobisch

29. Ueber Mittelgrossen und bie Anwendbarkeit derselben auf die

Berechnung des Steigens und Sinkens des Geldwerths. (Be-

richte iiber die Verhandlungen der Koniglich sachsischen

Geaellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig ;
Mathematisch-

physische Classe. Band XXIII., 1871, pp. 25-48.)

30. Ueber die Berechnung der Veranderungen der Waarenpreise
und des Geldwerthes. (Jahrbiicher fur Nat.-oekon. und

Statistik, 1871, Band XVI., pp. 143-156.)
31. Ueber einige Einwvirfe gegen die in diesen Jahrbiichern ver-

offentlichte neue Methode, die Veranderungen der Waaren-
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preise und des Ueldwerthcs /u berechm>n. (Ibid. 1871, Band
XVI., pp. 416-427.)

Would settle the dispute between Laspeyre* and Jevons by re-

jecting both the arithmetic and tin- geometric averaging <>f price

variations, on the ground that the mass-quantities might to be
taken into account at each period. Introduce-* ;> method employing
double weighting, a feature in which is that the mas* units are all

the same. Thinks he rejects all averages, making use onlv of the

rule-of-three. [But really compares the arithmetic average of the

preciousness of commodities at each period. See Appendix <', V.

1, and Chapt. V. Sect. VI, 5.] Himself formulate.- for the lir-i

time [Scrope's] method applied to the maws-quantities of the lir-t.

and of the second, period, and mentions a mean between the two.

W. Roscher

32. Die Grundlagen der Nationaloekonomie. Stuttgart, 10th ed.

1873, I 129, pp. 273-276.

Approves of Drobisch's solution of the problem, (himself having

appealed to Drobisch for the solution of it).

H. Paasche

33. Ueber die Preisentwickelung der letzten Jahre, nach den

Hamburger Borsennotirungen. (Jahrbiicher fur Nat.-oekon.

und Statistik, 1874, Band XXIII., pp. 168-178.)

34. Studien iiber die Natur der Geldentwerthung und ihre pnik-

tische Bedeutung in den letzten Jahrzehnten. Jena 1878, 173

pp. (Conrad's Sammlung nationaloekonomischer und statis-

tischer Abhaudlungen, Band I.)

Follows Drobisch in condemning both the geometric and the arith-

metic averages, but, unlike Drobisch, wants the mass-quantities to

be considered only of one period, preferably the later, [thus falling

back on Scrope's method, like Laspeyres himself, except for the dif-

ference in regard to the period at which the mass-quantities are

chosen. See Appendix C, IV., \ 2 (2)]. Employs this method, in

the first work, on twenty two articles on the basis 1847-67 through

the years 1868 to 1872, also with the average of these later years.

[The table is continued by v. d. Borght, below No. 55, and Conrad,

Nos. 96 and 97.]

A. Hanauer

35. Etudes economiques sur 1' Alsace ancienne et moderne. Vol.

II., Denrees et salaires. Paris 1878. (Chapt. XV.,
" Conclu-

sion," giving a " resume general
" of the "pouvoir de Pargent

en general," pp. 601-609.)

Employs unevenly weighted arithmetic average of the mass-quan-

tities of ten articles purchasable with one franc (5 grammes silver at

9/10) at quarter-century periods from 1351-75 down, compared \\itli
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the mass-quantities purchasable 1851-75 as units. [Thus virtually
uses the unevenly weighted harmonic average of price variations. ]

A. Ellis

86. The money value of food and raw materials. (The Statist,

London June 8th 1878.)

Applies [Young's] method to twenty five articles for the years

1859, 1869, 1873, 1876 and the first quarter of 1878, the weighting

heing according to the importance of the articles in 1869, which is

used as the base.

Anonymous
37. The rise in the value of gold. (Bankers' Magazine, London

Oct. 1878, pp. 842-848.)

Uses [Dutot's] method, comparing the prices of thirty one arti-

cles in 1878 with their prices in 1868.

R. Giffen

38. Report to the Secretary of the Board of Trade on the prices

of exports of British and Irish produce in the years 1861-1877.

(Parliamentary documents, Session 1879, c. 2247, folio, pp.

2-15.)

39. On the fall of prices of commodities in recent years. (Journal
of the Statistical Society of London, March 1879

; republished
in Essays in Finance, London 1880, I, the extent of the fall,

pp. 312-322.)

40. Report to the Secretary of the Board of Trade on the prices of

exports of British and Irish produce, and the prices of imports,

in the years 1861-78. (Parliamentary documents, Session

1880, c. 2484, pp. 3-27.)

41. Report to the Secretary of the Board of Trade on recent

changes in the amount of the foreign trade of the United

Kingdom and the prices of imports and exports. (Parliamen-

tary documents, Session 1881, c. 3079, pp. 4-30.)

42. Report to the Secretary of the Board of Trade on recent

changes in the amount of the foreign trade of the United

Kingdom and the prices of exports and imports. (Parliamen-

tary documents, Session 1885, c. 4456, pp. iii-viii, 1-53.)

43. Trade depression and low prices. (Contemporary Review,
London June 1885

; republished in Essays in Finance, Second

Series, London 1886, 111.,
" The history of prices," pp. 16-22.)

44. Index numbers. (Bulletin de 1'Institut international de Sta-

tisque, Rome 1887, 4to. pp. 126-131.)

45. Evidence before the Royal Commission on Gold and Silver,

First Report London 1887, qq. 663-793, folio, pp. 34^2.
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Applies [Young's] method to ni-t<>m-!ioii-- returns, with tin-

peculiarity that while his basis for prices in INI;], I,,- take- the

relative importance (according to total money-value- i >f the vari-

ous classes in the year 1875 for the weighting through all the

years, which are each compared directly with lsr.1. [See Appen-
dix C, III., $3.] Tables at first, in No. .".s, routined to export
for the alternate years from 1861 to 1877

; later, in No. 40, applied
also to imports, and extended to the succeeding years, ami tinallv, in

No. 42, carried backwards to 1840 for exports and to 1S.V1 for im-

ports. The primary object is to measure the volume of foreign trade.

S. Bourne

46. On some phases of the silver-question. (Journal of the Sta-

tistical Society of London, June 1879
;
on the fall of prices,

pp. 413-417.)

47. On the use of index numbers in the investigation of trade sta-

tistics. (British Association for the Advancement of Science,
55th Meeting, 1885

; published in the Report, London 1886,

pp. 859-873.)
48. Index numbers as illustrating the progressive exports of Brit-

ish produce and manufactures. (Ibid. 58th Meeting, 1888
;
in

Report, 1889, pp. 536-540.)

49., Index numbers as applied tf> the statistics of imports and ex-

ports. (Ibid. 59th Meeting, 1889
;

in the Report, 1890, pp.

696-701.)

In the first employs [Carli's] method, with strictly even weighting,
but with attempt to improve upon the table of the Economist l>\

omitting some of the variations of cotton and adding coal, in a table

from 1847 to 1879. In the others the object is rather to measure the

volume of foreign trade, and the index numbers are of two kinds,

referring to prices and referring to volumes. The former employ

[Scrope's] method on the mass-quantities of 1883; the latter com-

pare the mass-quantities which could have been bought for the sums

actually spent at the prices of 1883 both on sixty five articles in the

custom-house returns for several years from 1865 down, [the latter

sometimes involving the harmonic average of price variations].

A. de Foville

50. La mouvement des prix dans le commerce exterieur de la

France. (L' Economiste francais, 1st article, July 5th 1879,

folio, pp. 3-5
; 2d, July 19th 1879, pp. 64-65

; 3d, Nov. 1st

1879, pp. 533-534. Second series, 1st article, April 29th 1882,

pp. 503-505, 2d, June 17th 1882, p. 504.)

51. Article " Prix " in the Nouveau Dictionaire d'conomie

politique. Paris 1892, Vol. II. (On price-measurement, pp.

607-612.)

36
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In the first applies [James's] method [as already done by Levas-

seur] to the French "official
" and "actual values" so long as pos-

sible, from 1847 to 1802, and thereafter, down to 1880, a method by

comparing the "provisional values" of each year (on the prices of

the preceding year) with its "actual values." 3
[See in Appendix

C, IV. (2). The object is rather to measure the volume of foreign

trade]. The second is merely descriptive.

A. Messedaglia

52. II calcolo dei valori medii e le sue applicazioni statistiche.

(Archivio di Statistica, Anno V., 1880. Republished by itself,

Rome 1883, 86 pp.; on prices, pp. 36-40.)

Examines the mathematics of the three means, and, pointing out

the inverse relationship between the arithmetic and the harmonic,

thinks that for measuring the purchasing power of money over goods
we want the arithmetic average of the variations of the mass-quanti-

ties, and therefore the harmonic average of the price variations, or

for measuring the power of goods over money, directly the arithmetic

average of the price variations
;
but for the geometric average there

is no place. Pays little attention to weighting.

H. C. Burchard

53. In the Finance Reports of the Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, for the years 1881 pp. 312-321, 1882 pp. 252-254,

1883 pp. 316-318
;
and in the Report of the Director of the

Mint on the production of the precious metals in the United

States, for the year 1884, pp. 497-502.

Uses [Carli's] method. The tables give average prices for 1883

and 1884 compared with 1870, and with 1882, and also with the

general average for fifty six years ending 1880.

G. Fa uveau

54. Comparaison du pouvoir de la monnaie a deux epoques dif-

ferents. (Journal des 6conomistes, Paris June 1881, pp. 354-

359.)

Formulates [Scrope's] method.

R. v. d. Borght

55. Die Preisentwickelung wahrend der letzteu Decennien nach

der Hamburger Borsennotirungen. (Jahrbiicher fur Nat.-

oekon. und Statistik, 1882, N. F. Band V., pp. 177-185.)

Continues Paasche's tables [see above No. 33] down to 1880, using

the same method.

H. Sidgwick

56. Principles of political economy. London 1883. (Book I.)

1 This method has been continued in several of the Bulletins du Ministere <!<-

Finances.
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Chapt. II.,
< On the definition and measure of value " pp 52-

69.)

Kecommends [Scrope's] method, with the mass-quantities of the
first or of the second period, or of a mean [the arithmetic] between
the two. None of these being better than another, there u no
single authoritative measurement.

F. Y. Edgeworth
57. On the method of ascertaining a change in the value of gold.

(Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Dec. 1883, Vol.

XLVI., pp. 714-718.)
58. The choice of means. (The London, Edinburgh and Dublin

Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science, Sept. 1887, pp.

268-271.)
59. Memorandum of the Secretary, attached to the First Report

of the Committee of the British Association [see below No.

99] ,
at the 57th Meeting, 1887. (Published in the Report of

that Meeting, London 1888, pp. 254-301.)
60. Memorandum on the accuracy of the proposed calculations of

index numbers, attached . to the Second Report of the same
Committee [see below No. 100], at the 58th Meeting, 1888.

(Published in the Report, 1889, pp. 188-219.)
61. Some new methods of measuring variations in general prices.

(Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, London, June 1888,

pp. 346-368.)
62. Appreciation of gold. (Quarterly Journal of Economics, Bos-

ton Jan. 1889, pp. 151-169.)
63. Memorandum, attached to the Third Report, of the same

Committee as above [see below No. 101] ,
at the 59th Meeting,

1889. (Published in the Report, 1890, pp. 133-164.)

64. Recent writings on index numbers. (Economic Journal, Lon-

don 1894, pp. 158-165.)

65. Articles "Average" and "Index Numbers" in Palgrave's

Dictionary of Political Economy, Vol. I., London 1894, p. 74,

Vol. II., 1896, pp. 384-387.

66. A defence of index numbers. (Economic Journal, March

1896, pp., 132-142.)

Treats of the measurement of the variations of the value of money
under many [often artificial] conceptions of the qucesitum. Recom-

mends generally the arithmetic average with even or uneven weight-

ing, but also the median, and again the geometric (this principally

with even weighting), according to the object sought.

L. Hansard

67. On the prices of some commodities during the decade 1874-88.
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(Paper read before the Bankers' Institute, London Dec. 17th

1884, and published in their Journal, Jan. 1885, pp. 1-42.)

Employs only addition of the prices reduced on a common scale

[like the Economist at first, virtually Carli's method].

J. Lehr

68. Beitriige zur Statistik der Preise, insbesondere des Geldes und
des Holzes. Frankfurt a. M. 1885. (On the method, pp. 11,

37-42.)

Fellow's Drobisch in employing double weighting, but seeks a

common unit for both the periods compared, which he calls a

"pleasure-unit," and which he finds in the mass-quantity of every
class whose unevenly weighted arithmetic average price over both

the periods is one money-unit. [See Appendix C, V. g 2.]

L. Walras

69. D'une methode de r^gularisation de la valeur de la monuaie.

(M6moire read before the Soci&e vaudoise des Sciences natur-

elles, June 6th 1885; published, Lausanne 1885, 22 pp.; also

republished below in No. 71.)

70. Elements d'6conomie politique pure. 2d ed., Lausanne 1889.

(Pp. 431-432, 457-468, partly incorporating the preceding.)
71. Etudes d'economic politique appliquee. Lausanne and Paris

1898. (Mostly reprints, with some new matter.)

Follows Jevons in adopting the geometric average of price varia-

tions with even weighting, and compares it with the arithmetic and

harmonic averages, also 'only with even weighting, all which he for-

mulates. Later inclines to prefer what he calls
"
the formula of the

multiple standard" [Scrope's method], because it takes into account

the mass-quantities [of which period, he does not consider].

A. Simon and L. Walras

72. Contribution a l'6tude des variations des prix depuis la sus-

pension de la frappe des 6cus d'argent. (M6moire read before

the Societe vaudoise des Sciences naturelles, June 3d 1885,

published jointly with No. 69, Lausanne 1885, 11 pp.; also re-

published in No. 71.)

Apply the geometric average with even weighting to the prices
of twenty articles at Berne from 1871 to. 1884 on the basis of the

arithmetic average of prices during the period 1871-78.

[0. D. Wright]
73. Sixth annual Report of the Bureau of Statistics of Labor.

Boston 1885, pp 154-156.

Compares prices in Great Britain and in Massachusetts, for work-

ing men, using [Scrope's] method twice applied, on the mass-quan-
tities of each country.
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M. G. Mulhall

74. On the variations of price-levels since 1850. (British Assoc-

iation, 55th Meeting, 1885, epitomized in the Report, 1886, pp.

1157-1158.)
75. History of prices since the year 1850. London 1885, 190 pp.

Employs [Scrope's] method, with the mass-qmmitics of the later

periods [in Paasche's form]. Claims to apply it to the whole
world. Calls it "the volume of trade method."

S. Newcomb
76. Principles of political economy. New York 1886. (Book

III. Chapt. II., "The measure of value by an absolute stan-

dard," pp. 205-214.)

Kecommends [Scrope's] method.

R. H. Inglis Palgrave

77. Currency and standard of value in England, France, and India,
and the rates of exchange between these countries. (Memor-
andum laid before the Royal Commission on Depression of

Trade and Industry, 1886, Third Report, Appendix B, folio,

pp. 312-390.)

Gives various tables of index-numbers, correcting the Econo-

mist's figures for England by weighting the price variations accord-

ing to the money-values at the later periods [Young's method, more

specified as to the weighting, see Appendix C, III. 4], also for

India and France, mostly from 1865 to 1886.

F. B. Forbes

78. The causes of depression in the cotton industry of the United

Kingdom. (Occasional Paper of the Bimetallic League, No.

3.) London August 1886, pp. 12, 18, 20.

Applies Jevons's simple geometric mean to Harbour's figures of

quantities per rupee, comparing 1884-85 with 1875-76 on twelve

classes of exported, and seven of imported, goods.

A. Sauerbeck

79. Prices of commodities and the precious metals. (Journal of

the Statistical Society of London, Sept. 1886, pp. 581-631,

Appendix, pp. 632-648.)

80. Prices of commodities in 1888 and 1889. (Ibid. March 1890,

pp. 141-135.)

81. Prices of commodities in 1890. (Ibid. March 1891, pp. 128-

137.)

82. Prices of commodities during the last seven years. (Ibid.

June 1893, pp. 215-238, Appendix, pp. 239-247 and 254.)

83. Prices of commodities in 1893. (Ibid. March 1894, pp. 172-

183.)
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84. Prices of commodities in 1894. (Ibid. March 1895, pp. 140-

154.)

85. Index numbers of prices. (Economic Journal, June 1895, pp.

161-174.)

86. Prices of commodities in 1895. (Journal of the Statistical So-

ciety, March 1896, pp. 186-201.)
87. Prices of commodities in 1896. (Ibid. March 1897, pp. 180-

194.)

88. Prices of commodities in 1897. (Ibid. March 1898, pp. 149-

162.)

89. Prices of commodities in 1898. (Ibid. March 1899, pp. 179-

193.)

90. Prices of commodities in 1899. (Ibid. March 1900, pp. 92-

106.)

Applies [Carli's] method to the prices of forty five articles on the

hases of prices in 1867-77, going back to 1848 and continuing to the

present. Also adds (beginning in No. 82) two "tests," which seem

to be [Young's] method, on the relative money-values in 1889-91,

and [Scrope's] method on the mass-quantities of the other years

[like Paasche's]. In No. 86 (pp. 193-194) he experiments with the

geometric mean.

F. Coggeshall

91. The arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means. (Quarterly

Journal of Economics, Oct. 1886, pp. 83-86.)
Discusses the three means, mostly from the point of view of avoid-

ing error in the result arising from errors in the data, without attach-

ing superiority to any one of them, regarding the mean of prices MA
"fictitious mean."

J. E. Thorold Rogers

92. A history of agriculture and prices in England, Vol. V. Ox-

ford 1887. (Chapt. XXVI., "On prices generally between

1583 and 1702," pp. 778-800.)

Employs [Carli's] method.

A. Marshall

93. Remedies for fluctuations of prices. (Contemporary Review,
London March 1887, Sect. V.,

" How to estimate a unit of pur-

chasing power," pp. 371-375.)

Assumes the arithmetic average.

J. 8. Nicholson

94. The measurement of variations in the value of the monetary
standard. (Paper read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
March 21st 1887

; published in the Journal of the Statistical
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Society of London, March 1887, and republiahed in Treatise on

money, Edinburgh and London 1888, pp. 208-331.)
Invents a new method [which is partly a variation upon Drobiach's.

See Appendix C, V. \ 8],

A. Beaujon

95. Sur la question des " index numbers." Propositions soumigeg
a 1'Institut international de Statistique en vue d'obtenir de
tableaux de prix moyens comme base du calcul des index num-
bers. Index numbers ou chiffres de prix de marchandisesdans
divers etats, depuis 1870. (Bulletin de 1'Institut international

de Statistique, 1887, pp. 106-114, 115-116, 117-126.)

Discusses manner of collecting data. Leavds the question of aver-

ages to a future deliberation of the Institute. 4 In the third report*
several tables of the writers above.

J. Conrad

96. Beitrage zur Beurteilung der Preisreduktion in den 80 er

Jahren. (Jahrbucher fiir Nat.-oekon. und Statistik, 1887, N.

F. Band XV., pp. 322-331.)
97. Die Entwickelung des Preisniveaus in den letzten Decennien

und der deutsche Getreidebedarf in den letzten Jahren. (Ibid.

1899, DritteF. Band XVII., pp. 642-660.)

Continues Paasche's and v. d. Borght's tables down to 1885, and

later to 1897, using the same method.

F. Krai

98. Geldwert und Preisbewegung im Deutschen Reiche 1871-1884.

Jena 1887. (On prices, pp. 63-111.)

Uses the arithmetic average with both [Dutot's] haphazard weight-

ing and [Evelyn's] weighting by classification.

British Association for the Advancement of Science :

Committee consisting of S. Bourne, F. Y. Edgeworth, II. S. Fox-

well, R. Giffen, A. Marshall, J. B. Martin, J. S. Nicholson, R.

H. I. Palgrave and H. Sidgwick, appointed for the purpose of

investigating the best methods of ascertaining and measuring

variations in the value of the monetary standard.

99. First report, to the 57th Meeting, 1887. (Published in the

Report, London 1888, pp. 247-254.)

4A Comite de la Statistique des Prix was appointed by the lust it utr, consisting

of Beaujon, de Foville, de Inama-Sternegg, Giffen, de Neumann-Spall;! rt. .! Mayr,

and Pantaleoni. But beside brief reports on recent works, madi- ly Martin ami

Palgrave, October 1891 and September 1893 (in the BulMiii, 1 >!".'. pp. 245 -':.

and 1895, pp. 57-60), this Committee does not appear to have made an original

report.
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100. Second report, to the 58th Meeting, 1888. (Ibid. 1889, pp.

181-188.)

101. Third report, to the 59th Meeting, 1889. (Ibid. 1890, p. 133.)

102. Fourth report, to the 60th Meeting, 1890. (Ibid. 1891, pp.

485-488.)

Review several forms of [Scrope's] method, and discuss various

questions connected with price-measurements.

E. Nasse

103. Das Sinken der Warenpreise wahrend der letzten fiinfzehn

Jahre. (Jahrbucher fur Nat.-oekon. und Statistik, 1888, N. F.

Band XVII.; on methods of measurement, pp. 51-53.)

104. Das Geld und Miinzwesen. (Schonbergs Handbuch der Po-

litischen Oekonomie, Tubingen, Vol. II., 1890; on methods of

measurement, pp. 331-332, folio.)

Reviews some of the methods using the arithmetic average.

K. Wasserab

105. Preise und Kriseu. Gekronte Preisschrift iiber die Veran-

derungen der Preise auf dem allgemeinen Markt seit 1875 und

deren Ursachen. Stuttgart 1889. (On price-measurements,

pp. 75-128.)

Applies a method of his own [which is really Young's] to prices

on the basis 1861-70 down to 1885.

F. Schmid

106. Bericht iiber die Thatigkeit des statistischen Seminars an der

k. k. Universitat Wien im Wintersemester 1888-89. (Statis-

tische Monatschrift, XV Jahrgang, Vienna 1889. On variations

in the purchasing power of money, aided by G. H. Thierl, pp.

643-650 )

Reviews several methods.

E. B. Andrews

107. An honest dollar. (Publications of the American Economic

Association, New York, Vol. IV., No. 6, Nov. 1889
;
see pp.

38-39.)

108. Institutes of economics. Boston 1891, pp. 141-142.

Recommends [Scrope's] method, but allows the use of the geo-

metric, arithmetic, or harmonic means.

K. T. von Inama-Sternegg

109. Der Riickgang dor Waarenpreise und die oesterreichisch-

ungarische Handelsbilanz 1875-1888. (Statistische Monat-

schrift, XVI Jahrgang, 1890. Tables, pp. 6-7.)
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Gives tables applying [Carli's] method ( in a form like tlu- Econo-

mist's) to thirty articles of import and to twenty-live !' export in

Austria-Hungary from 1880 to 1888 on the IrnsiH of is;:, i

H. Westergaard
110. Die Grundziige der Theorie der Statistik. Jena 1890. (On

price-measurements, pp. 218-220.)

Points out that the geometric average [he supposes the same

weighting throughout, having even weighting mostly in mind] gives
the same index-numbers in a series of periods whether applied to

comparing each subsequent period with the original base or to com-

paring any of the subsequent periods with each other; and that this

is not done by the usual methods employing the arithmetic avenge
[Carli's and Young's]. Offers this as an argument for the geometric

average.

R. P. Falkner

111. Report of the Statistician. (Pp. xi-c in Vol. I. of the Re-

port on retail prices of Mr. Aldrich from the Committee on

Finance, 52d Congress, 1st Session, No. 986. Washington
1892.)

112. Report of the Statistician. (Pp. 27-337 in Vol. I. of the Re-

port on wholesale prices of Mr. Aldrich from the Committee
on Finance, 52d Congress, 2d Session, No. 1394. Washington

1893.)

113. Wholesale prices: 1890 to 1899. (Bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Labor, No. 27, Washington March 1900

; pp. 237-313.)

Applies both [Carli's] and [Young's] methods to prices in the

United States, in the first comparing 1891 with 1889, in the second

extending the investigation to the years 1840-1891 on the basis of

I860, and in the third bringing it down to 1899.

S. McC. Lindsay

114. Die Berechnung der Edelmetalle seit 1850. Jena 1893.

(Conrad's Sammlung. On the method, pp. 9-28.)

Reviews several methods, and adopts [Scrope's] with the maw-

quantities of the first or of the second period, or a mean between

them, according as any of these best represents the importance of

the classes.

R Zuckerkandl

115. Die statistische Bestimmung des Preisniveaus. (Handwor-
terbuchder Staatswissenschaften Jena, Vol. V., 1893, 4to., pp.

242-251.)

116. La mesure des transformations de la valeur de la monnaie.

(Revue d'economie politique, Paris 1894, pp. 237-253.)
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Says that [Scrope's] method is correct when the mass-quantities
are the same at both periods; when they are different, Lehr's method
comes the nearest to the truth. For the purpose of paying contracts

with money of stable purchasing power, recommends another method,
which is not clearly described, [but which seems to revert to Scrope's,

applied to the mass-quantities at the time of making the contract].

(The second is a translation of the first, with a few changes. Each

contains a brief bibliography. )

G. d'Avenel

1 1 7. Histoire economique de la propriete, des salaires, des denrees,

et de tous les prix en g6neral depuis Tan 1200 jusqu'en Pan
1800. Paris, 4 vols., 4to., 1894-1898. (On the method, Vol.

I., pp. 6-13; results, pp. 27, 32, 137.)

118. La fortune privee & travers sept siecles. Paris 1895, 16mo.

(On the methods, pp. 4-14
; results, p. 37.)

Apparently draws, very roughly, an average (the arithmetic) of

the mass-quantities of goods purchasable with given amounts of silver

at different epochs from 1200 to 1890, [thus using the harmonic

average of their prices], with uneven weighting (in budgets of the

expenditures of three different classes of society). (The second an

abridgement of the first.)

T. H. Whitehead

119. The critical position of British trade with Oriental countries.

(Paper read before the Royal Colonial Institute, Feb. 12th 1895,

and reprinted from the Proceedings of the Institute. Table on

p. 35.)

Gives index-numbers compiled by W. S. Wetmore, on the plan of

the Economist [Carli's method], for twenty articles in China.

J. A. Fraser and C. H. Sergei

120. Sound money. Chicago 1895. (A measurement, p. 171.)

Casually apply [Dutot's] method to four articles, comparing 1871

and 1891.

F. W. Taussig

121. Results of recent investigations on prices in the United States.

(Bulletin de 1'Institut international de Statisque, 1895, pp. 22-

32.)

Reviews Falkner's works (Nos. Ill and 112) and discusses some

points in connection with index-numbers.

N. O. Pierson

122. Index numbers and the appreciation of gold. (Economic

Journal, September 1895, pp. 329-335.)
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Is content with the arithmetic average. Prefers Soetbeer's result*,

because of the great number of articles used. 5

A. L. Bowley
123. Comparison of the rates of increase of wages in the Unit* d

States and in Great Britain 1860-1891. (Paper read befon 1 1,<

British Association, Sept. 12th 1895
; published in the Economic

Journal, 1895
; price-measurements, p. 381.)

Uses the arithmetic average.

G. Wiebe

124. Zur Geschichte der Preisrevolution des XVI und XVII Jahr-

hunderts. Leipzig 1895. (On the method, pp. 163-174
;

tables, pp. 369-386.)

Applies both [Carli's] and [Evelyn's] methods to European prices
from 1451 to 1700. Recommends Lehr's method for present re-

searches.

H. Denis

125. La depression economique et sociale et 1'histoire des prix.

Ixelles-Bruxelles 1895. (On price-measurements, pp. 9-34.)

Uses the arithmetic average with even weighting [Carli's method].
This weighting he considers sufficiently approximative in practice,

though wrong in theory.

GK M. Boissevain

126. La question monetaire. (Memoire traduit du Hollandais.)
Paris 1895. (On the method, pp. 52-53

;
and two tables.)

Modifies Sauerbeck's index-numbers by calculations upon Briti-Ji

exports and imports.

A. L. Fonda

127. Honest money. New York 1895, 12 mo. (On "the stan-

dard of value," pp. 158-161, 165.)
For his standard would use [Young's] method, to be applied to

a hundred staple commodities. .

Wharton Barker

128. The course of prices. (The American, Jan. 25th 1896, folio,

pp. 54-56, and quarterly since.)

Gives index-numbers for American prices on a hundred and one

articles in thirteen groups from Jan. 1st 1891, quarterly, continued

to the present, using the arithmetic average of the price variations

with even weighting, all compared with the first period (following

the example of the Economist in England).
6 In Further considerations on index-numbers, in the same Journal, March

1896, pp. 127-131, he rejects the whole system of index-numbers because different

results can be obtained on the same price variations [by using different weights].

(Reply by Edgeworth, No. 66.)
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J. Allen Smith

129. The multiple money standard. (Publications of the Ameri-

can Academy of Political and Social Science. Philadelphia
1896. On the measurement of the standard, pp. 27-30.)

For his standard would use [Scrope's] method, the mass-quantities

chosen to be revised from time to time (at long intervals), all com-

modities being included that can be accurately defined as to quantity

and quality.

T. N. Whitelaw

130. A contribution to the study of a constant standard and just

measure of value. Glasgow 1896. (On the standard, pp. 18-

19, 32-35.)

For his standard would use [Carli's] method, to be applied to

about twenty of the chief agricultural products.

L. O. Powers

131. Fifth annual report of the Bureau of Labor of the State of

Minnesota, 1895-1896. St. Paul 1896, 524 pp (On the

methods used, pp. 26-30.)

Uses (1) [Drobisch's] method in groups of articles whose prices

are reported in the same mass-unit, (2) [Scrope's] method applied to

the arithmetic average of the mass-quantities over thirty five years,

(3) Sauerbeck's "corrected method" [Paasche's, or Scrope's ap-

plied to the mass-quantities of the later years singly], and (4) the

"simple" arithmetic average of the price variations [Carli's method].
Calculations confined to agricultural products, principally in the

West, extending from 1862 to 1895, on the basis of 1872. [Are
vitiated by combining the prices of widely separated localities, and

by attempting to eliminate the effects of reduced costs of transporta-

tion. ]

M. Bourguin

132. La mesure de la valeur et la monnaie. Paris 1896, 273 pp.

(On index numbers, pp. 134-139.)

Although denying the existence of general exchange-value, wants

to measure the average of the variations of all the particular ex-

change-values of money. Approves of the arithmetic average, with

even weighting.

L. L. Price

133. Money and its relations to prices being an enquiry into the

causes, measurement, and effects of changes in general prices.

London 1896, 12 mo. (On the measurement, pp. 9-36.)

Briefly surveys the subject.

F. J. Atkinson

134. Silver prices in India. (Journal of the Royal Statistical

Society, March 1897, pp. 84-147.)
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Applies [Young's] method to one hundred artid.-s in forty groupi
in various parts of India from IKb'l to 1W*"), on tin-

;

1871, with weighting according to the total money-valued of the

groups in 1893-94.

Eltweed Pomeroy
135. The multiple standard for money. (Arena, Boston Sept.

1897. On the method, pp. 331-333.)

For his standard would use [Scrope's] method applied to the mass-

quantities consumed by working men's families, employing two hun-

dred staple articles, their prices being collected from one hundred

centers of commerce.

F. Parsons

136. Rational money. A national currency intelligently n-^ulatcd
in reference to the multiple standard. Philadelphia 1898. (On
the standard, pp. 113-138.)

For his standard would use [Scrope's] method applied to a

couple of hundred articles in the mass-quantities that are eoiiMinu-d

by the average family, the list to be revised from time to time

(frequently).

R. Mayo-Smith
137. Movements of prices. (Political Science Quarterly, New

York Sept. 1898, pp. 477-494.)

138. Statistics and economics. New York 1899. (Chapt. VI.,

"Prices"; on the measurement, pp. 199-228.)

Briefly reviews the problems connected with index-numbers. (The
second slightly expanded from the first.

)

K. Wicksell

139. Geldzins und Guterpreise. Jena 1898. (On price-measure-

ments, pp. 6-16.)

Recommends [Scrope's] method, provided the results are the

same on the mass-quantities of each period. Otherwise the problem
is unsolvable, as the measurement with the mass-quantities of the

one period is as good as with those of the other, and the mean be-

tween the two can have only "conventional meaning."

A. W. Flux

140. Some old trade records re-examined : a study in price-move-

ments during the present century. (Paper read Feb. 8th

1899 before the Manchester Statistical Society, and published

in their Transactions, Session 1898-99, pp. 65-91.)

Applies [James's] method to British prices 1798-186 1

.), to Fn-nch

prices 1873-97 [cf. De Foville, No. 50], and to (Jet-man prices

1891-97.
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R. 8. Padan

141. Prices and index numbers. (Journal of Political Economy,
Chicago March 1900, pp. 171-202.)

Considers the arithmetic average the only rigorous one. Attacks

Jevons for
"
beclouding" the subject by introducing the geometric

average and suggesting the harmonic. Advocates recognition of

mass-quantity. This being done, the method [Scrope's] he thinks

to be accurate provided the mass-quantities are proportional at all

the periods compared, because then the same results are obtained

of whatever period the mass-units be used. But not so, if the mass-

quantities are irregular, so that in such cases no one result is authori-

tative.
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value 77.

Clement, A. 439n.

Coggeshall B. 91.

Coincidence: of the averages or

means, when the sums are con-
stant 306-7, 31 8n.

;
when the masses

are constant 350-5, 510-14, 519-20,
545n.

;
of the three principal meth-

ods, with two equally ini|x.rt:mt
classes 402-3; of still another with
them 413.

Commodity-standard 465.

Compensation 47-8, 52-3
; requires

equality 233-4; arithmetic, li;ir-

monic, and geometric 238-9.

Condillac 79n., 137n.

Conrad 99n., 479n., 541
;

B. 96-7.

Conservation of exchange-value ~>1,

438-51.

575
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Constancy of general exchange-value
possible 44-53.

Consumer, the average 85.

Goft distinguished from price 124-on.
Cost-value : described 1-4

;
measure-

ment of, often confounded with
measurement of exchange-value
24-5

;
one thing alone may rise or

fall in 38-9
;
measured by quan-

tity of labor required to produce
the thing 57, 66n., 124, 126 n.;
we want all things to fall in 484,
489.

Courcelle-Seneuil 7n., 15n., 438 n.

Cournot 38n., 66, 67, 69.

Cross, W. 479n.

Cunningham 208n.

Dabos, H. lOn.

Davenport, H. J. 123n.

Del Mar 482n.

Denis 10 n., 438n.; B. 125.

Deviation of the geometric average
241-2, 313-24, 363-8, 517-519, 521.

Dick, G. H. 122n.

Disappearance of old classes 113-14.

Drobisch 41 n., 84n., 86n., 97, 98, 99,

111, 11 3n., 182, 194, 225, 387n., 540,

541, 542
;
his method 194-201, 203,

204, 205, 211, 261-2n., 383-6, 388,

390, 392, 396, 427, 544, 547, 548,

550, 551, 559; B. 29-31.

Duprd de Saint-Maur B. 3.

Dutot 82, 122n., 220, 276; his method

188, 203, 279n., 534, 554; B. 2.

Earnings 127
;
see Wages.

Economist, The : its index-numbers
83

;
its method 189, 432, 536, 561,

565
;
see B. 21.

Eden 85n.

Edgeworth 77n., 85n., 86n., 122n.,

123n., 179n., 180n., 203n., 207n.,

222, 223n., 224n., 537, 538, 540,

541, 542, 543, 544, 546, 548, 607,
571 n.; B. 57-66.

Ellis 537
;
B. 560.

Kill ---i i. A. 31 n.

Ely, R. T. 438n., 439n.

Engel 85n.

Equality : in opposite variations 29-

30; in compensatory variations,
three ways of conceiving it 234ff.,

of distance traversed 236-7, 238,
cf. 246 ; of proportion 237, 238

;

arithmetic, harmonic, ana geo-
metric 237-8

; indefinitely, the

geometric 244.

Error, measurement of, in the method
for constant sums 332-41, in the

universal methods 394, 402, 404-7,
424-7.

Esteem-value : described 1-6 ; meas-
urement of, often confounded with
the measurement of exchange-value
24-5

;
one thing alone may per-

haps rise or fall in 38-9
;
measured

by esteem (and this by the quantity,
or supply, of the thing) 58, (>'>n.,

also by the quantity of labor the

thing will command 126n.
;
com-

pared with cost-value 124-5
;

measurement of, desirable 25, 125
;

measurement of, of commodities in

general 125, 127-8
;
confusion in

combining this measurement with
the measurement of the exchange-
value of money 128-34; we want
all things to fall in 484.

Evelyn 82, 84n., 122n., 132n., 208n.;
his variety of Carli's method 188,

432, 535, 536, 555, 556, 558
;
B. 5.

Exchange-value : described 1-6
;
eon-

founded with other kinds of value

4-6, 23-4, 38-9, 134, 484; rela-

tively of 7-13, 55, this not peculiar
56ft'.

;
is a power 7, 12

;
a property

q/~and in things 7, 9-10; is not the
other thing 11, nor the mere rela-

tion with it 11; variability of 10,

44-5, 480-1
;

is local and temporal
14, 208n., 480; involves measure-
ment 21-2

;
measurement of, to be

kept distinct from that of other
kinds of value 25, 133; particular

10-13, 457 and n.; individual !>1
;

general 5n., 12-13n., 13; two kinds
of general 13, 39-41, (this distinc-

tion not j>eculiar 67-70), their con-

sistency 43, their different behavior

30, 31, 41-2, 48^1, relation be-

tween their variations 454-7, 461-3,
need of care to distinguish them
468-71

;
one thing alone cannot

change in 36-9; nor can all things
rise or fall in, together 438-9

;
cf.

441
; emptiness of the de-ire that

all things should fall in 484-7
;

mensuration of, like that of other

simple attributes 64-6, with a pe-

culiarity 70-1, how to meet this

72-4
;
we may attain to a method

of measuring, if not to a measure
of 65

;
amount of precision needed

74-5.

Falkner 85n., 98, 438n., 536, 537
;

B. 111-13.

Family budgets 85n.

Fauveau 113n.; 540; B. 54.
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Fawcett 4, 37n.

Ferrara, P. 45n.

Fiamingo 25n.

Fleetwood B. 1.

Flux, A. W. 542n.; B. 140.

Fonda 84n., 123n., 143n., 438n.,

479n., 493n., 537; B. 127.

Forbes 222n.
;
B. 78.

Formulation : by equivalence 18,

138, 171-2; by equality of ex-

change-value 139 ft'. \ by prices 173

ft'.; reciprocal correspondence be-

tween these 175-6
;

with uneven

weighting 150-4, 178-80; with
double weighting 154-6, 181-4,

521-3, 544-52; using weighting
not intended 159-69, 185-94, 535,

537, 541, ignorantly introducing
double weighting 193-4, 538-9,
541-2

;
of exchange-value in all

things 208-11, 444-6, 457-9.

Foville, A. de 96n., 203n., 542, 567n.
;

B. 50, 51.

Foxwell 85n., 207n., 567.

Fraser, J. A. 534
;
B. 120.

Frost, O. J. 479n.

Galiani 45n., 137n.

Garnet, L. A. 29n.

Gamier 29n., 65-6n.

Gauss 409n., 424n.

Geometric average : behaves differ-

ently from the geometric mean, see

Deviation and Average ; study of

514 16.

Geometric mean : generally to be

used in relations or ratios 105, 220;
should be used in averaging weights
105-10

; general argument for 229-

30, 231-2, 233ff.
; generally to be

used in variations 244, 251-3, 254-
5

;
see also Coincidence.

Geyer 546n., 558; his method 536;
B. 28.

Gide 38n.

Giffen84n.,96n., lOOn., 122n., 132n.,

478n., 554n.; his method 537-8,
567 and n.

;
B. 38-45.

Gold and Silver Commission 551.

Grotius 478 and n.

Gunton 475n.

Hallam 13n.

Hanauer 219
;
B. 35.

Hansard 438n., 536
;
B. 67.

Harris 127n.

Harmonic average and mean : argu-
ment for, in general 251

; argument
for, in averaging prices 256-7 (cf.

215, 228-9), defect in this 260-2,

37

refutation of it \vh.-ii tin- turn* are
constant 2.M ,

; st,,,ly of 506-10.
llcjiru Cm.

Hegel :{.-.:;n.

1 1. -it/. .7n.

IIi-lil l-'.n.

IMHi-ri.-h, K. I'-.n.

Holt, T, W. 128 '..

Horton H4n., s:,n ., 17:;. 17'.. 17-n

Hyde 122n.

Inaina-Sternegg, K. T. von 567n. ; I',.

109.

Index-numbers 83, 540 : careless re-

jection of 189-90, 571n.

Individual, economic 89-94, KM,
108-10, 118-20, 2l:;n.. :Jul n .

;
in-

different in some methods r.2n..

307-9, 359, 387...

Institut international de

Reports of its Cotnite 5('7n.

Intervening periods, the comparison
should pass through 113n.

Intrinsic: of qualities 7n., 12n.
;
of

values 133n.

James, H., his method 537, 542
;
B.

10.

Javolinus 137n.

Jevons 6, lln., 22n
, 36n, 38n., -11 n..

81n., 96n., 158, 178n., 180, ISln.,

184, 195, 220-1, 222n.. 22

232, 253, 257, 355, 383, 4.".:.'. 136,

477, 478n., 479n., 493n., 574
;
his

dispute with Laspeyres 220-1. _'J t

5, 266-9, 275, 354 and n., 567,

558, 559
;
B. 22-4.

Jourdain 438 n.

Kant 353n.

Knies 136n.

Krai 534, 536
;
B. 98.

Labor : not being exchangeable ha--

has not exchange-value 1221 ;
-ai.l

to be the real price of things I :m>l

n.
;
this wrong, it is the ultimate

cost of things 124-125 and n.

Laspeyres98, 192n., l%n., <>, -'-1-

222, 225, 383, 476, 477n., -Vlf. ; tin-

method he used 84n., -'"

545
;
the method he recommended

99, 541, 550; his dispute with

Jevons, see Jevons ;
B. 25->.

Laughlin 12n., 56n., 438n., 478a

Laves, T. 478 and n., 4'.:',n., 4'.''n.

Leber B. 12.

Lehr41n., 86n., Ill, 1*2, l'.2u., 117,

198n., 207n., 222n., 225, 393, 47>,

477n., 544, 546, 571
;
his method
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!'.".. 204, 386-8, 391, 392n., 410,

417, 418 and n., 419n., 420n., 422,

423, 427, 428, 547-8
;
B. 68.

Levasseur 41n., 82n., 137n., 438n.,

534, 542
;
B. 18.

Lexis 25n.

Lindsay 41n., 113n., 122n., 541, 546,
548 ;"B. 114.

Locke 79.

Logarithms : use of, in averaging
180-1, 220.

Lowe 84, 477, 478 and n., 493n., 537
;

B. 8.

McCulloch7n.,24n.,45n.,122n.,137n.
Maclaren 478n.

;
B. 17.

Macleod 9n., lln., 13-14n., 29n.,

45n., 56n., 75n., 43Sn.

Malthus 5n., lln., 24n., 81n., 84n.,

126n., 127n., 1 Son., 486-7.

Mannequin 57n., 137n., 438n., 439n.,
480n.

Marshall 80n., 84n., 85n., 97n.,

113n., 123n., 222n., 478n., 495n.,
567

;
B. 93.

Martello 10n., 23n., 45n., 303.

Martin 80n., 122n., 208n., 567.

Mass-unit : employment of the same
in all classes 86, 90, 98, 164-5, 170,

190, 545, 547
; importance of

rightlv selecting 89-90, 156, 162,

182, 183, 202, 269, 276, 285ft:,

344ff., 550
;

indifferent in some
canes 182n., 192n., 307-10, 359,

377, 387n., 548.

Mayo-Smith 208n., 222n.; B. 137-8.

Mayr 567n.

Mean : see Average ; median, and of

greatest thickness 224.

Measure of value : confusion in Mal-
thus's 24n.

; dispute concerning,

suggested solution 120n.

Measurement : of particular ex-

change-values 14-15
;

involved in

the conception of exchange-value
21

; independent of causes 22-5
;
of

the exchange-value of money 137,
how frequently to be made493n.;

principles of, with constant sums

305, with constant masses 359, for

all cases 374-5.

Measures : themselves to be measured
57 and n., 137.

Menger, C. 9-10n.

Mensuration, sirui>l< 68,

Messedaglia 223-4, 257, 383
;
B. 52.

Metrology 127.

Mill, J. 122n.

Mill, J. 8. lln., 13n., 22n., 29n.,

37n., 41 n., 438,

Molimeus 137n.

Money : its exchange-value the pri-

mary one to be measured 20-1
;
de-

nial of this rejected 137
; question

whether it is the standard of ox-

change-value, cost-value, or esteem-
value 24, 135, 488-9, 495

; regula-
tion of its quantity with a view to

keeping it steady in exchange-value
489-93, or in cost-value or esteem-
value 494-5.

Money-value 5n.

Montanari 137n.

Mulhall 99n., 541
;
B. 74-75

Multiple standard 79n., 473, 476, cf.

478.

Nasse96n., 122n.; B. 103-4.

Natural : of price 4.

Neumann-Spallart 567n.
Newcomb 122n., 495n., 540

;
B. 7<>.

New-march 536
;
B. 19-21.

Nicholson 22n., 41n., 113n., 123n.,

143n., 225, 544, 567; his method
197, 204, 391, 427n., 543, 544,
548-51

;
B. 94.

Kitti 23n.

Nominal : of price 4
;
of value 4, 5

and n., lln.

Objective : two senses of 85-6.
O5

Conor, J. E. 219n.

Oker, C. W. 190n.

Osborne, G. P. 122n., 479n.

Paasche 98, 99, 192n., 222n., 546
and n.; his variety of Scrope's
method 194, 197, 199, 204, 541;
B. 33-4.

Padan 190n., 192n., 222n., 540, 544
;

B. 141.

Palgrave 83, 84n., lOOn., 219n.; his

variety of Young's method 194, 197,

199, 204, 433,537,53s '.. :><;?; H. 77.

Pantaleoni 567 n.

Parallelogram of forces: nom- in

exchange-value 69n.

Pareto 23n.

Parsons 12n., 122n., 438n., 47Sn.,

479n., 493n., 540; B. 136.

Patten 438n.

Percentage : mathematically repre-
sented in hundredths 28; tlnvc

ways of reckoning 234 ft".

Periods : question of, in weighting
97-121

; importance of, in tin-

treatment of variations 238
; gen-

eral principles concerning 244, ap-

plied 285 ff., 302n., 307, 343, ::il.

348, 353.

Perry, A. L. 438n.

Pierson, N. G. 190n., 222n.; B. 122
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"Pleasure-unit" 386, 393, 547.

"Plutology" 6n.

Pollard, T. J. 127n., 439n., 494n.

Pomeroy 85n., 493n., 540
;
B. 135.

Porter, G. R. 84n., 208n., 536; B. 11.

Powers, L. G. 99n., 536, 541, 544n.,
547

;
B. 131.

Preciousness : defined 165n.
;
measure

of, of commodities 200-1, 21 In.

Price: variously used 4 and n., 29
and. n.

; distinguished from cost
124-5 n.; in formulae, see Formu-
lation

; variations of, and variations
of exchange-value 482-3

;
the de-

sire that all prices should fall 488.

Price, L. L., B. 138.

Prince-Smith 35n., 36n., 41n., 45n.,
136n., 143n.

Prinsep, C. C. 219n.

Probability : wrongly invoked where
measurement is possible 38-9, 61,

Propositions: I 14
;

II 15 (33); III
16

;
IV 16-17

;
V 17

;
VI 18

;
VII

18 (113, 114, 139, 141, 470); VIII
26

;
IX 28-9 (34n., 140, 447n. ); X

29 (34n., 174); XI 29; XII 30

(471); XIII 30 (140, 471); XIV
31 (48, 213); XV 31 (447n. ); XVI
32(447n.

;
XVII 33 (42, 115n.,

149, 153, 196, 205n., 212, 311, 361,

388); XVIII 34 (51, 212, 216n.);
XIX 34 (51, 212, 434, 455, 463);
XX 36 (46, 150, 311, 361); XXI
41 (210); XXII 42 1 210, 457);
XXIII 42 (210); XXIV 42 (49,

210, 456, 463); XXV 42 |115n.,
210, 211, 434, 456n. ); XXVI 43

(115n., 210, 457); XXVII 44(115
and n., 149, 153, 196, 205n., 310,

361, 385, 388.; XXVIII 47 (150,

311, 361, 447n. ) ;
XXIX 47

(
447n.

) ;

XXX 48 (91, 92n.); XXXI 48

(434); XXXII 48 (50n., 210,

312n., 361n., 457); XXXIII 48-49

(69n., 140, 214n., 446n., 453n.,

459n., 471); XXXIV 49 (453n.);
XXXV 50 (210, 457); XXXVI 50

(180, 210, 311-12, 361, 394, 396);
XXXVII 51; XXXVIII 51;
XXXIX 51 (438, 443. 446, 451);
XL 52; XLI 114; XLII 114

(440); XLIII 114 (440); XLIV
115 (156, 179, 196, 205n., 310, 361,

385, 388, 400); XLV 115 (156, 179,

196, 205n., 311, 361, 388); XLVI
213

;
XLVII 433

;
XLVIII 435

;

XLIX 436
;
L 437

;
LI 441

;
LII

441 (485); LIII 447; LIV 449;
LV 454; LVI 456; LVII 459

(466, 471); LVIII 467.

Pufendorf 476 and n.

I'urrliMM- : meanini: 1

PnrchaciDgpoirerO,?. I8o.. ii-ii'n

30n.,:;in...V_>. 17-j :;. i:;;,,

Quantitativenewj of exchange--.
n-22.

Quantity : ambiqiiity of tin- t. n,

Real : of price 4
;
of value 4, 5, I

of exchange-value I:;.

Relative: of value .",n.. .">
; n.> n.-.-,|

of the epithet U-fi.i.

value 39n.; all quantities
and all variations of quant it

Ricardo4-5, 7n., 23, 2 In., L'-M.., :n.,
84n., 126n., iri-m.. i:;7n.. i::'.'n

Robertson, J. B., -IT'.in.

Rogers, J. E. T. f>:ir, : I!. '.(_>.

Roscher 45, 122n., 2'j:>.

B. 32.

Rossi 45n., 136n.

Sauerbeck 84n., 477n.; his method-

99n., 536, 537,538,541 ;R
Say, J. B., 5n., lln., 2'Jn., ::.....

79n.

Schmid, F., B. 106.

Scrope 220, 477, 47Sn., I'.i.'.n.; hi-

method, in genenil I'.'l. 20

350, 352, a.').-,. :;iio. :;;!. 869

372, 382, 883, 890, 402. !<>-.,..

427-8, 430, 431, 443-5, 4r>i.

539-44, 546n., 54!. .V.i;. emended.

373, 376, 377, :v.:,n ., 8M I

applied to arithmetic nu-a

376n., 377n., 409-10, 41:: 28,

4'_>4n., 426n.; I',. '.'.

Segnitz 97n.

Senior, N. W. 438.

Sergei, C. H. 534
;
B. 120.

Series of periods: how to IN- funned

206-7; inconsistency in em
measurements 203 i >< < V*

gaard's test) ; special cases avoid-

ing such inconsistency I'oln

2, 397-8; remedv, unsatisfactory

334-6, 393, 3l

Shadwell 12n., 27n., T-'Tn., -I'.'ln.

Sidgwick 84n., ., 112, li:'.i... 640,

544, 5<57
;
B. 56.

Simon, A. 432
;
H. 72.

Smith, Adam 4, ">, Sn.. lln., T'.'n .

,

122n., 124n., 12r,n.. i:!7n.

Smith, J. A. 47lin.. .M"; P.. I'-"...

Smith, J. H.. .V)f,n.

Smith, J. P. 10n.. 208n.. 680 : H. 7.

Soetbeer 536, 571; H. II 1'-

Standard : sometimes outside '7 : in

simple mensuration nothing ulti-
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mate 58, itself a relation between a

whole and its parts 58-9, 62, 63, 64,

66, 70, in neither of them separately
59-60

;
the whole only a practicable

one 62
;
in exchange-value, should

be as inclusive as possible 76-80.

"Standard of desiderata" 85.

Stewart, D. 79n.

Storch 79n.

Subjective : two senses 85-6.

TaussigSon.; B. 121.

Ti-si rasi-s 324-41, 368-70, 12&-3&
"
Timiotology

"
6n.

Todhunter 5l8n.
Tooke 84n., 556n.
Torrens 23n.

Transposition : argument by 351-2
;

analysis of this 531-2.

Trenholm 9n., lln.

Tme-price 466-8, 473-7.

TurgotS, 4, 124n.; 137n.

Unit of exchange-value 136.

Use-value : described 1-6
;

not de-

sirable that things should fall in

KM,.

Valeur : appreciative 3n.
; echanf/eable

3; estimative 3.

Value : defined 2-3
;

four kinds of

1-6
;

these ou^ht to be distin-

guished by special epithets 1, 134
;

no other kinds of economic 128,
but two more kinds 133n.

; faulty
uses of the term and of allied terms
36 and n.

Variations : arithmetic, harmonic,
and geometric 235-6

;
three kinds

of, with reference to zero 245-8
;

compensatory 524-30 ; nature of

geometric 531.

Von Jacob 84 n.

Wages : not to be counted in meas-

uring variations in the exchange-
value of money 121-33; wrong use

of, alone, in measuring esteem-
value 126-7, 130, 494.

Walker, A. 534
;
B. 27.

Walker, F. A. 8n., 56n., 137n., 478n.

Walras, L. 6n.,7n., 10n., lln., 27n.,

36n., 45n., 96n., 138n., 178n.,

IHOn., 221-2, 223, 265n., 432, 479,

480n., 493n., 540, 546n.; B. 69-72.

Walsh, R. 479n.

Walsh, R. H. 478n.; B. 13.

Wasserab 84n., 122n., 537
;
B. 105.

Weight : use of the term 81 n.; of the

thing whose exchange-value in all

other things is being measured, in-

different 94-5; of rl;i->i> varying
like the average, indifferent 180n.,

500-1, cf. 115n.; of wages and
of commodities, incommensurable
132

;
of money 463-5.

Weighting : defined 81
; explained

87-89
; history of 84-7

; haphazard
81-2, 156, 170, 188, 201, 534;
even 82, 501

; proper uneven, need
of 82-3

; rough, preferable to even

83, 121, 431-2
;
a wrong view of

85
; by mass-quantities 86-7, 90,

97, 165, 170, 190, 195
; by custom-

house returns 96n.; by consump-
tion or production 95-6; according
to relative sizes of the classes 81,

501, these according to the num-
bersofeconomic individualsin them
89, 94, 120-1

; question of periods,
see under Periods; uneven, in

averaging the
prices

of each article

during a period 96-7
; even, in

averaging the weights of periods
105, 386 7

; simple, alone possible
in averaging variations 153; hidden
506

; perverted 161-6, 168, 186, 189,

534, 535, 537
;
double 98, 111, 195,

225, 521-3, 544-52, its need of prop-
erly selected mass-units 156, 182,

unintentionally incurred 189, 193-

4, 539, 541, 551
;

the weight-
ing needed to make the geometric
average good 239n., 318n., 408-'. m.

Wells, D. A. 24n.

Westergaard 84n., 179n., 203, 206,

222, 537
;
his test 205, 332n., 370,

389, 391 n., 393, 396, 398, 399, 402,

409, 417, 537, questioned 400-1
;

B. 110.

Wetmore, W. S. 536, 570.

Whateley 6n.

Whewell 23n.

Whitehead B. 119

Whitelaw 479n., 493n., 536
;

B. 130.

Wicksell 99, 112, 123n., 2>n., WJii..

387n., 540, 544, 548
;
B. 139.

Wiebe 122n., 536, 548
;
B. 124.

Will, T. E. 479n.

Williams, A. 479n., 493n.

Wilson, W. D. 123n.

Winn, H. 478n., 479n.

Wright, C. D., B. 73.

Young, Arthur 85, 97, 122n., l.T2n.,

586; his method 194, 203, 204,

383, 428, 429, 432, 433, 536-9,

539-40, 555
;
B. 6.

Zuckerkandl 198n., 478n., 495n. ,544,

546, 548; B. 115-16.
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